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"

Preliminary heads of inquiry.
Having regard to the wide range of inquiries which it is necessary
tor the Franchise Committee to undertake before it can frame detailed
plan for the co.nstitutio.n of several. legisl~tures .the Chairman is-of
opinion that it 1s very rmprobable, if not rmpos~1ble, that the Committee will be able to cover the whole field durmg the first stage of
their inquiry. In order to provide a practical programme it will therefore be necessary to concentrate attention in the first instance on the
fundamental question of the franchise to be adopted in the constituencies which will elect the ·various legislatures.
It may therefore be necessary to postpone inquiries relating to the
representation of special interests, the advisability of creating bicameral
legislatures in Provinces, the qualification and disqualification of candidates and other subsidiary though important questions until a later stage
of the Committee's investigations. A further questionnaire relating to
these matters will be issued in due course. The following questionnaire
deals with the franchise to be adopted for the Provincial and Central
Legislatures. Questions relating to the repres~ntation of women, labour
and depressed classes have been included' because the solution of these
problems depends largely on the extent to which the basis of suffrage
can be widened in general constituencies.

I.-PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURES.

1. Extension of the franchise.
Having rega.rd t.o the fact that the principle of a responsible Federal
Government, subject to certain reservations and sa.feguards, has been
accepted by His Majesty's Government. and that the Governor's provinces are to become respon,EJibly governed units, enjoying the greatest
possihle measure of freedcm from outside interference and dictation in
carrying out their own policies in their own sphere, it is obviously necessary so to widen the electorates that the legislatures to which respon•
sibility is to be entrusted shoulrl be representative of the general mass of
the population, and that no important section of the commnnity may
lack the means of expressing its needs and its opinion. The Franchise
Sub-Committee of the Round Table Conference considered tl111t adult
suffrage was the g?al which should ultimately be attained, but the maj'ority.
thought that it was not practicable to reach that gual immediately and
recommended " the immediate increase of the electorate so as to enfre.n~e not less than 10 per cent. of the population, and indeed a larger
B
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number-but not more than 25 per cent. of the total population-if that
should on full investigation, be found practicabl~ and desirable".
(a)' What means can you suggest by which the existing franchise

for the Provincial Legislature could be extended so as to
, inClude 10 per cent. of the population in the electoral roll 1
(b) Do you consider that such an electorate will be capable of·
· casting an intelligent vote ?
.
(c). Do you consider that such an electorate ~ould be administratively manageable having regard to the arrangements likely
to be feasible for the preparation, maintenance and revision of the electoral rolls, and for the recordmg and counting
of votes 1
(d) If the answer to (b) and (c) is in the negative, what alter-·
native qualifications for the electorate would you propose 1
(e) If the answer to (b) and (c) is in the affirmative, do you consider that it would be practicable and desirable, having
regard to the same considerations, to enlarge the electoral
roll still further and, if so, what means would you suggest
for the purpose 1
(f) It has been suggested that, assuming adult suffrage to be
impracticable at present, all adults not entitled to a direct
vote shoul.d be grpuped together in primary groups of about
.. '20 or in some oth~r suitable manner for the election of one
or more representative .members from each group, who
would be entitled to vote in the provincial elections either
in the same constituencif:s as the directly qualified voters
or in separate constituencies to be framed for tp.em. The
suggestion has been discussed ··mall:J.ly with reference to
rural villages, hut might be 'made applicable
to towns also. .
.
Do you consider that any ·such system would be feasible and
advantageous in the areas with which you are acquainted,
and, if so, would you advise that the group electors should
vote in the same constituencies as the directly qualified
electors, or in separate constit~encies composed of •group
electors only ?
(g) It has been proposed that in the·event of separate constituencies being framed for group electors, only group eJectors
should be qualified to. stand as candidates for such constituencies 1
Are you in flwour of this course 1
(h) Do you consider that it would be feasible ancf advantageous
to abolish all the existing qualifications for voters and to
extend a system of the nature described in (f), and t<Pconfine the electorate for all constituencies to secondariett
chosen by groups oi primary voters 1
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I

(i) In the event of your answer to (f) or (h) being in the affirmative, what do you consider would be a suitable size for the
groups referred to above,~ On what basis would you constitute them, and whom would you charge with the duties of
:framing them ~
(j) Would you require any special qualification, whether property,
educational or othtr, in the persons chosen by such groups
to vote on their bermlf for the election of members? If w,
what 1
2. Franchise qualifications.
(a) Do you consider that in the areas with which you are acquainted
there is any marked disparity inthe operation of the franchise.qualifica-·
tions in urban as compared with rural areal'! ? If so, what measures
would you suggest in order to rPctify such disparities ?
(b) It has been suggested that each community should be given a
voting strength proportionate to its numbers, and that the franchise
system should be so contrived as to secure this result, in so far as it
may be practicable.
·

Are you .in agreement with this suggestion, and, if so, what measures
would you suggest for .giving effect to it in your province on the assumption (i) that separate electorates are retained, (ii) of joint electorates
with reservation of seats, and (iii) of joint electorates without reser•
vation of seats ? ..
(c) Is the possession of property of some kind in your opinion ·a
suitable test of fitness for the franchise 1 (The term "property" should
be understood in its widest sense as including not only the ownership
of landed property but also the occupation of land or house property or
the receipt of income or wages whether in cash or kind.) If so, do you
consider the existing property qualifications suitable 1 If you do not,
what modification do you suggest ~
(d) Are you in favour of introd:ucing a qualification based on education, independently of property 1 If so, what educational qualification
would you suggest ?
•
(e) Are you in favour of retaining the existing military service
'qualification and extending it so as to include service in the Auxiliary
and Territorial Forces ?
3~

Women's suffrage.
{a) At'present women are admitted to the suffrage on the same
terms as men, but as the existing qualifications are mainly based on
property and the payment of taxes. the number of women on the
provincial electoral rolls is only a little over a quarter of a million as compared with 6! million men. The Statutory Commission proposed that
the wives and widows (if over 25 years of age) of men entitled to vote
m!der the property qualification, should be enfranchised, and that in addition an educational qualification should apply to women over 21 as well
B2

as to men. In the Franchise Sub-Committee of the Round Table Con·ference it was suggested thl:!-t the age:J~it should. be 21 for women as well·
as for men.
'
· Are you in favour of increasing the women's electorate in the ways
'suggested or would you prefer any other method ? If so, what method ?
To what extent would . you favour an, increase
in #women's electorate 1
.
(b) In the event of a system of group representation being established as proposed in paragraph 1 (f), do you consider that women should _
be formed into groups, and, if· so, should separate groups be formed_
for women or should groups contain both men and women 1
(c) 'The suggestion has been made that at any rate as a temporary ··
measure the legislature should co-opt women members to an extent not
exceeding 5 per cent. by a system of propo.rtional representation so as to
ensure some repr~sentation o£ women in the legislature. What are your
views O!l this suggestion 1

4. Representation of the depressed classes.
It is evident from the discussions which have occurred in· various
connections in the Round Table Conference, that it is generally felt that
provision should be made in the new constitution for better representation of the depressed classes, arid that the method of representation by ~
. nominati~m is no longer regarded as appropriate.
.
What communities would you include as belonging ~o depressed .
· classes 1 Would you include classes other than untouchables, and if ·SO,
which 1
·
Do you consider that the depressed classes are likely, through such
,general extension of the franchise"'as you favour, to secure representa- •.
tives of their own choice in the general electorates,.and if so, to what
extent 1 If your answer is in the negative, what specific proposals would
you .make to secure their representation in the legislatures 1 The
possible applic~tion of the group system of representation to the depress- ,
ed classes should be specially considered.-

.

5. Representation
of labour.
.
Assuming. that such widening· of the basis of suifrage in general
constituencies as is found pract~cable does not provide adequate representation of labour what special measures would you recommend for ·
representation of labour (a) when~ it is or can be organized as in industrial areas, (b) where it is unorganized as in the case of agricultural and
plantation labo.ur? On what basis would you allot representation to
labour, in each case ?

5-A. Representation of special interests. . " ·
What are your views as t~ the retention of the representation of
special interests (Universities, Commerce, European and Indian, Mining, ·
Planting, Labour,Landholders, etc.) in the legislatures? If you favour
its retention, do y'ou consider that the existing methods of election thereto are satisfactory ? If not, w~a,t suggestions would you make 1
0

QUESTIONNAIRE.

ll.-THE FEDERAL LEGiSLATURE.
6. Allocation of seats to British Indian Provinces.
In the third report of the Federal Structure Committee the following allocation of seats to provinces of British India in the two chambers
of the Federal Legislature was tentatively suggested:'
Upper
Lower
Chamber. Chamber•

Names of provinces.

•

Madras

17

32

Bombay

17

26

Bengal

17

32

United Provinces

17

32

Punjab

17

26

Bihar and Orissa

17

26

Central Provinces (if Berar is included)

7

12

Assam

5

7

North-West Frontier Province

2

3

1

1

1

1

Delhi

..

Ajmer-:M:erwara
Coorg
British Baluchistan,

..

1

--- 120
200

As a working hypothesis for the purpose of arithmetical caiculatio~
at the present stage it may be assumed that the Federal Legislature will
be approximately of the size indicated in the report of the Federal
Structure Committee ..
(a) The Federal Structure Committee proposed that the representatives of British Indian Provinces in the Upper Chamber should be
· ele~ed by the Provincial Legislatures by a single transferable vote. Do
y~u agree wi~h this proposal or have you any alternative to suggest ~

(b) Do you consider that the franchise qualifications ought to be
different for the Federal and Provincial Legislatures 1 I£ so, what d~ .
you consider it ought to be in the case of _the Federal Legislature 1
. (c) The majority of members of the Federal Struct~re Committee
considered that ~lection to the Lower Chamber of the Feder.alLegislatur'l
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/

should be by territorial constituencies consisting of qualified voters who
would cast their vote directly for the candidates of their choice. Under
a scheme of this nature there would be more than a million inhabitants
on an average in each constituency. The constituency would in some
cases be of enormous size, especially if communal electorates were
introduced. In view @f the obvious difficulties which must confront a:
candidate in canvassing and maintaining cont:tct with such large constituencies the Committee· recommended that the alternatives of direct
and indirect elections should be fully explored and suggested that while
it might be possible without difficulty to adopt direct e!ection in certain
areas some form of indirect election might prove desirable in rural areas.
The Franchise Committee would be glad to have yol,ll' views on this
difficult question. In the event of your favouring some system of direct
election it would be very useful j1 you would indicate the nature of the
constituency that you ·would form having regard to the number· of seats
which you consider ought to be allotted to your province.
7. Representation of wome~, labour and depressed classes.
Please add any further suggestions which you desire to make regarding the representation of women, labour artd the depressed classes and
other interests at present specially represented in the Federal Legislatnre;

8. General.
It will be of great assistance to the Franchise Committee if you
will favour them with any observations on tlie working of the existing·
franchise. and electoral rules which will throw light on the problems_
, now under consideration. The Committee will of course require information later on many other questions but it is not necessary to deal
at present with matters outside the scope of this questionnaire.
It is not the function of the Franchise Committee to consider the
maintenance, modification or abolition of the existing system of separate
communal electorates, though it· is clear that this question must be
decided before a final scheme can be drawn up for the composition of the
various legisla.tures and the arrangement of the constituencies upon
which they are to be based. His Majesty's Government 'have instructed
the Franchise Committee to proceed, in so far as they may find that the
absence of such an assumption may preclude them from arriving at
conclusions, on the assumption that separate communal electorates will
continue. to form a feature of the new~constitution. It is hoped, however, that it will be possible to offer answers to the questions asked
in this paper, without entering upon a discussion of the communal"
problem.
·
·
Points for local G-overnments.'
(]) The Franchise Committee are anxious to save local· Goveen- .
ments unnecessary labour as far as possible. A great deal of information which will be· of great value in connection with their ip.quiries
must already be available in reports on the working of the present constitution prepared for the Statutory Commission or for other purposes.
'

-
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7

In dealing with the questions now raised it will suffice to refer to such
reports or to send copies correct~d up to date where such a course is
found ~onvenient.
(2) The Franchise Committee desire, if possible, during their visit
' to each provincial headquarters, to spend a day or part of a day in a
conveniently situated village, where they would meet typical bodies
of villagers and discuss with them questions arising out of th:s inquiry.
The Committee would like to have an opportunity of talking to a group
of existing voters, a group of .those who would become entitled to · a vote
if the franchise were extended in the manner considered possible by the
local Government, and a group of those to whom the vote could not be
granted within the limits of any practicable system of franchise. In
the last case, the Committee would like to consider, on the spot, the
possibility of adopting some system of group representation. The Committee would be grateful if one or two officers could be deputed to
• accompany them as interpreters, who are well acquainted with the
village selected for a visit or with village life in general.
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APPENDIX TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE.

I
TELEGRAM XX, FRO !If THE SECRETARY OF STATE FOR INDIA, LONDf'N, TO THR VICF.ROY
(RFFOP..!IIS DEPARTMENT), NEW DELHI, No. ] 68, DATED THE 13TH (RECEIVED
14TH) JANUARY 1932.
_
0

Chairman who is anxious t.o expedite work of Franchise CommittP.e as far as
pos~ible would be glad if this ·was "practicable to ascertain in general terms during
first stage of enquiry any preliminary views which Provincial Governments and ·
Committees may feel able to express on(a) size of Provincial Legislatures,
· (b) representation of special interests,
(c) qualification o( candidates,
·
' (d) if possible on question of Bicameral Legislatures in Provinces. .
"
It would be unnecessary of course to go into details at present stage but written
etatement would be of much value. If time permits it might be possible to arrange
for brief general discussion of such statements after franchise questionnaire had been
disposed of. Chairman recognises difficulties of expressing any save provisional views
on (a) and (b) above in absence of communal agreement but as hypothetical basis of
discussion provisional working hypothesis referred to in paragraph"7 of Prime Minister's letter of 29th December may be adopted as a basis in this connection.
-

Please inform local Governments accordingly and ask them to take such steps
as they consider feasible to prepare the ground. In the light of experience in first
two Provinces visited Committee will probably be able .to decide definitely whether
or not any extension of field to be explored beyond that covered by questionnaire •
already issued will in fact be feasible at. this stage having regard to very short time
at ~heir disposal:

II
TELEGRAM FROM THE JOINT SECRETARIES, INDIAN FRANCHISE COMMITTEE, TO ALL .
LocAL GovERNMENTS (EXCEPT BIHAR AND ORISSA AND BuRMA), No. S.-570,
DATED THE 13TH FEBRUARY 1932.
.

As stated in paragraph 2 of Questionnaire question of,bicameral legislatures
will probably have to await final decision till a later stage, though Chairman will be
glad to receive written statement of local Governments' views askedforin January
through Government of India.. Point has however now been taken in United
Provinces and Bihar and Orissa that wider extension of franchise could be contem- .
plated if Provincial Legislatures contained second ch~mber which would at once
serve as stabilizing influence and as source from which persons with administrative
experience could be drawn to serve as Ministers etc. Chairman would be glad if local
Governments and committees could consider, and be prepa,red to discuss question
of second chamber as affecting extension of franchise.

0
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MEMORANDUM BY THE PUNJAB GOVERNMENT.

THE PUNJAB.

I
Memorandum by the, Government of the Punjab. •
PROVISIONAL VIEWS OF THE GoVERNMENT OF THE PUNJAB ON THE QUESTIONNAIRE OF THE INDIAN FRANCHISE 'COMMITTEE.,-

I.-PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURES.
1. Extension of the Franchise.
(a) The population of the Punjab in the Census of 1931 was classified
' into urban and rural according to. the distinction made• for electoral
towns of a_ population of
purposes, that is, including as urban
10,000 and over, with headquarters of,districts and cantonments; and
according to this clasl'ifieation, the population at the Census of 1931 and
the number of voters in general constituencies· on the register of last
election ib as shown in the attached statement·:-

all

'

I

Urban population
Voters

..

Rural population
Voters

..

Male.

..
..
..
..

..
..
..

..
..
..

..

..

Total population
Voters

..
..

Female.

1,343,712
141,353

TotaL

907,346

,2,251,058

2,893

144,246

!II,536, 798

.9,792,996

21,329,794

578,559

22,104

600,663

12,880,510

10,700,342

23,580,852

719,912

24,997

744,909

'

It will be observed that at present the electorate which is preponderatingly male represent 3 ·1 per cent. of the total population and 6 · 4 and 2 · 8
respectively ofthe urban and rural population*. In order to enfranchise
10 per cent. of the population, and at the same time to make the percentage .the same in urban and rural areas would involve an addition of
8,000 urban and 1,532,000 rural voters. The Punjab Government think
that this will be too large a number from the point of view of the practical
considerations involved in the conduct of elections. They prefer
merely to double the number of t'he present electorates and, while leaving the urban qualification unchanged,. to lowe:r: the rural qualification
so as to admit approximately 5,30,000 more land-owners and also
to enfranchise 1,75,000 tenants, a class which has been hitherto without
a vote.
• (b) The Punjab Government ·consider that such an electorate will
be capable of casting an intelligent vote. The limitations imposed on its
number are due to considerations of what is administratively practicable.
*.Vide statement on page 16.
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(c) Th(rmanagement of even this limited electorate will undoubtedly
present great di:fficulty. This however, could be largely overcome by
prolonging the time taken by the elections.

(d) Does not arise.(e) The Punjab Government think that any further enlargement of
the electorate beyond what is here proposed would make it unmanage~
~k.

.

(j) to (j). ·The Punjab Government has considered with great care
the proposals for primary elections, and, with the exception of the Hon'ble
Minister for Agriculture, consider that in spite of its success in other
countries it would not be .administratively manageable in the _Punjab.
The Hon'bie Member for Revenue and the Hon'ble Minister for Local
Self-Government consider that its introduction would be unnecessary
if separate elctorates are to continue.
2. Franchise Qualifications.
(a) ThEffigures given above show that there is a marked disparity
represented by the percentages of 6· 4 and 2· 8 between the operation of
the franchise qualification in urban as compared with rural areas. By ·
the proposal above.mentioned, namely the lowering of rural landlord's
, qualifications and enfranchising a certain number of tenants, this disparity will tend to disappear.
(b) The P~njab Government is unable to consider feasibie any system
by which the qualifications of a vote could be different in the various
communities, which woulij. be the only method of giving them a voting ·
st!ength proportionate to their numbers.· The Punjab Government
observe that if communal electorates are retained such a step would in
any case be unnecessary while by lowering qualifications as they propose
the disproportion will tend to disappear.

(c) The Punjab Government while not committing itself to the principle that the possession of property of SQme kind is a suitable test of
. fitness for the franchise, consider that it is the only possible test by
which the number of electors can be reduced·to a manageable proportion. The only important defect in the existing qualifications is· that
they fail to enfranchise the agricultural' tenant; whereas urban tenants
receive the vote. This .defect it.has been proposed to remedy.
(d) The Hon'ble Ministers for Agriculture and Local Self-Government desire that passing the Matriculate examinations should carry with
it the right of a vote irrespective of property qualification. Other meJ:8bers of the Government adhere to the opinion expressed in paragraph 42
(4) of the Official Memorandum on the recommendations of the Indian
Statutory Commission.
(e) All members of Government are in favour of retaining the existing military service qualification, but do not wish to extend it so as to
include s.ervice in the Auxiliary and Territorial Forces.
·

3. Women's Suffrage.
(a) All members of GoverD1Ilent ~re of opicion that women s'hould
receive th~ vote on the same . property. qualification as men and that
any further extension of the Franchise to women should be left to the ·
Legislative Council.
(b) As above stated, the Punjab Government have not been able
to discover any practicable method of introducing the group system.

4. Representation of the Depressed Classes.
The Punjab Government is of opinion that the enfranchisement of
the tenant will give the vote to a considerable number, of the
Depressed Classes, and to that extent will give them influence in the
election of representatives to·the Council.

5. Representation of Labour.
Industrial labour can in the opinion of the Punjab Government be
represented by a general constituency. There are no. plantations
or large estates in the Punjab as in the United Provinces, Bihar
and Orissa, Bengal and Assam which is mainly a province
of small yeoman farmers and peasant proprietors. The representation
of unorganised agricultural labour is unnecessary. Tenants require some
representation, and the views of the Punjab Government on the point
.
have _already been stated.

II.-THE

FED~RAL

LEGISLATURE.

6. Allocation of Seats to British Indian Provinces.
The official members of Government, the Hon'ble Member for Re:
venue, and the Hon'ble Minister for Education adhere to the opinion
expressed in paragraph 49 of the official memorandum on the recommendations of the Indian Statutory Commission. The Hon'ble Minister
for Agriculture agrees subject to reservations of seats. The Ho'u'ble
Minister for Local Self-Government will prefer direct election.
(b) All members of Government consider that the franchise qualification of the Upper and Lower Houses of the head of legislature should be
the existing qualifications respectively for the Council of State and the
Legislative Assembly.
· (c) The Punjab Government is in 'favour of indirect election as suggested in paragraph 139 of the report on the Indian Statutory Commission, without territorial constitu~ncies, except for the Upper House.
Election to the Upper House should be direct.
_
,

7. Representation of Women, Labour and Depressed Classes.
The Punjab Government consider it important that labour should
be represented in the Lower House .

•
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8. General.
An ~account, of the work of the first three elections will be found in
chapter II of the memorandum prepared for the use of the Indian Statutory Commission; Part I. A report on the recent election will follow.
The only ·observation' which the Punjab Government desire to make at
this stage is that the rules for rejection of nomination papers.~ave proved
to be somewhat inelastic, and it is desirable to provide a summary method
of review of r~:Jjecti~n of nomination papers.

MEMORANDUM BY THE

1.

2.
_3.

4.
*5.
*6.

PUNJAB

GOVERNMENT.

11}

~.-Statistical information.
.....
PopU:ation and voters.
Population and elect?rs by constituencies: , _ ,
Statement of owners· 'and CroWI1 tenants of each community
.(Provincial totals). .
Comparative statement of· voters •in rural constituencies and
landlords.
, ,·
Statements by tahsils of landlords
and tenants.
.
.
.
Area cultivated by tenants-~t-will. ~ ~.

.

~

·'" * Not

·24650

29

.AUG lS68

printed.

.

..

Statement sho~ Population and Voters.

-:·_,(

.'

--

~

~--·.

..

Population (1921)
Voters (1929) ·
Votef!l (1921)

~'

..

.
-

.(1931)

.
...

.. .
.. .

Voters (1929)

..

"

.

(1931)·

-

(1921)

'·

":.

-·..

Total population (1931)

.
(1921)

.

..,. ..
...
.. "
~

Population {1921)

.

..

Voters (general) (1929)

~

..

..
'

-

..
..

.

125,576

10·5

..

6·4

. 12-3
. ..

....

7·5

579,559·

-

552,229

..

11,306,265

.'/.

..

719,912

..

..
..
,.

..

·t

..
~

..
..
..

2·8

.. .
10,700,342
..

12,880,510

..

571,4os'

..

..

.

3·0
23,580,852

9,378,759

20,685,024

24,~97

744,909

675,775

21,204

5·5

..

5·9

..

.

696,979
3·1
;

3·3

7,241,636

6,090,824

13,332,~60

6,195,738

5,248,583

11,444,321

319,707

'10,004

329,711

' 296,821

8,282

305,103,

.

,.:,..•

4·4

..

4·8

..

..

to-""•

•c

..' ''(...'~
i

"'

)

';

.

.

19,174

5·0

..

•.•

.

.

..

..

..

2,030

5;3

- Population (1921)

(1921)

123,546

. 600,663

..

,,

144,246

22,104

..
..
..

..

.

2,893

1!),012,624

..

'

141,353

8,703,475

Population (1931)

.

1,672,400

. '10,309,149

..

(Ul31)

675,284

..

..

Voters (1921)

997,116

21,329,794

Perc_entage (1921)

..
..

. 2,251,058

9,792,996

..

Voters (1929)

.. 907,346

p,536,798

..

.

1,343,712

.

..

. Percentage (1931)

.MuhammiuJans....:.. ·

..

..

..

Total.

•

.

..

..
..
..

(1921)

~

Females.

'"'

-

~

. .. .. .
.. .
.. ., .. .-.

~

Population (1931)

~

•.•

>!c

'"

"

Voters (1921)

.

...

{1921)
.lluf"Cil-: ·

,

Males.

. "'

..
..
..
..
..
..
.. .. .

..

Population (1931)

.

.

.,..,.

UrbG-

.

~·,.,,,,.

'

,..

'·~ '

2·4

"

2·6

~

.•

v

.·'·
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"

-

Males.

...

Females,

'
N()'TI,oMuham'ITiadansPopulation (1931)

(1931)
(1921)

..

..

Voters (1921)

.)

..
..

..

...

..

Voters (1929)

-

.
.... .. • . ..

..

Population (1921)'

..
..

'

..

..

..
..

~

Total.

.

3,935,314

3,248,934

7,184,248

3,814,_570

3,131,926

'6,946,496

331,306

8,471

239,777

216,757

7,220

.

223,977

...

~

..

5·8

..

5·8

..

3·3

..,

3•3

Bii-MPopulation (1931)
Population (1921)
·Voters (1929)
Voters (1921)
- ~ (1931)
(1921)

•

.. . ..
.. .. ..
.. ....
.. .. ..
.. .. l
.. ..
~

~

..

.. ,

1,703,584.

.

1;2~5,957

1,360,560

3,064,14.-'

998,250

2,294,207

..

•
168,899

6,522

175,421

..

162,197

5,702

167,892

..

.. .

'

9·9
12·4

..
..

5·7
7•5

INDtA.N FRANc:li:rsE. COMMITTEE.

PUnJab Legisiative Council.
t-

- .

-.

.

~

Statement showing the population and, electm:s by constituencies.

.

·-·-·

~

~

I

~

15·

z
100.,.

-

.

Population, 1931.

Number of Electors, 1929•

I

Name of Constituehoy.
Total.

Male.

..

'

Female.
..

Total.
..

Female.

:&ON-MUHAMMADAN (URBAN).

..
..

..

156,955

..

100,460

3· ·South-East Towns

..

.149,686

85,165

4

..

148,088

90,325

102,829

62,082
..
.

-1

Lahore City ,

2

.Amritsar City

North-East Towns

I

5, East-West Central Towns .. I

102,575
60,940'

.

6

North-West Towns

..

_126,3.39

7

West ~njab Towns

.-.·;

115,766

71,108

"'

'66,671

54;380

13,822

13,534

288

. 39,529

11,645

44'7

64,521

.....
. 9,372

11;198
9,177.

191>

57,763

10,757

10,593

164

40,'747

7,086

6,988

98

55,231- 11,527
;..
49,095 10,507

11,358

169

10,329

178

_,_..,.

Total Non-Muhamm"adan
(Urban).

...

Male.

900,132

Percentage of voters to po,pulation (1931). -~
Percentage of .voters to po.
pulation (1921).

1'

8·2

.

9·2

538,866

.

13·5
14·9

74,716

361,266

...

..
..

..
..

--73,177
1,039
------

. ..

..
..

..

------

.

NON-MUHAMMADAN (RURAL).
8, Hissar

527,043

283,848

243,195

13,407

13,150

257·

9

338.079

179,903

158,176

16,365

15,755

590

297,840

161,364

136,476

10,689

10,i50

539

..

10

II

..

South-East Rohtak (the
Jhajjar and Sonepat Tahsils
~.,...,h
North West Rohtak (the
Rohtak and Gohana Tahsils
of the Rohtak district).

............, I

Go-"

..

..

12

Karnal

13

Ambala-cum-Simla

14

Kangra

..

15

Hoshiarpur

..

··~
..
..
·- ..
...

·1

16

Jollood,;.,.;r.dh;.,..

17

Lahore and Ferozepore-cumSheikhupura.
Amritsar-cum-Gurdaspur

18
19

JO

Rawalpindi Di~ision and
Lahore Division (North);
Multap Division
..

~--

949

478,962

258,447

220,515

18,495

17;546

539;43~

297,947

241,48~

10,997

10,189

808

"316,002

. 175,468

140,534

8,o4i

7,352

689

12,511

449

p/

.:753,Ql3

387,947

365,066

12,960

518,327

275,404

242,923

14,511

13,791

720

5,838

176

.

336,783

181,861

154,922

6,014

487,664

266;961

220,703

8,613

8,414

199

8,818

496
• 614

371,443

201,776

169,667

9,314

625;844

340,199

285,645

20,291

19,677
. 14,918

446

158,129

6,932

693;686

385,323

308,363

15,364

Total Non-Muhammadan
6,284,116
(Rural).
Percentage of voters to popu2·6
lation (1931).
Percentage of vote)'s to popu2·5
Iation (1921).
Total_Non-Muhammadan
7,184,248
3·3
I

3,396,448

2,"887.668

155,061

..

..
..

.

.

·.

4·6
4-1

3,935,314· 3,24,8,934
5·8

..

-----------

..

..

..

..•

- - - ---.- - - 239,777

..

231,306

..

8,471

..

lS.
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Statement showing the populatiOn and 'electors by constituencies'----'contd..

~

Number of Electors, 1929.

Population, 1931.

Name of Constituenoy.
Tota.l.

01
·;:
CD

00

I

Total.

Female.

Male.

I
--Male.

Female.

--·-

MuHAMMADAN (URBAN).
21

Lahore City

..

22

Amritsar City

..

23

West Punjab Towns

24
25

-

..
..
..

East and West Central
Towns .

.South-East Towns

..

Total Muhammadan (Urban)

249,315

156,486

92,829

17,657

.17,379

278

132,362

79,324

53,038

8,964

8,811

153

"'

-

183,061

123,458

12,702

12,47.5

227

288,378

165,554

122,824

11,503

11,326

177

234,583

132,450

102,123

7,468

7,228

240

1,2ll,157

716,875

494,282

58,294

~06,519

Percentage of voters to population (1931 ).

·4·8

7·9

..

9·5

..

....

Percentage of voters to population (1921).

5·5

-

MUHAMMADAN (RURAL).
26
27
28

Gurgaon-cum-Hissar

..

Ambala Division (NorthEast).
Hoshiarpur-cum-Ludhiana

29

Ferozepore

..

30

Jullundur

..

31

Kangra-cum-Gurdaspur

32

Lahore

33

Amritsar

..
..

34

Sialkot

..

35

Gujranwala

36

Sheikhupura

..
..

..

-----1,675

57,219

- - - ----

..

..

..

..

..

..

.

'
448,607

239,609

209,538

11,996

11,498

498

501,600

270,706

230,894

10,480

9,838

642

493,613

21)4,078

229,535

11,984

11,370

6H

480,785

259,933

220,852

4,912

4,714

198

366,979

194,733

172,246

7,660

7,248

412

8,456

8,182

274

..

503,488

274,294

229,19"4

..

566,505

307,557

258,948

5,389

5,160

181,251

4,727

4,543

184

..
..
..

246,901

9,145

8,854

291
487

..

392,314

211,063

539,933

293,032

.

.

229

473,678

260,397

213,281

9,128

8,641

440,280

240,495

199,785

9,459

9,006

453

37

Gujrat Weat (the Phalia
Tahsils of the Gujrat District).

269,763

150,182

119,581

7,760

7,5os

252

38

Gujrat East (the Gujrat and
Kharian Tahsils of the Gujrat District).

487,732

259,561

228,171

17,726

17,383

343

Shahpur West (the Shahpur
and the Khushab Tahsils
of the Shnhpur District)•

.280,314

146,521

13.3,793

s,8o6

8;620

Shahpur :Eft,st (the Bhalwal
and the Sa'&odha Ta.hsils
of the Sh9.hpur District).

364,002

200,846

163,156

9,951

9,590

39

•
40

I

-

_,

186

-

361

" 2

20
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Staterrient showing the population and electOrs by constituencies-co~td.
~umber

Population, 1931.

of Electors, 1929.

'

z0

..

N arne of Constituency.
Total.

ti

Male.

FemaJe.

TotaJ.

Male.

~

·i
00

-

41

- - -- - -

MUHAMMADAN (RURAL)contd.
..
Mianwa.li

348,264

182,674

165,590

524,375

274,750

249,625

468,126

241,574

226,552

461,296

238,246'

223,050

22,255

318,209

171,139

147,070

13,517

..

42

Attock.:

..

..

43

Rawalpindi

..

44

Jhelum

..

..
..

46 Layallpur North (the Lyallpur
and the Jaranwala Tahsils
of the Lyallpur District).

Lyallpur South (the Sam· .
undri and Toba Tek Singh
Tahsils of the Lyallpur
District).

387,253

207,905

-47

Montgomery

..

686,374

374,386·

48

Multan East (the Kabirwala, . 442,857
Khanewal and Mailsi
·
Tahsils of Multan District).

Jhang

..

..

51

Muzaffargarh

..

52

Dera Ghazi Khan

..
..

15,832

432

21,281

196

22,068

187

12,980

537

16,429

~11,988

10,548

-10,354

194

-~41,322

201,535

6,146

5,904

242

427,946

232,675

195,271

4;847

4,524

323

517,898

278,840

239,058

11,601

11,072

529

"

.

232,700

3,031

418,958

~3t329

187,629

2,269

2,207

Total Muhammadan (Rural) 12,121,:i03

6,524,761

5,596,542

..

SIKH.
Sikh Urban

...

TotaJ Urban

Peroe~tage

1-.. . ~..- .
of voters to
pula.tion (1931).
·

..

510,154
0

po.·
· pulation (1921 ). . ·
1•->

.•

•

'

.

183

•

62.

- - -- 8,929
------

271,417 262,488

2·2

4·1

..

..

..

2·4

4·3

..

..

..

6,090,824

329,711

..

..

'

..
..

------

13,332,460

7,241,636

2·4

4·4

139,369

87,571

139,369

87,571

8·0

12·5

·51,798

..
·-, ...,,....., __

~--~--

10:1

.

17·4·

U,236_

,,

..

10,004

10,957

279

319,707

..

------

11,236

51,798

~

~-·

549

16,978

277,454

, Total Muhammadan

.

16,264
21,477

2,848

pulation (1931).
Percentage of voters to po·
pulation (1921).

\

71

179,348

Pe~centage of voters to po·

53

4,834

/

49. Multan West (the Multan,
Shujabad and Lodhran
Tahsils of the Multan Dis·
trict).
50

4,905

...

-~

..

FemaJe.

- - - --279
10,957

--·-- ---

..
·--··"
"

..

o·

.. ...

..

. .......

..

.
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Statement showing the population and electors by constituencies-contd.
Number of Electors, 1929.

PopulatioJ, 1931.

z0

Name of Constituency.

:a&l

Total.

Male.

Female.

.Total.

55

t

Ainba.ls Division
Hoshia.rpur and Kaugm

..
..

66' Jullundur
57

Ludbiana

58

Ferozepor.

59

Lahore

..
..
..

..
..
..

407

79,103.

9,369

9,157

212

14,631

14,080

551

..

305,599

170,475

135,124

20,391

19,725

..

384,101

2ll,355

172,746

16,003

15.201

- 666

..

219,298

121,002

. 98,296

10,732

10,105

..
..

367,942

201,067

166,875

19,475

18,639

836

265,723

148,769

ll6,954

16,590

16,047·

543

Lyallpur

63

Multan Division and Shei:
khupura. (The Sheikhupura District and the
Multan Division excluding
the Lyallpur District).
·
Rawalpindi Division and
Gujranwala.

..

..

Percentage of voters to population (1931).
Percentage of voters to population (1921) .

..
Total Sikh

..

Percentage

..

Total General Constitnenoies (Urban).

..
..

Total General Constituencies (Rural).

•

8,761

109,562

62

Percentage (1921)

9,168

95,171

Amritsar

Percentage (1931)

96,429

137,006

Sia.l.kot-cum-Gurda.spur

Total Sikh Rural

124,035

246,568

60

64

220,464
174,274

61

..

Fe~.

- - - ---

SIKH (RURAL).
54

Ma.le•

Percentage (1931)

..

Percentage (1921)

..

Grand Total Legislative
Council General Consnitnencies.

.

802

627

.

206,210.

ll3,796

92,414

17,324

16,566

758

3II,798

173,930

137,868

16,273

15,726

547

222,798

119,407

103,391

14,229

13,935

29t

2,924,775

1,616,013

1,308,762

164,185

157,942

5·3

9·9

..

7·1

12·5

..
..
1,360,560

175,421

•

.

3,064,144 '1,703,584
5·7

9·9

2,251,058

1,343,712

..
907,346

..

..
144,246

..

..

168,899

6,522

------

..

..

141,353

10·5

..

..

..

7·5

12·3

..

..

..

9,792,996

6,~

-----..
..

6·4

21,329,794 11,536,798

---

2,893

..
..

- - - --22,104

600,663 578,559

- - - --2·8

5·0

..

..

3·0

5·3

..

..

23,580,852 12,880,510 10,700,342 744,909

Percentage (1931)

..

S·1

5·5

..

Percentage (1921)

..

3·3

5·9

..

..
..

..

..
..

719,912

24,99'1

..

------

---

..
..

-

•:.

..

t
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Statement showing the population and electdrs by constituencies-concld.
Number of Electors, 1929.

Population, 1931.
Q

:i

Name of Constituency.

~

Total.

·;::

"

Female.

Male.

Total.

Female.

Male.

rn.

--------SPECIAL CONSTITUENCIES.
776

731

• 45

..

1,740

1,634

106

..

941

894

47

10

lO

3,907

3,903

..

..
..
..
..
..

94

94

..

..

..

..

229

229

..

..

..

7,697

2

..
..

3

Silru Landholders

..

..

4

Baloch Tumandars

5

Punjab University

..
..

..
..

6

Punjab Chamber of Commerce and Trades Associa·
tion:
·
Punjab Industries
..

7

.

..

~·

.

Total Legislative Council
Special Constituencies.

.

..

Punjab Landholders (GeneraJ).
Muhammadan Landholders

1

.

Grand Total Legislative
Council.

..

Grand Total of Electors

..

• ..

..
..

.. .

-

.

..

4,

- - - --202

7,495

------

..

752,606 727,407

25,199

------

'-----v-----J

..

..

752,606

Punjab Legislative Council.
. Statement showing extent .of Urban Constituencies.
S. E.=Sputh-East Towns; .N.E.=North-East Towns; E. W- C.=East and West
Central Towns; N. W.=North-West'Towns; and W.~WestTowns:
LAHORE MUNICIPALITY.
-

Lahore Cantonment.

i'f

AMRITSAR MUNICIPALITY •.

.Amritsar Cantonment.

'

Non-Muham- Muhammadan
Urban.
madan Urban.

B4iwani Municipality
Hissar
"
Sirsa
"
Hansi
.,.
"
Rohtak
"
Sonepat "
Jhajjar
"
Rewari
Panipat
Kamal

.

..
..
"

S.E.
S.E.
S.E.
S.E.
S.E,

...
·~

.

S.E.
S.E.
S.E.
~

..

S.E.
S.E.
S.E.·
S.E.
S.E.
S.E ..
S.E.o
S.E.

S.E.

S.E .

S.E.

S.E.

~
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LAHORE MUNICIPAIJTY.

Lahore Cantonment.
AllmrTSAR MUNICIPALITY,;

Amrit8ar Cantonment .

..

Non-Muham- Muhammadan
madan Urban.
Urban.
-

Shahabad Municipality
Kamal Notified .Area (Civil Stlttion)
Kaithal

"

Hidayatplir Chhaoni Notified .Area
Arnbala Municipality
Jagadhri
Simla
"
Ludhiana
"
Jagraon
Ambala Cantonment
Kasauli
"
Dagshai
"
Sabathu
"
Jutogh _
"
Hoshiarpur Municipality
Jullundur
"
Jullundur Cantonment
Kasur Municipality
Ferozepore ·,
Fazilka
Gurdaspur
"
_ Batala
Dalhousie
"
·sialkot
"
Dharmsala "
Dharmsala Cantonment
Sialkot
"
Ferozepore
"
Balun
"
Bakloh

..

..
...

..

..

,

"

•

Gujrat M~icipality
Jalalpur-Jattan
"
Bhera
"
Khushab
Jhelu~

"
"

..

...

..

Pind DadB;n K~an Municipality

-.

..

..

.

S.E.
S.E.
S.E.
S.E.
-N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
- N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
N.E.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W;C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
N.W.

- s:E.
-s.-E.
S.E.

.

~-

S;E.
S.E.
S.E.
S.E.
S.E.
S.E.
S.E.
·s.E.
S.E.
·s.E.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.w.c.
E.W.C.
E.w.c.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
E.W.C.
w.

~.w.

w.

N.W.

w.

N.W.
N.W.
N.W.

w.
w.
w~
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'

LAHORE MuNICIPALITY·

Lahore Omitonment.
AMRITsAR MuNICIPALITY·

AmritBar Oontonment.

,

')

Rtowalpi.iuli
Murree
Mianwali
Gujranwala
Wazirabad
Jhelum
Rawalpindi
Murree
. Campbellpur

Municipality

Nrm-MuhamMuhammadan Urban. madan Urban.
N.W.
w.
·N.W.
w.
N.W.·
w.
N.W.
E.W.C.
N.W ..
E.w.c.
N.W.
W:
N.W.
w.
N.W.
w.
N.W.
w.
·N.W•
w.
N.W.
w.
N.W.
w.
N.W.
,E.W.C.

,. .

"
"
"
Cantonment

"
"
"
.Attock
"
(Notified .Area)
Sargodlia
,,
Campbellpur

...

Sheikhupura
"
Montgomery ·Municipality
Lyallpur
"
Jhang
",.
Chiniot
Multan
Muzaffargarh
Dera Ghazi Khan
Multan Cantonment

w.
w.

w.

w.
w.
w.
w.

Vi(.

w.
w.
w.
w.

w.

W.

w.

w.

Statement showing the numbers of owners and Crown tenants of each community and the amount of Land Revenue.paid
by
each.
.
'

·• Provinoi~l. Totals.
LANDLORDS.

Serial
No.

CROWN TENANTS.

"

'

Community.
Adult.

:Minor.

Adult.

Land

Revenue.

Minor.

4
5
1
7
3
6
2
----l--------------~--~--------l-----~-----1------1---------

. Rs.

I

Mussalman

..

2· Hindu

..

3 Sikh
••
' ::
· 4 · Other persona..
..
Total
..
••
5
6 Belonging to Agrioult~l
Tribes.
·
7 Other persons ••
..
8
Total
••

'9

Institutions ••

1,637,230
977,031
578,290
5,841
3,198,392
2;666,127

192,616
128,936·
49,264525
371,341
312,903

54,784
5,626
10,926
1,600
72,936
63,759

6,346
476
'1,022
175
8,019
.7,198

2,21,41,064
1,03,01,042
1,16,59,208
2,85;663
4,43,86,977

532,265
3,198,392

·58,438
371,34,1

9,177
72,936

821
8,019

52,46,115
4,43,86,977
i,65,167

3,~

....

4

3,91,40,~2

•

Comparative Statement of Voters in Rural Constituencies and Land-owners.
(Actual figures in thousands.)

-

Land-owners and Crown Tenants paying Land Revenue.
Voters in Rural
Constituencies.
I

Rs. 25 and upwards.

Rs. 20 to 25.

Rs, 15 to 20.

Rs. 5 to 10.

Rs. 10 to 15.

Total.

'
No.

uhammadans

Per cent.

No.

Per cent.

No.

Per cent.

No.

Per cent.

No.

Percent.

Per cent.

No.

Percent.

258

50

672

48

No.

256

46

169

48·5

47

46

72

45

126

47

27

75

28

152

29

372

27

28

68,

25

108

21

354

25

100

518

100 1,398

100

thers

..

157

27

76

21·5

27

26

42

ikhs

..

158

27

105

30

29

28

44

350

100

103

100

158

'

"'

.,

- - ----Total

..

571

100'

---100

269
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I. (i)-Note by the Hon'ble Sarda~ Sir Jogendra Sin:gh, Kt., Minister for
Agriculture in the Punjab Government.
In the matter~of franchise I adhere to th~ views already expressed.
Unless an agreement is reached I hold that the franchise should not be
low:ered a~d that the same principle should be applied to the Sikh minority
a~ IS apphed to Muslim minority in other provinces. The Sikhs should
get th: benefit of their increase in population and of the weightage based
on a smgle principle applicable to all minorities. ·
· My own view remains unaltered that the lowering of the franchise
should be left to the legislature itself and should take place in response
to a demand for the enlargement by the people themselves.
My reason for standing for a high property franchise is to secure
representation of a responsible and stable element in the Council which
would not be secured if franchise is lowered and separate communal
electo~ates are perpetuated. The harm that separate electorates have
d~ne Is so far confined to towns; the continuance of separate electorates
W:Ith a larger enfranchisement of the village population will poison the
village life also, w~ich at present runs smoothly. The,new constitution
maY. become the cockpit of communal conflicts.
· . Before reaching decisions the Franchise Committee may study the
.
effect of separate electora:tes on-(a) efficiency of adn.tihistration,

(b) impartiality of services,
(c) social life generally.
p

It is evident to any careful observer that disruptive forces brought
in inotion by this arrangement are making .efficiency of administrt:ttion,
impartiality of services and happy social relations between various communities impossible.
·
_ I am prepared to concede as an alternative to high property and
educational franchise the adult male franchise, provided that the primary
voters have to select secondary voters to e:x:ercise· the vote on behalf of
a group of 20 or 30 voters, and property and _educational qualifications
are fixed for the secondary voters.
I would constitute a village into a primary eleCtorate and allow the
village to e!ect secondary representatives in .proportion to its .adult
male population as fixed by the Election- Commissioner ..
The secondary voters will form a single · electoral plur;;tl constituency in every district and proceed to elect by a single non-transferable- vote from a joint electorate thus enabling· all interests to find an adequate
representation:·
It is said that administratively this system may be difficult to 'l)Ork.
It is true that primary election of secondary electors will have to be held
from village to village, but once this election has taken place, a much
smaller organization will suffice to supervise the council election. Primary elections c(nild be held by the village officers, the Patwari and the

'
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Zaildar. The number of secondary voters for each village will be fi:x:ed
by the Election Commissioner on the basis of its adult male population.
The village officers will receive nominations on a fixed date, and supervise the election. Candidates ofrequired qualification of age, education
and property will have to get their nominations by 2 primary voters,
and then for each nominated candidate a coloured ballot box can be provided and coloured discs allotted to each candidate. As many boxes as
candidates can be placed in an empty room, where the voter will proceed
and place a disc in the box of the candidate of his choice. As soon as
voting is over, and time fixed for v~ting has expired, these boxes will be
brought and opened before the voters, and the discs counted out, a;nd the
names of elected voters recorded in the book !;if the .secondary voters.
The primary election I¥ust take place six months before the general
election, and secondary voters must be elected for a period of six years.
In case oof death of a secondary voter, the village would immediately
elect his successor so that the register of secondary voters will be always
complete. This system will be less expensive and more equitable,
provide representation of all interests from joint electorate and at the
same time safeguard. minorities without creating permanent cleavages.
It has worked in other countries and there is no reason why it should not
work in the Punjab.
I was inclined to recommend indirect election for the Federal Assembly, it attracted me as a convenient method, though I was aware that
it may rob provincial councils of some of their best members. On further
consideration I have come to believe that direct election botn for the
Council of State and the Federal Assembly is~ more suitable method
as it would secure a better and a stronger representation to the Central
Legislatures.
The well-being of the country demands that we must not be driven
into decisions which are likey to defeat our main purposes, the attainment of self-government and self-government's power to secure a better
life for the people. We are not accepting the creed of advanced politicians, why should we acquiesce and accept the communal creed of o.thers
which seeks to keep the communities in continuous conflict ? We must
do what we think right, just and of permanent value .

•
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II
Supplementary memorandum by the Punjab Government on the
·Questionnaire of the Indian Franchise Committee. ·

·;<:

. j

The Punjab Government adhere to their views expressed in the
document entitled " Provisional Views," already forwarded to the
Franchise Committee, except in so far as any change is indicated in the
following observations :I.-PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURES .

•
1. Extension of the Franchise.

(a) If it is desired to enfranchise 10 per cent. of the population by
means of direct representation the Punjab Government considers that
the plan A* attached to the opinions of the Provincial F~ancP,iseCom
mittee is suitable, but it adheres to its opinion that so large an electorate will be administratively unmanageable, an opinion which is
reinforced by the views of experienced officers.
Plan A, in the view of several Members and Ministers, would only
be suitable if separate electorates are retained. Otherwise, it would be
unacceptable. The Hon'ble Minister for Local Self-Government considers
that if separate electorates are ever abandoned, then a formula
such as that applied to Municipal Committees in the Punjab, which
combines voting strength and population, should be considered. It is
expected that the Muslims ~ill refuse to accept this device.
(d) The Punjab Government adheres to its alternative proposal
w:hich roughly doubles the number of existing electorates. This proposal
is in their own opinion adequately represented by plan Ct attached to
the opinion of the Provincial. Franchise Committee.
·
(f) to (j) The Punjab· Government has further considered the
proposals for primary elections, and with the exception of the Hon'ble
Minister. for Agriculture· find in the rep.orts of district officer's confirmation of the opinion tha~ they would not.be administratively manageable·
except on the proposal now made by the Provincial Committee that they
should be spread over a period of four years. · This they consider would
be manageable, but the system will remain open to very grave abuses.
They also consider that grave dissatisfaction· would be caused by post'
ponement of the new electora~e ~or four years.

2.. Franchise qualifications•
.To their· original remarks, the Punjab Government have only to
add that no doubt it would be ideal tl!at each community should be given
a voting strength~ proportionate to its numbers. In the funjab this .
could partly be secured by giving a vote to all payers of land revenue.
This would result in giving the members of the three communities who \
0
have some property qualification, representation more approximate to
iheir population proportion ; but they consider that an electorate of
this size (about 3 million landholder l),lone excluding others qualified)
*Page 37.,

•· t Page 39.
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would be completely unmanageable for direct voting. · This number
would be unmanageable whatever the form (i.e., separate or joint)
of the electorates.
The Hon'ble Minister for Local Self-Government wishes to record
that the Hindu advocates of joint electorates, with· reserved seats for
minorities, would be prepared' to face the inconveniences likely to arise
from the unwieldy character of such a large electorate. While wishing
it to be clearly understood that they do not_ expr~ss any opinion in·
favour of joint electorates, the other members of the Government do
not consider that the practical difficulties in holding the election could
be removed.

3. Women's Suffrage.
As regards co-option we shouid prefer to ieave it to the legislature
to extend women's suffrage, i! they desire to do so, which, in the normal
·course, would enable women to stand for membership with some reasonable prospect of success. We do· not favour co-opt[on.

4. Representation of the Depressed Classes.
As regards the Depressed Classes, the Punjab Government has no
reason to depart from the view which it has already expressed in paragraph 25 of the memorandum containing · the opinions of the official
members of the Government on the recommendations of the Indian
Statutory Commission, that these classes are not a pressing problem in
the Punjab, and will get some representation ~s tenants.
....

.

5-A. Representation of Special Interests.
Tlie Punjab Government generally adhere to. their views expressed
in paragraphs 26 sqq. of the' above memorandum, that is to say, that
Europeans and Indian Christians should be represented by special
electorates, and that Anglo-I.ndians should have a choice as to whether
they should merge in the category of Europeans or in the general
constituencies. 'l'h()y are in favour of retaining special electorates for
landholders, Baloch Tumandars and for the University. Some of the
Ministers in,their printed notes on the Simon Commission Report have
advocated au increase in the number of landholders' seats. The official
members, as regards ·Commerce and Industry, consider that only the
former requires special representation. Two of the Min;sters would
like special representation for both Commerce and Industry separately.
The Hon'ble Member for Revenue considers''that only Industry· needs
rep~ese!l:tll.ti~n. The other Minister would prefer no special representatiOn for e1ther unlesf! it can be _!trranged that their representation
would not a:ff~ct commm:tal proportion· in the House.

•
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m
l'demorandufu by t:he Punjab PrdVinciai Franchis~ &mlnitt~.
1 (a)= What means can you ,suggest by whick the existing fianckise·
for the prov_incial lepislatvre cculd be extended so as to include 10 per cent.
of the population in the electoral roll ?
The Committee observes that this question suggests an extension
·of the property qualifica.tion to enfranchise a, larger number of direct
voters. The majority reject this system in favour of some form of the
group system, and their answer to the question is therefore that if they
were asked how to include 10 per cent. of the population in the electoral
roll, their reply is, " by some form of the group system by itself or supplementing the existing system." Sardar Bu~a Singh and R. B. Chaudhri Chhot~ Ram are definitely _9pposed ·to the ~O!!P system.·;
·
If for any reason the group system is· exeluded then the only two
systems put forward are systems (a)* and (b)t attached to this reply, (a)
representing an extension of the franchise on the basis of enfranchisement of land-owners down to Rs. 5 and tenants down to 6 acres (which
will enfranchise very few women), or, (b) a wives' and widows' qualification
which will go down only to Rs. 10 land revenue. Mr. Owen Roberts
considered it unnecessary at this stage to choose between these systems.
Mr. Nazir Hussain, K. B. Muhammad Hayat, Qureshi, R. B. Chaudhri
Chhotu Ram and Sardar Buta Singh preferred system (a) and the Chairman and Mrs. Chatterji, system (b). Messrs. Din Muhammad, Ghani
and Hansraj were not preP,ared to make any suggestion for extending
the franchise on a property qualification. Pandit Nanak Chand· would
like to include payment of haisiyat tax and-therefore restrict the land
revenue qualifica.tion so as .not to raise the numbers above 10 per cent.
R. B. Phaudhri Chhotu Ram.does not give first place to the gr<mp·system
and Sardar Buta Singh is definitely opposed to it.
1 (b). Do you ronsider that such an ·electorate will be capable ofdasting
an intelligent vote ?
~
· · ·
~
The Committee generally suggested that the intelligence of_ the electorate comprising 10 pet cent. of population will not be materially
different from that of the existing electorate of 3 to 6 per cent. Mr. Owen
'
.
Roberts was 'inclined to doubt this .. ,
1 (c). Do you c6nsider that such an eltXtorat¢ would be a!in~inistira
tively manageiJhle ·having regard to the 6/rr?JiJigements Z(lcely to be]ea~wle
for the preparation, maintenance .and 'rfVtsiof! 'of the electoral rolls andJor
the reeording and 'cou/rding. of ,votes ?
·
··
· Mr. Chven Roberts, the. Chairman, Pa~drt :N'anak Dhau"d aiid R. B.
ChaudhriChhotu Ram regarded IO:per cent.~e~ectorate frofn the point
of view of its being ~driiinistratively manageable with""o'!>inioils ranging
froin that it was" difficult" to that it was" aO:iniiiistrativeiyunrti.anage.. able." Mr, Nazir Hussain, Sardar B~ta Singh, K. B. Din MuhamBiad,
Mr. Ghani, K. B. Muhammad Hayat, Qiireshi, "Mrs. Chatterji and M:r.
Hansraj considered it.manageable.
. * P&ge 37.
t Page 3S.
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1 (d). If answer to (b) and (c) is in the negative, what alternative
qualifications for the electorate U'ould you propose ?

The alternative proposal for the electorate made by the members
generally is the gro'up system. System (c)* recommended by the Punjab
Government was put forward by the Chairman. R. B. Chaudhri Chhotu
Ram and Sardar Buta Singh are opposed to the group system.
1 (e). Ifthe answer.to (b) and (c) is in the affirmative, do you consider
that it wrJuld be practicable and desirable having regard to the same considerations to enlarge the electoral roll still further, and, if so, what rneans would
you suggest for the purpose ?
'

. No member of the Committee desired to have more than 10 per
cent. of the population voting directly for the Legislative Council.
1 (j), (g) and (h). Opinions were divided betwe~n those who.
favoured a combination of direct and indirect election such as outlined
in question (j), and those in favour of the ~bstitution throughout. of
indirect election by group system R. B. Chaudhri Chhotu Ram, K."B.
Muhammad Hayat, Qureshi, Pandit Nanak Chand and the Chairman
favoured the incomplete group system." 'L'he following favoured the
complete group system :-Messrs. Din~ Muhammed, Nazir Hussain,
Owen Roberts, Abdul Ghani, Hansraj and Mrs. Chatterji. Sardar Buta
Singh is not in favour of indirect election in any form. With reference
·to the second paragraph of (f) Pandit Nanak Chand and Mrs. Chatterji
are of opinion that if group el~ctions are held on non-communal basis,
group electors should vote in separate constituencies composed of group
electors only, but if groups are confined to members of the same communal
class they recommend that the group electors.should vote in the regular
communal electorates.
_•
2 (g). No member is in favour of the·prop~saJ ·.that in the event
of separate constituencies being framed for group electorates only group
electors should stand as candidates for such constituencies.
1 (i). In the event of your answer to (j) and (h) being in the aiformative,
what do you consider would be a suitahle size for the groups referred to above ?
On what basis would you constitute them, and whom would you charge with
the duties of framing them, ?
·

The Committee observes that in the event of the complete group
eystem being adopted groups of 10 adults would give 1,165,000 secondary
voters which would represent 5 per cent. of the population, and would
be adniinistra~iveJy ma_;nageable. Similarly in the event of,the combined
system being adopted .if the existing~number of voters of 745,000 is
deducted from an adult populationofll;655,000, the balance of primary
voters,would be 10,910,900. If they were divided into groups of 10, then
1,091,000 and 745,000 would give 1,836,000 and this again would not be
beyond the bounds of what ~ould be adrllinistratively manageable. Fur~
ther, supposing.the Pu_p.jab Government proposal for direct electors were
adq~ted this would give 1,308,000 voter2, leaving 10,347,000 adultS unenfranchised. _?roups of 10 wo'uld produce electorates of 2,343,000 or 10
per cent~ of the population:. ·, As already stated op~ni~ns .~r~- divi~~ :ai
• P&ge 39.

•
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• to whether so large· an electorate is ,administratively manageable, and
it will he the opinion of some members of the Committee, at any rate,
that if the group system were to be combined with so large_ a direct electorate the numbers in _the group would have to be increased.
1 (j). Would you require any special qualifi~'atwn,whether property,
educational or other, in the persons chosen by such groups to vote on their
behalf for the election of members ? If so, what?
· It is the general opinion of the members that special 'qualification
should not be required for secondary voters, but this must be read
subject to the views of those including R. B. Chaudhri Chhotu Ram,
Sardar Buta Singh and the Chairman who definitely hold that the existing property qualification should be retained, as giving property its fall:..
representation. ~ If the complete group system were introduced those
members would have to reconsider their position. Several members •
were in favour of the existing property qualification' for the candidates.
• With regard to the administrati~e p~ssibility of the group sy1tem,
the majority of the Committee are of the opinion that the primary
elections cannot he carried out si:qmlt3:_neously and that it will be necessary that they should be conducted over a period of years. It .is the
practice in the Punjab for the revenue records in one quarter of the
villages of each district to here-vised each year, and the Committee are of
opinion that the opportunity of this_ revision should be taken to conduct ...
the primary elections in the villages, that is to say, in a district containing a thousand villages the primary elections should be carried out
in 250 villages each year, and each secondary elector would retain his
position ·for 4 years quite..,. irrespective of any general election to ·the
Council. The Committee (Mr. Ghani and Mr. Hansraj dissenting) recogni~ed that it is a corollary of1this that the first election under the reforms
should be held on "'the existing franchise or possibly on the modified
franchise proposed by th:e P_unjab Government and that the group system
whether complete or imperfect should not be introduced until after
four years. Mr. Hansraj and Mr. Ghani thought that it would be possible
to introduce the group system at once. The Chairman, while inclining to
the view that primary elections spread over four years are admi,nistratively possible, is of opinion that it will be impossible to prevent malpractices on a large scale cropping up during the eleptions, and it would be
impossible to deal with those practices except in the most summary
.....
manner.
-·

...

•

..,.. ....

2. Franchise
qualifications.. .. . 2 (a). Do you eonsider that i/n the areas. with which you are acquainted
there is a'rf'!J mar!Wd aisparity:_i~ _t!Je"'toperation of the'f~anchise qualifications
in urban as compared_ with ruial arias ? If so, what measures· would you
suggest in. order -~0 rectify sUch .. dispdrities ? • .
..
'
. .
,. Th~ Cqmmi~tee 'observ~s that,~Jt~ disparity·i;n urban as compared
with r~ral a_reas.is.obviqu~ 'fr9in the'figures. Ii observes that it wiit be
re£ctbifi.etdh:~Y ~ither._.syts~ems (~), (b),?r (c)*, a~- w;oP,l~ be nnal~y ~isposed
· o - y e-gro~p·sys em. - . - - ~-,,~'--~·~ _ -.- .
·.
• !l' ..
.

.·

'

-

.

\t

.
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2 (b). It has been suggested that each community should be given a
voting strength proportionate to its numbers, and that the franchise system.
should be so wntrived as to secure this result, in so far as it may be practicable.
. .

Are you in agreement with this suggestion, and, if so, what measures
would you suggest for giving. effect to it in your province on., the assumption
(i) that separate electorates are retained, (ii) of joint electorates with reservation of seats, and (iii) of joint electorates without reservation of seats?
The Committee agree in principle that each community should be
given a voting strength proportionate to its numbers, and observe that
this will be secured by the complete group system. In the i:rZper£ect
group system Messrs. Nazir Hussain, Owen Roberts, K. B. Muhammad
Hayat, Qureshi, and K. B. Din Muhawroad are of opinion that weighting by increasing or decreasing the size o£ groups would have the desired
effect. Some other members are oppose~ to this. The Committee. are
unanimously o£ opinion that under the property qualification franchise,
it will be impossible to give each community the voting strength proportionate to its numbers. Mr. Ghani is in favour of giving special
electorates to all the communities in the Province £or at least ten years
as an experiment. Sardar Buta Singh holds that enfranchisement
should be on the basis o£ property or other qualification.
2 (c). Is the possession of property of some kind in your opinion a
suitable test of fitness for the franchise? (The term "property "should be·
understood in its widest sense as including not only the OUYJWrship of landed
property, but also the occupation of land or house property or the receipt· of
income or wages whether in cash or kind). If so, do you consider the existing
property qualifications suitable ? If you do not, what modification do you
suggest?
R. B. Chaudhri Chhotu Ram, K. B. Muhammad Hayat, Qureshi,

•
~

Sardar Buta Singh and the Chairman consider that in the Punjab the existence o£ property and particularly property in land should have recognition. As has been above stated in the incomplete system, this recognition is already given, but i£ the complete system is adopted, these members would require property qualification for secondary electors. Mr.
Ghani and Mrs. Chatterji are against all property qualifications.
2 (d). Are you in favour of introducing a qualification based an education, independently of property, and, if so, what educational qualification
would you suggest ?
._
.
. With the exception o£ Sardar Buta Singh no member o£ the Committee is in favour o£ introducing
qualification based on education
independent of property.

a

2 (e). Are you in favour of retaining the existing military service qualification and extending it so as to include service in the Auxiliary and Territorial Forces ?

.All the. me~bers~ are in fa~our. of retainin~ the existing military
serviCe qualificatiOn and extending 1t so as to mclude service in the
D
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•

Auxiliary and Territorial Forces in the event of there being a direct
franchise.

3. Women's Suffrage.
3. (a) At present women are admitted to'the suffrage on the same terms
as men, but as .•the existing qualifications are mainly based on property and
the payment of taxes, the number of women on the provincial electoral rolls
is only a little over a quarter of a million as compared with 6! million men.
The Statutory Commission proposed tnat the wives and widows (if over 2/i
years of age) of men entitled to vote under the property qualification, should
be enfranchised, and that in addition an educational qualification should
apply to women over 21 as well as to men. In the, Franchise Sub-Committee
of the Round Table Conference it was suggested that the age-limit should be
2i for women as well as for meii.

Are you in favour of increasing the women's electorate {n the ways
suggested or would you prefer any other _rrwthod, if so, what method ? To
what extent would you favour increase in women's electorate ?

.

.

The Chairman; Pandit Nanak Chand and Mr. Owen Roberts are in
favour of the wives and widows franchise coupled with literacy franchise
for unmarried women in the event of there being no group system perfect .
or imperfect. Mrs. Chatterji's support of the group systein is mainly due
. to the fact that it is only under this system that women come ih on an
equality with men: she would only at:cept the wives' and widows' qualification as a last resort if the group system wasturned down as· completely
unworkable. Other members •of the Committee are against it in all
circumstances.
·
3. (b) In the event of a ~ystem of group representation being established as proposed in paragraph 1 (j), do you consider that women should be
formed into groups, and, if so, should separate groups be formed for women or- ·:
should groups contain both men and women ?
It is generally the opinion of the Committee that it should be optional for women to group themselves in groups of their own or combine
with men, but Mr. Ghani is against m~xed groups for men and women.
3. (c) The suggestion has been made that at any rate as a temporary
measure legislatures should co-opt women members to an extent not exceeding 5 pe1· cent. by a system of proportional representation so as to ensure
representation of women in legislature.
.
What are your views as to this suggestion ?

With the exception of the Chairman and Sardar Buta Singh the
Committee is opposed to the proposal 'that women should be co-oyted
as 11);embers to an extent not exceeding 5 per cent. The Chairman is of •
opinion that from the point of view of special legislation the important.
thing is not how women should get into the Council but that they should
be ·represented there.
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4. Representation of the Depressed Classes.
It is evident from the discussions which have occurred in various connexions in the Round Table Conference, that it is generally felt that provision
should be made in the new Constitution for better representation of the Depressed Classes, and that the method of 1·epresentation by nomination is no longer
regarded as appropriate.
What communities would you include as belonging to Depressed Classes ?
Would you include classes ·other than untouchable, and, if so, which ?
Do you consider1that the Depressed Classes are likely, thr01J,gh such
general extension of the franchise as you favour, to secur.e representatives of
their own choice in the general electorates, and, ifso, to what extent? If your
answer is .in the negative, what specific proposals would you make to secure ·
their representation in legislature? The possible application of: the group
system of representation to the Depressed Classes should be specially considered.

"

K. B. Din Mohammad and Mr. Hansraj held that, while there are no
depressed classes among the Mussalmans, there exist depressed classes
among the Hindus and Sikhs which may be taken to be those selected
for the purpose of the Census, namely ;(a) Ad-Dharmis of all classes;
(b) Hindu castes as noted below :(1) Bawaria.
(6) Megh.
(2) Chamar.
. (7) Od.
•

- (8) Ramdasi.
(3) Chuhra.
(9) Sansi.
(4) Dagi and Koli.
(5) Dumna.
(10) Sarera.
Their total number being 1,310,709. Mr. Hans Raj considers this -list
incomplete.
They held that provision should be made for separate representation by treating the depressed classes as a separate community. Mr.
Nazir Hussain, Rai Bahadur Chaudhri Chhotu Ram, Mr. Owen Roberts,
K. B. Muhammad Hayat, Qureishi, Mrs. Chatterji, Sardar Buta Singh
and Pandit Nanak Chand held. that it is impossible to say that there are
depressed classes in the Punjab in the sense that any person by reason
of his religion suffers any diminution of civic rights, and that it is undesirable that any attempt should be made to stereotype the division
proposed. The Chairman, Pandit Nanak Chand and Sardar Buta Singh
are of opinion that the depressed classes do not exist in the sense in
which they exist in southern India, and that, while there are in the
villages certain classes who occupy a very definitely inferior economic and
social position, it is not possible to differentiate the Hindu leather
worl&r or Chamar who is claimed as a depressed class from the Mussul. man leather worker or Mochi who no one alleges belongs to a separate
class. At the same time the Chairman feels that choice should be left to
members of the so-called depressed classes to elect whether they prefet
D2
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to draw their lot with Hindus or to stand by themselves, and in the event
of communal electorates being continued·. it should be open to any
person on his own choice to register .in a separate class, but he cannot
logically confine the depressed persons to. the castes mentioned and
prevent Mussalmans or Christians or any other persons exercising thek
choice if they so desire.

5. Representation of Labour.
Assuming that such widening of the basis ofsuffrage in general constituencies as is found practicable does not provide adequate representation of
labour, what special measures would you recorlm.,end frtr representation, of
labour(a) where it is or can be organised as in industrial areas, (b) where ii is unorganised as irJ, case of agricultural and plantation labour. On what
basis would you allot rej;resentatiJon- to labour in each case ?

With the exception of Mr. Gh;:mi and Mr. Hansraj, 'it was considered t,hat there was no organized lapour in, the Punjab. Mr. Ghani was of
opinion that labour should have speci~l. representation. Every factory
worker, farm worker and other industrial workers, whether organized or
not, should be formed into a separate constituency and they should ele~t
their representative through the group system. In the case of unorganized
agricultural labour he suggested that they should fo~ separate constifor· tenants and kamins .
tuencies
.,.

5 (a). Representation of Special Interests.
What are your· views regarding the retention of representation of special
interests (University, Commerce, European, Indian, Mining, Planting,
Labour, Landholders; etc.) in legislatures?
·
If you favour its retention do you consider the existing me hOds of
election thereto are satisfactory ? If not, what suggestions would you make ?

Except th~ Chairman, the CommitteE_) was generally against special ·
representation of special interests. They, except Pandit Nanak Chand,
agreed that E'uropeans and Indian Christians should be given special
... representation· in their own electorates. The Committee thought that
if Universities were represented then Land-owners and Tumandars should
also. receive special representation. The- Chairman is of opinion that
Landholders, Universities and Tumandars should· be represented. It
was· the opinion of the majority of the members of the Committee that
if Universities were represented then voters should be the Fellows and
· not the graduates. Some members wished it to be observed that the
reason for not having special representation of Commerce and La~our
was that they. were central and not provincial subjects. Sardar Buta Smgh
co~ide~ed that (apart from~..European ~nd Indian Chri~tians) .onW." ~he
Umvers1ty should be represented. Pandit Nanak Chand IS ofth_e opmwn
that the repre~entation of the U:iriversity shoUld be retained and ~hat
Europeans and Indian Christians should not have separate representatiOn, ·
but should vote in the' general'constituency as is the case at present.
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6. Allocation of 8eats ·to British Indian Provinces.
The majority of the members asked for 32 members in the Punjab,

The Federal Structure Committee proposed that the representatives
of British Indian Provinces in the •upper Chamber should be elected by the
· Provincial Legislatures by a single tran:ferahle vote. Do you agree with this
proposal or have you any alternative to suggest ?
·
Except Pandit Nanak Chand, the Committee was unanimonsly of
opinion that the Lower Chamber should be elected indirect~y by the
Provincial Council, while there should be direct election of the Upper
Chamber on the existing franchise for the CoUn,cil of Stg,te. Pandit
· Nanak Chand supports direct election to both.
So far as the depressed classes are concerned, Mr. Hansraj would
like the existing franchise rules modified so as to enable those classes to
vote in larger numbers or in the alternative that they may be given
speCial representation.
·
· ·

7. Representation of Women, Labour and Depressed Classes.
In the view of Mr. Din Muhammad, R. B. Chaudhri Chhotu Ram,

Mr. Owen Roberts and K. B. Muhammad Hayat, Qureshi, the reservation
of seats for labour, depressed classes, women or other interests in the
·
Central Legisl~ture is not opposed, provided :
(a) that the· seats reserved are not taken from the provincial
quota;
(b) that if election is resorted to, the election of members allotted
to any province shall ·be indirect through the Provincial
Legislature. This decision is subject to · the reservation
already made by those members in connection with Labour
and Depressed Classes.

Plan A.
Rural population
Total number to be enfranchised
Existing rural voters
New voters to be enfranchised ..

.. ~21,330,000
2,133,000
601,000
1,532,000

was

. The number of voters in rural constituencies in 1926
571,000,
consisting of the following :350,000
Land-owners paying Rs. 25 and upwards ..
Others
221,000
We do not know how the present 601,000 are distributed, but a~
the number of ' others ' is not likely to increase and indeed tends to
dec!ease we may assume that the existing distribution of voters is :- ·
Land-owners paying Rs. 25 and upwards
380,000
Others .
221,000
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We can :now, in order to make up. the deficiency o£ 1,532,000, add
the following groups :Land-owners paying from Rs. 20 to Rs. 25
103,000
Rs. 15 toRs. 20
158,000
"
"
"
"
269,000
Rs. 10 toEs. 15
0
"
"
"
"
518,000
Rs. 5 toRs: 10

"

"

"

"

+otal new land,owners

1,048,000
-----,.-

Tenants holding more than 24 acres irrigawd or f8
acres unirrigated
·
Tenants holding more than 18 and 36
Tenants ~oldiJ!-g more than 12 an~ 24
Tenants holding more than 6and 12 _

42,000
37,000
98,000
230,000

Total of tenants

407,000

Total of new additions.

1,455,000

This is as near the number required as we can reach. The result is that
in order to enfranchise 10 per cent. of the population in rural areas we ,
have to go down to land-owners and tenants paying Rs. 5 land revenue
and upwards and tenants-at-will holding 6 acres irrigated or 12 acres
linirrigated.
·
As regards urban areas the population of 1931 is 2,251,000 of which
10 per cent; is, say, 225,000. The present urban voters are 144,000 ; so we
have to enfranchise 81,000 more. This will not present any particular .
difficulty. It cannot be calculated precisely what lowering of the qualification will be necessary in order to bring it about, but it will be something of the order of a reduction of the tenant qualification from Rs. 8 to,
say, Rs. 5 or Rs. 6.
The.total result will be:Urban
Rural

Present.
()144,000

....

Added.
81,000
601,000 1,455,000

Total.
225,000
2,056,000

Plan B.
In order to ascertain how the 10 per cent. o£ voters can be obtaine4
with the enfranchisinpent of women in ·equal numbers with men, 0 the
following figures are put forward. It must be observed that this proposal cannot be car.ried out by a property qualification, but it would have
to be· don~ by means of a wife or widow qualification.. ,We get the figures

o
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by doubling the number of qualified voters.
hut near eri.ough.

This is not quite accurate,

With addition of
wives.
1,202,000

Under property
qualijicption.
Existing rural voters
Land-owners paying from Rs. 20 to
Rs. 25
Land-owners paying from Rs.15 to
Rs. 20

~~

601,000
103,000

206,000

158,000

316,000
1,724,000

I£ we add the next group of land-owners paying from Rs. 10 to
Rs. 15 we have to double 269,000, which will give us more than enough,
namely, 1,724,000 plus 538,000=2,262,000 and will leave no room for
tenants. On the other hand, if we double the first two classes o£ tenants
we add twice (42,000 plus 37,000), that is, 121,000, which is not enough,
~nd if we go down to a lower class of tenants, we would be giving the
tenants a vote more cheaply than the land-owners. Therefore, in order
to get our two million voters in the way I have described we shall probably have to go down somewhere about Rs. 12 land revenue and put in
the first two classes of tenants .
. Plan C.
'

The provisional proposal of the Punjab Government is to leave
the urban electorate alone and roughly to double the rural electorate.
As has been stated above the rural electorate is 601,000 ; to this may be
added·
Land;owners paying Rs. 20 to Rs. 25
103,000
Rs. 15 to Rs. 20
158,000
"
"
"
Rs. 10 to Rs. 15
269,000

"

"

"

Total new land-owners

530,000

----Tenants holding 24 acres irrigated or 48 acres
unirrigated
Tenants holding 15 acres or 36 acres
12 acres or 24 acres ..

"

•

"

42,000
37,000
98,000

Total Tenants

177,000

Total New Voters

707,000

Total of Voters

1,308,000

This will give 6 · 2 per cent. of the rural population while the urban
voting strength will remain as at present. at 6 · 4 per cent.
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IV

Supplementary .._Questionnaire addressed by tlie Indian Franchise Committee to · the Government of the Punjab and the Punjab Provincial
Franchise Committee:
·
I. The Prime Minister's letter to the Franchise Committee instructs
them so to widen the electorate that the Legislatures to which responsibility is to be entrusted should be representative of the general mass
ot the population and that no important sectionof the community may
hick the means of expressing its needs and its opinions.
The proposals of the local Government provide for the enfranchisement of 6·3 per cent. only of the population of the Punjab. The number
of women· included would apparently-not exceed 48,000. The number
. of the depressed classes included would be exceedingly small. It is
exceedingly doubtful whether the· indus~rial worker (in so far as he
exists in the Punjab) or the landless labourer would succeed in obtaining
any adequate representation under them. The Franchise Committee
would be glad if the Punjab Government would reconsider its views
. with the object of sec'uring a fairer· distribution of voting power among
the main categories of the population.
·
· ·
·
·.·
t:

!.

f

2. It is understood that the majority of ,the voters enfranchised
under the revenue and tenancy q!Jalifications proposed in the three
plans of the Provincial Committee will be members of agricultural
voters notified under the Land Alienation Act. The Franchise Committee would be obliged if they c~uld be furnished with an approximate
estimate of the numbers of those who will be excluded from the franchise
under the Provincial Committee's plan ' A '*, and they would be 1:5iad to·
know what proposals the Local Government/Provincial Committee would
make for enfranchising them or any· section of them on the basis of the
haisiyat tax, profession tax, chaukidari tax, or otherwise 1 What is
the number of persons entitled to vote under (a) the existing District
Board, and (b) the Municipal franchise, and ~ould such franchise be
utilised in connPction with the Council elections 1
3. A suggestion has been made that the group system· of election
should be applied on a household basis. · A list of houses would be
drawn up, in the villages by the revenue authorities and in the town8
by the municipal authorities, and the head of each household would be
called upon to report by a fixed date the name of the person empowered
by the adult members of his household to vote on behalf of the household at the Council election. Each name so reported would be entered
on the electoral roll, and if any household failed to make a report by the
date fixed it would lose its right to vote. The Franchise Committee
would be glad to have the views .of the Local Government/Provincial
Committee as to. the practicability and desirability of ~his scheml in
·
urban and tural areas, respectively..

..

· · *Page37:
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4. The Local Government in their letter state that the administrative difficulty of polling a larger electorate than 6 · 3 per cent. of the
population is one of their principal reasons for not recommending. an
electorate in excess of that figure. Evidence tendered to the Committee
by responsible Government officials and others goes to show that
difficulty need not be anticipated in polling 10 to 15 per cent. of the
population. The Franchise Committee would be grateful for a considered opinion of the Local Government/Provincial Committee in the light
of the discussions which have taken place as to the maximum number
of votes that could be accurately polled in the province using the to~al
number of officers and the maximum' accommodation possible.
(1) If the election is spread over(a.) one day,
·
(b) two days,
(2) taking 800 as the average number of voters with whom a presidir..g o1icer could deal in a day·
·
(a) if 40 per cen( of the voters are women,
(b) if 10 per emit. of the. voters are women.
They woWd be glad if in answering this question the Local Government
would state what, if any, further simplification they consider possible
in their polling machinery and whether they ponsider on the average that
1,000 registered votes could -be per day polled, _either independently
or as a result of such simplification, by each polling unit.
5. What polling hours do the Local- Government propose ~
.
6. To what extent will the voting strength secured under their final
proposals reflect the population strength of the various communities ~
7. The Franchise Committee would be gratefulfor a detailed analysis showing the distribution of voting power between the various classes
and categories of the population under the proposals finally adopted
by the Local Government/Provincial Committee and indicating how the
unenfranchised residuum is composed;
8. What is the approximate cost (including- preparation of the
electoral rolls) of a general election on the present basis 1 What would
be approximately the cost on the basis of the franchise finally recommended by the Local Government/Provincial Committee ~
9. What is the final opinion of the Local Government/Provincial
Committee in thelight of the discussions which have taken place as
between
· ·
(a) the combination of direct voting with a group system in
any-form~

•

·

··

-

· ·

(b) wholly indirect system (i.e., the compl~te abandonment

of

the· direct vote};
(c) the extension of the direct franchise .to the maximum administratively possible and pract!cable 1 ·
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10. Have the Local Government/Provincial Committee any views
desirability of single-member as opposed to multi-member
<Jonstituencies electing 3, 4 or 5 representatives either by a single non. transferable vote or any other recognised device ~
:as to the

11. The Franchise Committee understand thl:ttin the Punjab town11·.
with a population of over 10,000 are grouped together for electoral
purposes. Does this system work well in the view of the Local Govern.- .
:ment ? Do they desire to suggest any change in it ?

Women.
12. The Prime Minister's letter emphasises the special importance
<>f securing a more adequate enfranchisement of women(a) What are the final views of the Local Government/Provincia]
Committee in the light of the discussions that have taken
place as to the steps to be taken for securing an increased
number ofwomen voters ~
(b) The suggestion has been made . that if the existing Council
franchise is adopted as the future Federal Assembly franchise
the wives of the future Assembly voters should be enfra~. chised. What is the view of the local Government ~s to the
desirability of such l1 suggestion in ~he Punjab ? How
many women ap:Rroximately would be enfranchised under
it?

(c) A further suggestion has been made that the wives of husbands with double the minimum property qualification
· should be enfranchised. What are the views of the Local
Government/Provincial Committee as to the desirability
and practicability of such a proposal ~ Can any estimate,
even approximate, be- given of the number of women who
would be enfranchised under it- .;
(i) on the existing property qualification; .
(ii) on the property qualification finally recommended by the
Local Government/Provincial Committee ?
{d) What are the views of the Local Government/Provincial
Committeeon the proposal that has been made that in order
to secure women voters mere literacy (i.e., the ability
to read· and write in any language certified by a responsible
person, e.g., school-master, etc.), should be the qualification
of a woman?
(e) Do· you see any objection. to the wives qualified to vote in
view of their husband's prop~rty retaining the right to vote
.
on widowhood ?
.
.
0
(f) What are your views on the sugge~tiori' that has been made
that the wives and widows of literates should be enfr~nchis
. ed?
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How many women would be enfranchised on account of the franchise finally recommended (the Franchise Committee would be grateful
for even an approximate estimate)?
·

Methods of securing the presence of women in the Legislature.
13. A memorandum containing the various alternative suggestions
made elsewhere on the subject is attached*. TheFranchiseCommittee
would be glad of the final views of the Local Government/Provincial
Committee, in the light of the discussions, which have taken place, as
to the method by which a small number of women should be specially
elected to the Council.
·
Depressed Classes.
14. The Prime Minister's letter draws special attention to the
problem of securing for the depressed classes representation of their
own choice in the Legislatures(a) What do the Local Government/Provincial Committee consider
is the number of the Depressed Classes (applying the
criterion of untouchability) . what castes or subccastes
would be included in this category in the Punjab ?
(b) How many memb~rs of the depressed.classes are at present
elected or nominated to municipalities and local boards
and panchayats in the Punjab ?
(c) The Committee would be grateful if they could be furnished
with a copy of the statement supplied by the Punjah Goven.ment to the Rimon Commission in the light of which that
body reached the conclusion that the pvpulation of the
depressed classes in the Punjab was approximately 2,800,000.
(d) The Committee would be grateful for a statement (even
approximate) of the number of depressed class voters ·who
would be brought on the electoral roll under the final proposals of the Provincial Committee/Local Government.
The estimate might be based on an examination of two or
three typical constituencies if necessary.
15. The suggestion has been made that even if for any reason the
group system was not considered suitable for general adoption, it might
be employed in the case of the depressed classes only in order to solve
the difficulties of securing representation for that community on the
electoral roll. What are the views of the Local Government/Provincial
Committee as to the desirability and practicability of such a suggestion
in the Punjab. ?

A further suggestion has been made that either the secondary
voters belonging to the depressed classes or all depressed class voters
might be made into a special electmate returning a certain number of
reJltesentatives to the legislature by means of a second or additional
vote. What are the views of the Local Government/Provincial Committee as to the desirability and practicability of these pr~posals ? .
*'Printed on page 114, Volume II.
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The suggestion has also been made that a non-proprietary body
of electors should be formed which would include; e.g., village menials,
and that this would dispose of the depressed class problem..
H none of these suggestions is considered practicable, what scheme
- can the Local GovernmenNProvincial Corrunittee. propose for securing
a fairly . substantial electorate . and representation of the Depressed
-Classes.

Labour.
16. The. Prime Minister's letter emphasises the iniportance · of
securing representation of labour, (a) which are~ the 'main industrial
centres in the Province, and what is their respective industrial population? (b) How many industrial workers would come on the electoral
roll in urban general. constituencies under. the franchise ultimately
proposed by the Local Government/ProVincial Comrilittee ? Would it
be possible for industrial labour to sec~re representatives of its own
choice in the general constituencies?, (c) The Whitley Commission
have recommended that representation should be secured through
registered trade unions. (d) An altern::ttive method. of securing such
representation· which. has been suggested is the creation of a special
labour electorate, or electorates of the "factory population receiving
wages above a certain minimum. The Franchise Committee would be
glad if the Local Government/Provincial Committee .would further
consider their proposals for_ the representation~ of labour in the light
of the above alternatives and of the discussions wliich ·have taken place
at Lahore.
•·
·

Provincial Legislature.
i7. What are the final views of the Local Government/Provincial
Committee as to the special interests to be represented in it and the
number of seats to be reserved for them-? In particular what are their
views on the subject of special repr~sentat!mi for Tuinandars and
for the University ? Would they alter their views, imd· if so in
what respect, in the event of a second chamber being established in
the Provincial Legislature.
18. What are the final views of the Local Government/Provincial
Committee as to the size ·of the Provincial Legislature, taking into
account the necessity of making . constituencies conform to district
boundaries and assuming .the ·maintenance of separate electorates for
Muslims on- the present basis ?
Second Chamber.
19. Do. the Local Goyernment/Provinciai Committee wish to
modify the views' already expressed by them as to the desirability of the
Second Chamber ? If the Local GovernmentjProvincia:I Committee are
~n fav:our of s~ch a Chamber"_what should be its number, on what l:j:sis
should it be constituted, and ,what should be ,its powers vis-a-vis. the
Lower Chamber ? What qualifications would the Local Government/
Provindal Committee prescribe ~for
its membership. ? 0
.

9
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Federal Legislature.
20. What are the final views of the Local Government/Provincial
_Committee as to the basis of the franchise for(a) the Senate, (b) the Federal Assembly and the extent to which it should be
enlarged 1
21. The Franchise Committee would· be glad if the Local Government/Provincial Coi:nmittee would further consider the desirability of
special representation for women in the Federal Assembly.
22. What are the final views of the Local Government/Provincial
Comfuittee as to the special interests other than women and, in the
case of the Local Government, Labour to be represented in the Federal
Legislature, and the extent and method ofsuch representation.
23. Would .you require a literacy qualification for members o£(a) the Provincial Council; and
(b) the Federal Assembly 1
24. The Franchise Committee would be glad if the Local Government/Provincial Committee would state any other respects, not covered
by the above questions, in which they would modify their original
"
proposals.

g
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Memorandum by the Punjab Gove~.nment in reply to the Supplementary
Questionnaire* of the Indian Franchise Committee.
1. At ieast 17 per cent. of the landowners are not members of agri-.
cultural tribes as is shown in the statementt
Paragraph 2.
·
th e numbers of owners and crown
showmg
tenants of each community furnished to the Indian Franchise Committee
in the statistical portion of the Punjab Government's provisional views.
For the tenants, accurate figures are not available, but a certain porportion of these is certainly drawn either from village menials or from the
tribes not notified as agricultural tribes. The persons contained in plans
A and Ct referred to by the Provincial Committee, so far as revenue
payers are concerned, represent a much larger number of adult persons,
because during a man's lifetime not only his wife but also his sons, even
if adult, pay no land revenue. After deducting the figures entered in plan
A from the total adults, the proportion remaining unenfranchised is(a) In plan C
10 millions.
(b) In plan A
9 millions.
In these are included the wives, adult sons and daughters (if any)
of enfranchis'ed revenue,payers and probably some of tenants: both, as
has already been explained above, are already represented. The. numbers
are not available; but after deducting the latter number the residue falls
with in two main classes·

(a) the shopkeeping and kindred occupational groups who do not
pay income-tax or fulfil the house qualification, or who are
not land revenue payers or qualified tenants, and
(b) the village menials.
The latter would be far the more numerous. It would not be far
from the mark to assume that each 'enfranchised revenue payer and
some of those proposed to be enfranchised as tenants, represent between
3 and 4 unenfranchised adu-lts. This also holds true of income-tax
payers and persons qualified under the house qualification. There are
·180,000 persons enfranchised in district boards and other local bodies
· on a haisiyat tax and professional tax basis. The tax is unpopular
among the assessees. If these were added to the voters' roll, the result
would be to enfranchise. a number of persons in group (a) and a smaller .
number in group (b)~ It is only a few of the artizan menials who would
come· in under group (b) not the menials generally. Out of the 180,000
assessed to haisiyat tax, a number of group (a) will already be qualified
for a. vote as land revenue payers, income-tax payers, tenants, and on
the house qualification. After excluding these, it would be unfair to
enfranchise a larger number of the remainder than the :proportion of total
number of landowners enfranchised. The other way of visualising it is
0
that a person qualified under haisiyat tax should pay a sum in .tax at
least equal to that of the lowest land revenue class. The Punjab Government are prepared to accept the latter.. They would not, however,

* Page ~.

t Page 24.

~
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put this limit on menials paying a. professional tax. For th~ present they
consider that there is no practicable means of enfranchismg a larger
number of menials or depressed classes, except through the tenancy or
haisiyat or professional tax qu~lificatio~. The Cha~kidari tax is not a
practical test as very ,few inemal~ pa~ It. The PunJab Government do
not think a household vote possible. It would lead to a lot of very
corrupt practices and inquisitorial enquiries. As regards women, the
Punjab Government feel that the demand only comes from a very small
educated class and they adhere to their previous views.
2. Though the Punjab Government view with grave misgivings an
·
increase in the franchise over the figure they
Para,graph 4 ·
have previously advised, they believe that by '
extending the period for polling over two days in some parts of the province it would be possible to adopt the scheme referred to as plan A by the·
Provincial Franchise Committee which is hereto appended (Annexure 1*).
and with some reluctance they are prepared to agree to this, especially
as by including the lowest class of tenant they would give some additional
representation to the landless, menials and depressed classes. The
Punjab Government would include haisiyat tax payers to the limit of
the lowest class of land revenue without, however, placing this restriction
on menials. They have not been able to include in plan A an estimate
of the number of haisiyat tax payers included in these proposals but
it would not be large. In agreeing to this course, they assume that any
extension of women franchise, which they deprecate beyond what they
get under the property qualification, will be kept within the total of
2,281,000.

3. The views of the Punjab Government on the group system gen-

erally are given below.
.
4. The Punjab Government are not able in the brief time at their
disposal (the enquiries of the Indian Franchise
Paragraph 4 ·
Com~1"ttee were pace
1 d m
· t heu
· h ands on April
. .
·.
6th and thiS reply IS to be m the hands of the Indian Franchise Committee on April 9th) to criticise in detail the views of their officers on
the techniqu~ of polling which are before the Committee. They merely
repeat the view that the total of 2,281,000 represents the maximum
which can he dealt with.
. Paragraph 3.

5. The Punjab Government considers it useless to open the poll
Paragraph 5.

before 9 A.M. as voters will not come earlier.
With a break of half-an-hour polling might go

on till 4-30 P.M.
6. A statement (Annexure 2t) is attached.
Paragraph 6.

7. It is not quite clear what are the classes and categories of the
Pa~agraph 7.
:populat~on ~ot~er t~an religious communities)
mto whiCh 1t I~ des1red that the voting power
should be distributed. But the . followmg general observations may be
made.
*Page 52.
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. 8. In the first place as between members of the agricultural tribes
and others, the Punjab Government has above shown that 17 per cent.
()f ' landowners belong to non-agricultural tribes. Therefore, out o£
1,398,000 landowners voters 238,000 are outside the agricultural tribes.
The proportion of tenants outside these tribes is even larger, and a large
number of menial classes, even of the lowest, are tenants. I£, as the
Provincial Committee believes, it is as large as one hal£, this adds
203,000. The 251,000 "other" voters on the existing register inc!udes
income-tax payers, owners of house property and soldiers of the noncombatant branches of the army, all of whom belong largely to. nonagricultural tribes. The Punjab Government observes that the Provincial
, 'Committee considers that as many as 150,000 belong to thes~ classes.
9. As regards the unenfranchised residuum, the total adult male
population is 6! million and the unenfranchised residuum is, therefore,
in the neighbourhood of 4! millions.· If each land owner .represents only.
two adult males besides himself, these account for 2! millions, and the ·
tenant voters may similarly account for half-a-million more. This Will
leave a male adult unenfranchised residuum of 1! millions, belonging to
the poorer classes, and including the large floating population of beggars
and vagrants which alone exceeds half a million;
10. The following figures give the cost of elections to Government
Paragraph s.
in the four general elections :Rs.

..

1920

4,75,000

1923

2,65,000

1926

2,58,000

1929-30

1;88,000 '

This sum includes honoraria and allowances, etc., paid to patwaris,
kanuri.gos, and others who assisted in the preparation ·of electoral rolls as
well. as the expenditure on the printing of rolls, ballot papers and all
other papers connected with the Council and Assembly elections. Marked
reduction in expenditure in 1929-30 elections was due.to the fact that
· the electoral rolls for both the Council and the Gurdwara elections were
prepared simultaneously and cost was shared half and half.
The cost of the elections on an extended franchised covering 10 per ·
cent. of the whole population is as shown in the attached statement,
·
'
,
Rs. 6,34,000 (Annexure 3*).
.
11. In principle the Punjab Government is in favour- Qf the extension of the direct franchise as opposed to (a)
9
Paragraph ·
the group· system and (b) the grou:R system
and direct system combined. li, however, it is finally decided to extend
the number of electorates beyond 2,280,000 (what the Punjab Govarnment hopes Will not be the case) the Punjab Goverru:rlent would
'to
reconsider their view :w.ith reference to ,the group system..
'

like

* Pagetl4~.
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12. So long as separate electorates continue, the Punjab Government, with one dissenting ·member, considers
Paragraph 10•
that territorial seats with a single member
constituency are the most practical method. The Hon'ble Member for
Local Self-Government would supp~rt multiple member constituencies
with a single non-transferable vote.
13. The Punjab Government is divided in its views on the question
h
of urban constituencies as the Hon'ble Minis11
aragrap
·
ter for Local Self-Government is against the
·
urban distinction altogether.
p

14. The Punjab Government has above expressed its views on the
enfranchisement of women and _is not in favour
.
of any of the schemes proposed m paragraph 12.
As regards the number of women that would be enfranchised under A,
as proposed, the Punjab.Government observes that in rural areas the only
women enfranchised in any numbers are the widows of landowners.
These number on the existing roll about 22,000 out of 350,000 or 7 per
cent. Applying this percentage to the 1,398,000 landowners which it
is proposed to enfranchise the ncimber would be 98,000. In towns
1,000 may be added to the existing electorate of 2,000.
Paragraph 12 .

15. As regards the numbers that would be enfranchised by taking
the wives and widows of various classes, it has been calculated that for
every 100 adult males there are 65 widows and wives of the age of 21
and upward. The Punjab Government has proposed that if there is
direct election to the Federal Assembly, the existing qualification for the
Assembly should be retained. The wives and widows would give
about 52,000. As to th~ number of wives and widows which would be
enfranchised on double the proposed property qualification, the number'!;;)
of landowners, paying Rs. 10 and upwards is 880,000 and of tenants of •
12 irrigated acres and upwards is 177,000. Sixty-five per cent. of
1,057,000 is 697,000. It is not possible to make any calculation of the
number in urban areas. The number that would be enfranchised under
double the existing property qualification is not known. But the Provincial Franchise Committee has calculated the number of wives and
widows that would be enfranchised under the existing property qualification.
16. The Punjab· Government is in favour of a woman's property
qualification for franchise. Women if qualified as voters could stand for election : and
the position should continue until altered by the action of the Provincial
Legislature.
Paragraph 13.

17. The Punjab Government considers that the tribes to be regarded
as untouchables should be those selected under
14.
the orders of the Census Commissioner, namely,
the following:~Paragraph

'of all classes ;
., (a) Ad-Dharniis
.. ·~~;;

-,.·

E
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(b) Hindu castes as noted below:(1) Bawaria.
(2) Chamar.
l
(3) ,Chuhra.
(4) Dagi and Koli.
(5) Dumna.
(6) Megh.
(7) Od.
(8) Ramdasi.
(9) Sansi.
(10) Sare~a.
Their total number being 1,310, 709.
The Punjab Government has no information as to the number of
these classes elected or appointed to local bodies. Enquiries are being
made, but will take a long time to complete. The Punjab Government,
however, believes the number to be negligible.
The Punjab Government believes that the figure of 2 · 8 million referred t6 in the Simon Commission Report, was taken from the Quinquennial Report on the Progress· of Education from 1912 to 1917. These
:tigures were not supplied by the Punjab Government to the Simon Commission, and are believed to have been based on somewhat misleading
extracts from the Census Report of 1911. A cop'y' of letter No. 141_1-1L. S.-G., dated the 13th of Aprill929, to the Deputy ~ecretary, Indian
Central Committee, is the basis of paragraph 25 of the memorandum
containing the opinion of official members ofGovernment on the recommendations of the Indian Statutory Gommission (Annexure 4*).
·
18. It has already been stated' that at _,least 441,000 of the land, owners and te~nts\which it is proposed to enfranchise belong to other
• than agricultural tripe~. The ProVincial Committee has suggested
that as many as 150,000 out of the 250,000 "other" voters belong to
this class. But it is quite impossible to say how many of this number
of non-agricultural tribes belong to the depressed. classes. All that can,
be said is that some are tenants and some have mi!itary qualification
for the non-combatant branches of the service, but tha~ it is proba}ile-: ~
that the greater number consist of members of the superior meniaf
tribes and of tribes which though not notified as agricultural do in certain
localities practice agriculture.
•· • ·.
·
19. Th~ PtmjabGovernment is not in ~avour of any of. the proposa.'Is
·for the enfrancHisement of. the depressed
P aragraph 15 .
·
· paragrap
< h ·
~
· cIa.sses given
In
15. Some
of t hese.
classes will secure repr~sep,ta,tion,.as.al;ready.explained, through the extension of the franchise .. •
· ., ·.
...,
*·' . · ~· ·...
20. Statement; are ·given as Annexures 5 and 6t. ,..A'~eat pr<wortion of factories are· seasonal ginning factories
Paragraph 16.
distributed all over , the Punjab. If labour
.

I"

.,.

'-

,.

a
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gets representation (and the Punjab Government advises one seat) it is
considered that a special electorate should be created composed -of the
factory population receiving wages above a certain figure and employed
,
continuously for a certain niinimum time.
21. The Punjab Government has nothing to add to its previous
views on the subject of representation of special
Paragraph 17 ·
interests. If seats are provided for special constituencies for landlords, the Tumandar's seats should be kept, as one of
them. It is also desirable to retain this seat on political grounds. It is
desirable that special constituencies should not affect the balance of
communal representation. If there is a second Chamber all the special
interests should be represented in the Upper and not the Lower House.
22. In fixing the size of the Legislature, the question of expense
is a very important consideration-buildParagraph 18.
ings, salaries (if these are to be given),
travelling aLowance, Secretariat, etc., all increase with the size of the
Legislature ; and the more constituencies the greater will be the expense of
conducting general and bye-elections. Another consideration which has
already been urged is the limit of the number of persons who are both
qualified to .t as legislators and have the time at their disposaL The Punjab Government in view of these considerations puts the number at 150.
23. Two of the Members and Ministers think it would be preferable
to have a block of seats reserved for the
_
Paragraph 19.
, sob er e1ement of th e popu Iat'tOn Ill
· a
more
single Chamber rather than iri~aii Upper House. Two would prefer an
Upper· House. In theory the official members of Government are in
favour of an Upper House as a controlling and sobering influence but they
consider that in this province .it would be difficult to constitute and the
Lower House would pro tanto deteriorate in material.
24. The Punjab Government adhere to its view that the franchise
qualification of the Upper and Lower
Paragraph 20.
Houses of the Federal Legislature should be
the existing qualifications respectively for the Council of State and the
Legislative Assembly and they find no reason to alter their opinion in fa• vour of indirect election for the Lower House. Election to the Upper
Hou'se should, in their opinion, be direct.
25. The Punjab Government continue to favour the admission of
women to the Federal Assembly through
Paragraph' 21.
:the property qualification only to be exer~~
cised on the same terms ·as men.
26. The,Punjab Government)s strongly:. infavour of au adequate
•
· · ...
representation of labour in both Houses of
• Paragraph •22•
the Federal Legislature . and also favours
apec!al representation for Commerce and Europeans.
27. The Punjab Government holds no strong views, but on the
Pa.ragraph 23.
whole favours a literacy qualification.
112
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ANNEXURE 1.
(I) RuralRur~l population .
Existing rural voters

'PlanA.

....

21,330,000
601,000

Proposals.
Land-owners paying Rs. 25 and upwards
from Rs. 20toRs. 25
"
"
15 toRs. 20
·"
" "
"
10 toRs. 15
" "
"
"
5 to Rs.10

"

"

"

..

"

Total landowners

1,398,000

Tenants holding more than 24 acres ,irrigated
or 48 acres unirrigated.
Tenants holding more than 18 and 36 and less
than above.
12 and 24 , ,
"
"
,"
6 and 12 , ,

"

"

Total tenants..

.

•••

(2)

42,000
37,000
98,000
230,000
407,000

Voters other than landowners tor owners on
the present register.
.·
Total Rural Voters ·

350,000
103,000
158,000
269,000
518,000

251,000

l!o'

"·

2,056,000

Urban~

2,251,000.
144,000

Urban population
Existing urban voters

Proposal.
144,000
81,000

Existing voters

Add by lowering tenancy qualification if necessary.

...

225,000
2,281,000··,

(2) TotaLproposed electorate

Note.-There is a slight statistical readjustment made as compared with the Plan
A originally published (vide page 37). Detailed'statistics of the present register exist
for 1926 since when the roll has risen by 30,000. For statistical convenience these
·
·
o
have been assigned to ~·others" instead.! of to land~wners.
..,_

...

· ....-. ':'

.f

A

•

-~ ,

\l
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ANNEXURE 2.

Distribution by Communities of Voters in Plan A.*
-

--

Total.

Muham-·
ma.dans.

Non-Muhammadans.

Sikhs.

'

(1)

·-

RURAL.

350,000

169,000

76,000

105,000

fromRs. 20to Rs. 25

~03,000

47,000

27,000

29,000

15

20

158,000

72,000'

42;ooo

44,000

15

269,000

126,000

75,000

68,000

10

518,000

258,000

152,000

108,000

..

1,398,000

672,000

372,000

354,000

Tenants holding more than 24 acres irrigated or 48 acres unirrigated.
Tenants holding more than 18 and 36 •.

42,000

32,000

5,000

5,000

37,000'

28,000

5,000

. 4,000

24 ..

98,000

72,000

15,000

11,000

12 ..

230,000

I58;ooo

44,000·

28,000

..

407,000

290,000
70%

69,000
17%

48,000
. 13%

Existing ." other " voters (distribution
partly by estimate).

251,000

107,000

85,000

59,000

·-

2,056,000

1,069,000

526,000

461,000

..

144,000

58,000

74,000

12,000

..

•:•

81,000

33,000

43,000

5,000

Total

..

225,000

91,000

117,000

17,000

Land-owners paying Rs. 25 and upwards

"
"
"

" "

"

" "

" "
"

"

"

.."

10

"
,.

"

5

"

Total landowners

"
"

.

"

"

"

"

"

"

Total

12
6

of tenants

"
"

Total rural voters

r

(2)

URBAN.

Existing voters

-·

Added (estimate)

..

-·

* Printed·at page 37 .
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ANNEXURE3.

Estimated· cost of Election.
Rs.
Total p0pulation ••
23,580,852
10 per 'Cent. to be enfranchised in round figures
2,360;0001."
*Cost on the preparation of electoral rolls for
the extended franchise (honoraria to pat· ....
waris, moharrirs and others) . .
••
Average of electors assigned perpolling station
750.
•.
(for Council)
..
.. "
For eauh one lakh electors the number o'f poll·
ing stations will be about
133
Cost per polling station is about Rs. 60.
.
Total cost on polling stations for one lakh electors
Printing and reprinting of electoral rolls at the
rate of Re. 1 each per 40 names .for one lakh .
Total •cest per one lakh electors
Total cost on the number to be enfranchised
on 'accollnt of printing of rolls and polling
:arrangements
Printing of ballot papers and other election
papers with .cost of paper ·at Rs. 1,000
.
[ler one lakh electors
.StaffReforms officers ..
•6 Officers
29 District Electoral Officers at Rs. 50 each
:( aUowance) ..
'Superintendent 'at R.s. 250 •.
Assistant at Rs. 150
Accountant at Rs. il.50
Stenographer at Rs. 100
1 {Jlerk at Rs. 75 ..
3 Clerks at Rs. 30
12 peons
1 Daftri ..

1,50,000

8,000
2,500

...

10,500
2,47,800
23,600

36,000
24,000
,

.

,..

17,400
3,000
1,800
1;800
-'1,200
900
i,QSO
2,016
240

.

77,400

12,036
29 Kanungos at Rs. 40 each+Rs. 15 Lahore
Allowance for 5 months
29 Moharrirs at Rs. 25 each+Rs. 10 Lahore
Allowance for 5 months
Naib·'I'ahsildar'for Lahore ·and Amritsar Urban
" •at Rs. 120
100 Registration Moharr~s
40 Supervisors
.
.
Temporary staff for proof reading (2 additional
Moharrirs for 3 months, i.e., 58)

C.

16,095
10,150
:1,440
7,500
3,600
4,350
43,135

1'ravelling Allowance
Contingencies
Stationery

30,000
40,000
10,000
. SO,OQfl

For rounding

29
GRAND TOTAL-

*On preilent basis c~st on a.bout 8 la.khs voters is. Rs. lla.kh.

6,34,000
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ANNEXURE 4.
LETTER FROM THE SECRETARY TO GovERNMENT, PUNJAB, TRANSFERRED
' DEPARTMENTS, TO THE DEPUTY SECRETARY, INDIAN CENTRAL
CoMMITTEE, No. 14111-L.S.G., DATED THE 13TH APRIL 1929.
In reply to your letter No. 150, dated the 24th January 1929, I am
directed by theGovernor in Council to say that the figures both for depressed classes and for criminal tribes quoted in the Quinquennial Report
on the Progress of Education for 191~-17 •are based on somewhat misleading extracts from the Census-return for the Punjab in the year 1911.
2. With regard to the depre~sed classes it is observed that the •
figures refer to the following ten classes only, the figures shown against
each being, except in the case of Ramdasias, the result of adding the total
figures for males and females shown against " British Territory " in the
Punjab at the head of Table XIII of Volume XIV, Part II, or the report
of the Census of India 1911 :-

-

Tribe or caste.

Number in Quinquennia1 Report 1912-17
and in Census
Report for

Numbers as in Census
Report for
1921.

l!Hl.

Megh

..

..

()d

..

•• 1!"-

Chamar

. . . .. .. ...,

..

..

Dhobi

..
..

Ma.htam

..

..'
..
..
..
..
..

.Ramdasia
Mazhbi

*Marchec
Ghosi ·
tSweeper

..
..
..

Total

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

40,313

31,157

28,611

25,515

854,530

848,265

167,623

10,777

19,878

61,597

138,885

150,290

68,396

83,142

1,273

535

..

2,800

264

..
..

785,284

,,

2,107,293

600,901
1,812,443

As regards Ramdasias a class of Sikhs, these do not appear as a caste
or tribe in Census Table XIII, and it is not known on what data the figure
of 167,623 for 1911 was based,, the corresponding figure for 1921 taken
lrom p_aragraph 104 of Volume XV, Part I, being so much lower.
For purpose of comparison the figures from Table XIII of Volume
XVf Part II, of the Census Report for 1921 have been shown also, and it
wil be seen that, omitting Ramdasias as'to whom there must be some mistake, the nine classes which totalled 1,938,670 in the Census of 1911 now
total 1,801,766.
·
*(Marija. or Marecha).

t(Obubra.).
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The difficulty in dealing with a matter of this kind is that in the Punjab there is no cle~rly defined line separating the depressed.classes from
the rest of the population. Of the classes referred .to in the Quinquennial Report on the Progress of Education in India (1912-17) Ods are not
generally regarded in this province as a depressed class in the sense of
being untouchables, but are regarded on the same le"\]"el as other labouring
classes. Meghs are now being " purified " and consider themselves of
equ_!ll status with other castes.. Dh~bis are neither a depressed clas_s nor
untouchables. In the case of Chamars ~nd Chuhras (sweepers) it is the
profession rather. than the faith that creates the class and those who
. become agricultural labourers and. work at sugar m.alfing and as cultivators of land are like other agricultural labourers.
·
'
3. Of the castes and tribes given in Table XIII of Volume XV, Part
I, of the Census Report for 1921, the following classes may by ·so.me·be
regarded as depressed classes :, , f· •
.

Depressed Classes.

.~

·

Bangall
Banjara
• Barar ..
Bawaria (Baoria)
Bazigar
Bhanjra
Chamar
.Chana!
Chuhra
Dagi and Koli ..
Daoli (Doala) ..
Dhanak
· Dumna (Domra)
Gagra
Gandhiala
Gedri
Kehal

815.
5,404
2,324
21,272
. 26,010

2,312
848,265
1,02($

600,901
40,917
930
61,796
19,061
1,992
767
17
305

0

No. in1921.

No. in 1921.
Khatik
Kori..
Mahtam
Mazhabi
lHegh
Nat ..
Pasi
Perna
; ..
Rihar (Rehara)
Saiqalgar
Sansi
Sapel a
Sarera·
Sirkiband
And possibly also Labanas.
Total

23,,888
12,558
83,142
61,597
31,257
4,197
1,872
• 1,299
203
1,345
~ 26;936
1,057
9,346
3,629
48,988
1,945,441

It will be seen that the total figure for these classes is not greatly dissimilar to the tota 1 worked. out in a different manner in Appendix XIII to
the Quinquennial Report. It shoul~, however, be noted that of this
figure of 1,945,441 Chuhras and Chamars, who may be regarded as forming
the bulk of the depressed classes, amount tol,469,166 .. Meghs on purification are gettmg out of. this .clas_s, an.,~ Ma~tams ~~ngage in agricul~ure
also.
,,
··
'·
'
·": ·

· FU:rtherm~re the· above list includes ~~rta~ .c~m;_inal tribes such as
Sa:rlsis, Bawarias an~ Bazigars, who. on r.~c!alllatioJt_'ar~ ~a~g then::pla~ ·
with other classes and are. not regarded as _depresse.d, so that 1th~ hs~~ 1ll
some cases overlap.' It is' therefore extr~mely: difficult to say that .there,
are a~y. untouchables otller than those who are so regarded Oi;J. ~Gy,ount of
the profession or work they are engaged in.
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, Statement showing operatives employed in registere<i factories in the
Punjab.

--

1927

1926

1928

Total number

.

...

1931

1930

1929

""

>

(52,648)

(50,888)

(51,613)

(49,875)

(49,549)

(44,729)

13,829

i2,476

12,125

10,935

10,648

9,826

Woollen Mills, Dhariwal ..

1,314

1,378

886

1,309

Seasonal Fa<Jtories(1) Cotton Ginning and
Pressing Factories.

20,950

20,428

21,335

20,255

North-Western Railway
Workshops.

(2) Others, Ice Factories
and Tea Plantations.
Attock Oil Company (Refinery).

846.

1,188'
17,296

19,835

768

521

556

505

540

459

483

496

582

694

451

325

ANNEXURE 6.

Statement showing the trade unions registered in the Punjab.

--

1927-28.

Total number of unions on the Register at the end of
the year.

1928-29.

6

Existing.

19

23

7

6

6

7

3

3

3

..

Membership at the
close of each year.

5,799
(6 uni~ns).

14,507
(10 unions).
Returns of
three
not
received.

.

~

16

..

I

1930-31.

13

Unions
registered
during the year.
Certificates cancelled
during the year.

6

1929-30.

26,318
(12 nt1ions).
Returns of
four·
not
received.

I

'9,931
(15 ·.unions).
Returns of
four
not
received.

Information
not available
as the report&
for 1931-32
are due itt
the end of
July next.

NoTE.-There are lD addition to the above thre'e federations registered in 1928-29 in which there hasbeen no change.
. ·
·,
.

~

•

~
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V (i).-Note by the Hon'ble Sardar Sir Jogendra Singh, Kt., Minister for
Agriculture in the Punjab Government.
The Group System.
It is impossible to evade reality. The Prime Minister rightly holds
that responsibility could only be transferred to the people as a whole and
all sections of the population should find ari adequate representation.
' The trend of opinions in the Punjab has been influenced more by
considerations of communal representation than by"any endeavour to
create a self-governing constitutionl which would secure a stable and just
government for all. It is somehow sub-consciously held that an outside power will still continue to impose its ·will and secure stability and
good government. The Franchise Committee in drawing pointed attention to the real problem affords another opportunity to revise our views
and to visualise the objective, which is none other than forming a representative, stable and responsible Government on British model,
which Balfour called the Cabinet .System in contra-<!:,i~tinction to Presidential System.
"'
•
It seems inevitable that franchise qualifications will be lowered
to afford representation to about IO per cent. of our population, creating .
invidious distinctions between various classes and communities, and the
next step will undoubtedly enfranchise whole of our adult male and
female population. The· question is whether it would not be more in
the interest of the province and afford a fairer representation to the whole~
of our population if the Group System, or the "House-hold System "
was accepted. The forming of primaries does not present such insurmountable difficulties as is imagined, but it may .require time and
preparation ; and we can easily begin with the Rouse-hold System,
which would provide a rough and ready method, and 'would be in keeping
with the traditions of the country. - It· will amount to giving every
household, irrespective of its numbers, the :right to select a single representative, male or female to exercise the vote for the whole family. It
will not present any administrative difficulties and would provide an equal
basis for both male and female voters. Its defects are obvious, but it
can serve as a training ground for forming primaries.
I am strongly of opinion that common electorates with some kind
of Group System are absolutely essential, if "efficient parts " are to be
provided in the constitution, otherwise the change in the form of government may in fact hasten· revolution disguised under a consti~utional
procedure.
·
Second Chamber.
The Punjab's decision to have a single chamber was based on the
assumption that franchise qualification will remain high and that an
adequate representation of the vested and special interests will be ~ro
vided in the single house itself. This will not be possible now. I have
no hesitation in expressing my opinion that the Punjab requires a second
chamber. It may dispense with it afterwards, but it would be 'wise to
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begin provincial autonomy with it. My official colleagues are in agreement with me in theory, but foresee difficulties. I have little doubt that
opinion would have veered round in favour of a second chamber. I£ there
was time enough to disperse preconcieved acceptances. I am sure we all
agree that we must mobilise all our wisdom and experience and responsibility if we are to work the new constitution with success. This we
can only do if we have a second chamber. 41
•
The election to the Upper House should be from a joint electorate.
The desire of communities for ·adequate representation can be met by
reservation of seats. ·r would recommend a small house of 50 members.
I would draw from the following constituencies :- .
5 retired Ministers and Presidents in their own right.
15 Members from a constituency of retired high officials, such as
Executive Counsellors, Minis-ters, High Court Judges, Sessions .
Judges, Deputy Commissioners, Chief and Superintending
Engineers.
)2 Landholder_:;.
6 .from University constitu.ency.
6 fmm Industrial co~stituency.
6 from Commer"'ce constituency .

•
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. VI
Me.lllorandum by the Punjab ProVincial

Franchis~ Co~mittee in. reply

to

·· the Supplementary ~uestioimaire* of the.In,diari. Franchise Committee.
1. The proposal which finally commends itself to th~ Provincial
h
Committee is the extension of the direct
2
aragrap · ·
., franchise on the lines of the plan" A "t
. p~oposed_ in _its first recommendations subject. to the following modificatlOns which are embodied in the enclosed plan.;' D "t :- .
(1) The reduction of the qualification repr~sented by the ownership of immoveable p~operty not ass.~ssed_ t_o land reve:ime
from Rs. · 4,000 to Rs. 2,000 in urban areas and Rs. 1,000
in rural areas ·
· · · ' ·
·
·
p

'

~

. (2)· The enfranchisement. of the wives and widows ~f the male
.
voters under the present franchise';
{3). The reduction of the 'limit of income:tax. ~·assessment from
Rs .. 2,000 to Rs. 1,000 operates, the Committee observes,·
as ~J.n automatic extension of the franchise·;· · .
(4) While 'no decision ~as reached on 'the literacy qualification
some members strongly ·pressed for lite;raey qualification
for women. In view, however, ;of the absence of a unanimous decision this has not been included in the statistical
table giving the result of the proposal which is appended to
this report as plan " D, "t. The numbers would not be large.
Plan " D ;, ·gives enfranchisement on the property •qualification in
rural areas as follows :-~andowners ·
1,398,000
..
,
Tenants
407~000 ...
Persons other than lando~ners~ at pre~ent exer- "'
cising the franchise
·
JJ
251,000
' Persons admitted by the lower inco:g_1~-tax and'
house property qualifications
'
50,000

..

·Total

..

~

2,106,000

Of these it may be assumed that 98,000 will be women. This estimate
is based on the assumption that the only women who exercise the present
franchise to any appreciable extent are the widows of landowners. The
present register of 22,000 rural voters is 7 per cent. of the landowners,
·
and thus figures applied to 1,398,000 gives 98,000.
Pandit Nanak Chand records his dissent§,from these proposals as
giving overwhelming predominance to the agricultural tribes and landowning classes, and placing the landless class and non-agricultural Joibes
at their mercy, especially when the landless classes are debarred from
improving their status by acquiring propert:y under the land laws of the
*Page 40.

t Page 37.

t

.

Page 65.
.
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Punjab. He proposed a franchise based (a) on a literacy qualification;
(b) on possession of a civil pension, and (c) on possession· of Government
securities of Rs. 1,000.
(A slight variation between these figures and those of plan " A. "*
as previously published may be explained here. In the l~st register
there is an increase of 30,000 on the figu,res of 1926 on whwh· our statistics are based. In plan " A " these were added to landowners but
it is more convenient for statistical purposes to· add them to others.)
2. A.s regards wives and,, widows a calculation based (a) on the
percentage of unmarried adults and (b) on. the age of distribution to
married women from the 1921 Census makes 1t appear that for every 100
adult males there will be 65 wives and widows of the age of 21 and upwards. The wives and widows of 579,000 male,voters on the present
register will give 376,000'female voters.
3. A reference to the statementt giving the number of owners and
tenants of each community appended to the provisional views of the
Punjab Government shows that .out of ·3,198,000 adult landlords
2,666,000 belong to agricultural tribes and 532,000 to other classes of
the community. Therefore the proportion of landowners belonging to
other than agriculturists is 17 per cent. Applying this figure to 1,398,000
landowners we find. that out of the landowners franchised 238,000
belong to ,those classes.. Again out of 407,000 tenants it is believed that .
not less than half belong to persons other than members of agricultural
tribes, as tenancy is frequently taken by village menials including the lowest .class such 'as Chuhras and Chumars. This gives 203,000. Of the
.251,000 persons described as other than land revenue payers in the existing
electorate the Committee observes that a certain ·proportion is to be'
accounted for by income-tax payers and owners of house property.
A.lso ou~ 9f the persons enjoying the soldier qualification a·large number
belong to the non-combatant branches of the service which are largely
filled by persons not belonging to agricultural tribes. The Committee
estimates that 150,000 out of ·the whole number of 251,000.-belong to
non-agricultural tribes.
...
~
-<t
"'
4: Finally the 50,000 voters which are ,expected to be added by
the Lower House and income-tax qualifications are attributed entirely to
non-agricultural tribes. The result is that out of the total of 2,106,000
male voters it is expected that not less than 641,000 belong to persons
.~ ·
•· ·
·
.
other than agricultural tribes.
5. The Committee has considered whether this number could not
be . increased by erifranchising persons paying the local taxes levied under
the name of Haisiyat tax, or profession tax, on persons in rural areas
whose income is derived otherwise than from agriculture. With two
dissentients they are against this proposal chiefly on the constitutional
ground.s that it w~ul~ place in t4e .power of local bodies the right of
extendmg or restnctmg the franchise and also because its incidence
di.lers from district to district. The dissentients represent that these
taxes. are t~e only way o~ enfranchising the village shop-keeper and the
superwr art1Zen and memal classes. They are not in favour of using the
• Page 37.

t
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Chaukidari tax as a;,'basis for the franchise largely on the ground that
the classes which it is proposed to benefit are very generally exempted
from payment. They observe that the total number of ·voters on
the District Board register is 1,306,000, which' approximates closely~
to. the number which they propose to franchise , on the landowners'
V<?te alone, the limit of Rs. 5 land revenue being the same in both cases.
· 6. With the addition of the female voters .! the total p'roposed
electorate in rural areas u:p.der plan" D" amo~nts to 2,482,000, being
11:.. 7 per cent. of the total rural populatio~. ~ Applying the same percentage to the urban population 2,251,000 it will be necessary that the electorate should be 2~3,000, gi~ing an increase of ~19,00? over'the e:x!sti:rig ~lE)c
torate of 144,000. Of this surplus 92,000 will be accounted for by Wives ~
and widows of those holding the vote at pres~nt and the remainder by
voters who will be brought in by ~educing the house property qualifica-·
tion toRs. 2,000 in towns and by the reduction'of the income-tax limit. ..
It is therefore ·unnecessary to propose any other modification in the
franchise in urban areas. ~
.'
' . ,'
"
. ~·
7.' These proposals .m~st. be ;ead subject to the prote~f oy Mrs.
ChatterW against·applying a different property".quafjfication to men and
women. The Comniittee have sympathetically consider~d this protest
. but their view ~s that if franchise were given.,j;o women on equal terms
with men it will be necessary to restrict the Jilllitll of property_ qualifica-,·
tion and that by doing so they would be seriously affe£ting the ·:non-proprietary and inferior classes represented·most strongly in the lower grades
both of land revenue payers and particularly of tenants. Moreover; they~
consider .tha:t enfranchisement of 468,000 women ·in ·a·ddition to .._the
98,000 property holders .in rural areas,~ and ·some in towns is a very great
'advance which is as much as the rural constituencies can assimilate at a •
single step and which carries within it th~ potency of fut~.ue
extension.
:t
..,
-.
. · 8...It will be observed from.what has< preceded:that:the Comnuttee ·
r ·
,; •·..:.'t· has; in view of the .administrative diffiParagraphs 3 and 4 ·
• culties that havetbeen advahcea'·'iri: 'the
co~se of discussion; for the time being reluc1antly aba'ndon{ldthe group'.
system. But were it not for these difficulties they would be strongly
inclined to this system•on its me~its in one form" OrJtriother. ~ In no cir- .
cumstances· are they iri favoui'of,the suggestion that the group system
sh~mld be applied on ahouseh?~d ba'sis. ·It would.opera~e.~nf.airlY. in.t~e
case of large joint Hindu famihes and,would entail, d~Il}ICiha!Y,. .~INl!lrles
which might be resented.
~ ·-it·
, •
· ···~ ,.,: ";lli' ···'. ·:..
.
"' ~· 9. Without going, into ·details ·the.: Cprmp;itt~e~ considers. that ~~e ..
.
..;,. 11· 7· per··cent:~~ of".the populatiOn whw..h· ·
:.: ·>:.
Para.g~aph 4 ·
it proposes to. enfranchise approaches tlie·
maximum of what is administratively w'orkable at the present stage~·
10. The Committee observes th~t. in rural areas :out·.ot ,ah adult•
:
male. population o£.?,500,000, -.2,000~·
Paragraph 7. .
.
are enfranchised leaving .un-enfra~chi'se<l
4,500,000. It desires in the.first place ~o laY::'great ~~re~s.o~lh1l, fact'that.
no adult owns land or pays revenue durmg h~s fat~er..,.s lJfe-tim~, :th~refop~
•

,..

.,.

~

>a;;_

~

4
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each voter on the landowners qualification represents on an average at
least 2 adult males besides himself. Similarly the owners and tenants
commonly though not so universally work with their father and ~re not
returned separately as tenants. If it is assumed that each of the ~~7 ,000.
voters represents on an average 1· 5 sons we get a fu~ther add1t10n of
610,000, an~ it will appear that out of the 4,500,~00 adult males not enfranchised some 3,500,000 are indirectly enfranchised through the heads
1
of their families.
11. The Provincial Committee is definitely opposed to multi-member
"'\ • · ·constituencies. They consider that any
Paragraph 10. ..
form of proportional representation would •
be quite unworkable owing to the fact that it cannot be readily explained,
wh!le as regards. the single non-transferable vote they consider'that as
applied to large numbers over any considerable area it postulates _a party
organization which. doe~ not exist.
12. The Committee is unable unaninwusly to support any departure
~
from the system under which towns
. Paragraph 11.
with a· population. of over ·10,000 are
grouped together. Some.are inclined to support a lower limit of 5,000,.
while two would like ..,to have only cities with a population of over one
lakh classed as urban and ~:t!e rest merged in territorial constituencies.
13. The ~question of enfranchisement of women has alieady been
~
• dealt with, and the final view of the
Paragraphs 12 and 13 ·
Provincial Committee,
subject
to
the note of disagreement of Mrs. Chatterji above mentioned, is that all
that can be done as a first step is the enfranchisement ?f 468,000 women
as the wives and widows of those holding the existing qualifications in' _
aadition to those holding the inoperty qualification itself who will be over '
100,000. Mrs. CP,atterji also pres~es for a literacy qualification for women .
not otherwise enfranchised which so'ine members support on the. ground
that it gives the vote to a .class which is·very capable of exercising it.
14. The _Committee 'has not Been ;ble to recommend any~proposal
for bringing a small number• of womeri to the Council. A proposal by
Mrs. Chatterji is appended*..
- ~-~
«
·
15. A majority' of the members of .the." Comllij_ttee is of the opinion
p
h
.
.
that onlv.;.. Chuhras and Chumar~ ean be
14
ara~ap
·
·
·
regarde<f" in the· Punjab as in any sense
untoucruib~es, while Mr. Ghani and'Mr. Hansraj adhere to the lists given
respectiyely in Mr. Ghani's memorandum and that of the Punjab AdDharm Mandai. • The•Committee is unable to give even an approximate
estiinate of the number of depressed classes who will come on the electoral
roll ,under their proposal,. but they observe that a very considerable
number of tenants and persons'holding a military qualification from the
non-combatant branches of the service will belong to this class. 1'hey have
not as a whole been able to support any scheme for:the enfr_anchisement
of th\•depressed classes by the group system, and, having in view their '
. recommendations for the enfranchisement of labour, consider that their
propsals represent. all that can be done at the present stage.
~

.

'
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16.-With regard to the representation of labour, the Committee
is unable to say to what extent indus.
·
Paragraphs 16 and p.
trial workers will come . on the electoral roll,. but doe~ not consider that it will 'be abie to secure representation in general constituencie!'l~ They recommend with one dissentient
that representation o£ labour should•be,_secured by three seats, two representing unorganized ,urban-labour through special constituencies and
one representing registered trade unions. The Co;IUmittee is unable to
.arrive at any unanimous opinion·-on the subject of representation of
·special interests. They recommend repres~ntatioh · for~landowners. wit~
two dissentients. and for T!llllandars with three dissentients. A minority
of 4 recommend' representation ~f Un,iversity and 3 £o.r the special representation of industry and conimer~e. ·
,,
.
~ ~
·~. ...
.
17. The Committee.recommends that there should be in the neigh.
bourhood o£ 200 s!lats jn the provincial ,.
Paragraph 18.
l egm
· l a t ure.
.
-t
. 18. The Committee is opposed to a se·
Paragraph 19.
· •
.,cond. ch allfb er.
19. The Committee iS divided in opiriion as to whether there should
~
· · lie direct or indirect electio'n for the Assem, bly, some being convinced by the argument
Paragraph 20 ·
in favour of direct election that it is the Assembly which should represent
the nation. They are unanimous in-considering that if election to the
Assembly is direct it 'should, be indirect in the Council and vice versa. •.
If there is direct voting £or the Assembly ~he.y CO:J}.Sider that the existing
,franchise to the Council should be·applied with wives and widows, though, iJ ~
some members desire to.point outthe difficulty involved in canvassing ...
so large an electorate. · ~f there is direct voting .for the Council of State
. it was agreed that the existing Assem~ly vote plus wi~ves and .widows·~<
should be adopted. But the same difficulty of the size of coristitiiencies
"
. is pointed out. . .;. ..
• .\
20. !fhe Committee is in favour of special representation..,o£ women.·
Paragraph 21. -·
· . "'
in the Federal Assembly. ,
r.
•
21. it is agre(_ld that the following in~titutions sho!Jld be repre- ·
•· ·
. "' . sented each by one seat in the Feperal
Paragraph 22 "
'": .LegislatlJ!e :~

Commer~e

~

.

~

and Industry, Labour, Landowners.
, .
22:~The Committee was in fav_om: o£ literacy qualification" both •
.
h
• for the Provincial, Council
and the
Paragrap 23 · .
· F edera
· 1 A ssell}.bl'_y.· '· ·
23. The.Co:ulmittee nad not before it"in its final deliberations its •
·previous proposal fOr extension of the· existing military service. qua,lifications so as to include serv.ices in the Indian Auxiliary Force and the
Indian Territorial Force. This proposal did not form any part of Plan D*
, .as envisaged in the final proposals, and the Com.m!ttee has not made any " rec<?mmendations as to details. It n,tay -be. unders~ood as not having
withdrawn its general recommendation. _, , .·.... · . . ~ .
•
. .
*Page
. 65.
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The Representation and Election of Women to the Councils.
Proposed by Mrs. Chatterjee, Member, Provincial Franchise·Committee.
I suggest 5 per cent. of the total number of seats should be reserved
for women.
_,.
To fill these 5 per cent. special seats I- propose as suggested in the .
I. F. C, circular* Note E.-285-Bom., under (b) 4 and 3, i.e., the gep_eral
constituency of the following six towhs namely Lahore, Amritsar, Ambala.,
Jullundur, Rawalpindi .and Multan," should be .required· to elect•-c;:me
woman representative in addition to their ordinary allotted~number of
Council representatives". The remaining seats to be filled in by (b) ..
3, i.e., " women candidates polling the highest number of v"'tes in a general
·
constituency ".

., Plan D.

..

(I) RuralRural population
...· 21,330,000,
Existing rural voters
•
'601,900
Proposals350,000
Land-owners paying Rs. 25 arid upwards
103,000
from Rs. 20 to Rs. 25
"
"
158,000
," .•. , • Rs. 15 toRs. 20
"
269,000
,
Rs. 10 toRs. 15
"
"
"
518,000
, : --~.s. 5 to Rs.-10 ..
"
"
"
1,398,000
Totall~D;d-owners
42,000
Tenants holding more than 24 acres irrigated Qr
48 acres unirriga ted.
37,000
,.
18 and'36 and less
"
"
than the above. '
98,000
,
12 and 24
"
"
"
230,000
6 and 12
"
"
"
'407,000
Total tenants .
50,000
• By iower house and income-tax qualification
251,000
~oters other than land-owners on the present re.
gister.
...,
-376.000
Wives and widows
2,482,000
Total rural voters ..
(2) Urban2,251,000
Urban population
•
Existing urban voters
. • t 144,000
Proposals144,000
Existing voters
119,000
By wives, widows and lowered income tax and
house qualifications.
263,000
•
t
2,745,000
Total propose~ electorates

.
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(i) Minute of dfssent .by Pandit Nanak Chand, M.A. (Oxon.), M.L.C.,
Bar-a~Law, Member, Punjab Provincial Franchise Committee, along

with Plans M and N* submitted for the consideration of the Franchise
Comiiuttee•
. · "'I· regret. very much that I have:to write a dissenting note, the pro• ' posals of the majority of phe ·Punjab Provincial Franchise Committee
~eipg unacceptable to me on most of the important points. As matter
• of fact, it was a foregone conclusion, that the committee as a whole will
. n9t accept•any, propos~! ,for widening the electorate on the lines suggested
~ !>Y the Indian Franchise Committee. In their ri.otet headed \:roints _for
further con.sideration by .the Government of the Punjab and the Punjab
Provincial Committee'" the Indian Franchise Committee drew the atten. tion ·.of the -ProvincialtCommittee to the Prime Minister's letter which'
insists that the electorate should b~ .widened so that it should be representative of the general mass of the population ·and ,that no important
section of t4e community inay lackt4e mea-tis of expressing its needs and
its opinions; Tlie Franchise Committee, therefore, pointed 'out that the
claims of the following classes should. be _carefully considered :-(a)
Wo!llen, (b) Depressed classes, (c) ·Industrial workers or the landless
labourers, (d) the non-agricultural'tribes or castes of the Punjab. .
. It. is regretted that ~h; ~ajority of the Provincial Committee was in
no mood to listen to the widening o£ the electorajie on the line suggest.ed
above. · InJa9t, their :fin~l propo~als do not materially differ from Plan
• (A), suhmitted•'by them in' the first instance, excepting in the case of
(a) wonien.' Here; too, the 'franchise is to be so extended that .the class
which has alieady got pred<imirumt share should be further strengthened
• by enfranchising those women who are the wives of the existing qualified
voters ,and it is notorious that the present qualifications are extremely
. favoll!abl~ to the land;o";~g classes or the members of the agricultural
tribe~: . · . . ~
· ,
•
,
'
·., .. .r
• ' Plan (A) and Plan (D)t compared.
The. various class~s enfranchise9: underplan.(A) and plan· (D) may
·.be separately considered.
., '
(a) Land-awners.;-Under both the plans, land-owners paying land
revenue from :Rs: 5 upward are to be enfranchised. Their number comes
,. to 1:,398,000~.thatis to say, the present voters under this head number
· 350,000 and the land-owners who will be enfranchised under the two
scheme~ )mni.ber 1,048,000. It is estimated that o:rily 17 per cent. of these
people w!ll -be t~e members of the non-agricultural tribes. Thus their
niunber will not be more than 237,660. This figure has been accepted
generally by the Governmentiand the members of the Punjab Provincial
Committee, though certain authorities place the total of the members of
non-agricultural tribes at less than 16 per cent. of the total _voters under
this head. However for the purposes of calculation the higher0 figure
may be adopted.
.
·
'

a

..

* Pages 72 and 73 respactively.
'

. ; t Supplementary Questionnaire, page 40.

~ P!"~es 37 and'65respective1y.
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(b) Tenants.-Under both schemes, that is, Plan (A) and Plan (D)
tenants of 6 acres or more have been enfranchised. Their total is given
as 470,000. According to the majority of the Provincial Committee
50 per cent. of these tenants belong to the non-agricultural tribes. This
elitimate is entirely wrong. It is true that the percentage of the tenants
of agricultural castes differs from district. to district; in some districts of
the Punjab the tenants may number np to 33 per cent: or slightly more of
the tenants' class, but it must not beforgotten that there are several districts in the Punjab where the tenant's number from the non-agricultural
class would be negligible. It has been estimated that tenants average
from 7 per cent. to 33 per .cent. in various districts. However giving a very
generous allowance for the tenants of the non-agricultural tribes or castes
.their figure could not be more than 17 per cent. 'of the total number of
tenants to be enfranchised. Allowing 17 per cent. which as I· have said
is a most generous estimate of .their strength, the numbers of the tenants
belonging to the non-agricultural tribes will be 69,109, but it is wrong to
estimate the tenants belonging to. these tribes at 50 per cent. of the" total
• tenant's population, as has been done by the Provincial Committee of the
·
.
Punjab.
. . "''
" (c) Persons falling under the category of " Others ":~
The figures given in Plan.(A) ar~ 221,000, while in 'Plan. (D) they are
estimated at 251,000. Thes~ are the people who have" already been •
enfranchised under the old qualifications.· The majority of 'these are
enfranchised demobilised soldiers. 90 per c~nt. or more of this number
belongs to the members of agricultural tribes,. ~s non-agricultural tribes
under convention adopted by the British Governm~nt are not·taken into
the Army. Mr. Jenkins, the Deputy Commissioner of Amritsar also
agrees that the :m<;.jority o£ this vote is agricultural vote. The remaining
persons are with house property qualifications or persons who pay incometax. Very i:ew agriculturists will fall und~r the category of. income-taxpayers, while as the owners of the house property they might have good
share of the voters. •In no case the 11on-agriculturists under these quali·
fications named as "others" will be more than 100,00'0.
, '
"
(4) Persons estimated to get franchise under "lower house property
qualification ":-This number has been fixed at 50,000 and may not be
disputed ; but it must be stated that some agriculturists also will be en·
·
franchised under this qualification too.
(5) Women.-Under Plan (D) the wives of the existing qualified
voters have been given the right tq vote and·their number has been estimated at 396,000 .. It must be stated here once more that under this new
head the wives of the members of the agricultural tribes will" have a lion's
·
4·
·
share.

...

.._

The total thus enfranchised under all heads amounts to 2,502,000.
The non-agriculturists enfranchised would be 524,170. This is the most
ge~erous estimate which can be formed of the non-agricultural vote.
This will give about 20 per cent. to the mem~ers of the non-agricultural
tribes living in the rural areas·while their population in rural areas is 47
per cent.; and will give 80 per cent. to the agricultural tribes ; while their
l

•

~
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population strength is .53 per cent. in rural areas. Thus it will be seen
that there is a glaring disparity between the two classes enfranchised
under Plan.(D), i.e., the final proposals of the Punjab Committee.
Injustice involved under Plan (D).*

Plan, (D) is manifestly unjust and absurdly one sided, because:(a) It entirely igncres the,Sikh Memorandum. In fact the Sikh
Memorandum was not considered at all by the Punjab
. Provincial.. Committee in its sittings held on 6th and 7th
of Aprif.I932.
(b) So far as the non-agriculturists are concerned their case ha~
been discussed above. They get not more than 20 per ~ent:
representation while their popul~tion is 47 per .cent. in rural
areas.
(c) The Hindu point of view was plac~d before the Committee by
me and proposal after proposal, put forward by me. for
including a certain class of P.eople who would not otherwise.
get vote, was.rejected 'without compunction. As a matter
of fact the constitution of the Punjab Provincial Committee
never inspired any confidence in the minds of the public,
as the Committee was a nominated one. Except .the Chairman the Hon'ble Mr: Miles•Irving, ,the Financial Co_mmissioner and the two members, who were added afterwards
to, represe"n~ the .limited special interests from outside the
Punjab Counci!, , the Punjab Provincial Committee was
. . ' mainly' representative of members of the agricultural tribes
or of the rural or zamindar party (otherwise called
Nationalist- Unionist party) of the Punjab Legislative
Council. It was, therefore, a foregone conclusion that its
recommendations will .not, be substantially different from
those which are embodied in the Plan (A)t andthe points
stated for furth~r c·onsideration by the Franchise Committee carried, therefore, no weight. In fact the subsequent
discusl;lions were utilised in making recommendations for
·
strengthening the hold of the agricultural classes.
(!1) The Chairman's suggestions, which are embodied under Plan (M) t
and which were placed for consideration by him before the
Committee on. 7th Aprill932, that is, ~he second or the last
• day of the sitting of the Committee after the departure of
the Franchise Committee from Lahore, were also not accepted by the Ip.ajority. These proposals embodied in the
Plan (M) certainly take a fairly generous view of the claims
of the various classes whose case was specially mentioned.
for further consideration by Lord Lothian's Committee. ·
I will have to say a word or two later on with regard teo the
proposal of Mr. Miles Irving, our Chairman, i.e.; the proposals embodied in Plan' (M).
·
•
• Page 65.

..

, ·t Page 37. ·

t·Page 72.
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(e) The Punjab Provincial Committee did not take into qonsideration the very fair and remarkable evidence given by Mr.
E. l\'L Jenkins, I.C.S., Deputy Commissioner of Am:ritsar,
which impressed everybody on account of its clearness and
fairness. Had these proposals been considered and due
weight attached to these recommendations the final recommendations of the Committee would have been materially
different from those made in Plan A or D:

(j) Haisiat tax or professional tax was suggee-ted as a means of

. bringing in anumber of those people who cannot otherwise
get vote either under Plan '(A) or Plan (D). The persons
i.
who come under this head are generally those members of
the non-proprietary bodies in the rural areas who have got
neither the right to acquire agricultural land or house property under the land laws of the Punjab. They represent
substantially an intelligent class of village artisans. small
traders, petty shopkeepers, village menials and other lower
classes who otherwise cannot get vote mider either the
income-tax qualification which is too high or house property
qualification which would be impossibldor them to acquire
under the special conditions of this province.
The majority rejected the haisiat tax or professional tax proposal
on the most fanciful and illogical ground that they do not want to place
the power of enfmnchising and disfranchising the voters in the hands
of the district boards, while under the proposals accepted by the
majority will not object to the enf:mnchising and disfranchising of tenants
by individual landlords! It must not be forgotten that the persons who
pay tax on incomes of four hundred or mo1e are certainly in a better
position to appreciate the political problems and the right o£ vote than
· a land-owner who pays land revenue from Rs. 5 toRs. 15, and has an
income ranging from 100 to 300 a year. Moreover, the professional tax
could be made a provincial subject and could be regulated and realised
in a more efficient manner than is being done at present. Even. this
argument did not appeal to the majority. The argument namely that
the burden o£ taxation falls on the land-owners, they must, therefore,
have a sha:i:e far in excess of thei'r population strength looses all it._s force
when we remember that the members of the non-agricultural classes
and o£ labouring, artisans and depressed classes are not under the law
permitted to purchase land or house property, and thus improve their
economic condition and political status. If the payment of land revenue
is regarded as a burden surely those willing to share that bu:-den must be
permitted to do so and thus eam the right o£ vote. It must however not
be forgotten that the local bodies, th:e provincial governments, and the
Central Government are parts of the organic whole and therdore payment
mad~to one o£ these must be regarded as payment made to the state
as a. whole.
(g) The depressed class.-The members of the backward clasees .no
doubt will be enfranchised to a certain extent undm the tmancy qualification
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but their ~epresentation, as has been stated above, has been over-estimated.
The non-agriculturists who will be enfranchised under the tenancy
qualification will number not more than- 17 per cent. The estimate
made by the majority that 50 per cent. tenants will be agriculturists
and 50 per cent. non-agriculturists is wrong and therefore misleading.
The non-agriculturists will not get more than 17 per cent. The depressed classes will get only 10 per cent.
53 per cent. of the ·population of the rural areas consists of members
of agriculturist tribes and 47 per cent. of members· of non-agriculturist
tribes. Under the recommendations made under Plan (D) the percentage
will be 20 per cent. non-agriculturist. Thus it will be seen that the representation granted to the agricultural tribes and land-owning class is
entirely disproportionate to their population strength in rural areas.
The rule of the agricultural tribes and castes in the Punjab will become _
extremely oppressive, and land revenue and water rate the main sources
of the provincial income will be constantly attacked in the Council and
fresh burdens will be imposed on the shoulders o£ those who will find no
representation or very inadequate representation under Plan (A) or Plan
(D). [Kindly see Plan (M) and (N)* attached to this note for further
consideration.]
Multi-member Constituencies.
In order to protect ,the minorities in the general communal electo-.
rates multi-member constituencies are essential. I disagree with the
view o£ the majority that the present system of single member constituencies should be retained.
Points Nos. 6, 7 and 9.
:It will be thus clear that the members .of non-agricultural tribes,
artisans, and members o£ non-proprietary body and the backward classea
do not get adequate and fair representation in accordance with their
population strength under Plan (D) or even under Plans (M) and (N). The
" un-enfranchised residuum " should be enfranchised by group system,
that is, by indirect voting as proposed by Mr. Jenkins. It will be un£air
not to give .the remaining people any right of vote. Plan (D) cannot be
combined with indirect system as the percentage of electors will become
over 15 per cent. but under plan M and N there would be still room for
exten.Sion by group system, especially when the women could be enfranchised under the indirect system in a better way, the wives of the present
~lectorate also coming in through the same door ; there would be a fair
and equitable distribution of voting power amongst women also. As a
matter of fact, there is no escape from the group system. The Government with proper expenditure o£ money could work the combined system
and get good results. In fact the majority of our Committee, excepting
one member, R. B. Ch. Chotu Ram, regarded this method as fair and just.
The extension of direct franchise in the mariner suggested cunder
Plan (D), as has already been stated leaves out large numbers of classes
wholly unrepresented.
·
*·Pages 72 and 73 respectively;
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The communal percentages of voters will not present any disparity
under either Plan (M) or Plan (N). The communities can be enfranchised in accordance with their population strength by resorting to the
combined system if necessary. ·
Point No. 11.-I maintain very strongly that the division of town
and country in the Punjab is most arbitrary, because towns above the
population of 10,000 are in no way differentfrom large villages. Landowners, traders, shop-keepers, artisans, manual labourers alike live in
the town, the only difference is that the number of non-agriculturists
is larger in the town than in the villages. This division of town and
country does not work well as town constituencies are extremely extensive and the candidates find. it difficult to keep in touch with their constituents. The rural areas find their full expression of public life in the
district towns ; their district boards and municipalities which are bound
up with the life of the rural areas, "have their headquarters in the towns.
They can on no reas9nable ground be excluded from larger political
life by separating them from the rural areas of which they are the headquarters.
Point No. 12.-I have already stated that women should be enfranchised through either the group system or the suggestions o£ the majority
be adopted, and the remaining women be enfranchised through the
group system. The groups of women may be larger than those o£ males
so that they return the requisite number and no more.
Point No. 13.-At least 5 per cent. seats should be reserved for
• women who. should come in through non-communal door. . Selected
areas both urban and rural should be made to return these'? per cent.
ladies to the legislature.

Points Nos. 14 and 15.-There is no depressed class problem in the
Punjab and it is difficult to define these classes ; backward or econo·
mically depressed classes exist in all communities and they will fuld representation only if either of the Plan (M) or (N) is adopted ; group
system may be resorted to for th() balance.
•
I agree with the recommendation of the majority.
Point No. 16.-The majority wish to give labour 3 seats and recommend that Commerce, Industry and University should have no representation and if representation is allowed to Commerce, Industry and
University, then big Landlords and Turnandars should also be represented. I submit that communal considerations should not be permitted
to influence our decisions on these questions. Labour should get 2 seats,
likewise 2 seats should be allowed to Commerce, Industry and University
each: The graduates should retain their right of vote. The big landowners will find sufficient representation through general electorates.
TuJiandar constituency should be abolished as it consists of only 9 voters.
Federal or Legislative Assembly.
Election to this assembly should be direct and in no case indirect.
indirect election through the Council will lead to bribery and corruption
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and the public life o£ the Punjab will be ruined by adopting the indirect
method. I am in favour of direct election to both the Imperial Legislatures''~ but, if indirect election is to be resorted to, it should be resorted
to in the case of the Upper Chamber and not for the Lower Chamber.
In the end I wish again to submit that Points Nos. 1 and 2 require
very careful consideration and a system must be adopted which will
bring all classes of people on the electoral roll and not one class of people
only. Under the Plan (D) the ru1e of the land-owners will be established
by giving them a predominant vote. The division of the Punjab population into two classes namely agricultural and non-agricultural based.
upon a person's birth in certain castes and not upon occupation is arbitrary. Property qualification will become disqualification for those who
cannot under the law acquire property. In a democratic system ~aste
distinctions for acquiring political and civil rights cannot be retamed.
And if retained persons o£ non-a:gricultural tribes should have representation in proportion to their population strength: While they are 50 ·
per cent. in the Punjab, amongst the voters-:-both rural and urbanthey will number only 24 per cent. if Plan (D) is adopted while in rural
areas they will not be more than 20 per cent. only. Thus these cl~sses
of people will be entirely submerged and an oppressive class rule will be
established which will be opposed to Prime Minister's instructions and
opposed to all canons of justice.
Plan (M).

This was prepared by our Chairman, the Hon'ble Mr. Miles Irving,
and was considered by the Punjab Committee on 7th April 1932 but
was not accepted by the majority.
Land owners :-Land-revenue-Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

..

25
20
15
10

Total
Tenants:-

24
18
12
6

acres
acres
acres
'-l
acres

880,000
42,000
. 37,000
98,000
230,000

Total
Others
Lower house qualification

350,000
103,000
!58,000
269,000

407,000

251,000
(100,000)
(The figures actually accepted were)
50,000

Wives .and widows of existing qualified voters
Total

369,000
i,994,000

0
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Non-proprietors : included by putting the tenant franchise lower
than that of the land-lord and by the inclusion of haisiat or professional t·ax.
Notq.-According to these proposals the total number enfranchised
would be 1,994,000. Mr. Miles Irving included non-proprietors in the
voters' list by making the tenant franchise lower than that permitted
in the case of land-owners, and by including Haisiat and Professional
tax, as one of the qualification for voters. These proposals as I have
above stated were certainly fairer and more just than Plan (D). It
would enfranchise a fairly large number of non-agricultural tribes and
land-less classes and would have given the right of vote to some artisans,
village menials, etc., etc. Percentage of the people thus enfranchised
under the various qualifications would be about 75 per cent. agriculturists
and 25 per cent. non-agriculturists in the rural areas. This proportion
is in no wa~ satisfactory to the non-agriculturists but is certainly more
just and fair than the final proposal of the Provincial Committee. Disparity could be made up by resorting to group or indirect system
with Plan (M), though Mr. Irving did not suggest group system to work
with Plan (M). ·
Plan (N).
1. Land-owners paying land revenueRs. 25
Rs. 20
Rs. 15

350,000
103.000
1~8,000

611,000

Total

611,000

2. Tenants cultivating24 acres
18 acres
12 acres
6 acres

42,000

37,000
98,000
230,000

3. Others (including soldiers' vote income-tax
payers, Owners of small houses of the value
..
of Rs. 4,000)
4. Professional or haisiat tax (persons who pay
income-tax and persons who have Rs. 4,000
property qualified should not be counted as
they pay this tax also) income-tax payers
who also pay haisiat or professional tax
5. Owners of houses worth Rs. 1,000 to Rs. 4,000
(lower qualification than in No. 3 others)
..
*6. Persons who have deposited Rs. 1,000 in Government securities or in postal certificates
7. Matriculates and retired civil servants in rural
areas ..

Total
•

407,000

251,000

100,000

50,000
50,000

25,000

..

1,494,000

8. The balance should be left for women who
should come either through group system or as
wives of qualified existing voters . :

396,000

Total

1,890,000
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Notes;_
1. 17 per cent. of land-owners are non-agriculturists.
2. 17 ·per cent. to 30 per cent. tenants will be members of the
non-agricultural or depressed castes in various districts.
Figures differ from district to district. Average has been
variolisly counted ; many di~tricts have few or no tenants.
17 per cent. tenants will belong to non-agriculturist classes.
3. Amongst·" Others " soldiers predominate and they belong to '
agricultural tribes. The number of non-agriculturists
cannot be placed above one hundred thousand.
4. Haisiat tax has been rejected by the" majority, on fanciful
grounds, that the district boards will:'possess the power of
increasing or decreasing the voters, as if the• land-lords
cannot turn out tenants-at-will or take them in larger
numbers. Professional tax is one of the best means of
bringing persons on the electoral roll.
*6. In rural areas. people who cannot buy house property or
agricultural lands, and lay by money in postal certificates and Government securities. This will not be a moneylender's vote ; as money-lenders lend money on interest
to individuals. I have excluded them ; but it will be
easy to ascertain the investors of small capital in postal
certificates and Government securities. This will substantially benefit the state also.

-~

7. Matriculates andll:retired civil serV-ants could be easily ascertained.

J

-~

/
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VI
(ii) Memorandum submitted

to the Franchise Committee by Pandit Nanak

Chand, M.A., lVI.L.C., Bar-atmLaw, Advocate, High Court, .Lahnre.
No recommendations regarding the extension of Franchise in the
Punjab could be regarded as sound or fair which ignore certain important
featur~s peculiar to the Punjab. These are intimately and vitally connected with the Franchise problem. Unless these features are understood in all their bearings, recommendation regarding the. Franchise
will work great injustice. An attempt has been made in the memorandum
to explain the points peculiar to the Punjab.
I. The first important point to note is the almost feudal character of
the Punjab village. The constitution of the Punjab village must therefore be thoroughly grasped. The village is sharply divided into the proprietary body and the non-proprietary body. The proprietary body is
generally a brotherhood. Where blood ties have broken down the tie
of the ownership of land still endures. The proprietary body is the
owner not only of the agricultural land, but of the village habitation site,"
tanks, wells, graveyards, ponds, pastures for cattle and uncultivated waste.
The non-proprietors on the other hand are occupancy tenants, tenants-atwill, kamins (menials) servants of the village, washermen, carpenters,
blacksmiths, shopkeepers, artisians and others. These non-proprietors
include men of all castes high and low. They have more or less restricted
rights of user of pastures, tanks, etc., etc. The non-proprietors in most
villages pay certain dues to the proprietary body which show that the
proprietors are the feudal lords. The site on which the dwellings of the
non-proprietors stand is the property of the proprietary body, and the
r~sidents are permitted to remove or sell the materials only. The effect
of all these restrictions is to hold down in serfdom the non-proprietary
body. The disputes regarding use of wells, of playing music in the village
at the time of marriages, are disputes not between high caste Hindus
and the untouchables but between the proprietors of the village and
the non-proprietary body.
II. The second important feature to be noted is the arbitrary division
of the Punjab population into two classes, the agricultural castes or
~ribes on the one side and the non-agricultural castes or tribes on the other.
This division is not based upon a person's profession, or occupation but
upon his birth in a particular caste. A person may change his religion
but not his caste. The non-agricultural tribes are not permitted to purchase agricultural land from the agricultural tribes. Whatever may be
said in defence of the Punjab Land Alienation Act under which this distinction has been created as an economic measure, it is certain that it
becomes a source of political grievance when the Franchise is to be determined by a person's property qualification. The Act has created priviLeged castes which seek to rule the Punjab to their own exclusive advantage and hence the activity of the membe;s of the privileged agricultural castes to bar the door on all others.on one ground or another, to
improve their status. But it needs no arguments to show that the
Electoral Roll of a Democratic country should represent all classes and
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interests. The agriculturists and the non-agriculturists in the. Punjab
are half and half. But amongst the Hindus the agriculturists are 25%,
while non-agriculturists are 75%. The Electoral Roll of the various
communities must reflect these two classes on their population basis.
·At least there should not be any glaring disparity. Otherwise it will not
represent the picture truly and justly.

III. The Communal problem in the. Punjab though not exclusively
provincial is certainly a marked feature of our public life. The tension
here has been very bitter and is responsible for indirect and under-hand
methods of increasing the population strength of the contending communities.
"
IV. The depressed Class problem here presents no difficulty. It
should not be magnified beyond its legitimate sphere. Untouchability
to some extent exists amongst sweepers who are actually engaged in unclean occupations and possess unclean habits. Occupation not caste is responsible for their social backwardnesS'. But backward or economically
depressed classes are the classes we mainly think of when we talk of the Depressed classes. Religious reformation was initiated by the Christian missionaries and Hindu reforming bodies long before people dreamt of democratic rule in India. The stride of reform during the past years has been
tremendous. Any attempt to separate any of these classes or part of these
classes will perpetuate their degradation and humiliation. The views of
the Simon Commission on this point require very serious consideration
at the hands of those who are interested in this problem. Keeping
these main consideration in view I make the following recommendations:Recommendations.
The right of vote must be extended :-(1) to ail owners of agricultural lands paying Rs .. 15 or more as land revenue (2) to all Lambardars
. and Zaildars, (3) to all persons who pay an Income-tax or Haisiat
tax or Professional tax, (4) to all owners of immoveable property up to the
value of Rs. 1,000, in the case of rural areas, but in the case of citie~
above the population of 50,000 to owners of immoveable property of
the value of Rs. 3,000 or more, (5) to all persons who draw a salary of
• Rs. 15 or more, (6) to all persons who have passed matriculation examination or its equivalent, (7) to all persons who receive pension from t~
Government whether from Civil--or Military Department, (8) to all the
employees of District Boards, Municipal Committees and Government
Servants, (9) to all persons who pay house-rent of Rs. 72 annually, (10) to
occupancy tenants ~r crown tenants of lands assessed to annual land
revenue of Rs. 15, (11) to all wa,ge earners and agrieultural labours who
are .willing to pay a hearth-tax
Rs. 2 per annum in order to earn the
right of vote.
·
By accepting the proposals na.medabove it wili be possible to have
0
an classes of people in suffieient num-bers; '

all

of

Women suffrage...
·I am in favour of alloting 5 per cent. at least of the seats of the
Council to them through special non-Comin:utl.lil Constituencies;· It

-1
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should be open to them to contest other seats with men in the general
constituencies if they so desire. All women who are literates must get
the right to vote.
Representation of the Depressed Classes.
The Depressed classes will come in sufficiently large numbers on the
Electoral Roll by the recommenda;tions made &hove.
Representation of Labour.
After reconsidering my views in regard to the representation of
special interests such as labour, commerce, industry and University,
I am of opinion that they must fihd representation on the Council provided their non-CorPm.unal Character is retain.:ed.
The nature of the Constituency.
I believe in having territorial constituencies, and in ruling out the
arbitrarv division of urban and rural. There are no industrial towns
exceptir{g Lahore and Amritsar which may be classed as urban.
Composition of the Punjab Council.

The Punjab Council should consist of 250 members as recommended
by the Statutory Commission. I believe that the enlargement of the
Council will help to bring in re~lly more capable mim, who understand
the value of Democratic institutions and their working. There should
be a literary qualification for a candidate seeking election to the Council
which should not be less than matriculation or its equivalent.
Legislative Assembly.

·The election to the Legislative Assembly and the Council of State
must be direct as at present and not indirect.
In the end I submit that I am not opposed to a combination of direct
voting system with an indirect voting system through group, provided :(1) Amongst the direct voters persons paying Haisiat tax and matriculates arc included and all other qualifications which exist at present
are retained, (2) provided further the indirect system is declared to be
administratively sound. I would" here make another suggestion. In
case this indirect system is adopted for the remaining population, the
groups may be joint and common and secondaries may form joint or
common constituencie::; for the returning of members to the Council and the
direct voters forming separate electorates returning members of different
communities through such .separate electorates. The suggestion deserves
consideration. Suggestion of a similar nature was made by Their Excellencies Sir Malcolm Hailey and Sir Geoffrey De Montmorency in their
official memorandum submitted to the Simon Commission .

•
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(iii) Note by Mrs. Chatterji,. ·1\iember, Punjab Provincial

*•

-4

Franchise

Committee.

..

Women's Franchise .

From the discussions which tool{ place dur1ng the joint session of
the Indian and Provincial Franchise Committees at Lahore it does not
. appear that any completely satisfactory policy has been evolved for the
enfranchisement of women. ·While I ·have attempted to express my
own views on this subject in the Provincial Committees memorandum, as
well as during the di~cussions with the Indian Franchise" Comlnittee,
it seems desirable to put these down in some fuller details in a separatenote.
(a) If Adult Franchise is adopted, Direct or Indirect, women will
come in on an equality with the men and the whole question will be
solved. There is however little possibility of this being given effect to,
in view- of the administrative and other· difficulties. The choice then
narrows down to the two/ following-(a) The Imperfect Group System.
(b) Direct franchise on a much lOwer property qualification.
(b) In the Imperfect GroupSystemthe balance of equality bet~een
men and women is greatly disturbed. The present property qualification will tend to maintain the disparity which already exists 1:.e., 1 in 26
in the first hal£ of the system. The application of the group system to
the remainder will not help to adjust the balance and the feeling of the
franchise having been extended on unequal basis, will remain. I would
therefore press that the wives and. widows of direct voters as well as all
literate unmarried women should also be allowed to exercise the direct
vote. If this system is so amended I would regard this as my second
choice.
'
(c) Should the Imperfect System be considered unworkable and the
direct system on lower property qualification finally accepted, it must
be borne in mind that the franchise, if extended to women on the " wives
and widows " qualification must be to the wive~ and widows of all voters .
.....
.
The proposal to enfranchise the wives and widows of voters possess.- ing a higher property qualification, introduces an invidious differentiation between the political rights of the two se'xes, and is therefore wholly
·unacceptable.
I beg to submit that a certain property held in common by husband
and wife, while for legal purposes is exclusively in the hands of the man,
from the point of view of civic rights should confer the same benefits_ and .
privileges on the women, as it does on the man. As the Com~ttee
• is already aware there is considerable feeling among the women against
making their political rights contingent upon their relation to a· man,
but while this objection loses much of its force when it is conceded

'.
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that a certain property which enfranchises a man, enfranchises his wife
also, it certainly has weight against the proposal requiring a ~igher qualification for the enfranchisement of wives.
If it is objected that this will greatly increase the number of voters of
certain sections, I venture to suggest that if the franchise qualifications
are sufficiently lowered this will confer no undue advantage upon any
particular community to seriously ·disturb the proportion of
their voters. Whatever disproportion does exi~t will be exactly the same
which would result from the vote being confined to the men only. To
illustrate my points, if in accordance with the property qualification five
out of ten Hindus are enfranchised, and only.four Muslims, by giving the
vote to their wives the proportion of votes will still remain the same
-assuming that both Hindu and Muslim voters' are married.
I am anxious that the widows of vot~rs should also be enfranchised.
As is well known the widow's lot in India is extremely hard under the old
traditional social system and the modern social reform movements are
striving to improve their lot. If the widow is enfranchised, not only
will it raise her social status, but it will also uphold the woman's right to·
equal citizenship.
•
These proposals have been objected to on the ground that these will
enfranchise a. very much larger number of the population then the 10
,per cent. originally contemplat1d. This however, only results i£ the
qualifications are so lowered as to first enfranchise 10 per cent. of the male
population, and then the women are added to this number. It has now
been verified that there are 65 wives and widows to every 100 men.
voters as at present on the register. In view of the excess of the male
population over the female, there seems no reason why the wives and.
widows of all voters should not be enfranchised along with the insignificant number of unmarried literate women.
To summarize, on the question of franchise for women, my first.
choice is, Adult franchise Direct or Indirect. My second choice is the
Imperfect Group System as amended in these proposals. If neither
of these systems can be given effect to, I would then reluctantly accept
the third alternative, but only with the additions I have suggested in his
note.
There remains the question of the representation o£ women in the
Council. My opinion is that whatever system o£ franchise may be
adopted, it is extremely unlikely that in the beginning women will be fairly
represented in the Council without special provision. I would therefore
suggest that 5 per cent. of the total number of seats in the Council should
he reserved for women. To fill these 5 per cent. special seats I propose
as suggested in your Circular Note* E.-285-Bom., under (b) 4 and 3 i.e.,
" that seats should be set apart for women in certain selected towns in
the Punjab, the electorate for the purpose in each such area being the
el(¥)torate men and women belonging to that area on the rolls of the general
constituency who would have two votes one o£ which must be cast
or the women candidates". With regard to this proposal my
• Printed at page 114, Volume II.
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' '

suggestion is that the'" general' constituency of the following six to~s, •
namely, Lahore, Amritsar, A!n;bala, J ullundur;' Rawalpindi a~d· Ml!ltan
should be requ¥ed to elect one woman repres~p.tative in'a:ddition to tl;1eir
',oi<Jin,ary allotted numb~r of Council repres~ntatives.'' ,~h~, ~~nia_ining reserved,seats for women may then be allotted as proposed m.(b) 3 of your,
note* i.e., "the women candidates whO not liavingforfel.ted_ their deposit
poll the highest proportion of vote-s " in the other constituenCies. The
combination of these, two methods se;;ms to me to be the. most suitable
for se~uring the representati6n of women. These ~pecial provisions
however should be only of a"'temporary character to remain in force ,for
such t~e till WOmen hlltVe gamed the necessary experience in the C0-',?;test of elections to •secrire
their representation
in the ordinary
way.
!
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VI
(iv) Note by Rai Bahadur Chaudhri Chotu Ram, M.L.C., on depressed
'~' ·
classes in the Punjab.
- • : The Punjab and Depressed Classes.

Ev~r since tlie. day when th~ Simon Commission was appointed the
question of depressed 'classes has loomed very large 'on the political
horizon of India. The discussions at the Round Table Conference, Dr.
Ambedkar's vigorous advocacy for the sepil:ration of depressed classes
from the general body of Hindus, the Minorities Agreement, the RajahMoonje Pact and the frequent ventilation of this vexed question in the
press from varying points of view· are all calculated to hinder rather than
to help a just appreciation ani:I'a· cle~~·p~r~eptloi:J. of the r~al issue. In
view of the far'-reaching'consequences·and•grave resUlts which are likely
to flow from a wrong decision of this question I need offer :q.o apology for.
an attempt to discuss it at some length~·
'
.,
.
There is,, perhaps, no country
tli~ world· where class distinctions
based on birth, race, wealth' or power do not e-xist in sonie form or other.
The difference lies.only in the nature, extent and scope of these •distinctions. As· a result of these distinctions superiority of some sort is claimed ....
by certain classes while inferiority is, in practice if not av<!,wedly, assigned
to others. Varying degrees of restraint on social intercourse and differential social treatment are the inevitable result. Even free (and now
democratic) England is not" free •from this taint of inequality among
human beings of different' classes. I do, 'not possess any first-hand
• knowledge of life in Western countries, but' I understand that in most of
. them social relations are very deeply infl"!lenced by class distinctions
which are, in their turn, fairly well marked and even sharp. I further
... understand tllat there are many clubs in England which are very exclusive in the character of their constitution and will not admit any individual
to their membership unless he belongs to one of certain well-defined
._ ·
,
·
·
.classes.
1

n;

.
T_!l~. co~~roversy now raging round the question of depressed classes is
:likely to prove~very bewildering to the Eriropean members of the Indian
Franchise Committee even though they are not entirely unfamiliar with
the spectacle of the distinctions of social status reflecting themselves in
the day-to-day social life of a country. ·Just at present when the question
of recognizing depressed c~asses as a separate political group is under
consideration the issue is likely to be still more befogged by the protagonists on either side ta.king up an extreme attitude. The representa- tives of depressed classes smarting under the pain of age-long disabilities
- may be inclined t~ relate a tale of exaggerated grievances while the
representatives of caste Hindus, now fully alive to the dangers of a
definite secession from the parent' body on the part of depressed classes,
may seek to minimise the wrongs to which these classes have been subjected ,in the past. The result of these extreme attitudes may be the
presen4tation of two different pictures with the colo).ITS put on either too
heavily or too lightly. A correct delineation of the situation is thus of
paramount importance. I belong to a class which stands· midway.
G
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between the authors of the Hilfdu social system and the victims .of-this
system. Moreover my personal sympathies· have always lain With the
depressed classes. I may thus be able to draw a picture which is as nearly
faithful to life as possible.
~
- •·
. To make the ground clear I will make a Jew prelircinary obsetv~tion8
which will help a correct appreciation of the problem. -All thE? untouch:
abies belong to depressed classes, and a number of depressed .classes are
also untouchable. Therefore in common parlance ' untouchables ' ann
'depressed classes' are co:D:vertible~terins.. But in point of fact they
not. There is a real distinction between depressed ciasses arid Untorich~
·abies, and the loose manner in which we use the two appellations as iJ?.terchangeable in ordinary'conversation should not be allowed to cloud thiS
distinction.
- •
*
...
Even in Hindi there ar; two separate desigriations to mark this dis:
tinction, dalit standing for depressed· all'd achliut for untouchable. Brit ,
precision of language is disregaraed even in the use of Hindi designations
when ..describing these'I classes.
.
- _ ••
_..

are

•

• _;:.;_

•

,

•

.w,;..

•

.

.

.

~

·-

•

.

t'~

•

'

The expression chhut chhat (pollution by touch), is again, used in a
~ variety of senses, and is to be distinguished from.the word achhut whether·
as an adjective quaiifying ,tne word ja# (class). The used by itself
latter invariably stands for ' untouchable ' whether used in respect of an
mdividual or a· class. On the other _hand, the expression chhut chha~
stands for the doctrine of touchability and untouchability, the set of
soc!al or semi-religious conventions and rules regulating the practice of
' touch ' in actual ·life.
· .;.

or

Chhut chhat may indicate_ pollution by approach as in.South India,:
or may relate to the person,of an inqividual or to food or to water. '"A1l
sweepers and chamars are regarded as untouchable in respect of bodily
touch in most of the· provinces of India:- Orthodox Hindus of higher
clas~es in the Punjab take more or less the sanie view. But among
unor~hodox H_indus, such~ as :Arya Samajists; objection to physical .
to;uch is seldomfavoured, a!J-d untouchability of other types 'is recognised
only ·in respect of sweeper~·and chamars who normally follow the pro;,f~~sion of scavenging and tanning:.- Scavenging in the s~nse of cleaning
latrines }s practically non-exiJtent in rural areas.
Chkut chhat in respect of food and water exists more extensively
though in varying degrees among varioti: clitsses. An orthodox Brahmili'
'will not drink water from the ho'use of a Jat or a Rajput, though he will
• have ho dbjecti~ni to drinking ~ater fetched by him from a well or from
a; Brahillin's house. An orthodox Brahmin, again,.,will not eat kutcha
food cookeu in the house of a 3at or a Rajput, but will have no hesitation
in eating pucca food (fbod fried in butter) from the house of a Jat or
Rajput: An orthodox Brahmin will not; however, eat under i.my circumstances any kind of food cooked in, the house of a chaniar or a sweeper or
touched by him. Shiliia.tly :he wlil refuse to di'ihk ahy water oroi:i~t hy
d chamar or a sweeper eithet.froiii ~ -(\rell ot from his h6iise. Mefe toucH
.iB -tcgarded as pollutfdh in: tliis case.
~
..

a
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Curious as it may seem chhut chhat even in respect of physical touch
is observed among untouchable classes inter se; while chhut chhat in respect
of food and water is observed almost as strictly among various untouchable classes inter se as it is observed between untouchable classes on the
one hand and the so-called higher classes on the other.
'
Right of entry into temples and other places of worship is another
sore point of grievance with untouchables mmany parts of the country.
•Similarly admission to schools is, it is alleged, denied to untouchables in
some provinces.
•
·
·
Recruitment to services furnishes another cause of complaint to the
champions of untouchable classes. The prohibition of the ,use of wells for
drawing water may be added to this list of grievances._
It may, however, be noted that depressed 2lasses as distinguished
from untouchable classes suffer from none of the· grievances which have
been detailed above, in any maimer o1: form. There are some classes
which do not fall within the category of untouchables, but are depressed
either socially or economically or in both respects. But ip_ a purely
economic sense the Punja;b Zamindars ·are as a class more ' depressed '
than any of the so-called depressed classes. Except during the last two
years they have, for a quarter of a century, enjoyed, and suffered grievously, in consequence of an inflated credit. A perusal of Mr. Darling's book
will show the extent of the economic ruin which has overtaken the
Zamindar class. But the prestige of the Zamindar is certainly high and
enables him to bear his misfortune without squelling. As regards social
depression, well, -that is a merely relative term. A Rajput may be
regarded socially depressed as compared with a Brahmin, and a Vaish
may be regarded socially depressed as compared with a Rajput, and so
on. However the word •' depressed " i§ probably appropriate only to
those classes which, either from the nature of the professions followed
by them or from the position assigned to them in the social scale, are
looked down upon ... But as remarked above apart frop-1 untouchables
depressed classes have no valid grounds of 9omplaint, and the problem
of depressed classes, such as it is, is coniinea to untouchables.
I will now deal with the problem ·under discussion as it affects the
Punjab in all its aspects.

. .

Islam guarantees equality of all human beings in a greater m~asure
than any other religion of the world and recognizes no inequality in the
religious sphere. The Punjab "is he stronghold of Is:am which has influenced, both directly and indirectly, the whole problem of untouchability in this Province. Thete are Musallis and Mochis, no doubt,
among Muslims following the profeSsion of scavenging and leather work.
Partly as a result of the character of their vocation and partly as a result _
of the impact of the Hindu social system which, in its original working,
mete~ out a treatment of contempt ·to corresponding classes among
Hindus, Musallis and Mochis may have received in the past and may
~?Ven now occasionally receive, a treatment of lillequaJ or restrained social
amenities, but the tnie democratic spirit of Islam is a sufficient guata!!tee
2G
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against any glaring or continuing breach of the principle ·of equality
among Moslems in any sphere of life.
.
.
Sikhism .was an avowed revolt against the shackles of old Hindu
or£hodoxy, and recognises no spiritual superiority based on birth. Sikh
Gurdwaras (places of worship} are equally open to all, irresprctive of
caste. Sikhs employ freely men of all classes for the conduct of their
.religious worship as also for the custody of their scriptures arid Gurdwaras.
The Holy Grant Sahib contains the sayings and psalms of saints drawn
from the lowest classes. As among. Moslems the problem of untouch~
ability does not exist among Sikhs either.
Arya Samaj is a society of protestant Hindus, and is a remarkably
living and vitalising :force. It has all but demolished the citadel of orthodoxy among the Hindus -of the Punjab. It maintains two degree
colleges, two Interm~diate Colleges, several Gurukuls and a net-work
of schools of all ·grades throughout the province. "Caste supe!iority and
untouchability are sheer anathemas· in its estimation. The teachings
of this society ha~e revolutionised the religious ~and social beliefs· of
Hindus. The major portion of ·Hindu intelligentsia has formally gone
.over to the fold of Arya Samaj. The remainder is deeply tinged by
'its cult. The general population, except in remote hill tracts, has lost
.all faith in the old religious beliefs and is increasingly- inclined to the
doctrines of Arya Samaj. The programme of social reform (including
·the reclamation and uplift of untouchable and depressed classes) chalked
-out by Arya Samaj has been accepted in principle by all sections of the
Hindu community, and voices of dissent, if any, are· more apologetic
than earnest. In fact, caution rather than opposition is the general keynote of even the orthodox Hindu p<Jsition in relation to the process of
_' . . ._
.
reclaiming untouchables. . *' .
The Congress has also taken up the question of untouchability in
right earnest, and the vigorous e:fforts of Mahatma Gandhi in this behalf
have induced men like Pandit Madan Mohan Malviya to come down from
their pedestral of orthodoxy and bless the movement for the eradicatio~~
of the curse of untouchability.
· '
' The 'Jats constitute the most'·numerous and predominant agricultural tribe among Hindus as among Moslems and Sikhs in the Punjab:
They ~re singularly free from caste scruples and caste prejudices. They
have never cared, and care less .now, for the social stupidities preached~
and practised by orthodox Hindus. This b,as proved a great amelio- .
rating factor. Most of the members-of untouchable ali9- depressed classes are engaged in agriculturallabour,,~nd receive a kind and considerate.
treatment at the hands•of Jats.. Both work side by side in the· field and.
on the threshing floor without a thought of untouchability crossing the
threshold of their minds. And this may be regarded as a normal feature,
of rural life in the Punjab,
·
.
Coming to the Council, we find three parties in it. The Bmdu
Sabha Party is and has always been completely dominated by the Arya
Sania,jic element, and may· t,hus be regarded as wholly ·sympathetic to.
the cause 0f depressed classes. Even the non-Ary~ Samajic element
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in the party has always favoured a policy of special consideration for the
uplift of these classes. The Sikh Party has generally consisted of a body
of individuals possessing progressive and liberal views on social and political questions. The practice no less than the religious tenets of Sikhs
has been and may be exp~cted to remain cqnsistently democratic and
free from the canker of caste -prejudices. The NationaL Unionist Party
has, during the last eight years of its existence, consisted'mainly of Muslims with a few Hindu and Sikh Jats and a couple of other members
drawn from European, Anglo-Indian and Indian Christian communities.
Obviously these members cannot be expected to have an anti-depressed
class mentality. But"thisisnot all. The National Unionist Party stands
for the rights of backward classes. These classes will ex-hypothesi include all untouchable and depressed classes. The avowed policy of .the
National Unionist Party is to press the claim.s of backward classes and
backward areas upon the attention of Government for special treatment
and so to guide and regulate the distribution of the beneficent activities
of Government as to enable, within the.shortest time possible, backward
classes and backward areas to come up, as nearly as possible, to the level
of intelligence, economic welfare and physical comfort attained by others.
The Government as a whole accepted this policy, and the Unionist Party
when in powe~ in the Transferred field gave effect to it. Since 1927
Unionists are neither in power nor. out of power. But I am not aware
of any serious change made-at least avowedly-in that policy.
As a result of the policy followed by the Punjab Government the
children of untouchable and depressed classes are freely admitted into
all public schools maintained by Government or local bodies and all
recognised and aided schools. If any school refuses to admit any stu-·
dent on the ground that he belongs to.an untouchable class the penalty
is withdrawal of recognition and aid. Special concessions in tuition fees
are allowed to boys of Kamin ch1sses. A special Reclamation Department for the benefit of some of these classes with cri;ninal propensities
~ in< existence. The boys of these classes receive not only free education,
but are granted stipends to induce them to stick to schools. Thus
Government is also doing all it can for the uplift of these classes;

A dispassionate view of what has been set forth above ought to
convince any fair-minded person that all possible steps are being, taken
in. this province both by Government and private agencies to ameliorate
the condition of depressed classes, and the general trend of circumstances on all sides is so favourable to their uplift that i£ the no:tmal
operation of these favourable conditions is not disturbed by the awaken·
ing of class antagonism in consequence of the ill-advised endeavours of
impatient idealists for separation, the time is not far when these classes
will grow to the full stature of citizenship enjoying equal social and
polit~al status with the rest of the community.
The peculiar conditions obtaining in the Punjab are inimical to the
growth or continued existence of sharp inequalities, social or political.
The presence of Islam, Sikhism, Arya Samaj and Christianity with
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tb.l;lir r~fonniiJ.g z~al and ll,ctive programme bent to the conversion of depresf!ed cliJ,sse!'\ to their own faith in ever-increasing riv~J,lry is a faotor o£ th~
happiest a11gury for these classes. The increasing importance o£ numbers
~ politics has given a rude shock to Hindu orthodoxy and has aroused
~t to a full sense of its danger with the result that its desir~ to cling to the
oVJ. social order has very largely evaporated. Thap.ks to the rise o£ succesSIVe religious and social reformers preaching equality and brotherhood of
m-an the inhabitants o£ the Punjab have been endowed with a mentality
yvl:J.ich it? peculiarly prone to be democrat~c. This disposition towards deplOcracy has been further strengthened by a very wide distribution of
land-ownership which, through a long chain of holdings of slowly expanding dimensions, provides a succession pf easy gradients and serves to break
the steepness and hridge the gulf between the biggest landholder and the
sm.allest peasant proprietor. The singular indifference o£ the predominant agricultural tribe (Jats) to caste prejudices and social nostrums like
JllltOuchability i; also a factor o£ great value. The size of the holding
o.wned by a peasant proprietor compels him .to till his ·own land, and
in"the course of agricultural operations, rub shoulders with the agricultural
labourer £rom one o£ the depressed 9lasses. This constant association
between the high class owner and the low class labourer helps to develop
a spirit o£ comradeship and kills that spirit of exclusiveness which a sense
of religious and social superiority under another system of land tenur~
may breed in land-holding classes. The combined operation of the forces
mentioned in the preceding paragraph coupled with the helpful attitude
of Government has prevented £tom coming into existence or very substantially redressed most o£ the grievances from which depressed classes
suffer in other provinces. Ohhut chhat in respect o£ physical touch is
observed only by a. small section o£ orthodox Hindus, and that too in the
case of those alone who follow unclean professions. Ohhut chhat in respect
of fo.od and water ·exists more generally but is not approved by the intelligentsia except as applied to those engaged in unclean work. Moreover
this type of chhut chhat exists among the orthodox sections o£ higher
...,
classes inter se as also among lower classes inter se. .
The use of wells is generally forbidden to cpamars, sweepers and
dhahaks. This is a real grievance. But a tactful handling o£ the~ question can yield very good results. Arya Samaj has already made some
headway in this direction, and i£ perseverance is shown wells will be
thrown open to these classes. There is no difficulty about getting land
£or separate wells though I do not regard this as. a real solution. Real
trouble about the use of wells or acquiring land for separate wells only
arises when instead o£ resortillg to persuasion and negotiation pressure
from.outside is invoked.
No reasonable complaint can be made in relation to the admission
of the boys of depressed classes into educational institutions so far as the Punjab is concerned. Right of entry into places o£ worship is freely-recognised by Sikhism and Arya Samaj. Minor shrines,such as those dedicated
• to the goddess of small:pox, are open to all. -Bigger temples such as t4os~
dedicated to Siva, exist only in towns. Entry into them is certainly £or- . {
Q
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bidden to untouchables. · But the force of public opinion is gradually
breaking this barrier. · In any case the trouble is inostly confined to urban
areas. Moreover men of untouchable classes are being converted to Arya.
Samaj inlarge numbers and the question of temple entry is of minor im·
portance in this province.
The question of recruitment to services is bound up with considerations other than those of untouchability.. I£ men possessing the requis~te
qualiiications"are forthcoming from among untouchable classes nobo4y
--.__we~'d~ any objection to their recruitment. I have seen chamars
holding appointments under Government without anybody making any
grievance about it.
In view of what has been stated above it cannot be contended
that the problem of depressed classes exists in the funjab, at least, in ·'a
form or to an extent wP.ich will justify the separation o£ these classes from
phe general body of Hindus. The Advisory Franchise Committee ~p
pointed by the. Punjab Government in 1918 came to the same conclusion.
Things have considerably improved since then. The Punjab G~wernmep.t
expressed an identical view in its memorandum submitted to the Simon
Commission. The Punjab Reforms Committee expressed a unanimous
opinion that the depressed classes ill the Punjab did not constitute a problem requiring solution: The Punjab Government adheres even now to
the view expressed by it when the Simon Commission came out. Tp.e
present Punjab Franchise Committee has, ·by an overwhelming majority,
endorsed the view which has held the field so far in this province. Having
regard to the weight of competent opinion as indicated above, it will be
a political blunder of th~ first magnitude to countenance any departure
from the prevailing view.
Again, a departure from the prevailing view will present almost
insurmountable difficulties. .In the first instance, it will be highly unjust
and undesirable to tear away from the Hindu fold those who returned
themselves as Hindus in the recent census in spite of a vigorous propa. ganda to the contrary, conducted by interested people. Only about
four lakhs have returned themselves as Adi-dharmis. Will the separation
be confined to them ? If not, will a fresh referendum be taken to
ascertain the classes which desire separation ? Is it worth while to waste
any more time, and possibly delay the reforms ? And what will ;happen if
as a result of this referendum the figure of Adi-dharmis reaches a vanishing point ? If it is decided to treat as untouchable or depressed classes certain specific castes arbitrarily, what will be the criterion and where will
you draw the line ? A chamar considers a sweeper as untouchable qua
himself. Similarly a sweeper, I understand, considers a dhanak as untouchable qua himself. Will all these be placed in separate categories or will
they be lumped together ? On what principle will the decision be based ~
The actual social conditions prevailing in the Punjab do not justifY the
treatn!ent of the so-called depressed classes as a separate group. Will,
then, the general Hindu social system as it prevails in other provinces or as
it was interpreted in by-gone times be invoked to settle the question? If •
so, the Jats have been held by the Punjab High Court to be Sudras, the
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lowest rung of the Hindu social ladder. Will Ja,ts be grouped with depressed classes 1 These questions raise difficUltie~ which are not easy to
overcome, and the best course to follow will be not tQ. give occasion for such
'
:.
questions to arise.
.
.
\
Lastly, gravest political difficulties will. come in tl'te wake of recognis~
ing depressed classes as a separate group or commuillty. Apart from
stereotyping a whole class as untouchable in the body of the constitutiondeplorable enough in itself-a storm of indignation will sw~ep the province
from end to end as a result of this mutilation of the HindU:comm~.,.,it.y;._........
When separation has become an accomplished fact a bitter class antagonism will in all probability spring up between the main body of Hindus
and depressed classes, and the good work which is being done by so
many philanthropic societies for the uplift of these classes will receive a
severe set-back. Another deplorable result. will be the creation of a third
communal minority which will make any. solution of the communal
problem well nigh impossible. In the event of the separation of depressed
classes·Hindus, Sikhs and the new communal minority will all stand at a
numerical strength which will entitle each to claim weightage. This will
further complicate an already coniplicatedproblem and all communities
will begin to impute 'the worst possible motives to the British na~ion. The
representatives of depressed classes will, in any. case, be either of the
order of mute spectators or· fanatics having extreme views on politics and
venomous outlook on comm~al problems.
In all the circumstances. of the case I will earnestly advise Lord
Lothian and his Cominittee to let sleeping dogs lie.

·.

0
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(v) Note on the agricultural, non-agricultural and Kamin classes in the
Punjab by (1)· Rai Bahadur Chaudhri Chotu Ram, B.A., LL.B.,
M.L.C., Advocate, Rohtak, (2) Sardar Buta Singh, B.A., LL.B., M.L.C.,
Deputy President, Punjab LegislaHve CoWlcll and Advocate, Sheikhupura, (3) Chaudhri Nazir Hussain, B.A., LL.B., M.L.C., Advocate,
Lahore, (4) Mr. S. A. Ghani, lVI.L.C., (5) K~ B. Quraishi Muhammad
Hayat, C.I.E., M.L.C., Shahpur, and {6) Khan Bahadur Shaik Din
Muhammad, M.A., LL.B., M.L.C., Advocate, Lahore, Members 9f
the PWljab Provincial Franchise Committee.
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Agricultural, non-agricultural and kamin classes in the PWljab.
Certain representations ·made to the Indian Frar..chise Committee
by the representatives of urban Hindus and the discussions which followed on them have brought the question of the quantum of representation to be granted to the various sections of the community to the forefront. This question is different from the question o£ the measure of
communal representation claimed by Moslems. Hindus and Sikhs which
is not within the scope of the Franchise Committee, and requires_~o be
dealt with on different considerations. For a proper understanding of
this question certain features of the economy of life in the Punjab will
not be out of place. This ta;sk is being attempted in the present brief
note so that all the relevant facts may be seen in their proper perspective.
·
The Punjab is essentially and pre-eminently a land of peasant
proprietors. The average holding in the province is 8 acres in extent
(vide page 1tl of Mr. Darling's book-The Punjab Peasant). Out of
3! millions of landowners barely 3,500 pay an annual land revenue of
Rs. 500 or above. Roughly speaking Rs. 1-8-0 is the incidence of land
revenue per acre. This means that only one out of a thousand owns
Iand which is 300 acres or more in area.
·
Total revenue receipts in 1932-33are estimated to be Rs. 10,37,94,000.
The main heads of revenue are Land RevenueRs. 4,47,31,000; Irrigation chfl<rges or water rates Rs. 4:,25,32,000; Stamps Rs. 1,11,91,000
and Excise Rs. 94,98,000. The nature of receipts shows that the bulk
o£ provincial revenues is derived from land and is paid by land-owning
classes. On a rough estimate it may be claimed that 90 per cent. of
the provincial revenues is contributed by land -owning classes. The
statement prepared by the Government shows that out of a total land
revenue of Rs. 4,43,86,977 as much as Rs. 3,91,4:0,862, that ·is 88·2
per cent. is paid by what are known as agricultural tribes .
. Cantonment areas, district headquarters and all places withapopulatwn of 10,000 or over are classed as urban. On this basis the urban
and rural populations according to. the census of 1921 were 8 and 92
P,er cent. respectively. According to the census of 1931 these proport¥>ns are 9 · 5 and 90 ·5 per cent. respectively.
·
The Southborough Committee proposed 54 general constituencies •.
' 10 urban and 44 rural. "The Parliamentary Joint Committee rega~d
ed the rural representative thus given as disproportionately low". In
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deference to this opinion the Punjab Government proposed the addition
of four more seats to the rural share. The Government of India
made some other changes in the propo;als and the following distribution of seats was ultimately ·adopted :Urban
Rural

Non-Moslem
13 Moslem ·
{ Sikh
..
(General . .
51~ Moslem
.
LSikh
..

. ·"

7
5
1
13
27
11

Total

64

To this total of 64 gene:r;.al seats 7 special seats were added as follows:• ·
.
Moslem, Hindu and Sikh landholders one each
Tumandars
Unive;sity
Industries
Commerce

3
1
1

1
l

Total

7

The pe- centage of voters to populat1on in urban and rural areas
was 7 · 5 and 3 respectively iri 1?21 and is 6 · 4 and 2 · 8 respectively
now.
The population and voters per constituency in urban and rural
areas are as under : ·
Urban.
Population.
177,563
104,021
86,436

Moslems
Hindus
Sikhs
Generar average

Voters
9,688
9,609
9,870

122,673

9,722

392,093
478,334
200,706

9,506
12,055
14;366

357,044

ll,975

Rural.
Moslems
Hinaus .Sikhs
General average

The above figures show that in rural areas each constituency had
nearly three times the population .6£ an urban constituency, and the
rural Hindu fared the worst of all under this arrangement .
.Of the special seats the first. four' may be. regarded as definitely
rural and the last three as definitelv urban:. . Thus out of 71 electi-9e
·seats 55 are definitely rural a-nd 16 definitely urb~n. This gives a representation of 77 · 4 and 22 · 6 .per cent. respectively to rural and urban "
populations .. The Parliamenta:r:y Joint Committee had regarded a
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distribution of 81 · 5 and 18 · 5 per cent. as between the rural and urban
populations distinctly unfair to the former. The action suggested by
the Punjab Government had raised rural representation to 82 · 8 per cent.
But the Government of India changed the proportions to the disadvantage of rural areas even as compared with the proportions criticised
adversely by the Joint Parliamentary Commj.ttee.
Both in view of the proportions of population in rural and urban
areas and the amount of taxes paid to the provincial exchequer by
landowning classes which are almost exclusively rural the balance
requires to be redressed.
Another fact also requires to be borne 1n mind. The ,Hindu landholders seat has invariably gone to an urban candidate, and out of
13 Hindu rural seats 6 or 7 have at each election b!len captured by urban
candidates. Similarly two out of 11 S.ikh rural seats have at each
election gone to urban Sikhs except in 1923 when rural Sikhs had lost
only one seat to their urban brethren. This suggests that places with
a population of between 5,000 and 10,000 should also be classed as urban.
The Punjab Government in its memorandum-Volume I, Part I, Descriptive Matter-prepared for the Simon cOmmission admits that "this
line of division excluded some towns with a population of less than ·
10,000 which nevertheless possessed ·distinctly urban characteristics ". It is most significant in this connection that no urban constituency has ever elected a rural candidate.
·
The distribution of the Punjab population between rural and urban
areas, the share of the burden of taxation which each section bears
and the measure of representation which it enjoys on the electoral
roll and in the legislature have been described above. There is another
feature o£ the Punjab population which deserves to be noticed.
Empires have risen and fallen, dynasties have ruled and vanished,
invaders and adventurers have swept through the land and disappeared, but the village communipies have managed to survive all
the political upheavals and visitations to a very large extent. Until
the advent of British rule which brought an individualistic civilisation in
its train the village community was a compact body, self-contained,
self-reliant and .with its own traditions and institutions. Beyond the
. payment of revenue it had not much concern with the Government of
the day. It had its own panchayat which settled local disputes and
looked aftf:)r the welfare of the village population. The proprietary
body owned the lands and wielded general autho~ity. The
priest supplied the spiritual needs of the community, pedormed
their religious rites and received h_is customary fees. The village
Bania supplied the credit and acted as middle-man. The goldsmith, the carpenter, the }:llacksmith, the barber, the weaver, the potter,.
the chamar and the sweeper performed their appointed functions
ant received their customary dues in kind with the exception of the
goldsmith whq charged his wages in cash. The proprietory body was the
overlord. The rest ~ere kamins which simply means dependents with
the exception of the Brahmin at one end and the sweeper at the other
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all kamins paid a hearth-cess variously known as kudhi kamini, atraji,
haq bua, etc. The amount of this cess was Re. 1 or Rs. 2 a year. All
non-proprietors (kamins) received a house-site free, which was the subject
of inheritance, but would not he -alienated, and reverted to the proprietory
body when the occupier died- heirless or abandoned the village. Nonp~oprietors could graze their cattle on the village common (generally
Without payment), take fuel wood from it and cut grass from the fields
of proprietors without any payment. British police and British courts
su~planted the authority of the proprietory body and the panchayat
while the methods of British administration caused all the old ties to snap.
·
The Land Alienation Act is another peculiar'feature of the economic
structure of the Punjab. This measure was conceived and enacted when
the hereditary land-owning classes were being steadily expropriated and
when the process of expropriation had become a definite menace.
'This Act does not confer any privilege on any class; it only casts a disability on agricultural classes inasmuch. as it restricts their liberty to deal
with their property as they like. It is true that this law was conceived
in. their interests and operates 'to their advantage in so far as it protects
these classes from the consequences of their economic helplessness
and ignorance. Protection of this kind in exceptional circumstances is
not unknown. Minors are not allowed to deal with their property or
enter into contracts. Unconsciousable bargains are not upheld in courts.
Fraud and undue influence are regarded as valid grounds to avoid contracts. The level of intelligence of these classes is so low that moneylending classes can and always do take an undue advantage of them in
any class o[ dealings. Their ignorance is colossal. Economically they
are at the mercy of their creditors. Systematic fraud and undue influence were being resorted to by money-lending classes in order to oust
agricultural classes from their heritage. This measure thus became a
stark necessity and continues to be a necessity even now. Agricultural
classes o'f the Punjab are also the martial classes d£ India. No Government can tolerate a condition o'f affairs in which the bulk, i£ not the whole,
of the land would pass :Into the hands o'f a comparatively limited number
of absentee landlords and the sturdy, i!J-dependent an~ self-respecting
classes from which its army is chiefly recruited would be.reduced to the
level of serfs; devoid of self-respect and manly~-spirit. So that on political
no less than on moral and economic grounds the measure is fully justified,
But it has been contended that even barristers, advocates, doctors
and engineers belonging to agricultural classes are protected under this
law, and that the Land Alienation Act makes birth instead of profession
the basis of distinction between agricultural a~d non-agricultural classes.
In the first instance, a legislation of this kind aiming as it does at protecting hereditary landoWn.ing classes from certain other classes cannot' take
note of individuals. Ex-hypothesi it has to deal with classes, and not
·individuals. Moreover, in the present case birth coincides in 999 cases
out of a thousand with profession. One swallo!V does not make •he
summer and a stray mem~er of an agricultural tribe adopt;ng here and
there a profession other than agriculture will not detr;tct from the essen·
tially and over-whehp.ingly agri~ultural character of his class as such:
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It has further been made a point of grievance that even chamars
who are the right hand men of agriculturists and depend so much on
agriculture for their livelihood have not been given the benefit of this
legislation. Critics in their zeal fail to realise that the underlying principle of the Alienation Act is the protection of the hereditary land-owning
classes, and chamars, sweepers, etc. are not land-owning classes, hereditary
<>r otherwise. So they have nothing to which the protection of this Act
<Jan be extended and are thus outside the principle and scope of this
law. Moreover, "it is open to any class to· claim a place on the list of
agricultural tribes on proof that it falls within the principle underlying the
Alienation Act~ Many classes have been added to this list since the original
list was prepared.
Lastly it has been claimed that the Land Alienation Act stands in
the way of many people obtaining the franchise on land revenue which
is the most common qualification. The contention is erroneous for the
simple reason that those who are in a position to purchase sufficient land
to obtain a vote on the land reYenue qualification will almost invariably
be able to get a vote on the immoveable property qualification. Those who
put forward this contention forget that agriculture on a limited f?cale
which alone is ordinarily possible in the P_unjab is not a paying profession, and agricultural tribes stickto this profession partly on sentimental
grounds and partly on the ground that there is nothing else to which they
can turn their hand .. As for the so-called depressed classes in whose
name pathetic appeals are sometimes made, they are not in a sufficiently
strong economic position to purchase land even if it be conceded that
they are keen to do so., The truth is that money-lending classes desire
to use other non-agricultural classes, without any desire or authority
from the latter, in order to strengthen their claim for the repeal of the
Land Alienation Act with the object of being once again in the position
to despoil agricultural classes by fraudulent means. That there is precious little desire on the part of non-agricultural classes to purchase land
either as a means of investment or source of livelihood is conclusively
proved by the result of auction sales of crown lands in colony tracts
where vast areas are sold annually in open and free market without any
restrictions which the· Land Alienation Act imposes .on certain other
sales. Even when there was a boom in the prices of agricultural produce
only 13 per cent. of the area sold by auction was purchased by nonagricultural tribes. This percentage has now fallen to 3 or 4. It is only
agricultural tribes who are not in the habit of calculating cost in the·
pursuit of an honourable (and in their case hereditary) profession who
purchase the bulk of the area even at these sales.
Again, temporary alienations ·in execution of decrees and mortgages of land for periods not exceeding 20 years are not forbidden even
under the Land Alienation Act. Nor are farms and leases for specified
peJi.ods. Tenancies under the crown are also open to all in, respect of
huge areas in the new colonies. Besides, there is no bar to the purchase
<>f agricultural land from non-agricultural qlasses who still own about.
12 per cent. of the total area. .
.
.
.
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Thus the complaint that the Land Alienation Act has the effect of
restricting the land franchise to any appreciable extent, if at all, has
little force behind it. The plain truth is t4at economically backward
classes have not the means to purchase land and those who can afford
to purchase _it have not the desire. to do so because land is, in fact; a.
1osing bargain.
The figures relating to the population of agri~ultural tribes quoted
in Raja Nareridra Nath's pamphlet arid relied on by Pandit Nanak Chand
are wrong and incomplete. The reasons are that except in respect .of
the principal tribes such as Jats and Rajputs the population of agricultural tribes is difficult to calculate. The nomenclature. adopted in the
census report is at variance with actual facts in many cases. Minor
tribes which have been notified by Government as agricultural do not,
in some cases, find a· place at all in the cerisus table. Sheikhs among
Muslims and Brahmins among Hindus ate generally understood to be as
non-agricultural. But approximately hal£ of them have been notified
agricultural under names_ borne by their sub-dl.vision. To take only
one instance among .Hindus, Gaur _Brahmins who number about three
lakhs in the territories where they have been notified as an agricultural
tribe do not figure as a ~separate tribe iti the ce:p.sus report. "Similar is
the case with Mohiyal and Dutt Brahmins. Th~ population of agricu1tural tribes has _been considerably under-estimated by Raja Narendra
Nath, particularly in the case of Hindus the under-estimate is very serious.
Without claiming to have roped in all the agricultural tribes among Hindus
one of us was able to bring up their total to 2! millions which according
to the population of Hindus as calculated in th~ census of 1931 gave a
percentage of slightly over 33 per ceJ;J.t. Over 4 lakhs o~ Adi-Dharmis
who are all n·on-agriculturists under the Land Alienation Act have now
been calculated separatel:Y f~om Hindus. Allowing for a rough increase
of 10 per cent. in the population the strength of Hindu agricultural tribes
now will be 2,450,000. The present population of non-Muslims (which
term j.ncludes, Hindus Adi-Dharmis, Jains, Indian Christians, · Bhuddist, Parsis, Europeans and Anglo-Indians) as shown in the statement
supplied by the Punjab Government to the Franchise Committee is
6,946,496. Making an allowance of 8 to 9lakhs.for others the Hindus
Will be left with ,a total in the neighbourhood o£ 60 lakhs. · Thus the
percentage o£ agricultural tribes among Hindus will be slightly over 40.
The subject of agricultural and nori-agrl.cultural ciasses has been
presented by urban Hindus in a manner which would s·~ein to suggest
that there was a real conflict of interest between these classes. Pandit
Nanak Chand has even gone to the extent of suggesting that "the disputes_ regarding ~se•.of :veils., ~f ~laying_~u~i?. ~n y~e- village at the time of
marriages; are disputes ~~t between )ugh caste Hmdus and the untouch. abies but betweeii the. propr~etors of the vj,llage .an~ the non~proprietary
1:i6ay ." The· averige agticu'iturist in the Punjab does :o.ot cate a st:ibtw
f(;t cJiliut chlktt (touchability of_ ubtou<J.hability), ~J,~d ~h~ trouble about the·
use d£ wells #01:lld disiippeiLt in no time but for the_ viliage Bania and tlfevillltge pri~~t #ho ~gg on til~ rest tti <i~D.y Ui~
6£
to untouchables

as

1ise wefts
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in the name of religion. We never heard of any trouble about the playing
Of music at the time of marriages until we came to attend the meetingS
of the Franchise Committee. · Even as alleged the trouble is confined to
a very limited and benighted part of the Punjab .
. The use of the designations agricultural classes and non-agricultural
classes is a little misleading. Approximately 80 per cent. o£ the Punjab
population lives on agriculture. Some sections o£ this population have
been declared as agricultural tribes under the Land Alienation Act. The
others may be divided into three groups; (a) classes which own land and
cultivate it, but with whom the profession of agriculture is a subsidiary
· thing, a sort of second string to the bow; (b) classes of agricultural·tenants, agric~ltural artisans and agricultural labourers, and (c) moneylending and shop-keeping or trading classes. Though in the sense of the
Land Alienation Act it is permissible to speak of agricultural tribes as
indicating one division andnon-agricultural tribes as indicating the other
division consisting of groups (a), (b) an~ (c), yet this classification does
not mean that there is any conflict of interest between the first division
on the one hand and the second division on the Qther. As clearly shown
·in a previous portion of this _communication the population comprised
in groups (a) and (b) have no complaint against the Land Alienation Act,
and the conflict of interest, if any, is restricted to the operation of the
Land Alienation Act only. In all other respects the economic interests
of agricultural tribes and groups (a) and (b) who also follow the profession
. of agriculture and may be regarded agricultural classes in varying degrees
as distinct from the statutory agricultural tribes, are identical. On the
other hand we fail to see any community o£ interest between groups
(a) and (b) on the one hand and group (c) on the other. The real conflict of interest is between those who depend for their livelihood on agriculture and those who follow the profession of money-lending, trading
or shop-keeping. The former constitute a class of debtors, the latter a ·
class .of creditors. The former are producers, the latter ar.e consumers.
The former are purchasers, the latter are retailers. The ·former produce
raw goods, the latter act as middlemen. The former are the victims of
the guiles of the shop-keepers and traders, the latter practise all the
frauds of short weights, false" measures, mendacious fates and tricky
balance. In one word while the agricultural tribes (Statutory), other
agricultural classes and labourers sinkor swini togepher the money-lending a:hd the shop-keeper thrive on the tormer's ignorance, poverty and
misfortunes.

a

On the contrary, if the interests of ap the Kamins (non-proprietors)
are one and the same as the urban Hindu---:the representative of commercial, trading and· money-lending interests-would have. tis believe
why is any further representation in the name of artisan and depressed
classes being asked for ? The interests of all ,classes other than statutory
agricultural tribes are, on this hypothesis; safe in the hands of the Bai:iia;
Kh•ri, Arora and non-agricultural Brahmins who will be represented in
excess of their share both in the electoral roll and the Council.
In a previous paragraph it has altelidy been brought out that th~
Joint Parliamentary Committee considered a representation of 81· 5 per
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cent. for the rural population as too low. In the proposal finally adopted
this representation came down to 77 · 4 per cent. As compared with this
allocation of seats actual representation came still lower down. In the
present Council the proportion of seats captured by urban and rural
candidates is as follows :Muslims. Non~Muslims. Sikhs.

28 '
: .6 .~'

Rural
Urban

. ...

Total

34

Total.

8
. 16

10
3

46
25

24

13

71

The above analysis of figures shows that out of 55 seats whi~h sllould
have gone to rural men only 46 have fallen to their share and 9 have
been lost to urban men. This means that from 81 · 5 per cent. regarded as
inadequate by the Joint Parliamentary Committee.rural share has fallen
to 64·8 per cent.
I
'
Now let us examine the elect~ral roll. Urban population according
to the latest figures is 9 · 5,per cezit.
On the electoral roll -~ba~ ~oters ~onstitute 19· 4 per cent: being
144,246 out of a total of 744,909.
.
Taking rural as an essentially agricultural and urban as an essentially
non-agricultural franchise it will appear that the urban and non-agricultural element is excessively represented even on the electoral roll.
Another ground of attack urged by Pandit Nanak Chand . and his
urban friends is that the proprietary;;body in villages is, generally speaking, a compact body of statutary agriculturists. This proprietary body
dominates and tyranises over non-proprietorS, tramples their rights under
foot,, and usurps all the rights of representation of non-proprietors whether
in the electoral roll or in the C~uncil. Urban Hindus, therefore, propose
that in order· to counterbalance the influence of the proprietary body
special means should be deVised to bring non-proprietors on the. electoral
roll in proportion to their population. All the premises here are wrong; and
the conclusions drawn could not be otherwise: There must be very. few
villages, indeed, if any, where the entire'body consists of statutory agriculturists alone. There is always a fair sprinkling of men of non-agricul- ·
tural classes in every village, and there are some villages in every Tehsil ·
in which all main· castes including Chamars residing therein are represented in the proprietary body. Again, it is the men of 'money-lending
classes who really rule the village country-side. They ·always manage
to . keep the proprietary body sharply divided, and are thus able to
maintain their supremacy. The; money-lending fraternity are a determining factor in all rural election$. Their int,elligence enables them to
see which candidate suits their'.'iiitere'sts best and their position as
creditors. enables them to dominate' the will of'the electorate. The v~ry __ .
fact that 9 out of 55 rural seats have b~en captured by urban men is a
sufficient refutation o£ the complaint ofurban Hindus in this respect.
As against this no urban seat has ever been \_VOn by a candidate £roin ..

.'

'·.

.
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a rural area although in smaller towns there is always a considerable
number o£ agricultural voters.
Further examination of this complaint will establish its hollowness
still more clearly, excluding institutions which pay an annual land revenue
of Rs. 165,167 land-owners other than members of agricultural tribes
pay a land-revenue of Rs. 5,246,115 which is 11·8.per cent. of the total.
But the strength of non-agricultural land-owners who are described as
'others' in the official statement is 532,265 out of a total of 3;198,992, i.e.,
16· 6 per cent. If we add the number of institutions (3,609) which are
almost invariably managed by non~agriculturists this percentage will rise
to 17. This means that roughly 17 per cent. of the voters enfranchised
on the land revenue qualification in rural areas will be other than members
of agricultural tribes. All income-tax payers and owners of house property of the value of Rt>. 4,000 are already voters. The assessable mini. mum of income has now been lowered from Rs. 2,000 to 1,000. The house
property qualification may be lowered to Rs. 2,000. Both these qualifications will benefit, nearly exclusively,~ t]te.non-proprietor or Kamin .
element in the village. Every gold-smith: ev~ry carpenter, and most .of
the barbers and a fair proportion of black-smith and other skilled artisans
will be enfranchised in consequence of tlie ~owering of these qualifications.
During the War the Punjab supplied non-combatants in about the same
proportion as combatants.. Most of the non-combatants came from the
ranks of lower Kamin classes, generally Chamars and sweepers, and are
all entitled to a vote. Official plan A which is acceptable to all of us, at
least as the second best alternative, seeks to enfranchise 407,000 tenants.
Out of these about 50 per cent. (some of us think more) will be other than
statutory agriculturists, and mostly Chamars and sweepers. In the new
colonies all Kamins have received grants of a few acres each, and will.be
covered by the lowered land revenue qualification proposed under plan A.
The proposal to make Haisia.t tax a qualification for the vote is
a mere device to weigh the dice in favour o£ money-lending classes.
Haisiat tax is essentially a money-lenders' franchise, and benefits the
lower class Kamin to a very•limited extent, if at all. Moreover, Haisiat
tax is a very variable factor and is controlled by District Boards. In the
districts o£Simla, Ludhiari.a, Lyallpuraud Rawalpindi, Haisiat tax does
not exist at all, nor does the professional tax. These districts may continue to refrain from imposing this tax, and the rest may, i£ they like,
abolish it. As for chowkidari tax, custom forbids its imposition on the
lowest classes including sweepers who are most numerous, and even if the
tax is made universally leviable by law its operation will be extremely
uneven, will tend to break the joint Hindu family, will give a most unwieldy electorate, and will provide tremendous chances to creditor classes
to sweep the polls.
,, •

...

Taking a comprehensive view of all the factors enumerated above we
be~ to apprehend lest the statutory agricultural tribes should be
swamped, and will advise caution with regard to the lowering o£ the house
property qualification which' is mainly a money-lender's qualification.
ll
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We have observed with some surprise and pain a tendency po view
the agricultural"classes as tyrants to be curbed and weakened. These
classes represent a very important interest and substantial stake in the
province. They contribute over 88 per cent. o£ land revenue and ·almost
necessarily the same proportion of water-rates. Their love of litigation
would suggest that an equally high proportion o£ stamp revenue is being
derived £:com them. They may be expected to be fairly heavy contributors to Excise Revenue also. Over 80 per cent. of them are indebted,
are educationally backward and live in rural areas. They will be the
best champions of all debtor and backward classes. Th~y are chiefly
responsible for working the present constitution successfully. About
80 per cent. among Sikhs, 70 per cent. among Moslems and over 40 per cent.
among Hindus are statutory agricultural tribes. Raja Narendra Nath's
calculation is substantially incorrect. The interests of non-statutory.
agriculturists and agricultural labour are more or less the same as those of
statutory agricultural tribes. With the latter two categories they will
form about 95 per cent. of the rural population. Even taken by themselves they form 64 per cent. of the total population and over 75 per cent.
of the rliral population. Having regard to all these considerations their
position deserves to be strengthened further: Any accession of strength
to urban elements, directly or indirectly, whether through the inflation of
non-agricultural vote, or otherwise, will be as risky and undesirable as it
Will be unjust. Let us not forget that the Congress is.not co-operating
and some other elements are also sulking. It will be highly dangerous
under the circumstances to refuse to strengthen tried elements of stability
in society, or to introduce many untried and uncertain factors or to
strengthen urban influence by emphasising non-agricultural vote. The
Assembly is dominated by urban elements and has, consequently, been
always intransigent, obstructive and destru9tive, even in the Punjab
at the 'last election both the cities of Lahore and Amritsar elected a
sweeper and a barber, not as bonafide candidates but to slight and redicule
the constitution. Urban mentaJit.f i.s prone to be extremist and antigovernment thus requiring to be discountenanced and not encouraged by
unmerited favours.. In any case the Franchise Committee should do
nothing to smoothen the course of'those who would wreck the constitution.
Even at the risk o£ repetition we should like to emphasise that it is
.wrong to draw a line between agricultural tribes on the one hand and the
.rest on the other as if the interests o£ the various component parts of the
IB.tter were identical .and those of the whole opposed to the interests of
agricultural tribes. It is only a clever move on the part of money-lel).ding classes to. claim the advantage of the numbers o£ s.ome of their victims
for themselves and usurp their share. It is mischievous and unjustifiable
to marshal non-statutory agriculturists, agricultural labour, tenants·
and lower classes of Kamins on the side o£ money-lending' and trading
classes simply because the former set of Classes are not covered by th8Land
·Alienation Act. They are all debtor classes and comrades in (economic)
misfortune along with l;tgricultural tribes. · For all purposes of represent. atjon these classes should be grouped with agricultural tribes.
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· Another point which has not received any notice so far may also be
mentioned. One of the objects of giving representation to various sections of the community is to enable them to influence the administration
in the discharge of its functions. Urban classes already posses a tremendous advantage over oth~rs in this respect inasmuch as the whole press is
a monopoly of these classes.
Lastly, the tendency to multiply distinctions, classes and interests
is highly to be deprecated. We have enough divisions already. To add
to them unnecessarily is to introduce fresh germs of disease into the body
politic and to impose a serious handicap on the constitution. Depressed
classes, women, Kamin classes, agricultural classes and non-agricultural
classes are all gratuitous innovations. Women are up in arms, at least
in the Punjab, against any differential franchise of separate representation. And yet the trend of the questionnaire is to treat them as a separate and special group. Everybody who is of any account in the Province
asserts that depressed classes are not at all a pressing problem here, and
yet there is a disposition to treat them as constituting a problem. A very
considerable portion of the so-called depressed classes and Kamins will
be in a position to influence elections in general constituencies and a fair
proportion of the rest will be repr~sented through labour, and still there is
uncalled for anxiety to treat them as separate units. This looks like
forcible severance of these limbs of society. It will leave ugly scars and
bruises on the body politic and is very likely to be misunderstood and
resented. We have every hope that wiser counsels will prevail in the
end .

•
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Miscellaneous correspondence with the local Government and the Provincial
Franchise Co!pmittee on mattllrs arising out of replies to questionnaire.
APPENDIX.

I
TELEGRAM No. E.-682-PUN., DATED ;t'HE 15TH .APRIL 1932, FROM J'OINT SECRETARY,
INDIAN FRANCIIISE CoMMITTEE,. TO THE ~EFORMS OFFICER, LAHORE.
Committee would be' gratefuUor even approximate estimate of strength of non,
.agricultural tribes in Punjab. Please tele~aph information if possibl? by Monday:
TELEGRAM No. E.-688-PUN., DATED THE 16TH APRIL1932, FROM JoiNT SECRETARY,
INDIAN FRANCIIISE COMMITTEE, TO THE REFORMS OFFICER, LAHORE.
1

Reference local Governments proposal to lower existing house rent qualification
in municipalities in order to produce electorate equivalent to approximately ten .per
oen,t. Please wire as precise figures as possible showing what new qualification will
be and indicate your views as to possibilit;r of.any further reduction.
TELEGRAM, DATED THE 17TH, APRIL 1932, FROM THE FlNANCIAt COMMISSIONER,
PuNJAB, TO THE J'o:tNiSECRETARY, INDIAN FRANCHISE CoMMITTEE.
Your'two wires. (1) non-agricultural tripes derivable by· subtraction of agricultural tribes from total population. Latter estimated ten millions Punjab memorand m Simon Commission descriptive chapter one, pa,ra. twenty. Figure not official
but not unreasonable with allowance natural growth say one million. .Attempt being
made compile from recent census may take time. Compare adult landlords agricultural tribes two point six million and crown tenants sixty-four thousand in statement
Punjab Provisional views. Seems possible. that adult owners do not represent
many other ~dults as supposed by Provincial Committee. (2) your E-688, as no
records exist showing house values and rents in towns by classes impossible say
what qualification will produc.e ten per cent. and it will be necessary conduct house
to house survey and fix qualification in light offacts. Committe.e has suggested five
or six rupees rental and two thousand house value.

.

TELEGRAM, DATED THE 17TH .APRIL 1932, FROM THE FINANCIAL COMMISSIONER,
PuNJAB, TO THE JoiNT SECRETARY, INDIAN FRANCHISE CoMMITTEE.
·
Continuation my telegram this morning compilation from Census 1921 gives
agricultural tribes ten millions one sixty three thousand.
II

DEMI-OFFICIAL No. N.-499/PUN., DATED 31sT MARCH 1932, FROM THE JoiNT SECRE·
TARY, INDIAN FRANCHISE CoMMITTEE, TO THE CHAIRMAN, PUNJAB PROVINCIAL
FRANCHISE COMMITTEE.
The Indian Franchise Committee would be grateful in the light of discussions
which have taken place, for. the following information :'-:
I. .Statement by districts of the number

2.

of haisiat or profession tax payers.

A note on the possibility of adopting a chaukidari tax as a basis for the
franchise.
-

..

. 3. The Committee would be grateful if in connection with point ( 1) the desir-

ability of bringing non-agricultural'tribes on to the voter's lis~ which
was mentioned in the discussions this afternoon could be considered.

4. The suggestior1 has been made that the receipt of. wages in cash or kind
might be adopted as a basis for the franchise, different levels (say Rs. 12.
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and Rs. 8) being adopted for men and for women.
on this suggestion ?
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What are your views

6. The Committee would be grateful for figures of literacy showing men and

women separately.

·

·

6. What are your views on the possibility of polling the whole adult populat.ion
of the province in a period of say four days ?

The Committee would be grateful if in replying this question weight could be
given to the necessity for polling .Assembly voters simultaneously with
voters for the Provincial Council and to the percentage of illiteracy likely
to prevail among voters.
REPLY FROM THE CII:..u:RMAN, PUNJAB PROVINCIAL FRANCHISE COMMITTEE,
THE Jo:mr SECRETARY, INDIAN FRANCHISE CoMMITTEE.

TO

(I) Statement by districtsofthenumberof Haiaiyat or profession tax-payers is
attached. One district besides Simla has not replied.
(2) There exists in every village a .list of payers of 'the Chaukidari tax. No
figures are available for the number. The tax is not paid into the Government
treasury but direct .to the headman who pays the Chaukid.ars their wages, so the
numbers will have to be obtained by enquiry :fiOm each':village, l;mt it may be taken
, that the list includes all residents of the village except the poorest.of the poor, and
the franchise based on the Chaukidari tax would not be far removed from the
adult franchise.
·

(3) The members of non·agricultural tribes may~be di-rlded into three main
olasses:-

(a) persons who though not members of notified tribes do actually own land.
There are many who have purchased it before the commencement of the
.Act. Others belong to tribes which have been excluded from the Act
because they are not of sufficient numerical importance in any parti·
cular district or because they are supposed to combine money-lending
with agriculture. These of course will be provided for automatically.
(b) the second class consists of persons not members of agricultural tribe
' who cultivate land as tenants. This class includes considerable numbers of alleged depressed classes as Chamars. Thestl also will be provided for.
(e) the third class consists oftheprofessional money-lending and commercial
classes. These are mostly but not entirely urban. Most will be covered
by payment of income-tax or a house property qualification reduced, ii
necessary. The suggestion· to enfranchise civil pensioners gives a very
easy way of enfranchising a large body of this class.
('d) The remaining class consists of labouring ant!. depressed classes. H the
group· system is excluded it is difficult to find means .of enfranchising
these except by some form of special electorate which presents difficulties of its own.
4. The Committee will realise from its examination of agricultural wages that it
ill quite impossible to assess them so accurately in cash as to afford the basis for
giving or refusing the vote to any individual.
5-. The statement of literacy and age is attached.
6. I prefer not to give a definite opinion on this difficult question of the number
qf voters that can be polled without the further examination of the experts, which

will be made tomorrow.
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Statement showing the number of Haisiyat or Profession Tax-payers (by
districts.)
District Boards.

I

In ot~er local
bodies.

Number of ass~ssees regarding
---.----;--__.;.._ _ _ _ 1 Total.

District.

Haisiyat Profes- Haisiyat
t!Lx·
sion
tax.
tax.

{~

....
..
....

-·

Rohtak
.! Gurgaon
;g Karnal
~ Ambala
LSimla ..

T~

~

..

..

Ferozepore

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Total
Lahore
Amritsar

f

Gurdaspur

0

~

Sialkot
Gujranwala.

..:I

Sh~upura

..
..
..

Total

'.e"r•jmt
,e.
~

&!

l

Shahpur ·
Jhelum
Ra.walpmili
Atto.ck ..
Mia.nwali

..
..
..
..

..
..
{-t~mocy
Lyallpur
..
Total

~

..

Jhang ..
,., Multan
..
"a Muzaffargarh ..
~ D.G.Khan
•.
Total, including
l
361 o~cials.
GRAND TOTAL

..

4,069
'7,260

..
...

....... ......

Hoshiarpur
J ullundur .
Ludhiana

'g
.E

...

..
..

Total

f;

3,243

..,

..

,

..

..

..
...
..

3,591

..

..
...
..
..

'

..
..
...

Professiontax.
·-

..

..

1,962

..
..
..
..

..

..
..
..
..

..
..
..

..

11,216

..

..

2,838

..
..

..
..
..
..

3,487

..

..

5,839

..

..

..
4,000t
4,556

..
..

3:292
1,659

..
..

..
..

..

..

..

24,795

..

766

..

..
..
3,436

..

..
..

..

..

..
..
..

5,446

..
..
1,432
..
..

439

..
..
..
..
..
...
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
4,321

• 3,243
3,591
1,962
4,069
7,260

..

20;125

'
5,481
17,792
14,330
16,000*

..
..

Remarks.

4,472
6,114

..
..
.......
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..

5,481
17,792
14,330
16,439 *Probable No.
for the pro,
posed tax.
11,216
65,258
24,795
5,839
2,838

Includes 677
agriculturists,
129 income
tax p,ayers.

3,487

.766
.

37,725
4,000
4,556
3,436

.
t Approximate.

..

3,292.
1,659
16,943
4,321

..

5,446
4,472
6,114
1,432
34,785
' 174,836

0
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Statement showing Literacy and Age.

--

--

.Total

Female.

Male.·

~

All Religions

Hindus

..

Sikhs

..

M1111lims

Christians

Population ..
Adults
Literate adults
..
Voters

..

..

..

..

..

..

..
..
..
..

Population ..
Adults
..
..
Literate adults
Voters
(non-Muhammadan).
Population
Adults
..
Literate adults
Voters
..
.

..

.

..
....

.

..

..

..

..
..

Population ..
Adults
Literate adults

..
..

Population
Adults
..
Literate adults
Voters

..

..

..

23,581,000
11,655,000
854,000
?45,000

12,881,000
6,505,000
768,500
72<;1,000

10,~00,000

6,329,000
3,188,000
392,000
239,000

3,466,000
1,792,500
357,000
231,000

2,863,000
1,395,/iOO
34,030
8,000

3,064,000
1,558,000
171,000
175,000

1,703,500
881,000
151,000
169,000

1,3e0,500
677,000
20,000
6,000

13,332,000
6,504,000
256,000'
.330,000

7,241,000
3,602,000
234,000
320,000

6,091 000
2,902,000
22,000
10,000

230,000
112,000
17,000

185,000
82,000

415,000
194,000
24,000

.

5,150,000
84,500
25,000

7,000

The Indian Franchise Committee would be grateful for the following ,figures : -

Questi!>ns.

.

l. An analysis showing the number of landlords paying Rs. 750.and Rs. 500
in the tables under plan A together with, if possible, an estimate of the average

area held by them.
2. The latest figures for District Board voters.
.
.
3. Who would be enfranchised under the District Board franchise but who
would not be enfranchised under plan A.

Answers.
I. The. number of landlords paying R&. 750 or more as land revenue is 1,389,
and of those paying Rs. 500 or more is 3,472. It is not possible to give an estimate
of .the average area held by them.
·
2. Number of District Board voters is 1,305,831. Vide statement attached"'.
3. Under the present rules every person is qualified to be an elector for District
Boarda if he : (I) is a male of not less than 21 years of age ; and
(2) is a zaildar, inamdar, sufedposh or lambardar ; or
(3) owns land assessed to land revenue annually of at least Rs. 5, or
(4) enjoys assignment of land revenue annually of at least Rs. 10, or
(5) is a lessee or tenant of crown land at a rent annually of at least Rs. 5, or
( 6) is an occupancy tenant of land assessed to land revenue annually of at
least Rs. 5, or
(7) is assessed to income tax, or
(8) is a retired, pensioned, or discharged Commissioned or Non-commissioned
officer or soldier of His Majesty's Regular Forces, or
( 9) has in the year preceding the publication of the roll paid not less than the sum
of two rupees on account of any cess, rate or tax payable to the Board.
It will appea-r that persons qualified under No. 9 above alone will not be enfranchised under plan A.
FAZAL ILAHI,

•

Joint S!Xreiary, Punjab Transferred Department.
MILES IRVING.
*Page 104.
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Statement showing Voting strength of District Boards in th( Punjab as it stood
on 1st of Aprill931 .
. Name of District Board.

"'·

.

:r~

:

Voting strength.

Ambala DivisionHissa.r
Rohtak
Gurgaon
Karnal
"' Ambala
Simla
Jttllundm· DivisionKangra
Hoshiarpur
Jullundur
Ludhiana
Ferpzepore

50,504
66,266
54,904
45,318
51,393

41,957
90,051
75,480
64,131
79,992

..
...

Lahore Division-

,_

•

.,.

Lahore
Amritsar
Gurdaspur
Sialkot
Gujranwala
Sheikhupura

•

33,337
57,110
60,671.
26,681
28,564
28,752

Rawalpindi DivisionGujrat
Shahpur
Jhelum
Rawalpindi
Attock
Mianwali

..
0

~

66,331
38,258
48,612
41,635
39,974
17,562

:Multan Division43,828
43,953
22,422
37,329
17,816
13;00q,_

Montgomery
Lyallpur
Jhang
Multan'
Muzaffargarh
D. G. Khan ..
Grand~Total

1,305,831

-----

·•
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BIHAR AND ORISSA.
I
Memorandum by the Government of Bihar and Orissa.
'PROVISIONAL VIEWS OF THE GOVERNMENT OF BIHAR AND ORISSA ON THE
QuESTIONNAIRE OF THE INDIAN FRA~CHISE CoMMITTEE.

1-

The local Govetnment have refrained from submitting replies to the
questionnaire prepared by the Franchise Committee and have embodied
their provisional views in this memorandum which is intended to form a
basis for discussion between them and the Central Franchise Committee.
They have done so partly because they have not been able to obtain in
the short time at their disposal all the facts and figilres which are neces·
sary in order to form an opinion on and to draft replies to many of.the
quest·ons but mainly because there are some fundamental questwns
which need careful consideration and on which a decision must be arrived
at before it is possible to wprk out detailed proposals regarding the franchise. Until the general plan of responsible government is outlined and
until some decision is reached regarding the form of the legislature, it is
difficult to frame any definite proposals about the franchise.
Need for a Second Chamber.
2. It is assumed that provincial governments will be autonomous. ,
But the fundamental question then arises whether there will be a second
Chamber and if so what will be its powers. The local Government in
expressing their opinion on the report of the Statutory Commission
considered that on the whole the arguments in favour of the creation
of a second Chamber outweighed those against it, the mai.n argUm.ent
being that it would introduce an element of stability and responsibility
in the · constitution and. would tend to prevent the enactment -of
hasty and ill-considered legislation. They pointed out that though the
power proposed for the Governor would afford some check on an
irresponsible :egislature, yet in time those powers might become modified or become obsolete in which case the need for a second Chamber
would be insistent, while even under the constitution proposed by the
Statutory Commission the. second Chamber might save the Governor
from frequent recourse to his overriding powers and thus promote the
smooth-working of the constitution. This view was based on the assumption that effective powers would be given to the Governor, but it is
uncertain what safeguards will be introduced into the constitution
ultimately approved and it appears at least doubtful whether the
.Governor will be given such effective,powers as those proposed by the
Statutory Commission. Under the constitution now proposed, the need
for a second Chamber has become more insistent.
· 3. Further in dealing with the recommendations of the Statutory
Commission, the local Government put forward arguments against a
large and immediate increase in the electorate and suggested that it
w.as inadvisable to do more than double the existing e ectorate, but the
. view accepted by the Franchise Sub-Committee of the Round Table
Conference is that adult suffrage is the goal to be- ultimately attained,

'
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and while some members were in favour of immediate adult suffrage,
even the majority recommended an immediate increase of the electorate so as to enfranchise not less than 10 per cent. of the population,
and indeed a larger number if that should on full investigat on be
found practicable and desirable. · Various reasons may be urged in
favour of a large increase. The Statutory. Commission, even though
they recognised that many of the present voters ve:r;y i~perfectly understood, if they understood at all, the full implicat:on of enfranchisement
or the constitutional functions of their representatives, were influenced
largely by the view that the vote is a potent instrument of political
education, a view from which the local Government basing their opinion
on the experience of elections both to the Council and to local bodies
since 1920, ventured to differ. ·They held, and still hold, the view
that till the political education of the present electorate has developed
any rapid increase in the number of voters·will be undesirable and that
it will be dangerous to swamp the present electorate which is just beginning to learn the lesson of the power of the .vote by .:;t wide extension
of the franchise. Others in advocating such an increase hold the view
'that without it it is impossible to secure due representation of all
interests. in the proposed constitution, while some with an inherent
belief in the virtues of democracy held that it is desirable under all
.conditions, even in a country where the vast mass of the people are
uneducated and illiterate. It is unnecessary, however, to discuss at
.length these arguments but the local Government consider it nece~sary
to emphasize the point that giving the power of the vote to a largely
increased number of voters will not increase the stability of government ;
it will make forr instability, especially under the conditions at present
prevailing in India. If, on the other hand, the 1ncrease is gradua\,
the result will not be so marked. The need for securing a stable government must be admitted and the fact that the election of the Counci1l
by a very large electorate will tend towards instabi ity makes it the
more necessary to introduce some stable element into the constitution
. and this can best be done by .creating •a second Chamber and by giving
·it effective powers. Some points regarding the constitution of a.
second Chamber are given in a subsequent paragraph ; if it is to be the
stabilising element in the constitution, it · must be largely represe~
tative of the stake-holders in the province.

Representation

of Interests.

4. Another preliminary point to ·be taken into account is the effect
of the extension of the electorate1on the representation of interests. In
the Councils elected since 1920, · nearly all the elected members in the
general constituencies have been representatives of the landlords or ?f
the professional.classes, the latter chiefly from the urban areas. ThiS
result has been~obtained even though on the present electorate the
tenants largely' outnumber the landlords. It inay be partly due toelj;he
fact that on two occasions the only organised party in the country, t~e
Swaraj or Congress party, has ke.pt aloof from-the elections, but m
11;}'2~ they- stood as can.didaies and secured a large number of seats and
I
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on this occasion they professed- to represent the interests of the tenants
and in their election programme held out promises of dealing with their
grievances. It is doubtful, however, whether this secured the:r return.
Many of those who were returned were themselves landlords and they
refrained from pressing strongly the demands of their constituents
and the attempt to amend the Bengal Tenancy Act in favour of the
tenants or even in .a. manner which would effect a compromise between
the claims of the tenants and the claims of the landlords had to be
abandoned. In the recent election of 1930, at which the Congress party
refrained from contesting any seat, all the candidates returned from the
general constituencies were representatives of the landlords and it
became necessary to secure some representation of the interests of the
tenants by means of J?.Omination.
5. Though these results have been obtained at recent elections the
increase of the electorate, whether it is jmited to 10 per cent. of the
population or whether a larger number are enfranchised, will make a
vast increase in the representation of the tenants' ·interests and their
representatives may swamp all other interests, that of the landlords,
that of the rural labouf'ing class which is to some extent identical with
that of the depressed classes as well as other minor interests. The
Census figures for 1921 show that the total population whose occupation or means of livelihood was recorded as income from rent of agricultural land was 341,203, of whom 96,370 ma'es and 17,063 females
were recorded as workers ; the total number of ordinary cultivators
practically all of whom would be tenants was 21,836,591, of whom
6,771,626 males and 3,142,582 .females were workers; the number of
farm servants was 146,446 and o£ field labourers was 4, 726,936. These
rough figures will suffice to show that the question of the representation
of interests preo:ents very serious difficulties and that it may be difficult
to devise a franchis'e which will give even a minimum of representation •
to all the various interests and which will avoid giving a predominating
interest to one class. It is recognised that the chief object of the
extension of the franchise is to secure adequate representation for
ail interests and to provide that no important section of the community
should lack the means of expressing its needs and its opinion. But it iB
doubtful how far a mere extension of the franchise will secure this result
and it may be desirable to consider alternative methods .

•

Direct and Iiidirect Election.
6. The next question to be considered is the extent to which it is
practicable to extend the electorate, and this at once raises the question
of direct versus indirect election. Before discussing the arguments for
and against these two systems, it is necessary to refer to the suggestion
of the Sub-Committee of the Round Table Conference that in addition
t~ a large number of direct electors, including 10 per cent. or an even
hilJ!er percentage of the total population, there should be primary
groups. of all adults, who would elect representatives who would either
vote . m t~e same .constituencies as the direct elector or in separate
constituenCies. Th1s system of cemhining direct and indirect< election
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• :has, in the opinion of the local Government, lit.Lle to commend it and i~
unlikely ~to prove acceptable. I£ the repr~sentatives of the groups
vote with the direct electors, they will be. swamped by them and whether
this system or the alternative system 'of· separate constituencies is
adopted, it will result in a line of cleavage between the "haves" and
" have-nots " and may accentuate the clliference between the propertied
class and ~thers. There is also the fatal practic,al objection that it would
be impossible to arrange for the double poll that would be involved. ·
· 7. The local Government are extremely doubtful whether it will be
practicable to arrange for a direct election by an electorate consisting of .
10 per cent. of the total population which in this province will amount
to 3! millions. Such a system will be extremely expensive, a point
which cannot be overlooked under present condjtions and will throw a
very severe strain on the whole executive machinery of Government.
The difficulties which will arise are amplified in the note* annexed.
8. The· system of indirect election by means of primary groups
is, it must be recognised, an experiment and for that reason it is difficult
to forecast the result. But -the fact that it is reported to have proved
successful in. other Eastern countries tends to show that it would prove
equally successful in India, though the existence of separate electorates
Jor Muhammadans may make the result ·less certain. If we consider
the question from the point of view of practicability, there is no reason
to believe that it would be impracticable to introduce.\t general system
of indirect election and it appears probable that such 1!- system would be
"~ . less expensive and would . throw less strain on the administrative
machinery than direct election with a very large .number of voters.
This aspect· of the question is discussed in greater det~il in the note*
~ appended to this memorandum and some suggestions as to the system
that might .be followed are examined. Assuming, however, that the
• .system is feasible, an attempt must be made to estimate its results and
reactions.
9. The first question that arises is: "Who will be returned by the
primary groups. to the secondary college of electors-will they be really
representatives of the village c.o~unity by which they are elected and
will they ·be competent to cast their vo~es intelligently and honestly in the secondary election ? " Conditions vary to a very large extent
in this heterogeneous province. In certain areas.wliere the aboriginal
population predominates, in parti~ular. in the Santal !'argan!l's and in
the Kolhan Government Estate m Smghbhum the VIllage Is a wellrecognised unit; the village community consists of persons nearly all
of the same tribe or caste and in each village there is a village headman who exercises some revenuP- and executive functions;·while villages
are grouped t6gether under a circle headman who has more extensive
duties and powers. In such an area partly because of this village
system, partly · because of the community_ of interest between all 0 the
residents in the village, the group system may be expected to prove
specially succ_essful ; the village headman, or p~ssibly_ in some cases
the village pnest, would be returned by the prrmary group and ~e
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fully able to represent their interests. The .s·ame result might 'be
obtamed in other aboriginal areas but in other parts- of Chota Nagplir
the village system is not so well-preserved and the inroads o£ Aryan
settlers dUring the last century have divided up the aboriginal tribes,
but in those parts where members o£ aboriginal tribes still are in a
majority, it may be expected that the group system will prove successful and many persons well-acquamted with these areas are in favour
of it.
10. In the non-abori5inal areas of Bihar. and Orissa the 1·esults are ·
still more difficult to forecast. In most villages there is usually some
resident of the village who is respected by his co-villagers and who,
if he stood as a candidate and was returned by the primary group,
would be a capable representative of their interests. But some doubts
have been expressed whether a person of this type, a respected elder
of the village, would stand for election by the primary group, if it
merely involved a journey to a distant polling station for the pUl'pose
of recording a vote. Success in the primary election would not increase
his position or prestige in the village while, on the other hand, defeat
in a contested election by a candidate o£ lower position would be regarded as ignominious. If, however, some system of village self-govern-.
ment such as is contemplated by the Bihar and Orissa Village
Administration Act were developed, and if the representatives of
primary groups _were given some functions other than the mere recording of the vote, the post might become more at~ractive and responsible and shrewd villagers might come forward as candidates. This . "·
result may also be obtained if the political education of the masses
makes more rapid progress and if they come to appreciate the power
of the vote. But there is a certain risk, especially in the early years "'
after the introduction of this novel system, that suitable candidates
will not be forthcoming and that the. secondary elecsors will be men..
of straw, men of the type of the village tout or professional agitator .
. But in considering what class of person is likely to be returned on a
~econdary election we have also to take into account not merely what
.type of candidates will be forthcoming·- but how the villagers will cast
their votes. It is held by some that in a village election a voter will be
more exposed to undue influence than if h'e records his vote directly
by ballot at a distant polling station and hence a preference is expressed
for direct elect~on. Others hold that the experience of direct election
during the last ten years shows that voters go to the polling station
without any lmowledge of the candidates and still less knowledge of
the policy which they profess ; they are caught hold of by the agents
9£ the candidates and told to place their vote in a box- of a certain
colour_; they do so and depart without any knowledge of the effect
of therr vote. In a village election, on the other hand, the elector
will know that he has to. choose the man he considers -besf able to repre!ent his interests ; he will know the ri~al candidates intimately and
can be trusted to exercise his judgment wisely.
~

4

_ II . .A- further point which should not be overlooked in consideriilg the' question of indirect election is theiquestion of the size of the
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secondary . college of electors. If the number of secondary voters is
small, and if unreliable· people are returned by the prim~ry groups,.
corruption and bribery or intimidation might become rife, until public
opinion in. India definitely expresses itselt against these' methods.
If corruption of secondary electors becomes prevalent, the standard
of secondary elector will fall still lower and only professional politicians
will stand as candidates. This objection could be lessened by increasing the number of secondary electOrs, e.g., by providing two or more
from each group or by having large secondary constituencies.
12. Though risks are involved," ther~e appears no reason to hold
that the system will prove a failure ; it may not give so stable a government as. one based on a system of direct election with a high franchise,
but it will, on the other hand, prevent that sense of instability 'and
uncertainty which· would certainly be felt if the Constitution.was based
on a low franchise and direct election ; it will also tend to secure better
representation of all interests.

Adult

sutfrage in

indirect elections.

13. Assuming, therefore, that a general' system of indirect election
is -adopted, the further question arises whether there should be adult
suffrage in the primary groups and whether a low property quali:li- '
cation should be necessary to entitle a person to vote.
14. From the point of view of practicability it does not make any
material difference whether all the adults in .a village have the rig}).t to
., vote or only a limited number ; adult suffrage would not increase to any
·• marked extent the work involved in holding a group election. On the
question whether in a system of indirect·electiop. ad11It"·'8tiffrage.is .desirable or not there are divergent views. On the one hand, it is ~rged
· that the ,country is by no means fit for adult suffrage, even in the indirect
· ~. system and thl!,t its introduction would increase the sense of instability:
T~e primary groups would. include not merely the land~olders, tenants
and shop-keepers in a village who could be expected to vote with a due
sense of responsibility, but also the irresponsible half-educated youth
of the village. There is a risk that this class would dominate an election.
Indirect election is likely to prove some check on instability but this
result will be less likely to be obtained if you do not MVe a limited primary electorate. The imposition of a property qualification, however
low, will ensure that all voters have some positiontand some stake, however small, in the country. With adult suffrage the vote will be-regarded
. as of no value and 'the chances of suitable secondary electors being returned are greatly lessened.
·- .; .".1;,
15. On the other han~, it is argued that if a large percentage of the
population is enfranchised, it will make very little difference to the Constitution or its working if a further step is taken and adult suffrage is
introduced forthwith with tl:il1g:roup of villag~ system· of election: It is.
anti~ipated. that the village, as a whole, will exercise its powert"'wisely
and
select the best man.· It is further urged that in this proVince
the line of party cleavage in furi'ure will be between landlords and tenants,
that if a low property qualification is imposed, this will· result in the
"'
.,.

will
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enfranchisement of tenants only who will be in a predominating majority
over the landlords and all other classes. If the franchise is extended
sti,ll further, other classes such as the rural labouring class will be included and it is possible, though on this point also there are very divergent
:<~pinions, that this class, if enfranchised, will support the landlords o:a
whom they are in some cases economically dependent as 'against the
tenants. Adult suffrage will help, therefore, to stabilise the position of
the landlords which might be jeopardised by a large increase in the
:electorate based on a low property qualification which would give an
overpowering vote to the one class of tenants. This view, it may be
suggested, tends to regard the conflict of i.J:tterests between lan<]1ords and
tenants in a province such as Bihar as more fundamental than it really is.
It is true that there are disputes between these two classes over
minor points but at bottom their interests are identical. There is really
a more fundamental difference between the landlords and tenants on
the one side and the labouring classes on the other, between the
"haves" and the "have-nots ". There may alSo prove to be in future
more marked diversity of interest between the town and the country,
between the agricultural and the industrial interests.

Franchise qualification.
'16. Though the local Governm:ent ·for reasons ah:eadygiven are :riot
in favour of a wide extension of the franchise, yet it is desirable to examine
what should be the D;anchise qualification, assuming that-it is decided· to
enfranchise 10 per cent. of the population. The present franchise is based
on payment-of revenue, rent or cess·in rural areas and on payment of
mUnicipal tax in urban '!1-reas. The present rural franchise gives rise
to some practicaldifficulties which are described in greater detail in the
.note annexed.* It is difficult to make even an approximately accurate estimate of the number of voters who will be enrolled if payment of a certain
amount of cess or rent is the qualification ; the preparation and maintenance of the _electoral roll is laborious and also, a more serious difficulty,
it is not easy in a province where rents vary to a very large extent between
. district and district and even between village and village to equalise the
· qualification over the whole province. Chaukidari tax is, however, in
force throughout the whole province except some aboriginal areas ; it
is assessed on all owners and occupants of houses in a village according
to their circumstance and property and a list of all assessees which could
be used as the electoral roll is kept_ b9th in the village and in the office
of the Subdivisional Magistrate. If the franchise qualification is the
payment of chaukidari tax of any amount (six annas per annum is the
minimum amount payable) it will mean the enfranchisement of all-householders except the very poorest, and it has been ascertained by enquiry
that the total number of persons assessed to this tax in- the province
(excl~ those areas in which the tax is'not in force) is 2,74-1,012
. (2,695,755 males and 45,257 females), a figure which is not Vf:ry far short
of 10 per cent. of the rural population. If a higher franchise is desired
. and the qualification is fixed at payment of Re. 1 as chaukidari tax,
the total number of persons qualified would be orily 1,331,076, of whom

·
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. 18,817 would be females., Chaukidari tax is thus the simplest qualification and at the same time the one most intelligible to the villager; if the
payment of cha].lkidari tax in any form is adopted, it will also mean that
practically every interest is represented. ·In urb>:m areas payment of
tax by owners or occupants of houses is suitable and is the existing
qualifieation for municipal elections; it ,;ould, it is citlculated, enfranchise
" about 136,893 persons of the urban population of 1,432,381. Payment
of income-tax should continue as a qualification and it may also be
E.eCefisary to include for rural areas payment of land revenue or cess
though it is probable that most payers of revenue or cess will also be
payers of chaukidari tax.

Educational ·qualification. ,

,

17. A further question-that has been considered is whether any educij.tional qualification should by itself be a franchise qualification without
any property qualification. The argument in favour of'making edueation
a qualification irrespective of property is that thereby you may enrol
some intelligent and educated men who would otherwise not be qualified
and thereby improve the electo:vate. But if a low property qualification
such as payment of municipal, chaukidari or income-tax of any amount
is adopted, the number ' enfranchised by any additional qualification
would be very small. On the other hand, there are objections to adopting
any educational qualification, especially if ·the general qualification is
based on property, for it goes contrary to the principle that representation
should be based on payment to the State. With a· low property qualification, it is anticipated that the only effect of an educational qualification in particular in rural areas, ~II be to enfranchise the junior educated
members of a joint family. It remains, therefore, to consider the
problem of the joint family.

Joirit fa~y: ·
18. Under the present rules only the head or manager of a joint
family gets the vote, a system which is strictly logical, for it may be argued
that if the manager represents the family in other matters he ·Should also
represent them in electoral matters. It has the practical effect however, ·
of disfranchising a larger number of the members of families of higher
·caste among whom the joint family system preva;ils and it has been suggested that all members of a joint family should be given the vote. If,
however, a joint family consisting of four members pays Rs. 64 as rent
and if each memBer of the fam!ly is given a vote, there will at -once be
the anomaly that each member of the family obtains the vote by payment
of only his share of Rs. 16 as rent, while a member of a separate family
who pays Rs. 64 has only a single vote. It is difficult t<? get over the
anomaly but the local Governinent consider that if the property quali.:
fication of the payment of minimum chaukidari tax is ad'opt~!'l. some
method of enfranchising more adultmembersofajoint family is ~es!rable.
This might be done by giving.votes to other adult members of a family,
in. addition to the head of the family, in proportion to the amount of tax
paid, if they have reached a certain educational standard. This would
get over the· difficulty of joint families, and would give some weight to
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educational qualifications, without unduly stressing them. A similar
system might be adopted in the case of Muhammadan families, where the
joint family system does not exist, but one member of the family pays the
tax. This suggestion though possibly not free from objection gets over
the difficulty of joint families and the objection that an educational
·
.
qualifi'cation by itself is undesirable.
Women's suffrage.
19. Though His Majesty's Government attach special importance to
the question of securing a more ad~quate enfranchisement of women than
under the present system which applies to,. women the same qualifications
a.s men and has produced a women's electorate numbering less than onetwentieth of the total male electorate, the local Government adhere to the
opinions which they expressed on the recommendation of the Statutory
Commission that as far as Bihar and Orissa is concerned, no case has been
made for a rapid enfranchisement of women by giving the vote to the
wives and widows of men with the necessary franchise qualification.
They there pointed out that such a proposal had been generally condemned, in particular, by' the higher castes who represented that it would lead
to a duplication of the voting power of the less J;esponsible and less
educated classes of the community and also that a large increase in the ·
number of women voters would render the actual holding of elections more
difficult. It is difficultinfact to appreciatethereasons in support of this
proposal. If it is put forward with the object of benefiting the cause
of women and of securing_ that the legislature pays adequate attention
to their special problems, this object will not be attained, for there is not
the faintest chance that a woman candidate will ever be elected even
if the number of women voters is substantially increased.
20. The local Government fully recognise that it is desirable that the
new legislature should pay adequate attention to the problem of the
women of India, the development of education, the provision of medical·
relief, etc. But this will not be secured by bringing women into the
turmoil of politics and by endeavouring to drag thimi out of the" purdah"
to record their votes at a poiling booth. It will be better attained for
many years to come by providing for special seats for women in the pr9vinciallegislatures and thereby ensuring that the Council has the benefit of
the opinions of a few educated women. These seats may either be fitted
by nomination or if that system is thought to be out of date by allowing
the Council to. co~opt a certain number of women members. If neither
of these proposals is regarded as feasible, then the only alternative would
be to create a special electorate for the whole province consisting
educated women ; even if a low educational qualification was adopted,
the total number of voters would npt be large for in 1921 only 67,000
women were recorded as literate in the Census ; voting would have to be
conducted by post but this does not present any insuperable practical
diffi.Uties. Apart from the special electorate, women possessing the
property qualification fixed for men would be enfranchised, but ]udging
by the last election, the percentage which will actually record their votes
will be small.
.
· ·
. .
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Second Chamber.
.·

~

21. Up to this point some of the questiqns that arise in regard to the
franchise for a lower Chamber have been considered. The need for a
second Chamber has already been emphasized and many of the suggestions
in regard to a lower Chamber have been- based on the assumption that
there will be a second Chamber .. It remains to put forward some suggestions in regard to the second Chamber. The local Government do not
propose to make definite suggestions as\to the size of either Chamber but
these questions will require careful consideration. '
22. In their qpi~ion on the" report of the Statutory Commission the
local Government suggested that the second Chamber should consist o£
three elements ; one-third should consist of persons directly elected by
voters o:ri a high franchise, thereby securing an adequate representation
of the stake-holders in the country; one-third to be elected· by"thelower
Houses, thereby establishing connection between second Chamber and the
general electorate and one-third to be nominated non-officials, thereby
securing in the upper Chamber persons of ripe administrative experience,
such as retired offiq,ers, etc. The suggestion that one-third should be
·nominated non-officials no longer appears practicable under the scheme of
provincial autonomy now proposed and if it is considered desirable to
obtain for the upper Chamber persons of age and experience who are
·unwilling to enter the turmoil of a contested election, some other means
must be devised. The system of other democratic countries may be
examined. to see by what means this end is secured ; possibly election by a
College of Elect9rs, consisting. of persons with administrative experience
might be. suitable. Apart from this it is, however, essential that at least
one-third of the Chamber should be elected by electors with a high pro- .
perty qualification, such as that in for{)e at present for the Council of
~tate. By this means only can adequate representation of ,the stakeholders be secured and unless such representation is secured the stability
of the constitution will be endangered.

Special Interests.
23. If in the interest of a stable constitution, the propertied classes
are represented in the upper Chamber, it remains to consider whether any
special representation should be given to special interests in the lower
Chamber. Under the present constitution there are spec;ial.constituencies
" fbr(a) landholders (five seats);
(b) the mining industry (two seats) ;
(c) .the planting industry (one seat)
(d) Europeans (one seat) ;
(~) University (one seat).
o
Industrial interests other than· planting and inihing, the Anglo-Indian
coinm.unity, the domiciled Bengali commuhity and the Indian Christian
community are represented by means -of nomination. I~ .is doubt£~
whe~her any special representation is needed for the doiDlciled Bengali

c
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community or the Indian Christian community but this is a point on
which the views of the members of these communities should be considered. The Anglo-Indian community, though not large in this province,
·will need some representation for its interests are very different Irom
those which will receive representation in the general constituencies.
Europeans will also have to retain some seats for their advice and experience may be useful especially in the early days o~ the new constitution.
The mining interest and the industrial interests will secure representation
in the upper Chamber for they will form a considerable percentage of the
electorate of stake-holders. The main question is thus whether the '
landholders who' will also have a predominant voice in the electorate.of
the second Chamber. should also have special representation in the lower
Chamber. . There can be little or no doubt that even a moderate·extension of the franchise will decrease the representation of the landholders
in the lower Chamber and may reduce it to insignificance. Their interests will, it is true, be protected to some extent by their influence
in the upper Chamber but_it is doubtful if this will be sufficient. Constant friction between· the upper and lower Houses will not lead to smooth
and efficient working of the constitution. If, 011 the other hand, the
landholders are also represented in the lower Chamber, this.friction may
be avoided. It is desirabl~ that representatives of the stake-holders
should have the opportunity of placing their views directly before the
democratic lower Chamber and this can only be secured by the reservation
of seats for some members of this class.

,,
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Provisional memorandum by the Bihar and Orissa Provincial Franchise
Committee.
The followingPress Communique was issued by the local Govern-·
ment ori the 19th January 1932 :" The Governor in Council has appointed a Provincial Franchi,se
Committee to advise. on the question which will be examined by the ,
Central Franchise Committee which has been appointed by His Majesty's
Government. The following have agreed to serve as members of the
Committee :1. Lady Imam:
2. Babu Chandreshwar Prasad Narayan Singh, M.L.c:
3. Eai Bahadur Lakshmidhar Mahanti, M.L.C.
4.. Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Roy, M:L.c.
5. Mr.Baiyd Muhammad Athar Husain, M.L.c. ·
6. The Reverend Brajananda Das, M.L.c.
7. Babu Swayambar Das, M.L.C.
8. Babu Shiva· Shankar Jha.
9. Babu Gur Sahay Lal.
10. Maulvi Saiyid MuBarak Ali Sahib.
11. Mr. A. P. Middleton, I.c.s.
12. Mr; G. E. Owen, M.L.c., I.C.S;
13. Rai Bahadur Satish Chandra Mukharji, Secretary and Member.
The Committee will elect their own Chairman. ·The questionnaire prepared by the Central Committee has been widely circulated in the province and any person wishing to give an opinion on the questions included
· therein is requested to send in his opinion to the Secretary with as little
delay as possible and not later than February 7th, 1932. The Secretary
can supply spare copies of the questionnaire, if needed." .
Mr. E. Danby was subsequently appointed as a member of the
Committee.
·
.
At the first meetin~of the Committee on the 20th Janu~ry 1932 the
Hon'ble Mr. J. T. Whitty, c.s.I., c.I.E., I.C.s., Member o£ the Bihar and
Orissa Executive Council, welcomed the members o£ the Committee on
behalf of Government. His speech is appended as annexure A* to this
report. Babu Cp.andreshwar Prasad Naray~n Singh was unanimously
elected as Chairman.
The Committee subsequently met on the 23rd January 1932 and on
the 2nd, 3rd and 4th February, 1932. For convenience of refere~e, the
proyisional views o£ the Committee have been stated under each question
of the questionnaire issued by the I:qdian Franchise Committee. In

.
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dealing with these questions the Committee has kept in view the following
observations of the Chairman of the Indian Franchise Committee :" The Franchise Committee of the Round Table Conference considered that adult suffrage was the goal which should ultimately be attained
but majority thought that it was not practicable to reach that goal
immediately and recommended the immediate increase of the electorate
so as to enfranchise not less than 10 per cent. of the population, and indeed
a larger number-but not more than 25 per cent. of the total population
-if that should, on full investigation, be found practicable and desirable."
I.-PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURE.
i.-Extension of Franchise.
Question 1 (a).-What means can you suggest by w:Q.ich the existing
franchise for the provincial legislature could be extended so as to include
10 per cent. of thepopulation in the electoral roll1
According to the Census of 1931, the total population of Bihar and
Orissa excluding the Feudatory States is 37,677,576. The statement
below shows the number of non-Muhammadans and Muhammadans,
both male and female, in British Bihar and Orissa :I
"
I

Description of persons. - Non-Muhammadan. Muhammadan.
16,679,026
2,115,112 ·
Male • • ·
Female
16,730,244
2:153,194
Total

33,499,270

4,268,306

Total.
18,794,138
18,883,438
37,677,576 ..

If 10 per cent. of the total population be enfranchised, the total number of
voters would be 3,767,757 .. Women constitute approximately hal£ the
total population. The approximate number of persons of and above 21
years of age in 1931 is given below·
II
Description of persons.
Male
Female
Total

Non-Muhammadan. Muhammadan.
8;236,409
995,036
8,518,355
1,052,343
16,754,764

2,047,379

Total.
·9,231,445
... 9,570,698

---18,802,143

According to the above table, 50 per cent. of the total population are
persons of and above 21 years of age and of these the women slightly
outnumber the men. If the wives and widows of and over 21 years of
age of male voters are enfranchised, the number of such women who have
attained majority will be as follows:-

III

•

Description.
Married
Widows
Total

Non-Muhammadan.
5,762,900
2,656,100
8,419,000

Muhammadan.
730,000
308,000
1,038,000

Total.
6,492,900
2,964,100
l,-457,000

----
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At present, the main franchise qualification in urban constituencies
is the payment of Rs. 3 annually as municipal or cantonment rates. In
the general elections of 1930, the total number of urban votors was as
follows· :.
·

IV
Description of persons.

Non- Muhamm~dan.

Male
Female

Muhammadan.

53,623
3,058

Total

56,681

.

---

Total.

12,786
1,315

66,409
4,373

14,101

70,782

.

The existing franchise qualifications foi rural constituencies vary in
different parts ofthe province. They are mainly property qualifications,
viz., payment of revenue, cess and rent by proprietors, tenure-holders and
tenants at certain rates_ per annum.. The statement gives. the total
number of voters in rural constituencies during the general elections of
1930:-

v
Description of persons.
Male
Female
Total

..•

Non-Muhammadan.
319,498
1,695,

Muhamm:~an.

-·--

..

321,193

Total.

35,562
787

355,060
2,482

~6,349

357,542

The total urban population of Bihar and Orissa including the town of
Jamshedpur is 1,516,119. As no municipal tax or any other tax or rate
is levied in J amshedpur " notified area ", the population of the towp. has
been excluded for the present for· purposes of calculation. Proposals
for enfranchising the population of J amshedpur are being separately considered. The table below gives the urban population of Bihar and Orissa.
excluding J amshedpur :·

VI
Description of person~.
·Male
Female
Total

Non-Muhammadan.
607,457
492,213

Muhammadan.
177,539
155,172

1,099,670

332,711

Total.
784,996
647,385
1,432,381.

The total urban population being 1,432,381, the number of urban voters
if 10 per cent. of the urban population be enfranchised, will be 143,238.
At present one of the main qualifications ~or the municipal franchise is the
payment of Rs. 1-8-0 as municipal tax .. Enquiries were made as to the
total number of persons on the municipal electoral roll. Figures were
also obtained -for the numberof persons who' pay Rs. 1-8-0 as tax in
Doranda and Jugsalai "notified area" and in the Patna New Capital
un,der the Patna Administration Committee. The results reported have
been tabulated in the statement which is appended to this repor~ as.
annexure B*. The-total number of voters on the municipal electoral roll

*
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and of persons who pay Rs. 1-8-0 as tax in the "notified areas" of
Doranda and Jugsalai and in thePatnaNew Capital,.is 148,943, ofw~om
121,579 are non-Muhammadans and 27,367 are Muhammadans. Of
these, only 995 are women. Although women are entitled to vote in
municipalities, very few of them are enrolled as voters. This is due to
the indifference of women generally in the matter of having their names
registered as electors whereas the number on the municipal electoral roll is
·only 995. The question of increasing the number of women voters. is d~lt
with in the portion of the report relatirig to women's suffrage. The figures
given above show that approximately 10 per cent. of the total popl)Jation
in urban areas will be enfranchised if all the voters on tne municipal roll
and those who pay Rs. 1-8-0 as tax in other urban areas are brought
under the franchise for the local Council. Having in view these figures
the Committee is of opinion that the extension of the franchise in the
manner suggested in the question can be effected if the main municip~l
franchise, viz., payment of Rs. 1-8-0 as tax or fee is adopted as the basis
of the franchise qualification for the Council in urban areas.
In round figures, the rural population of the province is 36,000,000;
franchise, viz., payment of Rs.1-8-0 as tax or fee is adopted as the basis.
Parganas have been left out as these areas will have to be dealt with
separately. This will. be explained later:on.":_ The table below gives the
figures of population in rural areas :-

VII
Description of persons.
Male
Female
Total

Non-Muhammadans. Muhammadans.
14,704,370
1,818,794
14,836,045
1,775,083
29,540,415

3,703,877

Total.
16,523,1M
16,721,128
33,244,292

lO per cent. ofthe total population will be 3,324,429. Before the general
elections of 1920 a suggestion was made that it would be simpler and more
economical if the payment of chaukidari tax was made the basis of
franchise for the local Council in rural areas and in favour of this it was
urged that all classes would be represented including . wage-earners,
figures of voters could be easily compiled from-chaukidariassessmentlist.
maintained in each sub-divisional office and no special staff would. be
required for the preparation of the electoral roll. It was also urged that the
electoral roll could be prepared far:inore ·expeditiously than at present
and it would not necessitate laying down franchise qualifications for
different areas. After the general elections of 1926 the Elections Officer,
Mr. Berthoud, observed as follows :" The franchiee in rural areas is based on property qualification, but
the vast bulk of the residents in these areas is as indifferent as ever in
election matters and this causes considerable difficulty in hunting up
prop;rty qualifications with a view to compiling a complete and correct
roll. It would simplify work ifthe payment of chaukidari tax were
made the basis of the franchise in rural areas, inasmuch as an up-to-date
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register of assessees under the Chaukidari Act is maintained almost
everywhere, from which a list of voters could b_e compiled with less
difficulty. This is:a question of some importance." For meeting the
co8t of upkeep of the rural police, viz., village chaukidm;s (watchmen)
and dafadars (head watchmen), a certain rate is levied in each village
under section 15 of the Village Chaukidari Act VI of 1870. This rate is
assessed according to the circumstances and the property to he protected
of the persons liable to the same, provided that the amount assessed o~
any one person is not more than Re. I a month and that all.persons who
in the opinion of the panches (village officials) are too poor to pay half an
anna a month a:ve altogether exempted froll;l assessment. The minimum
chaukidari tax is half an anna a month or 6 annas a_ year. The payment
of the minimum chaukidari tax has been adopted as a franchise qualification for the election of members of the Union Board or -Panchayat
under the Bihar and Orissa _Yillage Administration Act III of 1922. In
view of the advantages of adopting the payment of chaukidari tax as
the basis of franchise qualification, the Committeehad enquiries made.in
order to ascertain the number of persons who pay chaukidari tax of Re. 1
, and of 6 annas a year. The Act is in force in the Patna, Tirhut, Bhagalplir (except in the Santal Parganas) and Orissa (except in the districts of
Samba:lpur and Angul) Divisions and a similar Act, viz., the Chota
Nagpur Rural Police Act I of 1914, is in force in the Chota Nagpur Division.
The results of the enquiries are tabulated in a statement which forms
annexure C* to this report. The table below shows the total number of
persons paying chaukidari tax of 6 annas a year:-

o

VIII
Description of persons.
Male
Female

..

~

Total

N on-Muhaminadans. ·M~hammadans.
2,561,945
322,988
40,268
7,417
2,602,213

330,405

Total.
2,884,933
47,685
2,932,618

·If the payment of the minimum chaukidari tax of annas 6 is adopted as
the basis of franchise qualifications, 2,932,618 out of a total of 33,244;292
persons or a bout 9 p_er. cent. of the rural population will have the right to
vote. So far as men in rural areas are concerned, about 17 · 5 per cent. of
the total male population or 35 per cent. of the adult male population will be
enfranchised. The relative voting strength of the two main communities,
non-Muhammadan& and Muhammadans, would be more or less the same.
The .total number of women chaukidari taxcpayers is 47,685 or approximately 1· 6 per cent. of the total number of su{)h tax-payers. As stated
above, the question ofincreasing the number of women voters will be
dealt with in the portion of the report regarding "'Yomen's suffrage".
It may be mentibned here that the chaukidari tax provides for assessment of separate interests.- If the chaulddar_i tax is adopt~d as the basis of franchise, the adult members of a· jo_int family other· than theohead
of the family will have no right to vote. The same principle has been
adopted in the existing Electoral Rules ... Where property is held or

* Pages 138-i4L ·
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payments are made on the principle of a joint family, the family is adopted
as the unit for deciding whether the requisite qualification exists, and if
it does exist, the person qualified is, in the case of'a Hindu joint !amily,
,the manager or head thereof and, in other cases, the member authorised
in that behalf by the family concerned. The Committee has considered
the question whether disqualification of the other members of a family
entitled to vote should be removed and all adult members of such a
family given the franchise. This, however, is bound to involve the
question of lowering the franchise qualification in favour of Hindu joint
families. As the Chaukidari Act provides for -the assessment of the
separate interests, some at least of the adult members of a joint family,
who live joint in meas but have separately recorded shares for which they
pay revenue, rent or cess separately of an amount sufficient to make
them liable to chaukidari assessment, will be included in the electoral
roll. Some again will be so included if there is an educational qualification in addition to the property qualifications. Having regard to the
figures shown in Statement C* the Committee considers that approximately 10 per cent. of the population will be mcluded in the electoral roll if
the payment of the minimum chaukidari tax is adopted as the basis of
the franchise qualifications in rura:I areas.
Question 1 (b).-Do you consider that such an electorate will be
capable of casting an intelligent vote~

The majority of members of the Committee are of opin{on that the
percentage of voters who cast their votes intelligently under the existing franchise is very low and that it would be lower still if the franchise
is further extended. Babu Gur Sahay Lal holds the view· that the proportion of intelligent voters is increasing .at every general election and
there is no reason why the number of such voters will not increase further
if the franchise is lowered, the political education of the masses being
only a question of time. Pandit Shiva Shankar Jha is of opinion that
it would make no difference in the proportion of intelligent voters if
10 per cent. of the total population were eitfranchised.
Quest~on 1 (c).-Do you consider that such ari electorate would be
administratively manageable having regard to the arrangements likely to be feasible for the preparation, maintenance
and revision .of the Electoral Rolls, and for the recording and
counting of votes 1
The answer to the question depends on whether the election should be
by the direct method or by the indirect method. The task of preparation; maintenance and revision of electoral rolls will, no doubt, be simplified if the municipal rolls are taken as the basis of franchise for urban
areas and chaukidari assessment lists as the basis for rural areas. But
if the direct method is adopted it will be necessary to print the rolls, and
th~cost of printing an electoral roll containing the names, qualifications
and addresses of 3'7lakhs of persons would be enormous. By the direct
method of election there will be also considerable administrative difficulties
:Pages 138-141.
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in the recording and counting of votes of such a large number of
voters. ~t may be possible to make some sort of pollip.g arra:qgements
for 10 per cent. of the population by increasing the number of polling
statio~s, employing all availab-le Government officers, gazetted, nongazetted and ministerial, and also a numbeJ: ofGovernment pensioners
and "invoking the aid of Honorary Magistrates and a fe:w other reliable
non-officials including members of local bodies. The pensioners, how·
ever, might often be too old for the very strenuous work of presiding at a
pc;>ll anq the other non-officials, including members of local bodies, would
pro?ably have inadequate executive experience and in many cases may be
taking part in the election. In certain areas where the staff available
will not be sufficient for conducting the election of non-Muhammadan
voters in rural areas in one day, it may be necessary to spread the election over more than one day. But this would mean an unusual amount
of strain on the administrative machinery, and would be unwise a~d
impracticable-if ther.e be a joint electorate for non-Muhammadans a,nd
Muhammadans.
. Moreover, a protracted electi~n, iparty feeling was high, will tend ,
to increase the chances of rioting and serious breaches ·of peace. At
any rate, it will be a make~shift arraFlgement which is bound to break
down if the franchise is further extended in future arid if adult suffrage
is the goal to be ultimately reached. It is t:r;ue that indirect election is
not without its drawbacks, specially in India where there are several
religious communities and sects or _sub-sects under_ each community.
There is also the risk that in the interval between the primary and th~
seco~dary election pressure or. undue influence may be brought. to bear
on a secondary voter by inter~sted persons. But this risk will be minimised if the interval between the two elections is shortened and if the
number of secondary electors is increased. This may be done by allowing the primary groups to elect, 2, 3 or even 4 representatives so that each
community or each important caste-or .sect ~ay have a secondary elector
of its own choice. The Committee has given its careful consideration to
. this question. The majority of its members are of opinion tha~ if ad-ql~
suffrage is to be the goal, it would be necessary ·to adopt the indirect
method of election later on and that it would be better to adopt it now
in order to familiarise the people with the method which they would have
to ultimately a,dopt. They" consider that it will solve all difficulties and
' will work admirably if it is ultimately decided to have a joint electorate
with or without reservation of seats for all communities. It will facilitate
the recording of votes of women, if they are given the vote. If the
system of indirect-election is adopted, the group must be the chaukidari
village which is a well-known unit and is defined in the Village Chaukidari
Act. Two of the members of the Committee, namely, Pandit Shiva
Shankar Jha and Babu Gursahay Lal are definitely opposed to any
form of indirect election on the ground that the candidates will not be in
direct touch with their voters and that money-lenders and village toQts
will play a very prominent part under-this system. According to them,
i11direct election has no life in it and is likely to pronwte undesir~ble
factions in villages·and corruption will be r!fe. This opinion is also, to
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a large extent, shared by Babu Swayambar Das who would not like professional politicians to get a chance of succeeding in the elections whether
by direct or indirect method. ·
Question 1 (d).-If answer to (b) and (c) is in the :q.egative, what

alternative qualifications for the ele-ctorate would you propose?
The Committee is of opinion that the payment of ehaukidari tax in
rural areas and of Rs. 1-8-0 as municipal tax or fees in urban areas if
adopted as basis of the franchise qualification will produce the desired
number of voters. Some of the members (Pandit Shiva Shankar Jha,
Babu Gur Sahay Lal, Babu Swayambar Das and RaJ. Bahadur Sarat
Chandra Ray) think that in order to increase the number of voters, who
will be able to cast their votes intelligently, the Committee may suggest
an alternative educational qualification. This will be also dealt with
under 2{d). On the other hand, those who favour indirect election, feel
that the question does not arise since everybody who is somebody will
have the chance to exercise his vote in a group with whom he is directly
<Joncerned and is in touch, so that no question of intelligent voting
-could arise. It has also been shown that such a system would be workable if adopted. - •
Question 1 (e).-If the answer to (b) !!<nd (c) is in the affirmative 1

do you consider that it would be practicable and desirable,
, having regard to the same consideration, to enlarge the
electoral roll still further and, if so, what means would you
suggest for the purpose ?
The majority of the Committee consider that whate~er system of
€lection be adopted, it was not desirable for the present to extend the
franchise to more than 10 per cent. of the total population though it
would be quite practicable to enlarge the electoral roll still further under
the indirect method. Some of the members, namely, Lady Imam, Babu
Gur Sahay LaJ, Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Ray and Pandit Shiva
~hankar Jha are of opinion that the franchise should be extended still
further up t? 25 per cent., if it is practicable. Others, however,. think
that the question would not arise if indirect election with adult suffrage
is adopted.
Question 1 {f).-It has been suggested that, assuming adult suffrage

•

to be impracticable at present, all.adults not en.titled to a
direct vote should be grouped together in primary groups
of about 20 or in some- other suitable manner for the election
of one or more representative members from each group,
who would be entitled to vote in the provincial election either ..
in the same constituencies as the directly qualified voters or
in separate constituencies to be framed for them. The suggestion has been discussed mainly with reference to rural
villages, but might be made applicable to towns also.
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Do you consider that any such syste:n would be feasible and ad:antageous in the areas with which you are acquainted, ~tnd,
If so·, would you advise that the group electors should vote in
the same constituencies as" the · directiy qualified electors,
or in separate constituencies composed of group electors
only 1
(g) It has been proposed :that in the event of separate constitu-

encies being framed for group electors, only group electors
should be qualified to stand as candidates for such constituencies.
Are you i~ -favour of this course ?

.

.

The Committee has been unanimous in its decision that a combination of the two systems, direct and indirect, will lead to quite undesirable
re~ults, as it will always te~d to bring about feelings of distinction between
the two classes and may ultimately result in a sort of class war... It will
also be impracticable from the administrative points of ·view as it will
throw a very heavy strain on the electoral machinery.
Question 1 (h).-Do you consider it' would be feasible and advantageous to abolish all existing qualifications for voters and to
extend a system of the nature described in (f) (corrupt group)
adult voters, confining 'electorate for all constituents· to
secondaries chosen by groups of primary voters 1
(i) In the event of your answer to (j) or (h) being in a:fl4mative,
what do you consider would be a suitable size for out groups
referred to above 1 On what basis would you constitute them
and whom·would :rou charge with the duty of framing them ~
(J') Would you require any special qualifications, whether property, .
educational or other,in person chosen by out groups to vote
on their behalffor election of members 1 If so, what 1
Lady Imam would answer this question ·as follows : " Yes. This
is an improvement on the scheme described in (j). If the entire basis of
the franchise is rest~d on primary groups of adults, men and women, the
nearest approach to universal suffrage will be made. This scheme has
_the additional merit of reducing administrative difficulties.* As for in. stance, a primary group of one hundred adults will be represented by
one of its own secondary group to be its representative, and this representative will be a direct voter to election to the legislature. With local
non-official aid the admi~istrative &rrangements ofthe primary and the
secondary groups can be easily carried out at a nominal cost. Considering the size of the province !would fix the str(mgth of the primary group
at one hundred of whom not less than five per cent. should have the pro"perty or literacy qualification. I would further restrict the election of
the representatives of the primary·gr.oup to only such as may have either pf
these two qualifications. Thus, the primary representatives will represent the majority in the primary groups. As regards the secondary
group, I would fix its numbe~ at twenty-five. In this way, the elected
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representatives of the secondary group willr:present groups of the aggregate strength of two thousand five hundred adults. In this way, the
number of .direct voters to election to the Legislatures in a single constituency will be reduced to a manageable size, thereby largely obviating administrative difficulties. I have put forward the above suggestion as a general exposition of the scheme. .It may be that in some
separate communal elections· the strength of the primary and secondary· •
group may have to be lowered but that will make no difference in principle. As in some parts of the province there may be congested areas and
in some sparse population a fractional primary group may be joined to a
neighbouring group of the same class."
The majority of the members do not favour this type of indirect election. They prefer a system of indirect election in which there is but one
primary election followed by the general election by the electors selected
by the primary groups.
· 2. Franchise Qualifications.
Questi~n 2 (a).-Do you consider that in the areas with which you:
are acquainted there is any marked disparity in the operation
of the franchise qualifications in urban as compared with
rural areas? I£ so, what measures would you suggest in
order to rectify such disparities ?
The Committee recognises that. at present there is some disparity
in the operation of the franchise qualifications in urban as compared with
rural areas. They consider, however, that the adoption of the payment
of minimum chaukidari tax for rural areas and of the municipal franchise
for urban areas will remove such disparities.
Question 2 (b).-lt has been suggested that each community sliould .
be given a voting strength proportionate to its numbers, and ..
that the franchise system should be so contrived as to secure
this result, in so far as it may be practicable.
Are you in agreement with this suggestion, and, if so, what measures would you suggest for giving effect to it in your province on t;he assumption (a) that separate electorates are
retained, (b) of joint electorates with reservation of seats and
. (c) of joint electorates without reservation of seats ?
From annexui'es B and C* it will be seen that the relative voting
strength of the non-Muhammadan and Muhammadan population in
rural and urban areas will be practically the same if the franchise qualifica:tions suggested are adopted.
Question 2 (c).-Is the possession of property of some kind in your
opinion a suitable test of fitness for the franchise-the term
" property " should be understood in its widest sense as
_including ownership of landed property and also occupation _
of land or house property or receipt of income or wage whether
in cash or kind? If so, do you consider the existing property

•

* Printed at pages 136 and 138, respectively.
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qualificatio~s'suitable'? If -you do-not;. what modification
do you suggest ?
The majority of the Committee considers that a•franchise q~alifica
-tion based on property is necessary. As stated al:iove, chaukidar'l. tax is
~.assessed according to circumstances, and ~he property to be protected of
-the persons liable to the same. · It is levied in rural areas on small traders
.according to their income and on agriculturalliibo'urers according to their
wages. A voter should have some stake in the couhtry•aiidin suggesting
-the payment of chaukidari tax and the municipal franchise as the oasis
-the Committee. has kept this point in view.
'
. ..,. ' "' Questf,on 2 (d).-Are you in favou,r of introducing a qualification
· based on educationf independently of property, and, if so, ' s
what educational qualifica~ion would· you suggest?
~
T~e Committee is iil favour of introdu~ing ~ qualifi.catio~ based on
.
.educatwn apart from· property, but :not mdependently of property. _ ~ 01.
The general opinion is that.all men who have passe& the Middle s,tand;;;,rd. "!{Middle English oJlo Middle Vernacular and th~,correspon:Uing ·oriental-examinations in tols and madrasas) and women who are literate, that is,
.able to read and write a letter, should have the right to vote. Some
.of the members, Babu Gursahay Lal, Babu Swayambar Das and Rev.
Brajananda'Das, are in favour of lowering the educational qualification
for ·men to the passing of the upper primary examina~ion only. Rai
Bahadur Sarat Chandra Ray recommends that a lower educational
:Standard should be fixed for the aboriginals.
Question,2 (e).~Are you in favolir of retaining the existing military, .
·
service' qualification and extending it so as to "~>include
. service in the Auxiliary and 'ferritorial Forces 1

.

The members are

una~mously

in favour of this.

,..

3. Women's Sufirage! ,
.

'·

.

.

~

Question 3 (a).-:-At present women are admitted to the suffrage
· . on the same terms as men; but as the .existing qualifications .;
•': are mainly base!f on property and the payments of taxes,
the number of women on the provincial electonil rolls is only
a little over a quarter of a million as compared with 6! million
men. The Statutory Commission proposed that the wives
and widows (if over 25 years of age) of men, entitled to vote ,_
under the property qualification, should be enfranchised,
and that' in addition an educational qualification should apply
to women over 21 as well as to men. In the franchise subcommittee of the Round Table Conference it was suggested
that the age~limit should be 21 _forwomen as for men. o
·.
. .
.
Are you in favour <:>! increasing the women's electorate in the
ways suggested or would ·you prefer any other method, if
so, what method ? To what extent would you favour increase iri, women's electorate ?
I

~

.,

.

(
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(b) In the event of a system of group representation being estab-:
lished as propose~ in para~aph 1 (f), 'do you consider that
women should be formed into groups, and, if ;so, should
~eparate

groups be formed for women or should groups contain both men and women 1
.
.,..
OK the members, ;Lady I~am is in favour of the proposal of en-,
· ' franchising wives arid widows of the men entitled to vote under the
qmtlifications'm~ntioned above; literacy riiay be an additional qualification: The"" other members are, however, of opinion that literacy and th~
property qualifications should be the·f:.:anchise qualifications for women.
The number of adult literate women in' the province is about 72,000.
The· property qualifications may bring in only another 8,000 as in the
case of women such qualifications_ are likely to overlap educational
qualifications. Altogether there •will be ·about, 80,000 women voters.
For them, the indirect.method -of election is, in· the opinion of the
Committee, most suitable, particularly in rural areas. If 80,000 women
I
~·
· l •
•
voters"be all~:red ~~~!v~~.-in the first stage in groups of 25, the total,
number of secondanes Will be 3,200. ·For them the sys_te~J postal
voting may ·be adopted. Should it be decided to introduce ~t method of election, the Committee considers tha~ it will be n~cessary to
have separate polling booths for them as. the majority; of women in the
. ' observe
" purdah, . ·
.p.
proVInce
.
Question .1 (c) .....:...The suggestion has been made that at any rate as
a temporary measure legislature should co-opt women
members to the extent not exceeding 5 per cent. by a system
of proportional representation so .as to ens.ure sonie representation of women in legislature. What are your views ~
The majority of the 'Committee is of opinion tha't women should
have separate representation in the Council and a certain number of
eeats.should ;be res{lrved for them.
<'

~

'

, ,

·

•

,.

.•

.

.r 4. Depressed Classes.
Question 4.___.:.Do you consider that the depressed classes are likely,
through su~h general franchise as you favour, to secure
. representatives. of their own choice in the general electorates,
and; if so, to what extent ~ - If your answer is in the negative, are you in!·favour of the institution of ·(a) separate
electorates for the depressed classes, and, if so, on what
basis or (b) joint electorates with rf:Served seats. The possible application of the gwup system of representation to
the depressed classes should he specially considered.
It is difficult to give an exhaustive list of the castes or o.ects who
come under the definition of ,depressed classes. The only classes which
can -.e called depressed are Mushars, Dusadhs, Ohamars, Doms and
Mehtars. T1.,!.eir number is not sufficiently large to justify their being
grouped in a separate electoral roll. The problem of deprer>sed classes
ii not so acute in Bihar as in Bonibay or South India. The Co~ttee
:a;'

~!''

- : ;c. ' '

..

.... .

.
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~
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. considers that there is no need forspecial representation of th~ depressed
classes. A sufficiently large-number of them would be entitled'to vote
if the qualifications as suggested~ above at"'e adopted; they may be includ/ ed ·in the non-Muhammadan electoralroll. The Chairman, Mr. Middleton
and Mr. Danby dd not think'that a sufficient number of depressed•classes•
and untouchables would be included; #ithe" property qualifi?ation, as
suggested ?n.the beginning of this memorandum,.is adopted as th~ basis
of franchise. They,' however, .so~sider that tlie. 'diffi.culti_es of their repre•
sentation will have been very ,greatly solvt>..d, if tlte indirect•election
with adu~t suffrage is a<:lop_ted ; and if each primary group :is allowed
0 elect .two or more' secondaries,_ there 'is every ·possibility of sollie cari~
didates of.the depressed·cJasses succeeding at the polls~ The Committee*
~ l}D.animous that there is: no need· f~r· !!' separate electorate for the de·
pressed classes and· that it wouJd be unwise and tinworkable.
·
.

··

.·

5·..

,... - . ~ 'i ·.: •

'

~

·;

R~~r:ie~tation of ~pecial Interests.'
~

~

J

?

,_

~··
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-
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.l
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"
•.
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•

.
~

t

. :Que.~tion'.6 (a).--:-'\Yhllt a~e the special measur~s ~hi~h yourecom, '!~mend for representation. of ,labour wMre Wis of can be organised, as in industrial areas, (b) where it is. organised as .in
, ,case of Agricultll!al and Plantation Labour 1 ,On what 1>asi8
'would you allot representation of labour in .each case 1
!

'

lit

. it'

,.

~

A.. 5 (a). Th~;bommittee 'is not in favour of special rep~e~entation
fo:t -the .university and· for 'the domiciled Bengalis.
· All the ~embers fa~onr the rete~tion of special representation for
.. c).
.
.
~-,·,
'
.
.
·As regards ,Commerce, most of the members agree that it should
have· special representation. ·.
- ', , .

. '

•he Europeans-.~-

'

•

•

!

t·_.

.

,

.

~

•

The Committee is generally in favour of .a separate representation
for the Indian Christians. Rev. Brajananda Das and Rai Bahadur
Sarat Chandra Ray, however; consider that they may vote in the general
electorate but should have seats reserved for~-them. . ¥ .
. , •; Tl:le Committeei~ divided in the matter of giv;ing spedial :representation. to 'the landholders.. Some of the members are of. opinion ·that if a
second chamber was estal?lished in which the landholders are likely to
be sufficiently represented, it is not necessary for them to be specially
represented in the Lower Hc~mse. .There are others who ~hink that they
~ouldhe able to contest seats successfully in the generalconstituencies.
But the majority considers that as the landholders. have a consjderable
sta~e in the country, and as they are likely to be out-numbere~ by the
general voters, some sort of special representation should be proyided for
them in·' the Lower H<?use. The mainten~_nce of special representation
for the landholders in the Lower House is also essential·becaus~ their
absence in the parliament of the people might tend to increase the hostility against them as a class ll.nd :inay finally result in 'the unpopularity
.of ~~e upper chamber.
·
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5 (b). Regarding industri!llabour the Committee is of opinion~;that,
· it is not necessary to provide special representation bu:t a separate constituency should be form~d for J amshedpur ·town for which franchlse,
qualifi.catiops are being cons~dered.
· About agricultural la'boul:, the general opinion is that a sufficient
number of members will be returned from the general constituencieS.on the chaukid~ri ~tax basis. ·
· .,
·
·

..
~·

·- .II.-THE FEDERAL LEGISLATURE.

.

~

6. Allocation of seats to British Indian Provinces.. •

'

In the third report of the Federal Structure Committee the foHow-ing allocation of seats to provinces of British India in the two chambers
·
·of the federal legislature was tentatively suggested :""

.

·:,;.

Names of Provinces.
Upper,
\
Chamber.
'
~
Madras .•. · 1
17
BombB.Y .. ·.
17
Bengal
17
United Provinces
17
17
Punjab ..
17
Bihar and Orissa
'
Cent·ral Provinces (if Berar is included)
7
Assam
5
North-West Frontier Province
2
Delhi
l
Ajmer-Merwara
1
Coorg
1
British Baluchistan'
1

•

Total

120

~

Lower
Chamber.

32
26
32..
: 32
26·
2&

12
7

3
1
l .
1
1

. 200

As a working ~ypothesi~ for the purpose of arithmetical calculation
at the present stage it may be assumed that the general legislature will
be approximately of the size included in the report of the Federal Structure Committee.
(a) The Federal Structure Committee proposed that the representatives of British Indian Provinces in the Upper Chamber should be
elected by the Provincial Legislature by a single transferable vote. Do
you agree with. this proposal oi'have you any alternative to suggest ?
(b) Do you consider that the franchise qualifications ought to be different
for the Federal and Provincial Legislature ? If so, what do you consider
it ought to be in the case of t~e Federal Legislature ?
.
'c) The majority of members of the Federal Structure Committee
considered that election t~ t~e Lower. Cha~ber of the. Federal Legislature should be by ternt_onal con_stituenCies consistmg of qualified·
voters who would cast therr vote d1rectly for the candidates of their
K.2
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choice. Under a scheme of this nature there would be more than a million
inhabitants on an average in each constituency. The constituency
would in some cases' be of enormous size espe~ially if communal electorates were introduced. In view -of obvious· difficulties which must
confront a candidate in canvassing and maintaining contact with such
.large constituency . tp~ Committee recom:Q1en_ded that alternatives of
direct and indirect elections should be fully explored and suggested that
while it might be possible without difficulty to adopt direct election
in certain areas some form 'of i~dire~t ~lection might· prove desirable
' ' '·'
· ·• .:.
in rural areas.

.

'

The Franchise Committee· would be glad 'to have· your views on this
difficult question. In the event ofyom: favouring some system of direct
-~lection it would be very us!'lful ,if you would indicate thenature of the
constituency that yo,u ~ould fpr,m having regard to the number of seats
which you consider ought,tope' allotted to your province.
.

.

.-

~

Th~ Committee is of opinion that the members for the Upper Chamber
of the Federal Legislature should be elected by both the Houses of the
Provincial Legislature .. As regards the Lower House of the Federal
Legislature the members are .divided in their opinion. Some consider
that the members of the Lower House should be E!lected by the direct
.method as at present the qualifications for the voters being either on the
basis ofthe existing franchise qualifications for the Legislative Assembly
with modifications or payment of chaukidari tax of an amount sufficient
to bring in an electorate four· or five times the present number; Others· ·
are of opinion that members of the Lower House of the Federal Legislature should be elected by the members of the provincial legislature from
.amongst themselves and from outsiders. A suggestion was also made
that the, votingifor the Lower House might be by indirect method as in
the case of the provincial body.
7. Size of Provincial Legislature.

The majority of the Committee is of opinion that the number of
members of the J;.egislative ·Council should be raised from 103 to 200,
a few expert members being added when special problems are under
consideration. Others think that 150 to 175 should at least be the num·
ber of members.
8. Qualification of candidates.
'

\

'

The Committee is of opinion that the present qualifications are suit. able but some clJ.anges might be made in the list of disq!lalifications.
9. Bicameral Legisl!~-Fure·
On this question the 'members are· not unanimous.
Rai BahadurSarat Chandra Ray, Pimdit Shiva Shankar Jha 0 Babu
Gursahay Lal and Babu Swayambar Das are strongly opposed to the
creation of a ~econdChamber in·this provj.nce as necessity for it has not y~t
been established and as the respective functions of the Upper and<Lower
f!:ouses have not yet been defined. The majority of the members are,

.,
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however, of opinion that a second Chamber is an absolute necessity,
especi~lly during the transition stage. It exists in almost all the demo-_
cratic countries of the world and exercises· a steadying influence on
hasty or ill-conceived decisions of the Lower House. The utility
is apparent from the fact that it is being established where it did :u.ot
exist before. There has been some apprehension in_ the minds of the
people that the creation of 2 Chambers will put one in subordination
of the other. I cannot do better in this respect than to quote the views
of the Federal Committee :" It would be misconception of the aims which we have in view
to regard this Chamber as a drag or impediment on the activities of the other. In our view, the two Chambers will be
complementary to each other, each representing somewhat
different, but, we hope, not antagonistic, aspects of the Federation as a whole. Absolute equality between the two
Chambers of a bicameral Legislature is no doubt unattainable, and, if it were attainable, might well result in perpetual
deadlock ; and there is no less doubt that, the provisions· of
the constitution notwithstanding, the evolution of political
development· will inevitably result, in the course of time, in
placing the centre of gravity in one Chamber."

.

CHANDRESHWAR PRASAD NARAYAN SINGH,
Chairman, on behalf of the Committee.

The 9tk February 1932.
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I

Speech of the HOri.'ble Mr; J. T; Whitty,· c.s:I~. C.I.E:, I.C.S., Member of
:. · , the Bihar and Orissa Executive Council: ·
'

'

•

r

~

~

0

,

1

'

II•. L,

I have come liere to welqome you on behalf of the. Government of
Bihar and Orissa at the first meeting of 'our•·Provincial Franchise~Com
mittee. I ani not going to attempt to explain the·work which you have
to do ; you know as much about that as we do from the speeches of the
Prime Minister and others and from the questionnaire which lias .been sent
to you. All I wish to do besid~s welcoming you arid wisWng you success
in_your work is to explain very briefly how your Committee has been constituted.
. · . ! rr . . . :.
,
,
,
,,

...

· Ordinarily, Goverllinimt would have wished to have consulted the
Legislative Council as to the composition of a Committee of this kind.
Unfortunately theywere not able to do so owing to the shortness of time.
It was necessary to appoint the Committee at once in order that you might
liav'e timeto formulate your ideas, and to collect as much material as possible before meeting the Franchise Committee which is coming from
England. The Franchise' Cori:imittee from England is. e:Xpected to be in
Patna on the 15th February, and that would be before the first meeting of
the. Legislative Council.
. '
[

'

.As Go~er~me~t ~e~e imable to consult the Council, we have tried to
select a Committee which will represent as many important interests as
possible in our province. I will not attempt to tell you what interests
each member represents ; I hope this will be obvious to you ; but in any
case, now that you are on the Committee, you will want to work together
as a united body, and to put up a case which will be fair to every interest
and not unduly biassed in favour of any particular one.
f~r

Government are grateful to you all for having agreed to serve, and
your readine~ to give up your time to a great work of public ser-

VICe.

It is unnecessary for me to explain how vastly important this work is.
Franchise is really the foundation of the whole edifice of any democratic
constitution, and I am sure you will recognise its importance, and also that
in appointing the Franchise Committee Government have taken the most
important step that can be taken to get the new constitution started, and
have taken it with the greatest possible promptitude. They wish to
show that they intend that this work shall go forward with the utmost
possible despatch, and to make"quite clear their determination that there
shall be no delay in introducing the new constitution, whatever the «lifficulties that have been created by the attitude 9f the Congress party.

·
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· I should like also to assure you that Government are anxious to give
you every possible help in your work. I think they have·shown this by
the official members who have been appointed to the Committee. I ask
you to accept my best wishes for the success of your deliberations.

'·'

•

.

...

-~-

~

r. •
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'ANNEX
Total..
number of urban
-

·-

.

'.

I

ieriaJ

-.

.

Total population of municipaJ :Owns in Bihar and OriM& .·

'

'

Non-Muhammadans.

Districts.

Muhammadans.

No.

1

2
1

Patna•

2

Gaya

3

Shah&bad

..

Division~!

40,067.'

Total

..

Divisional Total

..
..
..

10

Pumea

11

Santa! Parganas
Divisional Total

Balasore
.
Sa.mbalpur

15

..

.

Haza.riba.gh

17

Ran chit

18

Singhbhum§

19

Manbhum

20

Palama.u

Total.

8

39,526

31,252

70,778

80,593

13,691

10,901

24,592

86,553

15,665

15,412

31,077

203,793

165,117

368,910

68,882

57,565

126,447

28,672

23,340

52,012

9,530

8,933

18,463

17,969

13,293

31,262

7,216

7,008

14,224

35,886

27,454

63,340

9,822

8,842

18,664

38,960

32,792

71,752

13,894

12,5,79

26,473

121,487

96,879

218,366

40,462

37,362

77,824

35,513

30,996

66,509

8,708

7,992

35,969

' 27,320

63,289

13,531

12,260

16,700
<

25,791

Hi,196

12,409

31,605

8,603

6,015

14,618

22,438

17,741

40,179

4,523

3,834

8,357

113,116

88,466

201,582

35,365

30,101

65;466

6,688

6,473

13,161

..
..
..

41,180

34,215

65,395

20,359

16,734'

37,093

344

8,240

5,988

14,228

1,893

..

7,126

6,743

13,869

590

558

1,148

76,905

63,680

140,585

9,515

8,884

18,699

19,693

18,126

:>.7,819

6,644

6,394

13,038

25,910

22,1\~6

!8,436

8,223

8,156

16,379

13,805

11,090

24,895

3,201

2,601

5,802

27,322

22,084

49,406

-4,072

2,915

6,987

5,426

4,245

9,671

1,175

1,194

2,369

Divisional Totalt
16

7

34,715

Darbhanga

Puri

6

46,486

'7

14.

5

45,878

Muzafiarpur

13

4

..

Champaran

Cuttack

3

..

6

12

Fema.le.

201,764

5

Bhagalpur

Ma.Ie.

90,335

..
..
..

Monghyr

TotaJ.

111,429

Saran ..

9

Female.

..

4

8

Male.

..
..
..
..
..

Divisional Total
Grand Total for
Bihar and Oriaaa
(excluding Jamahedpur),

'

131

475

1,722

3,615

~

92,156

78,071

170,227

23,315

21,260

44,575

·607,457

492,213

1,099,670

177,539

155,172

332,711
0

'

N.B.-The total number of female voters in Bihar and Orissa
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URE B.
voters in Bihar and Orissa.
acording to the. Census of 1931.
Total.
Male.

Female.

TotaL

10

11

9

Non-Mu- Muhamma.dan
haminamale
dan male
voters in
voters in
municipa· municipalities.
lities.

"

Total
number
of male
voters in
municipalities.
0

13

12

Remarks.

15

14

150,955

121,587

272,542

23,633

5,696

29,229

69,569

45,616

105,185

9,300

1,706

11,006

62,151

55,479

117,630

12,670

2,822

15,392

272,675

222,682

496,367

45,503

1Q,124

55,627

38,202

32,273

72,475

5,670

1,496

7,166

25,185

20,301

45,486

3,600

903

4,503

45,708

36,296

82,004

7,878

1,660

9,538

52,854

45,371

98,225

11,080

2,688

13,768

161,949

134,241

296,190

28,228

6,747

34,975

44,221

38,988

83,209

6,443

1,238

7,681

49,500

39,580

89,080

6,219

2,136

8,355

27,799'

18,424

46,223

4,309

1,474

5,783

26,961

21,575

48,536

4,378

771

5,149

148,481

118,567

267,048

21,349

5,619

26,968

47,868

40,688

88,556

6,614

982

7,596

20,703

16,865

37,568

2,883

32

2,915

10,133

7,710

17,843

785

239

1,024

7,716

7,301

15,017

1,380

135

1,516

86;4;20

72,564

158,984

11,662

1,388

13,050

26,337

24,520-

50,857

3,178

1,074

4,252

34,133

30,682

64,815

3,222

729

3,951

17,006

13,691

30,697

1,510

309

1,819

31,394

24,999

56,393

·5,023

769

5,792

·---- ----

6,601

5,439

12,040

·1,258

266

1,614

115,471

99,331

214,802

14,191

3,137

17,328

784,996

6l7,385

.1,432,381 .

120,933

27,015

147,948

•

*The population of Patna.
New Capital and persons
paying a tax of Rs. 1-8-(}
and over to the Patna
Com·
Administration
mittee have been includ·
ed in the figures shown
against Patna district.
Similarly those living
within the jurisdiction
of Dinapore Canton·
ment have been included.
tThere is no municipality
in Angul district.
··
:!:The popu:Iat~on of and
persqns paymg a ~x
of Rs. J-8-0 and over m
Doranda Notified Are&
have been included in. the
figures shown aga.ins~
"Ranchi."
§The population of Jam·
shedpore has not be·en
included in this state·
ment. It is an industrial
town with a population
of 83,738 but has no municipal committee. No
tax or rate is imposed
upon the people of this
town ; proposals to enfranchise them are being
considered
separately.
· The population of and
persons paying a tax
of Rs. 1-8-0 and over in
Jugsalai Notified Are&
have been included in
the figures shown agaiiuit
"Singhbhum."

..

..

'"
.. i.'

-

..

....
.. .
il only 995 (Non-Muhammadan-643 and Muh&mni&dan
~·

~-~~-

-

'"

~

.. ..

a52). ,., .. ··

-·--

'"

..

(,,•.;.:

.•... ··

...

..

..

\:_I ·,:• .i

-..

--····- ...

"'

·-

...

,,

..
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ANNEX
Number of -Chaukidari ·Tax·-

Serial
,No.

District.

·•

Non-Mtihammadan.

Area.

Male.
1

1

2

Patna

3

4,714

1,030,328

1,023,980

2,054,308

103,746

~,371

879,453

876,415

1,755,868'

57,595

11,153

2,657,378

2,605,334

2,683

1,043,674

1,081;777

3,531

886,999

3,036

..
..

;

Divisional Total

..
..

...

·Divisional Total

..

8

Bhagalpur

9

Monghyr

...

Purnea

..

10

..
64,203

..

Darbhanga

·~

7

1,45~,536

..

7

'

··Male.

704,93~

...

~uzaffarptir

6

747,597

Gaya

Champaran

Total.

5

Sq. m.
2,068

Shahabad

6

Female;

..

3

5

4

...

2

4 "Saran

. Rural population

'

Divisional Total .

11

Cuttack

..

12

Balasore

..

13

Puri

..

Divisional Total

..
..
..
•.
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

:

5,262,712

225,544

2,125,451 .

138,173

873,191

1,760,190

168,772

1,~23,109

1,263,365

2,486,474

175,030

3,348

1,316,336

1,337,969

2,654,305

201,769

12,598

4,470,118

. 4,556,302

9,026,420

683,744

4,226

1,068,358

1,031,709

.

2,100,067

111,726

'
3,927

1,000,876

991,272

1,992,148

100,700

4,971

654,138

614,432

13,124

2,723,372

3,654

956,989

·•

1,085

1,268,570 '

447,744

2,637,413

5,360,785

660,170

1,078,219

2,035,208

23,277

926,354

13,768

'

·'

447,674

478,680

2,492

468,980

506,563

975,543

7,231

1,873,643

2,063,462

3,937,105

10,531
_45,576.

..

..

7,021

647,464

660,380

1,307,844

78,155

..

7,105

717,375

735,291

1,452,666

25,555

Palamau

..
..

..

4,9i6

366,983

367,581

734,564

36,194

17

Manbhum

..

..

4,147'

850,975

799,132

1,650,107

57,640

18

Singhbhum

..

3,879

~ 14

Hazaribagh

15

Ranchi

.16

..'
..

.

.

397,062

' 411,150

27,068

2,979,859

71,174

14,704,370

.2,973,534
..
... , ..

4,216 ..

808,212.

•,

Divisional Total ·

Grand Total for the
province of Bihar· and
Orissa (excluding the
districts of the .Santal Parganas, Samba!pur and Angul).

}

I

~ .·
~·.. ~·.

14,836,045
'

~

5,953,293

201,760

'

: 29,540,415

..J. •

. . ''

1,818,794

'

.

'
0' •

0

;

'

N •.B.-,The :Village Chaukidan Act,.1870, IBm force m the Patna,:Tirhut, Bhagalpur (exoept.m

and theChota.NagpurRura.IPoliceA~t,l914,in the.ChotaNagpurDivision. -

'

•· ·· ••
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URE C.
payers in. Bihar and Orissa.
Number.of persons paying 6 annas
a.nd a.bove as ch&ukida.ri 'tax.

according to the Census of 1931.
Muhammadans.

Non-Muhammad&n.

Total.

-

'

i

I

.
!

'
:;

I

Female.
8

Total.
9

Male.
10

Female.
11

Male.

Total.

i3

12

Female.

Total.

14

15

71,451

135,6.54

811,800

776,390

1,588,190

98,682

2,778

101,460

125,223

228,969

1,134,074

1,149,203

2,283,277

203,183

2,516

205,699

62,696

120,291

937,048

939,111

1,876,159

202,430

3,321

205,751

259,370

484,914

2,882,922

2,864,704

5,747,626

504,295

8,615

512,910

152,369

290,542

1,181,847

1,234,146

2,415,993

150,338

1,800

152,138

17'1,239

340,011

1,055,771

1,044,430

2,100,201

124,607

1,192

125,799

197,517

372,547

1,398,139

1,460,882

2,859,021.

164,309

2,165

166,474

211,795

413,564

1,518,105

1,549,764

3,067,869

183,515

3,250

186,765

732,920

1,416,664

5,153,862

5,289,222

10,443,084

622,769

8,407

631,176

111,919

223,645

1,180,084

1,143,628

2,323,712

148,805

2,511

151,316

i
I

i

111,097

211,797

1,101,576

1,102,369

2,203,945

200,334

2,770

. 203,104

424,006

871,750

1,101,882

1,038,438

2,140,320

146,244

1,195

147,439

647,022

1,307,192

3,383,542

3,284,435

6,667,977

495,383

6,476

501,859

29,666

52,943

980,266

1,107,885

2,088,151

241,537

2,570

244,107

;•

14,352

28,120

461,442

493,032

954,474

128,825

2,308

131;133

!

11,512

22,043

479,511

518,075

997,586

73,618

951

74,569

.,
,,

55,530

103,106

1,921,219

2,118,992

4,040,211

443,980

5,829

449,809

158,656

725,619

. 740,881

1,466,500

92,365

1,396

93,761

:
!

'
\

'

-

•
i
'

i

• 80,501
24,113

49;668

742,930

759,404

1,502,334

157,283

4,616

161,899

35,938

72,132

403,177

403,519'

806,696

67,838

1;071

68,909

-46,750

104,390

908,615

845,882

1,754,497

140,975

3,104

144,079

2,939

7,155

401,278

414,089

815,367

37,057

754

37,8ll

! '190,241

392,001

. 3,181,619

3;163,775

6,345,394

495,518

10,941

506,459

i 1,885,083

3,703,877

-16,523,164

16,721,128

33,244;292

2,561,945

40,268

2,602,213

l
;

i
:

•
·'

-.

:the districts of San tal Parganas) and Orissa (except in the district of Sa.mbalpurand ADgul) Divisions
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ANNEX:
Number of Chaukidari Tax-

Number of persons paying 6 annas and above as Chaukidari tax-conld.

z0
~

Muhammadan.

Distri'ct.
Male.

r1l

1

I

Patna

..

Gaya

..

3

Shahabad

..
..

Divisional Total

..

4

Saran

5

Champaran

6

Muzaffarpur

7

Darbhanga
Divisional Total

·8
9
10

', 11

Total.

20

2I

19

10,67I

1,123

ll,794' . 109,353

3,901

113,254

24,260

1,046

25,306

3,562

231,005

227,443

..

12,559

378

12,937

214,989

3,699

'218,688

...

47,490

2,547

50,037

551,785

'11,162

562,947

..
..
..

16,564

351

16,915

166,902

2,151

169,053

17,342

252

17,594

141,949

1,444

143,"393

24,920

419

25,339

189,229

ll,584

191,813

25,300

474

25,774

' 208,815

3,724

212,539

84,126

'1,496

85,622

706,895

9,903

716,798

I4,934

424

15,358

163,739

2,935

166;674

..
..

1,158

17,142

216,318

3,92~

'220,246

786

120,360

265,818

1,981

267,799

Divisional Total •.

150,492

2,368' . 152,860

645,875

8,844

654,719

..

..

Cuttack ••
Balasore ••
Puti

..

14

Haza;ribagh

15

Ranchi

..
Paiamau ..

97

5,673

247,113

,2,667

249,780

..
..

2,729

41

2,770'

I31,554

2,349

133,903

1,457

23

1,480

75,075

974

76,049

..

9,762

161'

9,923

,453,742

5,990

459,732

..

10,961

257

ll,218

103,326

.1,653

' 104,979

..

4,649

Ill

4,760

161,932

4,727

166,659

...

7,798

307

8,105

75,636

1,378

77,014

7;338

167

7,505

148,313

3;271

151,584

372

3

375

37,429

757

38;186

845

31,963

526,636

11,786

538,422

7,417

3~0,405

2,884,933

..
..
Divisional Total ..

Manblium

· II. Singhbhum

--·~-

18

Female.

15,984

Pnmea

Divisional Total

-.

Male.

119,574

Moilghyr

13

17

17

Total.

..
..
..

Bhagalpur

12

16'

'\

16

2

2

.Female•. ·

Total..

Grimd tOtal for the
pfovince of Bihar
and Orissa (ex·
eluding the distr1cts of the ·Santal
Pa.rga.nas, Samba!·
pur and·Angul). - ·
',•''•

·_:

...

5,576'

31,118

'

..

32~,988

47,685. 2,932,618

•
"i-·:·

..

..

'

.

,,

·-·-

'

...

. ..

-~

..
';

--· ..

'•

•"''"

i·.
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URE 0--contd.
payers in Bihar and Orissa.
Number of persons paying Re. 1 a.nd above e.s Chaukidari tax.
Non·Muhammadan.

Muhammadan.

Total.

'
Me.le.

Female.

Total.

22

23

24

Male.
25

Female.

Total.

26

27

28

84,487

2,833

Male.

FemaJe.

Tot&!.

29

30

77,726

1,929

79,655

6,761

904

7,660

96,754

1,056

97,810

11,887

657

l2,544

108,641

1,713

ll0,354

117,328

1,778

119,106

7,422

175

7,597

124,750

1,953

126,703

291,808

4,763

296,571

26,070

1,736

27,806'

317,878

6,499

324,377

100,414

905

101,319

10,443

168

10,611

110,857

1,073

ll1,930

63,812

- 616

64,428

8,849

82

8,931

72,661

698

73,3511

87,660

669

88,329

ll,963

154

12,ll7

99,623

823

100,446

100,990

1,662

102,652

12,702

246

12,948

113,692

1,908

115,600

352,876

·3,852

356,728

43,957

650

44,607

696,833

~.502

401,335

88,916

1,362

90,278

8,143

199

8,342

97,059

1,761

98,820

88,608

1,025

89,683

6,225

467

6,692

94,883

1,49~

96,376

100,710

768

101,478

88,491

633

89,024

189,201

1,301

190,502

278,284

3,155

281,439

102,859

1,199

104,058

381,143

4,354

385,497

87,320

46,836

250

47,086

960

32

992

47,796

282

48,078

30,113

355

30,468

546

6

552

30,659

361

31,020

24,464

2II

24,675

553

18

571

25,017

229

25,246

101,413

816

102,229

2,059

56

2,115

103,472

872

104,344

49,555

589

50,144

5,983

107

6,090

55,538

696

56,234

48,672

944

49,616

1,123

48

1,171

49,795

992

50,787

17,680

192

17,872

1,980

86

2,066

19,660

278

19,938

48,434

979

49,413

2,492

64

2,556.

50,926

1,043

51,969

·'

16,434

310

16,744

224

3

227

16,658

313

16,971

180,775

3,014

183,789

11,802

308

12,110

192,577

3,322

195,899

1,205,156

15,600

1,220,756

186,747

3,949

190,696

1,391,903

19,549

1,411,452

•
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(a) Supplementary note to the provisional memorandum of the Provincial
Franchise Committee by Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra.Ray, M.L.C:

'

I do not think that the com.binatiou of the two systems of direct and
indirect election will lead to any undesirable results. In the absence of
adult suffrage, such a combination is, .I think, the next best method of
making the Government of the country really representative.. I am
therefore in favour of extending. the direct (primary) franchise to 10 per
cent. of the adult population or beyond (up to 25 per' cent.), if it can be
made administratively/practicable, and for the rest of the adult population
group representation by the Zetland scheme. Both the primary and the.
secondary elections must be held by secret ballot. A certain proportion
of the adult population havt_l been accustomed to direct voting for over a
decade now, and I think it would be a retrograde step t~ deprive them
of the political education that the exercise of such direct franchise is
calculated to impart. From the point of view of the raiyats indirect
election will facilitate and increase the chances of corrupt practices
and will thus minimise the chances of securing real representation.
The combination of direct election for a certain proportion of the
adult population and indirect election for the rest will have the further
advantage of enabling us to discover the comparative merits of the two
systems. It is not certain that the indirect system of election has been
attended with satisfactory results in either Egypt or Turkey or Palestine.
From the latest edition of the Encyclop~dia Britannica we learn that in
Egypt, after many ephemeral cabinets King Faud had to dissolve Parliament in July 1928forthreeyearsand carry ~n the Government by Royal
Decrees, that in Turkey the second cabinet of Ismet Pasha ushered in a reign
of terror and a law of maintenance ,of order had to be passed, arid that
in Palestine the system of Government at present is (or until recently
was) Government by Ordinances. In Syria the experiment has not yet
had a sufficient trial as it was· only as late as 1928 that the National
Constituent Assembly of Syria" was constituted.
I do n~t think that the enlarged electorate will be incapable of casting
votes as intelligently as the present electors. .Provincial Councils
should be empowered to expand automatically the direct franchise for the
province after one or two terms.
I think that the aborigines of the province do not possess adequate
representation in the Council. To give them better representation, the
number of seats allotted to the Ranchi, Singhbhum and Santal Parganas
districts require to be increased. According to population they shoul~
be given 20 per cent .. representation in ·.he Provincial Council. . And 1£
no provision is made for protection of their special interests, we~hta~e
should be given to them in addition to a 20 per cent. representatiOn Ill
the Council.
II. I am in favour of enfranchising the wives and widows ofthe men
0
·
entitled to vote under the property qualifi~tion.
I am certain that theMusahars, Charnars, Doms and Mehtars are not
the only " depressed classes " in this provinc~. Some other co~unities
(e.g., the Pans, the Ghasis, etc.), would certainly come under that, cmtegory,
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III. I am opposed to separate electorates for any community except
perhaps-the European~ As regards commerce, I do not think that in this
province there are any particular reasons for their special representation.
I£ reservation of seats is made for any community the domiciled Bengali
community should have a few seats reseryed f<;>r them.
I do not think that there is any risk!of the landlords going without
adequate representation throilgh the general electorates.
I am further of opinion that such cleavage as exists between landlords
a.nd tenants will gradually disappear if the landlords contest seats only in
the general electorates and, necessarily, seek to secure the goodwill of their
tenants for that purpose. As a matter of fact by the extension of fran:..
· chise, the landlords are likely to gain still larger proportion-,of votes in the
Council, because in widening of the franchise a large number of poorer
people and landless labourers will be enfranchised and as most of them are
indebted to landlords and mahajans, these landlords and mahajan8
·are almost sure to be returned in larger ·numbers.
·
I can see little advantage in having a Bicameral Legislature in the
Province. Such advantages as it may have are mere than out-balanced
by its disadvantages. Not to speak of the large additional expenditure,
the institution of a Provincial Second Cnamber will result in the deprivation of the Lower House of many of its capable members who may feel
attracted to the Upper'House. Past experience shows that a fairly large
.number of landlords will enter the Lower Chamber by election through the
general electorates, so that neither special representation for them in the
bower Chamber, nor any further safeguarding of their interests by the
creation of an Upper Chamber is called for. Even if an Upper House be
created in the Province, there need be no special representation of the
landlord class or any other particular interests in that House as that
may mean undue protection of vested interests from legislative inter• ference. A provincial Upper Chamber, like the federal Upper Chamber,
· should, if constituted at all, be composed of an aristocracy of intellect
and character, and not an aristocracy of wealth and rank. It should
moreover be based on an extensive franchise although the qualifications
for membership should be fairly high. If .a provincial Second Chamber
may have to be .instituted, the electorates for the Lower House should
also form the electorates for the Upper House. But as for qualifications
for a candidate to the Second Chamber, ·he must be of an age not lower
than 45 years and must possess the minimum educational qualification
of being a graduate of some recognised University or some equivalent
educational attainment, or must be either a retired member of the provincial or higher services under Goyernment or members of other nonGovernment services of equal status, or payers of income-tax on an
income of not less than Rs. 6,000 a year, present and past chairmen and
vice-chairmen of local bodies, Directors of District and Sub-divisional
Co-8perative Societies, and the like.
For the Federal Upper Chamber, elections may be made by the
provincial legislatures from amongst their own members of the age of 45
years or upwards.

•

lf4
Supplementary note to the provisional memorandum of the Provincial
Franchise Committee by Babu Swayamber Das, M.L.C., Pandit
Shiva Shanker Jha, and Babu Gursallay Lal.
·
The draft memorandum on behalf of the ProvincialFranchise Committee was handed· over- to us at about 5 P.M. on 9th February 1932 along
with a demi-official No. 1-F-,--18 .from the Secretary in which we were
desired to return. the memorandum. to the Secretary by 6 P.M, on the
same day with such remarks as we might make. The time was so short
that it was impossible to comply with this request.
We feel, however, that we would be failing in our duty if we did not
place certain points in connection with the said memorandum before
the All-India Franchise Committee. We, therefore-, submit this note as
an addendum ·to the said memorandum. '
·
-

•'
,\

•

1

.#

,,

An indirect el~?ction will mean th{tt people in general will have to
delegate their right of election to a few prominent men in villages who·
Will owe no allegiance to the body that selected them and may or may not
at the poll support the person or policy preferred by their principals.
Sonie similar experiments were tried iri the pre-reform days when District
Boards and Municipalities. sent a member from among themselves to .
vote for them at the election. But the way in which they voted did not
in the generality of the cases commend itself to the bodies concerned.
Indirect election by grouping the electors is never desirable in this province where there are diverse castes, creeds, etc. It will tend to create
mutual ill-feeling and hostility· 'among neighbours to the detriment of
public peace and tranquillity. The indirect election by grouping presupposes a do.uble election which will be fraught with considerable danger,
ruch as, the .disappearance of independence and domination of,' each
group by bullying a~d ·powerful individuals. -This obviously is a very
apparent disqualification for' such a system which the domestic life in
rural areas clearly evidences. In the .present· system of independent.
direct voting it is impossible to locate an inimical voter and he, therefore, does not reap the fruits of ill-will consequent on his not selecting
apowerful candidate. The result of indirect election by grouping will be
that one who has the means.of indulging in abuses will bethe representative of groups. . The groups· will .naturally select the leading yillage
touts, mahajans and other influential people having the backing o~ the
landed magnates. We can 'emphatically assert that it will put malpractice at ·a premium. · The indirect 'election will also create a tremendom
administrative problem, namely, that of supervising group elections and
ensuring fairness to· rival candidates. Besides, if the persons chosen
· by those groups be the only electors a second voting will be reduced
to a farce. But even if they vote with others in the general electorate
no candidate can· afford to neglect these primary elections and therefore
real electioneering wil~ ·heg~ here. · Sue~ a sY:stem will. inc~ease :r,ther
than decrease the difficultieS of electioneermg and. nollmg. Drrect
election is the sine _qua non, of responsible government;-. It; makes the
.representative feel t},lat}l.e stands in a genuine relation-to a voter. ,. -From
the point of vi.ew ofpolitical education it is of the highest:impo:rtanc~

\'
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that the electors should have direct voice in,.the selection, of their repre-·
sentatives. If the object of the proposed Reforms be to4 democratise
the legislatures and to conciliate public opinion by the nearest approach to
its demands, direct election alone will serve the purpose. If the object
be, however, to antagonise public opinion and make the legislatures still
more undemocratic, nothing is calculated to serve the object better than
the introduction of indirect election. It will have the effect of disenfranchising many of even those who enjoy the franchise at presentpeople have become accustomed to direct voting for the last 10 or 11
years-and it will be most impolitic to change it at the present juncture.
We assert that the direct election is practicable both economically an,d
administratively and will not certainly be more costly than the indirect
system. These are also some of the arguments advanced against indirect election by some of the prominent persons (some of them Government officials of high experience and some very big ,Zamindars and public
men) who have sent answers to the questionnaire.
We find that the memorandum gives elaborately the view points
held by some including the officials whereas the other view points which
were placed before the Committee by other members and which go against
the views of the former have not been incorporated in the memorandum.
As an instance in point the memorandum gives elaborate grounds in
favour of indirect election but does not mention its evil effects and the
difficulties involved in it. We have, ther{lfore, given the arguments
against indirect election in a summary way. '
We also mention below the passages in
we do not subscribe.

t~e

memorandum to which

Q. 1 (c).-" But if the direct method ..... ."enormous ". This
point was never discussed' in the committee and it does not find place in
the Secretary's note either. The committee would have compared the
cost which was incurred in preparing the electoral roll of the past elections
· with the costs which is likely to be incurred and then it could be said that
the cost would be enormous. In our opinion the cost would not be.
enormous.
In the same question the passage towards the end of ,the first para•
graph " But this would ........ if there be joint electorate ".
It may be the opinion of one or two members of the committee but
this cannot be mentioned in the memorandum on behalf of the committee.
" Moreover a protracted election . . . . . . reached ". This passage in
the memorandum should have no place. It may be the view of the officials
but I am sure that majority of the non-officials are against such a view.
The memorandum should contain that the majority of the members is of
opin~m that direct method of election is practicable though expenses
will increase to some extent and it is administratively feasible. It is
painful to find that the memorandum does not contain this important
observation made by the majority of the members.
L

1•
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Again in the second paragraph the passage " But this risk ..... .
electors is increased ". Thi~._h~s b~en inserted in support of the indirect
method of election. If this was the opinion it should have been discussed
in the commitpee. We strongly protest against an observation made
in the memorandum on behalf of the committee of which the members
had absolutely no information, and which was never placed before the
committee.
·
Then again the passage" This may be done ...... its own choice".
This passage shows that the committee intends in a way to introduce
caste. election in the primary election. This view point is also a novel
one which should not find place in the memorandum on behalf of the
committee. ·
·
Question 3. Women~s suffrage.
" For them the indirect method of election .... : .rural areas."
. The view of the members on the point should have been mentioned
here.
'
Question 3 (c).·

· The answer is entirely against the view of the committee. The committee definitely came to the conclusion' that women should not have
separate representation and no seat should be reserved for them in the
legislature.· .
Lady Imam, the only woman representative on the. committee,
definitely observed that she was £or extending the franchise to women
·but not for reserving seats in the parliament. She further stated that if
the voting strength o£ t4e women will increase, they will be able to send
some women to the Council £rom the general constituencies.
Question 4.

Unnecessarily the qu~stion o£ i~direct ele~tion has been introduced
while dealing with depressed .classes. The passage " They, however .. :.
succeeding at the polls " should be deleted.
Question 5 (a).

The·passage "but the majority considers ...... of the upper cham.ber " should be deleted., These passages have been mentioned as some
o£ the membersfeel strongly. pn the subject but this is no ground that it
should find place in the Jll.emorandum on behalf of the committee.
Question 5 (b). "·'Towards the end.
" A sufficient number of members will be returned ". " Returned ''
should be substituted by '' enfranchised ". No member of the committee
said that sufficient number o£ members of agricultur~l labour will ~e
returned to the Council.'!;;~
'
'
(6). Towards the end.

0

"And from outsiders ". .This should be deleted. No member of the
committee ever suggested that the members of the Lower House of the
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Federal Legislature should be elected partly from among the members
of the Provincial Legislatures and partly ]rom among the outsiders.
SHIVA SHANKER JHA,
GURSAHAY LAL,
SWAYAMBER DAS,
Members,
Biimr and Orissa Provincial
Franchise Committee.
· The lOth February 1932.

Supple~entary note to the provisional memorandum of the Provincial

Franchise Committee by Mr. S. M. Athar Hussain, M.L.C.
(1) Page 6 of the memorandum.

Lines 22-23. Change " two "
" three ".
·
Add after Babu Gursahay Lal, "and Mr. Athar Hussain."
The amended sentence would run like this :" Three of the members of the committee namely Pandit Shiv
Sanker Jha, Babu Gur Sahay Lal and Mr. Athar Hussain are definitely
opposed to any form of indirect election ........ "
(2) Add at page 6 at the end of Q. 1 (c), before Q. 1 (d).
"Mr. Athar Hussain desires that it should be placed on record that
under no circumstance any form of indirect election would be acceptable
as a substitute for separl);te electorate. If it is ultimately decided to
have indirect election, separate registers for the Muslims and non-Muslims
should be maintained from the primary stage onwards."
(3) Add at page 9, at th~ end of Q. 3 (b), before Q. 3 (c).
"Mr. Athar Hussain is of opinion that women should only come in
under the general franchise qualifications."
(4) Add at page 10, after the 1st paragraph befor~ 4--aepressed class.
"Mr. Athar Hussain is opposed to the reservation of seats for women
in the Council. He is o£ opinion that as there is no prejudice against the
women, a duly qualified woman has as much a chance, if not better, of
success at the poll as a male candidate."
(5) Add at page 10, lines 26-27
" and Mr. Athar Hussain."
The amended sentence will read like this :
"Chairman, Mr. Middleton, Mr. Danby and Mr. Athar Hussain do
not think that a sufficient ...... "
(6) At page 10, last sentence o£ Q. 4:..9ubstitute " The majority of the committee " for "the committee is
unanimous."
·
·
i~to

(7) Add at page IO,attheandof Q. No.4, before 5. Representation '
of special interest.
L2
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"Mr. Athar Hussain is of opinion that should therepresentatives of
the depressed, classes desire a separate electorate, it should be conceded
and that such electorate would be neither unwise nor unworkable."
"Separate electorate only would afford to them the representation which
their_ proportion to the population warrants."
(8) Add a~ page 10, after line 6 o£ the answer to Q. No. 5 (a).
" Mr. Athar Hussain desires it to be noted that he is opposed to
any special representation to commerce in this province."
(9) Add at page 11, after line 6.
"Mr. Athar Hussain desiressto place on record that i£ special representa_,tion is .prescribed for the landlords, 25 per cent. o£ such r~presentation
should be ·tjarmarked for the Muslims to be secured by separate electorate."
{10) Add at page 12, at the end.
"''
"Mr. Athar Hussain desipis to place on record that he can agree~?)
the establishment o£ a second chamber only i£. 25, per. cent. seats are
reserved for the Muslims to be secured ~y separate electorate."

.
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III
Supplementary Questionnaire addressed by the Ind~ Franchise qQw,"!
mittee to the Government of Bihar and Orissa.
·
'

LETTER-No. S.633/32-F. C., DATED 16TH FEBRUARY 1932, FROM J:oiNT
SECRETARY, INDIAN FRANCHISE CoMMITTEE, To CHIEF SECRETARY
To THE GovERNMENT OF BIHAR AND ORISSA.

I am desired to note for your information the po~ts in regard to
which the local Government offered, during the joi~t discussion on t}te
12th February, to supply further information to the Indian Franchise
Committee.
(I) (a) Group System.-Detailed scheme which the GovernmeJ;J.t ·
oonsiders to be practicable in regard to the formation and composition
-of primary groups, nomination (if any) of secondary electors, method of
-election of secondary electors, technical difficulties that may arise in
.arr~nging such elections.
·
(b) The question of direct election in urb~;tn areas and indirect in
TUral areas with proper weightage.
(2) Extension ofthe Franchise.-An estimate of the number of electors who would be placed on the electoral roll if such a roll were based on(a) all paying (i) As. 6 (ii) Re. I Chaukidari tax.
'
(b) One elector for every 20 of balance of l!>dult population grouped
geographically in both village and- town.
(3) Depressed dasses.(i) How many depressed classes representatives are there in the
existing council ?
.
(ii) What are the number of,depressed classes in Bihar and Orissa.
on the basis of untouchability and unapproachability, i.e.,
denial of access to wells and to temples or other social disability under which they suffer. Exhaustive list of castes or
sects so classified.
(iii) What number of electors estimated under (2) above would
belong to depressed classes as defined above.
(4) What educational qualification for the franchise does Government recommend.
(5) What qualifying service or other qualification, if any, in the
Indian Auxiliary Force and the Indian Territorial Force does Government
recommend as a condition of eligibility under 2 (a) of the questionnaire?
(6) The opinion of Government as to the number of members of the
new Council on the basis of(a) bicameral }
legislature.
(b) unicameral
(7) Are trade unions suitable basis of labour repr~sentation.
I enclose copy of a letter* which has been sent to the Chairman of the
Pro&cial Committee in regard to similar questions on which tb,eir fina,l
views have been asked for. The Chairman hopes that it will be possibl(l for
the local Government to send their reply by the 15th of March at the late$t

* Not printed.
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Second· memorandum by the Government of Bihar .and Orissa on certain
matters relating to Franchise.
··

.

1~ (a) Group system.

'·

.

,

\

1
'

.

Detailed scheme which the Government consider to be practicable
in regard to the formation and composition of primary groups, nomina~
tion (if any). of secondary electors, method of election of secondary electo~s, technical difficulties that may arise in arranging such electiqns.
(a) It is assumed that if the system of indirect election in rural areas
.is adopted there will be. adult suffrage ; if a property qualification is
adopted the actual polling arrangement in ,the vipage would be rather
more difficult and there might be more disputes as to the qualification
of an elector. If it wa~further considered necessary to have an elect?ral
roll of persons qualified as voters, the cost of preparin,g. and printing
such a roll would be· high. It would however .be. possible to COJ?.duct
~ an election using the <?haUkidari assessment register as an electoral
roll, but difficulty might arise if any additional qualification was· prescribed.
·
·
·~
·
(b) Assuming adult suffrage; the following' is. a rough outline of the
scheme which the local Government consider may be practiqable.
1. Primary group.....:...TJie primary group shall be t4e chaukidari
village or some eorre~ponding·unit in .areas where the chaUkidari tax is.
not in force.
. "
. ' '. '
.

2. Number of seconda1·y electors.:-'·The chaukidari village shall not
be subdivided into groups,. but each ehaukidari village shall elect such
num~er of secondary el~ctors.as may be prescribed for .. the secondary
election.
~· .{;,
,
3. Primary voters.~All adults over the age of 2l'in th~ chaukidari
village shall be entitled' to vote, the only qualification being residence
'.:
in the village. There shall .be no digqualification.
4. Notice of election.~The Election Officer shall cause to be proclaimed in each primary unit the day on which and ~the hours between
'
which 'votes will be recorded,
·5 . .Selection of panches ..:_On arrival at the village the Election
Officer will select two persons to act as panches or umpires who will decide
all disputes that may arise either in regard to nomination, identity of
voters, polling, etc:, The Election Officer and the panches shall each
have one vote in deciding disputes and the decision of the majority shall
be final.
·
"

•'

'

J

•

6. No right of appeal.~There'shall be no _right of appeal either to
a 'special election court or to the civil court or to any authority wha~ver
in regard to the decision of the panches, nor shall any primary'election be
set aside by any court on any ground whatsoever ; nor shall it be possible
to· obtain any injunction in regard to .a secondary el.ection on the ground
of any infringement in a primary ·election.

'
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7. Nomination of candidates.-Aiter selection of panches the Eiection
Officer shall call for nominations which shall be made either orally or in
writing and shall record the nominations in a register with the names of
the proposer and seconder who must be in all cases adult residents of the
group who are not themselves candidates for election.
8. Voting by ballot.-Voting will be by ballot. The Election Officer
shall announce to the assembled voters the names of the candidates
whose nomination has been accepted and shall allot to each candidate a
coloured box and shall explain to the villagers that they must place their
voting disc in the box bearing the colour allotted to the candidates whom
they support. Each voter will have one vote only even though more
than one candidate is to be elected by the group. The voting discs will
be given at a fixed time and no voting disc ~ill be given to any voter
who turns up after the. hour prescribed.
9. The voter will then proceed to the room or enclosure in which the
boxes are placed and will place his vote in the box. The Election Officer
will then open the boxes in the presence of the voters and count the votes
and declare the result .of the poll. In the event of an equality of votes,
the election will be decided by lot.
10. The election in the secondary group will take place as soon as
practicable after the completion of the primary election, and the procedure
for secondary election shall be similar to that at present in force for direct
election.
. (c) The following further notes are given to give further explanation
and to show possible difficulties in regard to the proposed scheme :(1) Primary groups.-It is essential that a well organised unit shall
form the primary group. The chaukidari village from 60-100 houses is
a well organised unit of suitable size. The population being about 400
to 600, there would be approximately 20'0 to 300 adults.
(2) Number of secondafy electors.-(~) To subdivide this unit either by
caste or geographically into smaller groups would be an almost impossible
task and would make the holding of the first election very difficult ; it
might also give rise to political disputes in a village and have other undesirable results. A special staff would be needed for a considerable
period to go round all the chaukidari villages and make a kcal investigation
to decide how each village should be subdivided. It would not be possible to carry this out with the ordinary district staff. For these rear,ons
the local Government have recommended that the unit should not be
reduced but the number of secondary electors returned by each group
should be increased.

(ii) In fixing the number of secondary electors various considerations arise which will have a material effect upon the polling and other
arr3;igements in the primary and secondary election. It is recognized
that if the number of secondary electors is small, there is a grave risk of
corruption and intimidation by such well known weapons as the boycott.
If for instance there was only one secondary elector in each chaukidari
village, there would only be 4,000 or less secondary electors in a district
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consisting perhaps of 5 or 6 constituencies. One advantage that would
result from so small a secondary electorate would be that it would make.
the holding of a secondary .election easy. On the other hand if there
was one secondary elector for every 20 adults, the total number..of secondary electors :in the province would be 831,000 or about double the present
electorate ; in a village with a population of 500 of which 250 would be
adults, there would then. be twelve secondary electors. It might be
possible to find 12 persons in each village for a secondary electorate
•i #and with this large number it might also be possible to secure represen. ftatives of various :interests ..· But if there was any system of reservation
of seats except possibly in the case of Muhammadans who would, it is
assumed, have a separate secondary electorate, it would make the actual
• •
holding of the poll more 'complicated. With the secondary electorate
.. of 831,000 a secondary election would not present any serious difficulties
as it has been calculated that it would be possible to poll 2 per. cent. of
the population or roughly 3 times the existing electorate and the number
of secondary electors sb:ould not be more than this or .roughly 1,100,000
or 1,200,000.
(4) Prima~·y voters.-No qualifications other than residence in the
village and age are suggested. If further qualifications or disqualifications are prescribed, the number of disputes will be increased and the
task of the Election Officer who will be· employed temporarily for the
election on a low· salary will become more difficult.
(5) Selection of Panches.-It is possible that the selection of panches
or umpires might delay the conduct of the poll which it is necessary should
be completed in a very short time so as to enable the Election. Officer to
deal with 3 or 4 villages in one day. It might however be possible to
f! elect the panches beforehand and to have the same panches for a circle of
villages ; mei:nbers of the chaukidari panchayat or union board might be
suitably employed in. aU village•s of a circle.
(6) No 1·ight of appeal.-Though the election will be conducted by a·
lowly paid officer employed temporarily for the purpose, it ~ill be necessary to give him full powers to decide all disputes with the aid of the
panches and not to allow any technic:;tl irregularity to be used as a ground
for staying a secondary election.
(7) Nomination of candidates.-It is recognized that in some
countries where the system of primary election is in force, candidates
are to have some educational or ·property qualification, but this might
make the acceptance of nomination by the Election Officer more difficult
and· it is desirable to keep the procedure as simple as possible. The only
qualification that might be suitable would be an age qualification.
If an unduly large number of nominations are presented, it may make
it more difficult to conduct the polling, but it is doubtful whether this
would occur frequently·; it is more probable that the number of noneinations will be less than the number of vacancies. ·It is difficult to suggest
any suitable means of restricting the number of nominations. A further
question that has been considered is whether nominations should' be
put in at the time of the actual polling or shortly before it. If they: are
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put in before, say on the previous day, it would facilitate the conduct of
the actual poll as the Election Officer would know for how many candidates provision had to be made. On the other hand, there is considerable
advantage in that the poil and all the preliminary operations shall be
~onducted in the presence of the assembled villagers ; ,if nominations
were accepted previously, allegations might be made that they had been
wrongly accepted ,and rejected.
.
(8) Voting by ballot.-The question has been considered whether any
•
special arrangeme.nt can be made for recording women's votes, but this iB;
regarded as impracticable while in particular any arrangement for purdah ·
women would complicate the election. It is thought however that possibly the women may come to vote if within the period allotted for holding the poll they are allowed to come after the men.
,.
(b) The question of direct election in urban areas and indirect in
rural areas with proper weightage.
The local Government see no objection to having direct election in
towns and indirect in rural areas ; one advantage of this will be that many
<>f the present electors will still retain a direct vote. Both indirect and
direct election prese;nt no serious administrative difficulties, but in muni-cipalities the tax-payers have become accustomed to exerci~>ing a direct
vote. Under indirect election the division into primary groups would
. not be as easy as in villages and the groups might not be so homogeneous.
2. Extension of the Franchise.
An estimate of the number o{ electors that wouldbe placed on the
roll if such a roll were based on(a) all paying
(i) ann as six ;
(ii) rupee one chaukidari tax
(b) an elector for every 20 of balance of adult population grouped
geographically in both village and town.
(a) The statement annexed to the note* on the arrangements for.
direct and indirect elections shows approximately the number of voters
that would be enfranchised if (i) payment o£ chaukidari tax·in any form
(i.e., annas six) was the qualification (column 10), and (ii) if payment of
rupee one chaukidari taxwas the qualification (column 13). In some
districts chaukidari tax is not paid so there would have to be some other
similar qualification such as rent or cess and some allowance must be
made for this. Thus under (i) the number of voters would be about
3,000,000 or possibly slightly less ; under (ii) the number would be
1,400,000 approximately.

(b) The adult population being about 50 per cent. of the total populatiQJJ. would amount to 16,625,000 in rural areas. Hence if 3,000,000
were directly enfranchised, and the baUmce divided up into groups
13,625,000
of 20, t h ere would be - 20- =681,250 groups.
*Not printed.
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Similarly if 1,400,000 were directly enfranchised there would be
'

15,2~~,500 =761,125.

(iii) In regard to urban areas where no chaukidari tax is in force,
. it is not very easy to calculate and the figures a~e not available to show .
what would be the voters under a franchise qualification corresponding
to six annas and rupee one chaukidari tax. The ex;isting number of
voters on the present municipal franchise which is payment of municipal
tax or fee of Rs. 1-8-0 or the possession of certain other qualifications is·
'•140,000 while the total population. is 1,432,381, and the adult popul~tion
about 700,000. · Thus with a direct electorate of 140,000; the indirect ·
· ld b 7,ooo,ooo-14o,ooo ·
·
·
· t t
e1ec ora e wou . e
. 20
= 28 , 000 . ·
3. Depressed Classes .
.(i)· How many depressed classes representatives are, there in the
existing Council ?
·
There are two nominated members, one ofwhom·is a P~si. There
are some elected members who belong to the caste ofKalwar but for the
reasons given in the note* annexed, the local Government do not consider
that this caste shoul.d be included in the " Depressed. Classes"·~
(ii) What are the numbers'of the depress~d classes in Bihar and Orissa
on the basis of untouchability and uil~pproachability, i.e., denial· of
access to wells and temples or other social disli.bility ·under which they
suffer ? Exhaustive list of castes and sects as. classified.
An attempt has been made in the note* annexed to explain the
position in regard to depressed classes in this province which gives as
much information as is available f?r a reply to this question.
(iii) What number o£ electors estimated under (2) ·above would
belong to depressed classes as defined above ?
Without careful enquiries. it is not, possible to give .an estimate
Figures ar~ being collected for certain typical .villages to ascertain as far
as possible what number of tb,e ," depressed classes " pay chaukidari
tax and the information so collected will be supplied later.
4. What educational qualifications for the franchise does the local Gov.
ernment recommend 1
The local 'Government invite attention to the o~inions expressed in
paragraphs 17 and 1St of their previous memorandum. On the whole,
they are not in favour of an educational qualification if the property
qualification is lowered to a large extent and consider that it should only
be used to enfranchise members of a joint family.
5. What qualifying service or other qualifications, if any, in the Indian
Auxiliary.Force and the In<lian Territorial .Force does ,Government
recommend as a condition .of eligibility unde~ 2 (a) of the questionnaire?
•
The problem is not of importance in this province as there are very
. few members of the Indian Territorial Force, there being only one-half

· * Pp. 15g.:__l60.
t Pp. 114-115.
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battalion. The Indian Auxiliary Force consists of only Europeans and
Anglo-Indians. With a low property franchise, most soldiers of the
Indian Territorial Force would get a vote. As far as this province is
concerned, there is no reason to enfranchise members of this force and
not to enfranchise persons serving in the police, but the local Government
have no objection to the decision arrived at in other provinces, where the
problem is more important, applying also ~o Bihar and Orissa.
6. The opinion of the local Government as to .the number of members of
the new Council on the basis of-·(a) unicameral
(b) bicameral
The local Government invite attention to the opinion which they
gave on the report of the Statutory Commission and to which they
adhere. This was as follows :-.:_
The Commission recommend a large increase in the size of provincial
councils and consider that an immediate increase to 200 or 250 in the case
of the more important provinces is desirable. In view of the large area
of the existing provinces they suggest that an even larger increase will
ultimately be required. An: immediate increase to 200 or 250 will more
than double the present number of elected members in the Council of
Bihar and Orissa (76), and the local Government are of opinion that so
large an increase is neither necessary nor desirable. Though the constituencies are large, the interests of the electors are similar and can be
sufficiently represented if the Council consists of 150, or about double
, the existing number of elected members. If the Council is enlarged to
200, the local Government anticipate a serious difficulty in securing a
sufficient number of suitable members, especially if there is, as recommended later, a second Chamber, and if also an increase is made in the number
of provincial representatives in the Assembly. Candidates at present
standing for election are in many cases men of little ability and education, and an increase in numbers would mean an even lower standard.
Further, a large increase will not only lead to a large increase of expenditure, which the province can ill-afford, but will also cause serious difficulties in the transaction of public business. In the pr~sent Council private
members have shown a marked .tendency to ask questions and move
resolutions on petty matters of purely local interest; till members of the
enlarged Councils are better educated in parliamentary procedure, this
tendency will undoubtedly continue, and effective work may become
impossible owing to prolonged debates. The local Government.accordingly consider that, for the province of Bihar and Orissa as at present
constituted, the Council should not exceed 150 members.
The local Government further emphasize the point that with a
uni<Jimerallegislature it will be difficult to secure adequate representation
of special interests, such as the landholders, and refer to their opinion*
previously expressed on the need for a second Chamber. Subject to
these remarks they consider that if there is a single Chamber it should

* P. 107.
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consist of about 150-160. If there are two,Chambers the Lower
Chamber should not be more than 150 while the second Chamber should
()Onsist of 30 rs.embers, This will mean that the present number of
general constituencies (urban 9, rural 57) will be doubled, some being, if
necessary, reserved for the depressed classes and labour. There sho11ld
in a single Chamber thelollowintspecial
constituencies:-\..
Landholders . :._ -t
10
Europeans (including Planters)
2
Mining interest . .
4
Anglo-Indians • . .
_
2
Women
5
University
2

... .

he

Total•

25

This wopld give a Council of 157 membe~s.
With two Chambers. the representation of special interests in the
Lower Chamber may be reduced as they will secure representation in the
Upper Chamber. The landholders might have only :five seats in the
Lower Chamber and the other special constituencies named above might
.also be reduced by hal£, except those reserved for women. There would
thus be 10 special constituencies instead of 25.
Thus the unicameral legislature would have H>7 lllembers and bica-,
m.eral would have 147 ip_ the Lower Chamber and .30 in the Upper
Dhamber.
7. .Are trade unions a suit~ble basis of labour r(lpresentatio~.' 1
That trade unions are not yet sufficiently advanced or developed in
Bihar and Orissa to form a basis of labour representation is shown by the
following extracts from the memorandum submitted' by the Lab~ur
Federation of Jamshedpur, one of the three registered trade unions in
tlie province, t9 the Royal Commission on"Labour in India:___;
~ ~

}

' \" '.'Trade uriions in the modern s~nse have been only of recent origin
in India ; they have generally come into existence at a time when relations
' have been strained almost to a breaking point, if not actually broken; •1
with the employer. They attain some sort of cohesion and efficiency'~
during the period of struggle, after which they generally go to-sleep: ...
There is not that sustained interest nor that development that comes to •
it when carried on during peaceful times. One reason _assigned for
this state of affairs is in the attitude of-employers, who look up~n every
combination of workers with the most suspicioll-s' blasting eye. q.He
deliberately imposes an acute and prolonged struggle· Qn such combma-tion, which generally perishes through weariness and lack of sustenance. •
Very often it has been suggested that the employer is helped i'Il his per-secution of trade unions by the he~tvy-hand of administration, and that
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accusation has a ground, if nothing else at least, by Government's aloofness in a struggle that can at best. be described as one-sided.
In their despair these trade unions that have generally sprung upthrough the initiative of some enterprising workmen or work women,
who have as a rule more native ability than cultivated talent, finding
themselves unequal to the various machinations and tactics of employers
have recourse to politicians in the neighbourhood, who put a totally different complexion on the struggle. More often false issu~s are raised and
we hav_13 known cases where industrial disputes have degenerated into
political tussles. Effects on industry and on the workmen of such nonindustrial struggles are disastrou~, they not only cripple industries but
detrimentally postpone the growth of trade union or solidarity amongst
the workmen who recall the adage' once bitten twice shy'.
A healthy trade union is the best guarantee for an industry's stability
and prosperity, and as employers may be prone to form their own combinations, it would pay them to encourage a like movement against their
workers and a history of workmen's struggles has strengthened this
trend of thought. Workmen's combinations when well led, well
organised and confined to labour alone, have exerted a very healthy
influence both on the well-being of workers and that of industry.
Trade unions generally in this country have had such shor~ existence
that the only benefit they have been able to distribute amongst its members is in the nature of strike pay, when they have had funds enough forthe purpose, and that not too often either. Mutual benefit, unemployment, sickness and old age schemes have had no time to develop and if
we are not wrong a state of affairs will continue iri a like manner for some
time still to come.
The Golmuri Tin Plate Workmen's Union was registered in March 1929
and was also under the presidentship of Mr. Manek Homi ; it was said
that it had 2,857 members. This also owed its origin to a strike
which is described in the written evidence of the Royal Commission on
Labour already cited. It may be noted that there is another union in
Jamshedpur, known as t·he Tata Association which is not registered.·
There are frequent disputes between this Association and the Federation which represents different classes of employees. The President of
the Association, Mr. Homi,hastecently been convicted in several cases,
the most recent one being for embezzlement of the funds of the Federation. Both these unions are thus ad hoc organisations created at the
time of the strike. They could not be used for franchise purposes, and do·
not repre~ent the mass of the labour under ordinary conditions."
A similar view is expressed by one senior officer of the Indian Civil
Service who is well acquainted with labour conditions in Jamshedpur :~ven, in so advanced an area as Jamshedpur we have not as yet
an independent trade union. The La·bour Association is a Bengali body~
controlled partly by tb:e politicia_!ls and partly by the Company. The
one body that might have developed into trade union, the Labour-
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Federation, has apparently come to grief. The workers have shown
.themselves able to be united for a defin.ite and limited purpose and for a
limited time, but they have not shown themselves able to run an organi·sation with a far-sighted policy consistently' preserved. Their special
interests must continue to be represented by nomination. If left to
-elect a representative in any kin~ of constitvency they will elect a politi-cia:n not an expert as Lab~ur needs."

,

This view that such trade unions as exist at present are merely ad
hoc organisations is borne out by the history of the three registered trade
unions in the province. Thus the Labour Federation of Jamshedpur
referred to above owed its origin primarily to the strike at the Tata Iron
and Steel Company of 1928. The Golmuri Tin Plate Workmen's Union
was formed at the time of the strike in those works in 1929-30. Both
were organised by the same individualS and both are now moribund, the
organiser and president having been convicted on various criminal charges
including that of embezzling the funds. of the ¥ederation. Even the
East Indian Railway Union of Khagaul has not a more satisfactory
history; after the conclusion of the strike at Lilooah on that railway the
membership fell from 26,092 in 1928-29 to 36 in 1930-31. There are no
trade unions in the co~iery areas of the province: SuQh being the fact
there is no room for doubt that trade unions are not a suitable basis of
labour representation.
'

.

Note on Depressed Classes by Mr. M.·G.- Hallett,

C.~.E.,

lC.S.'

1. The probleni of the depressed classes 'does not exist in an acute form
in Bihar and Orissa where the conditions are wiry different from those
which, it is believed, obtain in .Southern India. whe~e. there is a more
marked line of ~leavage between the high castes and.the untouchables.
Attempts have been made at_sarious .times during the Cerulus enquiries_"
to ascertain what are the " unh;mchable " or.'' depressed " classes. Thus ;
in 1911 various criteria were laid down .to ascertain what castes do not
conform to certain religious s~andards, e.g., deny the supremacy of.
Brahmans or do notworship th~ great Hindu gods, and what castes are.
subject to certain: religious disabilities. An extract from paragraphs
5i9-521 of the Census Report of 19ll*.is annexed for reference.. The
criterion then adopted led to the inclusion of. a large number of aboriginal .
tribes, e.g., Ho, M-q.nda, Oraon, Santal; ~tc., w4o,_are really outside the'.\
Hindu religion ..The problem of their protection is a real one, ·and this was •
fully recognised by; the Statutory Commission in those parts of theii report
which deal with the backward tracts, but their problem is entirely distinct
from the problem of the.low•caste Hind,us mainly by reason of the fact
that unlike the low caste Rindus, who·are ·scattered over the whole of the
province, they are 'congregated in certain: di~t!:iC~ jn .which .thef»outnumber the Aryan residents. Of the castes eriuirierated in the Census
of 1921, . the folloWing
castes, or, ' to
the more~ac.curate
term, .tnbes
.
. use
..
.
.
. .
~

.,

· * Pp;
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should be classified as aboriginal, that is to say, persons whose tribal religion
is animistic and has in its purest form no connection with Hinduism.
1931 Census.
Ho
523,158
Khond
315,709
Munda
549,764
Oraon
637,111
Santal
1, 712,133
Kora
49,036
Ganda
245,799
All these castes in 1911 were held to satisfy the criterion that they denied
the supremacy of Brahmans. There are certain. other small aboriginal
tribes which have been separately enumerated in.the last Qensus, but their
number is sm!!>ll and they are usually found in areas inhabited by the major
aboriginal tribes, e.g., Asur, Bihar, Birjia, Juangs, etc. To these should
also be added castes which are probably aboriginal and animistic in origin
but who have become more split up and having penetrated into areas with
a large Aryan population had become to some extent more Hinduized.
2. In 1911 certain castes were included in the category of castes
which su:fi~r from religious disabilities, but which in spite of this are high in
the social scale and are often men of education, wealth and property, e.g.,
Kalwars and Suris who satisfied the following criteria :-(5) are not served
by good Brahmans as family priest, (7) are denied access to temples, and
(8) cause pollution by touch or within a certain .distance-Tells who satisfied criteria (5) and (7). It is somewhat doubtful whether Kalwars and
•Suris, whose hereditary profession is shop-keeping and the sale of liquor,
fall within criterion (8). This disability is rapidly disappearing and
many of them have risen very high in the social scale. These three
castes numbered in 1931 as follows:Kalwar
(not available; in 1921-169,227).
Suri
(not available;. in 1921-251,195).
Tell
1,210,496.
These castes must certainly be excluded from the category of depressed
classes.
3. These exceptions being matle, we come to the depressed classes
proper and it is desirable to analyse to some extent the list prepared at the
recent Census which is more restricted than the list given in the Census
·
of 1921. A copy is annexed.*
4. In the first place this list contains some tribes which are probably
in origin aboriginal and whose main habitat is in the aboriginal tracts
of Chota Nagpur. Thus the Bhuiyas numbered 625,824 in 1931, of which
220,000 were in Chota Nagpur, 80,000 in the adjacent Santal Parganas and
ove.:I.OO,OOOin the States. rr:here were als,o over 100,000 in Gaya.
Palamau is their chief habitat. They are usually Kamias or Serfs and they
present a problem of their own but this problem is not very different ~om
• P. 167.
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that o£ the other aboriginal tribes. If the franchise in Chota Nagpur is so
devised as to secure representation of the aboriginal, it might be possible
to secure representation of this caste in Palamau, the chief habitat, in this
way. ,
5. A somewhat similar caste are the Rajwars though possibly more
Hinduized. They number .in all133,952, of which about 50,000 are in
Gaya, 10,000 in the Santal Parganas and 39,000 in Manbhum, These
are thus intermingled with the aboriginal tribes and live on the outskirts
of the backward tracts.
6. The Bhumij (274,058 in 1931) are also chiefly in Chota Nagpur and
in Manbhum 45,000 (in 1921 }, Singhbum 24,000 and Orissa States 38,000.
Their problem is thus similar to that of the aboriginals of this area.
7. Two other castes closely inter-connected with the aboriginals but
included in the Census list of Depressed Classes are Ghasi and Turi. The
Ghasis number 76,320 and their habitat is the Chota Nagpru Division,
Sambalpur and the States. They correspond to Chamars in Bihar as they
dea~ in hides. and are often for this reason cattle poisoners ; .they are
frequently criminal. They are a qepressed class of an aboriginal area, not
of a Hindu area. Turis are probably aboriginal and animistic in origin ~
like the Doms of Bihar they do basket work, but I do not think they do
scavenging work. Their total number is 54,573; all of whom except
5,000 in Gaya l}nd Purnea are in the Chota Nagpur Division and the Santal Parganas. Neither of these tribes :vould sufter under the proposed
constitu}ion if some special arrangements are made for backward tracts.
The Bauris (of whom I know little) may also be included in the Chota
Nagpur cat.3gory for out o£315,000, about 150,000 are in Manbhum and.
the Santal Parganas.and the rest i!l O~issa.
8. There are next two wandering tribes, some members of which are
criminals, Kanjaria, a very small caste recorded only in Purnea as numbering only 2,566 and Nats, chiefly in the Patna Division and Purn.ea and
/
numbering only 9;628.
9. I pass on to the castes which are more widely scattered over the
districts-of Bihar,and of Orissa proper.
(1) Ohamars.-1,296,001-The bulk of these are in Bihar proper, -a
smaller nUiilber in Chota Nagpur and still fewer in Orissa. They deal
in hides and dead 'cattle ; :and for thisTeason 'suffer religious disabilities ..
They are poor and uneducated and•usually 'are without land, though em·~
.
ployed out as labourers.
Mochi should also be included with Chamars ; they number .22,863
and are only in Manb.hum and the Santal Parganas.
'·

(2) Ohaupal.-:-This small. tribe e::x:ists. only is iPurnea. I know
nothing of it but it has a tqtal membership of ~nly :2,7-37.
o
_(3) Dhobi.-The need £~r washerman being universal, this ?aste
which numbers 414,221 is distributed over .the whole .province. They are
thus primarily a labouring class.
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(4) Dusadh.-The Dusadh are primarily a North Bihar caste and
possibly the aboriginal inhabitants of this area, as they have, I believe,
traditions of a Dusadh Raj. From the census table of 1931, I find that
the alternative title of Gahlot Raj put is given to them, which goes to show
that they are striving to rise in the social scale .. They number 1,290,936.
Educationally they are backward and as a result have few Government
posts. They would hardly admit that they are a depressed class except
when it is a quesion of Government appointment. The pn:)blem of the
representation of a caste such as this is really the problem of the represent-·
ation of the agricultural labourers.
(5) Dom, Halalkhor, Hari.-These three caste_s really fall together for
their usual profession in that of scavenger and hence they are subject to
more real religious disabilities. They are probably the only castes which
are regarded as causing pollution. They number 269,346 ; 22,289 and
115,613.
(6) Kurariar.-A very small caste from Purnea including only 631
persons which need not be taken into' account.
'•
·
t~
(7) Lalbegi.-An even smaller caste from Patna, of which there are
only 157 members and really a sub-caste of Mehter.
(8) Mushahar.-;-These are found chiefly in Bihar and in particular iil
the Bhagalpur Division. They number .720,051 and are chiefly agricultu:
ral labourers who are without land. ·
(9) Pasi.-This caste, whose profession is toddy-tapping, is scattered
over the province, but the greater· number is in the Patna Division, where
toddy trees flourish. They number 172,061. They often have small
holdings and work as labourers. Educationally they are backward.
ORISSA.

(10) Pan.-These are an untouchable caste in Orissa, the untouchability being due to the fact that they eat bee£. They number 418,169.
There are also other castes in Orissa which suffer from religious disabilities
and a long list* has been given by Mr. Sridhar Samal, o£ which a copy is
annexed. Census figures are not available, but I doubt if the total number
is large.
CoNCLUSION.

lO .. It will be seen that the above analysis of the castes which have
from time to time been classified as depressed bear out the statement made
at the beginning o£ the note that the problem of depressed classes is not
real in Bihar. Providddspecialarrangementsare made for the backward
tracts and some degree of protection is afforded to the ~boriginal tribes, this
will embrace a large section of the so-called depressed classes and we are
only faced with tl;teproblemo£thesecasteso£Bihar. It is doubtful how far
religious disabilij;ies really affect their position ; the religious disabilities,
e.g., ~ccess to a well or temple, vary from district to district or even from 1
village to village. If the other inhabitants .of a village are high caste
Brabmans or conservative Raj puts, a small coJony o£ Chamars or Doms or
*Page 168.

•
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possibly of Dusadhsmight,not . be .allowed access 'to,a :well, ibut in.other
vill~ges they .would not be interfered w:ith. !Jiheir infe:ciority rests ,not
.so ,:much on the existence of some ,religious disabilities< as owthe 1fact ·that
·they are usuallydandless labourers.-~yho are consequently.pove])ty-stricken
and ill"educated.
11. <If .we include the ·major castes ·of •Chamars and Mochis (about
.1,300;000), 1Dhobi (414;000), J>usadh ·(1,300,000), Doms, HaJalkhors .and
Haris about400i000, Pasis •172,000 and from •Orissa ·Pans 418,000, we 'have
'between 5 and, 6 millions -which -is a ;fairly large percentage of ·the -total
population, but a.s against this it must ·be remembered •that many of-them
are also .labourers and if the franchise secures.representationfor.them, no
further representation is needed. ,Jn any. case representation :by ·means
of separate electorate or even joint electorate-with reserved seats seems out
of ,the question for ·these castes 'Which are so widely distributed. The
only representation that can be granted is by means of nomination .or
cocoption, as was suggested by the local Government .when dealing with
the Simon report.

·~·

0

.
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APPENDIX I.
Extract from Report on Census. of India, 1911, Volume V, Bengal, Bihar
and Orissa and Sikkim, Part I.
519. Religious disabilities.-The result of the inquiry referred to above was to
show that anything in the nature of an uniform standard is impossible. It was
recognised that Hinduism being a term connoting not only reiigion but also race,
birth-place and social organization it is difficult to say whether a. man is within the
pale or not on the basis of the proposed tests, some of which refer to his beliefs,
<>thers to his social sbnding, and others to his relations to Brahmans. The Census
Commissioner decided therefore that instead of raising the question whether the
members of particular castes should be" regarded as Hindus" or not, a list should
be prepared of the castes and tribes contributing more than 1 per mille to the total
population, and returned and classed as Hindus which qua. castes do not conform to
certain standards or are subject to certain disabilities, viz., (1) deny the supremacy
·Of the Brahmans* ; (2) do not receive the mantra from a Brahman or other recognized Hindu Guru; (3) deny the a~thority of the Vedas; (4) do .not worship
the great Hindu godS; (5) are not served by good Brahmans as family priests;
{6) have no Brahman priests at all; (7) are denied access to the interior of ordinary
Hindu temples; (8) cause pollution by touch or within a certain distance; (9) bury
their dead; (10) eat beef and do not reverence the cow. In accordance with the
Census Commissioner's instructions, inquiries were made in each district regarding
the castes which would come within any one or more of these categories, and the
result is shown below.

-

Bengal.

Bihar and Orissa.

Caste or tribe.
Total No.

..

Categories.

Total No.

Categories.

•

..

1,015,738

5, 7, 8

Ba.ishnab(Bairagi)

423,985

1, 5, 6, 9

78,739

..
..

..

. 313,654

2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10

292,503

..

..

..

88,921

l3huinmali
l3hniya ..

..
..

l3humij

..

Bagdi

Bauri
13eldar

..

Bind

..

..

.6,

2, 5,

9

7, 8
2, 5

..

5, 7, 8

69,044

2, 5, 6, 7, 8

663,757

2, 5, 6, 7, 8

90,282

1, 5, 6, 7, 8

272,672

5

134,818

5

..

..

58,672

1, 5,6

Cha.mar

136,553

2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10

Chasadhoba

..

57,550

5

..

..

..

91,973

..
..

·Chakma.

..

..
1,114,467

..

..
2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10

..

* This category includes two distinct groups, viz., (a) certain sectarian groups
which owe their origin to a. revolt against the Brahmanical supremacy; and (l;~ the
aboriginal tribes and also oertain low castes who, being denied the ministrations of
.Brahmans, retaliate by professing to reject the Brahmans.
. M2
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Bihar and Orissa.

:Bengal.
Caste or tribe.

Total No.

Categories.

Total No.

~

Categories.

'

Dhoba or Dhobi ..

228,052

..

173,991

Doro
Dosadh
t
Ganda
Gareri
Hari
Ho

·•

..

..

..
..
..

..

.

..
..
..

..

5, 6, 7, 8, 10

..
..

5, .6, 7, 8, 10

..

..

..

2, 5, 6, 7, 8

241,903

2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10

1,189,274

2, 5, 6, 7, 8

211,775

2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

~2,435

l)

119,468

2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

~

..

173,706

376,623

419,221

1,·2, 5, 6,

361,141

1, 5, 6, 7,'9

..

Kaibartta (Jaliya)

326,988

5

..

..
..

..

111,562

5, 7

..

..

Jogi orJugi

Kalu

K alwar .• ·
K aroar •..
K andh (Khond)
K andra

Q

..
..

5, 7; 8

K aora

..•

K apali

..

K ewat

..

Kharia •.
Kharwar
K och

..

K ora

..

K umhar.
Mal

..

Mallah

..

Malo

..

.. .

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..

..

..
263,392

'

..
..

_302,883

1, 2, 5, 6, 7

..

155,806

2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

5, 6, 7, 8, 10

154,418

5, 7

..
..
..

..
..

5

125,046
46,497

1, 2,

?· 6, 7, 8,10

..

..

5, 6, 7,8, 10

108,163

..

..
'
~

..

..
..

..

420,506

5

105,472

5, 6,7

85,876

5

..

..

48,983

1, 2,,5, 6, 7, 8, 9

513,327

6

..

..

0

5, 7

362,927
5

247,20!>

..

•

..

112,281

..

5,7,8

180,825
7

! •

7; 8, 10

1-

'.

..
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Bihar and Orissa.

Bengal.
Caste or tribe.

..

Total No.

Total No.

Categories.

Categories.

..

. 455,236

2, 5, 7, 8, IO

3I,339

2, 5, 6, 7' 8, 10

67,252

I, 2, 5, 6, 8

4I0,440

I, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, IO

626,795

2, 5, 6, 7, 8

Na.masudra

..
..
..

Nuniya. •.

..

Oraon

..

..

Pan

..

..

..

Pa.si

..

..

..

Patni

.. '

..

63,447

5.

Pod

..

..

536,568

5, 7, 8

Rajbansi

..

1,805,833

. 5, 7

Rajwar ••

..

..

Santal

..

..

Savar

..

Shaha

..

Sonar

..

..
..
..
..

Muehl

Munda. ••
Musaha.r

Subarnabanik

..

..

..
I65,337

669,420

..

3I9,102

5

1,5, 6, 8

474,673

I, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8,10

464,046

2, 5, 6, 7' 8, 9, 10

150,142

2, 5, 6, 7, 8

..
..

..
I,2,5, 6, 7,8, 10

..

5, 7

55,295

5, 7

10(},429

5

119,325

5, 7, 8

Sutradhar

..

177,433

5, 7

Tanti

..

..

Teli

..

..

Ti'yar

•

..
..

..

..

..
..

..
..

I,399,450.
19I,798

-

..

Tipara

-

..

13I,971

324,927

..
..

.

..

..

..

Sunri

..

5,7, 8

1.1~08,728

5

- I,2,5,6,7,8,9,

2, 5, 6; 7, 8, 9

..

..

...
..

..
..

257,114

..

10

5, 7,8

..

..

613,277

5, 7

..

I,071,906

5, 7

130,025

I, 5

215,270

5, 7, 8

..
60,897

..
5, 7, 8

520. This list merely summarizes the reports received and must be accepted
with reserve. The utmost care has been taken to place the castes under the different
categories only when ·there was a general consensus of opinion about them, and to
reject views that were manifestly based on misconception ; but in other cases I was
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not in a position to judge of the correctness or incorrectness of the r~ports received,.
and errors may have been made. The variations of opinion were remarkable. In
one district a caste would be included under one or other of the hea4s, in another it.
woulq be excluded. Such divergencies were most pronounced in Bihar and Orissa,
especially as regards castes that in Chota Nagpur or Orissa are only semi-Hindui~ed.
but elsewhere have a respectable status.
Iri neither Province has any caste been placed under the thkd or fourth category.
Several castes were returned'under the third category, but they are all at such a low
level of education that they a,re not in a postion to pronounce any opinion about the
Vedas. In fact, they scarcely know what the Vedas are and cannot be said either
to accept or reject them. A number of castes were also returned under the fourth
category, but though the great Hindu gods are not regularly worshipped by them,
they recognize their divinity and render them occasional homage ; Devi under one
form or another is almos~ universally worshipped either regularly or occasionally.
It is, therefore, difficult, if not iln.possible, to affirm positively that any castes do not
worship the great Hindu gods. Several castes have, moreover, been excluded from
the second class, though it was reported that they came under it. This is due to "the
fact that among the Baishnabs the Nityananda Gosains " open the door of fellowship to all sorts and conditions of men, be they Brahmans or Chandals, high caste
widows or common prostitutes". These Gosains are unquestionably recognised as
Hindu Gurus, and the Baishnabs certainly receive mantras from them. As regards
the eighth class, it must be remembered th-at, largely as a result of the growing popularity of travelling by train and the necessities imposed on tr.avellers, the idea of
pollution by touch is ceasing to have its old hold over the mind of the Hindus though
it is still as potent as ever among orthodox Hindus of the old school and high caste
widows. The burial of the dead~ is moreover, often due merely to povehy. Members of the depressed classes who cannot affordfuelfor cremation will light a small fire·
near the corpse as a humble substitute, which will, they beli~:~ve, have the same purifying effect as actual cremation. Even the degraded classes, who eat beef, will not
kill a cow for food or purchase beef, but merely eat the. flesh. of cows that hav:e: die4•
a natural death. Itis doubtful whetlier they can be said not to revere the cow.
P~rsonally,. I should be ipclined to say that they revere it when alive, but not.. when
~~
.

5~1. Many of the castes or tr.ibes entered in the list are either frankly animistic
or contribute largely to the ranks of Animists. ·Their Hinduism is often doubtful
or more than. doubtful. At home where their ma~er of worship and general method·
of life are known, they are not regarded as Hindus ; but when they go far afield
they arrogate the title. In Bengal, for instance, more Mundas; and Oraons were
returned as Hindus than as Animists, but in Bihar and Orissa, there are four Munds.
Animists to every Munda Hindu, while among the Oraoas the Animists outnumber
the Hindus by eight to one. Altogether there are 28 castes o:r; tribes in Bengal,
and 30 in Bihar and Orissa, of whom some were returned as Hindus and others !!oil
Animists, the figures being as sh9wn below : Hindus. Animists.
823,280.
93M51
Bengal
3,988,111 2,696,118
Bihar and Orissa

0
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Statement showing the number of depressed classes in · Bihar and Orissa
during the Census of 1931.
.it.·

16. Irika.

I. Bauri.

2. Bhogta.

17. Kandra.

3. Bhuiya..

18. Kanjar.

4. Bhumij.

19. Kela.

5. Chamar.

2(). Kurariar.

6. Chaupa.l.

21. Lalbegi.

7. Dhobi.

22. Mahuria.
23. Mangan·.

8. Dosadh.

24. Mochi.

9. Dom.

10. Ghasi.

25. Mushahar.

11. Ghusuria..

26. Nat.

12. Godra.

27. Pan.

13. Gokha.

28. Pasi.

14. Halalkhor.

29. Rajwar.

15. Hari.

30. Siyal.

31. Turi•

•
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APPENDIX ill.

List of depressed communities in Bihar· and Orissa, prepared by Mr. Sridhar
Samal.
Area in which they are regarded as
depressed.

Names of depressed communities.

1. Chamar
2. Dhobi
.3. Dom
.4. Hadi
5. Muehl
6. Savar
7. Tiyar
8. Mehtar
9.-Bhangi
10. Halalkhor
n. Turi
12. Ahirgaura
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Dusadh
Musahar
Pashi
Bator
Byadha
J olaha. (Hindu)

19. Bauri
20. GhlliiUlia
21. Gokha.
· 22. Kela
23. Mahurla
24. Siyal
25. Chamar
26. Ghasi
27. Kandra
28. Pan
29. Ganda
30. Nolia
31. Dhed (domiciled)
32. Mahar (domiciled)
33. Golah
34. Kudma (Balasore)
35. Baghuti
36. Ujia (Balasore)
37. Keshuria (Ba.lasore) ..
38. Khadala. (Balasore)
39. Sayar
40. Bettra .

··l

..
.. ,

..

.. I

.. )..

Throughout the province.

.. I

··I·
..
.. I
.. ,
.. j

.... )
.. L

,

..

..
1n Bihar.

(

.;J

..

1n Orissa.

0
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Supplement to the second memorandum by the Government of
Bihar and Orissa.
LETTER FROM THE GovERNMENT oF BIHAR AND ORISSA, TO THE JoiNT
SEcRETARY, INDIAN FRANcmsE CoMMITTEE, No. 3061-A., DATED
THE ~2ND/23RD MARCH 1932.

I am desired to say that the local Government agree with their
Provincial Committee's remarks regarding the estimate of the number of
depressed classes electors who would be placed on the roll on the basis of(a) six annas
(b) one rupee chaukidari tax payment. The Provincial Committee's remarks are as follows :"Enquiries have been made by the local Government at the
request of the Committee in eight selected small rural areas
and in two wards in two municipalities of the province
regarding the number of depressed classes, the number of
depressed classes voters if payments of (a) six annas and
(b) rupee one or more as chaukidari tax were adopted as
the basis of franchise qualifications and regarding the
degree of their untouchability and unapproachability. The
results of these enquiries have been tabulated in two state. ments which form Annexure D* to this report. These
statements show that in the eight selected rural areas
averaging a population of 7,000-5 per cent. of the depressed
. classes would be enfranchised on a basis of payment of
six annas chaukidari tax but that if the qualification were
raised to Re. 1 only 1 per cent. would be on the electoral
roll. But the percentages are not uniform in the different
selected areas, and the Committee do n:ot feel justified in
drawing any definite inference from these figures as to the
effect of either basis of tax in enfranchising the depresse<l
classes in the province as a whole."
·
A copy of the printed statements referred to
enclosed together
with a copy 9f the printed paperst which contain the replies received from
District Officers about these enquiries. "Depressed Classes" for the
purposes of these enquiries were taken to include those~ enumerated at
1931 census.
2. Your Committee has asked in its§ telegram of the 11th March
for a statement showing by categories and classes what elements of the
population would (a) be enfranchised and (b) remain unenfranchised
under the local Government's proposals. The local, Government's general

is

*Printed as Appendices II and III (Pp. 228-231).
t Not printed.
t Vide p. 167.
· §Copy of Telegram from the Joint Secretary, Indian Franchise Committee, to the
Gove~ment of Bihar and Orissa, No. E.-B. & 0.-302, dated the 11th March 1932.
.
Chairman would be grateful if local Government's final recommendations
could be accompanied by stateme~?-t showing by categories and classes as accurately
as possible what elements of_the population_would (a) be enfranchised (b) remain
unenfranchised under them.
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views regarding representation of interests have been given in paragraphs 4 and 5* of their first memorandum. They have suggested three
a!ternative proposals as practicable for giving effect to the large extensiOn of the franchise proposed by the Indian Franchise Committee.
The first is the ~ystem of indirect primary village elections, in which
the whole adult population, male and female, will participate. This
system would enfranchise all elements of the population and ~weightage
could be given if necessary at the secondary elections by reserving a.
certain number of the places of secondary electors for special interests
e.g., women, depressed classes, aborigines (in some districts), Indian
Christians (in some districts), industrial labour (in colliery areas) and so on.
A second alternative suggested which w~uld enfranchise about 9
per cent. of the population was the enfranchisement in rural areas of all
persons paying the minimum chaukidari tax (siX annas) and in urban
areas of all persons paying R.e. l-8-0 municipal tax. T~e main elements
of the popula~ion which would on those basis be at an appreciable disadvantage with the other elements of the population in the matter of
enfranchisement would be women and landless labourers. Industrial
labour could be enfranchised, as proposed by the Provincial Committee,
by creating a special constituency at Jamshedpur and special vot~ng
qualifications based on wages in the colliery areas iri Chota Nagpur. The
depressed classes would also be at a disadvantage as compared with the
'
·
~
cultivator class in rural areas.
A third practicable alternative basis of the franchise suggested was
the payment in rural areas of one rupee chaukidari tax and in. urban
areas of Rs. 3"8-0 municipal tax, Th'i1> would enftanchise between 4 and
5 per cent. of the population. On this basis only a negligible proportion
of the d'epressed class would probably be enfranchised in the rural areas.
It is not possible at such short notice to give any more accurate infor·
mation than the above.
3. In the Committee's telegr~~ of the 18th March statistics regard- '
ing the future Federal Assembly voters have be,en asked £or. The proposal of the majority of the Provincial Committee would give an electorate of 404,172 for the Federal Lower House. This would therefore
roughly he the number of woinen who would be enfranchised by enfranchising the wives of that· electorate. The local Government's views on this
qt:t(;lstion have already been given in paragraphs 19 and 20t of their ~st
memorandum. They are unable to make any final recommendations
themselves as to the electorate for the federal lower chamber until they
know what is to be the electorate for the provincial lower chamber and
whether there is to be a second Provincial Chamber. ·
4. The local Government have read the summary of the proposals
of the Government of M'adras relating to the depressed 'classes and
women sent with Laithwaite's demi-official· letter:j: No. 175cB. & 0.;
dated the llthMarch; but conditions in this. province ar:e eritir~ly d_iflt!~ent
£rem those in Madras, and the Madras proposals: coultl not ur tlie' P?cal
Government's opinion be applied to this provinc~.
*Pages 108 and 109.
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Final memorandum by the Bihar and ()rissa Provincial Franchise Committee.
INTRODUCTION,

The Bihar and Orissa Franchise Committee was appointed by the
local Government on the 19th January 1932 in a Press Communique
which ran as ·follows :" The Governor in Council has appointed a Provincial Franchise
Committee to advise on the questions which will be examined by the Central Franchise Committee which has been appointed by His Majesty's
Government. The following have agreed to serve as members of the
Committee :1. Lady Imam.
2. Babu Chandreshwar Prasad Narayan Singh, M•.L.c.
3. Rai Bahadur Lakshmidhar Mahanti, M.L.C.
4. Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Ray, M,.L.C.
5. Mr. Saiyid Muhamn;tad Athar Husain, M.L.C.
6. Reverend Brajananda Das, M.L.c.
7. Babu Swayambar Das, M.L.C.
8. Babu Shiva Shankar Jha.
9, Babu Gursahay Lal.
10. Maulvi Saiyid Mubarak Ali Sahib.
11. Mr. A. P. Middleton, I.c.s.
12. Mr. G. E. Owen, M.L.c., r.c.s.
13. Rai Bahadur Satish Chandra Mukharji, Member and Secretary.
The Committee will elect their own· Chairman. The questionnaireprepared by the Central Committee has been widely circulated in the province and any person wishing to give an opinion on the que~tions included
therein is requested to send in his opinion. to the Secretary with as little
delay as possible and not later than February 7th, 1932. The Secretary
can supply spare copies of the questionnaire if needed.".
Mr. E. Danby was subsequently appointed as a. member of the
Committee.
At the first meeting of the Committee on the 20th J.anu"ary 1932
the Hon'ble Mr. J. T. Whitty, c.s.r., c.r.E., I.c.s., Member o£ the Bihar
and Orissa Executive Council, welcomed' the members of the Committee
on behalf of Government. He explained to them the great importance
of the work which lay before them and the responsibilities involved, franehise being the real foundation of the whole edifice of any democratic
co:dfttitution. Babu Chandresliwar Prasad Narayan. Singh, was unanimpusly elected as Chairman.
The 0ommittee subsequently met on the 23rd January and on the
2nd, 3rd', 4th and 8th February. It was placed at some disadvantage
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. 'Owing to the short notice giv~n of the arrival of the Indian Franchise
'Committee in Patna. on the lOth February 1932. At the request of the
Indian Committee, the Provincial Committee formulated its provisional
views which were embodied in a memorandum and placed before the
Indian Committee on its arrival. Both the Committees had joint
sittings on the lOth, 11th, 12th and 13th February and paid a visit 'to
Khusrupur and Bakhtiarpur on the 14th February to witness a demonstration of the group system of election in two typical villag~s. They also
examined about twenty witnesses on behalf of Government, representative
associations and various communities in the province.' The Provincial
Committee has greatly profited by the valuable discussions it had with the
Central Committee at the joint sittings, and· the elucidation of important
points in course of examination of the witnesses has also materially
helped it in clarifying the issues placed before it. In its subseque_nt
deliberations the Committee has·kept in view all these discussions and has
modified its opinion in certain particulars in the light of them. · The Committee met again on the 23rd, 25th and 26th February and from the 6th
to the 11th March day to day and examined the following witnesses:1. Babu Brajamohan Panda, M.L.c., for Sambalpur Non-Muhammadan rural constitue~cy.
2. Mr. N. K. Ghosh, M.L.c,, for the Chota Nagimr Division NoiiMuhammadan urban constituency .
.3. Babu Devendr~ Nath Samanta, M.t.c., for Singhbhum NonMuhammadan rural constituency.
4. Mr. E. S. Hoernle, r.c.s., Deputy Com"m.issi~ner of the Santal
Parganas .
.5. Babu Bhawani Sahay, President of the District Bar Association,
Patna. · .
·
(), Maulvi Saiyid Muhammad Hafeez, M.L.C., for Patna University
constituency.
"7. Rai Bahadur Ram Ran Vijay Sinha, M.L.c., (nominated),
representing Industrial Interests other than· Planting and
Mining.
:S. Mr. P ..C. Tallents, c.I.E., I.c.s.', Officiating Chief Secretary to
the Government of Bihar and Orissa (with regard to AngU.l).
9. Baby Arikshan Sinha, Ex-M.L.c., Muza:ffarpur, representing
·
tenants.
" · 10. ,Mr. L. B. Sealj?ersonal Assistant to the Commissioner of the
Patna Division, representing Indian Christians.
'
.
.
11. Mr. Girija Bhushan Dutt, -Secretary, Tenants' Association,
...
.
Angul.
.
0
The present memorandum .of which the draft was considered at the
meetings o£ the Committee held on the 15th and 16th March, embodies
the final views ofa majority of the Committee. Mr:Danby could nottake
any part in the deliberations of the Committee after the 13th February
-·~
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as he had t¢ leave this country for England. It has not been possible to.
secure unm)i~ity o~ opinion on a ~umber of m_aterial po0-ts. The replies.
to the quf3Stwnnarre of the Indran Franchise Committee are notel.
below:-/
I,_:PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURE.

i.-Extension of Franchise.
Question 1 (a).-What means can you suggest by which the existinrt
franchise for the provincial Legislature could be extended so as to,
include 10 per cent. of the population in the electoral roll?
Total population of the province.-According to the Census of 1931.
he total population of Bihar and Orissa, excluding the Feudatory States
is 37,677,576. The statement below shows the number of non-Muhammadan and Muhammadan persons, both male and female, in British Bihal'
and Orissa :Non-Muhammadan.
16,679,026
16,730,244

Description of persons.
·Male
Female

...

Total ·

33,409,270

Muhammadan.

Total.

2,115,112
2,153,194

18,794,138
18,883,438

4,268,306

37,677,576

If 10 per ~ent. of the total population be enfranchised, the total number
of voters would be 3,767,757. Women constitute approximately ha.H·
the total population. The approximate number ofpersons of and above. ·
21 years o£ age in 1931 is given below:·
Description of persons.
·
Male
Female
Total

Non-Muham- " Muhammadan.
madan.
8,236,409
995,036
8,518,355
1,052,343
16,754,764

2,047,379

Total.
9,231,445
9,570,698
18;802,148

Brban areas.-The total urban population of Bihar and Orissa is.
1,516,119. No municipal or any other tax orrate is'levied in the Jamshedpur " notified area " which is the headquarters of the Tata Iron and Steel.
Company and as such has a large industrial population. It is proposed
to frame a separate labour constituency for Jamshedpur "notified area"
and the adjoining "notified area" of Jugsalai, of which the total population is 92,459. This will be discussed under the heading "5-Representation of Labour". The table below gives the urban popnlation~of
Bihar and Orissa excluding the J amshedpur and J ugsalai " notified_
areas":·
Description of persons.

M•e
Female
Total

Non-Muhammadan.'
603,449
489,365
'1,092,814

Muhammadan,

Total.

176,472
154,374

779,921
643,739

330,846

1,423,660
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At present the main franchise qualification in the urbal\l~constituerieies is the payment of Rs. 3 annually as municipal ·or canto~lineht rates.
In the general elections of 1930, the total number of urban v~terS'_was ·as'
:follows :'
\ 1r~J.>.:-8
Description of persons.
. Non-MuhamMuhammadan.
~o~f;~~
Male
Female
Total

~

madan.
53,623
3,058

12,786
1,315

56,681

' 14,101

·,
' \
.66,40 9. .
4,37 "~ ,

'The existing number of urban voters for the Legislative Counci{!,

:z.,

1(), 782, represents 5 per cent. of the total urban population which ·
1,423,660. If 10 per cent. of the urban population be enfranchised, th ~

number will be 142,366 (excluding Jamshedpur and Jugsalai "notified
.areas "). At present, one of the main qualifications .for the municipal
franchise is the payment of.at least Re. 1-8-0 as municipal tax. Enquiries
were made regarding the total number of persons on the municipal electoral roll._ Figures were also obtained for the number of persons who.
pay Re. 1-8-0 as tax ill the Doranda "Notified Area" and in the Patna
New Capital under the Patna Administration Committee. The figures
reported have been tabulated in the statement which is appended to this
report as Annexur:e A.* The to~al number o voters on the municipal
.electoral roll and of persons who pay at least Re. 1-8-0 as tax in the
Doranda "Notified Area" and in the Patna New Capital is 140,225,
{)£ whom ll4, 723 are non-Muhammadans and 25)'502 are Muhammadans. ·
Of these, only 960 are women. Although women h.ave a Wnited franchise
. in municipalities very few of them, owing to therr apathy, are actually
.en,rolled as voters. The question of increasing, the number o£ women
voters is dealt with in the portion of the report relating to ",Women's
sufuage ". The figures given above show that approximately 10 per
.cent. of the total 'population in the lU'ban areas will ·be enfranchised if
all the voters on the ~unicipal roll and those who pay Re. l-8-0 as tax
in the other 'urban areas are brought under the franchise for the local
Council. Bearing in view these figures, the Committee is of opinion· that
the extension o£ the franchise in the manner suggested in the question,
i.e., up to 10 per cent. can be effected i£ the main municipal franchise,
viz., payment of at least Re. 1-8-0 as tax or fee is adopted as the basis
{)£ the :franchise qualification for the Council in urban areas.
Rural ~reas.--In round figures, the rural population of the province
is 36,000,000. For purposes o£ calculation, the districts o£ _Sambalpur,
Angul and the Santal Parganas have. been left out. These areas have
been dealt with separately. The table below gives the figures Of population· in rural areas:·
Description of persons.
Male
Female
Total

Non-Muhammadan.
14,704,370
14,836,045
29,540,415

* Not printed.

Muhammadan.

Total.·

1,818,794
1;885,083

16,523,1640
16,721;128

3,703,877

33,244,292
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The existing franchise qualifications for the rural constituencies of the
Legislative Council vary in the different parts of the province. They
are mainly property qualifications, viz.,,payment ofrevenue, cess and rent
by proprietors, tenure-holders and tenants at certain rates per annum.
The statement below gives the total number of voters in rural constituencies (including those in Sambalpur and the Santal Parganas) during
the general elections of 1930, Angul being excluded from the scope of
reforms:Description of ,persons:
Male
Female
Total

Non-Muhammadan.
319,498
1,695
321,193

----

Muhammadan.

Total.

35,562
787

355;060
2,!!82

36,349

357,542

The existing number of rural voters is 357,542. They form approximately
1 per cent. of tbe total population (36,000,000). If 10 per cent. of the total
population be enfranchised, the total number of voters should be 3,324,429
flXcluding the voters in the districts of Sambaipur, Angul and the Santal
Parganas or 3,600,000 including the voters in these districts.··
Before the general elections Of 1920 a suggestion was made that it
would be simpler and more economical if the payment of chaukidari tax
was made the .basis ,of franchise for the local OounciJ in mral areas and in
favour of this it was urged that aU classes would be represented including
wage-earners. Figures of voters could be easily compiled from the chau- .
J.::idari assessment lists maintained in each sub-divisional office and no
special sta:ff would be required for the preparation of the electoral roll.
It was also urged that the electoral roll could be prepared far more expeditiously than at present and it would not necessitate laying down di:fferent franchise qualifications for di:fferent areas. After the general electionS
of 1926 the Elections Officer, Mr. Berthoud, observed as follows:" The franchise in rural areas is based on property qualification,
but t.he vast bulk of the residents in these areas is as indi:fferent .as ever in
. election matters and this causes considerable difficulty in hunting up pro:perty qualifications with a view to compiling a complete and correct roll.
It would simplify work if the payment of chaukidari tax were made the
basis of the franchise in rural areas, inasmuch as an up-to-date register
of aEEessees under the Chaukidari Act is maintained almost everywhere,
from which a list of voters could be compiled with less diffic1,1lty. This
is a question of some importance."
For meeting the cost of upkeep of the rural police, viz., village chaukidars (watchmen) and dafadars (head watchmen), a certain rate is levied
in each village under section 15 of the Village Chaukidari Act VI of 1870.
This rate is assessed according to the circumstances and the property to
be protected of the persons liable to the same, provided that the amount
assessed on any one person is not more than Re. 1 a month and that all
persons who in the opinion of the panches (village officials) are too poor to
pay half an anna a month are alt0gethn exempted from assessment. The
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minimum ch~iikidari tax. is half an anna a month or six annas a year.
The payment of the minj_mum chaukidari tax has been adopted as a franchise qualification for the electiol!, of members of the union board or
· pancha!}at under the Bihar and Orissa Village Administration Act III of
1922. 'In view of the advantages of adopting the payment of chaukidari
tax as the basis of franchise q'ualification the Committee had enquiries made
in order . to ascertain the number of persons who pay chaukidari
tax of at least Re. I and· of six annas a year. The Act is in force in the
Patna, Tirhut, Bhagalpur. (except in the Santal Parganas) and Orissa
(except in the districts of Sambalpur and Angul) Divisions and a similar
Act, viz., the Chota Nagpur Rural Police Act I of 1914, is in force in the
· Chota Nagpur Division except in certain parts of Singhbhum district.
The result~. of.the enquiries are tabulated in a stat~ment· which forms
Annexure B* to'this report. If those who pay six annas or more as chaukidari t~f be given the right to vote, the position will be as follows :- '· ·~'
-Class.

y'

....

..

Numb~ of
voters.

Population.

~

Non,Muhammadan
Muhammadan ..
~.,

Total

. 2,602,213
330,405

29,540,415
• • 'l

1 3,703,877

2,932,618 .

33,244,292

Percentage.;

' .. ·"
~

. 8•8
8·9
8·8

Of the'total number of voters, only 40,268 would be non-Muhammadan
women and 7,417 Muhammadan women, the total number of women taxpayers -being 47,685 or 1·6 per cent. of the total number of tax-payers.
So fa(as men in rural areas are concerned, about 17 · 5 per cent. of the total
male population or 35 per cent. of the adult male population would be
enfranchised. The relative voting strength of the two main communities
will be more or less the same.
.
If those ~ho pay Re. 1 Or,I~Ore as chaukidari tax are e~itnchisedJ
the position will be as follows :·
·· Class.

Population.

Non-Muhammadan
Muhammadan ..
~Total

29,540,415
3,703,877

Number of
voters.
1;220,756
190,696

33,244,292

1,4II,452

..

Percentage.

4·1 ...
.. 5·1
4·3

Of the to~al :rpuiiber of voters, only 15,600 would be non-¥Jihaminadan
women and 3,949 Muhammadan the total number pf women voters
being 19,q49 or about 1·4 per cent. of the' total number of taxpayers.
The figures sh~w s~ht disparity in the. V?ting str~ngth of.the. nonMuhammadan and Muhammadan communities. Of the;total !).umber of
' chaukidari tax! payers about 2 per cent. are minors and another 2 per cent .. ·.;
are expected tQ be landlords who have '6een recorded s~veral 'times as
voters on the chaukidari assessment lists bed.use they pay charikidari.tax
in ,each village within their estates: or' tenures in 'w~ich they have·
their_ tahsil (collection) offices. H these factors· are taken into accolint,_
the chances are that the disparity will
re~oved.

be

* Not printed.
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The questio~ of increasing the number of women electors is dealt·
With in the portion of the report regarding" Women's suffrage.'' •
·.
. It may be mentioned here~ that the Chaukid~i r Act
provides ·for ass~?sment ~of separate interest~."'··· If the. chaukidar~. tax
is adopted as the basisof franchise, the adult'members of a joint family
othe~..,than the head of the family will have no right to vote. The same
principle has been followed in .the existing electoral rules. Where property is held or payments are made on the principle of a joint family, the
family is adopted as the unit for deciding whether the requisite qualification exists, and if it does exist, the person qualified is, ,in the case ?fa
. Hindu joint family, the manager or head thereof and, in other cases, the
.member authorized in that behalf by the family concerned. The Committee has considered the question whether the present disq-qalification
of the otl!er members of a family entitled to vote should be removed and
all adult members of such a family given the .franchise. But .it~ would
obviously be< anomalous to lower the franchise qualification only for
members of lpndu joint families. As the Chaukidari Act provides for
the asse~ment of separate interests, some at least of the adult members
of a joint fanl:ily, who live joint in mess but have separately-recorded
shar~s for which they pay revenue, r~nt or cess separately of anam<;mnt
sufficient to make them liable to chaukidari assessment, will lie 'illclrided.,
in the electoral roll. ·Some again will be·;~o included if there is an educa• tional qualification as an alternative to the property qualifications ; ·and
·we have suggested such a qualification in our answer to question.-2(d).
Havip.g regard to the figures shown in Annexure B*, th~ Committee con·
siders that approXimately 9 per cent. of the population will be included
on the electoral roll if the payment Of the minimum chaukidari tax is
adopted as the basis of the franchise qualifications and about 4:5 per
cent. if chaukidiui tax-payers of'Re. 1 or more are enfrancliised in rural
~· *
~
areas.
It remains to consider the case of Sambalpur, Angul and the Santal "
Parganas where it is not at present possible to adopt the payment of ·
chaukidari tax as the basis of franchise qualification. The district of"'
Angul has so far been treated as a " backward tract ", outside-the scope <~f
the Reforms. It has an area of 1,681 square miles and a·population of
222,736. It consists of two subdivisiofis, the Sadr and the.Khondm.als.
The Sadr subd}.':ision, wh!ch is more advanced, has a total population of
14:0,458 and the chaukidari tax is paid in kind which is now ·being com, muted to cash. When this commutation has been finished, it may be
possibl~ to make the payment of chaukida"ri 'tax the basis of franchise
qualification. For the present it will be necessary to make payment of
rent. of Rs. 6 or more the basis of franchise qualification as this is likely
to Jiel~ an electorate of approxjmately 6 per cent. of the total population.
The Kliondmals subdivision is more backward and is 90 miles away from
the Saltlr subdivision and separated'fromit by the·Baud<Feudatory State.
_The Committee is not aware whether this.tract will be. brought under the
sche~e. o~ Re~orms. The majorlty of the members, however, consider
that if 1t IS so mcluded,P;some sort of franchise qualification, such as the ~
• Not printed.
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,;. payment of<plough ta;;or _of rent sufficient to bring in an~lectorate of
.. about 5 per cent. of the population, 1could probably be adopted for the
area .. ~ The district ha~,nQ_.urba~rea at present~ · ·
.
tr
•
The Santal'Parganas'·has an area ofl5,161 square miles and a rural
· pop~l\:ttionof over two millions. In _the maj~r p9rtion ofr~he district the
-chaukidars receive no pay but enjoy profits from lands in lieu thereof,
•whic4 ...are set apart for the purpose at the time of thersettlemelt't At
present a .proprietor who pays Rs. 12 per annum as'local cess, a tenurehold>er whose tenure is assessed for the purpose of local cess at not less
than Rs'!-100 per annum and a raiyat who is liable to pay rent or cess
amounting to1Rs. 24 or annas twelve respectively are entitled. to vote ..
On these qualifications there are only 2,000 and 14,000 Muhammadan and
non"Muhammadan voters _in the district who return one and two members respectively. These property qualifications would hav..e to be lowe~·
ed! sQ asto yie~d an elect~rate of approximately 5 -per cent. of the popula-

...

~

...

tion~

f

..

.{'

~

>!J·~

·

•

J

~··

..

~
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-

.

•
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~ ~T)ie:dis~~ct of Sainbalpur has an area of 3,82~· sq~are,/raes an~ a
ro/al"·popu1atJOn of 865,000. Here too the chauk1dar~; do not rycerve
the!r pay,in cash but enjoy the profits from lands set apart fo!.the:rp. ~t the
time ofthe settlement. At present a proprietor who pays not less tha'll'R.s ..
"12 per ~nnuin as cess, a tenure-holder whose tenure is as;esse~ for the
pu!pose of local cess at not less than Rs. 100 per annum af!d a raiyat _
;.wlio isJiable to pay annualrent or local cess amountingto•Rs. 16 or annas •
eiglit respectively are entitled to vote. On these qualifications the total .
existing~humb~r of non-Muhammadan voters for the Legislative Council ·
.is about~ 8,000 ;1 the number' of Muhammadan voters is very small and
they"'·~re'' included 'in the Orissa Muhammadan rural constituency. In
order to eiifranchise 5 per cent. _of the total populatio;n; it-.will be necessary to'lower the franchise for raiyats.to payment of reiit'orce'ss amountt ing approximately to Rs.·6 or annas three respectively.
,, ~- • It has n~t been possible fof the Committe~ ';ithin the .short time at
its di~posa;Lto 'make detailed. enqurries regarding the exact amount of.
rtvenue,'oreitt or-cess which will'enfranchise the requisite percentage of
.pqpulation 'in_t~e district~ of the Sant.al Parganas, Samba!pur and Angul.
To.arrive at correct figures,i~ wiJl bei,tecessaryto consult the settlement ..
record=of-rights'tand make elaoorate 'calculations which. will-take time.
~
c6ni;uittee·i~ o£ opinion·t1~t in addition to the :P;~pe;rtyqualifi- .
cations noted aboye, includin'gthe payment of challkidari_,tax;all assessees" .
to income-tax should-; as at-presen.t, be given the right to vote, both in the
p:r:,han and rural arel!s <.of ,the'p~ov'i:P:se. ·This, in th~ ,case of Hindu joint
.families, is.'likelj,Ho, ~hfran'chise' some· adult members. other than the
head.of th~-:'family:.·.
t
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· Question l~(b).--;--:DQ ymr consider that such an electorate will,9e cap...able.1"
d( casting•an.intelligent
vote?-.. ••:!~.
~ ~· , .,
,. .. ·· ~
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l•
'~
'9!io
if".-~
.._: --The maj~rity o£ the.t;nefiibers.of the-Comi'nitt'Efe a:re··of opinion that
'the percentage gf voters who cast their votes inte1ligently under the existing franchise is lo~ ana that it .i~Ji~~ly, tli?.~?e"'1ow~r·if 'the franchise.is
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further extended. •Babu Gursahay Lal and some
other members hold the
' - view that the proportion of intelligent"voters is increasing at every general
election and there is no reason why, the number of such voters will not
increase· further if the franchise i§ fow~red, the political education of the
masses being orily a question of ti:r~_e. Pandit Shiva Shankar Jha, B~tbu
Gursahay IJal, Babu Swayambar Das and Rai Bahadur .S: C. ~ay a.re. of
opinion that it would make no difference in the proportion of intelligent
voters if 10 per cent. of the total population were enfranchised.

Question 1 (c).-Do you consider that such an electom,__te would be
administratively manageable, having regard· ,to the arrange-.
ments likely to be feasible fo1" the pTeparation, maintenance
and revision of the electoral rolls, and for the recording and
counting of votes 1

be

The answer to the question depends on whether the election should
to;..
~.

ac~ording

(A) w~olly indirect system, or
·

..,.

; ":,

'

~(B),coinbination of the direct and indirect systems, or what
\is called the"" hybrid" system, or
:·...
:'
"r

~

...

~

(C) wholly direct system.
...J Y", ·-.

(A) Wholly indirect system.

11'" •

'·

- The majority of the members agree that the i~direct ~ystem o'f election, according to the system of primary chaukidari village-~"election, as
described in the local Government's memorandum forwarded, w'ith their
letter of the l~th March 1932, is the only system of el:Ctio!l·whi~h would
enable the goal of universal adult suffrage to be reached within the lifetime of this or the succeeding generation._ But the same majority.~re not
in favour of this system, and they consider that the fqllowing objections·
to it require emphasis. The question of separate electorates for Muliam-;
madans makes the system of indirect--election very ~:iripiic"itted "in" a ·
province such as Bihar and Orissa in which the Muhammadans "fo;m onlv
)1 per cent. of "the total populati~m-and are' scattered ovef the area of~
district. The difficulties will be accentuated ir the francliise is extended
to on~y i :certain percentage of the total populatio:n··and _qualifica_!;i9ns
are la1d dow:i:t for restricting the franchise to that _percentage. As the
non-Muhammadan and Muhammadan population in 'this··province is in
the proportion of 8: 1, the total number of adult Muhammadan male
primary vot~rs will be approxi:matelyl~OOO,OOO .. There are more"than
83,000 villages in British Bihar and Orissa. Therefore it follows-that the
averag~ number of Muhammadan male:.adults.inhabiting a village is 12
and it will ~be necessary to form groups of p:r;imary :¥uhammadan' Iil.ale
eleo«>rs from at least two villages. As ·the Muhammadans form a small
percentage of tlie total population in.~Chota'Nagpm and particularly. in
Orissa, the formatiion =of primary .groups of 20 Muhammadan el~ctorll
will be extremely difficult in these two d.ivisions,·and also in other areas.
....
~
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where the Muhammadans are thinly a.nd widely scattered; This is
illustrated in the table given below :__:_
~,

.

-

Seriai
No.

Subdiv~ion.

I

....

"

~
~-

'·

~

Total
Number . Total
Muhampopulation. mad an
of
villages.
population:

-

"iQ

"

l

2

3

4

Total'
Average
Total
M:uhamnumber
number
madan
ofMu' of Muadult
hammadan
hammale
adult male
madan
voters
in
popumale selation
a village. condary
(approxivoters.
mately).

5

6

7

8

~-

772

336,768

18,512

4,628

6

231

2,681

456,686

16,346

4,086

1·5

204

3

(Santa!_
Dumka
Parganas).
...
Khnrda (Puri)

1,073

367,244

10,285

2,571

2·5

128

4

Barga!h (Sambalpur)

1,191

537,406

900

225

11

5

.

.Angul (Sadri

§.s~~
~ = 0

6

Khunti (:Ranc}'i)

7

Singhbhum (Sadr)

- l
2

Buxar

(Shahabad)

..
..

467

14D,458

205

51

1,157

373,800

3,007

750

1,582

513,231

3,016

754

,_

rb {
l

fD

~ .0~
~'g
3m Z"'o
=~
0

J

" ..

.

3
38
38

·•

From the above table it will be seen that Buxar subdivision has 6
Muhammadan adult males in each village," Dumka (Santal Parganas
has 1· 5, Khurda has 2 · 5, Bargarh in Sambalpur has · 2, ~gul practically nil, and Khunti and Singhbhum Sa.dr will each have to elect 38
secondary vo.ters for the entire subdivision. I£ this is the position. with
regard to phe MUhammadan male voters on the assumption that there
is an universal adult suffrage, it will be an obviouslj impossible situa-.
tion for· the Muhammadan female- voters who mostly observe pardah
. and wilLnot .stir out of their villages. Besides, tlie adoption of any
voting qualification restricting the franchise will create 'further difficulties iri the grouping of Muhammadan electors in. rural areas.
The system, the same majority of members hold, has its draw-back
specially in India where there are several religious communities and sects ,
or suo-sects under each community.· Such a ·system will tend to create
m-leeling and hostility among the me~bers of ~he different castes in
villages and ther!l will be endless frictions in the formation of groups. It,
will be necessary to employ temporary officers on low pay ,who will be
subject to temptations and undesirable influences specially if there be no
appeals against their decisions. It will be diffi?ult to make suitable arrangements for preventingbFeache~pfthe peace and rioting, should these occur
,, ·as a result of party-feeling or for'\vrong decisio~s on the part of the election
officer. The _primary groups'..will be subject to undesirable influences
and are likely to select the' lea:ding village touts, money-lenders ;1nd
. other infl:uentiafpeople. who, even if they are not themselves elected,
would induce them to. elect secondaries at their dictation, an<i_ thus
,, cerruption will ~e rife. The candidate~ for seats in the Legislative lloun-.
cirwill not b_e in direct,touc4 .v:l.th the primary v;oters and there is,no
.... glJarantee that the secondaries would ,cast their votes in faVOUJ of the
...·

.
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man whom the primaries wanted. In 'other words the primary electors
would not have direct voice in the selection of their representatives.
As there will be an interval between the primary and secondary elections,
pressure or undue influence may be brought to bear on the secondaries
by interested persons. It will be looked upon as a retrograde step by
the existing voters who have been accustomed to the direct poll for over
a decade. From the administrative point of view there is the risk of the
system being a complete failure if a large section o£ the people non-cooperate and combine to withhold their votes. I£ there is a by-election,
the holding of primary and secondary elections will take some time and
the constituency will remain unrepresented in the Council for months
unless the primary elections are dispensed with and the old electoral
roll of secondary voters are utilized for the purpose of the by-election.
The Chairman and Mr. Owen disagree with the majority on this subject
and advocate indirect election in all rural constituencies. A note o£ dissent recorded by them is appended. ·Lady Imam also is in favour o£ the·
indirect system o£ election and the group system o£ election· advocated
by her has been explained in a note appended to this report.
(B) Combination of the Direct and Indirect Elections. _
A combination of the two systems ill the same constituencies would,
in the opinion of all members of the Committee (including the minority
who are in favour of substituting indirect for direct election in rural
con,stituencies), be unworkable and undesirable. The secondary voters
would be swamped by the propertied direct voters ; class-feeling would
be intensified, the conduct of the primary elections would be unmanageable. Ad hoc and often illiterate village panches and temporary and not
highly paid election officers o£ the status of ministerial officer could not
effectively conduct elections at which members of the villages would have
to be disqualified -from voting on the ground of payment or non-payment
o£ tax or other disqualifications verifiable only from a written electoral
roll. The system would be most complicated and very expensive. The
Committee is not therefore prepared to suggest any scheme as workable.
(C) Wholly Direct System.
The following observations of the Chairman of the Indian Franchise
Committee li~ve an important bearing oil this question :"The Franchise Sub-Committee of the Round Table Conference
considered that adult suffrage was the goal which should ultimately be
attained but the majority thought that it was not practicable to reach
that goal immediately and recommended the immediate increase of the
electorate so as to enfranchise not less than 10 per cent. of the population,
and indeed a larger number-but not more than 25 per cent. of the total
population--if that should, on full investigation, be found prac_ticable-tnd desirable."
In view of these ,9bservations a majority of the Pro~rincial Committee_ was at first under the impression that it was mandatory to enfranchise 10 per cent. of the total population in this province. They were
therefore inclined at the. outset _to recommend the indirect system of
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election as, on the,.materials before them, they had considerable misgivings whether it_.would be administ~atively practicable.tpspoll 10 per
cent. of the total population by the direct method. In the course of the
discussions at the joint meetings, it however transpired that in making
the observations cited above the Central Committee had in view the percentage of existing ··electors in the major provinces of India and did not
take into account the fact that only 1 per cent. of the total population
had the franchise in this province. While in Bombay and Madras
the enfranchisement of 10 per cent. of the total· population would mean
trebling the size -of the existing electorate, in Bihar and Orissa it would
mean a :ten-fold increase in the number of the existing voters. The
majority of members have, therefore, after mature consideration confined
their attention to -~xploring the possibilities of increasing the size of the
electorate in this province to an extent which would be administratively
manageable according to the direct method, having regard to the arrangements likely to be feasible for the recording and counting of votes; They
have come to the conclusion that if the franchise is extended to 5 per cent.
of the total population, it would be possible to make the necessary polljug arrangemep.ts with the existing staff of Government officers and to
finish the poll, as at present, in two days, one day being set apar~ for
Muhammadan and the other for non-Muhammadan voters. This will
mean the enlargement of the electoral roll in the. rural areas to five
times its present size, i.e., from 357,000 to roughly 1,750,000 and would·'
be mainly effected by adopting the payment of chauki~.ari tax of Re. 1
and upwards as the basis of the franchise qualifi.catioD:s in 18 distric~s
and by lowering the existing qualifications in the three~emaining dis-,
tricts. As has been noted above, the franchise in urban areas has already
been extended to 5 per cent. of the total urban population. Some of the
members are not in favour of extending the franchise any further but the
majo!ity consider that the ratio of voters to population should be the
same in urban as in rural areas. The majority are aware that ·it might
be possible to bring under.the franchise 10 percent. of the total popula~
tion and to provide for their poll by the direct method, if the poll were
spread over three or four days instead of two as has been suggested above.
But this, irt their opinion, would throw a greater straill: '?ll the administrative machinery than it would bear, would be more~exj:i(msive, would
dislocate public work in courts and offices and other public institutions
and would be exposed ~o the risk of a break-down which is inherent in all
protracted elections .•,.'~hey are definite~y of opinion that for the present
the franchise should not be extended to more than 5 per cent. of the population and it ought to be left to the future autonomous Council to enlarge the electorate still further should they consider it desirable and find
· it administratively possible. A note has been prepar~d on the feasibility
of polling arrangements if approximv,tely 5 per cent. of the total population is enfranchised and forms Annexure C* to this report. Some lhlemc
bers think that any deficiency in the number of Government officers may
be made good by enlisting the services of honorary magistrates, members
of local bodies and senior merri.bers of the Bar who do not themselves

* Not printed.
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take an active part in the eiections-a view not subscribed to by the
majority. . '
'
Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Ray, Pandit Shivashankar Jha, Babu
Gursahay Lal, Babu Swayambar Das, Rev. Brajananda Das, Rai
Bahadur Lakshmidhar 1\'Iahanti, Rai Bahadur S. C. 1\'Iukharji, Mr. Middleton, Maulvi Saiyid Mubarak Ali Sahib and Mr. S. M. Athar Husain are
in favour of the system of direct election. 'In theiropin· on direct election
is the sine qua non of responsible Government. It makes the representative feel that he stands in a genuine relation to the original voter. It
is the system to which a certain·proportion of the adult population has
been accustomed for over a decade. It makes. the people appreciate the
value of the vote to a greater extent than by·any other system of election,
and minimises the chances of corruption to the greatest extent possible.
While Rai · Bahadur Lakshmidhar Mahanti, Mr. Middleton, Maulvi
Mubamk Ali Sahib, Mr. Athar Husain and Rai Bahadur S. C. Mukharji
would extend the d;rect electorate to only 5 per cent. of the total population, Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Ray, Rev. Brajananda Das; Pandit
Shivashankar Jha, Babu Gursahay Lal and Swayambar Das are in
favour of giving the franchise to 10 per cent. and hold the view that it
would be administratively possible to poll this percentage of population by spreading the elections over three or even four days: Rai Bahadur Lakshmidhar Mahanti and Maulvi Mubarak Ali Sahib, however,
suggest that the franchise may be extended to 10 per cent. of the population in towns only. Maulvi Mubarak Ali's reason is that the urban
popul_.ation is familiar with ballot boxes since the year 1865, wkile the
rural population is used to it since 1920. As it has been proposed to
·increase the franchise in rural areas by five times, he is in favour of
doubling the franchise in towns. He sees no justification why there
should be no increase at all in municipal areas simply on the ground
that there would be disparity between the enfranchised population of the
rural and urban areas. The other members noted above are of 'opi!p.on
that the same percentage should be adopted for both the urban and rUral
areas. The Chairman and Mr. Owen, if the alternative of indirect election
·in rural constituencies and adult suffrage is rejected, would recommend
an extension of the direct franchise to 5 per cent. of the rural and at least
10 per cent. of the urban population.
Questio~ 1 (d).-Ij the answer to (b) and (c) is in the negative, what
alternative qualification for the electorate would you propose ?
The 11,nswer to this question has been given in dealing with the answers
to clauses (b) and (c). In order to increase the· number of voters who will
be able to cast their votes intelligently, the Committee suggests an alternative educational qualification. This will be dealt with under 2 (d).
Question 1 (e).-lf the answer to (b) and (c) is in the affirmative, do you
•
consider that d w2uld be practicahle and desirable, having regard
to the same conside:ration, to enlarge the electoral roll, still further
and, if so, what means would you suggest for the purpose?
The majority of the Committee does not consider it desirable to extend
the franchise for the present to more tlian 5 per cent. of the total population.
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Question 1 (j).-It has been suggested that, assuming adrult suffrage to
be impracticable at present, all adults not entitled to a direct vote
should.. be grouped together in primary groups of about 20 or in
some other suitable manner for the election of one or more represen~
tative members from each group, who would be entitled to vote
in the provincial elections either in the same constituencies as the
directly qualified voters or in separate constituencies to be framed
for them. The suggestion has been discussed mainly with reference
to rural villages, but might be made applicable to towns also .
. Do you consider that any such system would be feasible and advantAgeous in the areas with which you are acquainted, and i/!'so, would
you advise that the. group electors should vote in the ~ame constituencies as the directly qualified electors,. or in separafe constituencies composed of group electors only ?

This contemplates eleption either by the indirect system or by what
is-known as the·' hybrid' system. For the reasons given in dealing with
answers to question (c), the majority of the members are not in favour of
either of these systems.
Question 1 (g).-It has been proposed that in the event ofseparate constituencies being framed for group electors, only group electors
should be qualified to stand as candidates for such constituencies.
Are you in favour of this course ?
In view of the answer to question (f), this question does not arise.
Q~estion 1 (h).-Do you oonsider that it would be feasible and advantageous to abolish all the existing qualifications h_1· voters and to
extend a system of the nature described in (f) and to confone electorate for all constituencies to secondaries chosen by groups of primary voter~?
Question 1 (i)-In the event of your answer to (£) or (h) being in the
'
affirmative, what do you eonsider would be a suitable size for the
- groups refe1·red to above ? On what basis would you constituw th~m
and whom would you charge with the duty of framing them ?
Question 1 (j )-Would you require any special qualification, whether
property, educational or other, in the person chosen by such groups
to vote on their behalf for the election of members r If so, what?
These questions have been answered under question (c). 'The majority of the members think that the franchise should be extended to only
5 per cent. of the population and the polling should be conducted according to the direct method, Lady Imam has answered these questions in ·
her note* which is appended to this report. ·
·
2. Franchise qualifications.
Question 2 (a}.-Do you consider that in the areas with which you are
acquainted there is any marked dispa.Jity in the operation of the
franchise qualifications in urban as compared with rural a~asl
If S?, what measures would you suggest in order to rectify such
disparities ?
-

* Pages 196-199.
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The Committee recognizes that at present there is disparity in the
operation of the franchise qualifications in urban as compared with rural
areas. The existing urban electorate forms about 5 per cent. of the total
urban population while the electors in rural areas are only 1 per cent. of
the total rural population. To remove this disparity, it has been suggested under question 1 (c) by the majority that the same percentage of
population should be brought under the franchise both in the urban and
rura] areas.
Question 2 (b).-lt has been suggested that each community should be
·, given a voting strength proportionate to its numbers, and that the
franchise syf'tem should be· so contrived as to secure this result, in
so far as it may be practicable.
_
Are you in agreement with this suggestion, and, if so, what measures
would you suggest for gVving e.ffect to it in your province on the
assumption (i) that separate electorates are retained, (ii) of joint
electorates with reservation of seats and (iii) of joint electorates
without reservation of seats ?

If the franchise is extended to only 5 per cent. of thetotal population in
the urban and rural areas and the qualifications suggested above are adopted, the relative voting strength of each community will be as follows :Description.

Non-Muhammadan
nfuhammadan
Total

Urban..

Rural.

5·1
4·2

4·1
5·1

4·8

4:·3

If the franchise be extended to 10 per cent. of the total population, the
relative voting strength of each community will be as follows :Description.
Urban.
Rural.
Non-Muhammadan
11
8·8
Muhammadan
8·1
8·9

Total

10·3

8·8

The slight disparity noticeable in the above table is likely to be removed
if there is an additional educational qualification and all income-tax
assessees are brought under the franchise. Another factor has been stated
in reply to question I (c).
Question 2 (c).-ls the possession of property of some kind in your
opinion a 8uitable test of fitness for the franchise? (The term
" property " should be understood in its widest sense as including
not only the ownership of landed property, but also the occupation
of land or house property or the receipt of income or wages either
in cash or kind). If so, do you consider the existing property quali-'
fications suitable? If you do not, what modification do you suggest?
The majority of the Committee consider that a franchise qualification
based on property is necessary. As· stated above chaukidari tax is

•
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""' the property to be protected of
assessed according to the circumstances and
the person liable to the same. It is levied in rural areas on smaU traders
according t;; their income and on agricultural labourers according to the!r
wages. A voter~should have some stake in the country and in suggesting
the payment of chaukidari tax and municipal tax as the basis, the Comntittee has kept this p9int in view.
Question 2 (d).-Are you in favour of introducing a qualification based
on education, independently of property? If so, what educational
qualification~ would you suggest ?
· · "' ' ·
The Committee is in favour of introducing a qua1ificatio~-ibased on
~ducation, independently of property. The general opinion 'is that all
men who have passed the middle· standard (middle English· or middle
vernacular and the ~corresponding oriental examinations in tols and
madrasas) and women who are literate, that is, able to read and write
a· letter, should have the right to vote. Some of the members, viz., Babu
Gursahay Lal, Babu Swayambar Das, Rev. Brajananda Das and
Pandit Shivashankar Jha are in favour of lowering the educational qualification for men to the passing of 'the upper primary examination only.
Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Ray recommends that a lower educational
standard should be fixed for the aboriginals and depressed classes. Lady
Imam, Maulavi Mubarak Ali Sahib and Mr. Athar Husain are of opinion
that mere literacy should be an additional qua4fication for Muhammadan
voters of both sexes.
•
The table oelow gives the number o£ persons o£ 20 y.ear,~;o£ age -and
·over in Bihar and Orissa who, according to the Census o£ 1931, (i) have
passed the Middle or some higher standard of education al!c~.:(ii) who
are literate :Class.
1

NonMuhammad an
Male.

Non~fuham-

madan
Female.

.

2

Number of per80DS who have
passed
the
!>fiddle
or.
some higher
standard of
education.

1,007,016

Number of persons who are
literate.

87,467

Muham•
madan
Male.
5

4

3

Muhammadan
Female.

Total
Muham.mada.n.

6

7

Total
of
columns
4& 7.

8

....

65,581

i

'

Total
NonMuhammadan.

.

1,072,597

•.

128!278

lt,7l7

139,995

1,212,59\l

'\:
'

5,002

92,469

12,323

300

12,623

105,092

Question 2- (e).-A1·e you in favour of retaining the exist1:ng mthtary
seTvice qualificat~:on and extending 1:t so as to inclttde se1·vice in the
· Auxilia.Ty and Territorial Forces?

The Committee holds no strong views on the question which is ~f no
practical importance in this province. But they see no reason £or abolishing the qualification, and they ~gree that if it is retained it should be
extended as proposed.
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Question 3 (a).-At present women are admitted to the suffrage on the
same terms as men, bu.t as the existing qtuzlifications are mainly
based on property qnd payment of taxes, tJ;e number of wome_n .on
the provincial electoral1·olls is only a little over 'a quarter of a mtllwn
as compared with 6! million men. The Statutory Commission
•.• proposed that the wives and widows (if ove1· 25 yea1·s of age) of men,
entitled to· vote under the property qualification, should be enfran"chised, and that in addition an educational qualifi.cation should·
" apply to women over 21 as well as to men. In the Franchise
Sub-Committee of the Round Table Conference it was suggested
that the age-lirm:t should be 21 for women as U}ell as for men.
Are you in favour of increasing the worn.en's electorate in the ways suggested or would you. p?·efer any other method ? If so, what rnetlwd ?
To what extent would youjav01w increase in women's electorate?
(b) In the event of a system of group representation being established
as proposed in paragraph 1 (f), do you·consider that women should
be formed into groups, a.nd, 'if SQ, should sepamte groups be formed
for women or should groups contain both m.en and women?·

0£ the members only Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Roy is in favour
of the proposal to enfranchise wives and widows of t~e men entitled
to vote under the property qualifkations. Mr. Athar Husain is of opinion
that women' should only come in under the general franchise qualifications
mentioned "above. The other members including Lady Imam are, however, of/opinion that literacy and the property qualifications suggested
for men should also be the franchise qualifications for women. The
number of adult literate women in the province is 72,000. · The property
and educational qualifications will, to a great extent, overlap each other
and the total number of women who would be entitled to vote under these
qualifications is not likely to exceed 100,000. The majority of the Committee are of opinion that both men and women should be brought under
the same system of election and should the direct system be adopted,
the women must vote in rural as well as in urban areas in the same polling
booth as men, as it would be impossible to find sufficient women to staff
separate polling booths in all the constituencies, and impracticable to
duplicate the male staff. Lady Imam would like to have separate polling
booths for women, whatever system of election was adopted. Babu
Gursahay Lal suggests that separate entrances in the same polling booth
may be provided for. women. Maulvi Mubarak Ali Sahib and Mr:
Athar Husain recommend postal voting for women. If, however, this .
recommendation is not accepted, Mr. Athar Hussain would agree with
Lad:r Imam that,eparate polling booths should be provided for women.
•Question 3 (c).-The st1gges~ion has been made that at any rate as a
temporary measure legislature should co-opt women members to an
extent not exceeding 6 per cent. by a system of proportional representation so as to ensure some representa-tion of won~en in the legislature.
What are your views on this suggestion ?
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Lady Imam- is of opinion that women candidates for seats in the
Legislative Council should endeavour to seek the votes of both l:lexes in
the general electorates in the same manner as men and no seats should be
reserved for women in the Provincial Legislature. Her opinion is shared
·
by a majority of the members of the Committee;

4. Representation of the Depressed Classes.
It is evident from the .discussions which have occurred in various con- ~
nections in the RoU'hd Table" Conference, that it is generally felt.
that provision should be made in the new constitution for better·
·representation of the depressed classes, and that the rn£thod of represei~tation by nomination is no longer required as appropriate.
What communities wmdd you include as belonging to depressed classes ?
Would you include· classes othe1· than ~tntouchables, and if so,
which?
Do you consider that the depressed classes are likely, through such
general extension of the franchise as you favour, to secure representatives of their own choice in the general electorates, and if so, to
wlw,t extent? If your an:.swe1· is in the negative, wlw,t specific proposals would you make to secure their representation in legislatures ?
The possible appliCation ·of the group system of representation to the
dep~essed classes should be specially considered.
_.

It is difficult to give an exhaustive list of the castes or sects who
could, in this province, be properly defined as " depressed classes ".
Appendix II of Annexure C* to this report gives the number of-" depressed
classes" in this province who have been en:u.merated as such,during the
.. Census of 1931. Some of the classes, in this list, e.g., Bauri, Bhogta,
· B~ELiya, Bhumij, Ghasi, Pan, Rajwar and Turi have also been classed as
aborigines during the Census. There may be also other classes who are·
regarded as·depressed in different local a.reas of the province.- The degree
o£ untouchability of the depressed classes also varies in different parts of
~ · the province. In some districts, members of certain sects and sub-castes of
depressed classes are denied access to wells and temples. In others, the
same sects and sub-castes are denied access to temples but not to wells.
There are places where the children of the depressed classes are allowed
to attend ordinary schools. The classes which are com~only regarded
as untouchable are Ohamar, Dusadh, Dom, Halalkhr;;r, HaTi, Mochi,
Mushaha1', Pan andPasi. Enquiries have been made by the local Government at ~he request of the Committee in eight selected small rural
·areas and in two wards in two municipalities of the province reg11rding
the number of depressed classes, the number of depressed class voters
i£ payment o£ (a) six annas and (b) rupee one or more as chaukidari tax
were adopted as the basis of franchise qualifications «and regarding the
degree of their untouchability and unapproachability. The results of
0
these enquiries have been tabulated in· two statements which £orm Annexure D* to this report. These statements ~how that in the eight selected
rural areas-averaging a population of 7,000.::::_5 per cent. of the depressed
t

* Printed as Appendix I (page 226).
.
Printed a.s Appendices II and III (pages 228-231.)
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classes would be enfranchised on a basis of payment of six annas chaukidari tax but that if the qualification were raised to Be. l only I per cent.
would be on the electoral roll. But the percentages are not uniform
in the different selected areas, and the Committee do not feel justified in
drawing any definite inference from these figures as to the effect of either .
basis of tax in enfranchising tl1e depressed classes in the province as a
whole. The majority of the Committee, however, consider that there is
no need for special representation of the depressed classes as their grievances are not so acute here as in Bombay or South India. The Committee is unanimous that, as the depressed classes are' scattered ·all over
the province, no separate electorates could be framed for them under t.he
present system of direct election. There are at present two members who
are nominated by t.he Government to represent the depressed ~lasses in
the Council.
'.'-

5. Representation of Labour.
Assuming that such widening of the basis of suffrage in general oonstituencies as is found pract·icable does not provide adequate representation of labour, what special measure would you recornmendfor representation of labour (a) wrtere it is or can be organized
as in industrial areas, (b) where it is unorganized as in the case of
agricuUurat and plantation labour ? On what basis would you
allot representation to labour in each case ?
The general opinion is that a sufficient number of agricultura! labour- •
ers will be enfranchised on the basis o£ payment of one rupee chaukidari
tax. _ Babu Gursahay Lal however thinks tJ;tat a sufficient number of
agricultural labourers will be enfranchised only· on the basis of six annas
chaukidari ·tax. There is practically no plantation labour in the province. Organized industrial labolir is confined to (a) the Jamshedpur '
and adjoining Jugsalai "notified areas" in the Singhbhum district and
(b) the colliery areas in the Dhanbad subdivision of Manbhum district. The
population of Jamshedpur and its suburb, Jugsalai, is 83,738 and 8,721
respectively. In order to give the large labour force at the Jamshedpur
Iron and Steel Works an effective voice in the· choice of a representative of labour, the Committee recommends the formation of a .separate
urban constituency for these two " notified areas " where industrial
labourers form the majority of the population. There is some difficulty
in fixing the franchise qualifications for Jamshedpur as neither the
labour force nor the residents have to pay any municipal or chaukidari
tax. The entire cost of the sanitary arrangements in the towns is borne
by the Tata Iron and Steel Company. But the Committee has obtained
information from Mr. F. C. Temple, C.I.E., who is the Chairman of the
two notified area committees, which indicates that it would be possible
to frame an electoral roll of the company's wage-earners (1) who have
been in service for two years or more, (2) who earn Re.J a day as wages,
an~(3) who have a holding or shop for which some rent is paid and tha-t
these qualifications are likely to yield an electorate of about 15,000 in
Jamshedpur, and this would include a certain number of women labourers. As municipal :tax· is paid by the residents of Jugsalai "notified

..
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area", which is contiguous to Jamshedpur, there would be no difficulty
in fixing a suitable franchise qualification for this area.
As regards the colliery areas, the Committee ~ r~commends that the
colliery labourers should vote in a genei·al constituency and that a.
certain standard of wages, say, Rs. 150 a year, and residence for a year
or so, should be fixed as an alternative qualification so as to enfranchise
the labourers in these areas. One or more rural constituencies could
easily be so formed. as to give a preponderance ofvotes to the colliery
~ labourers in order to enable them to elect men of their own choice, and
the Committee. recommends that this should be doi1e. 'The, Committee
. does not consider that special facilities should be given to the casual
labourers employed in the East Indian Railway workshops in Jamalpur,
~vhere most of them, they understand, are day labourers from surrounding villages.
.

5-A. Representation of Special Interests.
What are your views as to the retention qf representation of special
interests (University, Commerce, E-uropean and Indian Mining,
Planting, Labour, Landholdm·s, etc.), in the legislatures? If you
favour its retention, do you consider that the existing methods
~
.,. of election the'reto are satisfactory ?
• If not, ,~hat suggestions would you make ?
• ' .The ~ejofity of the Committee favour the retention of representa·-~
tion'
for the..following special interests and the reservation of the number
<l
.. of seats noted-against each:-~
'
(1) European (inCluding Plant.o
ing)
2 seats.
""
(2) Minjng . .
1 seat (the Committe~ 1s
· against the
allocation
of separate seats to the
Indian
and
European
Mining interests).
f~
(3) University (senate)
1 seat.
,(4) Indian Christians
1 seat.
(5) Commerce
1 seat.
_(6) Anglo-Indian
1 seat.
~'
(7) Domiciled Bengalis
2 seats.
f:/>
Lady Imam, Maulavi Mubarak Ali Sahib, Mr. Athar Hussain and Babu
Gursahay Lal are in favour of the inclusion of registered graduates as
voters in the University constituency as at present." The majority of
members would, however,: confine the electorate to Senate only. ·
As regards domiciled Bengalis, Rai Bahad~r Sarat Chandra Ray
and Maulavi Mubarak Ali Sahib are in favour of giving them five seats.
The rest of the members, however, think·that,it would be sufficient if
they were given•;Only·t>to specia) ~eats. iri a~dition to the numQ.er of
seats which might . b(! -secured ·by members· of the community from
general constituencies. The Committee has taken into ·consideration
the fact that in tM/'M:anbhum dist:dct BengaJis.form -the "majority of.
the population.
·~ .
~

'4t._

'fir

~
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Five members are at present elected to the Legislative Council,
one from each division, from the landholders' special constituencies.
A majority of members, Viz., M:r. Owen, Mr. Athar Husain, Rev.
Brajananda Das, Rai Bahadur Lakshmidhar Mahanti and Rai Bahadur
S. C. Mukharji consider that their number in the special constituencie~
should be increased proportionately with the proposed increase in the
number of elected seats of the Council. This would give them 11· 75
or 12 members in a house of 200 seats. Pandit Shivashankar Jha,
Babu Gursahay Lal, Babu Swayambar Das and Rai Bahadur Sarat
Chandra Ray are opposed to any special representation for the landlords, but are for maintaining the present proportion if any special
representation is at all given to the landlords.. Rai Bahadur Sarat
Chandia Ray is further of opinion that iflandlords are given any sp~ial .....
electorate such electors should have no votes in the general electorate. Me.
Middleton is also opposed to any separate representation for landlords. ::
His reasons are as follows :-"I believe that according to normal
constitutional development two parties in the main will emerge in an
autonomous province: They may be called the Conservative and
Radical parties or the Right and Left parties or Constitutional and
Subversive parties, but their main features will.be the same by whatever
4
name they are called. I hope and believe that the landlords will be-the;-.
leaders of the constitutional party and I believe that: their influence'""'.·
will be far greater if they do not press for a separate a]l~tJ¥ent'•ofS~ats
·
in the Legislative Council. If they have special rep:resentation·they;<t ~
will fin'd it less easy t? come in in the general' seats' andr I ·think pheir •
influence will therefore be less." The Chairman and Maulavi Mubarak
Ali Sahib'are, however, in favour of allotting one seat for landlords to
each of the twenty-one districts. In proposing the allocation of seats
to landlords in the special constituencies, all the members except Babu
Gursahay Lal and Mr. Owen have assumed that there will be a.bicameral
legislature. Mr. Owen thinks that their existing seats are sufficient
for them if there is to be a Second Chamber. Mr. Athar Husain and
Maulavi Mubarak Ali Sahib desire to emphasize that should any special
representation be given to landlords, 25 per cent. of such representation
·
should be earmarked for Muhammadan landlords.
At present every landholder is qualified as an elector for a landholders' constituency who has a place of residence in the constituency
and is liable to pay not less than Rs. 4,000 land revenue or Rs. 1,000
local cess iri the case of the Patna Division landholders, the Tirhut
Division landholders' and the Bhagalpur Division landholders' constituencies or Rs. 6,000 land revenue or Rs. 500 local cess in the case of the
Orissa Division landholders' and Chota Nagpur Division landholders'
constituencies. On the basis of these qualifications, the total number
of electors in the special constituencies is 441, of whom 422 are men and
l~ women. The members are agreed that the qualifications should he
lowered so as to enfranchise a larger number of Jandholders, ·the minimum qualification being payment of Rs. 500 a~ lan~revenue or Rs. 100
as local cess. They have not succeeded in ootaining ·apy exact statistics to show what sized electorate these qualifications would produce .

...

...

·~
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But they have assumed that it would comprise at least three thousand ,
voters,
The representatives of all these special ·interests e~cept the University and the Landlords would, in the Committee's opinion, be most
suitably chosen by recognized associations.
n.-THE FEDERAL LEGISLATURE.

6. Allocation of seats to British Indian Provinces.
In the third report of the Federal Struct"ure Committee the foll~?iing alloca.tion of seats to provinces of British India in the two chambers of
the federal legislature was tentatively S7.fggested :~Names of provinces:Uppe~ Chamber. Lower Chamber.
Madras
17
32
· Bombay
17
26
Bengal
17
32
United Provinces
J7,
32
Punjab
17
26
Bihar and Orissa
17
. 26
Central,Provinc(3s
(if
Ber~r
(;/ ~-".__.
7'
12
"is included).
'
..
~
~..-- . ..;~
"""'
.
.. "':' Assa'nF ~- · . · • . ;'
..
5
7
.,._
.;.
3·
2
N o~th~West F1·o.ritier Province
1
Delhi
1
,.
1
Ajmer:Merwara.
1
1
1
Coorg :.'
1
1
B;itish Baluchistan

...

~

~~-~

--

~

120

200

As a working hypothesis for the purpose ·of arithmetical calculation ~t the
present stage it may be assumed that the Federal Legislature will be
_approximately of the size indicated in the report of the Federal Structure Committee.
-.t: ·
·(a) The Federal Structure Committee proposed that.the representatives of British Indian Provinces., in the· Upper Chamber should .
be elected by the· Provincial Legislature by a single transferable..
vote. Do you agree with this proposal or have you any alternative to suggest ?
(b) Do you consider that the frwichise qualifications ought to be
different for the Federal· an~ ~Provincial Legislatures? If
so, what do 'yo_u co1wi0er .it oujj!Jtto be)it the case ofthe F~ral
Legisktture ?.
(e) The .rrta}~rlty of ~embers of the Feikraz Struet~re""Coihmittee""'!
C<(l'tsider th~t t~ election to the Lower. Chamber of the Federal

'·'
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Legislature should be by territorial constituencies consistirl!] of
quaajied voters who would cast their vote directly for the cand•dates oftheir choice. Under a scheme of this nature there
would be more than a million inhabitants on an average in
each constituency. The constituency would in some case~
be of enormous size, especially if communal electorates were
~introduced. In view of the obvious difficulties which must
confront a candidate in canvassing and maintaining contact
with~ such large constituencies the Committee recommended
that alternatives of direct and indirect elections should be fully
explored and suggested that while it might be possible without dijficulty to adopt direct election in certain areas some form
of indirect election might prove desirable in rural areas.
.
The Franchise Committee would be glad to have your views on
this difficult questi'on. In the event of your favouring some
system of direct election, it would be very useful if you would
indicate the nature of the constituency that you would form
having regard to the number of seats which you 'consider ought
to be allotted to your province.
~
The majority of the members are of opinion that the members for·,.·_
. the Upper Chamber of the Federal'Legislature should be elected by the
. Provincial Legislature, whether unicameral or bicameral, by a single
transferable vote. Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Ray differs and thinks
that election to the Federal Upper Chamber should be made from those •
members of the Provincial Legislature who are of the a.ge of 40 years·
or upwards. The Chairman, Mr. Middleton, Mr. Owen .and Maulavi
Mubarak Ali Sahib would recommend that apart from the Princes the
members representing the rest of India should be elected, according
to the direct method, by an electorate sj.milar to the existing electorate
for the Council of State.
The majority of the members consider that the members of the'
Lower House of the Federal Legislature should be elected by the direct
method as at present .
.A'bout the qualification of voters the members are of opinion that
payment of chaukidari tax of an amount sufficient to bring in an electorate of four or five times the number o£ the present voters for the Legislative Assembly should be adopted as the franchise for the Federal
Lower House, so far. as the rural areas are concerned. From the statement of the number of persons who pay chaukidari tax of Rs. 2-8-0
or more, which forms Annexure E* to this report, it will be seen that
320,000 persons or about 1 per cent. of the total rural population in
areas in which the Chaukidari Act is in force would be enfranchised if
payment of Rs. 2-8-0 or more as chaukidari tax qualifies a voter. This
will yield an electorate nearly four times the present number of voters
~or tfte Legislative Assembly (85,000). In areas in which the Chaukidari
Act is not in force the existing property qualifications of voters for

* Not printed.
0
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the Legislative Council may be adopted. This is likely to bring under
the franchise a similar percentage of electors. In ¥han areas the
qualifications for such voters will be the .same as for the Legislative
Council.

'i. Size of the provincial legislature.
The majority of the Committee is of opinion that the number of
~embers of the Legislative Council should be raised from 103 to not
more than 200, a few expert members being added when special proble!lls are under consideration.
As regards the allocation of seats the Committee considers that of
the 200 seats, 172 should be allotted to general constituencies. It has
been assumed that the Muhammadans will enjoy their present proportion of representation in the Legislature, both in the Lower _and the
Upper House, according to the Lucknow Pact. The distribution of
the non-Muhammadan seats should, in their opinion, be made as far as
possible in such. a way that the existing number of urban seats are
doubled and the rural ones trebled. It has not been possible to come
to any decision regarding allocation of seats in the general constituencies
of the Provincial Legislature, but a n()te has been prepared by the
Secretary on the subject showing the number o! seats according to voters,
population and the mean betweel1 the two. This statement forms
Annexure F* to this report. Mr. Athar Husain c9nsiders that the
distribution of the Muhammadan seats should be made in such a manner
that the urban seats are trebled and the rural seats doubled. Both
he and Maulavi Mubarak Ali Sahib are of opinion that the Statement
(Annexure F)* should not form a part of this report as detailed proposals
for the allocation of seats were not discussed by the Committee.

8. Qualifications of candidates .
. The Committee is of opinion that the present qualifications are
suitable if there is no un versa! adult suffrage, but some changes might
be made in the list of disqualifications.

9. Bicameral Legislature.
On the question whether there should be a Second Chamber in this
province the members are not unanimous. Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra
Ray, Pandit Shivashankar Jha, Babu Gursahay Lal and Babu
Swayambar Das are s~rongly opposed to the creation of Second
Chamber as necessity for it has not yet been established and as the
respective functions of the Upper and Lower Houses have not yet been
defined. Mr. Athar Husain has reserved his opinion.· The majority
of the members, viz., the Chairman, Reverend Brajananda Das, Rai
Bahadur Lakshmidhar Mahanti, Mr. Owen, Mr. Middleton, Lady Imam,
Maulavi Mubarak Ali Sahib and Rai Bahadur Satish Chandra Mukharji
are in favour of a Second Chamber, especially during the traiJiition
stage. It exists in almost all the democratic countries of the world and
exercises a steadying influence on hasty and ill-considered decisions of
*Not printed.
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the Lower House. The utility is apparent from the fact that it is being
established where it did not exist before.
In case a Second Chamber is constituted in this province, theCommittee is unanimous that it should consist of 75 members, of
whom 25 would be' elected by the Lower House. All the members with:
the exception of Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Ray recommend that the~
remaining 50 seats should be filled up by the direct method of election,the electorate being composed of mim of learning, men of adminis~
trative experience and men with high property qualifications.
The Chairman and Mr. Owen have recorded their views as fol·
lows:In agreement with the majority view and the local Government
we consider that a second chamber is necessary in this province, and
we suggest that it should have 75 members. Of these 25 should be'
elected by the provincial council. The qualifications of candidates
for these seats should be similar to those of the present electorate for the.
. Council of State. Another 38 members should be elected from among:
themselves by the special electorate with high property qualifications
also similar to those · of the present electorate for the Council of State.
The remaining 12 members should be elected from among themselyes
by an electoral college of persons of administrative experience, consisting amongst others of ex-Government servants who held gazetted
rank as members of Indian or Provincial services, ex-High Court Judges,
ex-Ministers (who have served for not less than one term Of the Council's
life), ex-Presidents of the Council and ex-Vice-Chancellors of the University.
The Committee is of opinion that the Muhammadans should be.
allotted their proportion of seats 'in the Second Chamber as under the
Lucknow Pact.
10. Possibilities of Broadcasting.

~

The Committee has consulted Mr. S. E. Platt, Superintending
Engineer, Public Health Department, who has considerable experience
of broadcasting. His note is appended as Annexure G* to this report.
The Committee agree with his views that the proposal to provide
portable transmitters for occasional use in connection with elections is
not feasible. The cost would be excessive compared with the benefit
to be derived.
Concluding Remarks.
The Committee is obliged to the 'chairman for his uniform courtesy
forbearanc~ an~ patience which h~ displayed throughout the pro-·
tracted d1scuss10n_s and records 1ts grateful thanks to him. It also
des~s to put on record its thanks to its Secretary, Rai Bahadur S.c.
Mukharji, who rendered valuable and ungrudging services throughout
and to express its appre6iation of the services of the staff placed at its

*

Printed as Appendix IV (pages 232-233.)
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disposal. Babu Biman Bihari Basu worked up all the statistics and
materials for this report and has been of the greatest assistance to the.
Committee.
CHANDRESHWAR PRASHAD NARAIN SINGH.*
ANIS IMAM.*
LAKSHlVIIDHAR MAHANTt:*
SAIYID MUHAMMAD ATHAR HUSAIN*
SARAT CHANDRA RAY.*
SWAYAMBAR DAS.
BRAJANANPA DAS. *
A. P. MIDDLETON.
G. E. OWEN.*
SAl YID MCBARAK ALI.*
GURSAHAY LAL.
SHIVASHANKAR JHA. *
S. C. MUKHARJI.
PATNA;

The 19th March 1932.

Note by Lady Imam on the Group System and Provincial Second Chamber.
Group System.
If the entire basis ofthe franchise is rested on primary groups of
adultf', men and women, the nearest approach to universal suffrage will
be made. This scheme has the additional merit of reducing administrative difficulties. As for instance, a primary group of .one hundred adults
will be represented by one of its ovm secondary group to be its representative, and this representative will be a direct voter to election to the
Legislature. With local non-official aid the administrative arrangements
of the primary and the secondary groups can be easily carried out at
a nominal cost. Considering the size of the province, I would fix the
strength of the primary group at one hundred of whom not less than
five per cent. should have the property or literacy qualification. I would
further restrict the election of the representatives of the primary group
to only such as may have eith~r of ·these two qualifications. Thus the
primary repr.esentatives will represent the m~jority in the primary grop.ps.
As regards the secondary group, I would fix its number at twenty-five.
In this way the elected representatives of the secondary group will represent groups of the aggregate strengtlf of two thousand five hundred
adults. In this way, the number of direct voters to election to the Legislatures in a single constituency will. be reduced to a manageableOsize,
thereby largely obviating administrative dif!iculties. I have put for·-ward the above suggestion as a general exposition of the scheme. It

* Subject to

notes·of dissent. -
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may be that in some separate communal elections the strength of the
primary and secondary group may have to be lowered but that will make
no difference in principle. As in some parts of the province there may
be congested areas and in some sparse population a fractional primary
group may be joined to a neighbouring group.of the same class.
On balancmg a system of purely direct voting and the method of
representatives of groups· voting for election to· the Legislature the ad"
vantage of the latter system far outweighs those" of the former. To
start with even if the franchise for direct voting is carried to 10 per cent.
of the population the constituencies will have a huge number of voters
and will be unmanageable from the administrative point of view. Even
if this difficulty is somehow overcome there is the further consideration_
that it will not prove to be so educative as the system of representation
through primary and secondary groups. The proposal to enfranchise a
certain percentage of th<t population and introduce the group system for
the rest is open to the obvious objection of establishing two different
classes of voters with disparities in their origin and outlook. It is a
legitimate apprehension that such a system may create a political split.
among the voters direct and indirect based upon class difference. A
question has been raised as to whether a system of representation resting
upon groups will not disenfranchise those who uuder the existing system
are exercising the power of independent direct voting. There will be
nothing to prevent these very voters to work among their own groups
and be elected to exercise the power of direct voting. It will depend
entirely upon themselves to see to it that their position as direct voter
is not lost.
On the subject of representation by the scheme of primary groups
leading up to secondary groups, and these later in their turn to elect
from among themselves direct voters to council I venture to put forward
a few suggestions that may be helpful from. the administrative point of
view. The foundation of this scheme rests upon a careful formation
of the primary groups. Even if the number composing such a group is
small, care should be taken to so conStitute it as to secure the presence
of as many persons of local respectability and influence as possible. Nonofficials of this type are easily available. In urban areas the selection
is easier to make but even in rural areas the principle is not difficult to
apply. In the more important villages persons of good standing are
freely available, but even in small and out-of-the-way villages the necessary material is present. In the ranks of . headmen of villages, members
of chaukidari panchayat, pathsala gurus, maulavis of Madrassa, members
of union board, members of registered co-operative societies, baids and
hakeems, village officers or landlords, traders, retired petty officers of
Government, priests and others, there should be no difficulty to find those
whoeJan take an intelligent part in the proceedings of the primary groups,
once they have been formed. Now as to the method of forming such
groups. Here again I would press for the employment of as much
non-official agency as possible. True it is that:issue of general instruction,
control and supervision at the time of the constitution of snch groups
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should be in the hands of public servants. Departments of Government
like education, medical aid, sanitation, canals, excise, postal, telegraphs,
reven~e, judicial, industrial, co-operative, railways, and o~hers can all
be pressed into service to carry out this work in combination with nonofficials. I do not agree withthe view that at every step a gazetted
officer should . be employed for the working of the new franchise. · I£
non-officials are fit to be jlirors and assessors in sessions trial, sit as
first cla'Ss honorary magistrates, be visitors of jails, be members of selection boards for public services, be examiners· of papers of University
examinations and perform many other honorary onerous duties, it is
unreasonable to suppose that they will J?.Ot honestly and intelligently
carry out franchise work entrusted to them .. I may add to the above
class pensioned public servants as useful material for this work. There
is one more aspect of this question. which is . of high value. Throw
responsibility on the non-official for the performance of civic duties and
it will serve as a great educative force. I will take the case of a small
obscure and far-flung village. It may be that~the material in such a
place is not so good as in other places but in such a village tbere will be
found men and, in time to come, I also hope women, who under the
supervision and control of a petty officer of Government will be able to
give a good account of themselves. Enfranchisement is a liberalizing
factor and should not be dwarfed by the process of over-government.
Rivalries and personal ambitions will be here as they are in other countries
but it is the creation of local public opinion by non-official agencies that
can keep such tendency within proper limits. The play of non-official
social forces should be fostered if there be a genuine desire to plant democracy in the heart of the people.
·
Once the primary group has been constituted and has functioned
it follows that the secondary group will be composed of representatives
who would represent in their persons the very best element of the group
that has chosen them. in this way the functioning ofthe second group
will comparatively be even· more reliable than of the primary group.
Misgivings seem to ha·ve their birth in the fear of the unknown rather
than on any logical basis. I think the period of time between the elections by the secondary group and the election to the Provincial Council
should not be less than one month. This will give sufficient time to the
representatives of secondary group' to exercise their power of voting
with discrimination. It will also give candidates standing for election
to the Council opportunity of personal touch with the voters.

Provincial Upper Chamber.
The introdu~tion of the democratic element as the principal factor
in the constitution calls for a very careful consideratuion of the question
as to whether there should or should not be an 'Opper Chamber. If
the franchise is extended to a fairly large proportion of the population;
be it by the direct or indirect method of voting, it follows that the ~lee~
tions will return those that will enjoy the confidence of the majority of
electors. It is not unreasonable to suppose that the worldwide democratic spirit will be the governing factor. How that spirit will shape
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Experience of otb.e1: democrat~c
prog~;:tw;:·a country quite new to dem~cratlC

countries can be a useful gur f d legislation in the way of wild-cat
rule dangers may have ~ 0 ?e :::adter may reasonably be apprehended.
bills, exceedingly unsettli~~o~~ss legislation in the Lower Chamber seems
Some kind of a ~<~~0 e,- It is. not suggested that the Upper Chamb~r
to b ~n>e}-€aitary but elected. This will secure the democratiC
~le but at the same time the qualification of a voter to the Upper
Chamber should be set high. I do not agree with the vi_fw that there
should be the creation of any electoral colleges for returning candidates
to the Upper Chamber. Open constituencies with direct voting should
be the basis of representation.
As to its constitution I suggest the following :(a) It should be composed of 75 members.

(b) If th€ principle of separate communal electorate. is accepted
by the Prime Minister the communal interest will be represented accordingly.
(c) In view of separate electorate having been accepted the proportion of the allotment of seats on the class or the communal
basis should be the same as in the constitution of the Lower
Chamber.

Jd) The franchise ~elating to the Upper Chamber should be so
framed as to secure the representation of such interests as
have substantial stakes in the country in the material and
moral sense. I suggested the qualifications of the voters
as well as the candidates, i.e., qualifications to be the same
for both:-·
(1) Those who pay road cess directly or indirectly or municipal
tax of the minimum amount of Rs. 300 per year.
(2)
(3)
·
(4)

•

Those that pay income-tax to the amount of"Rs.l,OOO.
Motawallis and Shibayats of estates with an income of not
less than Rs. 6,000 a year.
Sajjadanashins, mahants and spiritual leaders who have
been registered as voters on the recommendation of a com. mittee appointed by Government. ,
(5) Ex~Governors of a Province, ex-Members of the Executive
Council, ex-Ministers, ex-Presidents of Legislatures, exVice-Chancellors of a University, ex-Members of the Uni·
versity Syndicate and ex-High Court Judges.
(6) Title-holders not below the rank of Nawab, Rajas, Companion or Commanders of any of the Orders created by
Statute and Knights Bachelors.
ANIS IMAM.

The 18th March 1932.
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Note. by Rev. B. Das•.M.L.C.
I sign this report subject to the following :-

Provin · ]

I s\lggest reserv~ti~n. of some seats. in the
O
the depressed classes, ill Jomt electo;rate, if a se
Cla ounc1'] t
ed by the representatives of the c9muiilnity-i.S~;,rate electorate
~or
advantageous. I do not be.lieve that in the ·o4~tofonsidered fe as_bdlesll'th d
d 1
.
,1
~~
asi e or
of e epresse c asses or even anyone ~l~~ d._evoted to t:fi-e~ember
depressed or rather suppressed commuruty will"have.a chance ofel'e~tl'eiM,.
Hence the case;of this class or community deserves special consideration, ~
As regards Indi~n Christians, assuming that thy aborigines of Chota
~agpur as a whole mcluding of course the Christian aboriginals will be
given some seats, I would have not less than four seats reserved for Indian
Christians for the rest of the Province. The importance of this community and their special interests should be taken into acco;unt along
~th their population, which is about 300,000 in the-Province.
..
.
It may be pointed out that in- the present Council there are four
Indian Christians, all b~ing nominated to represent special interests, such
as Indian Christians, depressed classes and the aborigines. This is iii a
Council of 85 non-official members. If the Comicil be increased to 200
as suggested the nuniber of Indian Christians should be proportionately
increased.
·
,
·

.

In order to give weightage to the Indian Christian community in
the representation in the Council the number of representatives should
not be fixed merely with reference to the number of their voters. It is of
great importance that' the question of weightage should receive due
consideration ; otherwise· this small, but advanced and enlightened
community will simply be syamped and its existence practically ignored.
This community, it must be noted, is increasing in number from year
toyear.
·
In the working of the new constitution this small community can
only help in joi~ing hands with some other communities in getting the
right administrative policy followed. .But this cannot be achievedt
unless the community is granted weightage in representation, forinstancet
ori the basis of the number of voters, if the number of representatives be
one, to give weightage we have to m.ake it four. Then again for the
Indian Christians-a scattered coill.m.unity as it is-it will be quite
absurd to select only one representative for such scattered community.
Such representation will be unreal and wholly abnormal. If it is realli
intended, and undoubtedly it -is, to· have the voice of the community
which is scattered over the whole Province, we should distribute the
four seats asked for according to population for the several divisions.
Mr. L. B. Seal, an Indian Christian and a~ experienced mem~er
of the Provincial Civil Service and Personal Assistant to the Commissioner of Patna Division, in the course of his evidence before the Provincial Franchise Committee on 7th March 1932', said that-" he was for a
common electorate though he agreed that in ·the. present state of the
community it was impracticable. It was necessary that every class
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and community should be represented. If separate electorate was
created for the Muslims, then the ' Christian Indians ' should also be
conceded separate representation. In his opinion the minority communities should have weightage in proportion to the apathy or dislike of
the other (majority) communities."
Personally I should like all communities to return members to the
Legislative Council through joint electorates,, with reservation, of seats
or such minority communities as cannot possibly be represented in the
general electorate. But I do not desire to stand in the way of Indian
Christians having separate representation if this is deemed more practicable and desirable. It seems to me that a large number of my fellow
Christians would favour a separate electorate, and I support their claim.
In my opinion, the case of Indian Christians deserves special consideration. They may have separate electorate if this is administrativelymore convenient than reservation of seats through joint electorate.
I am doubtful if~ the future government of the country the interests
of India Christians will be as safe as they have been in the past. They
will, I am afraid, be in the position of a more suppressed community
than at present in the matter of appointments to Government posts,
scholarships, admission into colleges; and other privileges.
As regards women, I would have them grouped with men, so far
at least as the Indian Christians are concerned. Indian Christian
women are almost all literate and several. of them have received fairly
good education and they can cast an intelligent vote and will be in a
position to choose the best candidates (lnale or female) as their representatives. They do not observe pardal~, arid .so they will be in a.
better position to take active part in the political life of the country.

Note of Dissent by Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Ray, M.L.C.
I sign. the general report subject to the following note of dissent :Representation of the depressed classes and the aborigines in the
Legislature.
The Aborigines-not mentioned in the questionnaire.-lt is. r_ather
disconcerting and disheartening to find that the question of the Aborigines and their representation in the Legislatures was not at all ~onsi
dered or referred to-perhaps not even thought of-'-during the discussions of the Round Table Conference, whereas a good deal has been
said and written about the " Depressed Classes "; and indeed one section
of the questionnaire referred to us for opinion is especially concerned
with their representation.

Depressed classes--degenerate sections of the Aborigines.-Perhaps
it w~ supposed by the framers o£ the questionnaire that the " Aborigines" were included within the category of the "Depressed Classes".
But the real fact of the matter is that the so-c8"lled "Depressed Classes n
· really form scattered and disorganized offshoots of the Aborigines.
There is evidence to indicate. that they, too, are really "aboriginal'"
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in origin as both come from the same stocks. The ancestors of both
. the " Aborigines " and .the " Depressed Classes " were one and the same
people who constituted the original inhabitants of India. When the
Aryans invaded the Indian plains, the tribes now described as the " Aborigines" retreated to the hilly tracts of Chota Nagpur and elsewhere
where they established villages and settlements . of their own, and in
some parts, as particularly in Chota Nagpur, worked out a distinctive
social and political organization of their own, which has still remained
more or less intact. They have conserved their old beliefs and customs
to a considerable extent.
Present centres -of the Aborigines-Population.-These Aborigines
still form a compact population in the Ranchi and Singhbhum
districts of Chota Nagpur and in the Santal Parganas, and have
substantial interests in land. Constant encroachments on their landed
'rights by the Hindus and other aliens have from time to time led to
serious trouble which emban'assed the Government. And thus,
politically as well as socially,-and politically .more than socially,the Aborigines constitute a community of special irhportance. Their
numerical importance in the province of Bihar and Orissa, as a whole,
is also not negligible, for they form over 20 per cent. of the total population of the province. They number 7,ll0,729 out of. a total population
of 37,677,576: If they are not a "depressed and suppressed" class,
they are certainly an " oppressed " Class, and, as such, deserve special
care and consideration.
The Depressed Glasses-JJheir Population.-As for the so-called
"Depressed Classes", who constitute only about 9 per cent. of the population, they are the descendants of the scattered remnants of the Aborigines who were left ·behind on the plains and who succumbed to Aryan
domination, lost their native speech and distinctive " aboriginal " culture,
and found themselves gradually degraded into landless serfs and the
dregs of "Ifindu" or "Ifinduized" society. Whereas the Aborigines
proudly look down upon the Hindus and others as " untouchables "
(vide the evidence of the Rev. Joel Lakra before the Franchise Committee),
the Depressed Classes are looked down upon, or rather used t() be looked
down upon until recently as " Untouchables " by the Ifindus. They
are scattered in small groups all over the province without any social
·
or other cohesion.
.

I

Overlapping.-Tests to distinguish them from the Aborigines-Gonfusions.-Thus, it will be seen that the test suggested by the term" aboriginal " is ethnological, whereas the test 1;1uggested by the use of the term ;
" Depressed Classes " is social and economic and religious but not racial
or ethnological; and the tests variously applied to distinguish· "Depressed Classes " represent a conglomeration of overlapping tests not
based on any single and simple principle. And this is why in the ~usus
" Tables " we find that some tribes are classed both as " aborigines "
and as "Depressed Clas_ses". (In the present census the nomenclature
is, I understand, being changed into" primitives ".and" semi-primitives.")
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Difficulty of forming Electomtes for them.-I agree with the majority
of the Committee in thinking that as the so-called "Depressed Classes"
are scattered in different parts of the province in small groups,-in some
places consisting of only a very few families.,-a separate electorate for
them will be unworkable. Nor would it he proper to brand any section
of the population with a permanent stigma as "depressed" or "untouchable". There is at present an active movement among these classes
to free themselves from this stigma by adopting the caste names of
"Kshatriyas" and "(degraded) Brahmans " and so· forth. And we
should help and not hinder the growth of racial self-respect amongst
them and their efforts to rise in the social and economical scale.
Suggested solution-Lowering of Franchise Qualijication.-Even if
it be not found feasible to lower the franchise qualification for the rest of
the population to the assessment of the minimum chaukidari tax of six
annas a year in rural areas and municipal tax of Rs.l-8-0 in urban areas
I would most strongly recommend that these should be fixed as the minimum franchise qualifications for the aboriginals and depressed classes at
any rate, so that their voting strength may to some extent be proportionate
to their numerical strength. This is expected to bring a fair proportion
of the so-called Depressed Classes into the electoral roll. The Depressed
, Classes are scattered in such small numbers in different parts of the province that it will be difficult to arrange for separate constituencies for
them. Moreover, some castes hitherto regarded as "Depressed"
now resent the stigma of being labelled as such, and the same communities who are regarded in one district as " untouchable " or " unclean "
castes are regarded as "pure" castes in other districts. The lowering
of the franchise to the minimum possible limit for both the Aborigines
and the Depressed Classes will avoid the necessity of solving the insoluble
question ()f the delimitation between the classification of aboriginal
tribes and Depressed Classes. In their case and in the case of the Aborigines I would also make bare literacy an alternative qualification for the
franchise, for literacy is very limited amongst them. I would also
support the representation of the Depressed Classes by the reservation
of a few seats in the general constituencies in areas, if .any, where they
may be found sufficiently large numbers, to make it administratively
feasible.
More important and more practicable is the question of the Representation of the Aborigines in the Legislatures.
It is unfortunate that the question of the representation of the
Aborigines in the Legislature has not been sufficiently considered in the
· recommendations of the majority of the members. I beg therefore to
make the following submission for the consideration of the Franchise
Committee and, through them, of the British Parliament.
Need for Special Representation of the Aborigines.-The need for
special representation of the Aborigines in the Legislatures has been
so far admitted by the local Government. In addition to such representation, if any, as the aborigines might secure through the general constituencies, special seats, though only two in number, have been so long

in
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reserved for them (by nomination) ili the Provincial Council. But
this has been found quite inadequate and has been admitted to be so
both by the people and by Government.
.
Views of Representative Aboriginals.-The deputation of the principal aboriginal Association in the province (known as the Chota Nagpur
Improvement Society) in their representation to the Chairman and
members of the Indian Statutory Commission submitted several considerations in support of their claim to " a substantial percentage of elected members through joint electorates with reservation of seats " in future
Legislatures. Among the various reasons urged by them, the following
may be quoted :-

{1) "In the Bihar Council, as it is at present constituted, ·the
aborigin,es have very little chance of a favoirrable hearing.
Whereas other important communities are fairly well represented in the Council, the representation of the Aborigines is a farce ; the Biharis and other members who have
little knowledge of the customs and habits, needs and aspirations of, the Aborigines can hardly be expected to sympathize with and appreciate them."
(2) " Such European officials as in pre-Reform days evinced
genuine sympathy with our needs and aspirations " are
now " naturally more concerned with the wishes and opinions
of the senior partner (Bihar proper) iil. the province", and
" such sympathy as some European officials still have for us
is now more passive than active".
{3) " In the Council where the interests of the Aborigines are
often in conflict with those of the land~owners and certain
large mining and financial interests, the former are naturally
~
likely to be sacrificed in favour of the latt~r-"
(4) "We have been denied our fair share in the financial arrangements for the educational and other advancement of the
different parts of the province. Although lakhs and lakhs
of rupees have been lavishly expended on palatial buildings
and magnificent educational and other institutions at Patna
(of which distant Chota Nagpur can hardly take any ad. vantage), Chota Nagpur has been denied the necessary
funds even for a Medical school, an Engineering school, an
Agricultural school and a modest Degree College in Arts
and Science which they have been ·demanding for some
time past."
.
·Biluir and Orissa Government's views.-In paragraph 24 of the Memorandum for the Indian Statutory .Commission on the Backward Tracts of
Bihar and Orissa under the heading " Adequacy of Council Representation", the Government of Bihar and Orissa wrote :-.
.
" As a matter of fact, the aboriginals have not many chances
· of putting fo~ard their own champ on under the present
constitution, ~nd they have not as a rule been sufficiently
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well-organized to do so, where they have the power. The
proportion of aboriginal electors to the Legislative Council
is much below the proportion that the aboriginals bear to the
who'e population."
In paragraph 23 of the same Memorandum, the Bihar Government,
referring to the progress in the education of aboriginals since the " Reformed " Council was inaugurated wrote :" The aboriginals as a whole are, relatively to the general population, in a somewhat worse position than they were in 1921.
They have got a little less than their general share of the big
advance made in primary education, and decidedly less of
·the advance in high and middle education."
Reasons for giving them greater representation.-One of the many
'Serious disadvantages and handicaps from which the _Aborigines suffer
is that they cannot secure adequate educational facilities, not to speak
of anything like their share of appointments under Government or local
bodies. The customary law (by which they are governed in matters
of inheritance. and succession) still remains uncodified, thus leading to
divergencies and conflict in judicial decisions which sometimes lead to
serious complications and trouble. The agrarian problems of Chota
N agpur are. peculiar to itself and require careful handling.
Sttitable Franchise qualification.-Even by fixing the minimum
chaukidari tax of six annas as the franchise qualification and the minimum educational test of bare literacy for them, the Aborigines will
not receive representation on the electoral roll proportionate to their
population. In fact, as the Chota Nagpur Improvement Society in
their representation, dated the 5th March 1932, to this Committee urge
and as available statistics show, the chaukidari tax qualification will
operate even more to their disadvantages than a low rent qualification
for the franchise. And the proposed educational qualification for the
franchise will still. further increase the disparity between their population strength and voting strength.
Proper number of Aboriginal seats in the Legislature.-The latest
census figures show that the Aborigines in this province number 7,110,729
out of the total population of 37,677,576, or over 20 per cent. The
representatives of the Aborigines in their evidence before the Franchise
Committee claimed for their people seats in the Legislative Council
to the extent of 20 per cent. which their population would justify. This
would give them 40 seats in a House of 200. Having regard to the various
other interests that require representation, I am afraid it would be difficult
to allot more than 20 special seats to the Aborigines. Even if this be
not found practicable, bare justice demands the reservation for them
of a sufficient number of seats through which they may make their
infl.3ence appreciably felt in the C?uncil. At a most moderate estimate, I would recommend a minimum of 10 special seats in addition
to what representation, if any, they may secure (of which unfortunately
there is very slender chance for some year~ to come) through the general
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constituencies. I am emphatically of opinion tha,t under present con- •
ditions,
. . this should in all fairness be granted to them as an· irreducible
wmmum.
•
~

..

In tlie Montagu-Chelmsford scheme only two special_ additional
seats were allotted to them by nomination in a House of 85 non-official
members. ·. This is admitted on all hanqs to be inadequate. . And, moreover, the representatives of the Aborigines in their evidence before the
Statutory Commission, as also before the present Franchise Committee,
strongly disapproved of representation by nomination which they resent
and regard as no proper representation at all. In a proposed Council
of 20.0 elected members, five special aboriginal seats would be the
equivalent of their present two seats out of 85. And this is ad1nittedly
'
·
too inadequate.
· Allocation of Aboriginal seats.-In these circumstances, the only
suitable and practicable method by which, in my humble opinion, the
Aborigines can_ be given a very moderate representation would be to
allocate to them at least 10 additional seats by reservation in the general
constituencies of those districts in which the aboriginal population is
mostly concentrated. These are the Ranchi district, the Singhbhum
district and the Santal Parganas. On the basis of the respective abori- ·
ginal population of these three districts I would recommend the allocation of five additional seats for the Aborigines in the Ranchi district,
three in the Singhbhum district, and two in the Santal Parganas.
In these three districts they have substantial interests at stake
and fqrm the most important element in the population, politically as
well as economically. Descendants of the earliest known owners of the
country (Chota Nagpur) and with hoary traditions of former rule in the
land, the majority of them have been gradually reduced within the
last hundred years or so from the position of peasant prop:r;ietors holding
villages in joint ownership (as they still do in 156 villages· in the Ranchl
district) to that of cultivating tenants of various grades of #ghtstenure-holders of Bhuinhars, occupancy raiyats with fixed rents, ordinary
occupancy raiyats, non-occupancy raiyats and even tenants-at-willon lands originally reclaimed and owned by their ancestors. It is now
officially recognized that for the disintegration of the old aboriginal
village communes (which disintegration has been attended at every
steps with risings and revolts among the Aborigines), the ignorance, on
the part of the earlier British administrators and law-makers, of the
origin and history of the land tenures in Chota Nagpur is, to a large.
extent, responsible. It is only within the last thirty years that British
officials have come to realize the exaCt situation and the circumstances
that led to such disintegration. In order ~o check further aggressions
on' such survivals and remnants of their ancient rights in land (in' some
cases considerably extensive and substantial rights) as the Aborigines
have still succeeded in retaining (p~rtly through the sympathetic~he"lp of
latter-day officials), it is essential that the Aborigines of the districts of
Ranchi,.Singhbhum and the Santal Parganas should have an appreciable
voice in the new constitution. ~ And this can only be e:ffected by reserving
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for them a fair number of seits in the Legislature as I have suggested.
The only other and better alternative would be yo create a separate
administration or, at any rate, a separate legislature for the aboriginal
tracts.
•
Fedeml Lower Chamber.-It is further essential that the Aborigines
should have an appreciable voice in the election •of representatives
to the Federal Legislature (Lower Chamber). In order to ensure this,
I would recommend that in the principal aboriginal tracts, namely,
the districts of Ranchi, Singhbhum and the aboriginal areas of the Santal
Parganas, the assessment to a minimum chaukidari tax of twelve annas
or at most one rupee may be fixed as the qualification for the franchise
.to the Federal Lower Chamber. This is no new principle ; for it may be
pointed out that even at present the franchise qualifications in Chota
Nagpur and the Santal Parganas are very much lower than, those in
most other dis~ricts of the Province.
I would also recommend that two seats may be reserved for the
Aborigines in the Federal Lower Chamber.
Representation of Domiciled Bengalis.
.
The representation of the domiciled Bengali community by only
two representatives in a House of 200, as recommended by the majority
of the members, appears to be quite inadequate. The population of
this community is about 5 per cent. of the total population of the province. By reason not only of their education and culture, but more
so, by reason of the important part that they have taken in the educational, social and moral progress of the province, they admittedly form
a very important section of the population. Their contribution to the
welfare and advancement of the province is, at any rate, not less than
that of the Biharis and Oriyas thtmselves.
· Unfortunately the special interests of the domiciled Bengali community now stand to suffer in every way; particularly in matters of education and employment. Even in the Manbhum district which is a purely
Bengali-speaking distrwt, the use of Bengali in the preparation of the
''Settlement records" was prohibited (in parts of the Dhanbad subdivision of it) a few years ago. In those parts of the Ranchi and Hazaribagh districts where Bengali is tihe language of the people, tho teaching of Bengali in several schools has been superseded by Hindi. The
" Kurmali ". dialect which is spoken by the Kurmi;; of the Manbhum
district was always regarded authoritatively as a d:alect of Bengali
until 1911. But in the Census Reports for 1911 and 1921, it came to be
recorded as a dialect of Hindi, although "Kurmali" is known in the
country to be really Bengali and not Hindi. In the Census Report
of 1901 it was classified as Bengali. The 1911 Census Report, after noting
that Kurmali-speakers were being classed as Hindi-speakers (page 65
of Ttbles, Volume V, Part II, and page 388 of Report, Volume V, Part I),
went on to say, that "this patois is also known as Khotta or KhottaBengali, and is written in the Rngali character: Locally it is regarded as
a corrupt form of Bengali." (The italics are mirie.)
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This Report of 1911 further states that "a corrupt form of Magahi
"" is spoken in thanas Gola and Kashmar and in part of thana Ramgarh in
the south-east of Hazaribagh. This patois, ~which is. called Het Gola,
contains Bengali words and phrases and locally i!ronsidered to be Bengali''.
This also· was shown in the Census Tables, along with' Kurmali, as
Hindi.
•
•

•

f

In 1921, while-classifying Kurmali and ~hott3;, Bangala as dialects
oi Hindj, the Census authorities recognized the difficulties of such a
classification and observed that "it is impossible to say that Khotta is
either Hindi or Bengali". And they had no better justification for their
final decision than that,-"As it was treated as Hindi in 1911,_ it was
t~ought better on the whole to treat it as such again on the present occasion". (Page 209 of the Census Report for 1921, Volume VII).
As a r.esult of such mistaken classification the strength of th;
Bengali population has come to be under-estimated .
... Again, owing to the substitution of Hindi for Bengali in the Bengalispeaking areas of the Ranchi and Hazaribagh districts, consiQ.erable
inconvenience and hardship is being caused, not to speak of tM prejudice
to the native culture of the people concerned. The stringency of the
rules relating to " Domicile", the restriction of the number of seats for
Domiciled Bengali youths in schools and colleges, and various other
undeserved disabilities under which the domiciled 'Bengal is now labour,
are among the grievances which are being felt more and more keenly
as they are growing more and more pronounced as tim~ passes. And
this community feel that unless' they are given adeq-q.ate representation
in .the Legislatures, they will have no chance of pressing effectively
for their proper share of educational facilities, due representation in the
services and the safegriardmg of their rights, and that consequmtly
their special interests will suffer through oppressive legislation or executive action by an unsympathetic majority. Their personal law, again,
· is the Daybhaga school of Hindu Law which is different fro~ the. Mitakshar~ Law-the personal law of Biliari Hindus. Their representation
in CoU.ncil through the General electorates dropped from 10 in 1920
to 5 in 1930, and they reasonab-ly apprehend that this proces~ of decrease
Will continue till it reaches the vanishing point. Representation from'
Manbhum where the Bengali-speakin$ people are really natives of the
. land should
be taken
into account in this connection.
. not in fairness
.
.
f.'
The Hon'ble Sir Ganesh Datta Singh {Minister), who is not a Bengali
and who cannot be charged by his worst enemies with partiality for·
'the -Bengali community, in his Memorandum to the Simon Commission
recommended, for a smaller House, five special seats for them, on~ in
each Division of the province. It is therefore submitted that the s~me
representation in a larger Jiouse of 200 members, cann<;?t. ·eertainly be
regarded as extravagant or unreasonable. This would oe only half of
their proportion to the population. The Domiciled Bengali ·commilllity
dq not desire to have any separate electorate' for them but press for
reservation of one seat in1>the general'constituencies of ea_c}f' of the five
Divisions of the pro-yill1J~.
,

..
·,

..
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If we refer to the various treaties, conventions or declarations con~
cerning minorities in Emop~·we find that they are guaranteed political
and civil rights equal to' t~ose enjoyed by "nationals" and special
right to the use of their mother-tongue and, in districts in which they
form a considerable proportion of the population, instruction in schools
in that tongue and equitable share in the. sums provided by the •
State and municipal budget for educational, religious arid charitable
purposes. The Bengalis in this province may well come ~der the
definition of " Minorities " adopted by the J,.eague of Nations ; but in '
most matters in which the right o£ similar minorities have been recog-•
nized in Europe, the Domiciled Bengali community in this province'
have suffered considerable handicaps and are in danger o£ suffering more
and more as time passes. The Minorities Conventions of the League of
Nations provide for the investigation of complaints of the Min<;Jrities in
these matters. In the absence of an impartial tribunal for the investigation of complaints of oppression of Minorities by the Majority, a sufficient
. number of•seats' in the legislative bodies should, in all fairness, ·b~ re. ~ served for such minorities as the Domiciled Bengali Community in
this province so as to ensure a proper voicing of their legitimate grievances.
·
·

Bicameral Legislature for the Province.

"'

I do not appreciate the grounds put forward by those who recommend
an Upper:.·Chamber for the province. '{'he usual argument that it wi!l
serve as a brake on hasty and ill-conceived legislation of the popular
chamber, can be met by vesting the Governor with proper vetoing
powers. Moreover, it may be reasonably expected that when the popular
Chamber is vested with more real powers the members will be imbued
with a sufficient' sense of responsibility. I question the statement m~de
in the main Report that "in almost all democratic countries of the world
there is an Upper Chamber". This is at any rate not correct i~·~o[far
as it refers to Provincial Legislatures (where they exist) as distinguished
from Central Legislatures. In any case, for the poor province of Bihar
and. Orissa, ·such a Chamber will be a White Elephant not worth main- 1
taining an~ too costly to maintain.
So, in my opinion, the creation of a bicameral legislature for the
province is neither desirable on policy nor expedient or justifiable on
financial and other grounds. Such advantages as an Upper Chamber
may conceivably have are more than counterbalanced by its o~vious
disadvantages. Not to speak of the large additional expenditure and
the further overburdening of an already top-heavy administration, the
institution of a provincial Second Chamber will result in the. deprivation
of the LowerJ!Iouse of any of its more -capable members who are likely
to be attracteCi to the upper house. A bicameral legislature is calculated
to leall to friction between the two houses, particularly if the Upper
Chamber is vested with any powers of vetoing or overriding decisions
of the pojm)ar chamber. Past experience shows that a fairly large
number of l~ndholders can enter the popular Chamber through election
by general eTectorates, so that neitherT special representation for them
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m that Chamber nor any further safeguarding of•their·interests by the
• . creation
of a Second Chamber is called for.... .
' .
'

~~

..,

The·-!fon'ble Sir Muha~mad Fakhr-hd-d~, Minister'.o£ Educ~tion
~ ,. , ~n,.t~js pr6:rince. ever si_nce th~ commen?efueilt of .the _Reform.ed\.Councils,
, ~ ::has expresse~ himself emphatwally: agamst the establishment of a Second
··."_Chamber in the province .. ,Mr. S:Srnha,.an eX-member of the Execu~
'''tive Council !of Bihar and' Orissa, a leading moderate politician of All-.
··:·. India reputatjon, ~ distinguished member of the Bihar Landholders'
• ~Association and the foremost public man of this province, in· his Nri'te~
" • /d.~ted 12tK February 1932, presented to the Franchise Committee,
writes: •
·
'
~
1

"'-

····\

1

·

'

.'

~"•;..

• ; , '' I am~u'tterly opposed to a Second Chamber in the. province .

.' •· "' , " i· • .Bihar is a very poor province where a bicameral legislature
~ .'l. . , 'l: will be a needless luxury. 'Besides, it is very likely to hamper_

•. "r ~
• ·,

attempts at' progressive legislation designed for the benefit.
of:..the people as a whole, to strengthen vested'·interests and
• .. ,.
": · ,i therepy to· increase disconten~. . Indeed I may go.. ~o f;r as
•
to say that the value of provmmal autonomy will be appre- -t-·
• .; ~.~~, -ciably discounted if it is to be acc9mpanied by tlie establishJ\ment of a Second Chamber representative of 'the ;Privileged
•
classes."
,
.
.
· ·•_ ·»_
'
·. • • ....

~

f

~
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•
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Should however the Parliament decide to create a Second .Chamber
fo,r this poor, province ~or the transitional period, there shoul1· riot: be
any special r!lpresentat10n of the landlord class or any :ot~er clas~ or
,. _ interest in that ~ouse as that would be likely to ~e~u~t ip. ~he unduE}
protection of vest'ed interests from legislative interference. 'A -Pr;ovinci~l
Upper Ch~mb~r, if ~onstituted at all, should be compos,ed ·,·oean"'aris- 1
tocracy of intellect and character and ripe experience, ~nd,not a:.n:aristocracrof.wealth and rank. It should moreover be based on an·'extensive3ranchis~.·. Besides the qualifications prescribed for the 'present
~ Legislative 1Assembly, the following may be adopted I).S additional •
qualifications for the francl).ise, viz., the possession of ~he minimum
" educational qualification of being a graduate of any recom:tized Univ_e.r- .
sity, or some equivalent educational attainment, the degreeo_f Dgct()rate~
of a recognized University, or the title of Mahamahopadhyaya or
Shams-ul-ulema, pastor present membership of the Central.Legislature•
of India or of a Provincial Legislature, past (retired) membership of ·
the Provincial or higher se:~;vices of G~vernment or of son:e n9_n-Govern~ '
l
ment service of equal status. A candidate for membership ofthe Upper
Chamber must, in addition to being a voter, have completed his fortieth,..•
year.
..
, _
..
One-third o£ the members· o£ the: Upper Chamber shoufd be elected·
by the Lower Chamber by meanS'--'of the. s~gle .transferabl~: vote0 and .
• · the remainder £rom among the generl).l body o£ drrect voters. Furtlier; • •
· • .a ·Provincial. Upper· Chamber, if created, should in no case be vested . .¥
. with any powers highe~!,~~1i~n those:a~. _present possessed ~y~~~e B~~~ish*t
.. · · House of Lords.
,~..
r.t.
'b:
·" •
·
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For the Federal Lower Chamber, the franchise qualification should
be the payment of d_ouble the tax fix~d for qu~lifying for)ranchise in
the Provincial Popular House.
..
· • :· .
. . •
(On some other points; my d~:fferences £rom the ~aJOnty_.~PI~IOn,
have been noted in that report.~ •
•·
''sARAT CHANDRA .RAY. ·
.
.The 16th M~rch 19.32.
.

,,,...

Note by Pandit Shiva Shankar Jha.
I.-PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURE. . " .

..

..1_.

......
'

... 1 ~

1. Extension of Franchise. . ""
•
(a) Pajment of six annas chaukidari tax in th~ rural {ar~~s 'and
Re. 1-8-0 municipal tax in tlie urban areas ;
f . • ·
or
,
Educational qualification-Passed upper primary or any other
•
• ·" . .
equivalent examination.
(b) Majority will be able to cast intelligent vote and in the near
• future as the people advance in political education aii·:will cast intelligent
, •
votes. ·
·'
·(c) In this connection the two notes* ofthe Se'creta~y to the Provincial Franchise Committee may be referred to. From the second note
·of the said Secretary, it is clear that polling ·Of 5 per cent. of the popu, lation is manageable administratively if the election in the non-Muham. l madan constituencies .is held on one day only but that,if that election
be spread over two days polling of 10 per cent. of the population can be
easily managed. On reference to the booklet* " EXtracts from relevant
papers " at page 3, last paragraph, which is an extra~t.from the report
of the Indian Statutory Commission, Volume I, it will appear that except
in M;adras and Bombay, the present elections are spread 'oyer several
days in other provinces and in Assam even over afortniglit. -~Objections
to the election being spread over more than one day" are; therefore,
·
absolutely groundless.
(d) -In view of the above, this does not arise. ·
·(e) It would be desirable to extend the franchise beyond 10 per cent.
of the population, but as the official members consider it impracticable .
on the ground of insufficiency of men (Presiding Officers and Police)
and money, I have to content myself, for the present, with the extension of franchise so as to include 10 per cent. of the population. Provincial Council should, however, be empowered to expand automatically
• •·. direct franchise for the province after one or more terms as it may con.. sider suitable.
(f) I am against it.' I am definitely opposed to indirect system
.of_ electton in any form :whether it be'purely indirect or partly direct
adtl partcy indirect. In this connection my supplementary notet sub• mitted with the provisional memorandum of the Provincial Franchise
Committee. may be referre~ to.
·
*Not printed.
t .-Page 144.
P2
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(g) Does not arise ..

(h) ·Does not arise.
(i) Does- not arise.
(j) Does not arise.

2.

''·
> •

Franch~e

...
Qualifications.

(a) Th.e qualifications that I have suggested will make the dis.parity,
if any, disappear.
·
.
"l
(b) Yes, the qualifications which· I have suggested will give each
."community voting strength almost proportionate to its number.
.
(c) Vide my ~nsw~r to question No. 1 (a)~· .
(d) Vide my answer to question No. 'l (a).

(e) Yes.

3. Women:sufi'rage; ·
(a) I am not in favour of enfranchising the wives and widows of
qualified voters, but the qualifications mentioned in answer to questioit
1 (a) above shoula also apply to women except•that an alternative qualification of mere literacy (i.e., ability to read a,nd write) may ·also be
fixed for WOrrlen,, Which may entitle them to VOte.·
I'
•
.
(b) In view of my aQove
opinion
this
question
does·
not
arise.
'
.
'
(c) I af!! 110~ in ·favour of co~option 9f. women.

.

t

'

4. Representation of Depressed Classes.

I am of 'opinion that the depressed classes in this province do not
'have any special problem necessitating their separate '.representation'!'
The so-called depressed classes are being assimilat'ed into the Hindu
fold and to grant them special representation would be to perpetuate ·
·the differences which are dying out.
'

5. Representation of Labour.
(a) There is a localised industrial labour only at Jamshedpur in the
district of Singhbhum.. I am of opinion that a: constituency may b~
created with Jamshedpur town, Jugsalai and some other neighbouring
Villages which will elect a member to the Council. It 'would ensure
the return of an industrial labour member to the Council.
·
(b) In the case of agricultural labour it is not necessary to· give
them a separate representation in view of the fact that under my scheme
a substantial number of them will be enfranchised a11d will have adequa~e . ·
representation in the CounciL

5-A. Representation' of Special. Interests.

.

""
T am against the speciaf representation· of any interest except;!
'

'

'

'

.

,.

'

t

European"'-2seats.
·. 4
,
. As regards th~ special :r~presentation of J~ndlords; I submit that..,!
it is unnecessary as well as impolitic.. It is unnecessary because a
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considerable number of landlords have been coming to the Council,
through the general constituencies so much so that Government had to
nominate certain tenants' men to the present Council (vide Bihar an(l
Orissa Government's first Memorandum * to the Indian Franchise Committee) and impolitic because. it is bound to perpetuate and accentuate
the differences between· the landlords and the tenants. It should be
horne in mind that the landlords can and do contest seats in the general
constituencies. The Indian Statutory Commission also recommended
that the landlords should have no special representation.
.
If, however, it be decided to give the landlords special representation,
the landlords' special franchise should be so extended as to enfranchise
not less than 10 per cent. of the landlords whose number as stated by
the Chairman of our Committee is roughly about 95,000. It is ludicrous that about 400 o,nly of these 95,000 should enjo:v,_ the franchise
as at present, and elect five members.
Creation of a Second Chamber.
The creation of a bicameral legislature in this province is neither
desirable on policy nor expedient or justifiable on financial and other
grounds. " Such advantages ·as au Upper Chamber may conceivably
have are more than coun~rbalanced by its obvious ·disadvantages, not
to speak o£ the large additional expenditure and the further over-burdening of an already top-heavy administration, the institution of a Provincial
Second Chamber will result in the deprivation of the lower house of
many a capable member who will be attracted to the upper house." A
bicameral legislature is calculated to lead to friction between the two
houses particularly if the Upper Chamber' is vested with any power o£
·voting or overriding the decision of the Lower Chamber. " Past experience shows that a fairly large number of land:P.olders enter the po·pular chamber through the general constituencies so that no further
safeguards for their interests by the creation of a second chamber are
called for." The object ,of the proposed reforms being to democratise
the administration and conciliate public opinion by the nearest approach
to its demands, the creation of the second chamber would frustrate the
very purpose in view. It would be tantamount to giving with the one
hand and taking with the other. Even, at present, there is a single
vetoing authority, i.e., the Governor; the creation of the second chamber
would mean the establishment of a second vetoing authority and tlius the
Legislative Council would be in a worse position than what it is in at
present. The Reforms will be a sham and instead of satisfying the popular
aspirations, the creation of the second chamber will alienate the feelings
of the people still further and will strengthen the hands of those who are
out to destroy the administration.
The stock argument advanced in support of the second chamber is
• ;hat it will serve as a brake on the " hasty and ill-conceived " activities
and legislations o£ the popular chamber. The reply to it is that there
will be the Governor who will have the right .to exercise the veto and
objection to this that there should not be frequent conflicts between the
*Page 107.
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Gov~rnor and his Council equally applies to those between the upper
and the lower houses and is only sentimental. It must not be presumed
that the members of the popular chamber ~would be a set of unreasonable
constant pulling up.
and irresponsible
people who would,reqiiire
.
4

Should, however, a second chamber be thrust upon the province the
number of its members should be 75, one-third of which should. be elected
by the lower house by means of single transferable votes. Th~ remaining two-thirds should be elected by an electorate, the voters poss~ssing
the same qualifications as those by the voters of the present Assembly.
Besides, ex-M.L.Cs., ex-members of the Assembly and the Council
•of State from 'this province, ex-chairmen and,vice-chairmen of the district
boards and municipalities should also be voters.
The qualification of a candidate for the Upper Chamber should be(1) He should be an elector possessing the requisite qualifications
·
,
as indicated above.
. (2) His age should not be less than 35 years.
(3) He should b~ a graduate of any recognized University, or a.
barrister-at-law or a plea~er.

11.-TH.E FEDERAL LEGISLATURE.

6. Allocation of Seats.
(a) I agree with the proposal that the representatives of British
Indian provinces in the Upper Chamber should be elected by the Provin~.
cial Legislatures by a single transferable vote.
(b) I consider that the franchise qualification for the Federal Legis- .
lature should be di:ffere~~ fr?m that of the Provincial Legi~lature.
.. The franchise qualification of a voter for the Federal Lower Chamber
should be(1) The payment of Re. I as chaukidari tax in the rural areas and
Rs. 3 as municipal tax in the urban areas.
(2) Educational qualification-passed matric. .or entrance or
equivalent oriental examinations.
t;~ I want 32 seats in the Federal Lower Chamber to be allotted to olir
province. Qualifications of a ca~didate for election to the Federal Upper
Chamber:-

.,,

~

., ,

(1) Age-.Not below 40 years ..
(2) Educational-Graduate of any recognized University O!
barrister-at-law or Mahamahopadhyaya or Shams-ul-ul~:ma,•
'*Qualification of a candidate for eiection' to the Fede;al Lowe~
Chamber:··•
(1) Age-Not below 30 years.
·'t
(2) ;'He should himself be a .voter.
-t

:f.Ae 12th

March

1932.
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Note of dissent by Rai Bahadur Lakshmidhar Mahanti, M.L.C.
I am of opinion that in framing constituencies the district of
Singhbhum should be so divided that there should always be an Oriya
constituency. The Hos form the majority of the population of the district, but the Oriyas form the next largest group of population. They form
the largest population having a written language. The Hos have no
written language of their own. The Oriyas have special educational
and other problems of their own in the district. At present they are
compelled to learn Hindi, although, they want to learn their mothertongue in schools both primary and secondary. Under the new reform~d
constitution the problem is likely to grow more and more~acute. If "'
Orissa be separated from Bihar without the district of Singhbhum there
will be none in the Bihar Council to voice the problems of the Oriyas in
the Singhbhum district. Even if Orissa continues to be part of the
Province of Bihar and Orissa, it will not be easy for a member coming from
the Orissa Division to voice the Oriya question of the Singhbhum district.
It is therefore necessary under all circumstances that there should
be a Oriya constituency in the district. If a separate Oriya constituency
be not possible by reason of the Oriyas being scattered all over the
district, a seat should be reserved for an Oriya by reservation of seats~
or a separate Oriya electorate should be formed. The population of the
Oriyas in the district is about 1! lakhs.
LAKSHMIDHAR MAHANTI.
Note of dissent by Babu Chandreshwar Prashad Narayan Singh, M.L.C.,
(Chairman), and Mr. G. E. Owen, I.c.s .• M.L.c.
Adult suffrage not attainable by mere extensions of the direct electorate. ;1

We disagree altogether with the view expressed by the majority of
the Committee on the fundamental question of the means by which the
existing franchise for the Provincial Legislature could and should be "'
enlarged. The majority report seems to us to shirk not only the main
issue, namely the attainment of the goal of adult franchise, but also ali
the most important of the subsidiary problems which it is the Franchise
Committee's endeavour· to solve, namely the effective representation
of women, the depressed classes, the aborigines and agricultural labour.
The majority report has in effect contented itself with the recommendation that there are no serious administrative difficulties in the immediate
enfranchisement of about 5 per cent. of the population or roughly four "'"
times the present electorate ; but it has made no attempt to show how
this small percentage of direct electors could subsequently.be increased·:"'up to the goal of adult suffrage. The proportion of women proposed
to b'e enfranchised would be negligible and no means are suggested by
which this proportion could be sensibly increased. The number of
de~ressed classes on the electoral roll would also be inadequate,· and
the mass of the rural population would go unrepresented. The aborigines
are likely to be inadequately represented in certain districts where they
preponderate.
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2. We have thought it necessary to look furt4er ahead. We have
taken as our startmg pomt the statement of policy made by the Prime
M:inister which was reproduced :in the original questionnaire(?) of the
Franchise Committee, namely that '.'it is obviously necessary so to
widen the ·electorates that the ,Legislatures to ·which responsibility is
to be entrusted should be representative of the general mass of the
population, and that no important section of the community may lack
the means of expressing its need and its opmion " ; and we have assumed
that the goal of adult suffrage is one which should be capable of realiz~tion within a period that can be foreseen to-day by practical statesmen.
3. We have carefully exam:ined the possibility of extending the
present direct electorate. Our exn.mmation of official witnesses and
documents indicates that thelabourmvolvedm holdmg direct elections
for more than five times the size of the present electorate would impose
a heavy stram on the administration, and that a further extension
so as to enfranchise 10 per cent. of the population would stretch the 4
administrative machme to its limits. We can discover no effective reply
to the official opinion that it would not be practicable to do more than.
double·the existmg number of polling-stations, not only because of the
difficulty of obtaining suitable presidmg officers but also because of
• the difficulty of I olicing the polls :in rural areas.. We consider that there
must be eith,er a· sub-:inspector or a head-constable and half a dozen
constables at each polling-station and that the present police force would
on this basis only suffice for double the existing number of polling-statioDB..
In short, we are satisfied that the system of direct election must on administrative grounds break down long before the goal of adult fran. chise· can be reached.· This. conClusion must, we emphasize, render
nugatory the view that an increase in the direct electorate is a step towards the goal of adult franchise in. this prqvince.
4. We also thmk it necessary to attach much greater weight thaJt
is attached by the majority report to the consideration of the effect which
a large increase in the direct electorate is likely to have on the political
machme. We are of opinion that within no period which we can foresee will it· be practicable for a candidate in this province to get into
touch with his rural electorate or to keep in touch with them after his
election in the way in which this is done in England· or America. We
• consider that the direct enfranchisement of any large numbers of
the• illiterate· inasses in the rural electorate will inevitably endanger
• ~ the stability .of the Government by puttmg at a grave disadvantage
every candidate who is unwilling to employ the methods of the dei magogue. We hold that significant indications of this danger have
already shown therilselves smce the introduction of the present Reforms.
• 5., We agree witli the great mass of tlfe evidence which we have
take:Q., official and non-official, that no way can be found iri this province
of giving the 'direct vote to any appreciable number of women,. •It
would not be practicable to'' make separate polling arrangements for
them, except perhaps in .the towns ; nor in. this prcivmce could women
be found to staff such separate polling-stations. The movement against

..
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pardah has here hardly made any headway and the only women who
could be induced to come to a polling-station outside their own village
would be uneducated women of the lowest classes.
6. As regards the depressed classes, the adoption of the lowest
possible tax payment as a basis· of franchise, namely six annas a year
chaukidari tax, is most unlikely, so far as we can judge from the enquiries
made in eight selected rural areas (referred to in the local Government's
letter to the Indian Franchise Committee dated -the 14th March 1932)
to enfranchise even as much as 5 per cent. of those who would ordinarily
be termed depressed classes. ·No separate direct electorate could possibly
be constituted for them, and we can think of no way in which any larger
percentage could be given the direct vote within any period which we
can foresee.
7. We are therefore satisfied that it is not practicable to advance
by stages towards the goal of adult franchise by any mere extensions
of the existing electorate in accordance with the existing system of
direct election. Inevitably the system would break down on administrative grounds long before the goal was reached ; and an immediate t ·
large increase in the direct electorate is in our opinion certain to endanger ·
the stability of the Provincial Government during the period during
which a strong and stable government is essential. Until the masses
in this province are educated (and we cannot visualise the possibility
of giving education to the masses in a province with such liinited
financial resources as this for several generations) it is a false assumption
that democratic institutions can be developed on identical lines with
those in vogue in the wealthier industrialized countries of Europe and
America. Illiterate masses with whom candidates cannot get into touch
by means of a public press, and living in scattered villages in a province
where communications are poor and where during several nionths in the
year touring in the villages is impracticable, are not suitable material for
any ·wide extensions of the direct franchise.
Oar proposals 'for primary village elections with immediate adult suflr8ge.
8. The above serious objections to the means suggested by the
majority of 9ur Committee for extending the franchise can, we hold,
most of them be overcome by substituting in all rural constituencies
an indirect for a direct .electioneering system. The chaukidari village
consists of from 60 to 100 houses and an adult population of frorn 200
to 300, and is an eminently suitable unit for primary village elections.
Our J?roposal is that every adult resident (including women) should have
the nght to vote at these elections. The elections will be held and the
results im~edi.ately declared in the villages by the villagers, the candi~
dates nom1natmg panches to assist the election officer. Voting will be
by secret ballot. The secondary electors so elected will exercise the
direct-vote and will be polled in exactly the same way as the direct
electorate are now polled. The existing direct electorate in rural constituencies will cease to exist ; but in the urban constituencies it will be
retained and the direct system will be retained. In order to produce
a secondary rural electorate of about 450,000, i.e., about 100,000 more
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than the existing rural electorate (355,000 male and 2,500 female) the
ratio of secondary electors to primary voters (male and female) would
have to be about 1 in 40 (rural population .36,000,000, adult population, 1,800,000, half male, half female). A village of 200 adults (male
and female) would elect 5 secondaries; and'in our opinion this number of
secondaries would be sufficient to start with, though there would be no
difficulty in doubling the number. A village .of 200 adults could easily
elect 10 secondaries who would be suitable, i.e., men (or women) trusted
by the villagers and fit to exercise the dtrect vote·; and this would give
a secondary electorate of about 900,000. Every resident adult would
be qualified for election as a secondary. These e 1ections would take not.
more than a month. They would cost not more than do the direct ·~
elections at present ; for no electoraJ roll would be required except for
the secondaries, and the election officers would not require to be highly
paid. No di~putes could arise, with adult suffrage, except as to age ;
and the decision of the panches would be final. The candidates for tne
Council would be nominated previous to these village primary elections~
and the Council elections (secondary elections) would take place a few
. weeks after the conclusion of the primary elections. 'The arrangements
fo'r polling the secondaries would be on the same lines as the existing
arrangements for the direct elections. As regards detailed rules for
the conduct of such primary elections we accept generally those suggested
in the local Government's memorandum* which was forwarded to the
Franchise Committee with their letter of 14th March 1932 of which a
copy was sent to this Committee. We see no reason to disagree with the
local Government's views that this system would be administratively
practicable and comparatively cheap. It is the system which the Hon'ble
Sir Ganesh Dutta Singh, Minister for Local Self-Government in this
province, first put forward in the m{.lmorandum which he prepared for
the Simon Commission nearly four years ago.
9. We have examined official and un~fficial witnesses regarding
the suitability of this system to coneiitions in the Santal Parganas (the
Deputy Commissioner, Mr. Hcernle), Sambalpur (Babu Braj Mohan
Panda, M:L.C., for Sambalpur rural constituency) and Angul (Mr. Tallents,
Agent, Feudatory States). Their evidence <ndicated that a system of
village primary elections,would be more suitable than the system of direct
election. In all these distri~ts there· are village officials who would be
able to assist in conducting the ·primary elections.

The political advantages of village primary' elections with Adult Suffrage.
10. The political advantages o£ this system o£ iri.di:rect primary
village elections in all rural constituencies may be summarised as
follows:(i) By adopting this system the goal of adult franchise can and
in our opinion should be reached at OJ:!.Ce. It ·if> from an
administrative point o£ yiew much simpler to hold a ~llage
election at which eyery adult in the village, male !tnd female,
is entitled to vo~e than to exclude part ot the. villagers £rom
'*Page
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voting ; and from the political standpoint we see no disadvantage and in fact every advantage in conferring manhood
suffrage nor any danger in conferring adult suffrage (i.e.,
male and female) at once. We have great faith in the common sense of the majority of the villagers< voting together
for persons whom they know, and we are confident that on
the whole they will elect the persons: most fitted to
exeiCise the direct vote. We believe- that the judgme.at of
the villagers is a much sounder and more suitable as well as
a more democratic basis of the direct franchise than any
arbitrary property or educational qualifications.
(ii) Only by holding elections in every village is there any chance
of women in the rural areas in this provinQe exercising effecl'
tively a right to vote. We consider that the recommendation
o£ the majority of our committee for giving women an effective means of voicing their needs do not constitute a serious
attempt to tackle this important problem.
(iii) Under the system which we contemplate every adult villager, -..:.
male and female, in the chaukidari village will be entitled to- ~
vote. By this means, and by this means alone, can the policy
enunciated by the Prime Minister be carried into effect,
namely that every important sectio:q. of the community may
obtain a means of expressing its opinion.
(iv) In particular by this means alone can the depressed classes
be given an effective voice in the elections to the Provincial
Legislature.
(v) A system which adopts the village as the basis of the political
struct11re in all the rural constituencies is suitable to rural
conditions in this province and to the genius of the people.
A system suited to industrialised countries such as those
of Europe and America though fit for adoption in our urban
constituencies is not for that reason suited to the peasantry
1
and village life of this part of India.
(vi) We are confident that the representatives chosen by the
villagers will be the persons most likely to exercise a direct
vote wisely.
(vi\) There would not in our opinion be any necessity, if this system
were adopted, of giving any special representation to women
or to the depressed classes. women would £orin half the
voters in the villages, and the depressed classes would also
exercise political power in proportion to their numbers. The
aborigines in districts where they are of political importance
• would form the vast majority of the electorate. But if special
representation is considered necessary the system of primary
village elections makes it easy to give such representation..
A&suming that one secondary voter is to be elected for every
40 adults in the village (which as we have explained above,.
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would produce a secondary electorate rather larger than the '
present rural electorate) there will be on ali average 5 secondaries to be elected in every chauk!aari village and there will
often be double that number. There will therefore be no
difficUlty in providing that not less than one of the five.
secondaries shall be a member of the depressed· classes or shall
be a womari, or, in cert~in aboriginal districts, in reserving
secondary seats for them on a population basis nor is there
any di:fficultyin increasing the number of secondaries for this
purpose: The same applies to other minorities.
(viii) The scheme which we advocate would, we are confident,
minimize and help to destroy those cleavages of caste and·
• community and race which are, it is admitted by all, the chief
stumbling block across the path of true democracy in this
country, If it is considered necessary (and ,we do not admit
the necessity if effect is given to the scheme which we advocate) ··
of perpetuating any, of these cleavages for the present by
giving special representation, say to the depressed classes
or to aborigines or to women then under our scheme it will
be the' whole village community whichwill elect those special'
representatives, for whoin one· or more of the a!lotted seats
of secondaries will be reserved. In our scheme there is no
place for." grouping" other than the natural groups of village
neighbours comprised in the chaukidari village; and this
is orie of the vital aspects of our scheme which differentiates
it completely from any such scheme of " grouping " as seems'
to us and, so we understand, to the public at large, to have been
.;contemplated in the questionnaire of the Indian Franchise
Committee" :We wish to lay great emphasis on this point
because it is ·in our opinion the use of the word ." grouping "
which has played an important part in antagonising public ·-·opinion in many quarters against the suggestion for indirect
elections.
·
(ix) This point leads us to mention another important aspect of our
scheme. Although the question of joint or separate electorates for Muhammadans and non-Muhammadans is, we
.realize, not an issue to be decided by the Franchise Committee
we considerithat 1a very important -argument in favour of a
system o£ primary village elections is that it does furnish a
joint village elector~te which we do not doubt will, in the.
course oftime, operate inevitably as a solution ofthis difficult
·
problem: · · ·

~x) This sy~tem ·is, in .our opinion, the' only one by which every
villager can be educated within reasonable time to under. stand the meaning ()f democracy without at the same tim.e
ell;~angt):r;ing the, stab,ility, o£ the :q-bvernment, and substitutmg demagogy ~or qemocracy. . .
·

a
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(xi) If it should be found in course of time that a system of direct
election shoulrd be substituted for the system of primary
village elections there should be ri.o difficulty in effecting the
change. But the converse is not true. It is therefore
essential that the system of indirect primary yillage elections
should be instituted at once, before the direct system has
taken root. There will, we are confident, be no serious
opposition to the change from the direct to ·the indirect
system in the rural constituencies. In urban constituencies
we recommend (vide paragraph 13 infra) the retention of
the direct system. ·
.
Replies to the criticisms of our proposals made in the Majority Report.
11. The majority report emphasizes certain alleged objections to the
system which we advocate. These objections and our replies to them
may be summarised as follows :(i) It is argued that primary elections for Muslims will be difficcl.t,
particularly in certain areas where the number of Muslims is
small. We consider that this difficulty and its bearing on
our scheme have been exaggerated. We adritit that if
separate electorates are retained the'Muslim residents of more
than one chaukidari village will in those areas have to be
grouped together for the election of. secondaries. But the
scattered distribution of the present Muslim electorate in
such areas under the present system is open to similar ·criticisms. A separate Muslim electorate is frankly united only
by racial sympathies, and we see no reason to anticipate
greater difficulty in inducing groups of Muslims from adjoining villages meeting together for the election of secondaries
than is now experienced in inducing them to vote at distant
polling-stations. We expect many of these Muslim elections
of secondaries to be uncontested.
(ii) It is argued that our system will encourage class feeling. We
have replied in sub-paragraph (viii) of the preceding paragraph to this charge. We draw attention to the wording
of part of this charge, namely, that primary village election
will cause " endless friction in the formation of groups ". as
an indication of just that misunderstanding of the basis of
the system on which we have commented in our reply above.

(iii) It is argued that the election officer may be corruP.t. Our
reply is that the election will be conducted in front of the
~hole vill~ge, and attested_ by the panches nominated by the •
nval candidates. There Will be no opportunity for corruption.
.
(iv) It is argued that there will be riots and obstruction. Our
reply is that when the whole village knows that the result
of such action will be that they will have no representatives
it is unlikely that they will allow this to happen, nor are

.
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riots ~likely in a small homogeneous electoral unit such as J
the chaukidari village.
'
;
(v) It is argue(in the majority report that .the villagers will be
under the thumb either o£ touts or ,of money-lenders or of
landlords. We notice that some persons who have recorded
written opinions have added to this list by anticipating that
the villagers will be under the thumb of Congress and of paid
agitators. We admit that differences of opinion on this point
are inevitable, but we ourselves credit the villagers with much
more commonsense and with much more independence than
do these critics. We also emphasize the necessity for taking
a longer view than they do. We are trying to frame an electoral system which will stand the test of time. We do not believe
that village communities will continuously be led by the nose
by any of the above classes at successive elections. An illiterate direct electorate is, we hold, much more likely to be
misled by catch words than are our villagers voting together
in: their villages. '
:{vi) It is suggested that the seco]).daries are likely to be particularly
liable to pressure. O:ur reply is that we have recommended
that they should certainly be more numerous than the
present direct;.electorate. We can attach no meaning to
this suggest~on.
{vii) To the general objection raised that candidates will not be
in direct touch with the primary electorate, our reply is that
candida~es even now are not in touch with their rural constituents, and that they will be still less in touch with them
when their constituents are increased five or ten times and
when most·of the ne'Y voters are illiterate. We expect that
candidates will soon learn that it is worth their while to get
into touch with the villagers at the primary elections, and
these elections will give them conven:ient opportun:ities of
doing so which are not provided by tlie present systm:n.

\

OUr modifications of the scheme suggested as administratively practicable
•

...

,

·~

by the local Government.

.

.

· ~l'.12. We l).ave stated that we accept generally the detailed scheme
offrttles for the conduct of primary village elections worked out in the
meihorandum of the local Government referred to in paragraph 8.
"' .The only modifications which we would .make in that scheme. relate
~ .• ·~ .(i) to ~he selection of village panches. Instead of the 'election officer
~·~selecting the panches himself we would recommend that each candidate
~··should nominate a panch from among the residents, If the nominees
" exceed, say." five in nlimber,· five names should be selected froon these
• nominees by J<?t. (ii) We are doubtful about the local Government's
• ~·., proposal that each voter should have one, vote only, even though more than
one candidate is .to be elected by the village. This proposal seems to
1
•'us to have been;ibased merely oil· consideration of the fact that this
r·
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would simplify the ballot. If there were to be any reservation of places,
e.g., for the women or. the depressed classes, it will, we wish to emphasize,
certainly be necessary (in order to ensure a joint electorate of all the
villagers for these special representatives) to give each voter sep~rate
votes; and even if there were no such reservation we consider that separate
votes for each candidate would for the same reason obviously be preferable. We think that this could be arranged by having different
shaped voting discs or different coloured discs for the different candidates. A minor detail in which we differ from the local Government is
that we consider that a canvas bag with a metal slot would probably be •
preferable to a polling box, as being more portable.

Our proposal to retain direct election in the urban constituencies.
13. Although the system of primary elections could, we agree with
the local Government, be applied without any ins~perable administrative objections to urban constituencies with the municipal mohalla as
the unit our opinion is that the balance of advantage certaihly lies in
retaining the present system of direct election for all the urban constituencies. We recognise that there are serious political objections to
disenfranchising the intelligentsia in the towns; that the urban mohalla
is not a natural social group as is the village ; and in general that the
system of primary elections while eminently suited to the villages in
this province is not so suitable for the towns. We see no inconsistency
in retaining for the towns the present system of direct election, and no
serious administrative or political objection to the attainment of adult
suffrage in the urban constituencies immediately if necessary or at least
within a generation. If the system of adult franchise is granted in the
form recommended by us in all the rural constituencies we would recom-.
mend an extension of the direct franchise in the urban constituencies at
least to 10 per cent. of the adult population. This can easily be effected
by basing the franchise on payment of Rs. 1-8-0 municipal tax. The
objections which we urge against a sudden and large increase in the
direct electorate in rural areas do not apply with equal force to the
.towns where a candidate can get into touch with his illiterate constituents
personally and with his educated constituents through the. press and
pamphlets. The percentage of literacy is moreover far gr~ter in the
towns. It may also be possible to provide separate polling arrangements
for women in the towns though it will not be possible to oBtainl!t'POlling
staff consisting wholly of women. Separate electorates for the,_depressed
classes or for industrial labour would also be practicable, if, considered
necessary, in the towns, though we would prefer to give adt.l~ franqhise ~
at once in the towns to constituting separate electorates for sepaiate
classes.
·: ,.

•

Our objection to the Hybrid System.

14. We are strongly opposed to any combination 'of the direct and
indirect systems of election in the same constituencies. It would be
impracticable to give the secondary yoters sufficient weightage to enable'
....

•.
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them to exercise an effective voice in the election of candidates for the
Provincial Legislature. It would create a most undesirable distinction·
between the comparatively few propertied, men in the ,.village and the
rest of the ·village 'community, and it would add enormously to the
administrative difficulty of holding the election.. These objections apply
with added force to .any attempt to combine the two systems in the urban
constituencies. These objections are in our opinion insuperable, and
it is in our opinion most .unfortunate that the proposal for introducing
indirect election has been linked in the Franchise Committee questionnaire with the idea that it m'Q.st be combined with direct election.
'This connection of ideas has been, we think, hardly less damaging to
the popularisation of the idea of .primary village elections than the
suggestion already combated by us [vide para,graph 10 (viii)] that these
elections should be ·based' on sonie process of inore or'less' arbitrary
·. ,
grouping.
15. 'r£, eff~~t is not given to ou~ recommendati()ns for the adoption
in the rural constituencies of a !'!ystem of primary village elections. followed by direct elections of the members. of the Proyineial Legislature
:conducted on the same Iin~s as at present by village r~presentatives then
we agree with the vi~ws of the. majority of our committee that the
basis of the franchise in the rural .constituencies sh?~ld be extended by
substituting the payment of one rupee chaukidari tax for the present
rent and cess basis, thus enfranchising roughly 5 per cent. of the rural
population.
· · ·
·

Federal Lower Chamber.
_ 16. We have expressed our agreement in the majority report with the
view that the lower federal chamber should not be elected by the ProVincial Legislatures, but should continue to be elected by a direct electorate. This electorate according to our scheme would consist in rural
constituencies of the secondary electo!s, i.e., the electorate for the Provincial Council, and in .the ·urban constituencies of an electorate with
higher qualifications than those of the Council electorate.
17. Vfe are in favour of a second provincial cha~ber. Our recom-'
mendations on this subject and on the composition of the second federal
chamber are iricorporated in the majority report.

'

18. We wish to make clear that the views to which we have subscribed i:r:Lthe majority report are, except those relating to a second federal
chamber an~·a second provincial chamber, based on the hypothesis that
.effect is not.given to om recommendations for adult suffrage through
primary village elections of village secondaries. .
·

CHANDRESHWAR PRASAD N4RAYAN SINGH.
G. E. OWEN.
The
18th March 1932.
. ·"'':

' .\
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Note of dissent by Mr. S. M. Athar Hussain and Maulvi S. Mubarak Ali
Sahib.
While signing the report we subscribe to the demands of the Muslim
delegation to the Round Table Conference which we consider as absolutely
esEential before any further change in the adm:nistration of the country
is brought about.
·

S. M. ATHAR HUSSAIN;
S. MUBARAK ALI.
Patna, March 19th, 1932.

•
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APPENDIX I.
Statement showing the number of Depressed Classes in Bihar and Orissa during the Census of 1931. .
.The following classes have been enumerated as "depressed " in this provinctr
during the Census of 1931. Figures of population are noted against each class.
Class.

Hindu.

Christian. Muhammadan.

Tribal.

Total •.

314,'979

59

2. Bhogta

66,054

12

143

66,209

3. Bhuiya

621,062

36

4,726

625,824

4. Bhumij

266,464

151

7,443

274,058

5. Chamar

1,2'88,298
. 2,737

1,288,298·

365,841

365,841

1,290,936

1,290,936

1. Bauri

6. Chaupal
7. Dhobi
8. Dosadh
9. Dom

160,227

10. Ghasi

50,695.

11. Ghusuria

315,038·

2,737

6
53

160,233
708

1,846

51,456;
1,846

12. Godra

712

712

13. Gokha

48,622

48,622

14. Halalkhor

20,742

15. ·Hari

93,441

16. Irika

332

332

146,458

146,458

18. Kanjar

2,566,

2,566

19. Kela

7,737

7,737

17. Kandra

20. Kurariar

631

21. Lalbegi

105

22. Mahuria
23. Mangan
24. Mochi
.25 •. Mushahar

1,547

93,441

631
52

157

2,389

2,389·

184

184

22,863

22,86:J:

720,051

720,051

26.Nat

9,628

·27. Pan

226,076

28. 'Pasi

172,061

29. Rajwar

133,935

9,628
105

6,294

2;!2,475
172,061

17

30. Siyal

6,463

31. Turi

54,041

9

6,091,810

442

Total

22,289

133,952

1,605

523

a.463
54,573;

'·19,837

6,ll2,894-
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Of the above classes Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 19, 21 and 22 (Bauri, Bhogta, Bhuiya,
Bhumij, Ghasi, Pan, Rajwar and Turi) have been classed also as aborigines. Their
total number is 1;746,425. If this number is excluded from the total for depressed
classes noted above the total population for depressed classes will come up to
4,366,469 (6,112,894-1,746,425). If again Christians, Muhammadans and Animists,
who number 21,884 are excluded, the total population will be 4,344,585. As the
total population of Bihar and Orissa is 37,677,576, the depressed classes form ll·5
per cent. of the total population.

•

•

.
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APENDIX
Statement sh·owing the enfranchisement of Persons under" depressed classes ••
Hazaribagh
Statement showing number of persons

Number of
depressed
Total adult .
classes
Total
population.
included in
population. (Non-Muhaincolumn3.
mada.n.)
(Non-Muhammadan.)

Name of ward.

Number of
persons paying
municipal tax
of any amount.
(Non-Muhamma~.)
<

2

1

4

3
Male. Female.

Bakerganj (Patna City
Municipality).

Male. Female. Male. Female.

10,505 3,154

1,781

329

296

894

189

43

74.0

193.

9

944

54

North
Khajekalan
(Patna City Municipa.lity).

8,407

1,828

1,489

55

2

5,599

1,222

1,030

37

WardsNos. 1• and
(l\luzaffarpur). -

5

---

.

NoTE :-Percentage of column 4 to column 3 = 7
,
, column 6 to column 4 = 20·8
, column 8 to column 4 = 20 · 8

•
.
•

n.
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in certain urban and rural areas in the districts of Patna, Muzaffarpur•
and cuttack.
under depressed classes paying Municipal Tax.

'Number of
Number of
depressed
persons paying
municipal tax
classes
included in
of one rupee
column 5.
andover.
(Non-Muham- (Non-Muhammadan.)
madan.)

6

Number of
depressed
classes
included in
column 7.
(Non-Muham·
madan.)

Remarks.

........ o;)
~s:l. ~.,~~0

-~

·o!~ ·s ~ .,Q
·a:; oMElg ·- 0 <8
SM""
;2!~<3 :;;!O!I'l
..,oil
9
10

8

7

Percentage of
persons be·
longing to
the depres·
sed classes
paymg......

11

---

Male. Female. Male. Female. Male. Female.
76

21

894

189

76

21

15·6

15·6

45

8

730

192

45

8

53

53

9

5

585

44

7

7

30·4

30·4

.I
I

Depressed
classes
~ allowod to oM
public wells and
are admitted
to
primary and higher
schools.
Ditto.

(

!.

•

,f·'

I.,!'
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Statement showing the enfranchisement of Persons under "depressed classes ''
. Hazaribagh
Statement showing number of persons

Name or number of
chaukidari circle
or Union Boards
or similar areas.

Total adult
Total
population.
popula- (Non-Muhamtion.
madan.)

1

Total number
of members of
depressed
classes included in column 3.
(Non-Muhammadan.)

5

4

3

2

Number of
persons paying
chaukidari
tax of any
amount.
(Non-Muhainmadan.)

Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females.
POLICE CIRCLE VI.
Bagdar police-sta- 5,611
tion,
district
Hazaribagh.,

5,820

2,060

2,270

313

397

1,016

10

Iohak Union Board, 2,429
district Hazaribagh.

2,830

1,038

1,288

168

249

540

9

9,764

2,212

,2,468

266

302

970

8

6,887

1,582

1,858

672

772

1,019

26

Union No.5, Sadr
police-station,
Cuttack.

8,214

1,734

955

585

564

1,002

8

Union No. 7, Tangi
police-stat'ion,
.,Cuttack.

6,873

2,027

2,198

'356

375

955

2

Satparwe and 13
other mauzasin
Patna.

5,213

1,540

1,320

354

339

583

.16

Bhergawan and 8
other mauzas in
Patna.

5,690

1,420

1,276

306

343

563

9

·J

·:;r..

~ vr,<.~~~

Repara
Union
Board, No. 12,
Muzaffarpur.

Kolhua Dadar Union Board, No.
5, Muzaffarpur.

.

c

NOTE :-Percentage of column 4 to column 3 = 23·3
,
, column61;ocolumn4 = 9·7
, column 8 to column 4 = 1 · 5

0

~
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111.
in certain urban and rural areas .in the' districts of Patna, Muzaffarpur
and Cuttack.
A

under depreBsed cla&BeB paying Ghaukidari tax.

Totalnumber of members of depressed classes included
in column 5.
(Non-Muhammadan.)

Percentage
of persons
Members of belonging
Number of per- depressed to the depressed classclasses
sons paying
chaukidari tax included in espayingcolumn 7.
of one rupee
,...,
(Non-Mu- ·~ h
and over.
:e""ol-<'0
~ . ·~ ~ ~
ham·
(Non-Mu·
""~ 0
madan.) :&lo& J2d~
hammadan.)
::; ~ 0

Remarks.

s ol::;~""
oJ

oJ oJ

.

~

s""'ce S""ol
6
Males.

8

7

9

-- ---

ll

10
-

F. Males. Females. Males. F.

70

..

'326

66

..

36

..

..

10

1

16

..

15·7

3·8

15

..

6·3

2·6

6

8

231

1

427

4

I

~"""'"'"'
" 'village
- ' •~ &llow.
ed to use
wells
and are admitted
to
village schools.
•

l
}

62

..

432

6

12

..

4·3

252

..

140

2

10

..

22

10

..

164

1

I

..

1·3

66

..

326

8

19

..

1!·5

53

•

..

287

2

16

..

8

·8

Depressed classes are not
&llowod to oo• vUI&go
wells and
Duaadhs,
H alalkhores,
Domes,
Chamars, and Nata are
not allowed to attend
village schools.

·9 } Dop""""' clM- ~ not
allowed to use village
wells but their childreu
are admitted into vill·
age schools.
·1

2·7

2·4

r-""""

-o~-

lowed to use village well a
and their children are
admitted to
ovilla.ge
schools without restrio·
tions •
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Note on the

APPENDIX IV.
of broadcasting in lndia.

possibilit~es

1. The principal reasons for the partial failure of the existing broadcasting
service are : (a) the small service area due to inadequate power of the transmitters:

The area of satisfactory service lies within a radius of about 50 miles of the
transmitters and even within that area reception is marred by atmospheric disturb;tnces for about 7 months of the year.
(b) the transmissions from the Calcutta and Bombay stations ar~ on wave
lengths of 370 metres and 357 metres Tespectively. On both the long
wave broadcasting band (1,000-2,000 metres) and medium wave
broadcasting bind (200-550 metres) atmospheric conditions in India
will prevent satisfactory long distance reception of broadcasting (over
a distance of more than about 50 miles) for seven months of the year.
2. I do not consider the proposal to provide portable transmitters for occasional
use in connection with elections to be feasible. The cost would be excessive compared with ~the benefit to be derived and as there would be no regular income the
whole cost would have to be borne by Government or personally by the candidates.

3. I consider that a satis_factory regular broadcasting service for India is possible
provided the transmissions are .of short wave lengths on which there has recently
been considerable development. These transmissions are comparatively free from
interruptions due to atmospheric disturbances. With a power of about 10 K. W. and
utilizing wave lengths between 30 and 50 metres it is probable that about 5 trans-·
mittcrs would give a satisfactory service for the whole of India. The service area of
each station would consist· of two parts : (a) the area within about 30-50 miles of the transmitter, and

(b) the area between 500-1,000 miles of tll;e transmitter.

The attached sketches* indicate approximately the probable service area of
each station from where it will be seen that exc13pt for a small area of
about 50 miles radius adja.cent to the transmitting station a province
would be served by a transmitter at a considerable distance from it and
that for Bihar and Orissa the best service would probably be obtained
from ~ransmitters situated near Delhi and Madras.
4. These stations would cost about Rs. 50,000 each and as a satisfactCJry service
could be given I think there is no doubt that the receipts from license fees would
cover the working expenses. Candidates for election to the All-India and local
legislative bodies could be permitted to utilize those stations for electioneering purposes and in addition Government would possess a very useful and powerful agency
for propaganda purposes.

5. In addition to the advantage of comparative freedom from atmospheric
·disturbance; transmissions on the short wave lengths possess the additional advantage that the necessary receiving apparatus is both simple and inexpensive. A
satisfactOry receiver complete with aerial, batteries and loud-speaker would, at
present prices, cost about Rs. 150 and the cost of maintenance per year, if used
several days every week, would be about Rs. 60.
·
6. If a broadcasting service, as briefly outlined in paragraph 3 were available,
-candidates who wish to get into touch with the constituency might send out agents
with suitable receiving apparatus (including loud-speakers) to the villages. In
the course of a few days it would be possible to get into touch with representatives of
'the inhabitants of all the large villages in ac~nstituency.
The erection of the necessary aerial would be a simple matter requiring :bout

2 hours' work.

* Not printed.
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7. The actual choice of wave lengths is a matter for engineers with experience
of short wave telephony but I may observe that the shorter the wave length (my
experience is limited to a lower limit of 15 metres) the greater is the freedom from
atmospheric disturbances but below about 25 metres the manipulation of the receiver
requires a certain amount of dexterity. For that reason I suggest that the most
suitable wave lengths will be found between 30 and 50 metres. In Patna reception
of broadcasting from Saigon (French Indo-China) on 49 metres, and from Moscow
on 50 metres is a simple matter. Saigon is about 1,500 miles and Moscow about
2,500 miles from Patna.
8. The above notes are given with con~iderable hesitation
my knowledge
of radio telephony is limited to a few years' experience of the reception of broadcasting in Patna on wave lengths between 15 and 2,000 metres.

::S

~

S. E. PLATT:
Superintending Engineer,
Public Health Department,
Bihar and Orissa .

•
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Miscellaneous correspondence with the Bihar and Orissa Government on
matters arising out of replies to questionnaire.
APPENDIX

t

Number of depressed classes.

Tim

Tia.EGRAM FROM
INDIAN FRANcmsE CoMMITTEE, SIMLA, TO THE GoVERNMENTOF BIHAR AND OmssA, No. E.-713-B. & 0., DATED THE 20TH APRIL 1932.

Please refer estimates depressed class population page -fifteen Committee's
second Memorandum. Been suggested that Committee's figures for following castes
namely Pan, Dom and Kela are inaccurate. Should be grateful if this could be
verified and correct total 'for depressed classes telegraphed very urgently. Or in
the alternative did Conimittee accept Government's estimate of depressed classes in
the Provil}.ce.
~

TELEGRAM FROM THE GoVERNMENT OF BIHAR AND ORISSA TO THE INDIAN FRANCRISE COMMITTEE, DATED THE 23RD .APRIL 1932.

Your telegram of 20th April. Population of Pan, Dom and Kela shoWn. correctly in Provincial Committees _Memorandum. Figures based on Census Table 17
exCluding Feudatory States.

0

MISCELLANEOUS CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE ' GOVERNMENT OF
BIHAR AND. ORISSA.
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APPENDIX II. ·

Questions relatirig to the Federal Legislature and special Interests.
.

~

TELEGRAM FROM THE INDIAN FRANCBISE CoMMITTEE, SIMLA, TO THE GoVERNMENT
OF BIHAR AND ORISSA, PATNA, No. E.-B. & 0.-232, DATED THE 5TH APRIL 1932.
Could you let us have by telegram summary of views of local Governmen~ on
following points raised in original q11estionnaire on whlch no recommendatiOns
have so far been received (a) method of election to upper chamber of, federal legis·
lature (b) franchise qualifications for federal legislature, (c) method of election to.
lower chamber of federal legislature, (d) nature and extent of representation to· be
accorded to special interests (women, labour, commerce, depressed classes, etc.)
in federal legislature.
TELEGRAM FROM THE GovERNMENT OF BIHAR AND ORISSA, PATNA, TO rim INDIAN
FRANCHISE COMMITTEE, DATED THE 11TH APRIL 1932.
Reference your telegram 232, dated 5th April 1932 (a) Method of election to
upper chamber of federal legislature' local Government favour direct election on a
high franchise similar to present election to Council of State, (b) Franchise qualifications for federallegislature answer to (a) applies as regards upper chamber ae
regards lower chamber local Government on the whole prefer indirect election by
Provincial Council in which case question of franchise qualifications does not arise
(c) method of election to lower chamber of federal legislature local Government
favour indirect election by Provincial Council, (d) Nature and extent, of representation to be accorded to special interests women, labour, commerce, depressed classes,
etc., in federal legislature representation of women and depressed classes in lower
chamber if not secured by election from Provincial Council should be provided for
,by nomination nospecialrepresentationof commerce and labourin lower chamber
required for this province representation of special interests in upper chamber not
required.
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CENTRAL PROVINCES.
' I

.Memorandum by the Government of the Central Provinces.
LETTER FROM

THE. OFFICER oN SPECIAL DuTY (REFORMs), CENTRAL

PROVINCES, TO THE JoiNT SECRETARY,

INDIAN

FRAJ~WHISE CoM~

MITTEE, CAMP INDIA, No. R-54-IV, DATED NAGPUR, THE 26TH FEB~
RUARY

1932.

Before replying in detail to the questions put by the Indian Franchise
· Committee, I am directed to express the regret of this Government that
the Committee should not have· visited the province. The Central
Provinces and Berar constitute an area in which local knowledge is of
importance. Historically the province has been the meeting ground of
three distinct Aryan races, and three distinct agricultural systems.. Wheat
has come with the Hindustallis from the north, and rice with the immigrants from the north-east, while the cultivation of cotton and juar
has been imported by Marathas from the west. These three systems
have driven back gradually the aboriginal tribes, with their non-Aryan
customs and crude methods of cultivation, into the wider and more
remote parts of the province, where they form a fourth and wholly distinct element in the local population. These four elements have not
advanced equally and every shade of variation will be found between the
Marathi-speaking population of the south-west, one of the most advanced
in India, and the aboriginal tribes who are· among the most backward.
A visit to the province would also have enabled the Committee to realize
more easily the astonishing development which has taken place in both
its areas since 1905, when Berar was added to the Central Provinces
proper. This development has been especially noticeable in the last
decade, subsequent to the· enquiry of the Southborough Committee,
owing to the opening up of the railway line from Delhi to Madras through
Na.gpur and the construction of many miles of metalled roads suitable
for motor transport. At the present moment the province has 5,674
miles of metalled road, connecting every district headquarters, and commanding from its geographical position most of the main arterial communi~
cations of India. The development is reflected in the growth of Nagpur
City itself, which has now a population of 215,165, involving: an increase
of no less than 48 per ~ent. since the census of 1921. Further similar development is expected shortly when the more backward eastern districts
have been opened up by the completion of the new railway line from
Raipur to the port of Vizagapatam in the Madras Presidency. Local
investigation would also have enabled the Committee to get a first hand
impression of the points raised by the peculiar relation of Berar to the
~enti~l ~rovinces and Br~tish India generally. There is no use, however,
m repmmg over what n:ught have been, and this Government will now
deal with the questions raised on their merits. The views expressed
are those of the whole Government, on its transferred as well as on its
reserved sides.
-

,..,
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2. Scope ofthe enquiry..:_In addition to the points raised in its actual
questionnaire the Franchise Committee has asked_
(I) what should be the size of the new le_gislative council ;
(2) to what extent and how special interests should be represented; .,
(3) what should be the qualification of candidates ; and
· .11 ,
(4) whether the legislature should be bicameral.
3. Size of the legislative council.-In the opinion of this Government
the legislative council should consist as nearly as possible of 100 members, a number which admits of the allotment of op.e member to each ordinary tahsil or taluq, whichiR about the area for which suitable candidates
might be expected to be forthcoming. Further, this number, which
roughly is double that of the present number of elected members, can be
accommodated in the present legislative council building with suitable
alterations. For any much larger number a new bUilding would. have
to. ?e erected, which is out of the question during the present financial
crlSIS.

4. Special interests and second chamber._:. The representation of special interests may be considered suitably with the question about the
need for a second chamber, because if there is to be no second chamber,
the interests, which normally would be represented in it, will have to be
considered in framing the constitution of a single chamber. In paragraph 7 of Mr. Gordon's letter No. R-15-IV, dated the 12th August 1930,
regarding the proposals of the Statutory Commission, it has been explain- .
ed that there is no material in this province from which a second chamber
could be manned, whilst, even if there was, the resulting expense could not
be met. At present such larger landholders as there are have three
special representatives in the legisiative council. This Government
considers that this weightage should be maintained, and would allot .
four seats for the purpose, one for each Cqmmissioner's division, and
would fill them as at present by election. Apart from these the special interests which require or might require representation are the following:(1) the depressed classes ;
(2) Europeans and Anglo-Indians ;
•
(3) Muhammadans ;
(4) women;
(5) commerce and industry ;·
(6) aboriginal tribes ;
(7) Indian Christians ;
(8) the University ;
(9) Zamindari and Jagirdari estates ;
(10) labour.
The depressed classes require representation. Their case is S.ealt
with later under the appropriate head of the questionnaire, where it is
proposed to reserve 10 seats for them.
At present there is one nominated member, of the European and
Anglo-Indian communities. With the enlarged ~ha~ber proposed
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Government considers that these communities rnight return two members.
These members should be elected and not nominated as at prese:at,.and,a,.
separate electorate should be formed for them.
'>
For Muhammadans, who number 682,000 or 4 per cent. of t:he··
population, this Government proposes 10 seats, a number which reduces.
slightly their existing weightage of 7 out of 55• elected seats. In the
absence of any settlement of the communal question.provision should' be'
made for separate electorate<',
At present women are not represented specially, and· depend for their·
representation on the goodwill of the Governor. They should be repre.sented, and propo&als are made below under head 3 (c) of the questionnaire
for 3 seats for them by co-option by the legislature. The alternative
]s nomination by the Governor to such extent as may be necessary to
compensate for their failure, if they do fail; to obtain a sufficient number
of seats through direct .election.
It is difficult to f~resee exactly the extent to which the wealthier
interests, such as commer<;e and industry, will obtain representatio~.~:
through the general constituencies. Experience of the, elections ,under
the present system has shown that they secure adequate representations.
Accordingly this Government proposes no special representation fo: th~m
beyond what they may secure from' the Governor'_s .nomination, though
it is not averse from making special provision, if. this course is followed
in other provinces.
,•
The aboriginal tribes inhabiting the extensive' forest areas of this
province number 1,351,615 or 9 per cent. o£the total population. They
ar.e an extremely backward community, and cannot expect to obtain
any representation at all through· the ·general constituencies. They
should have a spokesman, and, as no method of electing him is possible~
provision should ·be made by which the Governor can nominate a suitable:
person.
The Indian Christian community numbers in round figures 40,000;.
but is so scattered that no district contains more than 5,635. No clash
of. interests between it and the Hindu community has arisen, nor has it
suffered any disadvantage £rom being included wit}). the general constituencies. Accordingly no special representation is proposed. Should
any special representation be found desirable at any particular crisis the
Governor may be trusted to exercise the power o£ nomination, which it is
proposed should be vested in him, to secure it.

At present the Nagpur University elects one member, but this
representation should be discontinued as the constituency fails normally
to return a representative of learning.
At present the inhabitants of" certain zamindari and jagirdari
esta1ts are represented in the Council by, a nominated member, as these
estates and the other areas specified in paragraph 13 ofthis Government's
memor.andum prepared for the Statutory Commissiow are excluded from
the existing constituencies. No justification exists ft>r their continued
R

,. \ ' '.
'
.
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' exclusion, ·and they ~:win fact ~s advancea _as some oth~r parts of the
province which are erifranchised(• 'It is'proposed, therefore, to include
them in the. general rural coristitueJ?.cies, arid to discontiriue their special
' i representation.
. _ ..
t
, , There remains .labour; At present -it :has a special representative,
who is nominated by the Governor. -For want o£ any single person, who
would be suitable, :from·amongst the labouring classes tJ;teinselves, it has
been found necessary in practice to:nominate a member of·the educated
dasses having a:p. int~re~t in labour problim1s. The arrangement-is not ·
~iatisfactory and should be discontinued: Tnstead, ' labour should get
its representation by" election to' thy extent of 10 s"eats from- amongst
the depressed classes; ~s. exp!a~ned>a~ t~e comme.npement .of this paragraph: and under head 5' of the. questim:ihaire. .,
· ..
_ · ·· '
''?' •·
* . ..
. ·
·
5: Sum'f11,ary,of_proposalsfor special representation.-'-To sum'up, the .
proposals of this Government with.regard to_specialrepresentation extend'
tothe largei'Jandlords (4seats), the depressed'Classes, covering also labour
~10 seats), Europeiins,andJAnglo-lndians'(2 seats) and Muhammadans
·{10seats), and all· by -'some form: of election. ·It is also suggested that
women should have 3'seats under' asystem of co-option by'tl):e:I~gislature ..
:Other special interests should be covere"d by apower 0£ :q.oiniilation vested
in the Governor extending to 3 seats;'one ofwhich bJ' convention shourd
~e filled by-a spokes:tnaii'for the aboriginal trib~s. ·. :J?urther;should it be
. ;found impossible to' arrange for·fillirig 3 :seats with women u:r-der a syste!U
-of eo-option by the Jegislatuie, the Goyernor should noniinape' up to 6 in:
-,stead of 3 seats,-it being understood,that he ·would •fill ;up to"3 with
-women to the ext_eht necessary to compensate for•-their failure, if they
.d}d fail to obtain.a sufficient number of seats through direct election.·
. ·· . 6. Extension of the franchise.-1 amnowto take the Franchise Committee's questionnaire' in detaiL · _
.
, •, · '', ·. ' ·,.
:
· .· "Head I (a) of tke questio~naire:~A generahncre~se iii'the ei~ctorate
must be based on the_principles now ill force, with', suchlowering of property. qu~li?cations as will p:od~ct; ~n elec.torate. ?£';the ~size reqn?-ed.
In the ex1stmg state of educatiOn m.th1s p~ovmce an educatiOnal quahfica-.
tion, which may·well be added on its ,own m~rits; will not enfranchise a
aufficient nfuilber of persons to,pr()duce- the volume of voters needed.
·Moreover, this Government is opposed fundaJ:Uent.ally to the introduction
of anyseparate qualification for-women, a point which is made to greater
detail below. Therefore no very larg~ volume of women voters would be
added to the roll. Statistics collected for tlie Southborough Committee
·.have been examined. Thesearenotvery accurate owing to thelapseof
tiJn:e since they were collecte~~ a~d to'~he.fa9tt~~t th~re~llave b~en several
resettlements of land revenue, hy,whwh the land reyenue geiferally, and
therefore' the number of payers of ariy selecteqsuins as land revenue' or .
rent, have been increased. Ta~ing':the statistics; however,-as they stand,
certain tentative conclusions may be formed, The statistics show0 that
1918-19 there were·1,265,000 persons paying land revenue or rent in·
excess of Rs ..io .per, annum; The population of 'the province (excluding
the feudatory states) was at the C@llSUf\,ci£19~1, 15,50.7,723,-o£ which the
,j~
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population within municipal·limits was 1,388,ti37, leaving·a rural pojnilation of 14,ll9,086. If allowance is made for the undoubted rise in the
number of persons paying land revenue or rent, it woUld appear that the
adoption as a franchise qualification of the payment of Rs. 10 or more
as land revenue or rent would produce a' rural electorate, approximating
very closely to lO per cent. It is also proposed to add two additional
qualifications :__.
·
(i) An Educational Qualiftcati'on.-All p_ersons who hold th,e
primary certificate of the educational· department should be enfranchised. This certificate is obtained by all persons who have passed out
of the fourth class in the primary vernacular scp.ocil. T~e total number
of persons in the province hol~ing this certificate _is 323,000, of whom it
is estimated that over half obtained it within the last 10 years, and since
the certificate is 'usually obtaip.ed at the age of 11-12 years, are not yet
of age. A steady increase in the number. may, howeyer, be expected:
For adults who are literate, and who wish to qualify for the franchise,
Government would propose an examination of an' equivalent standard,
which would be held by the education department. This might be called
the franchise test: ·
·
·
.
· ..
:,. '
(ii) A Village O.f!We Qualiftcation.-At present the lambardar
(or. the representative of the landlords) in the Central P1;0vinces, and in
Berar a watandar patel (hereditary. village revenue officer) and a watandar patwari (hereditary village accountant) and the .hereditary desh-.
mukh and deshpande (old pergana official) are enfranchised. In future
all village officials should be given a vote; This amendll!ent would
affect mainly. the village watchman, who. is almost invariably of the
depressed classes.. The number of voters added would be small ;· not
much more than 50,000 ...
Head I (b) of the questionnaire.-Theeducation of.thepresentelectorate is far from complete, and though the rural population is shrewd
enough when its own interests are closely concerned, it has little comprehension as yet of matters outside the district in which it resides, and·
is not able accurately to appreciate the effect· of votes on ·the- general
administration of the province. This will be still more the case· in the·
future. This Government, however, is unable to state that the decline
in. the general intelligence of the electorate would be pronounced.
Head I (c) of the questionnaire.-In the opinion of this Government, an
electorate of 10 per cent. of the population would be manageable administratively, but not an electorate appreciably larger'. Whatever exact
fig:rre is taken the strain put upon the· district staff would be severe.
With. an electorate as large as 10 per cent. of the popUlation, the average_,
constituency would consist of about 25,000 voters, or even more, and a .
large district would contain 4 or 5 rural constituencies, and an urban
constituency as well. It would be as well to be prepared for 15,000
voterr.in each constituency or 60 per cent. of the total.· To poll15,000 ·
votes per constituency about 15 separate stations would be required
presided over by a gazetted officer, if possible, and assisted by 4 or 5
clerks. Such a polling station woUld poll 1,000 ·votes in a day without·
~~

1
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difficulty; Non~official·agency could not be relied1upon, as it is doubt.,
fubf:popular opinion would accept it, and, in any case the majority, of
suitable non~official,gentlemen· would. themselves be •busy in1 cany.assing
votes. and other political activit-ies. It.would be necessary, therefore, to
p,rov.ide s_ome 15 offi.cials and 60 clerks or, members of the subordinate
landi revenue staff. In a large district this. would1 be po~sible, but an
appreciably larger staff could not be provided. It follow;3 that only one
co~stituyncy could be P,olled at ~ time,, anq.. that after. the polling was
compl~tedthe staff would. be reqmred to move on to the next constituen·
cy whereo the process would be repeated: _Also the votes. cast would
have to be counted very largely py the ~a,rne staff. The elections in th~
district_would..hav.e to be spread over a. period of a fortnight or three
weeks with great dislocation of 'normal'worif.' .
_
'
'' 1Jea0 I (l),(e) ofthe questionnaire.-This qov~rnmentdoes not consi:
der that it would be :e~ssible adminis~ratively to enlarge,tp.e electoral .roll
m~ch fm.ther th~n.10 per cent. Nor does it co!l_sider that ~tis .a~ p~esent
desjrable. on other gfounds to go beyond this figure. The present electorate has yet to complete its political edllcation, and the vote is not yet
vltlued by the large mass of the unenfranchised, who have not made an:V
demand for their enfranchisement.
'
"
· "·
Head'! (1) (j) of the questionnaire.-'--,-There'is.a difference of opinionin· the Government a bout the group system or system of indirect election.
· The Hon'ble Dr. Deshmukh is opposed; to it strongly owing to the
doubts lie feels as to whether it would give any real political training to
tliose who could be reached' in no· other way. _For a long time to come
the· election of the secondary voters would be based on personal'grounds
·and the voter would be elected because he had a position in the village as
a man to be respected, and not because he understood· politics or belonged
to the party which the group wished to see in power. Again the primary
voter would have no means.of knowing how.the secondary· voter of his
choice· voted, and so judging whether his choice was rright• or wrong. Indeed; for a long time the group would· not want to· express any wish·
regarding the- policies to be supported by the secondary voters. Fur-.
ther, until the vote became a valued possession, the secondary electors\
would be unlikely to take much interest in the election, and thus the
primary voters would learn nothing· from the elections. Finally, the
primary. selection of voters would become either an u_ninteresting formality, in which the candidates for the legislature. would t_ake no interest
at all, and the issues of the election would never come before the primary
voter,. or such candidates would find themselves compelled to canvass·
the electorate twice, once at the primary elec~ion and the second time to
keep the allegiance of. the secondi\ry voters s.elycted to. support him;;
TJJ.e Hon!ble Dr. Deshmukh also points.out that the cond)tions prevail~
ing at. present in district council elections suppor-t ~is view that issues at
the .primary and secondary elections would not be the same. At present·
the:district council is elected by the me:rnhers who succeed. in se(jlring
election to the local boards. Each tahsil elects 10 to 15 :members to the·
1ocaLb.oard, and these with 3 or 4 nominated memb~rs ele~t the district
coull.cil;, T:h;ough, the nu:rp.ber ,c;>f, ca~<fida~e~· is sinal!,. and• it is q"!lite
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;possible for each candidate to know the politics of the possible chairman
of the district council, these 1policies are scarcely discussed in. a local
board election. Also certain. practical difficulties would arise. In the
first place the formation of the group would be a troublesome task, which
would take up a disproportionate amount ofthe time ofthe district officials.
Difficulties which would lead to numerous objections and appeals would
.arise through the grouping of castes together. In practice it would
be impossible to form homogeneous groups by which a fair representation of interests could be secured. Again until.patties have evolved,
and only in. Berar in this province is a beginning of party politics
·discernible, the interests to be represented would be far too numerous
to admit of satisfactory representation.. Scope would be given for
undue influence in the formation of groups and discontent would result.
The Hon'ble Sir Arthur Nelson is inclined to support a combination
of direct and indirect election, both for towns and rural areas, mainly on
'the ground that this will be the most convenient method of creating an
electorate of manageable proportions. He considers that a scheme
might be prepared which would increase the direct voters up to 5 per
cent. of the total population., and would allow the remaining 90 per cent.
of the adult population to elect roughly one other voter per hundred.
He is not in favour of the group system, but would take the village or
division of villages or towns as the unit. To each unit would be allotted
a certain number o£ voters in proportion to its population, and the
secondary voters would be added to the eiectoral roll of the constituency
to which the village or town belongs. ~he Hon'ble Sir Arthur Nelson.
recognizes that the problem of devising \an electoral procedure, which
will not be open tO grave abuses, is not easy of solution, but provided
that finality at the election is insisted upoh, and the hea rng of objections
is prohibited, he considers that it will no~ be beyond human ingenuity
to devise a workable system.
\
The Hon'ble Mr. Raghavendra Rao and the Hon'ble Rai Bahadur
Jaiswal share the view of the Hon'ble Drl Deshmukh that no system of
indirect election will be workable at pre~ent, though they realize that
there is much to be said in favour of it, 1nd think that it may become
possible in the future; His Excellency thJ Governor is impressed by the
need for securing enough good~will to wotk it before any system of indirect election is attempted. At present\ the idea is novel, and therefore disliked, an.d any system which is dislfked is not likely to work well
in practice. But signs are not wanting that public opinion is alive to
the possibilities involved in the indirect nl.ethod, and if the ventilation
given to it by the Franchise Committee kesults in the creation o£the
proper atmosphere, His Excellency would\ welcome a mixtU're of direct
and indirect election on the lines of the scheme of the Hon'ble Sir Arthur
Nelson. In the meantime, as there is nd, unanimity, no reply can be
made to the points of detail raised under heads I (h), (i) and (.j) of the
quE:!tion.naire.
\
·
.
Head 2 (a) oftthe qu.estwnnaire.-The question oHhe operation of-the
franchise qualifications in r~ral and urban \areas has been dealt within
paragraphs 25 and 26 of this Government's\ m:emorandtun prer~red for
'

.
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the Statutory Collli:nission. In brief there is some· disparity at present
· between the working of qualifications in urban and rural ·areas. But
With the separation of 'the ·smaller towns froin the rural constit~encies,
and the general lowering of the property.qualification, the ill effects of the ·
existing disparity-will tend to disappear. The lowest urban and rural qualifications which' it is proposed tentatively to adopt; are the payment of
Rs. 12 house rent, or the assessment to an equivalent haisiyat tax iri urban
areas, and in rural areas the payment of Rs. · 10 as land revenue or rent.
The annual income of the townsman and the cultivator enfranchised
·Will not differ very markedly, and may be estimated roughly as Rs. 120
to Rs. 130 and Rs. 140 to· Rs. ·I 70 per anD.llili, respectively.
'
Head 2 (b) of 'the questionna~re. _..:_This Government considers it quite
imp:racticable to devise qualifications which will give a voting strength
proportionate to its ~umbers to each. co~unity,.. Some· idea of the
difference in existing vo~ing strength between the monied and labouring
classes may be formed froin the statistics given in paragraph 23 of this
Government's memorandum for the StatGtory Commission, and nothing
short.' of adult suffrage could mitig~te .the disparity. The depressed
classe~, from which· the labouring classes are drawn largely, must have
·inevitably a smaJler 'proportionate voting· strength, unless' property
qualifications, the recognized basis for the electoral system, are abolished,
a step which is quite out of the question at the moment. So lmig, however, as each community has a reasonable representation in'the chamber
and au advance is made by which all classes have an increased opportunity of' benefiting 'from the educative value of tlie vote, impo,rtancel
. need not be attached to cal,culations of exact proportions of voting
strength. '
·
· ··
··
·
.; :
.'
. 1[ead 2 (c) of the, questionnaim.~This Government accepts the property qualification. in' the widest sense of the term as, the most suitableT
and indeed as ~ecessarily the main qualification for the yote. · It has
been suggested above that the primary certificate should be added. as
an educational qualifi9ation, and that village officials should be enfran~
chised. These two qualifications between them would not enfranchise a
number in excess o£1 f_per cent. of ~h~ total population ofthe province.
To obtain the remainder of the required electorate a much wider.basis is
needed ~nd the property qual.i:6,cation is the only possible bas.~s. , ·
Head 2 (d) oj:the questionnaire~~The·introduction of an educational
qualification, and.the suggestion that the primary school certificate of the·
educational department should. be the qualification, have been made
above. .The primary -certificate is the lowest.standard "for which a certi-.
. ficate is gntnted, and·it is impossible to do without a definite clear cut
standard, which could "be proved or disproved in .the 1went of dispute;
" . Head 2 (e) of the ·questionnaire.-So far as this province 'is concerned;
there is no •objection in principle 'to the'retentiori of the::military service
qualification, or to its extension to include service in the Auxiliary or'
Temtorialforces. · The number at present so ·e:D.franchl'sed .is minut~, ang
will never, so far ils can· be :foreseen, be anything but small: · On matters
of aetail no opinion need be offered!". ' ' l • :<t 1''· ;',~ .J·. ;. '
.•
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Head 3 (a) of the questionnaire.-As a matter of principle, this Gov.;
.ernment is opposed to 'the formation \either of separate electorates for
women, or to. the adoption of any differential qualifications, and considers that the same qualifications and cdnstituencies should be prescribed
for both sexes. If women desire to v~te, as to which there is no real
volume of evidence, it should be left tb them, as in other countries, to
obtain by constitutional agitation the right to own property separately
from their husbands. The adoption ?f a separate qualification for
women introduces an unsound principle which this Government is
unable to approve. The same principl~s would apply to the ·indirect
system of election.
\ ·
.
Head 3 (c) of the questionnaire.-This Government envisages an
ultimate position in which women will haVe obtained for themselves the
position of equality with the other sex thit they now enjoy in ·advanced
countries, where their voting strength is e~ual approximataly to ·that of
men. During the transitional period spedial methods of securing their
representation in the legislative council wo~ld be appropriate, either by a
system of co-option by the legislative coun\cil by the single transferable
vote, or by nomination by the Governor.\ Reservation of seats is an
unsuitable method of representation, as it ~s impossible to form appropriate constituencies when women form sue~ a large minority. Whether
co-option or nomination should be adopted, is a decision which this Government would be prepared to see, made inlaccordance with the weight
of the evidence submitted by women to th~ Franchise Committee. Its
own preference is for the system of co-optio:d. The - number of seats it
proposes to allot in this province is 3.
\
Head 4 of the questionnaire.-Even with tlie increased electorates proposed, it is unlikely that the depressed classe~1 will obtain a.ny real representation. The number of voters which tlie qualifications proposed
would enfranchise among the depressed class~s would be a far smaller·
proportion than among the more advanced calstes. Moreover, the effect
of social feeling against them must be given fdll weight. On the :whole,·
therefore, it would be hazardous to expect t1JI11t. the· depressed classes
would secure any real representation at the polls at all. In the present
legislature, the depressed classes have 4 represfntatives by nomination
and the member nominated to represent labour is also, in effect, their
representative. If this number caine roughly t~ be doubled, enough to
secure these classes proper representation woulCI. have been qone. No
logical method to secure this result can be devise~, and the only course is
to choose some arbitrary method. This Gove~nroent would propose,
therefore, that 10 seats should be reserved for nee depressed classes in
· plural cons~ituencies. In order to secure that th'eir representation shall ·
be spread as widely as possible, and to avoid the\formation of large unwieldy constituencies, it is proposed to allot these ~eats to ordinary rural
co~stituencies, where the-number of the depresse\i classes is large, by a
simple system ·of rotation. As depressed class~s, · th. s Government
. would classify only those castes that are untoucliabie, and whose dis- ·
abilit;., .,., a 'ocial and political bandicap. To go ~utside this definition
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means that there would be no other clear cut distinction, and almost
·every class, except the few really advanced, could claim that they were
backward and needed special representation. At the past census great
care ·has been -taken to draw up as accurate a list as possible of the untouchable castes, and a note* showing. the classification adopted by the
_ census department is annexed to this letter.
· 'flead 5 of the questionnaire.-In practice 'in this province the representation of .la.bour is nearly the 'same as the representation of the depressed classes, from whose ranks in the main the labourers are drawn.
For organized labour it would he impossible to form suitable constituencies, while the interests of unorganized labour will he adequately safeguarded by the liberal provision which has .been proposed for the representation of the depressed classes.
'
Head 5 (a).oj the questionnai1·e.-This has 'been covered by paragraph
4 ,of this ;letter.
7. The federal legislature.-Head 6 (a) of the questiohnaire.-The
proposal:that the representatives of·the provinces in the upper chamber
of the federal 'legislature should be elected by the provincial legislative
council is at first sight attractive, hut is open to the objection that such a
.. couTse might not produce in sufficient numbers the elder statesmen of
which a second chamber should consist, and might reproduce too closely
the 1ower legislative bodies. On the other hand the dominant party in
. the prqvincia.l council would need its authoritative spokesman in the
revising chamber. In the circumstances this ·Govermilent proposes ·a
middle ·course, by :which 3 out of the 7 seats allotted tentatively to the
province would be filled by e.lectioil· by the provincial council. Of
these, one should be filled from the Central Provinces and one from
Berar, and one should be a Muhammadan. The remaining 4 seats should
be filled by direct eleCtion on a restricted franchise.. No detailed· proposals have been prepared, but if the present electorate of J,064 raised
roughly to 2,500 by a lowering of the property qualification, 4 suitable
constituencies could be formed ; one for each Commissioner~s division.
For candidates for election to the upper chamber this Gove:nment woy1d
add a minimum age limit of 35 years, in order to exclude the less experienced. Otherwise it would retain the present rules.
Head 6 (b) of the questionnaire.-This Government is unable to· lend
support to any proposal by which the federal and provincial franchises
would be fixed at the same level. Under such a system apart from
other ~onsiderations, the constituencies would consist of over 100,000
voters, and be quite impracticable. Some widening of the basis of the
franchise is, however, desirable and the basis to be adopted might be the
existing franchise for the Legislative Council; the electorate o£ which
.
is in round figures 200,000.
Head 6 (c) of the questionnaire.-Great as the administrative difficulties
would be in a system 0f indirect .election for the Legislative Councils, t~y
ate small compared with those that would arise in applying such a method
to the far larger constituencies otthe federa:Iassembly. Nor is there any
•·Page259. ·
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pr,actical advantage in abando:o.i:ng \ system.of direct election, which the
public .understands, in favour of oneiwhose pFincipal merit is that <it would
reach indirectly a far .larger numbet, the large majority of whom would
have no desire to vote on all-Indi~ questions. Assuming that the 12
seats tentatively allotted to the pro~i~ce are maintained, the constituen<Jies that would be for~ed would coyer half a Commissioner's division in
area, and would con tam an average of 17,000 voters each. The present
<~Onstituencies are far larger actually\ in area, while the number of voters
in the new constituencies would n&t be excessive. This Government
would allot tentatively lO seats to\ general constituencies and 2 to
Muhammadans.
\'
Head 7 of the questionnaire.-At\present special representation in the
Legislative Assembly is given.to landlords and Muhammadans who have
each one constituency. The landholders, whose interests are represented
generally in the upper chamber, will\not require a special constituency,
.which should now .be discontinued. ..For the Muhammadans, this Government has proposed two seats, :which maintainstthe existing proportion.
There .is .no other local interest at prbsent unrepresented which requires
representation in. the .federal :legislatkre. ,
8 . .Qual~fi:xztions of candidates.fTh~ only quest~on remaining
una~sw~red •ls. that of. the quali\ficatwns .of candtdates · for the
provmCial leg1slature and for th~ federal assembly. 'll'he rules
regarding qualifications o:f candidates for the legislative .coundl are
suitable generally and require no phange. In particular the .ru1es
restricting candidates for general constituencies to residents within
the districts, in which· the con~tituency or a part of it lies,
is salutary and should be kept. T.he present rules which admit
as a candidate for the LegislativJ Assembly any person who is
registered as a voter in any constitukncy for the provincial council is
anomalous and this Government wou14 substitute a provision requiring
a candidate to be registered as a voter in any constituency for the
federal assembly lying within this prbvince. For the upper chamber,
the retention of the existing rules, ~lith an increased age limit, has
been proposed above.
9. Tentative scheme proposed.-In c nclusion I am to say that before
formulating its views this Government ~ut them to the test of practical
application, and worked out complete sdhemes for its legislative council,
and for its representation in the fedebl assembly, as shown in statements A and B* attached to this letter. Obviously these schemes are
tentative in character, being based on the statistical data collected for
the Southborough Committee in 1918-~9. They will, however, serve
to focus discussion, and are forwarded for the consideration of the
Franchise Committee. A not~t on the depressed classes is added to statement A. Copies of this letter, and of its enclosures, have been given
to the members of the Provincial Franchisb Committee and will be given
to tM' witnesses, whose evidence may bJ called for by the Franchise
Committee after they have perused the arlswers to their questionnaire.

* Pages 251 and 261, respectively.
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EXPLANATORY NOTE.
' TM Secretary .of State has sanctioned th~ abolition of the Ne;budd~
Division and the three revenue districts of Seotii, Damoh and Narsinghpur, with effect from the 1st October 1931. These districts have been
merged in the Chhindwara, Saugor and Hoshangabad districts, respectively, and a rediStribution of divisions has· been .ffiade as follows:·
· · ·
·
·

.·,

Nagpur Division.

.

Jubbulpore Divjsion.

Chhattisgarh Division•

'•.

Nagpur, · Wardha, , Chanda,
Chhindwara and .Betul
districts.
, ., ·
~

. '

Jubbulpore,
Saugor; Raipur, Bilaspur, D:fug, :.
Mandla,·Hoshangabad 'Bhandara. and Bala.gha.t
and ~imar districts.
districts.

!

The area compri!led · in each. of hthe .abolished districts has been
constituted an · independent ·sub-diviSion: In tlie scheme attached the
constituencies are shQwn according .to the new districts and divisions.
The members for the old Nerbudda Division Urban· and Muhammadan
constituencies are shown half .and half against the J~bbulpore and
Nagpur Divisions. ·
'
·
.
The Berar ·Division, )with its four districts of Amraoti, Akola,
Buldana'and Yeotmarh.as remained. unchanged.
'

~

I

.

'

J

>

'

,

'

·~

.. ·

t,,

.

t

..

.

.
·.1.1-

. i

•tt

,,,·
'

l~

' ,_ .,
~

'j

•

j

·,

••• ' ;

t ' t ,.

t .•

•

• ·.. i.:

., .

•
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+
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STATEMENT A:

I

P'l'oposed constitution of the Oent'l'al Pmvinces Legislative Council.
1
I.-GENERAL DISTRIBUTipN.
Existing.

Proposed.

..

I!

2

..

..

..

..

..

..

..

2

2

..

..

I!

2

(a) Saugor, Jubbulpore-Mandla districts •.

...

..

..

..

..

..

...

..

..
..

I

I

I

I

..

2

2

Total

9

IO

..

..

8

13

..
..

..

8

I6

6

11

I

-'

Non-Muhammadan Urban ConstituenciesN agpur Division

..

..

..

(a) Nagpur district-cum-Chhindwara and Betul

..

(b) Wardha and Chanda districts

N agpur-cum-Kamptee (plural constituency)
Jubbulpore Division

..

..

(b) Hoshangabad and Nimar districts ·
Jubbulpore City and Cantonment
Chhattisgarh Division
Berar

..

..

..
..

..
..

..

N on-Muhammadan Rural ConstituenciesN a.gpur Division
Jubbulpore Division

.

Chhattisgarh DivWon
Berar

..

..
..

..
..

..

L
I.

..
..

J.

10

IS

Total

J.

32

58

If

3

It

2

I

.l

Muhamnwdan Constituencies-

..

N agpur Division, urban and rural
Jubbulpore Division, urban and rural
Chhattisgarh Division, urban and rural
Berar, urban

~erar, rural

..

..

..

..

..
..

..
..

J
I

..
..

..

1

2

..

2

2

Total

..

7

IO

I
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_ . Sr_rAT~~~T~~-~~contd.
•L-:--:GENERAL
:nrSTRIBUTION....,..-contd.
'
.
'· ' '.
. . ..
~

'

~'

t

...

.

.

;,

Emting. . -Fropose d.

--·-·-"'"1

.

(•

··•

8peeial Interests·
Centrdl Provinces 'and Berar Landholders
Anglohndians and, Europeans ·
. .:
·Depressed classes (reserved seats)
. Commerce and Industry. .
..
,. .
Inhabitants of Zamindari and J agiidari -Estates
• University
·· • ·
·
Nomination, allocation unspecified.t
Two members of the Executive Council
, .Officials
, ..

3

4
.:,2
10

J

1*
. 5t
r,3

f

f

·o

-~

8

0
0
6
0
0

'73

100

'1
1

'

1

'2

Total

* Nominated.

•
.
Nominated including I labour representative.
t If co-option for women is adopted·thisfigure will•be redilced.to 3 and three
seats will be allotted to wo.q~.en.

t

H.-DETAILED DISTRIBUTION.

Non-Muhammadan Urban Constituencies (10).
VoMrs~in
thousands
assuming
Population. , Rs. 12 annual
'. retitifl pay. , :ment to be
· the· q_~lilifica
_tion .

.,.
·"f.

..

'

Nagpur Division (4)- ·
•. Nagpur-eum-Kamptee (2 members) ...
Wardha, Chanda (1)
.. , .
Nagpur-cum-Chhiri~wara and Betu]

241
82
126

Jubbulpore.Division (3):Jubbulpore Town and Cantonment (1)'
Saugor, Jubbulpore, 'Mandla diStricts (I)
Hoshangaba~ and Nimar districts ( 1)

85
87
..9,8

.f-.

Chhattisgarh' Division (1)~
•

"'40
16
11·5

• ~ t

'f

'17·1

'165

Chha\tisgarh Division urban

Bera~ (2)-'
.
:East Berar (A.kola,and Buldana) · ..
\Vest Berar (~IJ?Iaoti'and Yecitmal)

., :'±&tal

.,
, ..

15·1
14
20

~-t

116
151

20-·2
,.,,28·8

1,151

187·7

.-.~~.

~-"'

.

"""''"

I
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. STATEMENT:A.Lcontd.
![~.,--DETAILED:DISTRIB~TION...:..Contd.
N.on-Muliammadan· Rural· Constituencies
(58)
\

.

Population
in
thousands.

I

Ii>istrict and .Constituency:

Division.

Voters in
thousands
Rs: 101
qualification.

Nagpur1District (5)•
Nagpur (13)

..

Nagpur

..

Ka.tol

..

Saoner

..

Ramtek
Umrer

..
..

..
..
..
..
..

:\

131

10

142

17

.J

102

17

135

'21

136

21

700

95

205

25

I

286

/ 32

I·

491

57

..

363

16

..

368

12!

731

28!

.

..
..
I

Ward!Uf District (2).
Wardha tahsil.

..

Hinganghat and Arvi tahsils

'

..
..

I

Chano/L.District (2.).
Chanda and Warora tahsilS
Rest of district

t

..

\
Chhindwara District (3 ).
Chhindwara and Amarwara
Sausar

..

Seoni sub-division

•

..

..

.. '
..
..

Betul District (1).
B~tul.

..

..

354

25·4

.171

13·3

379

42

\

963

80

\

406

M

.

..

'
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STATEMENT A__;c;.contd .

. IE-DETAILED DISTRIBUTION~ontd.
~

Non-M ukammadan Rural Oonstituencies:_contd.

-

'

•·
Division.

'

Population
fu
thousands.

District and Constituency.

'
..

JuhbuJ,pore District (4). .
Jubbulpore (16)

..
...
..
..

..
..

:Sihora.
Murwara*
Jubbulpore

I

.. .

Patail

....

.•' .
i;

..

..

Damoh

..

.. ·,

10·8

•

·~

..
......

"

;....

144:

17·3

·no·

20
72·9

•625

•' 1>

i

266;

t44·5 .

193:

24·1

.148'

21·5

...

•i

..

' , 170

.. .. ·..,..

..

",

''

I

ll5·8

445

25

. 164
157

27

.

, Hoshangabad District (5);. ''
Narsinghpur

..

.. :

Gardarwara •

..

..
..

f

Sohagpur

Hoshangab~

..
..

Seoni-Ma.lwa-cum-Hardat

.

..
..

Khandwa District (2).
East and West of headquarters

23·2

780
~~. \

f

.

'·175

Maiulla District (1).
Mandla

'

24·8

'

.

'

. J

196

•

'

Rehli

'

..
...

&ugor tahsil-cum-Khurai
Hatta-cum-Banda

~ !ir•

, ... J

..

Saugor District (4).

Voters in
thousands
Rs.·lO'
qualification.

,)·y·

..

;

26

138

18;7'

141

17·0

207

32·1

807

121

"'

387'.

43·3
0

I

* Altemat1vely S1hora-Murwara (2 members).
t Alternatively Seoni-Malwa-cum-Hoshangabad.
t Urban representation. big•.
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STATEMENT Alcontd.
H.-DETAILED msTRIBJrroN-contd.
Non-Muhammadan Rural Constituencies-contd

, Division.

District and C~nstituenoy.

Raiyur District (3).
Chha.ttisgarh (ll)

Raipur and Dhamtari

.

thousands.

Voters in
thousands
Rs. 10
qualification.

496

27·7

Population
in

I
.

r.

Bolada Bazar and Mahasamund

16·4

Mahasamund

17·1

.L
1,479

61·2

Bilaspur and Mungeli

636

27·4

Katghora and Janjgir

714

16·0

1,350

43·4

817

59

Bhandara tahsil

252

28

Gondia-Sakoli tB.h.ills

558

26·3

810

49·3

Bilaspur District (2).
'

Drug Dietrict {2).
Drug, North and South
Bhandara District (2).

Balaghal District (2).
Waraseoni

\

Baiha.r and Balaghat

•

265

295

17

\
40
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STATEMENT A~contd.
H.-DETmEn oisl'&rnul'wN:::.....contd.

Non- Muhammadan:
Rural 00'1istititencies--.:..:concld •
..
Voters
'

DiviSions.

Population

in

in

thousands.

thousands
Rs. 10
qualification.

170'

20·7'

209'

19·8

District and Constituency.

'1'.
f

II

.

·'

Amraoti Distrid (5) .

..

Berar (18)

'AJnraoti taluq

..

..

I

~ Chandur tahiq

..

..

!

..
..

i Ellichpur ta)uq-cum-Melghat

;.Daryapur taluq
· Morsi taluq

..
..

18·()

I

138!

21·1

'
1671

19·3

.

'

..

Yeotmal taluq

.
. '179:

I

..

Y eotmal District (4).
l'

'

..

143!

8·6
·,

· Kelapur taluq -cum- Wun taluq
; J?ar:wha taluq .

..

Pusad taluq

..

'

~·

.:

.

A~ola

1121

Basim taluq -cum-Mangrnlpir
. · ' taluq.
¥urtizapur taluq
..

292!

('

...

'.

... ..

'

chikhli taluq

..

Mehkar taluq

..

. ,·.. .._ .

.•

~

..

Jalgaon taluq-cum-Khamgaon
taluq.
-;.;_ ..
.. ";'
J.\'!:alkap.nr taluq

. .•

Total

,

~

..

1531

.'

22·5

"'

.

..

..,~

.

-.

21·5

~

16·1

..

28·1

116·

15·5

1681

17~3

167'

'
17·2
.,.

2141

*31·0

159>

19·2

3,135•

329·7

Buldi:l,na District (4).
'

·'

. 10·9

..

..

..

~-"

1881

1361

..

, Balapur taluq
'

12·5

I

District (5).

Akot taluq ..

)

201''

.. . '
..

~

Akola

\

...
..

10·4

!

't~'

t

'"

'302!

."';. i

.

i
)·

..

": B1g urban representation .

.. . .....

r

~

-r- --~ •. -~-~· .....

0
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l'ltOvn<CES.

STATEMENT A-contd.

I

SEPARATE coNSTITUErCIES.

Muslims (10).

,.

Total
number
of
voters in

Pop11lation
in
thousands.

thousands.

Nagpur district (I)

53

8·2

Chhindwara. and Betul districts (I)

45

3·I

Chanda and Wardha districts (1)

34

4·7

Jubbulpore, Saugor and Mandla. districts <P

89

Hoshangabad and Nima.r districts (1)

85

11·4

Chhattisgarh (1)

72

8·8

.'

9·7

Berar I per district (4)Amraoti

86

Akola.

89

Buldana.

79

..

Yeotmal

•

..

•

8·5

8·7

A

5·8
2·5

52

-..
•• ~..

'

.1,

Landholders (4).
I per division•

.~'

107

Jubbulpore Division

181
98

Berar Division

•

No. of Voters.

_Nagpur Division
Chhuttisgarh Division

580
Total

.A.nglQ.[ndians and Europeans (2).

.
..
1

SPECIAL INTERESTSl
CENTRAL, PROVINCES AND BEkAR.

..

9G6
Population in
thousands,
10

s

i~-~-
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· STATEMENT A-amtd .
.

"

':

l

REsERv~n SEps FOR DEPRESSED CLASSEs: •
~~p seats are provided for depressed classes by the reserved seat
in plural ·c_onstituency method. The reserved seats will be allotted in
rotation to t-he constituencies shown together below.
'"!

1

··..

'

•

Population in .
thousands
deprfl!lsed

Division and constituencies.

Total
population.

classes.

'
Nagpm- Divieion.
'

.

Umrer tahsils in rotation· with
'

..

..

Wardha tahsil in rotation 'Yith

..
..

Nagpur tahsil ; and

..

Katol tahsil

..

..

..

'

..

..
..

Chanda and warora tahsils constituency

"

•·

'

42

136

33

135

2!7

148

79

205

'U

363
I

.~

J ubbulpore Divieion.

with

•..

Damoh tahsil constituency

..

..

...

Ohhatti8garh Diviilion.

113

..

Janjgir-Katghora tahsils constituency

175
ll1

Raipur-Dhamtari constituency alternating with

.. • t . .

Drug (North} alternating with ·

..

Gondia-Sakoli constituency

..

!;..:'".

'~·

,,_

.

141

'

Mahasamund tahsil constituency alternating with

'

•

22

,

·,

Bilaspu'r-M~geli const.ituen~y

" 207

38

...

..

170

'42'

Seoni-Malw~-cum-Harda constituency alternating
with
Hoshangabad tahsil

..

266

76

Khurai-Saugor tahsil constituency alternating

.

187·2

...
..

96
150.
,.

··-

'

615
1''

515

-

496

'

"

636
'

405
558
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A-concld.

' RESERVED SEATS FOR DEPRESSED CLASSE ~-contd.

Populati~n in
thousands
depre~ed
cl!ISSe~.

Division and constituencies.

Berat• Division.
"

..

..

..

..

..

..

Daryapur taluq

..
..
..

48

170

~
3~I

209

138

I

Akola. taluq in rotation with ..

..

..

..

...

..

..

..

3A

188

38

168

..

..

..

..

..
..
..

Darwha taluq ; and

..

Pusad taluq

Chikhli taluq in rotation with
Mehkar taluq ; and
Malkapur taluq

..

·~

. I'

'

Amraoti taluq in rotation with
Cha.ndur ta.luq ; and

Total'
Population.

35
~

Note on tbe Delinilion ol n._..a

136

3~

201

I

aJ
39\
I

167
159

mLes.

At this Census only those castes regarded as ,l__touchable ··were -.'·
included in the definition " Depressed Classes ". The
number thus
enumerated in the Central Provinces and Berar (exclu~ Central Provinces States), was 2,965,490,' which represents the sun\. of the figures for
the various castes regarded as untouchable in each di~trict. It may be
noted that there are only 9 castes held to be untouchal:Jle throughout the
province. The attitude to backward castes varies from idistrict to district
and various other castes are regarded as untouchable certain groups of
districts or sometimes only in isolated districts.
.
2. The census cJassification of the depressed classe was the result of
correspondence with district authorities and investigatiohs extending over
a period of 18 months. It is recognized that in some pases the classification may be criticised even now, but it may probabl;Y be regarded as
roo~ accurate t~an any others made up to date. A few r,tinor castes have
been omitted. The figures for these are negligible an<l generally were
made up by members of depressed classes from other prbvinces who have
migrated in small numbers into the Central Provinces.

ktai
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3. For ready reference a complete list of the depressed classes is
'
. (1) Castes regarded as untouchable throughout the Central Provinces and Berar :Meh~a or Mahar, Basor or Burud, Mehtar or Bhangi, Dom,
' ,
·Chamar, Satnami, Mochi, Ganda and Mang. ,
• "(2} •Castes regarded as untouchable throughout the J ubbulrore
',
and Nerhudda Divisions:·
·
·
Kori, Mala, Balahi, Madgi.
(3) Castes regarded as. untouchable throughout the Nagpur and
Berar Divisions :. ,
·
Balahi, Madgi, Pradhan, Ghasia, Katia, Pank"a, Khatik, Kaikari,
Dohor.
,
.
,.
,
(4) Castes regarded 'as untouchable through~ut the .Chhattisgarh
Division :·
' · · .,
·
·

given below :-

Ghasia, Katia, Pallka, Dewar.
.
... ,.
(5) Additional castes regarded as•untouchable in certain districts
not inCluded above :·' · · · · ' t · '
,,
Panka (Saugor, Damoh,
Chhindwara).
..,
· · ,:
j
Katia (Saugor, Hoshangabad, Nimar, Betul, Chhindw~ra):
Khatik (Saugor, Hoshangabad, Chhindwara).
Dhobi (Saugor, Damoh, Hoshangaba'd, Chhindwara, Bhandara,
~.
Raipur, Bilaspur, Buldana).
. Khangar (Saugor, Damoh, Bhandara).
Chadar (Saugot, :Damoh, Bhandara).
· Dhanuk (Saugoi): · ';
Kumhar (Saugor, ~ Damoh, Hoshangabad, Bhandara and
Buldana). . ,r .:. , ~\ l- · . . 'J , •J .
.. , Dahayat (Damoh).
,
,._,. "'·~.l~· •'{Nagarchi (Mandla;- Seoni, Chhindwara,. Nagpur, ·Bhandar_!).,
· ' , Balaghat, Raipui, Bilnspur, ~raoti).
·· ',
Ojha (Saugor, Hoshangab~;~od, .Bhandara, Balag~t).
Pardhi (Narsinghpur). ' , . ., ' ; , .
· .
Rajjhar (Hoshangabad). "
f•
Pardhan· (Nimar; ·Chliindwara,. Raipur).1
,,
•
Holiya '(Bhandara,· Ba:Iaghat). · " ·. ·
Kori (Bhandara; Raipm, A.In:raoti;.Buldana).
1' ·
Audhelia (Bilaspur). '
Chauhan (Drug).
.
,.
Khanjar (Hos'lla~gahag, N~rsi?ghpur).
0,
" . Koli {Chanda, Bhandara, Buldana).
,, , .
. Jangam (Bhandara}-:
'•
Bedar (Amraoti, Akola, Yeotmal). ·
Bahana (Amraoti}.

.

..

•

:

~

i.
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STATEMENT B.

Pro!IOSed Central Provinces constituenCies m the Feder I AssemblY based

on present Franchise for Legislative Counbil.

·

I

b
I

Population
thousands!

-'

Voters in
thousands.

"

..
..

2. Nagpur-Chhindwara-Betul

..

3. Chanda-Wardba

..
..
..

..

I. Nagpur Division..:._Urban

528

16

.1,924.

18

1,131

10
I

..

1,808

18

..

..

'1,263

17

..
..
..
..
..

..
....
..

4. Jubbulpore, Saugor and Mandla districts

5. Hoahangabad and Kim~r
6. Drug, Bhandara and Balaghat

..

7. Bilaspur and Raipur

8. Berar-Urban

..

..

..

9. Berar East-Rural

..

10. Berar. West;-.....:Rural

.. .
..
·

1

.2,126
'

..

15

'

2,810

10

522

12

..

.

1,790

16

' 1,483

2a

382

10

,.

'

Multammadains.

..

ll. Central Proviilces .

12. Berar

. .. ..
....

'

.

.
.. , '

7

"

'

'

'.

'

..
'

'

.;

./

t

.

,..

,

' ('

,.,

•

299

J

.. .

'

·.

...

.. .. ..

..

'

...

..

.

;..1

;

"

'•.

' .. ..

'l
;

('

.

; ~ ~1

..

•,

,, -

..'

.,

.·!

'

..

·,

..
.
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Memorandum by 'the Central Provinces Provincial Franchise Committee.

The Franchise Committee' of th~ Ce~tral Provinc~s desire to submit
tlieir answers to the points . raised in the questionnaire of. the Indian
Franchise Committee.
·
·

.

Before setting out their reply !n de~ail the memb'ers of the committee ·
desire to ex.press their appreciation of the opportunity that has been
offered to them of m~king their contribution towards the solution of one
of the important problems that must be solved before an advance can
be made wit~. constitutional •reform.
·
·
'
2. This province is one in which there is tlie greatest variety of local
conditions; Historically it has been the meeting ground of three different Aryan races, coming from the north, north-east.and~the west; who
have brought with them their distinctive system.of,~griculture, and have
gradually_ driven the aboriginal 'population back into the wilder and
mo~e remote parts of the province,· where they form a· separate· and
distinct section of the ,population.·
'
'

'

. Great difference also exists in the political progresE1 of the various
parts of the province, and every intermediate stage will.be found between
the backwaJ:dness of the aboriginal tribes, who have hardly yet been
:reached by education at all, and, the progressiveness of the Ma.ra.thispeaking population of the south-west part of the province who are one
of the most advanced communitie~. in -India. Opinions naturally differ
as to the pace at which this .heterogeneous population should advance
to the accepted goal of adult franchise: . It must not be supposed therefore that all members of the committee who have signed the majority '
report necessarily approve the details of every point on which a reply
muat be made to the questionnaire. Some have accepted the report,
because they believe that the proposals represent. accurately the exact
" degree of advance which should now be made ; while others, who are
inclined to think that a further advance than tha:t proposed is justified,
hesitate to press· their opinion in face of the great difficulties which will
,·confront not only the administrative authoriti~s but also future candidates in' dealing with so large an electorate. ·
.·,

3. Scope of the enquiry.-ln addition to' the points raised in the
questionnaire the committee have been asked to prepare their preliminary views upoii. .foiu. questions :'
(a) the size of the legislative _council;
(b) the representation _of special interests;_ ·
'

.

(c) the qualification of candidates; and

'(d) the

will

..

0

nee~ for a s_econd chamber in the provi~ciallegislature.
'

~

~

. It
be convenie_nt to deal with the first two of these points before
· ·
proceeding to the Jnai~ questio~i~e.
'"
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4. The committee would fix the size of tjhe chamber as nearly as .
possible at no members, a number which is deuble the present number ..
of elected members. This is the smallest adl.vance upon the present
constitution of the council that the majority of fuembers of the committee
are prepared to accept. After the various mino~ities and special interests
for which the committee think that represent&tion is necessary have been
provided for, room is left for about 85 general cbnstituencies. This number has the merit of providing a rural constitu~ncy generally for nearly
every advanced or moderately advanced tahsi\ or taluq of the 82 into
which the province .is sub-divided, in addition to the 12 urban constituencies which the committee consider should b~ formed.
5. Representation ofSpecial Interests.-Thelcommittee have considered in detail the various special interests whicn might require representation. These are-!-:(a) Muhammadans ;
(b) the depressed classes and labour;
(c) women;
(d) Anglo-Indians;
(e) Indian Christians;
(j) aboriginals;
(g) commerce and industry and mining ;
(k) landholders; and
( i) tlie University.
For women, the depressed classes and labour, he recommendli.tions of
the committee will be found in detail under the ~ppropriate heads, of the
questionnaire. It will suffice to state here that nve seats have been proposed for women and eleven for the depressed 6lasses.
·
·

The representation of M~hammadans raisek the vexed questio~ of
communal electorates, into a lengthy discussionlofw:P,ich the committee
do not desire to enter. For th~ purpose of calculating the size"' of ~he
Chamber the Committee has assumed five sJats for Muhammadans
pending the settlement of the communal questidn.
.
.
I .

For Anglo-India·ns, the committee would allot one seat, b:ut for the
·present practice of nomination they would ~ulistitute election by any
eonvenient system that the community favo*ed. A special constituency would be necessary as the community i~ concentrated in a few
small centres, which could not suitably be included in other constituencies.
[
·
The Indian Christian community numbers l.n round figures 40,000
but is very scattered, and no district contains \more than 5,635. The
committee consider that this community shoula have one member,
but. in view of the difficulty in devising a sufta.ble constituency, the
committee think that their representative shoul~ be nominated.
The aboriginal tribes, who inhabit the exteJsive forest areas of the
province, number 1,352,000 or 9 per cent. of the population, and are one

I

"
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of the most backward communities in the country. They could not
;/ ~e expected to r~turn 'any representative' through tlie general' constituencies, nor could any one be found in their own ranks to represent
them. In thes·e circumstances two members should be nominated as
their represen~tives.· No objection need be raised to the n~mination
Of an official if difficulty should a:rise in finding a s~table non,-official. ·.
. . For ·the remainjng int;erests, commerce and industry, the landholders and the University, the committee does n<?t. c<!nsider that special
representation is necesSa.r.Y at all. Experience of the elections under the
present constitution shows that the wealthier and the better edu~ted
classes obtain proportionately higher representat on than other classes.
Thus the committee conside:r that these interests will secure adequate
representation,",in the ge~eral constituencies._:,:;_·
To sum up, the committee propose-· .
5 seats for Muhammadans ;
.,
11 seats for the depressed classes ; ,
'•
5 seats for women ;
I seat for Anglo-Indians;
I seat for Indian Christians ; and
2 seats for the aboriginal
tribes.
\
f
.
In all25 seats.
·
~

.,

,

... ·

'.,·

~

6. Extensi.on ofthefranehise.-The committee now turn to the points
,.
. , ..
. .
·
raised in :the main ques_tio~aire.,, .
H (!ad I (a) of the, questiqnruiire:.,....1'he ~ost ·practical method of
obtaining a largely incr~ased electo~ate is by the lowering of the existing
property qualifications. This nietho'd. alone would. provide the Jl!ajority
of voters which are required, for an e'ducational test (if such be added on
{ts merits) will not in the present st~te'of education produce a number
inexcessofl percent. ofthetotal':population. Nor in the view which the
committee take-of the problem·ofwomen's franc.hise, will the· addition
be made of a· large number of women to the electoral .roll. The committee have had the advah.tage'of seeing ari.-iu1alysis of the figures prepared at the time of Lord Southborough's Committee, and on this data
propose tentatively that 1 the· property qualification be lowered to the
following extent:: .n~, ~~~ .. ·:. J
,J
·
·•
•:. •
(a) all persons paying land·revenue or rent {other than sub-rent)
. " '''" not less than'Rs:•IOlper'annum·should be enfranchised~; ·
(b) persons owning or occupying house property in urban aiea~.
i ;, ;
_, the rental value of 1which is taken forpurposes ofrnunicipal
,: - . :taxation at Rs. 12 per annum in the . poorer _and _Rs. I8 ~er .
.•. .. . · annum in the richer.municipal areas; shoUld be.enfranchts;
i"

ed.·. •..

t fn

••

,,T

....

I!-.·~,\

~.

•• ..

'·o·,__

1

In the 'few •muriicip:i.Iities \Vliete the' house' rental . ~aluatipn · i~ not
the basis of taxation an equivalent•haisiyat·tax.assessni~ri.t would: have
to .. be worked out;• .This might be .ta.kentascsome figure round'abou_i
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Rs. 160 per annum until the details have been examined. The number
of voters thus brought on the roll would be in rou:htd fi~ures1,350,000 in rural areas,
.
200,000 in urban areas, or in all,
1,550,000, which is 10 per cent. of the tota population of the province.
In addition the committee consider that an educational qualification should be introduced and would propose ~o adopt the primary
certificate granted by the educational department to all who pass out
of the 4th vernacular class. This is the lowest P,ractical standard, and
some definite standard capable of proof or dispro~f must be fixed. The
actual number that would be enfranchised by such! a test will not be very
large, for though the total number of persons a~certained at the last
census as holding the primary certificate was 323,000, many of these
are still under age and a large number which cannot\ be exactly ascertained
also have the property qualification sufficient to entitle them to a vote.
For adult literates who do not hold this certificate) the committee would
favour an equivalent standard, the details o£ whicil. they have not exami-

I

M~

.

-

.

·

I

Head I (b) of the questionnaire.-The cQ:nimtttee do not consider
that an electorate enlarged to include 10 per cent. of the total population
would be incapable of casting an intelligent vote. The difference in intelligence between a tenant of land paying Rs. 50 as re~t and a tenant paying
Rs. 10 is !ikely _t~ be small .. Though the presen~\electorate has yet to
complete Its pohtical educatiOn and does not reahze the power the vote
has put in its hands, the course of the last ten year~ has seen an adv~nce.
The village population is shrewd enough where its
immediate interests are concerned,· and time and the educative power of the vote will
· .
\ ·
·
·
produce a less parochial outlook.

?wn

Head I (c) ofthe questionnaire.-The commit~ee consider that an
electorate of 10 per cent. to 15 per cent.
be admihistratively manageable, but have grave doubts whether this would s~ill hold good, if an
electorate larger than this was formed. With an electorate amounting
to from 10 per cent.- to· 15 per cent. of the total population the average
<:Onstituency would contain 25,000 voters, of whom' generally not more
than 15,000 may be expected to vote. In individlual constituencies a
larger percentage of the electorate might come to lhe poll, but 60'per
cent. may be taken for general purposes as the large~ number for which
provision would generally be required. Arrangemehts would be neces~
sary in the ordinary constituency for about 15 pollmg stations, able to
poll about 1,000 votes in a day. If some delegationb were made of the
duties of presiding officers to polling officers, the fommittee consider
that about 1,000 votes could be polled at one station in a day. In all
about 15 presiding ?fficers ~ho~ld be _av~ilable from\ amon_g the ~:ffioers
of all departments m the distnct, while It should not be Impossible to
get together 60 clerks or members of the subordinat~ land revenue sta.fi

will
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to act as polling officers. Even with this staff no more could. be attempt,. ed than one rural constituency at a time, and when that was finished,
lh.e staff would move on to the n<Jxt constituency. _ Largely the same
staff would have to be employed in counting the votes c:i.st, and an
election in a large district would take about 3 weeks or more to complet~,
with considerable dislocation of all other work. Quite apart from the
adri:J.inistrative di~culties thaf would arise, candidates would find themselves hard put to it to get into touch with even the leadfug persons in
each local area. _ Circularizing the electorate . would be prohibitively
expensive, eveu if circulars were uri.derstood, and the usual arrangements
by which the incapacitated and the elderly are brought to the poll in
motor cars would scarcely be po.3sible. The difficulties to be expected
arise mainly out of the actual election, .and no insuperable obstacles are
anticipated in the preparation and maintenance of the. electoral rolls.
Extra staff rna y he required for short periods for this purpose, ):rut this
will be forthcoming, and the committee are confident that the legislative
council will vote the .necessary funds.

Head I

(d)

of the qUe8tionnair~.~D6es not ari~e.

Head I (e) oftlie questiqnnaire.-Tl:ie committee regard an increase
of the direct franchise to between 10 and 15 per cent. of the total population I:J.S the furthest limit which can he regarded as practicable. No
. larger electorate could he managed hy the adri:J.inistrative staff, or he suffiCiently accessible to candidates.· Tnose who_ wish a further extension of
the franchise recognize tliat a combination of direct and indirect methods
is ib.evitahle.
·
Head I (j) of the questiOnnaire.~The committee are .nearly equally
divided on the question of whether an indirect system of franchise
_should be introduced or not. The committee are agreed that the direct
franchise is preferable to the. indirect; and that the direct franchise
should be enlarged as far as that course is administratively possible.
Views diverge, however, as to the extent to which the direct franchise
should go, and whether it sh~~ld he supplemented by a system of indirect
franchise or not.
·
..
.
An e~perienced and weighty body of opinion inclines to the view that
the objections to the system of indirect franchise are insuperable, and
would oppose-the.introduction of the system. The objections foreseen
are, firstly, that the formation of groups in the manner outlined in the
Franchise Committee's questionnaire is almost impossible. But briefly;
their view is that supervision of the formation of groups is impossible with
the existing, staff and that. the expense of the employment of a special
staff for so lengthy an operation is prohibitive. Without supervision
serious abuses are likely to arise and there. are good grounns to fear
that grouping will not he carried out in the manner best calculated to
give representation to the various interests, or to do justice to the co:dlparative strength of J>B:rties· w:hen these ~re evolved. On the contrary,
this section of the :committee_ apprehends .that the grouping will. he _
ainried ou~ at the dictation ofsollleinfiuentialperso:ri, to produce exactly
·~

.

\
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the reverse results. Further, even
these fears should prove to be
gtoundless, the objection remains tHat tbe primary eleptor will have
little or no hold over his secondary \elector, with the result that he is
li~ely to remain totally indifferent ; this case there will be little or no
advance in the political education of _the,mass of the population, which
it 1,is the main purpose of the _system to promote.
\ Another body o£ opinion, commaiding .no less respect, recognizes the
<tbjections to the system but would acc~pt a system o£ direct franchise a
little less generous, and would supplement it by an indirect enfranchisement of the rest of the adult population\. This ~ection o£ the committee is
impressed by the necessity of approachi\ng as near as possible to the goal
of a:dult franchise at the present revision~. nd would be prepared to attempt
to 1work such a system in a spirit of good will as the best course immediately practicable. They consider\ that the objections raised, of
whi~h they recognize the force, are outireighed by the fact that such a
syst~m would be transitory. In the absehce of any general·agreement the
committee have been unable to proceed tvith the task.o£ putting a mixed
systeminto practical shape and it has onl\y been found possible to outline
two ~main principles. The first is that ~he group must necessarily be
much larger than that tentatively sugg~sted by the Indian Franchise
Committee and the second that all adults of both sexes should be
inclu1ed. No. answer ?an be made . to \t~e points of detail raised in
heads 1 (h), 1 (~) and 1 (.J) of the questionnaire.
1
.
2
of. the questionnaire.--The
c?nsider that there
Is a distmct dispanty between urban and ru:ral quahficatwns. They would
quote ~as an example the comparative statds o£ a tenant paying rent on
his agi;icultural land of Rs. 50 whose anndal income would be approximately Rs. 700 per annum. This may be bompared with the income of
the occupant of a house in a municipal area df a rental valuation o£ Rs. 36 ;
this income would be about Rs. 400 per ~nnum or slightly less. The
alternative urban qualification (applied in \those municipal committees
which do not base their taxation on the house rental valuation) is a
"haisiyat" or "status" of ·Rs. 200 per dnmim which is even lower.
The urb'an population is only 9 per cent. but\ it returns at present 9 out of
55 elect~d members. Urban voters number ?4,000 out o£ 200,000. ·

iJ

l!_~d ~a)

~ommit.tee

The~general widening of the franchise ahd the lowering of the property q~~lifications to ~he l~vels whic~ the\ committee have suggested
above, will reduce the dispanty, and With the very great enlargement of
the rural franchise urban electorates will ce~se to exercise the decisive
effect that they do so often at present. If the\committee's tentative proposals stand, then about 10 per cent. of the rural population will be
enfranchi~ed, and about 15 per cent. of the urBan population. Since the
inhabitants of the towns have generally a high~r average status _than the
1
•
.:rur~ population, this result is fair.
\
In th~ actu~l framing of constituencies, thl. committee consider that
all small municipal committees and notified arkas should be included in
urban con~:tituencies. If this is dorie, then any\ disparity between urban
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~nd rural qualifications that may be . ~eft 'win eease to be of practical
· nnportance. At present a small town included in a rural coruitituency has
often been able'to decide the issue by its solid vote. - . · , .;
,
.

.

.

.

.

.

Head 2 (b) of the questionnaire.-The majority of the committee would;
prefer that generally uniform qualifications should be fixed for all communities, and do not consider that it is practicable to devise qualificati()ns
that wo~ld give the same.representation, for example, to the depressed
classes a;nd the more advanced communities.. They recognize.th[!.t some
system of protection of minorities is inevitable, and would like to see this
done by the system of reserved seats. Provid~d that adequate reserva.~
tion of seats is made .they do not consider a low'er proportion o~ voters m·
any one community a matter of great practicalimportance.
Head 2 (c) of the questionnaire.-The committee c~nsider that·the
possession of property, in the wide sense of the term imparted~by the
revised questionnaire, is a-suitable qualification. Further, they consider
that it must btl the basw qualification. -The present rules are generally.
satisfactory and beyond the lowering of the qualifications·to the extent
that they have indicated above, the conimittee have no ·changes of sub-·
stance to propose.
·
·'
·
·
Head 2 (d) of the questionnaire.-Tlie committee are in favour of'the
introduction of a low educational qualification, -independently· of the.
property qualification. The" primary certificate, and· tor adults,· an
equivalent test have been suggested in the reply to head I (a) of the
questionnaire as appropriate standards: .
Head 2 (e) of the questionnaire.-:-The committee !lccept 'in' principle
the retention •of the· existing military service and its extension to include
service in the Alixiliary and Territorial Forces. The numbers likely to be
enfranc¥ised in this proVince are insignificant:. . ' .. . ... .. : '
' Head 3 (a) of the questionnaire.__:_Th~'·majonty' of the committe~
would not beOp:repared to accept any ·arbitrary methods of enftari.chisiilf
womep, such as that suggested' by t:J:le ~tat!ftbry Co:lnniissio:ri .. , T~ey ·
would fix common qualifications and· comL?-op ele~~or~tes for both sex~f\,
~nd~ fix their qualifications as'. wide as. pos~ibl~. in or~er to eirfrancpise. a~
many as possible: But to give a woman· a vote inerely because she is_ the
wife 'of voter appears 'to the committee to'beintroducing an unsound
priilciple, which· will• have .the practical effect of preventing the property
qualification from being lowered as much as otherwise would b_e possible,
and of giving 2 votes to those with the higher,property;qualifications. In
practice under this scheme,. 40 per cent. of the (voters would be ~omen
and16b per cent. men. The committee have had.the advantage~o( .~is
cussing an: able note* by Mrs. Ramabai. Ta~be, suggesting,that, in.order
to .avoid inclusion· of this very large. number ;ot-wome11, the franchise
should be granted only to the wives of those with a higher: property qualification tha.n the normaL Mrs. Tambe suggests that this.should ke so,
fixed as to enfranchise about 300,000 women, and would tentatively fix
the qualification_ as ~ t:lmes that of the genimil ele6tora.t'e. 'Furth.er,' s~e

a
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3

would excl~de. widows, unless they are quali ed in other' ways. The
majority, h?wever, would prefer to fix 'the sanlte qualification for both
11exes, and trust that women would come in grddually under the educational and ;property qualifications.
Head 3f{b) of the questionnair·e.-Those who favour a combination of
direct and indirect methods have attached a sep rate minute.

'

Head Jj(v) of the questionnaire.-The co
'ttee are opposed to the
principle of teo-option, which they fear would p~oduce women chosen on
party grounds rather than as champions of their own sex. They would
prefer to, pr~vide five reserved seats,.which they ould allot in urban constituencies J;>y a simple system of rotation.
Head 4; of the questionnaire.--The committ~e do not consider that
even with the greatly enlarged franchise whi~h is now proposed, the
depre8sed classes are likely to obtain adequate representation in the
legislative council. The existillg franchise in fuunicipal committees is
wide and av~rages 16 per cel).t. of the total munidipaJ population, whicH is
nearly the same as now proposed by the commi~tee for.the urban constituencies of jthe provincial legislature. Nevertheless experience shows
that the depressed clases fail to obtain adequate tepresentation in munici-.
pal commit~ees. The committee have consider~d two possible formulae
for fixing t~e number of seat~ to be allotted tio the depressed classes.
These are th!-'ee-fourths and.half respectively of that justified by the pro~
portion of their population to the total populati~m of the province. The
majority co~sider that one-half will be the mo~e appropriate basis and
propose 11 s,eats in a house of llO. These woul~ be allotted by reserved
seats, attached in rotation to the seats of the otdinary rural constituencies which have a large depressed class populatibn, a method which has
the advantage of distributing the representation! over as wide an area as
possible without involving the formation of lar~e plural constituencies.
Mr. Gavai ~as written a minute of dissent*l pressing for separate
electorates and 22 seats.
rl

Head 5lof the questionnaire.-The labouri~g classes of this p~ovince
&re drawn ..J.ery largely from the ranks of the ; epressed classes. The
committee have had the advantage of seeing an.a~le minute1 by Mr. Fulay
l\sking for special representation of labour as a~art from the depressed
classes, but feel that the proposals they have made for the depressed
classes are sufficiently liberal and will provide t~e labouring classes with
the representation they need.

.I

, Head 5-.A of the questionnaire.-The commi~tee have dealt with the
representation of special interests in paragraph 5 of this letter.
Head 6 (a) of the questionnaire.-The com~ittee are on the whole
i119pressed with the advantages of a system by wh~ch the representatives of
the province in the upper chamber of the federal legislature would be
elected by the provincial council by the system o~ the singl~ transferable
• p ... 283.
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vote. In order to ensure that the members so elected hav:e a real stake in_
th.e comttry and ~he sen~e _of responsibility that goes. with it, the committee would p,~;opose to lay down the following property qualifications.
for candidates for election to the upper chamber :--'-·
1
.

'

(a) the owning of landed property assessed to a land revenue ofnot ·
less than Rs. 1,000 per annUin ; or
(b) payment ofincome-tax on au income ofRs. 10,000 per annum.
~ ~

..,

.

f

Opinion is equally di;ided whether ~embership .of t}le Iegisiativ~ counciL
for a fixe~ period should or .should not be made a11 alternative qualification for election. One influential body of opinion· holds that ,sufficient .
experience in the legislative council is :in it~elf a guarantee of sober judgment, while an?ther. wei~hty volume of opin.ion would pref~r to reJr upon.
the more practiCal sagacity that the possession of property confers. The
co~ittee trust that it will not be out of place to.urge that'the number of
seafis.tenta~ively allotted to the.province in the upp.er chamber s~ould be
incr,eased ·to. 8, . The representa:tion proposed compares unfavourably
with that given to Biha.r and Orissa ev.en allowing for the difference in·the
den,sity of the population: Whatever the nUinber of seats that may be
': finally allotted no reservation for auy; parl,icular interest need be made,
since the system of the single transferabl~ vote gives representation
roughly proportionate to the strength Of the various 'parties in the
"legislative coup.cil.
·
·
Head 6 (b) of the questionnai;e.-Local opinion. does not support the
adoption. of the same qualifications for the provincial and•.federallegislatures. With the same franchise· for both ·legislatur~s, the constituencies
that would have to be formed for the federal assembly would consist of
over 100,000 voters,. a size which is unmanageable. Further, the committee are unaware o£ any large demand for. so wide a franchise and consider that the number of voters wishing to exercise the federal franchise •
will be found to be far too small to require so wide an extension.
'
Head 6 (c) ofthe questionnaire.-The coin.mittee are unable t~ suggest .
: ny practical solution of the difficulty of forming suitable constituencies
for the federal assembly· through a system of indirect election. The
uUIUber of secondary voters elected in .the larger constituencies would be
large and candidates would be faced with the embarrassment of having to
interest themselves in primary elections over a very large area and on an.
· extensive scale. Nor is there any merit in such a' scheme when applied
to a mor,e remote body such as the federal assembly, the issueS before
which only a comparatiyely small number would appreciate. . I£ the
franchise is .widened, so as to indude all who haye the vote ~t present for.
the provincial legislative council, an adequate advance wilJ have been ·
made and due weight given to the need for ·as compact constituencies as
possible. Takjlig the tentative allotment. of seats as' it §tands (~d,
itssUining that separate electorate will·be retained) the ·committee would
form 2 to 3 constituencies for each Of the four Commissioners' divisions.
The area.of~hese constituencies worii$1 be·,~hout half of those ·~t present

I
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wo~ld conta~

existing and
an average lf 1"7,000 voters, a number which
i<J not considered excessive.
\
t
Head 7 of the questionnaire.-On prin~iple, some representation shoUld •
be provided for women, but the committee would prefer the questions
of detail to be decided upon a considedtion · of conditions prevailing
in India as a whole, upon which they £Jel that they are hardly competent to advise. No special representation is required in the federal
legislature for any other local interest, and no suggestions are .offered. If
conditions in other parts of the country \~re held to justify· any special
representa~ion o£ labour or the depressetl classes, then the committee
consider that this province should receive\ the same proportionate representati~n as others, but they themselves are\ unable to make any practical
suggestwns.

•

7. Qualification of candidates.-Two questions remain to be aflswered
apart from those arising out of the main questionnaire. These are the
qualifications of candidates and the need fot a bicameral legislature in. the
province.
·
\
Generally the committee would make no changes of substance in the ,. .
existixlg rules for the. qualifications of can\lidates. In particular they
consider that the residential qualification is \justified and necessary. On
two minor pointS of detail suggestions are o:ffered. The first relates tO
the qualifications of candidates for the upper chamber of the federal
legislature, and has been made under head\ 6 (a) of the questionnaire.
The other is in respect of the qualification of candidates for the federal
assembly. At present a candidate is qualified for election who is.registered
as a voter in any constituency for the legislative council. This position
is anomalous, and the general principle, that a candidate must be regis,tered as a voter in the class of constituency for which he stands, should be
followed. The revised rule might require that a candidate for the federal
assembly should be eligible for election, if he is registered as a voter in .
any of the constituencies of that body, for the same general class, situated
within the province.
8. Second chamber,:_No second chamber is possible in this province,
for the material from which such a body could be formed is lacking: Nor
could the province meet the expense of a second chamber.
9. Tentative scheme.-Before coming to their conclusions, the~committee have first attempted to cast their proposals into practical shape
by the preparation of detailed schemes*, both for the provincial constituencies and for those of the lower chamber of the federal assembly. These
are attached as appendices to the report .
.· •It ~ust be explained' ho_we:'er t~at these are submitted:~only ·as
tllustratwns, and that no finality IS clarmed for any of the actual details,
which may require revision in the light of the recommendations:of the

* Vide Statements at pages 273-278..
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STATEMENT A.
'

I.-GENERAL DISTRIBUTION.

The £ollo~ing is the summary of constituencies :--"(1) Noil~Muhamma:dan Urban constituencies
·(2)~ Non-Muhammadan Rural constituencies (73). (I) Nagpur division
(2) Jubbulpore
d3) Chhattisgarh •.•
, (4) Berar
(3) · Muhammadan constituencies
"' (4). Anglo-Indians
· (5) Reserved seats for women
{6) .Reserved seats for depressed classes
(7) Indian Christiana '(nominated)
(8) Aboriginals (nominated)

...

,.
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I2
18

19
15

4

21
5
1
5
11
l

..

2

,'

llO

Total

II.-DETAILED DISTRIBUTION.
(1) Non-Muhamroodan Urban constitue'licies.
Popula.tion in
thousands.
NAGPUR DIVISION

(4)-

Nagpur City-cum-Kamptee
(two members).
W ardha-Chanda . .
Nagpur-Chhindwara-Betul . ;
JUBBULPORE IHVISION (3)-

241

40

82

16

126

11~5

Jubbulpore City-cum-Cantonment (1).
Saugor Jubbulpore-Mandla
districts (1).
Hoshangabad-Nimar districts
(I).

85

15·1

87

14

98·5

20

CHHATTISGARH DIVISION
BERAR DIVISION

•

Voters in thousands
Rs. 12 qualification.

Amraoti (1)
Buldana (1)
Akola (I)
Yeotmal (1)

•

(1)

\

..

165

17·1

101
58
58

16·7
,.._ .

14·7

50

12·1

..

(4)-

., .

10·5

.,

.
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H.-DETAILED DISTRIBUTIOii.:.:.OOntd.

constituenci~1.

; (2) Non-111uham;m(uian Rural
'!'

'

..

;

Voters'·
Rs. 10 quaJifi...
District and total number of members,
in ·~'
cation.·
·rand
name
and
extent
of
constituencies.
-thousandS
.
•
~housa~~s.
l
·,
.
'
.•. .,. . },•
.
PopUJac
tion in

.

~

.

,

;1'•

NAGPUR DIVISION (18).
NQ{Jpur district (5).

..
..

Nagpur
Katol
~
Saoner

..

"11;1

"

..

Ramtek

.-~

..
..

..
..

.. '. ..

Umrer

Ward[!a district (3).
Wardha tahsil

..

' tahsil
Hinganghat

..

.Arvi tahsil

warora tahsil
Brahmapuri

..
..
..

..

..

..
..

'

..,
.

..
..
..

..

..

Seoni sub-division (2)
Betul district (2).

..
..

B etul, Multai and Bhainsdehi ta~ils

'

18·9

142

·17

.. 102

17

·135

21

I·.,

·'

..
..
..

sehora
Jubbulpore

..
...

-

•!

·~

."

..
..
..

..
..
..

...

•.•·

.
I

~-

'

'

21

136

•'
.,

''

205

25'

112

17

174

15

'

159

5·3

..

165

10·6

..
..

150

,,

"

7·4

i

'

400

25

354

'

5

.

.

171

13·3

..

379

42

..

406

25

.

·'

..
·;;_

'

.
.

..

..
..

'

'•

..
..
• ..
--

.

~

JURBULPORE DIVISION (19).
''
Jubbulpore
district (4).

M urwara

p a tan

131

.,,

.
..

Sironcha and Garchiroli
O~indwara district (4).
Chhindwa;ra and Amarwara tahsils
Sausar

.

p

..

..

..
..
..
. - ..

..

..
..

Chanda, distr~c_f ( 4).
Chanda tahsil

..

'

<

175
196•'

.'
10·9
24·8

. 17·3
j

,·1-'

144

. ..

llO

'-

•

19·3

•

0
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Il.-ll:ETAILED DISTRIBUTION-cOn~.

(2) Non-Muhammadan Rural constituencies-contd.
District and total number of members,
and name and extent <•f constitueno~es.

PopulaVoters
Rs. 10 qualifi.
tion in
in
thousands. · thousands. · cation.'~

(19)-contd.
Saug(Yf distrirt (5).
Saugor tahsil-cum-Khumi

266

44·5

Rehli

148

21·5

170

~3·2

Hatta-Banda
..
Mandla district (2).
Mandla tahsil
..

193

24·1

190

11

Rest of district
.".
..
Hoshangabad 'district (5).
Narsinghpur
..
..

255

14

164

26

Gardarwara ..

157

JUBBULPORE DIVISION

Damoh

Sohagpur_

·'

.. ..

.,

138

Hoshangabad

141

17

Seoni-Malwa and Har'da
Khandwa diatrict (3).
Khandwa ..
· ..

207

32·1

199

22

Burhanpur ..

101

12

87

10

252

16

244

'11·7

Baloda Bazar

368

24

•.
..
Mahasamund
Bilaspur district (3).
Bilaspur

615
413

14

Mungeli

223

13·4

Katghora and Janjgir
Drug district (3).
Drug

714

16

Harsud

(.

..

..

..

Clnf.ATTISGAR:!! DIVISION

(15).

Raipur district (4).
Raipur
Dhamtari

l

..

9·8

283

21

•
Bemetara

261

15

Sanjari

272

23

•

. :r2
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~

•

.

..

.

(

•

Jl.--;-DETAILED,
. . DISTRIBUTION-obncld.
.
.
.

•

,{2) 'N.on-Muhammadan Rural oonstituencies-:-concld.
~~~

~

:·

.,~

t·

••

Popul8,!

.'VoterS

District and total number'of -members,
tion ii::t · 'hiD.
.Rs. •10 qualifiand name and extent of ~onstituencies. thousands. thousands.
.• eatiou.

.,
I

I

(15)-contd; , Balagho,l district (2).
Waraseoni tahsil
.•
·'

'

•

CHHATTISGARH llivisroN

26~

23

295

17

252

23

338

16·3

233

10

Amraoti district (5): '
..Amraoti taluq
..
••

170

20·7

'Cha.ndur taluq

209

19·8

.Morsi taluq ..

167

9·8

Daryapur taluq

138

21·1

-Ellichpur taluq-cum-Melghat ..
· Yeotmal district (5).
Yeotmal taluq
..

179

• 18·0

143

8·0

IDarwha taluq

201

Pusad taluq ..

188

Kelapur·cum-Wun taluq
Ako'la district (6).
Akola taluq
..

302

10·4

136

22·5

153

21·5

112

16·1

,Basim taluq-cum-Ma.ngrulpir taluq

292

28·1

• Murtizapur •• •
.•
••
Btddana dktricl (9).
Chikhli

116

15·5

.. ~alagha~ IJ>Ild Baihar tahsils _ ·: l
'
Bhandara district (3). ·
Bhandara t ..
..
· .:

.

.Gondia

~

,·,

'- 1

..Sakoli
BERAR DIVISION

Akot taluq ..

(21).

.

Balapur taluq

.1'

1

168

Mehkar

17·3
.
167, - 17·2

Maikapur

159

' 19·2

Jalgaon taluq-~mm-Kha.mga.on . ;

214- ·-

31·0

0.
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SEPARATE CONSTITUENCIES.
(3)

Mu~LIMS.

·

t'

Muhammadan constituencies.-'-Same property qualifications as for general
constituencies.
Voters in
Population in
thousands.
thousands.
Muslims.
16·0
(1) Nagpur division ..
132
21~1 •
(2) Jubbulpore division
174
s~s· • ·
(3) Ohhattisgarh division
72
"li·O
• (4:) East Berar
138
14:5
(5) West Berar
168
(4)

SPECIAL CONSTITUENCIES.

Population in
thousands.

10

· (1) Anglo-Indians and Europeans (1).

..

•

Voters in
thousands.

-

4

INDIAN FRANCHISE COMMITTEE.

STATEMENT B.
Proposed Oentml Pro?Yifices comtituencies in the' Federal Assembly based
on present Franchise for Legislative Council.

.,,.

,,

"·"

-..

1. Nagpur Division....:...Urban

".,

2. Nagpur-Chhindwara-Betul

..

3. Chanda-Wardha
y·
4

•'

~

:·,

..

'•'"

..

Population in
thousands.

Voters in
thousands.

528

16

..

..
..

1,924

..

..

1,131

.

18
10

.

4. Jubbulpore; Saugor and Man<Ua. districts
5. Hoshangaba.d and Nimar .•

..

6. Drug, Bhandara and Balaghat

..
'

..
..

~
"

1,808

18

1:263

17

2;126

15

2,810

10

522

12

'

..
..

..

..

..

..

..

9. Berar East-Rural

..

..
..

..

1,790

16

10. Berar West-Rural

..

..

..

1,483

22

7. Bilaspur and Ra.ipur

8. Berar-Urban

.

'·

•

Muhammadan,.

11. Central Provinces
12. Berar

...

•\.•

..

..

..

382

10

..

..

..

299

7

0

~
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(1) Minute of dissent by M~. Gordon and Pollock.
Head III (a) of the questionnaire.-In view of acceptance of adult
strlhage as the ultimate goal and in order to avoid the sudden dislocation of
the proportion of male and female voters which will be bound to occur at
the next extension of the franchise, should the majority proposal be accepted now, I would accept Mrs. Tambe's suggestion that roughly 300,000
women should be enfranchised now on the property qualifications of their
husbands. I admit that the principle is illogical, but there are mal).y
-other anomalies in the proposals now put forward. The admission of th~se
women voters will involve a risk to the administi:\ttive machinery, but
th~t risk can be accepted. Most of the women so enfraJ;J.chised will'' not
actually vote at first, and, by the time that they have been educated to ~o •
so, t}le administrative machinery will have been improved. It am als~·, ,
iinpressed by the desirability of having more women voters in the ~e
·COI).stituencie~, which it is proposed in the reply to head III (c) of th~
questionnaire to reserve for women, than will be forthcoming by the
:application of the majority proposals.
E. GORDON.
R.

E.

POLLOCJt.

{2) Dissenting note by Mr. Ramchandra Anant Kanitkar, M.A., Lt.:B.,
M.L.c.• First Grade Pleader, Buldana.
1. Under head III (a) I support the suggestion of Mrs. Tambe that
to enfranchise about 300,000 women the property qualification for them
should be tentatively fixed at three times that of the general electorate.
2. Under head VI (a) the Committee has acvepted indirect representation to the Upper Chamber by the members of the Local Legishitll.re by
a. single transferable vote. In the case of Berar being kept as a part
.of this province, I would have this representation tp the Upper Chamber
'confined in the case of Berar to the members elected :from Berar and would
have three seats for Berar out of the eight claimed for the Province .

.

R. A. KANITKAR,
Member, Franchise Committee.
I sign this minute of dissent except paragraph 1.

U.S. PATIL,
Member, Franchise Committee.

(8) Minute of dissent by Rai Bahadur K. S. NaYudu, B.A., tL.:R.,
M.L.C.

I have signed the report of the Central Provinces Franchise Committee
but wish to record a separate minute regarding heads I (j}, (g),, (h) (i)
:and (j) of the questionnaire.
Head I of the questionnaire.-(!) and(g) I atn.in favour of combining
-direct and indirect 'systems of election if the entirely indirect system of
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-·

election contemplated by q~estion (h) is ru].ed ~ut. Such a system would
be feasible"iind_advi.tntageoris in· this proVince._· · · ' · ·
,
_ , ~roup electqrs ,should y9te ii)- separate co~tit-q.encies COIJ?.pose~ ~f
gr?up electors only, and'only group electors should bequalifie~ to stand as
candidates 'for such constituei:wies.
. .
. . -

~- ~

i

\."(. . .

i

(h) Yes.

<.

· ~ (i) 'I would make the primary constituencies territ~rial so as ~
correspond with a 'primary voting strength of not less thitn 1,000 adults.
;· This woUld mean grouping up the 'smaller villages and- preaking up large '
•. towll§ intO so many wards'orcircles. Each group of 'primacy electo~
'would elect as many secondary electors as would-correspond to the p.mri-'
hero 'of pljmary electors 'diVided by_•250. This would' mean that 250
• to' ·j)~ ele<;:tors wo~ld elect 'on~- se?ondary elector to ~epresent,them:
It~would be easy to form such temtonal groups by the use of Government
•- .agency. · The method of 'election suggested _by the proportional repre,..sentation society, viz., that of a single non-transferable vote in- constituencies each returning several members, would, in my opinion, be- most
suitable.
. .
h

(j) No. I,would lel:J,Ve the choice o£ the primary voter absolutely
unfettered:· He or 'she may be depended ori to make the best choice
havfl?.g regard to all tl:).~ circumstanc~s of the locality~ .
.,

~

~

"-~.

'

. ,(

.

~

. ··1'

.

.

.,_

.~

':

~

·.

~

.

·, '

.

:K.-S. NAYUDU.

·! , ..,:

I agree' with the. above.
J: N. RODRIGUES.

) ··~
_.,..,,

••

..

•

•

! ...,

1

_ I ask for reserv:ation of seats boph in p~aryas well as secondary
·-·
: ·
·
,
election forthe'depressed classes.
•

•

•

•

•

-

'

~.{

:

•

,

1

•

~

•

,

.G. A. GAVAI.
I agree to the above, subject to my minute of dissent regarding 1.
. ' ~?'
Labour representation. ' ·
· ' ·
•

.

' . ~- t

R. W. FULAY.

.
'
I agree w!th tp.e _above.

•...;l
t.: ,,
-..

·J

.

'

.

-

DWARKANATH- SINGH.
(4) Minute of dissent by Mr. M. Y. Shareef. ·

Separate Representation of Musalmans and its History. •
(i) In 1888 Lord Du:fferin held the view that in a country like India,
no prindple '{,f'\·~presenhit!oil other'' than by interests is practically
possible.
.
. · --~ · ·
f

t<

0
,
(ii) Jn 1892 L_o~d ~a'nsdo~n~'~,doyern~ent ~ote--;.'.
" The representation of such a community .upon such a scale as the
Actpermits:can,only 'he secured by providing .that each importantelass shaH ·ha;ve the opportunity· of making its yiew:•-
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known in Council by the mouth ·of some member especially
acquainted with them."
(iii) In 1908 Lord Minto's Gover~me11t followed the predominant,
opinion and they pressed for an important extension of the communai
principle.
(iv) In the joint report the authors no doubt criticized the system of
separate representation as opposed to the teaching of history ; that ~hey
perpetuate class divisions ; and that they stereotype existing relatwns.
They, therefore, regarded the system of communal representation as a· ·•
very serious hindrance to· the development of the self-governing'
principle, paragraphs 228, 229 and 230. But with all this they felt co;ns1
trained to face the hard facts, and they observed " much as we regret the
necessity,weareconviilced th~tsofar as the Musalmans at ~ll ev~rits·are' r,.
concerned the present system must be maintained .until conditions alter,
even at the price of slower progress towards the realization of a common ,
citizenship". This was in 1919.
·
(v) A review of the history is given in Appendix Vat page 183, in
the report of the Statutory Commission. The Nehru Report and that of
the minority in the Indian Central Committee, are emphatic in denouncing
communal representation and Government ·nomination as inconsistent
with the essential of true democracy, · and urge that these should be
replaced by general electorates, in which; as a compromise, reservation
of seats for minority representatives may be conceded ~herever necessary. But this has not commended itself generally to the minorities·
concern~d, who fear that under such a scheme they would actually be
worse off than at present, as the only members of their respective communities who would have any chance of being selected in general electorates,
will be those who regarded the wishes of the majority of their electors,
and not those who will be loyal to the wishes and interests of the respective minorities concerned, In order to prevent such a contingency,
various ingenious and complicated devices have been suggested, such
as that the contest be limited to a panel of candidates approved by the
minority concerned and that no election of minority representative will
be valid unless he polls a majority of votes froin his own community.
rhe Statutory Commission has not thrown any new-light on, or suggested
any fresh or fruitful solution to, this thorny problem, but has contented
itself with recommending for Muslims communal representation ; and for
other minorities reservation of seats in joint electorates and where that
is not practicable representation by nominatij)n. It is therefore submitted
that no constitution without a provision for separate representation both
in the Provincial Legislatures and the Upper and Lower Chambers of the
Federal Legislatures would be acceptable to the Musalmans. The communal outbursts in the country and the opposition of the Hindu members
to ~y measure or motion affecting the Muslims in the Provincial Legis!atrires and the Legislative Assembly and committee meetings are standmg proofs of the deep-rooted prejudice against the Muslims, and they shall
~ot be safe without separate representation as safeguard. Time is not
yet ripe to do away with the separate representation~ ·
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/(,emedy.--,-I~ future efforts s"4o11ld be :JU~:tde to make ne~essary provisions in all the Primary Schools, Secondary Schools and' Colleges for the
teaching of Urdu, Persian and Arabic so as to avoid the necessity of
establishing or opening separate denominationalschools and to enable the
Hindus and Muslims to receive education in common. schools. This
would give a very healthy result. Much of the prejudices which at present
exist woqld disappear on account of cl~se contact. I am strongly of
opinion that the system of denop1inational !)choo).s is a vicious one, and it
has kept the communal rancour and prejudices going strong. The soo11er
i~ is done away with the better it would be in the interests of the country.
The :;tbolitio:JI of this vicious system would go~ long way towards paving.
a way for joint electorates in course Of time.

, . The next question that arises is' what proportion of seats should be
"' aiiottJd.to the Muslims in the Provincial Legislature and the Upper and
Lower Chambers of the Federal Legislature. Under the Congress~
. _League Scheme, which is now commonly knoWn. as the Lucknow Pact of
•.1916, the Muslims in the Central Provinces were allotted 15 per cent. It is
asserted by the representatives of the majority community that that pact
has no binding force any longer because the Muslinls had rejected the
Nehru scheme. But they forget that this proportion was not assured to
them in the Nehru scheme but under the Congress" League scheme of 1916,
when the two premier organization.<1 had held their alll1ual session.<1 at
Lucknow. That pact has formed the basis o£ the represent(J,tion assured
to the Muslims under the present· constitution. The Southborough' •
Franchise Committee also accepted the allocation 'of seats proposed in the ·
Lticknow Pact, and its recommendations, in which the Govern:JUent Of
India had concurred were accepted by the joint Select Comp1ittee and
Parliament. The resul.t, therefore, is that the proportion of 15 per cent.
of the seats for the Muslims of Central Provinces and Berar is, to say the
least, therr acknowledged and well-recognized right, arid the attf?mpt to go
behind it only demonstrates the adverse and hostile attitude ofthe majorities. The. Muslims of the Central Provinces ;tnd Berar are, therefore,
entitled to have the 15 per cent. of the proposed 110 seats of the Provincial
Legislature and the 7 and 12 seats of the Upper and· Lower Chambers of
the Federal Legislature, ·respectively. .They shall thus have-..:.
(i) 16 · 5 seats, which in ~ound figures should be 17 and not 16, in. the .
Provincial Leg_islature ; and .
(ii) 1•05, i.e., only one seat in the Upper Chamber. In this CO!lnection it is submitted that it would be more consistent wit4
the principle of democracy and representation of di:fferep.t
interests if one more additional seat is asked for, as decided
by the Committee, and
one seat each is allotted to Central Provinces and Betar.
(tii) Two seats in the Lower Ch~mber, whi~h may be distrib~ted
between_Central Provinces and ,Berar ........ · . . . .. .
·(iv) The following is ·a tentative distribution .of the l7 seats to be
reserved for the· Muslims. This, if possible, should be modified
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to make different constituencies equal and this could not be done in
the absence of detailed statistics :•
Population. Seat.
Constituencies .
1
36,262
1. Saugor and Damoh
l
47,614
2. J ubbulpore
l
45,555
3. Mandla, Seoni and Chhindwara
1
41,888
Hoshangabad and
4. Narsinghpur,
Betul.
50,9~5
.5. Nimar ..
l
38,665
6. Raipur and Bilaspur
.1
34,484
7. Wardha and Chanda
''
1
33,944
8. Bhandara, Balaghat and Drug
l
28,042
9. Nagpur City
1
25,767
10. Nagpur district e~cludcig City
2
86,498
II. Amraoti
2
.89,185
12. Akola ..
2
71,766
13. Buldana
1
52,231
14. Yeotmal

r

.

Seats

17

DEPREsSED CLAsSES.
I would concede separate representation to the depressed classes for
the same consideration.
M. Y. SHAREEF.
The 27th February 1932..
.

t"

•

.

. '

-".

'

~

•

(5) Note of disserit by Mr. G. A. Gavai.
I am sorry I differ from the majority report on some of the important
points which concern the depressed classes.

4. Representation of the depressed classes.
The seats that are allotted to the depressed classes by the majority
members of the committee are quite inadequate. According to their
population they should have twenty-two seats in the house of one hundred and ten. The number of seats seems to have been fixed arbitrarily.
The possible idea that seems to be lurking in the minds of my colleagues
is •hat the depressed classes in this province cannot produce an adequate
number of candidates competent to discharge their duties. The idea
seems to have arisen out of the consideration that the number of English
knowing persons of the depressed classes is very small. It is true, but if
the lmowledge of English is taken to mean to constitute competency then
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I say that there will be very few 'repr~se:i:J.tatives of caste Hindus returned
even in general elections, who. would be <)O:t;tsi9.e~ed competent ~n. the
ground of their fluency in English language. I can_ say ,this ,from my
exp~r~enc~ of the legislative council for the pa~t twelve years. Anoth.flr
point that nas to be borne in mind is that'atlequacy should not be regulated by the fluency in a particular language.and the difficulty arising
out of the poorness of the depressed classes in English 1language can be
overcome by introducing a verna:cular as the official language. I am
surpr,ised to see the attitude of some of illY,. colleague[! who when pressing
for sixteen seats for Muhammadans who are entitled only to five seats by
.their population proportion, are willing to allot eleven seats to depressed
classes. In this connection if I am allowed to follow ·the line of their
argument then I would point out that ifthe hatmonious relations have to
be established between the depressed and the non-depressed then the
depressed classes must have t4~ir £qll::;hare o( seats ,b_~sed on population·
basis: I should. like to remind my colleagues, esp~cially,t4e Hinducollea•gues, that at its meeting recently held at Delhi, the Hindu Mahasabha
declared itself in favour of reservation' of;seats .£or minilrities ~ot below
their population strength. Besides the reservation of seats on population basis the depressed classes should have a right to contest additional
seat~ in the general election.
.·, . .,
As regards thl!l allotment o£ seats by rotation I wish to offer a sugge!'tion that any depressed class person whose name is on the voter's list
should be allowed t;o stand £or election in any constituency and the'resi~
dential qualificatious should not be made applicable .in case of depressed~·
class candidates. Anothe! !tlterna~iv~. ,ca~ be adopted in this respect';:
The rotation system would make a·nuffiber of constituencies uirrepresented ·
continuously Jor years. This is n~t desir~ble :(rom the vi.ew point of the
.tinterests of the constituencies concerned. So I,suggest that for the
·purpose of recording votes, a seat o£ the depressed classes should be
attached to'more than one constituency. ·

n.-Federal Legislature. ".
7. As regards .th_e representatio:t;t of t~e d,epressed classes on federal
legislature, I disagree with tne decision of ·the ·committee and suggest
that in both the .Chambers seats. sl).ould b~ reserved £or tP,e depressed
,·:
,.,; · . · .. , . .. · ·,
classes on population basis.
Lastly, I would say a wqrd ()~. w~rJ:!ing to.,our, rulers. I need not
mention here that the non-depressed are'not prepa~ed'a.s )et to give equal
treatment to the depressed classes. It is true that there is change in the
social; economic and educational condition of the depressed classes. This
change is due partly to the outside influences ofthe civilization and partly
to the impartial policy of the British Government: .•Fifty years 'ago the
doors of education· were closed against our people.3. They· are open· to
them now. They can now ad!Jlinist_er.ju:stice even to the ·caste Hill:dus
who out of social piejudicetdid -n<:>t:·allow the .depresse'd classes to :enter
the courts oflaw. The British Government 'could havetbeen praised by
the caste Hindus had• they kept the depressed classes in ·the condition
to which they were su:bje.cted in the ·Swaraj Gove:riunimt: The idea was

1.'
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not acceptable to the:i;r sense o£ justice"and they allowed the''depressed·
classes to exercise elementary human rights as far as possible and practicable and preferred to be accused o£ being partial to them.. • ·
The power now is passing from the British to the hands o.~ my countrymen, at least it is being restricted to the lowest degree. Under these circumstances it is not surprising il the depressed classes entertain fears for
their fate in the future constitution and it is for this reason that they think
it essential that some provision should be made in the constitution for~'
safeguarding the interests of the depressed classes. Reservation of seats
on population basis is the least that the d~pressed classes desire so far as,
the franchise is concerned.
·
'

_G. A. GAVAI.

Minute.
We think the depressed classes should have more adequate representation than at p~esent provided and we whole-heartedly support the
proposal that they should be given seats in the Council on their popula~
tion·proportion. We also desire that for some time to come special representation of
labour through constituencies of registered trade unions on the lines of
a similar representation for labour in the Bombay corporation should be
provided and we would support a proposal for giving special representation to labour in the Council and in the Federal Assembly.

R. W. FULAY.
G. A. GAVAI.
I am in favour of giving the depressed classes seats iri proportion tO ·:t
their number reserved in joint electorates.
K. S. NAYUDU.
The 1st March 1932.
I agree with Rai Bahadur K. S. Nayudu.

J. N. RODRIGUES.
I agree witp_ the above proposals.
DWARKANATH SINGH.
The::lst March 1932.

(6) Memorandum by Mr. R. W. Fulay, M.L.C., · Member, Central
Provinces Provincial Franchise Committee, Nagpur, · ( have the honour to submit herewith a scheme for special representation of Labour in ~he Pro~cial Coun~il a~d in the Federal Legislature as I do not agree mth the VIew that a Widenmg of the franchise would
by itself provide adequate and effective representation of Labour.
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. . The ~ollowing p,.gures will show the e~tent ofLabour populapi9n ~
th1s provmce :.
. · ·
,
T~tal number 6£ factories
.
.
0

•

D~,tily

average number pf :0perativ~s •.
, Mines operatives, about ..

··,
•

t .'
.

756

7Q,90,0
30,000

UnregUlate~ factories such ~s bidi and shella~ .
operatives, about
.. :
.. .
••
40,000
•

0

•

t
It is .true that out of this, 40 to 46 per cent. belong to the depressed
classes, but with the proposed widening of the franchise to ·1 0-25 (or
more properly 13 per ce:ri.t.) per cent. of the population it is almost certain
that a major portion o£this would be without a vote. I therefore would
desire special representation until. and unless full adult franchise is introduced. I am opposed also to communal electorates of whatever kind as
it.~plies the very negation of democracy. ~ut ~o secure a bepter represeii.tation 'of the minority commuiiities I would·: be willing to
conc~deo to joint electorates with 'reseryatioJJ. of' seats. .Assuming,
therefore, that the' next Council is composed of 110 members, 'the
depressed classes should have 14 reserved seats to them.
·
0

'

Since the passing of the Municipal Act of 19~2, alnio~t every lab~urer
has •a right to vote for the municipal elections; J?ut it is a matter of a
litple understanding· of the records that !1-<?t· a .single labourer has been
returned as a J:I?.Unic~pal comi.cillor excepfthis y,ear ip. the Nagpur Municipality and that too for other reasmis. The seats are usualy monopolized
by richer, classes and i.t makes little difference to what community they
beloJ'g. It is significant to note that in the last scavengers' strike of
Nagpur all the depressed class members of the Municipality took no pains
whatsoever in .settling the strike. The. Royal Commission on Labour
t has come to a conclusion that it is neces~ary
IJJ.ake valuable cbntri:
bution to the wise Government of the Commonwealth of India and the
exclusion o£ Labour f~om a fair share in the councils of the nation will
inevitably drive it to rely unduly on other means of making itself felt
with injury to itself and the nation (page 462 of the Report). The Indian
Statutory Commission says, under the head "•Representation' of Labour ",
" the best suggestion we can make is that in every province the Governor
should have the d.utyofdrawing up rules for securing, bythemeanswhich ·
in the ·existing circumstances are the best available, Labour representation. If the Governor finds that for the present he must still resort to
nomination lie shouHcon~ider.whether ther~ are suitable Labour organizations which he might consult before making his choice'~. Such a method,
I believe, will have to be followed in the case ofthe Federal Legislature
because of the unwieldy nature of the J_,abpur. constituency and lack of
organization in ip.dustrial o_r agricultural labour·. At pre.sent Government is adopting the following procedure which the International Labour
Organization has prescribed for the ,Governments o:f the countries 'lfhich
are the members of the League.ofNation:s in selecting non-Government
representatives to the sessions ofth.e International ~about Conference.
Paragraph 3 of Article~389ofPart XIII bfthe Treaty of VersaiU~s; whibh

to

j,
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h!1S set up the p~rmane;nt Internat~onal Labour Organizat~o11, is quoted
here in full £or easy reference.
" The members of the League of Nations undertake to nominate
non-Government delegates and. advisers chosen in agreement with the
industrial organizations, if such organizations exist, which are most
representative of work people or employers."
To conclude, I believe tha.t two representatives should be n:oillinated
to the Federal Legislature to represent (A) Textile and Factory Laboll:;
and (B) Labour in unregulated factories and agriculture. These represen!
tatives should be nominated in agreement with the provincial organiza•
tions of workers, if any.
Provincial Councils.-The Trade Union Congress under the presidentship of Mr. Giri in 1926 recommended that 6 seats should be allotted
to Labour in the Provincial Council. I am enclosing that scheme in
original, subject to the modifications given below :Elective scheme.-(a) There should be 9 seats allotted to Labour
in Provincial Council. The followil).g should be the constituencies :(1) Nagpur-Wardha Urban Factory Labourers
3 seats.
(2) Akola-Amraoti Urban Factory Labourers
· 2 seats.
(3) Jubbulpore . .
·
·
1 seat.·
Two to represent unregulated factories in Nagpur, Bhandara and one to
represent agricultural labour. These seats are based on the miderstand!
ing,that for Bvery 10,000 workers one seat is provided.
(
(b) Every worker, whether male or female, getting an income:9f not
less than Rs. IO·per mensem at the time the electoral roll is prepared and
serving in a regulated or unregulated factory should have the right to'
vote. ·Polling in the case of urban factory labourers should take place at
Nagpur, Wardha, Pulgaon and Hinganghat. There will involve a 1
special electoral roll for the Labour constituency, and every factory owner
should be called upon to submit an electoral roll which will include all
workers above the age of 25.
In the case of unregistere'd factories, polling should take place at
Nagpur, Tumsar, Gondia, Bhandara, Y eotmal and J ub bulpore.
(c) Every worker in the industry concerned of any caste whatsoever and everj' office-bearer or niember of a registered trade union in
that industry who has at least passed the primary certificate examination
should have the right to contest the elections and stand as a candidate, ·
but a person who is neither a worker nor an office-bearer or a member of
a registered trade union should not be allowed to stand.
Alternative system.-(1) If the above is found to be impracticable or
too expensive, I would advocate the system recommended by the Royal
Commission on ,Labour namely election by registered trade unions. I
giv~below the details of the scheme:Registered', trade unions in textile industry . .
4 seats.
Registered{trade unions in unregistered industries 3 seats.
..
..
·~ seats.
All other kinds of labour . .

2s8

.
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,
(2) A special tribunal before each ~lection should be set up to investigate and determine the actual ,paying memb,ership, and allocate votes
to each union according to its members. · The said uruons should have
then the right to vote at fixed polling centres or even seJ:id their votes by
registered post to the returri.ing officer as in .the case of the 'Uruversity
constituency. In the case of unorgaruzedlabour and agriculture, Govern:.:
ment will have to resort to nomination. ' "
·'
'""»
...
'
.
.
' · • . I hope that the Provincial Franchise Committee will give<its anXious
'C~nsideration to the scheme 'outlined- and support me. i: request the
President of the Provincial Committee to append this report to the Report
of the Franchise Committee if there is no chance of <my 'scheme being
supported by the other members.
'1

.,

R. W. FULAY,
· Member; O; P. FranchiSe Oomm,ittee•

''
{7) Memorandum ·by ·Mrs. Ramabai Tambe; dated the. 13th February
1932.
.
. .
.
I much regret that I differ from .my ~olleaglies o~· the question of
.
'
the enfranchisement of women.
The problem of enfranchising women is an intricate and a peculiar
~p.e: ,Alth01;gh it ,is true that men and women belonging to same class

: have common' interests and they have more or less the same problems to
solve, stillJ;here are certain questions which affect women much more than
'they affect men, like girls' education, leg~l and politicai status of women;
medical help to women, etc., and it. is for guarding such interests that'
we want our representativ:es in the Council, and we want a votingf
.~-· strength that has some weight .with the candidates for the Council and
t, with the Councillors themselves.
. '
J
The S~on Commission has emphasized the need for wider fraJch}~e
for women. The report of the Round Table Conference Franchise Com~
mittee confirms the opinion expressed ·by the Statutory Commission.
It has been realized that the property qualification, which has b~en ap~
proved of and which has proved. to be a good test in the case of mim,
fails miserably to produce the desired effect when applied to"" women.
Property qualification, which brought 200,000 men on the voting list;
· enfranchised only 9,000 of women. The lower property ,qualification,
as proposed by the Committee, gives vote to 13 per cent. of the
population but which does not include ev~n 1 per cen~. of women. Under·
the circumstances, it is not fair to iruiist on the same qualificatio:r!'
for both men and women. Without any further argument, I would
just ask a siniple question, and that is whether the enfranchisement of,
women is essential or not. Considered opinion defirutely favours wider
0
enfranchisement of women. I give the following quotation from the
Report of 'the Round Table Conference Franchise Comniittee : ," No
system of franchise can be considered as satisfactory; or as likely to lead
to good government when' such a. great aisparity exists between the
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voting strength of the two sexes." If we view our decision in this light,
we find that we have failed to come up to the mark. It is most unjust
to women that while enfranchising nearly 60 per cent. of adult men
population, the Committee is not recommending to enfranchise 4 per cent.
of adult women.
·
It is true, education qualification is recommended in addition to
the property qualification, and it will.allow a few mor~ women to co~e on.
the voting list. The poor condition of girls' education is proverbial. ,
It might have been slightly improved during the last t~n years but'that
does not help us in the near future.
'

Having examined these qualifications and having found out that
they cannot enfranchise an appreciable percentage of women immediately, it is necessary for us to propose some other reasonable qualification which will give us the desired result. The only suggestion I can
make is the one put forth by the Simon Commission, that is of enfranchising the wives of the voters. The Committee is objecting to this not for
any shortcomings of the women voters themselves but on the ground
that the votes in the same House will be doubled. I wonder whether
they will be so mechanically doubled as thought o£. It iw thought in
many quarters that a wife having a vote is like the man possessing two .·
votes. I very much doubt whether it would be so. It may be that a
woman would vote for the same candidate as her husband 'but there is
every chance of men voting forthe candidates suggested by their wives.
I think men and women working together will have a wider outlook on
many a question than either of them working indep~ndently of,. each
··
,\
other.
It is true that enfranchising more women prevents the property
qualification being lowered as much as it could be otherwise. Does this
really matter as long as we have to work in a limited sphere ? It has
been aptly pointed out by our worthy Chairman, the Hon'ble Sir Arthur
Nelson, that we have to start in the upper strata of the population and
move on downwards. We cannot enfranchise men having lower propert)
qualification while leaving out the women belonging to the higher strata
of the population. 1\'fay I point out that we are exactly going against
the principle enunciated by our Chairman and accepted by the Committee in our zeal to lower the' property qualification. The main difficulty for men, I believe, is that they cannot allow women to be enfranchised, as long as they have to make room for them by losing their
votes. But this is bound to happen as long as we are aiming at enfranchising only a certain percentage of the population and leaving out of
consideration the adult franchise.

Enfranchising the wives of all the voters might increase the voting
strength of certain classes while leaving out the other classes unenfranchistd. I therefore suggest tliat wives of those men possessing thrice
the minimum property qualification be enfranchised. I had great hopes
that this would be accepted as it enfranchises more women without·
u
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considerably weakening the voting strength of men. Again this arrangement will not benefit only a certain conimunity as every community
must have a certain number of men possessing that property qualification.
Coming to the question of representation, I am glad the Committee
agrees to have 5 seats reserved for women and allows them the right to
conte~t. I ~hink this number is adequate for representing our cause
in the Council. Here, I may point out that, although it is true that we
shall have this representation of women in the Council irrespective of the
pe~centage of women enfranchised, we cannot overlook the fact that the
enfranchisement and the representation although closely connected
with one another each has an intrinsic value of its own.. Personally,
I attach great value to the enfranchisement of women, not just because
that would give us any additional representation in the legislative bodies
but for the various advantages that accompany the right to vote.
Candidates for the Council, while canvassing for votes, have got to .
educate their electorates on various problems confronting the nation.
I wonder if the men candidates would take the trouble to put before the
.. women voters their programme, when they know that the number of
·· women voters is so negligible. Again, why would the men councillors
• ,support any measure in favour of women arid affecting men, when
they know that the voting strength of women is such as can be ignored ~
' • : Thjs is well proved by the fate of Rai Bahadur Harbilas Sarda's Hindu
; ; ;wid?'Y~ Inheritance Bill in the Assembly. I think it is bound to happen
fr' phis yiay 'when the interests of the enfranchised and non-enfranchised
'! ,. -population !Jlash. So, I consider that enfranchising l per cent. of women
is n~t enfranchising them at all.
'In.conclusion, I would request that the lever of the property qualification must be worked in such a way as to include at least 5 per cent.
t
of women if 15 per cent. of the population is enfranchised and that the
proportion between the men and women enfranchised should be 75 to 25.
RAMABAI. TAMBE.
(
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SUPPLEMElfEARY QUESTIONNAIRE.

m·
SUpplementary Questionnaire addressed by the Indian Franchise Committee
to the Government of the Central Provinces and Hie Central Provinces
Provincial Franchise Committee.
Go

...
•

..

~

J

../

..

•· .

I. The Franchise Committee will be glad of the final views of the

local Government/Provincial Committee as to the qualifications recommended by them for the franchise. They would be glad if in reaching,
their decision the local Government/Provincial Committee would conaider the following points :(a) Whether the criticism that an important ~ection of the agri-

•

1

. cultural population and of the poorer classes would be excluded
under their original proposals could be met by reduction of
the qualifying minimum revenue assessment for the franchise
below the figures proposed in their letters to the Franchise
Committee, e.g., to Rs. 5 or Rs. 4. The local Government's
scheme leaves approximately one million adult males .unprovided for, and the Franchise Committee would be glad
to know of what categories of the population thi~ number is
composed, and what numbers would be brought in if];he
revenue qualification were lowered. In the same cOnnection
attention is invited to the suggestions referred' to in que~tions
10 and 14 below for increasing the numbers of, women ·and
members of the depressed classes to be included .in the
proposed electorate.
•1

1:·

,~

t

(b) The suggestion that, if complete adult franchise ~s regarded as '
impracticable of universal suffrage for all above a certain age
(e.g., 30 or 35) the limit of such enfranchisement being conditioned by the maximum which it is administratively possible
to poll.
·(c) The possibility ofdispensing with an educational qualiJication

for men, and substituting a literacy qualification for women
with a view to securing a larger female element in the electorate.
2. If owing to the shortage of time and the urgency of the matter a.
co~plete analysis for the whole Province cannot be prepared, the Com-

mittee would be glad if an estimate based on examination of four typical
constituencies be furnished showing the distribution of voting power
batween the various classes and categories of the population under
the proposals finally adopted by the local Government/Provincial
Oommittefl.
•
112
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In this connection the Franchise Committee would be glad to be
informed if possible :(i) ·How many joint families will see;ure representation and to what
extent under the local Government'sJProvincia.l Committee's
.
·
. \' .
· . . proposals
(ii) The extent to which
(a) s~b-tenants, and
(b) lodgers in towns
would be enfranchised under the local Government's!
Provincial Committee's proposals. If the extent of enfranchisement of this class is. very limited to what. extent
would an increase be practicable ?
3. (a) What is the maximum number of voters who could be accurately polled in the Province using. the total number of officers arid
maximum
accommodation
possible :'
·
·
.
. .
,.
.

'•
.~'
'

;

_
·'

. (i) if the election is spread over
'·
(a) two days ;
(b) four days ;
(ii) taking 1,000 as the number of 'male voters with whom a presiding officer could deal in a d;:ty ;
·; ... (a) if 40 per cent. of the voters are women,
• i.(b) if 10 per cent. of the voters are .women:
(b) ·What percentage would thi~. number represent of
(a) the total, and
·
'
(b) the adult population ?
(c) In answer~ng the above please state ·(i)'to what extent and in ·what respects youf·~xisting polling
. ·: ', .
machinery can be simplified ; * ·
(ii) whether you consider it feasible and advisable for polling clerks
·in twos or fours to issue ballot papers to voters under the
general supervision of the presiding officer ; or whether the
ballot papers should be issued by the presiding officer himself ;
1
(iii) ·what polling hours you ·pro~0se'? .
.
· ·

4. Can you not reduce the polling period of fortnight or more which
was originally suggested as being necessary ?
· ·
5. What is the maximum personnel which could be used as presiding
or polling officers ? The Committee.would be glad .to have this i¢orma~
tion under the following heads .:(i) total number of Govern~ent officers, gazetted, non~gazetted
and plinisterial ;
· '
' •
· · · - ·• . ·
o·
. (ii) . total number of pensioned Governm'ent' 'officers' ;
(iii) total number of Court of Wards Officers (superior and
ministerial) ;
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(iv) total number o£ members of local bodies (Munic:pal Commissioners), members of District and Union Bench Courts,
Honorary Magistrates, and any other category of honorary
workers who could be employed. To what extent could these
figures be supplemented by use of non-officials (school-masters,
etc.) ? Is any objection likely to be raised to their use for
1
this purpose ?

(v) To what extent could provision be made for :(a). separate polling booths for women, and for women presiding
officers and clerks,
(b) separate entrances and compartments for women voters 'l
6. What franchise qualifications would you propose in order to enfranchise the maximum number of voters you consider administratively
possible in reply to question 3 above ? What proportion of women could
be enfranchised under those qualifications ?
7. Do you recommend such a maximum extension or such franchise
qualifications and if not, why not ?
8. It was stated in evidence that the approximate cost (including preparation of the electoral roll) of a general election on the present basis was
about Rs. 42,000. Can any estimate be given of the approximate cost
on the basis of the franchise finally recommended by the local .Govern~~~

"'
.

9. Are the local Government still of opinion that(a) the universal indirect system or
(b) a combination of direct voting and a group system ~or, the
unenfranchised residuum of the pop\J.lation, is lmdesirable
in the Central Provinces ?
If they regard 'b 'as·desirable would they alter their proposal for the
-direct franchise ?
·
10. Have you any views ·as to the desirability of the single-member
-constituency as opposed to multi-member constituency electing 2, 3 or 5
members each either by single non-transferable vote or any other recognised device ? I£ you favour multi-member constituences, what form
of voting cumulative or otherwise-would you propose ?

Women.
I l. The proposals submitted by the local Government/Provincial
Committee for the enfranchisement of women provide for the enfranchiselnent of approximately 73,000 out of a total proposed electorate of 1,550,000.
Raving regard to the exceedingly small proportion which female electors
rii bear to male and to the specific reference contained in the Prime
Minister's letter of the 29th December 1931 to the desirability of enfranchising a high percentage of women, the Franchise Committee would
be glad if the local Government/Provincial Committee would further ·
eonsider the question with a view .to securing a considerably larger
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percentage of female voters. They would be glad in this connection if
further consideration could be given t()(a) the scheme proposed by Mrs. Tambe and attached as an
appendix* to the Provincial Franc~ise Committee's report,
(b) the suggestion that mere literacy (i.e., the ability to read and
write in any language, a certificate by a responsible individual,
e.g., a school-master being accepted as proof) should qualify.
12. What number of women approximately would be enfranchised
u_n_der t~e final proposals of the local Goverriment/Provincial Committee ?

Method of securing the presence of women in the Legislatures.
13. A memorandumt containing the various alternative suggestionswhich have been put forward is attached for consideration. The Fran·chise Committee would be glad to have the final views 'of the 'local Government and the Provincial Committee as to the method by which a small'
number of women should be specialiy elected. to the .Council.

.

Depressed Classes.
14. The Prime Minister's letter draws special attention to the problem of securing representatives of their own 'choice ·in· the legislatures for
the depressed classes. The statistics prepared by the local Government.
show that, applying the criterion of untouchability; the depressed class:
population of the Central Provinces is 2,960,000 out of a total population
of 15,5oo,ooo.

The Franchise Committee would be glad of an estimate of the number
of the depressed classes who would be enfranchised under the local
Government's/Provincial Committee's final proposals.
15~ They would be' glad also of.the views of the local Government/
Provincial Committee on(a) the suggestion that differential qualifications should be prescribed for the depressed classes, with a view to bringing a
larger number of depress~d class voters on the electoral roll,
(b) the practicability and desirability in the Central Provinces of ·
dealing with the problem of the depressed classes on the lines.
proposed by the Government of Madras and their Provincial
Committee; the general effect of which was as follows:-'Under the franchise recommended by them the number of
depressed class voters in Madras will be increased from approximately 58,000 to approximately 300,000 (out of a total
depressed classes population of 7 ·1 millions). As howeven
the local Government ;and the Provincial Committee are
satisfied that it will not be possible even with this enlarged..
electorate for the depressed classes to secure a representative
·of their own choice in the Legislatures it is proposed-to give
the depressed class voters one. vote in separate electorates:

*;page 288.

f Vide page 114, Vol. IT.
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and a second vote in the general non-Muhammadan constituencies. The object being partly to give further weightage
to the depressed classes to compensate for the smallness of
their electorate as compared with their population, and
partly to keep them as part 'Of the general electorate.

Rural and Urban Electorates.
16. Do the local Governm(mt/Provincial Committee consider that
universal d~ect adult suifrage wo~ld be desirable and administratively
feasible in the towns o£ Nagpur and Jubbulpore? ·I£ so, how many days
would it take to poll the adult population and could any approximate
·
estimate be given of the expenditure involved ?
17. Do you consider that town and country should have representation in the Council proportionate to their numbers, or do you consider
that the towns should have some weightage; and if so, to what extent ?
Would you adhere to the present practice of grouping municipalities and
urban areas into constituencies apart from the rural areas ?

Labour.
18. The Prime Minister's letter lays special stress on the importance
of securing adequate representation for labour in the new Legislatures.
The Whitley Commission have recommended that such representation
should be secured through registered trade unions.
An alternative method of securing such representation which has
been suggested is the creation of a special labour electorate of the factory
population receiving wages above a certain minimum.
The Franchise Committee would be glad if .the local Government/
Provincial Committee would further consider their proposals for the
representation of Labour in the light of the above alternativ~s and of the
discussions which have taken place at Bombay.

- Provincial Council.
19. What is the considered view of the local Government/Provincial
Committee in the light of the discussions which have taken place at
Bombay, as to the desirability of retaining a residential qualification for
candidates generally or for
(a) women
(b) depressed classes
(c) labour.
20. The Franchise Committee would be glad if the local Government/
Provincial Committee would reconsider the question of special representation for Commerce, Industry and mining in the Provincial Council
as_.providing special economic knowledge in the Council.
21. The local Government recommend the abolition of the present
University constituency. The Franchise Committee would be glad i£'
ihey would reconsider this question in view of the discussions on this
point which have taken place and the objections urged to abolition.
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Would their objectionsto the retention of this constituency be modified
if election to it Were to be by the Senate ?
22. Do the local GovernmentfProvinciaJ Committee remain of the
opinion expressed in their letters to the Franchise Committee on the
subject of a second Chamber in the Provincial Legislature ?

Federal Legislature.
23. Would the local Government/Provincial Committe·e see advantage in the addition of an educational test for all voters or for women
only to the qualifications for the Federal Assembly ?.
24. The Franchise Committee would be glad if the local Government would further c.onsider the desirability of -securing the representation
of women in the Federal Assembly in view of the fact that it will deal with
'
many matters specially affecting women.
25. WouJd the local Government/Provincial Committee reconsider
their opinion about special· representation for the depressed classes,
and labour ? In the event o£ their favouring such special representation
by what method wouldthey propose to give it in the Federal Legislature ? •
26. The Franchise Committee would be glad if the local Government
would state any other respects, not covered by the above questions, in
which they would modify their original proposals.

~--
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IVMemorandum by the Government of the Central Provinces in reply- to the
Supplementary Questionnaire of the Indian Franchise Committee.
LETTER FROM THE OFFICER oN SPECIAL DuTY (REFORMs), CENTRAL
PROVINCES, TO THE JoiNT SECRETARY, INDIAN FRANCHISE CoMMITTEE, CAMP INDIA, No. R.-54-IV-A., DATED NAGPUR, THE 29TH
MARCH 1932.
I am directed by the Government of the Central Provinces to com·
municate its reply to the supplementary questionnaire received from you
as a result of the discussions in Bombay on the 14th and 16th March.Paragraph 1 (a).-Statistics* are being collected in four typical constituencies to show the probable effect of the adoption as a minimum property qualification of the payment of revenue or rent of Rs. 5 and Rs. 7-8-0,
respectively. Until these statistics have been received and analysed, the
local Government cannot judge the effect of the proposaL The result of
the analysis will be forwarded with as little delay as possible. Generally
speaking the categories left unenfranchised are the smaller tenant and the
agricultural labourer. Government would point out, however, that there
is no difference in class between payers of rents of Rs. 5 and Rs. 10,
respectively. In both cases the payer is the smaller type of tenant who
occasionally works as a labourer in the off-season, but is more an agriculturist than a~ labourer. Not until the level of Rs. 2 is touched is the
typical agricultural labourer reached; men of this class have as a general
· rule a small patch of land which they cultivate intensively, and for which
they pay usually a rent ranging roughly from Rs. 2 to 8 annas. There is
no real difference in interest between the small tenant paying Rs. 5 and
the slightly larger man paying Rs. 10, and no practical advantage is gained
by going one or two rupees below Rs. 10. The objection is the impossibility
of enlarging further an electorate which is already almost unmanageable.
Paragraph 1 (b).__:_Government had already considered a suggestion
for the adoption of universal suffrage, subject to an age limit, but had rejected it on the ground th~t 'the age limit would be too high. The following figures will show this :The total population over
50 years of age is
1,771,196 or (11 per cent. of total
population and 22 per cent. of
adult population).
The total population ov~r
45 years of age is
2,527,409 or (16 per cent. of total
population and 32 per cent. of adult
population).
The latter figm;e represents an electorate of quite unmanageable
proportions.
_
_ _
Paragraph 1 (c).-This Government cannot agree with the course prop~d, viz., dispensing with an educational qualification for men in the interests of women. It considers that there is a good ground for the proposed educational qualification for men on the merits of the case, and it

*

Vide Statement as page 304.
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does not anticipate that any material increase in the proportion of women
would result if such a qualification were dispensed with for men.

a

With so low P!Operty quaJification as Rs. 10 there is a very large
overlapping of t:he educational and property qualifications, and the
number of men enfranchised by the educational qualification will not
disturb the proportion between men and women materially.

Head 2.-/ill analysis is being made and will be forwarded as_ soon
as it is ready. This Gov~rniJ?.en~ 4oes not wish to modify its attitude re~
garding direct ~lectorates contailfed,in my orig~alletter.
, It is regretted that this _G?yerm;n,ent ha~ no means of estimating the
np.mber of; Hindu joint.famili~s that will secure representation under its
propo~als in the ti~e allowed .. It may be observed th~t in the cultivat~
ing castes. t4e :tendency is for ,thdamily to separate. Further, .there has
been no demandfm:,alteration,of th,e existing rules by which the manager
of thejoint family only is enti'j;led to a vote. . •
.
.

(ii) Sub-tenants as such are. not enfranchised by the local Government's proposals. Generally they represent cultivators who desire a
·little more land than they possess, and must therefore be prepared to
obtain it on sub-lease. The sub-lease is usually for one year. Hence subtenants will generally be found.to be-recruited from the general body of
tenants, who will be adequately represented: Where the b.ahit of sub~
leasing the same area•to.the same individual exists, the law permits of
the conferring of tenancy rights with consequent enfranchisement on the
sub-lessee.· Lodging houses in towns are rare. The usual practice is
for the individual to lease direct from the landlord such portion of the
house as he requires. The lessee will be enfranchised under this Government's proposa-l if the annual rental valuation of the part of the house he
occupies exceeds Rs. 12 per a'nnum: A sufficient number of persons will
be enfranchised to secure this type of town dweller adequate representation.

Heads 3, 4 and 5.-Government fulds some difficulty in answering
these questions specifically in the form in which they are asked. The
difficulty is the territorial difficulty. The unit for administration for
election, as well as for other purposes, is the district, and not the province,
and the question of how niany voters can be polled ~none day must be
considered in terms of the total number of officers and clerks available in
each district for the duties of presiding and polling officers, and not in the
province as whole._· Detailed 'electoral programmes for typical districts
have been called for and will be examined on receipt. Pending this
detailed examination Government is inclined to think that, even when all
possible powers have been delegated, ·the procedure simplified to the
maximum extent compatible with safety,. and the employment of nonofficial agency arranged for to the maximum extent that would be countenanced by public opinion, it will not be possible to poll more than «two
constituencies•in- any district on one day. It must be remembered that
although it may be anticipated that on an average not more than 15,000
out of 25,000 voters would ac.tually vote in each constituency, at many
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polling stations this proportion will be exceeded, and it will be necessary to
make provision for all voters on the list.
Subject to these remarks the local Government offers the follow~g
replies to the various questions.. An estimate has been sent to the Indian
Franchise Committee showing that the number of presiding officers at
present is 578. An estimate has also been made showing that with every'
available officer employed the number could not be raised beyond 700,
and allowing for sickness, etc., 650 would be a safer es~imate.
For polling clerks the sources of supply are .:(1) clerks .,who number 4,300;
(2) the land record, staff consisting of 411 revenue inspectors and
6,889 patwaris;
(3) 10,000 school teachers, employed in rural areas.
Approximately half of these three classes will be available in all probability, but the majority of class 2 will be required for general assistance
outside the polling booths and in practice will not be employed as polling
officers. Thus the supply of polling clerks is likely to be far larger than
the number of suitable presiding officers.
In addition there are approximately 1,200 members of municipal
committees, and about the same number of members .of district councils.
The court of wards staff is largely subordinate and ministerial, and thus
more suitable for employment as polling clerks than as presiding officers.
Generally, however, this Government considers that the employment of
any large number of non-officials will not be possible. Although in
principle there is no objection to their employment, in practice the more
acceptable non-official gentlemen would be engaged in political activities,
and few would be willing to work as presiding officers. In view of thevery much greater supply of suitable polling clerks, and the comparative
scarcity of suitable presiding officers, this Government proposes to simplify
its polling procedure by delegating to polling clerks the duties of issuing
ballot papers and the incidental duties of marking the electoral roll,
stamping the ballot papers and entering the number of voter on the
counterfoil. To the presiding officer it would reserve only the duty of
general supervision and dealing with disputes. It is considered feasible
and desirable to employ under each presiding officer not more than five
polling clerks, one of whom should be capable in emergency of deputising
for the presiding officer. With this staff it is anticipated that a polling
unit will deal with up to 1,000 votes in one day. With the delegation of
duties and the larger staff proposed, the maximum number of constituencies that could.be dealt with in one day would be 38, Assuming 15,000
vo. per constituency the total number of voters that could be polled in
one day will be 570,000. However, this assumption will not necessarily
prove to be the case and, if the staff available in the districts was found to
be insufficient for two constituencies per day, half of the above figure
(570,000) would be the polling maximum. The number would rise
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exactly in proportion, for each further polling day, but owing to the distances in this province it will.be essential to allow one or two days (according to the district) for transit of the staff to the next constituency. In the
larger districts, therefore, with more than'four constituencies, three clear
'
polling days 'wit~ 2 to 4 transit days will be necessary.
If 10 per cent. of the voters were women, no material difference would
result. · If 40 per cen( were women, and actually desired to vote, then a
• reduction would be necessah: The exact . figure cannot be estimated.
Provision for separate entrances and exits for women· could be made in
the large majority of polling stations. It is doubtful whether separate
booths could be provided in any large number of polling stations. So far
-Government is unaware of any large demand for separate booths for
women; and believes that separate exits and entrances meet the require.
:ments of women voters adequately.
Women presiding _officers and a few women polling clerks could be
provided at the headquarters of 9-10 districts.' Women presiding
officers could ~e found rarely in the interior.
Polling hours should be 8 A.M.' to 6 P.M. in urban and 11 A.M. to
6 P.l\I, in rural areas.
.
IJ.ead 6.-,----This Govern:r;nent adheres to its original proposals for en·
franchising about 1,550,000 voterswhi~h it considers the maximum that is
administratively manageable.
Head 7.-This Government adheres to its r~co~mendation that the
extension of phe franchise should be to this extent.
Head 8.-The app~~ximate cost of an election is Rs. 60,000 of which
the bill ~or printing is about Rs. 42,000. The cost of printing would presumably rise in proportion to the increase in the size of the roll and would
thus be about Rs. 3,00,000. In addition some allowance must be made
for time and travelling allowance of the .sta':ff employed ... This would
probably not rise so m~ch in proportion and may be put down tentatively as Rs. 50,000, or in·all 3! lakhs of rupees. ·
Head 9.-Except in one respect (vide the Hon'ble Dr, Deshmukh's
separate minute* attached to this letter), the members ofthisGovernment
have not changed their individual views regarding the respective merits of
the universal direct or hybrid sgstems. These are explained in lettert
No. R-54-IV, dated the 26th February 1932 ..
Head 10.-ThisGovernmentprefers as far as possible to keep singlemember constituencies, and is opposed to the general adoption of the
system of multiple-membe~ constituencies, which is l~ss simple and gives
less chance to minority territorial interests of securing representation. It
is recognized, however; that if a system of reserved seats to give representation, for example, to women is adopted, the necessity of two member
constituencies arises, ·hut it would keep such constituencies down to &
minimum.
. o...
. This Government has no experience of the working of the cumulative
system of votfug in multiple•constitU:encies,hut would have no objection
to·in.troduce this system' if other provinces wei'~ in favour of it; ' ', ' '

'*
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Headsll, 12 and 13.-The local Government's proposals would enfranchise approximately 70,000 women out of a total electorate of 1,550,000.
This Government regrets its inability to devise any logical scheme which
would enfranchise a larger number, and objects to the introduction of any
arbitrary principle, such as that suggested by Mrs. Tambe, which once introduced it would be difficult to withdraw. The alternative suggestion
under 11 (b) (a literacy qualification) is one that it is unable to approve, for
there is room for difference of opinion as to what constitutes literacy,
and the Census department :figures are based in the majority of cases on
the individual's own assertion that he or she is literate.·
This Government also sees considerable difficulty in the way of
accepting a certificate of literacy from school masters and fears that the
way will be left open for abuses. This Government adheres to its original
proposals that 3 women should be co-opted by the Legislative Council.
Dr. Deshmukh would, however, be prepared to agree to 5 women being
added to the Council, either by reserving seats in urban constituencies or
by the system proposed by the Madras Government.
Head 14.-In the time allowed it is impossible to prepare an accurate
estimate of the number of depressed class voters that would be enfranchised by the local Government's proposals. Arrangements have been
made for an analysis* in four typical constituencies, which will be forwarded as soon as possible. When this has been received an estimate may
. be possible of the total depressed class electorate.
Head 15.-This Government is opposed to the introduction of
differential qualifications for the depressed classes, on the ground that once
the principle had been admitted it would be impossible to resist claims
for its extension. If separate electorates for depressed. classes are admitted, this Government would raise no objection to allowing the depressed olass~s a second vote in the general constituencies, though it doubts
whether the concession would prove of any value.
Head 16.-This Government considers that adult ·franchise in the
towns of Nagpur and Jubbulpore is not administratively impossible, but
would raise strong objection to differentiation between these two towns
and others which though smaller have very similar interests. Such
weightage would be unjustifiable.
Head 17.-This Government would adhere to its original proposals
to group municipalities and notified areasi nto constituencies apart from
·rural areas. The proposals already made obliterate the weightage up to
now enjoyed by towns, which are left with the number of members justified by their population. A slightly larger percentage of enfranchisement
is likely in towns with a generally uniform franchise, as the average status
of the town dweller is higher, but this is not of importance once the number of urban seats has been reduced.
Head 18.-This Government has reconsidered the question of therepresentation of labour and agrees that if commerce and industry is toreeei~a seat, a course which this Governinent now favours, representation
should also be given to labour. Of the two alternatives suggested Government would prefer that the representation should be secured through the
*Page 304.
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.registered trade unions, subject to the safeguards as to exami.D.ation of
each ,union by a ·tribunal, laid down by the Whitley Commission. The
factory labour force is largely migratory and factories seasonal, it follows
-therefore that difficulties might arise in preparing a register of the labour
force that would remain accurate~for a sufficient period. One seat is
accordingly-proposed for labour through the registered trade unions.
Head 19.-The Governor in Couu'cil and the Hon'ble Dr. Deshmukh
are prepared not to insist on. a residential qualification, if this is being
dispensed with in other provinces. The Hon'ble Rai Bahadur J aiswal,
however, would retain it for the next 5 years. Relaxation of the rule will
b~ necessary for women and depressed class candidates even if it is retained for others, as the number available is likely to be small and concentrated in one or two centres. If labour is to receive representation through
registered trade unions, as is proposed, the point will be of no importance
,jn connection with the labour candidates.
Head 20.-This Government has reconsidered its proposals for representation of commerce and industry and proposes now .to retain one
seat to represent capital generally. This seat would have an electorate
.composed of the existing electorates of the two commerce and industry
constituencies (app~oximately 700) and the mining constituency (34).
Head 21.-This Government's objection to the retention of the
university constituency would be met if election were to be by the senate
,(or court as that body is termed in the Nagpur University) and not by the
graduates.
Head 22.-This Govern1nent adheres to its original opinion that a
second Chamber is an impossibility in the Central Provinces, but the
Hon'bie Dr. Deshmukh is inclined to consider that, if the second Chamber
system is adopted universally, this province should not be an exception,
and an attempt should be made to overcome the practical difficulties.
Head 23.-Governinent objects to the addition of a literacy qualification for an elector in the constituencies of the Federal Assembly in the
case of women ollly, and still considers that the same qualification should
be fixed for both sexes. It would prefer that its existing proposals should
stand unamended.
·
Head 24.-I£ an additional seat were allotted to' the province, this
Government would be prepared to recommend the reservation of one
seat in a joint electorate for women. It must point ?ut, however, that the
12 seats tentatively proposed are just sufficient to represent the territorial
interests which require it, and that this Government cannot agree to one
·
being reduced in order to make room for women~
Head 25.-Similarly, if additional seats were allotted to be filled by
;a representative of the depressed classes, this Government. would raise no
objection, 'though it has doubts 'Yhether a suitable candidate would be
.available. It would be difficUlt to ju~tify the reservation of a sea-for
labour throJigh the registered t:t;ade unions in the present state of the trade
union movement, 'which has a membership of 5,000 only and 7 uniollf!, and
this Government is avefse from such a course.
I ',;'
't . '
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Head 26.-0n other points covered by the supplementary questionnaire, this Government adheres to its original proposals.
The Hon'ble Dr. Deshmukh is forwarding a supplementary minute on
the grouping of women, the educati~nal qualifications, and other points.
Minute by the Hon'ble Dr. P. S. Deshmukh.

As a result of the discussion with the members of Franchise· Committee at Bombay, I would like to add the following note to the Government's reply :-

Head 1 (c).-I was never much in favour of any educational qualification being the basis of franchise, but now I feel it somewhat more strongly
.especially in the case of men. I recognize its value as an inducement for
the spread of education, but I consider this an anti-democratic idea. It
is for this reason that I am prepared to forego the advantage that is likely
to issue from it. One of the difficult problems connected with the question of franchise has been, how to protect the interests of the backward
communities. The introduction of an educational qualification would be
a step directly in the opposite direction. In effect it would give almost
.adult franchise only to the advanced communities.
·
I am less strongly opposed to women being given votes for educational
qualification; but if my suggestion for getting a larger number of women
voters finds favour, even this can be dispensed with.

Head 2 (ii).-I am in favour of enfranchising the sub-tenants in the
way it is done in the local board elections at present. I would tentatively
propose annual lease money of Rs. 60 or Rs. 75 as the minimum. This
would greatly reduce tbe need of fixing a difierent qualification for or
giving special representation to agricultural labour.

Head 9.-·Wnile I am opposed to differentiation in qualifications, I
•feel that the number of women enfranchised according to our proposals
would be very small. I am therefore prepared to accept the group
system of election of women voters, more for want of any better substitute
for increasing the enfranchisement of women than as a result of any change
in my views on the group system. I would therefore like it to be limited
to women only and every 40 women above 18 or 21 should elect one
secondary woman voter. This would approximately give 100,000 more
women voters. Those entitled to a vote on the property basis should
rema:iri.. i
Head 10.-I am strongly opposed to cumulative voting.
Head 11.-(Vide my remarks on head 9.)
Head 23.-·As said above, I am opposed to any educational qualifi.don being made the basis of franchise.
',P. S. DESHMUKH.
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the

(' Supplement to

memorandum of the Government of the Central
Provinces.

LETTER FROM THE CIIIEF SECRETARY TO THE GovERNMENT oF THE
.CENTRAL PRoviNCEs, i'o THE SECRETARY, INDIAN FRANCHISE CoM' MITTEE, No. C. 138/IV, DATED TIIE 14TH APRIL1932.
As promised under head 1 (a) of this Government's letter* No. R. 54IV-A., dated the 29th March 1932 regarding the Indian Franchise Committee's Supplementary Questionnaire, ari ·analysist has been made in
four typical constituencies of the effect of lowering propei·ty qualification
to the £ollowi:rigstages of land revenue or rent: . . .
·
Rs. 5, Rs. ·7-8-0 and Rs. 10.
·Indications are that number of voters enfranchised by Rs. 10 qualification will be less than at first estimated and that ·it will probably be
necessary to adopt Rs. 7-8 qualification as standard with lower quaJification of Rs. 5 for lighter assessed districts· and about Rs. 10 for districts assessed above average. Collection of figures for whole· provirice
will be necessary before final proposals can be made.
The number 'o£ depressed class voters is shown in the statement
attachedt. · Figures show satisfactory representation in Raipur district
and probably in the rest o£ . the: Chhattisgarh Division. In Nagpur
district where depressed Clas~es population is 24 per cent. of the total, the
voting strength will be 10, per cent. In Khamgaon (Berar), depressed
classes though fairly' important receive under-representation. In Jubbulpore depressed classes are unimportant. women voters will be between.
70,000 an.d 100,000 or 1 per cent. to ll per cent. 'of the total female population. This is close ~o the previous estimate of 73;000.
As a result o£ examination o£ the programme of election of one advanced and one backward district Government now considers that the
total period for polling and counting votes per dist,rict can be reduced to·
11 ·days. This implies polling about two constituencies per district per.
day which will be heavy ta?i: on staff and involves some risk o£ breakdown. This must however be taken if poll_ing peTiod is to be shortened.
V (a).-Staterr~:ent showing qualifications and nu~ber of 'l!oters .
~

.

.Qualifi-.
· cations.

Constituency.

Total
Depressed
electorate. classes.

1. Nagpur •.

..

10

13,432.

1,436

2. Jubbulpore

..

5

10,1,68

'407

3. Raipur .. ;
4. Khamgaon

...
... ..
,* Page

''./: •• 1

·5
5

2!J7~
••

•

23,912
;

9

'

2«

~.i··r·'!J,

7,733

•

776

Women.

Population.

'

'

989

135,533

802

144;702

1,970

252,026

986

116,2SQ.

"

'.

t ,Vide statement V (a) attached.
~ t Vide statement V (b).
·
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V (b ).-Btatement showing the present number of depressed cla,ss voters on +
rolls of certain constituencies of the Central Provinces Legisla,tive
Council.
No. of
Depressed Total No.
Classes
of
voters.
voters.

Nature and name of constituency.

488

Nagpur City-cum-Kamptee-Non-Muhammadan-Urban

11,178

I

Nagpur District (East)-Non-Muhammadan-Rural

165

3,737'

Nagpur District (West)-Non-Muhammadan-Rural

175

5,244

Bhandara District--Non-Muhammadan-Rural

282

5,246

729

6,649

690

5,430

Amraoti Non-Muhammadan-Urban ..

81

3,053

Amraoti East Non-Muhammadan-Rural

71

3,942

Raipur District (North)-Non-Muhammadan-Rural
Raipur District (South)-Non-Muhammadan-Rural
Drug District--Non-Muhammadan-Rural

..
..

}
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VI
l

Memoranduin' by the Central Provinces Provincial FranChise Committee
-.f • in reply to the Supplementary Questionnaire of the Indian Franchise
~ Committee.
·
The Central Provinces Franchise Committee have considered the
supplementary questionnaire issued by the Indian Franchise Committee as a result of discussion with them in Bombay. They desire to
submit below their answers to the individual points raised.
Head 1 (a).-The committee do not consider that there is any great
difference in interest between a tenant paying Rs. 5 and a tenant paying
Rs. 10. On the other hand the general lowering of the property qualification would have the effect of enfranchising the lower classes to some
'extent by enfranchising the agricultural labourers who also have small
holdings. This matter, however, is one of administrative practicability,
as the committee's original proposals provided the maximum electorate that could be managed administratively.
Head 1 (b).-The committee have considered the suggestion that
adult franchise flhould be adopted for all persons above a certain age.
The figures .worked out show that in practice the age limit would be
about 45 years, and that if the electorate was to be kept within manageable bounds, a lower age figure for universal suffrage could not be
~dopted. Forty-five is in the opinion of the committee an unduly
high age, and the adoption of the principle would be quite unacceptable.
Head 1 (c).-The committee are unable to agree to dispensing
with an educational qualification for men and substituting in its place
·a literacy qualification for women. The principle would be quite unsound. They consider that there is justification for an educa~ional.
qualification for both sexes on its merits and would adhere to their
original proposals. No practical gain to women or material alteration
of· the proportion between men and women would result from this
proposal.
Head 2.-The committee understand that the local· Government is
undertaking an analysis of select~d constituencies.
.
Joint families.- The committee are unable to say how many joint·
families will secure representation under their proposals. 'Ihey would,
however, leave the rule regarding qualification of joint families as it
stands.
·
Head (2) (b),-The present. proposals of the committee do not
enfranchise the sub-tenant as such at all. The sub-tenants are
generally of the cultivating classes and their interests are not materially
different :from those of the tenants generally, though they are sometimes
of inferior status. The committee would raise no objection to enfranchising a certain number of sub-tenants provided that full allow~ce
is made for the fact that rents paid by su9-tenants are considerably
higher in pitch than those paid by tenants. They suggest that subtenants whose sub-rents are three times the normal minimum rental
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qualification of' Rs. 10 should be enfranchised, for, in practice, the
pitch of sub-rents is three times, if not more than, that of the rents of •
tenants fixed by Government for similar land. In towns the lodger system
is practically un:known in the province and the custom is for persons
_to rent two or tliree rooms direct from the landlord. These persons
will be enfranchised if their annual rent exceeds the 12 rupees minimum
suggested.
'1
Heads 3, 4 a'nd 5.-These raise administrative matters which the
~ommittee. would prefer to leave to the local Gover~ment to answer.
They would, however, like to inake remarks on two points. The
committee agree that while in principle no objection could be made
to the use of non~official agency as presiding officers, difficulties will
arise in practice as' the majority of suitable non-official gentlemen of
standing will be employed in canvassing and supporting the prospective
candidates. Those: who take no part in these activities are generally
persons of less influ~nce and position,·· and the committee doubt whether
candidates would ',accept them as suitable presiding officers. As
regards the provision to be made for women, the committee consider
that the provision of separate entrances and exits for women voters
will meet the reqti'irbments of the case and do not consider that it is
necessary for provisibn to be made for separate polling booths for
women only.
\
Head 6.-The cqmmittee adhere to their original proposals which
will enfranchise about 10 or 11 per cent. of the total population. If
their tentative .sche1he in the event enfranchises slightly more than
this, the committee do, not think this will be a matter of importance.
Head 7.-Thc committee's recommendations in their original
proposals enfranchise the maximum which they think can be adminis_
·
tratively managed. '.
I

-

Head 8.-The committee are unable to make any estimate of the
cost of a general electi~n, and would leave the point to be answered by
the local Government. \
Head 9;-The comrhittee's opinion is not asked on this point.
Head 10.-The mJjority of the committee consider that single
member constituencies s~ould continue so far as possible, on the ground
of simplicity. ·If, howe*er, a system of reserved seats, as for example
for women, is introduced,, then multiple constituencies will be necessary.
In these constituencies the committee would adopt the present distributive system. Rai Baliadur Naidu favours the system of single non',
transferable votes.
Hea-d 11.-The committee have reconsidered their decision on the
question of the enfmnchi'~cment of women, and the majority arc prepared to adopt something on the liria~ of Mrs. Tambe's scheme. They
dept her proposal that: about 300,000 wives should be enfranchised,
and would leave it to be ascertained later what exact p;:operty qualification must" be fixed in order to attain this result. The alternative
. proposal that mere litera~y in women should qualify is one which the
%2
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committee would reject, as they consider that the system would give
rise to difficulty ov~r the .exact defin!-tion of literacy. The grant of
certificates of literacy by school-masters also might lead to abuse.
Mrs. Tambe wishes to make it clear that if her scheme for ~nfranchising
' 300,000 women is not accepted, she would press for the alternative
.,.
literacy qualification.
' Head 12.-The approximate number of women, the enfranchisement of which the committee contempJate, is 300,000.
Head 13.-The committee adhere to their original proposal~ foi
securing the presence of women in the legislatures by reserved seats
in five urban constituencies.
Head 14.-The committee would leave the estimate of.the number
of depressed classes likely to be enfranchi~ed to PE-e local Gover'nment.
Head 15.-The committee adhere to their original proposals regarding uniform .qualifications, so far as possible, for all classes. They do
not support the proposals of the Gover~ment of Madras an<,! the Madras
committee for allowing a second vote to depressed class voters in the
general constituencies, as well as for separat{) electorates.
A
Head 16.-The committee do not favour adult suffrage in the towns
of Nagpur and Jubbulpore, and would adhere to their original proposa.ls
for enfranchisement in the urban areas.
Head 17.-The committee have no change to make in their;existing
proposals under which 12 out of 110 seats are allotted to the urban areas.
·This, in effect, leaves the urban areas with a negligible weightage. The
present practice of grouping municipalities and urban areas into constituencies, separate from the rural areas, is one which has the strong·--.....,
support of public opinion and to which the committee would adhere.
Head 18.-The committee consider that the question of allowing
labour separate representation as a special interest is bound up with the
whole question of special interests. . They recognize that, if capital
interests, such as commer.ce and industry, are given separate representation, then labour should also receive counterbalancing .,rep!esentation. In their original proposals, however, no provision was niade for
commerce and industry or for labour, _a position which the committee
consider is perfectly logical. They adhere · therefore to their original
proposal for making no provision for special interests such as capital or
labour.
·
Head 19.-The committee recognize the objections to the residential qualification lbut would prefer that the ex~sting rule, by which
constructive residence is insisted on, should stand for the ne:it ten years.
They fear that otherwise the large inexpe!ienced n~w electorates might
be stampeded by "carpet baggers" :&:om a central caucus. Once the
electorate has been educated, the ·restriction might be relaxed. The
eommittee agree, however, tha.t" some relaxation is necessary in . ~ <>
case of depressed class -candidates, who are mainly a~~ilable in two
centres. , For women the committee do not anticipate any shortage
of local candidates.
"
- · .,
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Head 20.-The committee would not allow special representationf~r
commerce and industry of mining, for reasons given , U.Uder Head 18
above.
Heai 21.-The commitbee adhere to ~their original opinion that
specia,l representation for the University is unnecessary.
·'

Head 22._:Th2 committee adhere to their original' opi :ion that a
· second. Chamber is not possible in the Central :Provinces.
..,~

#"

H~ad

23.-:The committee ~ee no:adva.ntage in theaddit:on of an
educational test for women only in the federal assembly, and would.
adhere'. to their original proposals.
H~d

24.-The present number of seats allotted 'in the federal
to the Central Provinces and Berar is scarcely adequate to
give representation to the territorial interests which require it, and the
committee would not agree to any reduction •of the territorial representation, in order to give room for a seat for wonien. Without prejudice
to their·, considered view, that the province should receive larger re. presentation, they would be willing, if an additional seat or seats were
.allotted ~or this purpose, to give -:one seat to women.
a.::;semb~y

Head 25.--Similarly, if one additional seat ~as specially allotted
for depre$sed classes, the committee would have no objection, but consider that;. there is no room in the number at present allotte!l for any
but general constituencies. Mr. Gavai is unable to agree with this
view, and: considers that there should, in any case, be one seat reserved
for depressed classes.
·
. Head .26.-There is no other point on which the pommittee would
reconsider~their original proposals.
(1) Note of'dissent by Rao Sahlb Uttamrao Patil, M.L.C., ·and Rai Sahib
·
· Dadu Dwarkanath Singh, M.L.C.
'
We di~er from our colleagues in so far as they do not wish to have
Ji, second Chamber in. the :Province.
'

h~ve,

a~e

They
we
afraid, more implicit faith in the wisdom and
the theoret~ca.l infallibility of the electorates, and are guided more by
the theory bf the supremacy and the sovereignty of the people than
the accurou'Jated experience of constitution making in the world
would seem·. to justify.
We note that the time-worn dilemma of Sieyes bas long been rejected
by the constitution makers, although people in India and elsewhere
are .still apt 'to ask with that great Frenchman "Of what use will the
second Chamber be ? If it agrees with the Representative house,
it will be superfluous; if it disagrees, mischievous." But we cannot
~nmindful·o£ tlw fact that the prophet has not been honoured to any
very great extent by any , country of considP.rable importance ; not
('lven .France}. ;throughout its long period of experimentation has done
110.
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It is well known that the experiments in unjcameral legislatures
both in France and E~gland were failures. Certain post-war countries,
e.g., Turkey, Bulgaria, Yugo-Slavia, Esthonia, Latvia and J,ithuania
are still experimenting in unicameral systems, and cannot be said
to have attained stable . constitutions. Of thes~, only Ttirkey and
Yugo-Slavia are in any way comparable with an Indian prov!nce,
such as Central Provinces, in size or population ; andJaS yet they are •
hardly democracies such as we contemplate in ouf province. Recent··'
experience and the cons~quent suspension of the constitution in YugoSlavia should warn us against the weakness and the dangers of a single .
chamber ; and in Turkey the constitution is probably maintained only
by the benovelent military autocracy of Kemal Pasha. .t'In some
other countries, e.g., Esthonia, the .check of· referendum exists, and in
Norway they liave a Revising Committee.
1

On the other hand, we have the whole array of the countries in the
world with settled cm;:tstitutions and with · years of experience and
experimentation behind them, who have definitely preferred a second
Chamber-even Soviet Russia not
excluded.
,
"
.
Within the British Empire we have Canada with residuary powers
vested in the Central Government, and Australia with those powers
in the provinces.. Similarly we have the powerful Federa~ion of
United States of America with residuary powers vested in the Provinces.
What we are aiming at is the latter and not the former type of Federation in India. Clearly, therefo:r;e, the latter type should afford us the
model for our provincial constitutions. It may, however, be mentioned that even in Canada, Quebec and Nova-Scotia have thought fit to
retain. their second Chambers. The most populous state in United
States of America, m·z., New "¥ork, has a population of 10,000,000
including the great city, and the biggest state in Australia has no more
than a population of 3,000,000 ; as compared to Indian provinces they
have a smaller population in their charge, and yet· all these states retain
bicameral legislatures without even as much as a thought for a
change.
., ~
~'

Queensland alone · amongst these states ~~bolished its . second
Chamber in a fit df rage in 1922 owing to frictions between the two
chambers. If this is claimed to be the latest phase in th!;l develop- ·I)
ment of public opinion in favour of a single Chamber, it is amply com. pensated by the instance of Greece which even later than 1922, has
gone over to the ranks of bicameral countries.
Frictions will arise in unicameral countries no less than in bicameral
countries. Which of these is preferable ? .The observations of A. B.
Keith in " The Constitution, Administration and the Laws of the
. .
.
Empire " are· instructive in this behalf. He observes:
.
'
t
"It is noteworthy·that the most seriou~lcases of strained~a
tions between the Ministers and ' the Governors have
Unicameral
occurred in the Canadian "Provinces with··
A
Legislatures."
·
...

•

•

I
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Again:
"It is possible that Governors' reserve powers of dismissal (of
a Ministry) might co'nceivably be rendered necessary
........... : especially where the electorate is not protected
by an effective Upper Chamber."
That a second Chamber in certain cases of dead-locks acts as a
shock-ab~?orber, and that the alternative for it is the reserve powers
vested in the Governor, is also an important point for our consideration~ It is, therefore, apparent that even for other reasons than merely
a herd instinct of following the majority, it is imperative that the question of the second Chamber should not be lightly brushed aside.
Too much stress need not be laid on the possibility of frictions
between the chambers. Australia, before the Commonwealth constitutioP, was framed, was full of such frictions and yet in its Federal constitution, which is characterized by ·an authority of the eminence of
IJord Bryce as the quintessence of the political experience of the
world down to the close of the nineteenth century, contains a provision
of a second Chamber most deliberately accepted.
We do not accept the contention of the Central Provinces Government :that there is no material in the province out of w;hich a second
Chamber can be evolved ; this is as much as to say that there are no
interests which need the protection of the second House. This in our
opinion is incorrect. In India we contemplate Lower Houses which
for ao~e time would be dominantly communal in colour, if only for
this re:tson the necessity for the expression of the views of interests as
against views communally expressed would be justified ; so that any
legislation should reflect the opinion of the communities as well as
those of vested i.nterests and the sum total of their combined wisdom.
Nei.ther do we accept the position of our Government that the expenses involved would be beyond the means of the province. We
maintain that the small extra expenditure involved would be amply
. compensated by the stability and the security afforded to the administrapion by the second Chamber.
·
It i~ unnecessary at this stage, to discue.s in detail a scheme for
second Chamber, its powers or its relations with the Lower House.
Once th.e principle is admitted all this can be worked in a suitable
manner, for which enough material and means could be found.
Lastly, .we might observe that there is no Federation, with residuary powers vested in the provinces, or a nation in the world compar. able in size and population o£ the British Indian provinces, where a
second Chamber of some kind does not exist. As everywhere else a
second Chamber in India would be useful and necessary as IJord Bryce
"Mjs down :prevent undue haste in passing of important laws by
.securing ·a period during which the opinion of the peopie
regarding the law may be duly formed and expressed."
I

"To
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We feel that if the theory and argument be on the side of the unieameralists, the political experience and the judgment o£ the constitutional world is on the side of the bicameral form. It.would, therefore, be safer for India to profit by it rather than.act as a pioneer in the
field of constitutional experimentation. If a£ter experience we thought
this 'Yas a mistake it would be easier to remedy it by abolition of the
second Chamber ; the reverse process, should a necessity arise, would
not, in our opinion, to our eternal regret, be quite as easy of remedy.
If in accepting the second Chamber we are undemocratic, we shall
be so with the most ardent democrats .of the world ; if we commit a
mistake, we do so in company with the most advanced constit~
tional thinkers of the world ; if we sin, we do so with the most enlightened company o£ the overwhelming majority of the advanced nations
jn the world.
'
We, the,refore, strongly advocate a second chamber for thi~·.pro;
vince, with all due deference to .our colleagues:

.

' U. PATIL,
DADU DWARKANATH SINGH,
'The 27th March 1932.

Members of the Franchise Committee,
Central Provinces.
'

...

·'

.
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.Miscellaneous correspondence with the Government of the Central Provinces
on matters arising out of replies to Questionnaires.
APPENDIX I.
TELEGRAM FROM THE JOINT SEcRETARY, INDIAN :F'RANt:IDSE COMMITTEE, TOTBE
REFORM$ OFFICER, NAarun, No. E.-684-C.P., DATED THE 15TH APRIL 1932.

Rs.

Objection has been raised to prescription of
ten fo~ both land revenue
and rent in Central Provinces Government's recommendations on ground that in
other provinces rental figure suggested is normally double that of revenue. Committee would :IJe grateful if local Government could explain or justify this apparent
anomaly. Pl~e telegraph reply.
TELEGRAM FROM REFORMS, NAGPUR, TO THE JOINT SECRETARY,
FRANC~sE CoMMITTEE, No. C./2, DATED THE 18TH APRIL 1932.

lm:>IAN

C.j2. Yout wire E.-684 the prescription of rupees ten refers to payments of ryots
in ryotwari villages which are classed as land revenue and payments of tenants in
malguzari villages which are classed as rent; the difference between the payment is
technical only; the incidence of payment on theryot is much the same, the one
difference being', that in the first case the payment is made direct to Government
and in the secon,d case the payment is made to the Malguzar. :Berar is almost wholly
ryotwari and the,C. P. almost wholly Malguzari. The figure -of ten rupees is a provincial figure for plp'poses of illustration and will probably require modification when
detailed statistics are collected. This Government has made no recommendation
regarding the franchise of landlords proper but under the existing franchise the
figures of revenue payment is double that of the rental payment, that is for a landlord proper the franchise is payment of Rs. 100 land revenue, whereas for a C. P.
tenant or a :Berar1ryot the franchise is payment of Rs. 30 to Rs. 50 rent or revenue
according to distr~ct.
314
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ASSAM.
I

Memorandum by the Government of Assam.
LETTER FROM THE CHIEF SECRETARY TO THE GovERNMENT OF AssAM, TO
THE SEcRETARY TO THE INDIAN FRANCHISE CoMMITTEE, CALUQTTA,
No. A. P., DATED SHILLONG, THE 19TH FEBRAURY 1932.

I am. directed with reference to my telegram No. 453-Fr., dated the
15th February 1932, to forward for the information of the Franchise
Committee, a copy of the report of the Assam Franchise Committee, and
also of the views of the Assam Government on some of the matters referred to therein.
2. I am to express the regret of the Assam Government that .they
are unable to deal with the points raised in the questionnaire issued by
the Franchise Committee at greater length, or to illustrate by practical
examples the effect o£ their proposals on the constitution of the Legislative
Council and the division of seats as between the various communities.
The time available under the circumstances has been insufficient for the
detailed enquiries and examination necessary before arriving at definite
conclusions.
3. On the 12th January 1932 in reply to an enquiry this Government
received instructions from the Government of India that the questionnaire
and the letter of the Prime Minister could not be published or communicated to the Provincial Committee pending definite orders authorising
publication. It was therefore not till the 15th January that the questionnaire could be circulated to the Provincial Committee, the public and officers of Government. Subsequently various alterations in the questionnaire were received on the 25th January and on the 5th February, the
latter being a most important t1lteration as regards the desirability of
communal electorates. It was, however, too late for this alteration to be
communicated to those who were submitting written statements, as they
had been asked to send the same by the 7th February.
The Provincial Franchise Committee met on the 11th February and
sat daily up to and including the 18th. It will be seen therefore that the
Assam Government have had only one day in which to examine the
Committee's report: no time to discuss the same with the Members of
the Committee, whose industry they gratefully appreciate, and have
been compelled to be content with a very hasty review of recommendations on matters of far reaching importance. Even this hurried survey
has been handicapped by the absence, owing to illness, of the Hon'ble
Revenue Member. Under these conditions I am to express the hope that
tm!"Indian Franchise Committee will pardon the failure of the Government to comply with all the requests that they have received, and their
inability to deal with all th~ points raised by the Indian Franchise Committee.
· '
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4. Turning to the questionnaire i am directed to submit the following
views of the Assam Government :-

I.-Extension of the Franchise.
(a) It is impossible ill the absence offurther detailed enqumes to
give even an approximation o~ the extent to which the qualifications in
respect o£ the payment of land revenue or local rate or chaukidari tax
would have to be lowered so as to enfranchise ten or fifteen per cent. of
the population. That an increase could be obtained is certain. In the
case of Assam the enfranchisement of ten per cent. of. the population
would mean in round figures trebling the present electorate.
(b) The electorate so enlarged will, it is considered, display as much
intelligence as the present elector:J.t.".
(c) Unless there is a considerable increase in the number of the constituencies coupled with a decrease in their size, it is feared that it would
be impossible for Government to provide the machinery for the registration of voters and the holding of elections.
· The preparation, maintenance and revision of electoral rolls :for an
enlarged electorate would be possible if they were maintained regularly
and revised annually as a matter of routine. It would be extremely difficult to compile or revise in a short time the electoral registers for an
electorate enlarged to the extent considered desirable for the purposes
of a general election.
·
As regards the recording o.f votes it· is possible that by extending
polling over a longer period with a considerably larger number of constituencies, adequate administl'ative arrangements could be made. In the
case of any large constituency for which the election had to be completed
in one day, it would be necessary to resort to the assistance of nonofficial agency. This, it is considered, should only'be employed with the
consent of the candidates, which it is feared might in many cases be withheld.
·
'
(d) No answer .is required.
(e) The Government of Assam consider that it would not be prac. ticable or desirable to attempt to enlarge the electoral 1·oll at present
beyond IO per cent. The extension of the franchise will lose much of its
advantage unlE)SS accompanied by a marked increase ln the percentage of
voters who desire to record their votes. This involves a closer personal
touch between the candidates and the constituents for the political education of the latter than has yet been obtained. It is hoped that U the
constituencies are smaller the relation may be closer.
(f) to (j). The Government of Assam consider that any system of
primary or secondary groups is both impracticable and undesirable.
They agree with the reasons recorded by the Provincial Franchise Committee.. The present ~ormal elections of Panchayats justifies no ~e
of a satisfactory electiOn of. seco?-dary ele~tor~tes by ~oups. Similarly
in the Assam Valley but little mterest 1s diSplayed m the ·election .of
village authorities. ·
\

>
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It will be understood that thes; recommendations are made on the
assumption that an elector can only vote in one constituency.
II.-Franchise Qualification.
(a) The Assam Government recognise that there is a marked disparity in the operation of the fra~chise quali~cation in urban as comp_ared
with rural areas. They, regard 1t as unavmdable, but o£ comparatively
little importance in Assam where the towns are small and of a semirural character containing many electors whose interests are primarily
those of the rural areas.
(b) It will be seen that the documentary evidence does not deal with
the amended form of the questionnaire. The Government of Assam consider that separate electorates should be maintained for Hindus and
Muhammadans, as well as for Kacharis, Garos, etc., and ·other primitive
' tribes whose election would be justified by the strength of their population.
They advocate the constitution of special constituencies of two k_inds,
firstly, those justified by the importance of the interests concerned ; and
secondly, those based on communal or tribal grounds justified by the number of potential electors. In the separate or special electorates they
consider that the franchise qualification should be uniform and that so far
as possible, regard being paid to the residence of the various members of
the community, each community should be given representation on the
legislature in proportion to its total population. In this connection I
am to draw the attention of the Franchise Committee to the evidence given
by some members of the Garo community.
There would therefore appear to be no need, if these conditions are
accepted, of any special contrivance designed to give each community
*
voting strength in proportion to its numbers.
(c) As regards the test of fitness for the franchise the Assam Government cannot in the time at their disposal go further than to say that
a property qualification appears to them to be a suitable test ; but in their
opinion it should be restricted to the payment of a definite sum as t.ax
or revenue either to Government or to a local body. It appears to them
to be impossible except perhaps in the case of special labour constituencies, to make the receipt of income or of wages a qualification owing to the.
impossibility of proving such receipts. · It might, however, be feasible to
recognise the payment of a certain sum by way of rent every year to a
landlord as recommended by the Provincial Committee*, provided such
payment is supported by adequate proof.
(d) The suggestion that a qualification based on educ~tipnal attainments should be added to the list is accepted. This should be the possession of a certificate-that the applicant has completed at least the middle
J£nglish school stage whether in a high middle English or middle
Vernacular or other middle school or Madrasa. Any lower qualification,
~ thought, would not have any real virtue.

(e) The ~xisting. military service qualification should be retained and
extended so as to include service in the Auxiliary and Territorial Forces.
*Page 324.
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lli.-Women's Suffrage.
The view of the Assam Government is that any woman who pays in
her own right any tax which would entitle a man to a vote should be enfranchised. The age qualification in the case of women should, in the
opinion of the Assam Government, be raised to 25. They would not
object to the enfranchisement of any woman who, if free from any statutory disqualification, applied to be registered and made the payment
of a rupee in stamp duty on such an application. Such payment should
qualify the elector for one year.
As a practical matter, however, it is thought that there would be no'
increase in the number of female voters going to the polls, unless separate
and special arrangements were made for the purpose. This would not be
possible in Assam .
. (b) TheG9vernment of Assam are unable to support any system of
group representation.
(c) They are not in favour of any reservation of seats for women.

IV .-Representation· of the Depressed Classes.
I am to explain that in Assam the term " depressed " classes has
not the same significance as in some other parts of India. In Assam
this term would include-aboriginal tribes, ex-tea garden coolies (amongst
whom animists predominate) settled in Assam, and also those Hindu
castes classed as " exterior " as described by the Census Superintendent in
the note* on the subject already submitted to the Franchise Coinm.ittee.
As stated above, the creation of special constituencies to provide adeqp.ate repre~ntation for these various communities would be welcomed.
In the absence of any decision on their repeated proposals regarding
the so-called " backward " tracts of this province, the Goven;1ment of
Assam are unable to put forward concrete proposals in any detail.
The Hon'ble Minister in charge of Local Self-Government who is, on
principle, opposed to a system of separate communal electorates, would
naturally support the majority view of the Assam Provincial Franchise
Committee that no separate electorate should be constituted for the de• pressed or backward classes in Assam. But if this view is not accepted
by the Indian Franchise Committee, and a separate electorate is considered indispensable for these c·asses, he would press for the adoption
of the scheme set forth in the notet which accompanies this letter. His
scheme would at !east prevent the compulsory segregation of all qual:fied
l'llectors of. these classes in " stigmatised compartments".
The Government of Assam are confident that t,Q.e general extension
of the franchise wiH not secure for the " depressed " classes representatives of their own choice in the general \')lectorates as now constituted.
It appears. to them that these classes cari secure representation. only
by(a) the increase in the number of special constituenci~s for sepa~ate'
communities referred to above ~ and
·
r

*Page 337.
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(b) an increase in the provision of a general electorate_:_preferably ·.
on geographical lines which it is thought might absorb all those
electorates which do not wish to register themselves in any
special communal electorate, as well as th<?se who, though of
distinct tribe or class, are not sufficiently numerous to serve
and obtain separate representat:on.
"

•

•

"1

The Assam Government attach much importance to the desirability
of leaving to the elector as far as possible:the choice of the electorate to
which he may belong. The group system in their opinion would confer·
no advantage on these classes.

V.-Repre11entation of Labour.
As regards unorganised labour it is thought that this could properly
be included in the general constituencies referred to above.
After further consideration of the possible methods of securing adequate representation of the actual labour force in organised industries this
Government have as yet been unable to discover any system suitable and
practicable in Assam. If special representation is considered necessary, it
can at present only be given by nomination. .The majority of the pro·
vincial Committee were of the same opinion.

.

V-A.-Special Interests.
.
.
Pending the creation of a University fo~ Assam there should be no
special representation for graduates. This should be. confined to the
following :(a)- The tea industry on the present proportion of l/8t~of the elected members, two of the seats being reserved for Indians ;
(b) Two seats for Commerce, one being reserved for Indians;
(c) One seat for Europeans; ·
(d) One seat for Indian Christians by nomination;
(e) Three seats for labour by nomination.'
The Government of Assam regret that in the time at their disposal
and in the absence of detailed statistics they are unable to forecast or
visualize the strength of the legislature or its ultimate composition.
As regards the second Chamber, the Hon'ble Finance Member adheres to his opinion already expressed that it is unnecessary. The
other Members of Government consider it most desirable to have a revisory body in view of a possibly enlarged electorate and an enlarged
legislature.
In conclusion I am again to express the regret of the Government of
Assam that this report is necessarily incomplete. They hope that a further
o~rtunity rna y be given them for recording their opinion on other points at issue. They would welcome the visit of the Franchise Committee to the
province should there be a second tour. For :in certain respects Assam
·
.
differs materially from other provinces in India. · ·
y
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I .(i) ~ote on the representation of Backward Tribes and '.' Exterior·" Hindu
.Castes in Assam ·by the ·Hon'ble 1Rai JJahatlur Kana·k ·Lal Barua.
Mjnister of Local Self..Government, Assam.

At the outset I should make it clear tliat·I submit this note in order
to explain my personal views clearly on this important question. I agree
that responsible government would be meaningless if .all the various sections constituting the population of the province are not satisfactorily and
adequately represented in the .legislature. If for- such ·representation
separate electorates are demanded by people· of the backward tribes
1 4' •:.:. and depressed classes and they feel and reasonably apprehend that
. , without such separate representati?n their interests are not likely to be
safeguarded, I am of opiri,ion that such a deniand 'cannot be resisted, es'·pecially if 'Ye give such separate representation to the Muhammadans.
: ~ Personally I .am, on principle; against .the .system of separate electorate~
~-- fo~· any section of ~~e pe~pl~ a~ it kee~s ,t~e n~tion di':ided and prevents
grov:rth o~ .a common na~rona~ spm~:- In th.e ca~e. ~£:the back:vard
t·rroes an~ depressed class.es_ 1t means, as corr~ctly stated by the S1mon
Qoinm.ission, "stigmatizing each individual.voter in the list and militate.s against the process whicp is already beginning and which needs to be·
in every way encouraged:_that of helping those who are depressed to iise
in the social and economic scales". I can say from my personal knowledge that this process has been ml1ch ·accelerated during recent times.
Mr. Mullan in his note* has rightly admitted that this process has been
going on and that an "exterior" caste may in course of time'become an
" interior " caste but if once a wall' is erected between them and the
high caste Hindus I am afraid this process of advancemen~ will be 'automaticallY. stopped. We should therefore be very careful in coming to a
decision in this matter. I think the Simon Commissi&n . were very wise
in dec~aring against set:arate electorates for these classes. It is therefore
necessary to ascertain the opinion of each individual voter of these com-'
:q:1unities. The statement of one or two witnesses belonging to a particular
small section of sub-caste cannot be aceepted as'theopiniop. of the majority. We should not force separate electorates on any section of any
community.
·
·
'
Being of this opinion I attach great importance to the giving ofthe
option to each individual qualified voter of these . classes,' to go to the
separate roll for his own caste or tribe or to the general electora~e me~nt for
all classes and creeds or to the separa,te Hindu electorate meant for what
Mr .. Mullan describes as the "interior Hindu castes.".Any voter thus
desiring to go into a separate roll must do so by application. Those not
desiring to transfer themselves will continue to remain on the general
electorate. Each individual Hindu or Muhammadan voter will also hay~
~p.e option to go eitp.er into th.e separate Hindu or Muh~~!P'a4!1n roll or
:tP ~p.e general electorate. The .~Jodyan~~ges are tp.e followmg :- . .
•·-:.
• (1) ',l'h!s sy.:;;tem wi!lpermit those·who are ~o~ co:r:nl!l;:t;tnaHyinc~e<;J.
,t~gQ mto the general electorate tl:ms m~roducmg a system?!
joint. elect~rate fer all, siqr ~rfiidr with &epal!l-~e e~~ctorates ~or i.

W:.

,.

'
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those who are communally inclined. There are many people
who think that religious division should not come in a matter·
of political franchise.
(2) Such a system will provide a general electorate for smaller
groups like Buddhists, Jains, Parsis, Sikhs, etc., who cannot-·
go into the Hindu or Muhammadan roll or into partnership·
with exterior Hindu castes or backward tribes and are not in<
sufficient numbers_ to forni ·separate electorates of their
own.
(3) Such a system will not check- the process of gradual uplifting
of the exterior Hindu castes or backward tribes. The members
of these classes who desire such uplift may prefer to remain
in a general electorat_e or go into the Hindu roll rather than f.
seclude themselves in a stigmatized separate electorate of th;ir l
own.
(4) This system will avoid the practical difficulties in the way of
creating one common electorate for all the exterior Hindu.
castes and the primitive tribes each of whom has very little in
common with the other. ·one may not speak the dialect of the
other and the water touched by .one maY., be polluted for the
other. The only logical course is to give .each exterior caste
or tribe separate representation and ·this will be possible
under this system if the number of qualified voters of each of
such groups reaches a certain limit-say 25,000. Groups with
lesser numbers must go into the general electorate.
A voter going into a particular group may change and go into another
group by application when the rolls are revised .

...
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Memorandum by the Assam Provincial Franchise Committee.
:Before ~u~mitting our finding~ ,o~ tJle. v:ario~s question~ referr~d
to us, we w~sh t9 record ?ur; unammous qpn1;10n th~t ad~t suffrage IS
the.goa:I ~hw~ should ultimatelybe,attained .. We, . h<;>:wev~r, consider
that this Is .at ,p~esent impracticable. .
.· ·
l
·

i.-PROVINCIAL LEGISriATtmE.

_,..,

· ~.

.

. 1. Extension of the Franchise.

, , · 1. ·(a) ')Ve are ofopinion that 'ten per c$nt. of the poiml;tion rna y be
~nclude~ in the electoral roll by lowering tlie ~xi~tiug franchis~ in rural
·and urban areas; We are, however, unable to· mdwate the premse reduct. tion .which ;Vcmld effe'ct 'this result.- In the':Very short time available,
;o,; district offi~ers arid other. officers have been unable to do more than
suggest the extent of the reduction on the basis of sumr'riary. enquiries
·made in a few very restricted areas. For example, it has been estimated
:that the present qualification of the payment of Rs. 15 land revenue.,
in the Assam Valley should be reduced to a payment·of'Rs. 8, or Rs. 10,
·{)r''Rs. 12, and that the'payment·:'of chaukidari tax in ·Goalpara and in
'the Surma Valley shoUld beilowered fromonei:upee to eight·or ten annas.
'Though in some urban areas; more than ·10 per cent. of the population
already enfranchised, -the. rate of payment of municipal tax in other:~ \
urban areas yvill· have to be ·reduced so as. to enfranchise 10 per cent.
The existing franchise is ·not uniform for all urban areas, and it is not
possible from1the materials before us to indicate at present what reduction
would be.required.
. ·
.
, .
, ·
We would add that payment 6£ grazing dues of an amount equivalent
to theamount which maybe fixed as a land revenue qualification shoul<l
he an additional qualification for enfranchisement.
(b) We are of opinion that s-q_ch an electorate would be capable
..of tasting just as intelligent a vote as the' present electorate.
·
(~) We w'ould ans.wer this qu~stion in the affiiw:ative.
(d) In view of the above observations,t.hisquestiondoesnot arise.
. (e) We are agreed that it·would be practicable and desirable having '
regard to the considerations in (b) and (c) to enlarge the electoral roll so
as to include 15 per cent. of the total population. This could be effected
by a still further lowering of the existing qual,ifi~:Jations beyond that indicated in 'our finding on 1 (a). If this should result in absorbing all payers
of landrevenue or of local rates or of cha ukidari tax or of municipal, tax,
without. attaining the desired percentage; any deficiep.cy could be made
up by introducing any or all of the following additional qualifica~ions~
:the payment to a landlord of an annual rent on land whether m cash
.. or killd; .the receipt ·of salary or wages of Rs. 40 a month, educatio~J
qualifications qf the middle school· standard.
.
· ·
._
(f) Except .perhaps in the case of tea garden 1a bourers; we are agreed
that the group system of voting by pri~aries and secondaries is impractieable .. We give our reasons; · t;. · · ·
·
·
·

:is
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(1) It would not be practicable in Assam to have the groupsformed
by the villagers themselves. There are very few village organisations
of the type referred to in the proceedings of 'the Round Table Conference
Franchise Sub-Committee. The memorandum issued by ·the Indian
Franchise Committee on "Village Panchayats" is misleading so far as
Assam is concerned. Village Panchayats are constituted under the
Chaukidari Act and not under the, Assam Rural self-Government Act.
Village authorities elected under the latter Act are few in number and
function with varying degrees of efficiency. In the Surma Valley and in
Goalpara there are Village Panchayats of 4 or 5 members but these
are, in practice, only for the assessment and collection of the chaukidari
tax and are in no sense representative of the village or villages in any;.
particular chaukidari circle. In the Assam Valley outside Goalpara •)
there are no panchayats. In some places in both valleys there are village
authorities but as the experiment of rural local self-government has
not been encouraging enough to warrant its universal extension, their
use for the purpose of working the group system over the whole enfran'
chised area is out of the question.
Owing to the numerous castes which !.1're to be found in most Hindu
villages, there would be· endless friction in the formation of groups;
in Muhammadan villages, the difficulty would be less. It would be imprac·ticable, on the ground of dislocation of other work and of expense, to
employ Government officers in forming the groups and in compiling the
registers of primaries and secondaries~ The memorandum on the indirect system of election in Palestine in. 1922-23 gives the population·
of Palestine in 1922 as 757,182. This is not very mucl~ more than the
population of Habiganj sub-division in the district of Sylhet (632,521 ).
(2) It would be comparatively easy .for a candidate to approach
the secondaries before the election and to secure promise of their votes
by bribery or other means.
(3) As the secondaries would have to be selected considerably in
advance of the general elections, and before the names of the c~ndidates
for the Provincial Council were announced, the primaries would have
no guarantee that the secondaries would cast their votes in favour of the
man whom the primaries want.
(4) Leading men of the .village or of the areas such as zamindars
and money-lenders would bring undue pressure to bear on the primaries
and induce them to elect secondaries at their dictation. There is thus
no guarantee that the secondaries would really represent the primaries.
(5) Contact between the council candidate and the primaries would
be impossible.
(6) One result of combining the direct vote on a broadened franchise
with the group system would be to give additional weightage to the better
cta:ses at the expense of the poorer members of the constituency. 1

(7) Administratively, the greatest danger about the system of
group election is that it would break down if a large section of the popula·tion refused to co-operate in its working.
·
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dot arise ·in view of our fii1ding on (f).
(h)·, (i) and (j). We have already expres's~d our opinion against
.the group system and we would only add.th~t ton~place thepr~sent system
of direct voting by one of voting by secondaries 'would be generally
considered retrograde and would be re·sented by the people.
(g) This question does

. . 2. Franchise qualifications.

· .-

)a)W~ 1would ~eferto the c,orrection sl~p ~o s~atement:7 at page 14:
of the Memoranda of .the· Government of Assam to the Indtan Statutory
Coinmis~ion ~hich shows that there is generally a inarked dispa~\ty
)ri' the operation of the franchise qualifications in urban as compared
·. "'with rural areas. The lowering of the franchise which we have suggested.
,under l(a) a·ndl(e) wou.ld, 've believe, to a large extent, rectify, the disparity.
.·
·
·. ·. ·
· .
.'
.
·

, . ·.(b) Short of adult suffrage we.consider thatit is impossible· to give
each con,:u~nmity a voting strength ,proportionate to its numbers and to
maintain at the same time the same qualifications for all communities.
· 'Ye are unable to make any usetul addition to the views expressed in the
Round Table Conference Franchise ~ub-Comn1ittee ~)1 this question.
(c) We are o~ opinion that the possession of~property is a suitable
test of fitness for the franchise, though not the only test. We have
indicated in our answer to I( e) the ,circumstances in which the existing
pr9perty qualification may he extended to include occupancy of landed
property and the receipt of income or wages in cash or in kind.
''"

~'

. (d) Seven of us are of opi,niori tha~ an educational qualification
independently of property, should: not be a franchise qualification for
inale vo~ers ; the remaining seven of us are in favour of such a qualification in case the lowering of the existing property qualifications does not
result in the enfranchisement of 15 per cent. of the total ,population.
The question of educational qualifications .for women will be discussed
under 3. 1 •
•
·
(e) Yes; provided that the extension to include service in the Auxiliary and Territorial-Forces' wol.lld apply only to officers, non-commis~
sioned officers, or men actually on the roll of.these forces.
·
s: Women's' Suffrage.
1-.

(a) The majority of us.are against granting the franchise to·those
who are .the wives or widows of men entitled to vote under the property
qualification .. We are of, this ,opinion l?,ecause we consider that such
enfranchisement would, in view of the fact that the maximum percentage
of the total populati~n which we consider at pres_ent practicable to en/ .. franchise is only'l5 per cent., deprive a c()risiderable number of men of
the_ vote. We are all agreed ,that ·an wonieil, married .or unmar.,
"!'1ild·over 20 years o£ age, who' possess the qualification of literacy accord::
·ifig to. the census definjtion, .. shouJd be enfranchised. All women over
21 who iri. their own right possess the existing.property qualifications for
men should be enfranchised.
-~ 1. ""'
·
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Such enfranchised women would· be entitled to stand as candidates
for the provin.ciallegislature provided they have the same age qualification as may be laid down for men..
(b) We are opposed to the group system.

(c) We are agreed that women members should n.ot be co-opted by
legislatures. One objection to co-option is that women vote:r;s would
be deprived of the opportuni.ty of exercising the franchise for the return
of women. members. The Mu_.slim members amgng us definitely state
that in, no circumstances, would they agree to Muslim women standing
as candidates or voting in any other than a Muslim constituency or to a
woman of any other community standing as candidate or voting in. the
Muslim constituency. They would further point out that a Muslim
woman would have no chance of success in. an.y except a: purely Muslim·
constituency. The majority of us ag.ree with the views as expressed by
our Muslim colleagues. A minority among us hold that it would be preferable to have no women representa,tives a.t a.lli'f Weir el'ection,is to be
held on a communal basis.

4. Representation of the Depressed Classes.
We would preface our findings on the question. of the representation
of the depressed classes by inviting a reference to the note* on the depressed and backward classes in Assam prepared by our colleague Mr. Mullan,
Superintendent of Census of Assam. 8 We endorse the views expressed
in. that n.ote to the effect that there is no such degree of depression in
any class or caste in. Assam, as it exists in some other parts of India,
e.g., Madras. An unapproachable caste is unknown in Assam and
" boys of all castes are freely admitted in.to schools and colleges ". We
now proceed to discuss the claims for separate' representation put forward by various communities as belonging to the depressed classes. The
majority of us are of opinion that in the Assam Valley the Namasudras,
Kaibartas, Baniyas (Brittial Baniyas) and Hiras, an.d in the Surma Valley
the Malis (indigenous), Dhupis, Duglas, Jhalos, Malos, Yogis, Maharas,
Sutradhars, Muchis, Patnis, Namasudras and Jaliya Kaibartas, may be
treated as belonging to the depressed classes in. the restricted sense in
'
which the term is used in Assam.
To these the majority of us would add ex-tea garden coolies in both
valleys. Coolies on tea estates will be dealt with separately in the course
of our report.
If the term" representatives of. their own choice" means the choice
of a man. belonging to the depressed classes, the majority of us consider
that in. a few constituencies the depressed classes, if they combined,
could return a depressed class candidate in a general constituency ;
but the majority of us consider such a combination improbable .
The majority of us would secure the representation of the depressed
classes by reservation of seats in non-Muhammadan constituencies.
The minority a_re of opinio~_that there. ~hould ~e_separate elec~rates

....

*Pages 337·363. ·
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for. them. On the other hand, .som~ of us consider there are no depressed
classes in Assam and that, therefore,' no remedial measures are neces-

.

~~

As regards th~ backWard tribes in the province,. by ,which we mean
tribal communities which retain some form of trib;tl organisation and
are below the ·general provincial standard of education, we are all agreed
in principle that those in the Assam Valley should be definitely represented·in the legislature. The majority· of us are iii' fatour of reserva.~ion
of seats in noi:J.-Muhairunadi.tn constituencies for the backward tnbes
·specified at pages 19--:f3* of Mr. Mull~n'~ note.·

.
.,:

·. . "

5. Representation of Labour•
.

·'·

1

(a) The itidustrial are~s'in Assam such as the Assam'Oil Company

'at Digboi are negligible and no special measure~ are necessary for· the
representation of labour iii su~h areas. '
'
. '
,.
. (b) The majority of us ~reo{ opinio~ that labour in:tea gardens
should be represented in the legislature, because, even under the proposed
franchise qualifications, such labour must remain unenfranchised.
Among those of ,us
share:'that view,· majority are unable to
support the scheme of the Indian Tea Association, Assam Branch, as
pu~ forward ip. their' memor:andum ·~t p~ge. 2~9 of the printed replies to
the questionnaire. _.ThE).majority hold _t:h~t ·the· only practical alter~
tiv~ is repres~ntation by.nom:ill~~n. As regar~s agriclilturallabour~rs,
who.a.re few m number, th~ maJO'tity:,pf us are agreed that the lowermg
be sufficient and tha,t no form
of the existing franchise qualifi?ations
of special representation is necessary. . , . . .
'
·

wlio·

will

5-A.' Representation of special i~terests.
At present the special i~terests ~eprese11ted in. th~ Assam Legislative Council are the tea industry, commerce and industry, ~abour and the
backward. tracts. For the first tw~ th.ere, l!>re separate electorates.;
the latter are, represented by nomin!ltion. ·As ;we, have limited 'the
scope of our enquiry. to the areas in the province which are enfranchised,
it is unnecessary to dealw~t'\J..the bac]rward tracts.
are unanimously .
of opinion that the representation of the tea ind~stry, commerce and .
industry and labour should b~ retained. Other interests which we have
considered as claiming special representation are Europeans, landholders I
and graduates. 'With theexception of the Chairman we are agreed that
there should be no separate representation of the general· European
commuriity~ As regards landholders; we ar~ of' opinion· that if there is
a second Cham:berin the Provincial Legislature, the landholders should
sit in it and should not enter the Lower House through a special constituency; if, however, there is no 'second Chamber, the landholders should
be represented, in the 'Lower· House through a. special· coi:J.stituency.
·TP.e majority of us do gotfa:vour the separate representatio:q of graduat~.
.We. do .not consider .that. sep~rate representation. of Indian Christians
~;. · , is. necessary.. ~· ::. , :r.,
, ..
· ·

We

* V'ick..pages
. .. :i55-359.
'
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D.-THE FEDERAL LEGISLATURE.

6. Allocation of seats to British Indian Provinces.
(a) The majority of us do not agree that representatives in the
upper Chamber of the Federal Legislature should be elected by the Provincial Legislatures by a single transferable vote, but favour direct
·
election by the people.
(b) We consider that the franchise qualification ought to be different for the Federal and Provincial. Legislatures.
For the Upper Chamber we are agreed that the existing franc:!pse
qualifications for the Council of State, as regards payment of land re-;
venue, local rate and income-tax should be lowered so as to enfranchise
approximately three times the present number of electors. The other
existing franchise qualifications for the Council of State we would retain.
For the Lower Chamber we are agreed that if election to it is direct
the existing franchise qualifications for the Legislative Assembly should
be lowered so as to enfranchise approximately three times the present
number of electors. The official members among us, while agreeing with
this finding, wish it to be put on record that to arrange for the enrolment
and for the polling of this increased electorate along with the greatly
expanded electorate of the Pr~vincial Legislature which we have proposed will constitute an administrative problem of very great difficulty.
(c) The majority of us are of opinion that election to the Lower
Chamber should be direct. We are asked to indicate the nature of the
constituency that we would form having regard to the number of seats
which we consider ought to be allotted to our province. According to
the schedule in the questionnaire, the Federal Structure Committee
have suggested that Assam should have 7 seats in the Lower Chamber.
We are confronted with the difficulty that we do not know the basis on ,
which this tentative allocation was niade. In the absence of information
on this point we are riot in a position to indicate the number of seats
which we think the province ought to have.
'i. Rep;resentation of Women, Labour and Depressed Classes.

Beyond stating that women should be enfranchised on the same
terms as men as electors and as candidates in the Federal Legislature,
we have nothing to suggest under this head.
We have no observations to make as regards the representation of
Labour and the Depressed Classes in the Federal Legislature.

8. General.
Chapter I of the Memoranda of the Government of Assam to the
I:dian Statutory Commission contains observations on the working of •
the existing franchise and electoral rolls which throw light on the problems now under consideration. We are not in a position to make any
substantial useful addition to the remarks in that chapter.

~
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We desire to add!.that, haVing regareHo.the v~ry limited time at our
disposal, we feel ourselves una,b,l!'l~to ari:i'\)'e at any final conclusion on
some of the perplexing a·fid difficult 'problems· under consideration. In
many cases we have had to content ourselves with stating-certain general
broa~ ;principles and some of the findings we have arrived at· are, at best,
prov:wwnal and might, in the light of further discussion, und'ergo substantial -modification.
·
·
·. · -.

..

E. STUART ROFFEY;· Oha'irmari.
N. N. CHAUDHURY.
ROHINI KuMAR CHAUDHURY.

'"Z. RAHMAN.
'•

.

BRiNDABAN CHANDRA GOSWAMI.
MOHENDRA NATH GOHAIN.
B. K. Z. 'sARWAN.

K. CANTLIEf
C. S. MULLAN.
-

-.

~

\

.

~

NURUDDIN AHMAD.
A. RAHIM CHAUDHURY.
MUNAwiVARALI.
PYARI MOHAN DAS.

J. A. DAWSON,' Seeretary.
SHILLONG:

·-

The 18th Febru-ary 1932.
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(i) Note submitted to the Indian·_Franchise Committee on 23rd February
1932 by Messrs. Rohini Kumar Chaudhuri and Brindaban Chandra
Goswami and Rai Bahadur Nagendra Nath Chaudhury, members
of the Assam Provincial FTanchise .committee.

. ...

-

.

We, the undersigned, add the following reniarlis in support and explanation of the views expressed by us in the report of the Assam Franchise Committee specially on points on wh!ch we di-ffered from some of
our colleagues.
We are opposed, on principle, to any separate representation of races
or castes, w.hether they are Depressed, as alleged, or not, by either
separate electorates, reservation of seats or nominations, in the Legislative Council or Legis~ative Assembly. .
Communal electorates were- condemned by Mr. Montagu and Lord
Chelmsford in their report on constitutional reforms, on several grounds.
They were opposed to the teachings of history, which was against the
State's arranging its members in any way which encourages them to think
of themselves primarily as citizens of any smaller units than itself. They
perpetuate class divisions, the creation of political camps organised
against each other and teach men to think as partisans and not as citizens. They stereotype existing relations, with no hope of improvement.
The joint authors observed as follows:" The British Government is often accused of dividing men in order
to govern them. But if it unnecessarily. divides them at the
very moment when it professes to start them on the road to
governing themselves, it will find it difficult to meet the charge
of being hypocritical or short-sighted."

.

The joint authors were indeed faced by history, by an·ac~omplished
fact, in the case of Mohamedans and they were compelled .to agree to
retention of separate electorates for Mohamedans, for the time being. •
They, however, expressed the opinion that any general extension of the
communal system would encourage still further demands and would, in
their deliberate opinion, be fatal to that development of representation
upon the national basis on which alone a system ·of responsible government could be rooted.
Though there was a slight extension of the system of communal
representation, in the case of the Sikhs, it is to be hoped that the policy
enunciated by the joint authors that there should be no general extension of the system, is still the policy of the Government. We have no
doubt whatever that that should be our national policy.
0

We should therefore seek all opportunities to remove this system in
cases where it exists and should on no account extend it to new cases and
&Diate fresh settled facts.Communal reservation of seats is also an evil, as being opposed to
national representation, though of a lesser degree than separate communal
electorates. We would not recommend its adoption excepting in the
case of Mohamedans, in order to get rid of their senarate electorates.

i.J.
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· · Happily" for. us there .is no real dep.:ressed,class people in,.Assan:i. and
.there is no real· necessity 'for their separate representation, as 'has been
. testified to by many persons,t officials and non-officials, who know the
country and the people well, •in. their written notes and oral evidence
_before our Committee. There i~ no pollution in rp.ere touch, an<;l no restriction in the use of tanks, wens; paths and other public pla,ces, admission
to schools· ~il.d 'hospitals, employment in 'offices or intermingling in places
of business -or amusements or in Kirtons and Namghars. I ' ' ' .· .
. . In Assam Valley there are very few people who are willi.~g to admit
that they belong to a' depressed class: ~The condition is not dilfferent in
the Surma Valley. 'There)s no keim desire for separ"ate r;epresimtation
among the· masses Mthe' people of the different ca:Stes, supposed to be in the
lower strata of society. There is no justification for the assumption that
a so-called depressed class man·; would prefer a n:i.an of his own caste or
another dep:ressed class or that a high caste man would not be a man of his
choice.. These castes are still educationally backward and there are very
few educated people arnoJ?,g them and the ambition of these men is ·ser- •
vice and they seek patronage of Gov-ernment ;.for :this purpose.. There
woUld not be enough fit candidates from among them for real competition,
and the me~ber so elected would riot be independent .and these classes
themselves would not be·benefited
thereby;·;
.
.·. \.
·,· ' '
,
.
.
Where in any particular locality· a particular race or caste or community is predominant; they ca~- easily e~ect any person ~hom t~ey
consider fit: Where pegple belonging. to different races, castes or
communities live , intermingled in the s~me ., area _and no .single
caste, race or community is predominant in number,.they should learn to
depend upon one another.and act in association a_nd.concertin politics,
as in other matters. The main difficUlties of these people are economical. . These economicalproblems of the cultivato~s or labourers or of the
other functional castes are 'collli:r'ion to people whose touch will in ortho' do:x: opinion pollute cooked food or d:i:ib.kin'g water arid whose touch woUld
not so pollute and they, ins~ead 9f being divide<;].; should learn to act in
concert in political matters. .
.
.
' ".
.
. Many of these castes h!l,ve expressed' rio opin~on on the n1atter.
There is no· evidence that 'the Maharas, Shutradhars,· Jhalas, Malas,
Dhulis, Dhubis, or Malis in Surma Valley who are not numerous enough
to claim separate representation for themselves would be happy to be
represented by a Nath, 1Patni,<or Namasudra or;would be ready to be
amalgamated' with them· or one another rather than With the higher caste
Hindus. The same·reinark applies'to the'Kaibartas of Sylhet. The
few gentlemen who have given ·written opinions·or have appeared as witnesses ar:e not really· representatives of~ theif :People We are opposed
to givil1g s~par:;tte represen,ta:iop. t?}ny of ~~ese castes.
' , •. " . "
In the Assam Valley, whether water touched.bY, a particular ca~~
. is taken or not, is not a satisfactory test; as thewater touched by one such
-ca~te is not ~aken by ~~Jiot.her such 'caste. These: c~stes are ·mutually
exClusive and' untouchable ·to orie another'in that. 'sense.· ;·There are al~o
cases that some of the so':.called:exte'i-ioi'castes do:not take water touched
~

·
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by the highei· c~stes. We are satisfied from the evidence before us that
the social barriers are disappearing and-that in the Assam Valley they are
now allowed to enter the Namghar of the higher castes, and as to the
M·anikut, it is particularly sacred and even Brahmins. are not allowed to
enter it.
·
·
'
The Secretary of thE; Kaibarta Sammilan, Gauhati, _says that they
want individual separate electorate, but also explains that their interests
will be adequately represented, if the system of adult suffrage is adopted.
They do not want amalgamation with the other castes.
After the amendment of the Special Marriage Act of 1872, any Hindu
of any caste, can legally marry any one of the opposite sex of any other
Hindu caste, without loss of religion. As is admitted by Mr. Mullan,
open inter-dining in· the Hostel dining halls ainong students of all castes
has been prevalent for some time; without any objection on the part of
the guardians.
There is no reaso~ to treat the ex-garden co'~lies as depressed. There
are high caste- people among them. The ex-tea-garden coolies have not
-demanded Separate representation Or a,malgamation with the SO-called
depr ~3sed castes.
We fully support the views of the Statutory' Commission as exp~essed in page 65 of their Report.
We do not admit that there exist any depressed classes in Assam
that require special protection by special representation. We do not
agree to the view that combination amongst the so-called depressed classes
to support a candidate who is really qualified and capabYe of defending
their interests would be improbable. But it is evident that there can be
no combination to support a candidate merely because he belongs to ·a
particular caste or community.
_ As regards the backward tribes we are definitely of opinion that our
objections to separate representation of the so-called depressed classes apply more or less to the backward tribes referred ·to in pages 19 to 23* of
Mr. Mullan's notes. These tribes themselves do 1not want to be amalgamated with one another. Some of them, for instance, the Kacharis of
Goalpara as also of Kamrup, Mikirs of Nowgong and Sibsagar, cancom.e
in through general constituencies with the lowering_ of the franchise and
no reservation in their case is necessary.
As to the Garos, they are not numerous enough in the plains to deserve special treatment and if representation be given to the Garo Hills,
where the Garos are predominant, then no special provision for Garos in
the plains is necessary.
We supported reservation in case of backward tribes and depressed
-classes as opposed to separate electorates.
t

For the same and other reaso~ we also do not recommend any reservation of seats for them. Reservation of seats for these castes, scattered
()Ver wide countries and several'districts would break up all non~Muham
madan territorial constituencies .. It would be utterly impracticable in

. * vide Pages 355·359.
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Assam .unless certain particular. co:ri.stitue~cies are selected f~r:reservatiori,
other ,constitue:ricies~re!:llaining unreserv,ed.f.
•
, -,
·
.

'

....

.

.

"'

' We .are also opposed' on principle to nom~ation to secure their
represei:J.tationto'legislative council, as it is opposed to.the principie of res· '
ponsibility
of the . Ministers to CounciL
.
Nomination 'may, be made' either by the Government, that is, by
the Ministers, or l:iy the Governor:
. · · '•. ·
·
.· ·.
·
~

;· . We should ~~t provide f~r· a system, .in;~hich the 1\finis~~rs finding.
their supporters in a minority ampng the elected me:r,nbers, after a general
electiori;'can convert this i:iiinority into a majority by,'suitable'nominati6n.
·
·
· '
·•
· . ' ''
· " " ·
·-·
1

j

•·

I

• •

J~~

•

-~ .

~

"•

. ·~

1 •

~

;-

;

Nomination liy, t~e .Goyernor al~<;> JY'OuJ9- ,be similarly objectiona?~e
and would be veq g~JAcatefor the qovewo;rhimsel£, as he would be!optm
to the charge, of either keeping the defeated Ministers in power by nomination or turning them out by unfavourable nomination. · .
,,~.
~ f
~
~
•
•
a·· .;_. ~ ~N , Even if there be a convention that a Ministry1 ;vitho.ut an elected
~ :majority should r~sign,. t?at ":o}lld only giye ,~he majority ·a power,. to~
•. • further strengthenmg their· position by nommation.
· ..
''f'

£-,

('

~

.

.

I
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On principle we· are. opposea to weightage to: any ·class' or section
in the legislative council to which the executive· woilld be responsible.
No class or section of the people should have greater weight than their
numerical strength would justify. in turning the scale. in divisions, in
deciding great issues or turning out Ministers or keeping them in ofi;ice.
A small community like Europeans shoul~ not have a position of vantage
from which they.can turn the scale, either on this side or that side. The
position. might be otherwise in a ·second Chamber de~igned to protect
minority interests, but this on principle cannot be admitted in a popular
chamber. As for the Muhammadans,- t4ey are in a majority in the Surma
Valley and some other. portions , i:g., As.sa:rn. ~heir .proportio~ in, the
whole of the province is sufficiently high to ensure their due representa-.
tion and protection on the numericaL basis and there is no case f<!r weight, _,
, •
age for Mahomedans in Assam.
• 3. Women's Suffrage."':-We are of opinion that wiv'es· and ~idows o£
men entitled to vote should have the franchise irrespective of other qualifications, as literacy among females is very limited and' few women have
property ancf. the number o£ the female voters on property and _lit~racy
qualifications alone would be too. smal! ·to enable them to exerCise their
proper influence in the· elections.,
· · · . ·-. , ,
·
We do ·not want that there should be a s"eparate electorate ·for
women or separate seats reserved for them. ~e are also~:iJ.ot agreeable
that female voters should be ~divided into separate communal' electorates. •· We do not sup,port the -y~ew that a Mosle;m wo:rp.an would have
no cl}~nce of success in a,ny_ e~cep~ a. p_Jtrely MosleJ??. qor;stituency. VftllJol'e
rather·o! qpinior,t that,a ~o;;;lem WOin~n.would ~;!J.Ve a•bet~e:r chance, Of
success in a genera} .constitu~nqy t~;an }~ a .p]Ir~ly .MuhaJ?lmadap. .CQI).stituency"; We therefore ·P~opose -that the female Muhamriladan voters
~, ~,..
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p.ot be included in -the electoral roll of Muhammadan cmi.stitl!ency
b,v.t should be included in the electoral roll of<~ general constit~;wncy
consisting of all except Muharp.rn_adan males. The term Non-Muhammadan constituency should be changed for' '~ Ge~eral Constituency ".
The female advocates for women representation do not support'commun~l
division amongst them.
'
'
5. Representation of labo:ur.- We are against separate representation
of labour or of tea-garden labour. Labourers are· not organised-there
is no trade union amongst them. · They are not independent. There are
various restrictions upon their movement. Outsiders cannot enter
into the gardens without the permiss!on of the, garden authorities and no
political propaganda is allowed. · The garden authorities can turn out
a labourer from the garden at any time. The labourers are illiterate. In
any conflict of interest the clerks and the Sardars, who are themselves
exploiters, would side with the employers against the labourers. The
labourers, even if they chose, cannot, under the existing circumstances,
return any candidate who would not get support of the employers. The
clerks and sardars cannot be proper representatives as their servicP.S
can be dispensed with at-any :tinie and turned out of the garden and such.·
men if elected can not act independently.. .4-ny representation given to
labour would simply be additional representation given to the capital- ·
ists.
'
We agreed to the opinion that it being impracticable to enfranchise
the labourer except on the basis of adult suffrage or what would practically amount to it the only other alternative for sep_arate representation of labour is nomination, but we are by no means committed to separate representation of labour under the existing circumstances, and
nomination of considerable number of representatives is, in our opinion,
unsuitable.
We are also opposed to grouping for representation of labour. We are
of opinion that grouping would be equally objectionable in their case.
If separate representation of labour by election could be deemed desirable under existing circumstances we would favour direct election as
see. no practical difficulty in direct voting.

we

5-A. Representation of special interests:Graduates.-There being no separate University in Assam, people in
Assam are interested in the universities outside the pro:rince especially
in Calcutta and Dacca. It is therefore proper that the graduates in
Assam should be separately represented in Assam Council in order to
protect the i.riterests of those universities and the cause of higher education in Assam.
6. (a) We are of opinion that direct election by the people to the
upper Chamber of federal legislature is not a practical proposition, as the
"Slates are not likely to agree to it. This is also opposed to the federal
principle and there ought to be at least one chamber which should be
representative of the federating units, i.e., the States and the provinces,

<'!'
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and not o£ the people. ·This should preferably be the upper chamber as
the low~r c~amber s~_~y.ld consist of the 'direct representatives· of the
people. · 1' •
~~ 1
·
• · /
- -' '
'·
·
·_
The upper. ~~~mbe:r ·~~the f~deral_legisl~tu~e should J?,;t ~onsist merely
of r~presentatives of wealth but it should be more on the ,.lines recommended by the Statutory Commission. . As qualifications for candidates
the existing. property qualifications for electors of the Oou:b.cil 'of State
should be .lowered and other qualifications should be added to represent
experience, '\Visdom and culture. ·We_suggest the following among other
qualifications to be added :~--f.
·-'
·.(a) Ex-Judges~ip of High Court~- and Chief Courts.
·
'
-(b) 'Qualifica~io~-nyces~!l~Y for app~~tment -~~ Judges of High
., .
·
, Courts and _Chief Courts. .
..
(c) Official 'inciluding· ex:o:ffi.ciaY memoership · of ·Provincial ,or
'' Indian Legislature.~ · '
. •- We ar~ of opinion that allotme~t o£ seven seats to Assam £or the' lower
~hamber o_f the £eder,ai leg~lature and :9-ve ~eat,sfor' the upper chamber
not adequate and the number should be at least 9 for the lower and, 7 for
• , -~the upper chamber,· conl;lidering the' popUlation 'and the area of the
1
t Province.
are opposed to 'the weightage given to the. States and
•· Bombay and _the Punjab in the lower house .. -The scheme o£ weightage,
- especially to the States, would m!tke the Constitution entirely unaccept·
able to the people o£ British India. ·

are
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Note on the depressed and backw~rd classes in Assam by Mr. C. S. Mullan,
I.C.S., Superintendent of C~nsus, 'Assam.•
Depressed and Backward Classes in Assam.
Under the orders of the Census Commissioner for India a list of depressed and backward classes has to be prepared for every province in India.
The invidious task of preparing such a list for Assam has, therefore, been·
laid upon me and I am compelled, however reluctantly, to assume the
functions of a modern Ballal.Sen.
The first difficulty that one meets in dealing with this complicated
problem is to get a suitable framework into which the various castes and
tribes concerned will fit on some sort of logical basis. The following is the
general scheme I have adopted:The depressed and backward communities in Assam fall into one of
the following divisions :(1) Hindu exterior castes.
(2) Indigenous backward tribes.
(3) Tea garden cooly castes.
Briefly (1) consists principally of indigenous castes which are recognized as Hindu castes but which suffer from severe social disabilities.
What these disabilities are will be explained later.
(2) Consists of aboriginal tribes which are educationally backward.
These t"ibes may be either living in the hillR-like the Naga tr.ibes-quite
untouched by Hinduism or they mq,y be living in the plains-like the
Lalungs or Miris-andiufluenced to agreateror.less degree by Hinduism.
The deciding factor in the latter case in that such tribes should still be aloof
from the main body of Hindus and should still be generally regarded as a
separate community rather than as a Hindu caste. In deciding this the
fact that they still speak a Tibeto-Burmese tribal language may be of importance.
(3) Consists of coolies originally imported from other provinces to
work on tea gardens and their descendants.
It will be noticed that I hav~ not used the word" depressed" for any
of these three divisions. I have done this advisedly because the word
" depressed " is not, in my opinion, suitable as a description of t)le status
of any caste in Assam. " Depressed " as used in India in connection with
caste has come to be associated particularly with persons belonging to
certain castes in Madras who are unapproachable, whose touch necessitates
immediate purification and who are not· allowed to read in the schools
along with other boys.
There is, I am glad to say, no such degree of depression in Assam; an
unapproachable caste is unkown here and boys of all castes are freely
admitted into all schools and colleges. Nor are there any difficulties
worth mentioning as regards the drawing of water by all castes from
public ' tanks ' and wells.
z

v
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. ~ence I. would be loath to apply ''to any caste in this ·province an
adJective whwh has come to" connote an extreme state of degradation.
The e_xpression ",depressed castes " does however occur frequently in this
note m the extracts quoted .from the opinions of various officers. This
is merely because these opinions were received before I had decided that
I would not use the term in Assam:
The unusual expression "Hindu Exterior Castes " has been invented·
by me in accordance with the permission given by tht3 Census Commissioner
for I~dia to Provincial Superintendents to use any expression which they
considered more suitable to local conditions than the hackneyed term
" depressed".
·
·
To return to our. three di~isions ::__
. (1) "!findu Exteri~r Castes."~This, as I have confessed, is an expressiOn to wh1_c~! plead gmlty. I am by no means pro':d of it and it is open
to many cnt1c1sms. I have however asked many Indian gentlemen to give
me a better one but they have not succeeded. The expression, as it stands,
connotes castes which are Hindu castes but which are outside something
and that is really what I mean to imply.
What are they outside ~ The answer is that they are outside the social pale of Hindu Society ; that they are " below the salt " ; that they are
on the other side of a barrier which prevents them from moving up- •
wards.
But before going further .I ·must define what I mean by " Hindu
Exterior Castes."
By this expression I mean castes recognized definitely as Hindu
castes whose water is not acceptable and who, in addition, are so deficient as castes in education, wealth and infl.uence or, for some reason
connected with their traditional occupations; are so looke.d doWn. upon that
there seems little hope of their being allowed by Hindu Society to acquire
any further social privileges within-at any rate-the next de9ade.
By the use of the word " exterior caste ·" I certainly do not intend to
imply that such a c~ste can neve~ raise itself to a ~gher level. , On the
contrary I intend to Imply that this can happen, as 1t actually has happened in the past, and that an exterior caste may in the course of time pos- ·
sibly becqme what I may call ail "int~rior '.' one.
· ·
It is impossible to lay down any simple test to distinguish members of
. the Hindu exterior castes in Assam from others. The main test to distin.guish " ~lean" castes from " uncle~n " castes is whether the water of t~e
caste is accepted by members of the upper castes. A caste whose water IS
acceptable is known in the Surma Va~ey as" jal-ckal ·~~~?a caste;~vhose
water is not accepted may. be converuently ·defined as . Jal-rwkal . In
Assam the words "pani chale " and " pani ne chale " are in vogue. But
we cannot apply this simple test alone in order to find out which cas~s-are
exterior and which are not. It is tru13 that all exterior castes arejal-ackal
but it is not true that alljal-aclial castes are exterior. For example in the
Sylhet district the· Shahas are technfeally ajal-achal ca~te but they are a
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very wealthy and influential community who are treated with considerable
respect in society and by a peculiar social convention are permitted to
purchase their brides from the higher castes.
The Shahas are in fact a good example of a caste which though technically unclean have by their own efforts raised themselves to a position in
which .the upper classes simply cannot afford to ignore them.
I have not therefore classed the Shahas as an "Exterior Caste".
One of my friendly critics-Babu K. C. Dutta, Extra Assistant Commissioner, has taken up this point.
'
" You do not class ",he writes, a the Shahas as an exterior caste simply because of their education and the wealth and influence they command.
Yet they are not jal-chal, they are not allowed entrance into the Thakurghar of the cleaner castes and the disability is not likely to be relaxed in
the next decade. I do not concede for a moment that the disabilities that
bar the Shahas are any more pronounced in the case of the less influential
and uncultured castes. These exterior castes are suffering from want of
education, wealth, culture, in fact, all that contributes to social influence.
As soon as they have. achieved these, their position will be akin to that of
the Shahas-neither clean nor depressed."
The Shahas are, of course, exterior to the extent that they fall on the
other side o£ the great line which divides Hindu Society-the jal-chal
line-but though this line is still of great importance, other things must
be taken into consideration.
I£, for example, the Patnis and Namasudras could shake off the tradition which associates them with occupations regarded as low (most of
them are now cultivators but tradition associates them with fishing and
boat-plying) and could acquire, as a caste, a reputation for wealth and .
•. culture they would, I admit, be in much the same position as the Shahas
are to-day.
·
This process will, however, take many generations and in the meantime they are, in my opinion, clearly suffering from greater disabilities
than the Shahas, the disabilities being the very absence of those factors
which have made the Shahas a respected caste.
Thus while the jal-challine is a useful line of division. between the
upper and the lower· castes it is not of much use as a test for determining
the "Exterior Castes". Nor does the test of temple entry afford us
much assistance.
.
Generally speaking in the Surma Valley all castes which are "jalac_hal " are not allowed into the actual Thakurghar of temples in which the
higher castes worship and are not allowed to assist in the ceremonies by
bringing tulsi and flowers with which to decorate the idol. J al-achaZ
castes are however allowed " darshan " and are permitted to come into
ttie compound of the temple. In the Assam Valley where the " N amghar" generally takes the place of the temple the same principle holds good
but a distinction is made between different classes of jal-achal castes.
Nadiyals and Bania.s for example are not allowed at all into the _Namghars
z2
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of higher castes whereas Katonis and Suts are allowed in some districts
to enter the part not regarded as particularly holy, i.:!., they are not
allowed to enter the Monikhut. · .
· ,'
.
The whole matter being, t.herefore, so indeterminate how, it may be
asked, can I possibly venture to say, w:ith any degree of certainty, what
castes are exterior. The only possible method was to find out by local
enquiry in each district the general social position of all castes which
might be thought to come under the. definition· of " exterior castes ".
This is the method I adopted and to those gentlemen who helped me in my
enquiries-particularly to the many Extra Assistant Commissioners and
Sub-Deputy Collectors who gave me much valuable and, above all, impartial information-:-! am greatly ~ndebted.
The two Valleys-the Assam and the Surma Valleys-are really
different countries and must be treated quite separate_ly. ·
Caste in the Assam Valley is not, as elsewhere; chiefly a functional
division ; it is really a· racial division and functional castes are very
few.
·
Probably for that' reason Hinduism in that valley is to~erant towards
the tribal communities which have not yet been completely absorbed into
its organism. It must, in fact, be extremely difficult for an Assamese
Hindu to despise at heart a man whose Hinduism is open 'to considerable
doubt but who consider~ that he is just as good a man as any .Koch or
Kalita. In fact people like tlie Deoris consider that they are much better
and don't care who knows it. Nobody can be depressed who hits you with
a big stick if you attempt to show your contempt for him.
As a result the oilly 9astesin the Assam Valley which can be called
exterior are castes which are either traditionally associated with some degrading occupation (such as selling fish) or whose traditional origin is associated with a bar sinister. About some castes in this valley there is,
however, no possible doubt. Let us deal with these first.
There is, I consider, no doubt that in the Assam Valley th~· caste
which .at this census has adopted the name of Bania and which at previous
censuses was styled Brittial-Bania is an exterior caste. Some of the leading men of this community have in fact informed me that their position
in society is hopeless and ha:ve asked to be classed as a depressed caste.
That this caste is an exterior caste is also the unanimous opinion. of
all responsible officers whom I haye consulted.
Nor is there any doubt about the large cla1:1s which has now adopted
the caste name of Kaibartta-and. which was previously known as
Na.diyal ; nor about the' Charals of Lower Assam who now call themselves
Namasudras with their offshoot the Hiras. The general opinion about all
these castes is unanimous.
·' ,
•
Thus the Census Officer, Dhubri, reports :" Nam,asudrasior' Nadiyals ·or Jaluas or Charals or Kaibarttas or
Doins are conside:red u;ntoucha~~e by caste Hindus who neither admit them
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into their places of worship nor take water touched by them " and the
Census Officer, Jorhat :" Among the indigenous Assamese castes the following are depressed::(1) Kaibarttas or Nadiyals or Doms.
(2) Brittial-Banias.
(3) Hiras or Charals (found in Lower Assam only) ".
From Darrang co:tnes further evidence :"That Doms, Nadiyals, Namasudras, Charals, Hiras and BrittialBanias are depressed, is admitted by the members of the community
themselves who were consult~d ", writes the Census Officer.
In fact in every district of the Assam Valley the opinion is unanimous
that the Brittial-Banias and the Kaibarttas (which name may be taken to
include Charals, Nadiyals, Hiras and all the other names which from
time to time have been applied to various branches of this family) are the
most exterior castes in the whole of the Assam Valley.
These castes are socially " outsid~ the pale" and though the BrittialBanias have worked hard to improve their position and ha-ve a consider.able number of educated men amongst them they appear to be as far
off as ever from any sort of social recognition. •
·
Ancient custom and practice have ordained that members of these
castes are to be treated as practically untouchable. It is true that
the former necessity of taking a bath if touched by a member of one
of these castes has fallen into disuse but a Brahman officer of about
30 years of age has ·informed me that when he was a small boy he had to
take a bath if, by accident, he was touched by one of the hated Doms.
Above these castes came others whose position seemed to me for
a long time to be extremely doubtful. They are the Naths or Jugis
(known in Upper Assam as Katonis) and the Suts wh() are also commonly
~ailed Borias.
A careful study of the position of these castes has however convinced me that I would be wrong to class them as exterior.
The following evidence reg~rdirig the position of these two castes is
interesting.
Rai Bahadur P. G. Mukherji, formerly Deputy Commissioner,
N owgong, considers that the following· classes in the Assam Valley are
.depressed : •

(1) Katoni or Nath or Jugi.
(2) Sut or Boria.
(3) Kaibartta, Nadial, Jalia or Dom.
(4) Brittial, Bania or Hari.
(5) Hira or Charal.
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He mentions that ·all these ·five classes suffer from the following
disqualifications : (a) Water or food (cooked or raw) offered by them is not taken

by caste Hindus;

offici~te in their ceremoni~.
(c) They are not allowed entrance into the cook·sheds of caste
Hindus.
He then goes on to say that "Naths and Suts are, however, allowed
to enter inside the N amghar but not into the M,onikhut. They are also
allowed · to partake of uncooked and raw eatables under the same
roof anq in separate lines behind the caste Hindus but the other
castes mentioned above are not allowed '.these privileges".
Nowgong appears to be slightly more orthodox in its treatment
of Naths and Suts than other districts. From Goalpara district it is
reported that " some of the higher castes do not now-a-days hesitate
to take water touched by Naths who are not treated as a depressed
class".
In other districts also l found that educated Naths and Suts were
respected and had no great grievance as regards their · treatment in
society.
The Settlement Officer, Darrang, notes particularly that the Naths.
· (Katonis) and Suts in the Darrang district should not be included among
depressed castes. In Lakhimpur also there is ample evidence to
show that these castes are by no means outside the social pale to the
same extent as the Brittial-Banias. and Kaibarttas.
The truth about the Naths and the Suts appears to be that they are
exterior castes who have made considerable efforts to raise themselves
socially and that their efforts are beginning to bear fruit. There is a bar
against them but they are beginning to break through it : they are
really " superior eXterior castes " who are moving upwards. There
is, in fact, hope for them. As one Assamese officer has briefly expressed
it:.
(b) Caste Brahmans do not

.

.

" All Assamese low castes have a chance of rising in the social seal~
except the Doms .and ~aris whose case is hopeless ".
, The Suts and Naths do not themselves desire to be classed as de.pressed or (:)xterior and in fact strongly object to it.
Hence I have not classed the Naths and Suts of the Assam Valley as
exterior castes. If, however, these castes ever felt that by not being so
classed they were being deprived of an advantage which they other-wise would have gained I would· have no hesitation in classifying
them as exterior. The Silt community have expre.SSed a wish "to be
classed in the census records not as a depressed caste· but .as one of the
high castes of Assam backward in point of education or as one of the
minority communities, in respect of appointments and the franchise".
They cannot, I consider, have it both ways. -.
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With a view to ascertaining how the Naths and Suts were treated by
their fellow students in the Cotton College-which would naturally be
the most liberal-minded society in the Assam Valley-I made certain
enquiries into the matter and the following extract from a note written
by Professor B. C. Sen Gupta describillg the conditions in his own
hostel is of considerable interest. The Professor states that the lower
caste boys Ieel themselves more at home ill his hostel than in any other
and goes on to say:-" The hostel authorities have always maintained
an attitude of benevolent neutrality towards the depressed castes, arid
absolute non-interference in matters of caste. The Education
Department in 1915 provided three general dining halls and four
separate rooms and the understandillg has always been that the upper
caste boys are to dille in the general dining halls and the depressed or
backward class boys are to use the above four rooms. We never
dictate to any one as to whether he should dille in the general dining
hall or ill one of the above four rooms. These matters are left to the
students themselves, as far as possible. The J.ugi or .Nath caste boys
formerly did not dine. with upper caste boys in mess II (the mess
under me). They used the above four rooms for their meals. For
years they went on agitating for admission into the general dining
hall and subs~i:quently secured the consent in writing of all the upper caste
boys in their favour. One boy who gave his consent in writing but
who did not really intend to do so, quietly left the hostel. Since then
the Nath boys have been dining with the upper castes boys in the
mess under me. I am not aware if any 'Nath' boy is dilling in
the general dining hall of any other mess. But it may be noted that
on cer&monial occasions, e.g., the Saraswati Puja festival the upper
caste boys of all the messes within the hostel compound dine together
along with the above Nath boys. The "Sut" caste boys also similarly
succeeded some years ago ·in securing the consent of other caste boys to
their admission into the general dining hall of mess II, and they have
been dining in that general dining hall since then. The followillg
castes generally take their meals in the four rooms meant for the 'backward' or ' depressed class boys,' viz., Miri, Deori, Kaibartta, Bania,
Majhi, Kharia, Lalung, Kachari.
For the last two years, there has been a very strong movement for
admitting these remaining ' backward ' caste boys into the general
dining hall-there is an overwhelmillg majority in their favour,
only a small minority of about five or six still being in the opposition."
Professor Sen Gupta has subsequently informed· me that the movement referred to in the last paragraph of his note resulted in August
1931 in the abolition of the remaining restriction and that-as a tentative measure-permission was . given to the students who had formerfly dined in the four rooms set apart to dine in the general dining hall.
The Professor thinks it probable that the concession will continue.
This last piece of information, I confess, surprised me. If the
concession is allowed to continue it will reflect great credit on the liberal
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spirit of Professor Sen Gupta's mess and may, in time, have a farreaching effect on social custom in the Assam Valley. It does not,
however, change my opinion that the Kaibarttas and Banias are
definitely " exterior castes ".
t
.
" .
On the whole I feel fairly confident that my classification of exterior
castes in tp.e Assam Valley is correct. I am fortified in .this ·opinion
by. the criticism of my friend Mr. G. C. Bardalai, Extra Assistant Commissioner, who writes as follows:" I consulted some of the Honorary Correspondents here and we
have come to the conclusion that so far as the Assam Valley is concerned your finding that none of the lower castes except the Banias, Kai- ,
barttas, Charals and Hiras are included·in 'exterior castes' is perfectly
correct."
I only wish I felt as confident about the exterior castes in the
Surma Valley.
Conditions in that Valley are very different from those in the Assam
·Valley. Sylhet is linguistically and · ethnologically connected with
Bengal and the inclusion of this large district in Assani was originally
merely a measure of administrative convenience.
Sylhet ~nd Cachar (which is largely populated by peo'ple of Sylhetti
origin) are therefore essentially Bengali in their culture. Hence
ther:e are many more functional castes than in the Assam Valley,
where, as I have already explained, caste is largely racial. Moreover,
the presence of a large upper caste zaminda1· class in Sylhet-the
arbitrators of social usage -has not tended to encourage any. relaxation in the treatme~t of the lower orders of society.
I have received many interesting opinions on the question of
depression in Sylhet. The trend .of opinion of educated Indian gentlemen is that there is no such thing as an exterior caste in that district
though there a1;e " backward " castes. A typical opinion is that of
Professor Na1ini . Mohan Sastri, . M.A., of the Government Sanskrit
College, Sylliet, who · writes as .follows :''I have come to the definite conclusion that so far as this district

is concerned, there does not· exist any class of people, who can properly
be termed as depressed and suffer from disabilities, which render their
position in the Hindu Society akin' to that of pariahs. Hindu Society
is an organic whole, composed of different classes, occupying positions
of different ·grades and ranks, each with a distinctive feature of its
own, as regards customs, manners and other social matters. Each is
as important as the other in forming a part of the whole and having its
use in the entire scheme, altP,ough the one inay be lower in rank than the
other. Even the lowest in rank such'as the' Muchis and Malis h~ve
their uses in Society and they .are requisitioned ip. religious festiva~
to perform important' duties in connection with them: · As a . matter
' of fact,. a certain ,form of in£eriority.,--'-complex attaches to every caste
other than the Brahmin,· and it is more. or less pronounced, according
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to the position the caste occupies in the order. But so long as it does
not practically exclude a particular class from the general scheme or
organisation, there is no justification of the assumption of a distinct
class, called 'Depressed', as separate from the other. Officiating by
priests of one class or group of classes in ceremonies o£ another, or taking
by one of food touched by the_ other, or discriminating service of barbers
are matters of local custom originating from convenience rather than
from any other cause and.would not make any class 'degraded' or
'depressed' for that reason".
Professor Sastri's view is strongly supported by the gentlemen
who have been good enough to act as my critics. Thus Babu
K. C. Dutta, Extra Assistant Commissioner, Census Officer, Sylhet,
writes:" The concensus of Hindu opinion will bear out Professor Sastri
in the view expressed that the body politic of the Hindu society is an
·organic whole, the different classes forming its component parts, although they vary in their respective ranks and grades. Each with its
diversity , of manners and. customs is as essential a factor in society
as the other. In a social and religious ceremony, e.g., a priest, a . barber,
a potter, a mali, a dhuli each has to play his own role and the ceremony
cannot be regarded as complete unless each has performed his own
function. In spite of the inferiority-complex that is attached to all
the castes other than Brahmins-the shade differing according to their
respective ranks-the socia_l organism never rejects. or excludes even
the humblest. The necessity therefore of demarcating some from the
rest hardly arises. Even if a classification on this line be ·made
the distinction will, I am inclined to think, be without a difference
and wholly artificial."
Yet, with all due respect to the learned professor, this view strikes
a non-Hindu as being a very one-sided one.
It may be extremely comforting £or an upper caste man to reflect
that society is so providentially arranged that all the menial jobs o£
life can never be done by himsei£ ; but surely an organization of this
nature must, like that of an army, be an organization imposed £rom above.
The man who has to do the menial jobs does not do them £or pleasure ;
he would rather be at the atop than at the bottom; but he cannot climb
up because the organization does not let him. It is small comfort to
him to realize that he is part of an organic whole.
Furthermore, when Professor Sastri- says that" the taking by one of
food touched by the other or discriminating service of barbers are matters
o£ l~al custom originating from convenience rather than from any other
ca!se " he is demonstrably wrong. Surely nothing could be more excessively inconvenient than the refusal of one caste to take food or water £rom
another. The restrictions o£ caste rules are, in fact, the source of endless
inconveniences and always have been.
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Another interesting opinion is that of Swami Saumyananda, Secretary,
the Ramkrishna Mission Seva Samity, Sylhet: He says :" The Samity started and is still maintaining several primary schools.
among the Dhulies (drummers), Namasudras and Khasia-Patras (charcoal
makers) and as such the workers of the Samity are always in close touch
with them. Tb,e chief thing needed for them is education which in its.
ultimate effect may be.expected to raise them to the average level of the
Hindu Society.
These poeple may be classed as ' Backward ' but not as depressed, inasmuch as the high casteHindus.do not stand in thf;l way of their advancement-religious, material or educational. · In fact, ,in social and religious
festivities these poeple are invited by the high caste Hindus to their house.s.
In all public places of Hindu worship, e.g., temples, in Benares, Gaya,.
Deoghar, Kamakshya, Puri, Hardwar, Chandranath and the like, all the
Hindus irrespective of caste or creed, are allowed free entrance. So it is
not a fact that certain classes.of Hindu are not admitted into the Hindu
temples. In private t~mples, as in qther spheres, the owner has a discre-.
tion."
I regret that I cannot agree :vith this gentleman that the high caste
Hindus do not stand in the way of the advancement. of_ the low castes.
Take for example the case of aM. A. o£ the Sylhet Mali caste occupying a.
good Government post. Many responsible Hindu officers have informed
me definitely that if such a person came alone to see them in their paternal
homes a chair would not be offered to the guest. ·A jal-cha·uki (small.
wooden stool) might be offered. Even Musli!lls treat these low castes in
the same way. A Muslim Sub-divisional Officer tells me that if a Dhubi
friena of his occupying a good position in Government service were to
come to his house to see him'' I would not offer him a chair. I would
simply say' sit down' and the Dhubi·would not take a chair.''.
Surely if the upper castf! Hindus wished to help the lower castes the
least they might do is to treat the educated men among the lower castes
with the same courtesy as they wo1,1ld extend to an educated· Muslim.
The following opinion of a responsible Hindu Government officer is of
interest :-" Some low caste men by their submissive attitude win the hearts
of the upper caste meri. and get partial admission into society. Others
claim as of right and get refused. . A lot depends on the man himself.
If he claims too much he gets badly snubbed. In places where ortho-.
doxy is strong he will not, in any case, get fair treatment. · In the towns
treatment is more liberal than in the villages. In the villages orthodoxy
still prevails. If a Patni is the tenant of a Zemindar he will never get
fair social treatment however highly educated he is. Orthodoxy is strongest amongst the Zemindars. But if the low caste man is an executive
officer such as a Sub-Deputy Collector or an Extra Assistant Commission.er, he would be given better treatment than a non-executive ~cer, .
e.g., than a Deputy Jnspector of Schools'." The above remarks refer,
of course, only to private. social intercourse. On all social and ·public
occasions the educated Mali or Patni is simply !nowhere. He has (if
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he goes to the ceremony ) to sit along with his other caste-men outside the .
house on the mat provided for.their caste, while the higher castes sit inside
the house.
Add the following facts :(1) Members of castes like Mali, Patni, MU:chi, etc., are not allowed
to enter into the temples set up by the higher castes ;
(2) The upper castes will not take water or food touched by them ~
and one begins to realize the dreadful sense of mingled inferiority and
hatred which an educated member of one of these exterior castes must
feel in most cases towards .the higher castes.
. · The exterior castes themselves are, however, guilty of similar treatment to each other and an exterior caste which considers itself to be on a
higher social level than another exter!or .caste adopts exactly the same'
attitude as the higher castes do towards the exterior castes. A case which
recently happened in Sunamganj illustrates this point. The local ferryman there (a Patni by caste) was prosecuted for refusing to row a Muehl
across the river. His defence was that, according to social custom, a Patni
could not row for a Muchi arid that.it had always_been the practice, i£ a
Muchi wanted to cross the river, for the paddle to be given to him so•
that he could row himself across.

After careful consideration and analysis of the evidence I have collected, I have come to the conclusion that the following are the main
castes in the Surma Valley which should be classed as exterior. They are
arranged in alphabetical order :·
Dhupi or Dhobi.
Dugla or Dholi.
Jhalo and Malo.
Yogi (Jugi) (Nath).
Kaibartta (Jaliya).
6. Mahara.
7. Mali (Bhuinmali).
8. N amasudra.
9. Patni.
10. Sutradhar.
There is general consensus of evidence that. these castes are exterior
throughout the Surma Valley though the position of some of them seems
to be much more hopeful in Cachar than it is in Sylhet. I have no doubt
that this is due largely to the absence of a Zemindari class in Cachar which
is a temporarily-settled district.
1.
2.
3·.
4.
5.

The following extracts from a note written by the Census Officer,
· stfc'har, describe the position of some of the chief exterior castes of Cachar:-

" Nama.sudra~.-They belong to a low class in Hindu society. rhey
Mnnot even enter into the verandah of a Hindu temple. Their water is
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not acceptable to high caste Hindus and the Brahmins of high caste Hindus
do not minister to their religious rites. The Namasudras are fishermen
by profession but in Cachar they have taken up agriculture as their main
vocation. In Cachar the majority of the Namasudras are illiterate and
they may be rightly classed as depressed.
·

Patnis.-The Patnis in Cachar have assumed the nomenclature of
Mahishya Das. Their position in Hindu society is exa.ctly like that of the
Namasudras. They are boatmen by profession as their class name indi<Cates, pat means boat and Patni means one whose occupation is boating.
In Cachar there are some educated men among the Patnis and the Patnis ;
.as a class are making all endeavours to lift themselves up socially, a,nd
educationally. They are undoubtedly a progressive class here and tliough
the spread of education and reiinement is· not very appreciable at the
present moment, there are indications of a change in the near future~ ·
By the next Census, I think, the stigma of depression will be removedt r
from their brow.
·
..
Malis.- In Oachar the Malis call themselves Malakars and claim to be
included among the Nabashakas. Their position is very low in Hindu
society., They are on the same level as the Patnis and Namasudras and
suffer from the same stigma of social inferiority. They are mostly illiterate. In Cachar they have taken up agriculture as their profession.
Dhobi or Shuklabidya.-They are washermen. They have no status
in Hindu society. They cannot enter into the verandah of a Hindu temple and their water is not· acceptable to high caste Hindus. They are
mostly illiterate and appear to be indifferent to any improvement of their
social status.
Duglas.-Theyare music-players. Their position in Hindu society is
akin to that of the Patnis and Namasudras. They have no entrance into
Hindu temples and their water is not accepted by high caste Hindus.
'They are almost cent-per-cent. illiterate.
The Deputy Commissioner, Cachar, in forwarding this note writes as
follows:"There is clear evidence that the Patnis are endeavouring to rise in
the social scale and many of them, for their social betterment,
have given up their old trade of purveying fish at the cost of
economic suffering. They are now cultivators with insufficient land. Similar,movements are. taking place among the
Namasudras but are as yet less intense and widespread. "
Tc any person who sympathizes with the desire of the lower castes to
raise themselves to a higher social level such. movements cannot be but
welcome. It is however ratherannoying to find that it seems to be de
~igeur for a caste which Wishes to 'rise to adopt a different caste nllllliSe. ·
This procedure is really childish and impr~sses no body and has the prac-tical disadvantage of making the census statistics unreliable. ,
' ·' Mr: Lloyd _in noting o~ ~he ·l~rg~ apparent decrease in Pat~is in the
Surma Val1ey m 1921 remarked A strong movement was started and
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decrees of Pandits were obtained to allow Patnis to use Mahisya as their
caste name. It was suggested by one of the leaders in the mo~ement t~at
a caste which was so looked down upon could not hope to Improve Its
status without getting a better name ; but it is not clear why they could
·
not find a name unappropriated by others ".
As a result the actual census figures for Patn,is in 1921 and 1931 are
inaccurate, though it is possible, as we shall see later, to make a very reliable estimate of their real number.
I sincerely trust that the efforts of those who have, in Cachar, adopted
the~ caste name of Mahisya will be crowned with success and that they will
•at the next census be found to have achieved an" interior" position in the
social scale. But on the evidence before me I must, at present, classify
them as an exterior caste. It is their misfortune that Sylhet is so near
and that they are still commonly regarded as the same caste as t.he Patnis
of that district.
It would be impossible in the compass of this note to examine in
detail the evidence I have collected to prove that the indigenous Surma
Valley castes I have mentioned are really exterior. To show, however,
that I have, to the best of my ability, tried to get at the truth I may_
perhaps quote the following correspondence which took place between
me and the Sub-divisional Officer, South Sylhet. I wrote to him as
follows:"I have been told by several officers that the Maharas are ajal-chal
caste and that people of this caste were made ' clean ' by some ancient
Raja of Sylhet-the idea being that the Maharas used to carry the
Raja's palanquin and, as Raja wanted to smoke in it, he had to have as
palanquin-bearers people who could attend to his smoking requirements.
On the other hand some officers completely deny this story and say that
the Maharas are not a jal-chal caste. As the Maharas are principally
to be found in South Sylhet will you please make particular enquiries on
this point ".
The Sub-divisional Officer (a Muslim) replied as follows :"I have made close and careful enquiries and there is a general consensus of opinion that the Maharas are not jal-chal and are a depressed
class. The story that Raja Subid Narayan made themjal~cl?al for smoking requirements only, seems to be true. If the Maharas are at alljal-chal,
they are jal-chal only in the sense that a man of higher caste can smoke
a huka filled with water by a Mahara. There is not a single graduate
among the Maharas in this sub-division and not· even a single matriculate
can be found. The Deputy Inspector of Schools reports that the only
educated Maharas he has met in the whole sub-division are three persons
worlgjg as Vernacular teachers in Primary and Middle English Schools.
So t!le Maharas are depressed both socially and educationally ".
The classification of one caste-the Yogis (J ugis) who are also commonly called Naths-may evoke some controversy. I will therefore
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deal with this community at some length .. ·One gentleman of Habiganj
.belonging to that community has written to me as. follows:-" The Yogis
.do not require the serVices of the Brahmans of the caste Hindus as priests
nor do they allow them to officiate as such from time immemorial. They
have priests belonging to their owil·comniu~ty. The Yogis do not take
food touched by general Hindus. In fact, judging themerits of the form
of religion they observe, they claim to be twice-born and it may be safely
said that it is the only community among the Hindus who have persistently denied Brahmanical supremacy''over them. My opinion was
discussed at the annual.general meeting of the Assam-Bengal Yogi c<;~m
munity in October 1930 and ·was endorf'!ed without a single dissentient .
voice .. On this ground I, along with my community, protest against the '
• inclusion of the Yogi community in the.category of depressed classes.''

,

'

'

Against this must p~ set the general opinio~ of all .responsible· offi'cers
in Sylhet that the Naths in that valley are an exterior caste.
~
The following are typical opinions of. responsible Hindu officers:The J ogis are really regarded as out-castes-6utside the pale-because
they do not reverence Brahmans and select as their priests persons who
.are not Brahmans at all. They say that ye~~:rs ago they established .
exactly what Gandhi is preaching to-day, i.e., abolition of caste distinctions and universal weaving but that.the other Hindus would not follow
their example."
·
'
~'

"Naths are regarded as Hindus even though they bury their dead.
They have now-a-days taken the sacred thread. Naths do not get admission into temples. They havegainedinsocial position by their aloofness
from general Hindu sQciety. and by the fact' that they do not. do any
menial work. I am inclin~d to include Naths among the depressed
castes buti would emphasize that fact that they don't do menial work."

a

Jogis were "orighmlly weaving caste but now deny this .. They
form a separate community altogether but we consider them to he
Hindus. They are a depressed caste."
"Jogis are a little superior to Namasudras but are not allowed into
temples and their water is not'acceptable.''
'

\'

'

. One gentleman from Karimganj-himself a Nath-has, indeed, no
hesitation in inpluding his community .among the exterior castes. He
writes as follows :" So far as my knowledge goes, amongst the Hindus inhabiting
this sub-division the Patnis, Jogis (Naths), Namasudras, •
1\falis, Dhubis and Duglas are to be properly included in the
list o.f depressed' classes. The reasons of depression re~rding
each of these communities are almost the same, nameJ3!0;- ifi
(1) The me~bers of these communities are :qot allow~d by th~
so-called high c!l.ste Hindus, to enter the temple ; even their
· shadow defiles the image in the temple. ·
_,____;,._~._
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(2) The high class Hindus never take any food and water
touched or shadowed by these people.
.
(3) Brahmins of caste Hindus never agree to officiate as priests
in ceremonies performed by these people even if they request them.
(4). Some of these communities are not allowed to have the same
barber who works amongst the high class Hindus to work
for them.
In conclusion I beg to say that these are but few amongst the
many disadvantages from which these people suffer."
'. Previous census reports show that for the last forty years the Naths
have been endeavouring to raise their social position by giving up widow
re-marriage and refusing food prepared by other castes. In spite however
Qf these e:fforts the Nath community of the Surma Valley is still very
much looked down upon and I must, I consider, cl~ss them as an " exterior
caste".
This classification may seem peculiar inasmuch as I have not classed
the N aths (Katonis) of the Assam Valley as exterior. How far the
Assam Naths are connected with the Sylhet Naths is a matter into which
I intend to enquire further but I doubt whether there is any very close
connection. In any case a. sufficient explanation of this di:fference in
treatment would appear to be that Hinduism in Sylhet is not so tolerant
as it is in the Assam Valley. Even in the Murarichand College caste
restrictions seem to be much more closely observed than in the Cotton
College. I have received a note on the system of messing in that college
and it appears that even the Sahas are not allowed to take their meals in
the general dining hall reserved for the upper caste students. In fact
the jal-chal line is strictly observed there-;at least nominally-and the
students who do not belong to the upper castes have their meals served to
them " either in their own rooms or in those set apart in the main block
or in two out-houses provided for the purpose".
The Senior Hostel Superintendent adds however " The observance of
these distinctions is becoming more a matter of form with the students
than an inviolable practice. . On festive occasions or when they are in a
mood to fraternise these di:fferences are sunk. If the di:fferences are still
reigning here it is more because the students are afraid of their elderly
guardians than because they believe in such a ban themselves."
I have now dealt to some extent with all the castes I have classed as
exterior except the Kaibartas (Jaliya), the Jhalos and Malos and the
Sutradhars. The first three are fishing castes and for that very reason
are exterior. The Sutradhars are principally boat-builders and makers
of ploughs ; they are not jal-chal and are educationally very backward.
II' In addition to the indigenous castes which I have classed as exterior
there are also some non-indigenous castes such as the Muchis and various
sweeper castes who must be added to the list. Their numbers, are, however, small.

.
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'
· The followin~ are the figures in round thousands
for the castes in the
Assam Valley which I have classed as exterior :- .

..

. . · :District. ~·.,

Caste.
Namasudra

Goalpara
Kamrup
Nowgong
Sibsagar

Population:·,
8,000
13,000
8,000
1,000
1,000

•

All other districts in the Assam

Vall~~ ..

.,

31,000
Kaibarta

..

..

Goalpara
Kawup
Darrang
Nowgong · ..
Sibsagar
Lakliimpur

Sadiy~

..

I,.

$
4,?qo .
20,000
12,000
27,000
33,000
22,000
1,000
119,000

.

Bania (Brittial·Bania) . Goalpara
· . ,.
-·

'

•• - less than

~

Ka~up

Darrarig
·Nowgong

...

..

....

Sibsagar
Lakhimpur

500
4,000
2,000
3,500
2,500
1,500'

..14,000
Hira

Goalpara
·K~mrup •
Darrang
Nowgong

...
,·,

..

3,000
5,000
1,000
8,000

\

17,000
Sweeper castes

All districts of .Assam Valley

·-· .

~.

v

j

..

~

2,000-t

:-.:

The grand total of exterior castes"i1,1 theAsR~m Valley is therefore
183,000. The figures £or the various cast~s C?rrespond in most cases~
the figures ascertained at previous cenEuses and may be accepted a~
correct £or all practical purposes. ·It is; however; probable that a few
thousand Doms belonging to the foreign Dom ciaste·who are employed on
tea gardens have been included in the figures for Kaibarttas. ·

~-

I

...

.

.,.

.
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The following are the figures for the Surma Valley. I accept them
all as approximately correct except in the case of the Patnj.s where,
,owing to the partial adoption of a different caste name, an adjustment
'based on the figures o£ p\-evious censuses has had to be made.
Caste.
Mali (indigenous)

District.
\

/

1 Cachar

Population.
4,000
35,000

Sylhet

39,000
Dhupi (Dhobi)

''

Cachar
Sylhet

,. '

2,000
21,000
23,000

Dugla or Dholi

Sylhet

Jhalo and Malo

Cachar
Sylhet

lO,ooO

..

2,000
. 9,000.
11,000

Yogi (jugi)

Cachar
Sylhet

.13,000
71,000
84,000

Mahara
Sutradhar ..
. Muchi
Pa'tni

Sylhet

..

Cachar

Sylhet

Namasudras

,

5,000
13,000

Sylhet
Cachar
· Sylhet

Cachar
Sylhet

4,000

..

4,000
(Census figures give
9,000 only; correct
figures are at least
40,000.)
(Census figures give
43,000 only; there
are at least 70,000.)
15,000
124,000
1?9,000

Kaibartas (Jaliya)

Sylhet

Sweeper castes

Sylhet and Cachar (together)

30,000
1,000
21-
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The total for the exterior castes of Sylhet is therefore 392,000 a.t a
minim·um and £or Cacha:t 80,000.
•·
Backward tribes.-To deal with the backward tribes after an attempt
to reduce to some logical basis the extraordinary compl~ii~ies o£ th~
Hindu social system is, indeed, "port after sto.rmy s"eas " .
. ._
-·
·..
""'""~}
''"•'f'
Bv backward tribes I mean COll1munities which still retain soine form
of tribal organization and. which are below the general proVincial standard
of education. They can conveniently be divided into two se~tions :(a) those living principally in the hills and frontierii~cts\~ho ~re
practically untouched by Hinduism,
' '
(b) those living principally
the plains who have hecofue Hi~- ' •
duized to a greater . or less exteJ1.t.
·" , • . _' ~ ·~~ : .~
In section (a) would be included the various Naga and :Kuki tribes, '.,.
the Garos, the Mikirs and the Abors, Mishmis, Singphos and Khamtis of
the Sadiya Frontier Tracts.
Whether the various Lushai clans should be included in (a) is a
matter of opinion. The Lushai Hills is now actually the foremost district in the whole of Assam for literacy-which, for the purpose of the
census, is the ability to read and write a letter to a friend. There are,
however, very few well-educated ~ushais and the thin veneer of literacy
over the district-a product of the last 30 years only-has probably no~
affected the real culture-form of the people.
"Such educa-tion as there is among them:", wrote Mr. N. E. Parry,
I.C.S., as recently as 1928, "is purely superficial".
The Khasis (with whom I include the Syntengs) are another race
which, from the census point 'of view, has a high proportion of literates.

in

Among the Khasis, however, there are a considerable number of welleducated persons (a Khasihas been a Minister of the Government o± Assam)
and nobody could, I think, class the Khasis as a "backward tribe".
Most of the Khasis live, of course, in the Khasi States outside the
British portion of the Khasi Hills.
Under (b) would come the Kacharis, the Meches, Miris, Deoris,
Lalungs, Rabhas, TilJaras and Hajongs.
Except the Hajongs and the Kacharis of the North Cachar Hills all
the other tribes in this section dwell in the plains.
•
The question of the Manipuris of Sylhet and Cachar requires special
mention. These people are the descendants of persons who originally
emigrated from Manipur State and set.tled in those districts. They form
an entirely separate community-a kind ofManipuri oasis in the plainsand, as the Census Officer, Silchar, has reported, " they have their own
.society independent of general Hindu Society. They call thBms~s
Kshatriya by caste but have no intermarriage or dining with Hindus of
any·ctass. They are however making rapid strides :towards progress
aqtl education "

.
'
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Babu Girish Chandra Mazumdar, Extra Assistant Commissioner,
:8ylhet, writes as follows on the same subject :.
"We see that in Sylhet there are Manipuris who have been living
for nearly 200 years in Bengali villages but it is curious that
these Manipuris have never adopted Bengali customs or habits
though they have got practical education in Bengali manners
and· customs· from living among them."
Mr. C. Gimson, I.C.S. (formel'ly Deputy Commissioner, Cachar), who
knows the Manipuris well, has written as follows :" I doubt whether the Manipuris of Cachar ought to be classed as
' backward '. They are intelligent and are taking to education and they are free from most of the habits (i.e., over,. '
indulgence in opi~ l:!ond liquor) which tend to ,perpetuate
·-the backwardness of other backward classes."
The Manipuris of Cachar and Sylhet are really a people apart-they
.are foreigners who have settled in a. strange land and have kept very much
to themselves, preserving their own culture and their own language.
Another peculiar fact about these Manipurir! is that although the majority
.are devout Hindus there are also many Muslims.among them.
They must, in my opinion, pe C<?nsidered rather as a community re,quiring special treatmen~ than as a backward race.
The number of Manipuris in Sylhet and Cachar is as follows :Hindu Manipuri. Muslim Manipuri.
44,000
11,000

Cachar
Sylhet
Total

21 ,ooo

~.ooo

71,000

13,000

The number of speakers of Manipuri is 55,000 in Cachar and 29,000 in
:Sylhet.
It would be impossible in a note like this to give elaborate figures for
all the numerous backward tribes who live in the hills and frontier tracts.
The following figures deal with the main tribes only (excluding altogether the various Naga and Kuki tribes in Manipur State).
1. Lushai clans including Lakhers (all in Lushai Hills)
2. All Naga tribes oi the Naga Hills district
3. Mikirs
Cachar
Khasi andJaintb. H:lls (British}
Khasi States
Naga Hills ••
Kamrup
Dnrrang
Nowgong
Sibs:1gar
Elsewhere ••
Total

119,000
168,000
3,000
17,000
3,000
1,000
10,000.
4,000
59,000
32,000
1,000
130,000
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Most of the Mikirs inNowgong and Sib~gar live in the Mikir H:ills;
a porpion of these hills falls in· the Golaghat sub-division of the Sibsagar
district and a portion in the Nowgong district.
'
,. The num~er of speakers of Mikir is 126,000..
4. Abors (Sadiya Frontier Tract) ·
•

5. Garos

._1

Goalpara
Kamrup

• • 4

4.

Garo .Hills . :

.. !'

14,000

••

20,000

Khasi H~ (B,ritish).
·Khasi States

''

t

~"·

' ...• _9,000
•• ' j ; ·2,000

..

·'

5,000

' 153,000

Sylhet

2,000

All other districts

<

....

2,000

193,000
·.'

'~···

I·,

''

The number of speakers of Garo i~ also 193,000.

' I'also give the :figll{es for the ~h~iis (including sY:ntengs).
6. Khasis and Syn~gs'

•.

Khasi and Jaintia Hills (British)

Khasi States
Sylhet
Cachar
All. other districts

Total

74,000
153,000
2,000
1,000
3,000
233,000

The number of speakers of R:hasi_ has been retm::ned as 234,000.
I have, I think, dealt sufficiently with section (a), i.e., the real hillmen;
let us now examine the position of those backward tribes who dwell principally in the plains and who have been influenced by contact with a civilization which is predominantly Hinqu. Take the Miris. Many Miris have
become disciples of Assamese Gossains. . '!'hey remain, however, a community apart and do not. mix socia;lly with their Assames.e neighbours.
An Assamese officer who knows the Miris _well has given me his
opinion as follows :- ·
·
" Even though some ·Miris have become disciples of a Gossain they are
not accepted into our society. They still keep pigs and fowls.though they
may call themselves Hindus. Personally I cannot regard a Miri. as a
Hindu. He is outside the Hindu fold,- and from a social point of view
he is not a Hindu though he may worship some Hindu deities. Still we
respect the Miris and. consider them good people whereas I confess, we
hate the Doms:
. .'
'
Miris are not depressed because their own society satisfies them and
they do not care for us. •They won't allo:w any of us to get up on their
.clw:ngs~· 'Deoris are the same. They_ are rich people and can stand by

.,
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themselves. The Assamese villagers are frightened of them. I consider
the Kacharis the same as the Miris. In Lower Assam Kacharis can' gradually enter a Hindu caste by first becoming ' Sarania ', then ' Saru
Koch ', then·' Bor Koch ' and finally miX with the Hindu Koches.
In Upper Assam, however, where Assamese orthodoxy is stricter a
_lfiri cannot enter Hindu Society in this way. Even the Auniati Gossain
could not get a Miri into Hindu Society as a Koch. The reason why
things were not so strict in Lower Assam is that it was further removed
from Sibsagar-our old social capital. In any case the l\firis have not
got the slightest desire to join our society. They are quite independent
of ill!."

At discussions held with various gentlemen in Darrang and Lakhimpur the general opinion was that very few Miris had entered Hinduism
a.nd that they were an independent tribe quite happy in their own society.
The Meches, Lalungs, Rabhas and Kacharis are in much the same
position as the Miris. In spite of partial ·conversion to Hinduism they
still remain tribal peoples and do not mix to any extent with outsiders.
The Kacharis of the North Cachar Hills, even though they now return
their caste as Kshattriya, still remain essentially a hill tribe .

.

The cens~s statistics show that there has been a wholesale " conversion " of many of these .tribal communities to Hinduism during the
last decade. This is, however, mainly a political move and for all practical purposes these tribes remain exactly in the same position as before.
It may be asked why I have classed, e.g., the Kacharis as a backward tribe whi~e I have said nothing about, e.g., the Ahoms. Both, it
may be said, are really tribal communities ; both were, in fact, at different t~es the dominant tribe of the Assam Valley. _
The real basis of the distinction I have made is that the Ahomathough in many ways a separate community-have been for so long
completely Hinduized that they are now a racial caste rather than a tribe
whereas the Kacharis though largely nominally converted to Hinduism
during the' last 10 years are still, I consider, more a tribe than a caste.
One 'very clear distinction between them is that the Kacharis have preserved their own language whereas the Ahoms have lost theirs.
This in itself indicates that the Kacharis as a community have remained more aloof than the Ahoms from the general development of
Assamese culture. Similarly the Miris, Lalungs, Meches, Rabhas, Deoris
and Sylhet Tiparas have all preserved their tribal languages.
·The following figures show in round thousands the strength of each
flf the back-ward tribes living in the_plains or.partly in the plains and partly~the hills. I have also given the figures for the Manipuris of Cachar
and Sylhet though, as I have already stated, I consider them to be a community requiring special treatment rather than a backward race. I
mould also add that_ practically the whole of the Mech community of
Goalpara has returned itself at this censUB as Boro-Kachari (which of

~
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course it real]y is) and that, for the purpose of these figui'es, I have call&i
them all Kacharis:
·
.
:Name of Tribe.
Kachari

. District.
Goalpara

rotal population•
109,000
(iiicluding BoroKaehari and Moob).

..

Kamritp
:parrang
Nowgong
Sibsagai
Lakhimpur
Cachar
North Oachat Hill&
Oaehar Plaiil;.s
All other districts

108,o00

57,000
13,000
15,oo0
""29,000
17,000
12,000·
5,000'
2,000

• Total Kacharis

•.

350;000

as

' 0£ this total, 263,ooo have returned themselves Hindus, 7s,ooo 'as
animists and 9,000 as Christians. It is :Interesting to observe that in I92i
about half the combined total mimber of Kacharis and Meches returned
themselves as a.nini.ists and half as Hindus.
·
Out of the total of 350,000 Kacharis (including Meches and BoroKacharis) 297,000 still speak Kachari (including Dimasa). The remaining 53,000 are made up principally of the Kacharis of Lakhimpur and
Sibsagar who have returned their mother tongue as Assamese.
Name of Tribe.
Miris

District
·Darning
Sibsagar
Lakhimpur
Sadiya Frontier Tract
Total

Total PC!pu.lation.

6,qoe
35,000
. 39,000
. 5,000
85,oo0

Of this total 80,000 have returned themselves as Hindus and the
·balance (all iti. Darrang) as "Miri "by religion. The number of speake:n1
of the Miri languages is 81,000, practically t-qe same as the total Miti
population.
Name of Tribe.
L&J.ung

..

District.
Total :PopUlation.
38,000
Nowgong ..
:k!im;i ~Jid'Jamtia :Hills (Brit~
·· Teititory)
3,~

2;600
'
•.

f"'

i.
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Thirty-one thousand Lalungs have returned themselves as Hindus
and 12,000 as animists.
In 1921 the total number of Lalungs was 41,000 of whom only 3,000
had the heart to return themselves as Hindus. The number of speakers
of Lalung is 9,000 against 10,000 in 1921.
Name o! Tdbe.

Rabha •.

Total population.

DiGtrict.
..

32,000
21,000
8,000
8,000

Goalpara

Ka.mrup

.. '

DaiTang
Gil.ro HillS ..
Total

69,000

Sixty-one thousand Rabhas have returned themselves as Hindus and
8,000 as animists. In 1921 out of a total of 70,000, 28,000 returned
themselves as Hindus and 42,000 as animists. The number of speakers
of Rabha is 27,000.
Name of Tribe.
Hajong

...

District.

Total popa.lation .

Garo Hills

7,000

Sylhet

I,ooo·
Total

8,000

Practically all Hajongs, as at previous censuses; have returned themselves as Hindus.
The Tiparas of Sylhet and the Deoris of Upper Assam are hardly
worth mentioning. There are about 4,000 Tiparas in Sylhet and probably about the same number of Deoris in La.khimpur. . The Deo:ris
are a. section of the Chutiyas who have preserved their old language and
have not become Hinduized like the Hindu-Chutiyas and the AhomChutiyas.
Tea Garden Cooly Castes.
Their name is legion, some are castes recognized in their provinces of
origin as definite Hindu castes ; others would be considered Hindu castes
merely by courtesy while others-such as the Mundas and Santals-cannot
be said to be castes at all but aboriginal tribal communities. Coolies in
Assam form, however, a separate class of the population no matter what
caste or tribe they belong to and hence it seems best to treat all cooly
castes and tribes under one heading, for all have one common characteristic
and that is that, in Assam, a" cooly "is always a" cooly " and whether he
~s on a garden or whether he has left the garden and settled down a&
an ordinary agriculturist, his social position is nil. From the point of view
of Assamese society a person belonging to any cooly caste or tribe is a
complete outsider and is as " exterior " as any of the indigenous castes I
have classed as exterior. Indeed from many points of view the social
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position of coolies and ex-coolies is worse than any class in the province ;
they are educationally terribly backward·; they have no recognized
leaders or associations to press their claims or to work for their social
advancement, they are foreigners to the country and, as a class: they are
much addicted to liquor.
The number of tea garden coolies and ex-~ooiies in Assam is a ~atter
of considerable interest and indeed .of administrative importance. Attempts were made in the Census Reports for 1901, 1911 and- 1921 to
estimate the number of coolies originally brought to Assam for the purpose of working on tea gardens and .the number of their descendants.
As pointed out in the Census Report for 1911, this is an extremely difficult
business and, as Mr. Lloyd remarked in 1921, "the problem '9ecomes
increasingly complex and liable to error at each succeeding census". t
In view of the need for economy cooly castes were not sorted for
separately on thls ·occasion but arrangements were made in the. sorting
offices to extract the lump sum total Of all cooly and ex-cooly castes in all
districts. The main trouble abou:t this procedure is that there are foreign
cooly castes with the same name as indigenous castes who have nothing· to
do with tea gardens, e.g., Telis. Every attempt however was made to
keep ·the indigenous castes of the same name quite separate. The result
however cannot be considered more'th~n a:fairly reliable estimate.
The following estimate was worked out hy Mr. Lloyd in1921. What
he was endeavouring to do was to work out the number of persons in the
province who were here either directly or indirectly on account of the tea
industry.
The population censused on tea gardens in 1921 was 922,000. From
this, however, must be deducted the managing and clerical staffs and also
a.ll persons belonging to indigenous castes censused on tea gardens. After
making this deduction the number of immigrant coolies and their descendants actuaJly on gardens was estimated by Mr. Lloyd to be
_840,000
Add ex-coolies
1,200,000

Total

This figure represents the number of persons who were in Assam in
1921 directly .on account of the tea industry. In additio,n Mr. Lloyd
estimated that there were 130 or 140 thousand persons in Assam inii.rectly connected with the in~ustry. ~hese consisted of traders, mistris,
Qarters, earth-workers, , etc. .The following is my· estimate for 1931.
The census figures for 1931 give tb~ ~ollowing results:Number of Hindus belonging to cooly c'asres.
Number of animist.s.belonging
·.'I

Estimated llUJI! ber ''of
castes • .. ·
'1

,,

,_~

to cooly-ca.stes

, ..• , ,1,316,000
. "' . .

, 53,000

Qhri~tjans. belonging ~to cooly •
'' '
•

~"'

.. : . ; " . \ :·:" . '
.,,.

~i~- t,(l .. ~_ ..'t-d ,.,,),~,~'

· ..- , • 31,000 ·

-' ------

I.-·

. '.
". ,

..
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By valleys the division of this total would be approximatelyAssam Valley . .
Surma Valley . .

1,050,000
350,(00

This total includes coolies of all kinds whether living on gardens or
living in the villages : it also includes persons belonging to cooly castes
who did not come to Assam for employment on tea gardens, e.g., the
Santals of the Santal colony in Goalpara district.
Let us now endeavour to ascertain how many of these 1,400,000
persons belonging to cooly castes or trilies are actually on gardens and
how. many are outside. The census figures show that 979,000 persons
were censused on the tea gardens of the province (including of course the
managing and clerical staffs) of whom' 911,000 were Hindus, 25,000
animists, 24,000 Muslims and 19,000 Christians; 654,000 were censused
'in the Assam Valley and 325,000 in the Surma Valley.
As a rough estimate-it cannot be more-l take 900,000 (600,000
Assam Valley, 300,000 Surma Valley) as the number of persons actually
censused on tea gardens who may be said to belong to tea garden cooly
castes or tribes. If we deduct this figure from 1,400,000 we should therefore get the nnmber of persons belonging to cooly castes who live outside
the gardens ; this comes .to 500,000 in the whole of Assam of whom
about 450,000 would be in the Assam Valley and about 50,000 in the
Surma Valley. The only check we have against these figures is the
amount of land held by ex-coolies as reported in the Annual Reports on
Immigrant Labour.
.
The following figures give for each plainS district the number of
persons of cooly castes or tribes living outside tea gardens (1) according to
my estimate, (2) according to the figures of land settled with ex-coolies
outside tea gardens reckoning that 5 .acres support 6 persons.
Assam Valley.
Goalpara..

Census Estimate.
55,000

Immigration Report.
Nil.

The reason for this large discrepancy is that the number of tea gardens
in Goalpara is very few-there are only 5,000 persons employed on tea
gardens there-but there are a large number of perwns belonging to
" cooly" tribes and castes who came to Goalpara originally, not for employment on tea gardens, but as settlers, e.9., the large Santal colony.
(In 1921 there were 33,000 spea'"kers of Santali andMundari in Goalpara ; in 1931 the number has increased to 44,0CO. In addition there
are 5,000 speakers of Oraon, so that. the estimate I have maue cannot
be far wrong.)

..

Kamrup
Darrang
Nowgong

"""

Sibsagar
Lakhimpur
Sadiya and Balipara

Total

17,000
100,000
24,000
109,000
140,000
5,000
450,COO

10,000
'133,000
29,000
109,000
122;000
No figures.
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The difference .between the total of my estimate and the total deduced
. from the amount of land held by ex-coolies is due to the fact that Goalpara if! not included at all in the Immigration Report figures. As regards
individual districts the principal difference is that according to my
estimate there are more ex-coolies in Lakhimpur and less in Darrang
than the estimates worked out on the uniform basis of 5 acres supporting
6 persons .. I have consulted the Settlement Officer, Darrang, on this
point and he has informed me that "it is very likely that the reason why
a comparatively larger area is· held by ex-coolies in Darrang than in
.Lakhimpur and Sibsagar is that more waste lands were readily available
here near the tea gardens ''. It therefore seems probable that the average
holding for ex-cooly families in Darning is a good deal larger than it is in
Lakhimpur where rice land is not easy to obtain.
,
. For the Surm:a Valley the Annual Reports on Immigrant Labour\
givE! iio figures for the amount of land held by ex-coolies (this would be
impossible in the permanently-settled district of Sylhet) so that
we have no possible clieck. According to my estimate there are about
50,000 eX-coolies in the Surma Valley divided fairly equally between
Cacha± and Sylhet. ·· Lari.d- i3; of course; difficult to secure in that valley
aiid tlie coolies on the tea gardens there have no:t had the same opportunities as they have had in the Assam Valley of settling outside the gardens ..
The following figure~ give in round thousands the nuniber of persons
actually censused on the tea gardens in each district ; they include, of
course; not only coolies but the managing and <;lerical staffs as well as
traders living within the garden boundaries. The Annual Immigrant
Labour reports show the total number of coolies on the gardens of each
district and I give the figures of that report for 1930-31 for the sake of
comparison :- ·
Censu~ figure Immigration

(including _ Report
figure
man:agirig
and clerical (1930-31).
staff).

DiStrict.

Goalpara
Kamrup
Darrang
Nowgong
Sib Eagar
Lakhimpur
Sadiya .. '

Total Assam Valley
Clllihib'

Sylhet ..
. Totals~ valley -

. Grand total for .Assam

..

5,000
7;000
l:l3,CCO
24,000
234,CCO
250,CCO
1,000

5,000
7,000
149,000
24.,000
2€4,0CO
294,000

654,000

743;oo0
_,

147,000
178,000

141,000
181;000

a2i>,ooo

"322;'oo(f

9?9,000'
~

i;065,000

'
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· It will be noticed that there is a large discrepancy between the total of
the census figures and the total of Immigration Report figures, viz., 86,000
and that the discrepancy is confined to the three large tea districts of the
Assam Valley. At the 1921 census the discrepancy was almost exactly the
same, viz., 90,000. The real discrepancy is however somewhat larger
as the census figures include the managing and clerical staffs on t~e
gardens whereas the Immigration figures do not. The reasons for this
discrepancy are as follows:(1) In the Assam Valley the figures for the labourers 011: oil
fields and coal mines are included in the Immigration
Report figures. In Lakhimpur this amounts to about
12,000.
(2) At the time the census was taken (February 1931) many cooly
Sirdars were away recruiting-(about 30,000 go every
year from the Assam ;valley ; in the Surni.a Valley there
were very few recruiters away as recruitment has practically stopped in that Valley).
These two reasons would explain about half the discrepancy. The
balance must, in my opinion, be due to the fact that although the Immigration Report figures are suppos€d to. refer only to persons" living in garden
lines and on garden land " they do in fact also include coolies who are on
the garden books but who actually-dwell outside the garden boundaries,
i.e., faltoo labourers.
Let us now sum up briefly for the Assam Valley (excluding the Mikir
Hills and the Frontier Tracts) and for the Surma Valley (excluding the
North Cachar Hills) the result of these investigations and estimates.
They are as follows:Assam Valley. Surma Valley.
393,000
182,000
18,(00
570,000
300,000
600,000
50,000
450,000

(1) Hindu Exterior castes
· (2) Backward trites
(3) Cooly castes on gardens
Cooly castes outside gardens
Total

1,802,000

76i,ooo

In the total o£ the Surma Valley the Manipuris have not been
included.
The total non-Muhammadan population of the 4-Bsam Valley
(e':rcluding the Mikir Hills a'nd Frontier Tracts) being 3,590,000, the
Hindu exterior castes, backward tribes, coolies and ex-coolies, taken
. together, have a majority over all other non-Muslims in the Assam
Valley. As regards the Surma Valley (excluding the North Cachar Hills)
the total non-Muslim population is 1,463,000 so that the Hindu exterior
castes, backward tribes and coolies and ex-coolies also out-number all
o~r classes of non-Muslims in that valley.,
SHILLONG :

Febroory 6th, 1932.

c. s. MULLAN,
Supe'iiintendent of Census,
Assam.
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Supplementary Questionnaire addressed b~ the Indiat1Franchise Committee
to the Government of ·Assam and the Assam Proviiicial Franchise
Committee.
·
.
Question 1.-A. What is the considered opinion of the Government
M Assam/Assam Provincial Committee as to the maximum: number of
voters who could be accurately polled in the Province using the total
uUm.ber of ~fficers and maximum acco:ri.uriodation possible.
(i) if the election is spread over-'-

(I) two days (one for Muhammadans and on~ for non-Muham1
. ma_dans), · · ·
0

0

(H) .four days.

•.

.,

(ii) Taking 750 as the number of male voters with whom a presiding officer could.deal in a day.
(a) i£ 40 per cent. of the voters are ·women, '
I

'

• (b) i£' 10 per cent. of t~e voters are 'women 1

B. ·What percentage would this number represent of (a) the total
iil.nd (b) the adult population ?

. • Q~estion 2.-\Vhich system of polling illiterate voters do you prefer..

•'

. I

•

t

I

.

. .·~

'

.,.. "

(a) Coloured boxes whereby the voter.ha.s to make no mark on the
paper but is able to poll se~re~ly ;

(b) a system whereby the Presiding Officer marks the ballot paper
on the 'instructions and on behalf of the illiterate voter 1
Polling Machinery.
Ques#on 3.-What is the maximum personnel which could be used
as Presiding or. Polling officers 1 The Committee would be glad to have
this information under the following heads :{i) Total number of Government O:ffi.cers; gazetted, non-gazetted
and ministerial.
(ii) Total number of pensioned Government Officers.

(iii) Total numberofCourtof WardsOfficers(superior and m¥-s. . terial).
(iv) Total number-of members of LocaJ Bodies (Municipal Com.missioners, Members of District and ·Local·Boards, Presidents
and Members of Union Bench ..Courts,.Honorary Magistrates,
and any other CJttP-gory of honorary :workers who coul'--be
employed). To what extent could these figures be_ s'9-p:Pfemented by the use of non-officials (school-masters, etc:p Is
'- any•objecti,on likely to be raised to their~·use for this ~ur·• ;
pose 1
·
0

•

" 'I
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(v) To what extent could pro':"ision be made for(a) separate polling booths for women and women presiding
officers and clerks ;
·
(b) separate entrances and compartments for women voters~ .
Question 4.-What franchise qualifications would you propose in
order to enfranchise(a) 10 per cent. of the population,
(b) the maximum you consider administratively possible as m
question 1 above ?
What approximate percentageof women would be enfranchised Ol'l
your proposals under (a) and (b) respectively.
~

Question 5.-The F:r:anchise Committee would be glad of your considered opinion as between the four systems of voting which have been
under consideration:(a) Universal direct adult suffrage.
(b) Universal indirect system.
(c) The extension of the direct vote 'so far as is administratively
~~bk.
.
.
(d) A combination o£ the direct and indirect system as explained

below.
A fuller note on each of these systems follows below with a view to
facilitate a reply.
A. Universal direct adult su_tfrage.-:-The fundamental question is
whether the system is administratively possible at the present stage.
The reply to question 1 above will go far to make clear whether this is so
or not.
B. Unive1·sal indirect systern.-Under a universa.l indirect system the
whole adult population, male and female, might be grouped in groups of
between20 and 50 each, each group to return one of their number as a secondary elector for the election of a member of the Legislative Council.
Each group would elect one Mukhiya from among its own members, the
election being either informal by means of a show of hands or by individual
voting after nomination. (As an alternative the group might be larger
electing one Mukhiya for each 20 of its number.) Immediately the election
was complete, the Circle Officer would place the name of the Mukhiyas
elected on the electoral roll, and there would be no appeal against his
decision though his proceedings would be open to revision. In the event
of its being decided to retain separate Hindu and Moslem electorates, or
to create, as recommended in one Province, separate electorates for the
~ressed Classes, it would be necessary to form separate Hindu, Moslem
or Depressed Class primary groups in the villages. The electorate so
chosen would be divided into constituencies for the ele(ltion of members
of Council.
·
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In the event of your approving of this system please state :(i) The precise methods by which you consider that the election
of the electors for the primary groups should be conducted
(the supervising and revising authority; whether an electoral ·
roll should be maintained ; whether geographical proximity
should be the basis of the group ; the size of the group ; whether the village or some other division or areashould be adopted as the electoral unit ; whethet' the population should be
divided into groups of 20 or thereabou~s, each .to elect a
Mukhiya, or into larger groups-say 100-to elect say five
Mukhiyas);
{ii) whether men an.d women should be grouped together or separately;
(iii) whether you think it .could be made applicable to the towns as
well as to the country.
If your answer is in the affirmative, please state whether you consider that the same basis of grouping and m~thod of voting should be adopted in the towns as in the country. If n!)t, what w:ould
1
. you . suggest
.
{iv) Do you consider that the loss of the direct vote by those who
at present enjoy that privilege, and its substitution by a vote
for a secondary elector, would be regarded as a source of
•
grievance ?
0. The extension of the di1'ect vote so far as _it is administratively practicable.-In the event of your favouring the adoption of this system,
please state exactly(i) the categories of the population which would fail under it to
secure direct repr~sentation in ~h.e Legislature,
(ii) the approximate number of women who would be enfranchised,
and the percentage they would represent of the total electorate, ·
(iii) the number 'of the Depressed Classes (applying the cri~eria of
untouchability and unapproachability) who would be enfranchised, and thepercentage .they would represent of the total
electorate.
D. The combination of the direct and indirect system as suggested by
the Round Table Oonference.-Under such a system the total adult popuJatioli :would be divided into_:_ ·
·
. (1) direct voters qualified by property, educatio~, military service,
~tc.;
'
(2) the balance of the adult population, These might be grouped
in groups of say 20 (or some approximate figures): In the
.cold weather preceding that in which a general election is~.
the Cir.cle Officer, ,in accordance with instructions that would
be issued, would divide villages into groups on the basis of
geographical pro~ty.
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Each group would return one of their number as a secondary elector
for the election of a member of the Legislative Council. The election
would be either informal or by nomination as suggested in the case of
universal suffrage. On the completion of the elections in the village the
Circle Officer would place the names of the secondary electors chosen on
the electoral roll of the constituency to which they appertain along with
the direct voters, the choice of the primary voters being thus regarded
as a qualification for admission to the electoral roll. The voters not
directly qualified might be grouped together in the same manner as suggested in the case of universal indirect election above. The method of
polling groups would be similar to that suggested above in the case of
universal indirect suffrage, except that it would apply only to a proportion and not to the whole.
In the event of your approving of this system the Committee would
be glad to know:-(a) The precise method of primary group election which you would
suggest.
(b) The ratio which the number of the direct electors should bear
to the Mukhiya electors.
·
(c) Whether men and women should be grouped together in the
. primary groups or separately. ·
(d) Assuming it is decided to have one Mukh,iya for every 20 persons whether it would be better--:(i) to form the whole village into a single group, electing Mu.k·
hiyas on the basis of one per 20 adults, or
(ii) to form groups of say 100 each electing 5 Mukhiyas, or
(iii) to form groups of 20 each electing l. How. would you
propose to conduct the election in each case ?
5. Do you propose that the same system should be applied to town
and country ? If not, what alternative would you propose for the towns ?
6. Do you consider that town and country should have representation in the Council proportionate to their numbers, or that the towns
· should have some weightage, and if so, to what extent?
7. The local Government stated* in reply to question 2 (e) of the
questionnaire that the existing military service qualification should be
retained and extended to the Indian Auxiliary and Indian Territorial
Forces. What period of qualifying service, if any, in the Auxiliary and
Territorial Forces would they require as a condition of admitting exmembers of those forces to the franchise ~
8. Would they propose any differential franchise for women, and if
so, what number of women are likely to be placed on the electoral roll as
th~sult of their proposals ¥
·
Do the local Government/Provincial Committee consider it desirable
to make provision to secure as a temporary measure, say, for the first ten
• Page ~i9.
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y~ars that a small number of women shall be members of the Council f
If so,,
(i) should they he chosen by co-option by the Council, by the single
.
.
transferable vote,
. , .
(ii) be elected by a special constituency of literate women only,
divided if necessary into Muhammadan and non-Muhammadan
·
constituencies, or

(iii) e.g., as suggested ·in on~ Province on the following lines:···" A fixed number of seats should be reserved in the Council for
women : women should be allowed as at present in this
Province to stand for any constituency for which they are
qualified to stand_ and unsuccessful women cand~dates up to
the number so reserved.· obtaining the highest percentage
of votes to the number of electors on the electoral roll in the
constituency for which they stand; should be declared elected to the seats :y;eserved for. women, provided that they
· have obtained 'sufficient votes' not to forfeit their deposits.
Women who top the poll in any constituency and win a seat
outright would come into the·Council as ordinary members
and would be 'additional to those filling the seats reserved
for women. If on the other hand the number of women
candidates was insufficient to fill the .quota. of reserved
seats, no further steps to fill the quota should be taken,
whether by nomination 'or othe~wise."
·
9. Could you state(a) the number of Depressed Class representatives in the existing
Council, and the method by which they were appointed ;
.(b) the castes and sub-castes which in your opinion are depressed
· in your Province, applymg the criteria of untouchability and
' unapproachability (including such disabilities as refusal of
entry to public eating houses, an.d the population. thereof) ;
"

.'

(c)· the nl1Dl;ber of members of the Depressed Classes, applyin.g the.
. criteria·above, who would be placed on the electoral roll as.
theresult(i) of the system of franchise you propose;
(ii) the extension of the direct electorate to 10 per cen.t. of the
population ;
(d) are the Depressed Classes o:r Un.touchables likely to return.
• representatives o£ their own t'o the Council under t:k~ system
of franchise you propose'? I£ so, how many, arid for what
constituencies ?
''

. In order to assist the Franchise Committ~e in dealing witlt this m~er
could you take, say, two typical constituencies and have a detailed analy- t'>
sis prepared showing the. number of ind,i_vidual.s and voters ~elonging to:
the. Depressed Classes m these .const1tuenC1es, and the number of.
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Depressed Class electors who are now on the electoral roll and who would
appe,ar on the electoral roll(i) under the system of franchise you propose,
(ii) if 10 per cent. of tlie electorate were directly enfranchised ?
The Committee would also be glad of a statement in general terms
of the distribution of the Depressed Classes, applying the criteria of
untouchability and unapproachability throughout the Province. Are
there any constituencies or areas in which the Depressed Classes are sufficiently numerous as to make it possible for them to return a member of
the Legislature, in the event of their voting together ?
10. How do you propose to secure representation for~
(a) industrial labour, and
(b) tea garden labour
in the Legislature ?
11. To what extent, if at all, could the group system (either wholly
indirect or 'hybrid ') be used, in your opinion, to deal with the representation of labour.?
'
12. Have you any views as to the desirability of single-member
constituencies, as opposed to multi-member constituencies, electing two,
three or five members each, either by the single non-transferable vote,
or any other recognised device ?
13. Do you c~nsider that a second Chambe:r; is feasible and desirable
in your Province ; and if so, what should its members be, and how should
they be composed ? What would be its position vis-a-vis the Lower
Rouse of the Provincial Legislature ?
14. What do you consider should be the numb~r of members(i) of the Lower House of the Provincial Legislature in the event
of a bicameral system being introduced,
·
(ii) of the Provincial Legislature if unicanieral?
. 15. What representation do you consider should be given in the
Provincial Legislature to special interests, e.g., trade and commerce,
planting, landlords, Europeans, Anglo-Indians, Indian Christians, etc.,
etc.?
,
16. As regards the Federal Legislature(a) Do you consider that the Upper Chamber should be elected
by the Provincial Legislatures by some system of proportional
representation ?
(b) To what extent should the existing franchise qualifications(i) for the Upper Chamber [if the answer to (a) is in the nega•
tive],
(ii) for the Assembly,
fl6'e exte"hded ?
(c) Do you consider that any group system co'uld beZemployed in
election to both Houses for either House of the Federal Legis2B
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lature with a view to giving that portion of the population
which has not a direct or indirect share in its election some
voice in national affairs ?
(d) What special interests should be represented .in the Federal
Legislature, and to what extent·?
The Committee appreciate that reference to local officers will be
necessary before answers to some of the above questions can be given,
but they must ask that arrangements be made to furnish them with the
bulk of the information required by 15th March at latest, and that any
supplementary informati~n on outstanding points may reach them not
later than 25th March. They greatly regret the . necessity .for thus
pressing local Governments and their officers at the present time, but
in view of the date by which their report on the basis of the franchise has
to be submitted, they are compelled to ask that the matter may be
expedited in every possible way.
.

.
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IV

Memorandum by the Government o1 Assam in reply to the Supplementary ,
Questionnaire of the Indian Franchise Committee.
LETTER FROM THE SPECIAL OFFICER, GovERNMENT oF AssAM, TO THE
S]l:CRETARY To THE INDIAN FRANCHISE Co:Ml.nTTEE, BoMBAY,_
No. 2358-A.P., DATED SHlLLONG, THE 12TH MARCH 1932.
With reference to your demi-official No. E.-221-Assam of 29th•
February, forwarding a supplementary questionnaire for coz;tsideration•of the local Government and the Provincial Committee, I am directed:
to forward for the information of the Indian Franchise Committee thefurther views of the Assam Government on: some of the questions. A.
reference is invited to Mr. Soames' letter* of 19th February 1932 im
which Government gave their opinion on the general questionnaire.
2. Qs.l and 3.-The maximum number of voters who could be polled
in the Province depends very largely on the number of officers who would
be available as presiding or polling officers. It is proposed, therefore, to
consider the latter question first. The Assam Government attach the
greatest importance to employing a~ presiding officers only those· whohave the confidence of the public and who can be trusted to discharge such
responsible duties honestly, efficiently and impartially. For this reason
Government would entrust these duties only to gazetted officers, most of
whom belong to the category of Extra Assistant Commissioners, Sub-·
Deputy Collectors, Sub-Judges and Munsiffs, officers of the higher Educational, Agricultural and Engineering services, Sub-Registrars, and officers.
in the upper grades of the Co-operative, Industries, Forest, Excise and
Income-tax Departments. It is estimated that more or 4lss, 400 of such
officers would be available as presiding officers throughout tlie province~
The Government would also be prepared to utilise as pre~iding officers pensioned Government officers as also Court of Ward officers !Vho'belong t()
the grades specified above. On account, however, of age and infirmity~
it is improbable that many' pensioned officers would' come forward to
undertake the ardu.ous duties of a polling officer, and Court of Ward
officers are few in number. The Government of Assam are not in favour'
of the employment of. members of local and Municipal Boards or of
presidents and members of Village Bench Courts. They would too frequently be partisans of some particular candidate. There are a few
Honorary Magistrates, particularly pensioned Government officers,
who could suitably be employed as presiding officers, if they were willing
to undertake the task.
•
3. As regards the use of non-officials as presiding offi~ers, the Government of Assam would only employ them with the consent of the
candidates. I am directed to note that Government have taken advan~ge of the session of the Legislative Council to consult the nonofl'f'Cial members and to ascertain their views on this matter. They are '
almost unanimous in their preference for an official presiding officer."
*Page 317.
2B2
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Some would agree to the employment of non-official agency, limited
nowever to those cases where the consent of the candidates had been
obtained.
As regards polling clerks the Government of Assam consider that
the requisite number would be _available. In some cases it might be
necessary to employ a non-official agency to assist the presiding officer,
out the Government are of opinion that they can rely on the latter for
exercising the necessary supervision.
In this connection I am to suggest for the co~sideration of the Indian
Franchise Committee the addition of another clause by way of amendment to Act No. XXXIX of 1920 (The Indian Elections Offences and
Inquiries Act), penalising mal-practices at a polling station. It is thought
that some legislation of this kind may be necessary to confer requisite
_powers on the presiding officer qver any :r:ton-official agency.
To sum up, the Government of Assam.are of opinion that it is not
·feasible or desirable to use non-officials as presiding officers .except in
rare cases, and that·it is essential for years to come that polling officers
should' be under-the control of pr:esiding officers who are Government
servants.
4. -As regards the maximum number of voters who could be accurat~ly
polled in the province, it will be convenient to consider this from the
-point of view of the recommendation of the Government of Assam that
it is not practicable or desirable to enlarge the electoral roll at present
beyond 10 per cent. of the total population, which means about 20'per
<eent. of the adult population. The population of the plains districts of
Assam is, in round figures, 8,000,000. The potential electorate would be
:800,000. The Indian Franchise Committee have taken 750 as the num,ber of male voters with whom a presiding officer could deal in a day. In
'the light 'of the experience of this and some other provinces, the Gov-ern:ment of Assam consider that this figure is too high and would prefer
to base their calculations on an estimate of 500 voters. If the election
were spread over two days (one for Muslims and one for non-Muslims)
800 polling stations would be required. It would not be possible, however, to find sufficient suitable officers for so inany polling stations. The
Government of Assam are therefore of opinion that the polling should be
•spread over four days, i.e,, two days for each constituency. This would
.enable,500 votes to be polled daily in 400 polling stations or the possible
reception of a total daily vote of 200,000 in the whole province or 800,000
during the four days. It would thus be possible to secure the services of
sufficient presiding and polling officers to record the votes.
It is unnecessary to consider the question from the point of view of
women voters forming 10 per cent. or <4:0 per cent. of those who. colll_e to
the poll. Government consider that, in Assam, this is entirely ou~e·
the sphere of practical pol~tics.
5. Before passing from this question, the Government of Assam
invite attention to the fac ~·that, for the purpose of caJcuJation, they
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have assumed that all electors would come to the poll. They consider
it unlikely, however, that, on an average; more than 60 per cent. would
cast their votes. A reference to paragraph 24 at page 23 of the Memoranda of the Government of Assam to the Statutory Commission will
show that the average polling in previous elections has been about 38
per cent. of the electorate. In the_ case, however, of a keen contest, the
polling may be much higher. Statement 8 at pa.ges 18-19 of the same
Memoranda: shows cases where polling was as high as 70· 98 of the elec
torate. 1 These, however, are exceptions. It is reasonable, however, to
expect that with the political education of the electorate more voters
will attend the poll and, in any event, as has been pointed mit in election
inquiries, the polling arrangements to be adequate must be based on the
assumption of a large attendance. The Government of Assam consider
that, in their calculations, they have left a comfortable :margin to provide for any abnormally high poll. Further, the population of eight
millions includes about one million of labourers and others residing on
tea gardens who are at present unenfranchised. The Government of
Assam have recommended (paragraph 14 irifra) that these should be
represented in the Legislative Council by nomination.
It is difficult to g1ve any precise idea of the area which would be
covered by each poLing station. This must -necessarily vary. In some
districts there are large u:r;tirihabited tracts while in others the population
is fairly dense. The aim of the Returning Officer in establishing polling
stations should be to limit the distance that electors have to travel in
the interior to the polling stations to not more than 5 or 6 :p1iles.
6. Q. 2.-It is diflj.cult under either system of polling to guarantee
secudy. It has to be remembered that with an illiterate, diffident and
suspicious electorate, the presence of any one inside the room where the
votes are actually deposited, encourages the fear that the way the votes
are cast, may be discoverable by the candidate or his agents.
In the case of the coloured box or token system the adyantages are :(a) It is easier for the voter. The candidate is told what the
colour of his box or the symbol will be a week. or fortnight
before the polling day and is able to instruct his supporters
accordingly. The voter can go quickly into the voting chamber and deposit his ballot paper in the box of the candidate
for whom he wishes to vote.
(b) It is qUicker than the marked ballot paper system. The latterin the case of an electorate which is largely illiterate, takes
some time. If the presiding officer or the polling officer mark
the ballot paper in order to assist the illiterate elector, it is
difficult to preserve secrecy.
'
\

.

.

,."(c) Properly managed, the coloured box system should be more
secret than the marked ballot paper. The voter need not
disclose to any one_ in which box he has placed the ballot
paper•
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The disadvantages are ;---,- ; ' -_
(a) It is essential that some o~cer should be present to see that
the ballot paper· is actually placed· in the box and not taken
outside with a view to sale. This can he done without impairing the secrecy of the balLot if officers entirely unconnected with the locality are deputed for the purpose.
(b) It is not po8sible with the coloured box system to have a
recount in the case of a very close election.
(c) In the case of multiple constituencies,_:_e.g., with reserved
seats, it might be found that there were not sufficient distinctive colours. A multiplicity of boxes tends to confuse
the voter.
(d) The coloured box system needs careful supervision by the
presiding officer. · He and he alone should stamp the ballot
paper ; otherwise there is t4e risk of a polling clerk stamping
30 or 40 papers and placing them in a candidate's box. If
recourse is had to. the box system, the need for -an absolute~y
impartial and vigilant presiding officer is emphasized.
On the whole the Government of Assam would advocate for the pro;.
'·' vince of Assam the box system, except for those constituencie& where
· voting by post is permissible. I am however .to point out that certain
amendm_ents and addit-ons to the present electoral rules and regUlations
may be necessary to provide for the precautions ment oned above.
7. Q. 3 (v).-The Government of Assam consider that it is not
possible to provide separate polling boothsfor w:omen. _It can be defi. nitely stated that.women presiding officers and clerks will not be available .
., It might be possible to have separate entrances and compartments for
, · women ·voters but ollly at a considerable cost to Government. This
.. would be useless, however, without women presiding officers and clerks.
8. Q. 4.----cThe Government of Assam in reply to II (c) of the general
1~ questionnaire· have stated that the payment of a definite sum as tax
or revenue either to Government or to a local body or, if feasible, the
;,. payment of a certain sum by way 'of rent every year to a landlord, should
the qualification for the franchise .•
'if
.
,;t
The actual extent to which the qualification for the franchise would
.~ have 'to be lowered must depend on detailed and necessarily prolonged
enquiries in each· district in order to ascertain exactly what payment of
•. land revenue ~r chaukidari t_ax or local rates would enfranchise ten per
~:,f.';. cent. of the population. Similar detailed enquiries woul1 he necess:f' . ary to find out the 'approxiniate percentage . of women who would be
-enfranchised.
r
. · .,.
_
•

\ • be
l'

,f

r

'

'

~ .

'"

am to point out that the supplementary questionnaire r~ached
fii Shillong on the afternoon of 'March 4th and that the reply th~eto
lias to leave -on the afternoon of March '12th SUfficient inl'ormation
: .on'the subject is nop a'\"ailabie_at h~adquarlers, ~ndit willbe seen that
there has not been tim;e to consult local offic~rs. . . -. l >

•
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9. Q, 5.-The Government of Assam have expressed their decided
opinion in favour of the extension of the direct vote so far as is adm.inistra·
tively possible, an,d do n,ot consider it necessary to offer any observat;ons
on questlons 5-A, B, C and D. They have again very carefully eonsidered whether under the conditions prevailing in Assam it is possible
to introduce any indirect system of vote or whether this would meet with
popular approval. I ain to enclose for the information of the Indian
Franchise Committee a note* which has been prepared on the former
practice of electing local board members in Assam through ·gaonburas
(village headmen) and panchayats. It will be seen that the system was
generally condemned In the plains districts of Assam, except Sylhet,
the density of population may be taken at 246 per square mile. In
Sylhet district the density is 497 per square mlle. As compared with
other provinces there is a small 'cadre of revenue and judicial officers.
The task of holding primary elections could not be entrusted to the
Mauzadar in the Assam Valley or the panchayat in the Surma Valley.
The Government therefore view with the greatest apprehension any
attempt to hold primary elections which they consider would be unpopular, difficult to hold and, where they could be held, potentially
mischievous.
I am also to say that the Government of Assam, after careful reconsideration in the time at their disposal of the extent to which the populat:on of the province could be enfranchised, have come to the conclusion
that, for the next ten years, it would be unwise to attempt to give the
vote to more than 10 per cent. of the total population, including such
women as were qualified. · They recognise a definite risk that a wider
franchise mi.ght result in a general breakdown of the electoral arrangements and the consequent discredit of the whole system, In their opinion
the real importance lies not so much in the proportion of the people
qualified to be on the electoral rolls as in the number of those registered
who will actually come to vote. Nor should it be difficult at some future
date for the Legislative Council by a " constitutional " resolution of the
kind suggested by the Statutory Commission to widen the franchise,
to increase the number of constituencies, or to facilitate the representation
of women in the Legislative Council. They would prefer gradual develop-,.:
ment to any sudden increase in the electorate on a scale likely to cause r
confusion. It is their considered opinion .as regards female suffrage that, .
while every opportunity should be taken to encourage women to exer_,_,
cise their right to vote, nothing is to be gained at present by thrusting,
•r
the franchise on people who do not wish to exercise it.
10. Qs. 5 and 6.-The Government of Assam, therefore, consider that.
there should be an extension of the direct vote, though only to the extent,,
indicated above, both in town and country. They desire to point out,
however. that in Assam the distinction between town and country
ltP!rdly arises because there is no urban area with a populat;on o£ more,.,
than 27,000. There are only three Municipalities with a population over'
20,000. The question of :veightasre to towns does not arise in Assam.
*Page 382.
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11. Q. 7.-The Assam Government would restrict the franchise to
members of the Auxiliary and Territorial Forces who are actually serving
in these forces and who have in the " previous year,', passed the efficiency.
·test.
· 12. Q. 8.-:As stated above, after further consideration the Assam
Government ·see no reason to alter their opinion given in the previous
letter. The:yconsiderthat in,actual practice the number of women who
Will wish to exercise their right conferred by the franchise will be very
small. As stated in reply to question 3 (v) it would be difficult to provide separate polling booths for women and impossible, under present
conditions, to obtain women presiding officers and clerks.
As regards a constituency for literate women, it might be possible

. to arrange for registration of the electors, as in the case of male voters
on the production ~f a certificate that they have passed the middle
vernacular or corresponding examination. The number qualifying would
at present be small but is likely to increase in the future. At present. the
number of literate women in the enfranchised areas in the plains is shown
as ·33,309 in the census returnS, but this includes all who assert that
they can read or write. It would be very difficult to frame a special
constituency for literate women.. It appears improbable that there will
be women candidates or that they would be returned from an ordinary
constituency. The Government of Assam do not consider it nceesary
that a small number of women should be members of the Council. They
regard this ·suggestion as far in advance of the requirements of the province. It is considered improbable that under present conditions there
would be any women candidates of a class whose advice or influence
·
would be of any real value.
13. Q. 9 (a).- In the existing Council there are three representatives
of the lower caste Hindus. · One is a member of the sonar caste, nominated by His Excellency the Governor in 1929 to represent the depressed
classes. The other two are muchis (cobblers) who were elected with the
aid of the Congress party, when the latter decided to abstain from contesting elections for the Legislative Council. They were not elected
with a view to giving representation to members of the " depressed
·classes ". There is no doubt that the support that they obtained was
given with a view to discredit Government and the Legislative Council.
Q. 9 (b).- I am to refer to the note* submitted as an appendix to the
report of the Provincial Franchise Committee, dividing Hindu castes
into " interior " and " exterior ". _As previously ·stated the term
",depressed classes." is not ~pplicable to As~am, but under present
conditions it may be said that the " exterior " castes have little or no
chance of obtaining representation in the Assam Legislative Council.
Q. 9 (c).-It is regretted that it is impossible, pending the publication.
of detailed census ~tatistics, district by district, to give any estimate oY!
the number of members of these " exterior " castes who would be placed
on the electoral ~oll as a result of an extension _of the franchise;
*Page 337.
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The Assam Government contemplate an extension of the franchise
sufficient to include 10 per cent. of the population., and think th~t. it
should be possible .to provide by the creation of special constituencies
adequate representation for these lower castes and backward tribes.
As already stated, they attach considerable importance to allowing ·the
individual voter the option whether he will .enrol in a ' general ' constituency intended for all classes and creeds, or in a separate electorate
composed on communal lines.
The Assam Government prefer single member special constituencies
to those which contain reserved seats. They believe such a constituency
is more likely to return a member who will endeavour to advance·the
interests of the lower castes or backward tribes than would be the case
in reservation of seats in the "general" or a "non-Muhammadan "
constituency. In this connection the reply to question No. 12 may also
be seen.
14. Qs.lO and 11.-.After giving further consideration to the question of representation for industrial labour and tea garden. labour in the
Legislature, the Assam Government are unable, liaving regard to the
actual conditions prevailing in Assam, to facts as opposed to theories,.
to alter their opinion that at present such representations can best be
secured by nomina~ion, it being left to the Governor to try and devise .
for any area some system under which the labourers themselves could be
consulted. It will be remembered that among the members of the
Assam Provincial Franchise Committee there was one who might be
regarded as typical of the class who would seek nomination, and who
would probably be approved by the tea garden labourers.
A tea garden~ Assam employs labourers from various parts of India.
On one garden there may be, for example, Oriyas, Oraons, Mundas,
Santals, as well as members of :various Hindu castes from the Central
Provinces, ·the United Provinces, Madras and Bombay. Each of these
would form a little group of its own, but without any cohesion whatsoever amongst the groups. The Santals, for example, would have no use
fo~ the Oraon; the Oriya would remain absolutely distinct from the
Bombay labourer .. Under present conditions it appears impossible to
devise any system by which the representatives of these various groups
would agree on any one representative of several tea gardens. There
is every possibility, however, that their disagreement in. this matter might
take the shape of undesirable activity. Many years must elapse before
these labourers are able to combine for the purpose of electing a representative.
15. Q. 12.-The only plural member constituencies in Assam are
the planting constituencies. They have never been contested. The
Government of Assam are of opinion that illiterate voters would find it
diflrcult to record their votes correctly in multi-member constituencies.
The Government of Assam are opposed to multi-member constituencies,
other than those designed to represent special interests, or where voting
by post is possible.
·
'
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16. Q. 13.-His 'Excellency and the other members of Government,
excepting the Hon'ble Finance Member, are of opinion that a second
.Chamber or Senate in Assam is both feasible and essential. They consider
that with a large increase in the number of members of the Lower House
under the new constitution there is a risk of hasty and ill-considered
legislation and resolutions. The Government of Assam are of opinion that,
in these circumstances, there is need of a body which could act as a
brake on precipitate action by the Lower House and which could effectively
perform the functions of revision. As a general principle, no resolutio11 ·
pa~sed in the Lower House would be binding on Government unless it
was confirmed by the Senate. The Cabinet, however, should be empowered to decide what resolutions, or budget cuts, including token cuts,
were of sufficient importance to be referred to the Senate. Broadly
speaking, the Senate might stand in the same relation to the Lower House,
as the existing Council of State do~s to the Legislative Assembly. It
is suggested that there should be 30 members in the Senate, of whom 20
would be elected and 10 nominated by the Governor, who would presumably consult the Ministers. Provision should be made in the constitution,
so that, as regards elected members, Muslims might receive adequate
representation in the proportion obtaining in the Lower House, exclude
ing from the calculation the special or non-territorial constituencies,
mentioned in the reply to question 15.
As it is desirable that members of the Senate should be men of
mature judgment, the minimum age of candidates might be fixed at 35.
The qualifications of an elector to the Senate would be on the lines
of the qualifications of the existing electorate in Assam for the Council of
State. It is considered, however, that the amount of payment of land,
revenue, local rate, and income-tax should be lowered so as to widen the
electorate. The Government of Assam propose that a person shall be
qualified as an elector for a member of the Senate who has a place of
residence in Assam and who(a) is liable to pay, in temporarily settled areas, annually not less

than Rs. 1,000 as land revenue or not less than Rs. 100 as local
rate, or, in permanently settled areas, not less than Rs. 50 ·as
land revenue or not less than Rs. 5 as local rate. These figures,
however, are only suggested tentatively and might be subject
to alteration in the light of further. detailed enquirie_s as to the
number of electors who would be enfranchised under these
qualifications ; or
(b) was in the financial year precedin~ that in which the electoral

''

roll or the list of amendments thereto, as the case may be,
for the time being under 'preparation, was first published under
the electoral rules, assessed to inCJome-tax on an income
of
-~
not less than Rs. 6,000; or

. (c) is or has been a non-official member. of either chamber of the

Indian Legislature, or of the Assam Legislative Council as'
constituted und~r the Government of India Act, 1915 ; or ·
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(d) is or has been a non-official Chairman of a Municipal Board
or Local Board in the province of Assani. ; or
(e) is or has been an Honorary Magistrate in the province of
Assam; or
(f) is or has been a member of the Senate or a Fello'Y or ~n
Honorary Fellow of any University constituted by law m.
British India ; or
(g) is the holde:r; of any title officially recognised by the GoveriUII:ent
of Assam, or holds any decoration conferred by the KmgEmperor or by the Viceroy of India.
17. Q. 14.-The Government of Assam are of opinion that it is only
when registration of the electorate has been completed that the number
Q£ constituencies can really be rightly determined. Any assumptions
based merely on population are likely to be falsified, both in the numbers
registering and the numbers voting. They are, therefore, at present
unable to visualise the strength o£ the Lower House o£ the Provincial
Legislature either in the case of a unicaineral or of a bicameral Provincial
Legislature.
18. Q. 15.-The Government o£ Assam adhere to the view expressed
in Mr. Soames' letter* of 19th February 1932, that the representation of
special interests should be confined to the following :,(a) The tea industry on the present proportion o£ one-eighth of the
elected members, two o£ the seats being reserved for Indians;
(b) Two seats for Commerce, one being reserved for Indians;
(c) One seat for Europeans;
(d) One seat for Indian Christians by nomination ;
(e) Three seats for labour by nomination.
19. Q. 16 (a).-The Government of Assam .are in favour of direct
election to both Chambers of the Federal Legislature.
(b) In;the event of direct election to the Upper and Lower Houses of
the Federal Assembly, the Assam Government are not in favour of lowering the existing franchise qualifications for the Council of State and
the Legislative Assembly.
(c) The Government of Assam consider that the group system should
not be employed in election to either House o£ the Federal Assembly.
(d) The Government of Assam would prefer to reserve their opinion
as to the special interests to be represented in the Federal Legislature,
until the scheme for the latter, more especially as regards the representation of the States, has been worked out in greater detail.
.
20. In conclusion I am to point out that the recommendations above
contemplate the eventual creation in the province o£ Assam of constiirJ.encies o£ four kinds :-(1) General, i.e., those now known as uon-Muhammadan, a title
which might·perhaps with advantage disappear;.

* Page 317.
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(II) Muharrimadan.;
(III) Other communal electorates restricted to members of the
" Exterior " IIindu Castes or to aboriginal tribes or to those
ex-tea garden, labourers, who hold the necessary franchise
qualification ;
(IV) Constituencies designed to represent " Special " interests
referred to in paragraph 18 ~hove
It has been stated that it is inlpossible at present to indicate even on
gen.erallines, based on the proportion of population, the number of constituencies required under the head (III) above. As a matter of procedure
the Government of Assam would· advocate that, taking the population
as recorded in the census of 1931 as the basis, constituencies should be
provisionally created an,d six months given for electors to register. They
would prefer that the rolls should be prepared in accordance with requests
made for registration, rather than by Government officers preparing lists in
advance on. information in tkeir possession. In other words registration
would follow application.. Six months might be allowed for this purpose
when. the registers should be closed and a period of one mon.th allowed
for hearing objections--e.g., against the inclusion of an elector in a communal constituency or on the grounds that an elector was not qualified.
·
No more claims or additions would be admitted.
. They would regard for the province of Assam 5,000 registered electors
as the minimum justifying the creation of a constituency and 20,000 as
the maximum, taking usually the sub-division, or in certain cases, the
district as the geographical un,it. In certain cases it might. be necessary
even for a 'special'' constituency .to combine two districts-e.g., the
districts of Sylhet and Cachar where ·provisionally a constituency, might
be created·for the Manipuris whose number in the two districts comes to
84,000. The same would be the case with the Miris in LaJillimpur and
Sibsagar districts. In Goalpara and Kamrup the population of Kacharis
'· ·
would justify the creation. of a constituency in each district.
21. IIis Excellency the Governor considers that it may be difficult
for registering officers to deal with questions of caste if objections are
raised--e.g., such as has occurred in the case of J ogis and Suts in the
Assam Valley. He dislikes the idea of definitely'reserving any constituency for the lower or " exterior " castes. lie would prefer the division
to be(1) General, 'on a purely geographical basis;
• (2) Hindus-including in it all who would like to designate themselves as " Hindus." ;
(3) Muhammadans; an.d
(4) Special.
His belief is that, in course of time, the general constituencies would become the more important, and that the eventual tendency, after a period
of years, would be for the purely communal constituencies to disappear.
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This, in his opinion, should be the avowed ultimate aim. In this case
, also he would allow it to the elector himself to decide in which constituency he wishes to register. An elector should only be allowed to register
in one constituency, and should only be allowed to stand as a candidate
or the constituency in which he has registered.
22. In their earlier letter* o£ the 19th February 1932, dealing with the
question o£ women suffrage, the Assam Government expressed the view
that any woman free from statutory disqualification who applied for the
registration of her nanie as an elector on a petition bearing a rupee
stamp should be registered £or a year. His Excellency the Go.Jernor
would himself advocate the extension of this privilege to male voters also.
Under present circumstances, some electors find difficulty and sometimes
incur expense in obtaining the necessary proof of their qualifications
such as the payment of municipal rates or chaukidari tax or, where. a
person holds plots of land in different villages. Further, under rule 4
{)£ the Assam Electoral Rules, in the case of a Hindu 'joint' family
ordinarily only the managing member gets suffrage unless his estate is
large enough to be broken up into portions sufficient to justify the
franchise being given to the other members of the family as well as to the
manager. In such cases where another member of the family wishes to
register, the Governor considers that an application bearing a rupee stamp
should be sufficient to justify it:
·.
*Page 317.
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Note on the former system· ~~ electing Local Board Members iii Assam
through Gaonburas and Panchayats. *
· .1. Though prior to 1915 local boards in Assam were not cori>orat~
bodtes and tho~h there was no statutory .provision reqUiring thei
mem_bers to be el~cted, they were ~ven at that stage entrusted with duti
relatmg to Public Works, EducatiOn, Public Health and other matter
w_hic~ closely t_ouched the welfare of the people. They ~ere similar t;
dtstrtct boards m Bengal, and had much more responsible duties thaL
Iocak boards in Bengal. ,
·
'I 2.';buring•the period 1883-1905, in some boards each tea estate had
'
·•
one 'vote for, tp.e ·election of planters' representatives. Non-officials,
.. ~-. other than planters, were generally nominated but in two boards they
were elected, the main qualification for the franchise being payment of
land revenue of at least Rs. 20. ·
·
3. In 1905 the; b~ards were reconstituted and in addition to the tea
planter representatives, some of the non-official seats in each board were
thrown open to election. In the case of planter members the Managers
had a direct vote, the number of votes depending on the acreage under
tea. As regards other elected members, one member in each board was
elected by those who paid municipal tax, another by income-tax payers
on trading profit:; and the rest by the village pancliayats or ,qaonburas
in each constituency or circle.. This ~ystem continued ti:ll 1915, when
on the passing of the Local Self-Government Act, the local boards
become corporate bodies, a certain number of whose members had to be
elected in accordance with the rules made under the Act. The system of
indirect franchise continued till 1921.
4. Since 1921 the qualification for voters to local boards are prac- ·
tically identical with those for the electors of the Legislative Council.·
The electoral roll for the local board is the same as the electoral roll for
the Assam Legislative Council with some modificatio¥ in the case· of
·
•• ·
urban areas.
5. Indirect franchise for Local Boards continued in force till 1921.
In the Local Board Manual issued in 1905 it was laid down that in rural
areas the voters will be (1) Chaukidari pancliayats or (2) gaonb?fras, according to the system in force in each valley. Chaukidari pancliayats exist
in Sylhet and Cachar (the two districts in•the Surma Valley) and in
, Goalpara in the Assam Valley. These are elected by the· villagers under
the Chaukidari Act of 1870. The voters for the constitution of the
pancliayat are the male adults in the village who pay Chaukidari tax.
The main function of the panchayat is to assess and collect the tax for
the payment the chaukidars or village watchmen. In all the dis:.
tricts of the Assam Valley, except Goalpara, each village or in some case'S
groups of villages have their gaonbura or headman who is supposed to be
the pokesman of the people. He is nominated by the villager~ and in ca:se
of good conduct holds o~ce for _life a~d his son, if _suitable, succeeds ~im.
According ,to rule, the villagers nommate the gaonbura where there IS a

.

* Vide para. 9 of the memorandum of the Government of Assam, page 375.
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vacancy. The Deputy Commissioner with whom the final appointment
rests is not bound to accept the nomination but if it commands a twothirds majority of the villagers who give an opinion he must in writing
record his reasons for not accepting the nomination. : ·
6. The ga<>nburas had one vote for the election of a local board
member and so had the panchayat. The latter was usually composed of
five members and in the case of voting the majority; prevailed. At a.
subsequent stage, however, each member of,_a panchayat was entitled to
vote separately. Two months' n~tice was given of an election,'inViting
the ga<>nburas or pa·rwhayats to meet at a certain place.' within their cifcle .. ,.
and on a certain date. Those attending would vote for the local board
member in the presence of an officer not below the rank of Sub-Deputy •
Collector. The number of rural members elected in this· way varied
from 2 ·to 5 for each sub-division which was the territorial jurisdiction
·
··~
of the local board.
'

'

7. The Local Self-Government Act of 1915 provided for the creation
of village authorities. The Chief Commissioner of ·Assam had power to
declare any loclll area to be a village for the purpose of the Act. The
next step was to establish a village authority con~isting of members
appointed or elected (in whole or in part). Usually th;e area of the village
was about 10 square miles with 5,000 or 6,000 inhabitants. It was supposed to be the agent of the local board for carrying out petty repairs to
roads and tanks in the village with funds supplied by the local board.
Occasionally certain members of the village authoripy were empowered
to try petty criminal and civil cases, and in practice :more attention was
paid to this branch of the work than to material improvements in the
village. Moreover, unfortunately, the village authority frequently. became a one-man show, the villagers being often entirely indifferent to
the activities or non-activities of the village authority. By a notification
of 1918, the members of the village authorities where such had been constituted formed the electorate for the election of lo9al board members ;
in the. remaining areas (i.e., the bulk of the province) the chaukidari
panchayat and gaonburas continued to be the electors. This lasted till
1921 when the direct franchise was introduced.
~
I

8. In' the printed files of the Assam Secretariat there is ample testimony both by officials and non-officials that election;of local board members by gaonhuras was a failure. I will refer to a 'few of the opinions
recorded.
:
'

In 1915, when the rules to be framed under the Assam Local SeHGovernment Act o£1915 we:r:e under discussion, officials and non-officials
in their letters touched on the question of election by gaonhuras and chaukidaripanchayats. As regards election by gaonburas the opinions received
are summarised in a Secretariat note as folows :-":In the Assam Valley
~he election of rural members by gaonburas is col).demned almost universally." In the various letters it is stated that gdonhuras are not rea]
representatives of the villagers and are often tools in the hands of the
mauzadars. The.latter are the non-official agents; who collect Govern-
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' ment revenue in the Assam Valley temporarily settled district. There are
many gaonburas in each mauza. One result of the mauzadar's influence
was that he frequently got himself returned as local board member. In
1915 an Assamese gentleman wrote:-" The proposed ,rule, whi~h is
in fact the existing rule under which the rural members are elected by only
the gaonburas, is not at all satisfactory and is not liked by the intelligent
and ~espectable class ofthe.people. It does not seclire or encourage candidature for membership of the desirable and the fittest persons of the
circle. Many desirable and fit persons of the circles do not like, out of
self-respect, to stand as candidate for election on account of having to be
elected by the votes of tlie gaonburas only. The rule which was in force
for many years, since the establishment of the local board in Assam,
according to which the non-official members were elected by the votes
of the la!fdholders whose land reven:ue is not less than Rs. 20, was a more
satisfactory and be~ter rule which I respectfully beg to urge may be re-.
introduced for election of rural or circle members. As the rate of land
revenue of the province has increased since the time when that rule was
introduced, the limit of Rs. 20 may now be increased toRs. 25 or Rs. 30.
~<

\,

9:

'

'

-

As regards cliaukidari panchayats, I may quote from a letter
written in 1915 by a gentleman of Sylhet who has always taken a keen
'interest in village affairs:-" The present system of election of ruraJ members for the local board by the chaukidari panchayats is far !from satisfactory. The franchise under this system is not only narrow but is
worse than that. The sarpanches (the head member of the panchayat)
being generally men of lower order do not possess the requisite amount
of judgment and at the same time cannot exercise their independence in
giving votes. It has been noticed on more than one occasion that they
gave their votes against their own will under pressure of interested·parties.
This often results in the election of persons other than those whom .the
public at large numbers to he the fittest persons to represent theJll in local
boards."
The comment of the Commissioner on the above is that the present
method by which rural members are in the Surma- Valley elected by
chaukidal'i panchayats is not intended to be the final one and will doubt•:- less be abandoned when some practical means of preparing a roll of elec- '
to'rs qualified by the payment o£ a cert~in sum as local rate can be devised.

..

10. The experienced Deputy Oommissiori.er of Kamrup who had a
very intimate knowledge o£ the villagers in his district wrote in 1917" Election by gaonburas ·is at present little more than a sorry farce and
though the results have not been unsatisfactory, the method is one to
bring the election system into lasting discredit." So strongly did hdeel
about the matter that he and the local board urged that on the day previous
to that fixed for the election, the gaonburas should collect the vote!; of the
villagers and have the result recorded in writing, similarly each head <>t,
village authority should collect the votes of the villagers in his circle.
In other words he advised that there should be a more or less direct election for a choice o£ a local board member by the co~stituents o£ the
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gaonburas and village authorities: -It is clear that: the Deputy Commissioner distrusted the secondary voting ·by the vill,age authorities and
gaonburas.
The Commissioner did not accept this suggestion on the grounds
that the gaonburas were generally illiterate and would not be able to
record the votes on paper and that the procedure pr\Jposed would open
the door to objections. He remarks that "the system of election by
gaonburas is open to objection no doubt for reasons which have been
frequently stated, but we have to accept it in default of anything better."
11. I give extracts from two letters from IndiaJrnon-officials, ~ne
of them a local board-member, written in 1917.'
" The present highly objectionable procedure of election by goanburas should be at once closed without delay."
"The system of election by gaonburas whether'·.of village authorities or of villages should be stopped at oilce. This is the
general public opinion. There are serious complaints against
this system from time to time."
. ~
Both these gentlemen suggested a direct franchise of payment of Rs.,20
or Rs. 30 land revenue.
:
!
12. It is clear that indirect election for the members of local boards
by gaonburas and by members of chaUkidari panchaya~s, and of village
authorities was regarded both by officials and non-offi,cials as entirely
unsatisfactory, and that there was a keen desire to evOlve a system of
direct election. Happily the need for an electoral roll for elections to the
Legislative Council furnished a solution, the same being ~dopted for local
board elections. The joint authors of the Report on Indian Constitutional
Reforms (1918) observed that "the system of indirect elections should
be swept way. It is one main cause of the unreality that characterises
the existing couD.cils, because it effectively prevents the~ representative
from feeling that he stands in any genuine relation to the original voter."
These remarks were made with reference to the indirect system of election to the provincial councils ; they would have been equally applicable
to elections for rural members of local boards in Assam. ~t may be that
other provinces have been more fortunate in their experiments in village
organisation. Each province has its own particular problems and different means of solving t4em. However attractive the group syste~ of
indirect election may appear as affording a solution to the problem of
giving every one a voice in the constitution, the fact remains that the
people in Assam will have nothing to do with it, and doubtless their
experience of the system of indirect elections to local boards has, at least
in part, influenced their conclusions. An ounce of fact is worth a pound
o£ theory. Having regard to the great diversity and variety of circum~
stances in India, why should we worship a fetish of uniformity ~
1

I

•

SHILLONG:

J. A. DAWSON. '

The 8th Marek 1932. ·
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Memorandum by the Assam Provincial Franchise Committee in reply
to the Supplementary Questionnaire of the Indian Franchise Committee .
. 1 ~ The Assam Provincial Franchise Committee met on 'the evenings
of the 9th and lOth of March to consider the supplementary questionnaire
issued by the Indian Franchise Cotnmittee. All members were present.
';rhe majority of the members have been occupied since the 1st of March
• with the work of the Legislative Council )Vhich will continue its sittings
till the 15th of March and they desire to point out that, under these circumstances, they have not been able to find time for a full study of the·
new questions. They would remind the Indian Franchise Committee
that, in Calcutta, they were asked to meet on the afternoon of the 22nd
February to consider their views on the direct and indirect systems of
electorate and ori the question of female suffrage. Qn the 24th of
February they ,info_rmed the Indian Franchise Committee that, after
further consideration, they saw no reason to alter their views. To that
position they still adhere.
' The Assam Committee desire to express their regret that they are
unable to answer certain questions, e.g., as to the amount of payment.
ofland revenue or of chaukidari tax which would enfranchise 15 per cent.
of the population, as to the number among the depressed classes who would
be enfranchised on this basis, the categories ofthe population which would
fall under it to secure direct representation, and the approximate number
of women who would be enfranchised. Replies to such questions could
only be given after detailed enquries by local officers. Enquiries which
would give reliable 'information on which' to base conclusions would
take months to complete. ·
·
The present report takes the form of a precis of the discussions that.
took place in the two meetings of the Committee.
2. Q.l a.nd 2.-The Assani Committee were o£ opinion that only the
local Government and officials could supply full information. They,
therefore, confined themselves to general observations on certain points.

•

One official. member o£ the Committee expressed his opinion that
although on an average the number of voters who went to the poll did 'not
exceed 60per cent. of the electorate yet there were cases in the past where
that percentage in Assam had been exceeded. It was to be expected that
in future there would also. be keenly contested elections where a very
large number of voters would come to the poll. Experience ha.d proved
that in the closing hoursof the poll the polling station was apt to be
crowded and that there w~s some difficulty in recording the ..votes of
all who were presen.t. · Moreo~er, the Co~mittee had proposed to ~reble
the electorate to the ;Lower and Upper Chambers of the Federal
Assembly. These votes would presumably be recorded on the s~e
polling days as fixed for the local council. He. suggested, therefore,
that it might be more practical to limit the direct electorate to J 2! per
cent. instead of 15 per cent. of the total population.
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The majority of the Committee, while recognising that this was a
matter on which great weight must be attached\ to official opillion, consi-.
dered that the present system of polling might be improved so as to enable
a larger number of votes to be recorded during polling hours. The number of polling stations could be increased ; pollin'g officers could be given
powers to put the official stamp on ballot paper~ and to assist illiterate
voters in marking the vote under the supervision o£ a reliable presiding
officer ; and boxes of different colours or bearing qifferent symbols might
·be used. In those circumstances the majority helq.that it would be practicable to poll an electorate of 15 per cent. of the to,tal population.
3. With reference to question 1 (A) (i), the ~Committee noted the
fact that at present in the general constituencies, p!)lling throughout the
province is spread over a period of about a fortnight. District officers fix
the dates for polling in the various constituencies within their districts
and frequently after completion of polling ·in one are~ some of tbe presiding and polling officers are deputed to assist in another area in the district.
In a large district !ike Sylhet there is simultaneous polling in more than
one sub-division. 'In a district like Nowgong the actual polling at present
can be completed in 2 days. In all cases, however, th~ time taken by the
presiding and polling officers in going to and returning from the polling stations has also to be taken into account. Accordingly, \in question (l) (A)
(i) the expression" if the election is spread over 2 days dr 4 days "must be
taken to mean the time taken in actual polling of votes ~in the Muslim and
non-Muslim constituencies in a particular area. In various parts of the
province there would be simultaneous polling in different districts or
sub-divisions on the same dates. The Committee were of opinion that with
an electorate of 15 per cent. o£ the total population poll'~ng over the pro·
·,
vince could be finished within 3 weeks.
4.' Q. 2.-The Committee discussed at some length the different
systems of polling. One argument adduced against coloured boxes was
that there was only a limited range of distinct colours and that locaJ
workmen would be unable to reproduce the exact colour desired. There •
was, moreover, a risk that in course of transit of the boxe~ to the polling
stations the colours might be obliterated by rain or by ·,other causes.
Against the use of boxes with symbols it was argued that there might
be some difficulty in getting the symbols printed locally for affixing to
the boxes. It was pointed out, however, that they might·, be obtained
from Calcutta in time. A vote on the question resulted a:s follows : 11 in favour of boxes with sy:;nbols or tokens, 1 for coloured boxes
p.nd 2 for marking of votes.
5. Q. 3 (ito iv).-The Committee were unable to give tli~ statistical
information asked for. They were, however, of the unanimous opinion
that as a rule, the presiding officer must be a Government official. They
would not restrict this to the employment of only gazetted officers.
']jley would include non-gazetted officers such as Inspectors· of Excise
and also ministerial officers of a higher grade, such as Sheristadars and
Head clerks of the offices of a Deputy Commissioner or of a Commissioner.
2c2
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They would not exclude pensioned Governme~t officers or officers whose
se:rvices had been lent to the Court of Wards provided thattheyh~ld the
same rank as the officers dealt wi~h in the first part of this paragraph.
As regards members of local bodies and village bench courts and
Honorary Magistrates, these were generally non-officials: The Committee
were of opinion that non-officials should be employed as presiding
officers only with the consent of the candidates. It was suggested that
when candidates appear before the Returning Officer on the date fixed
for the scrutiny of nominations they might be shown the list of non-officials
whom the Returning Officer proposed to use as presiding officers and
they might be asked whether they objected or consented ·their employment as such.
The Committee had no objection to the use of non-officials as polling
officers as they would be under the supervision of a reliable presiding
~
officer.
6. Q. 3 (v).-'I'he Committee considered that this was a matter on
which Government could best give an opinion.
7. Q. 4.-An answer to this question was impossible without detailed
enqmry.
8. Q. 5.-The Committee, as stated in their report of 18th February,
advocated the extension of the direct vote so as to enfranchise 15 per cent.
of the total population. They >vere unable to answer the questions in
(C) without detailed enquiries by local officers.
9. Q. /) (in second half) and 6.-In the opinion of the Committee there
was really no urban population in Assam. They were in favour of a
direct electorate up to 15 per cent. of the total population both in town
.and in country and would give no weightage to towns in Assam.
10. Q. 7.-The Committee adhered to their views in the first report.
They would not grant the franchise to ex"members of the Auxiliary and
·Territorial forces.
11. Q. 8.-The Committee saw no reason to alter their considered
opinion on the matter of women's suffrage.
12. Q. 9 (a).-The Committee preferred that Government should
reply to this question.
(b).-The Committee '"'·ould.refer to Mr. Mullan's note* on "The
Depressed and Backward classes in Assam " and to their views expressed
in the first report.
(c) and (d).-The Committee were unable to answer, these questions
without detailed enquiries by local officers.
13. Q.JO.-The Committee adhered to their former view.
As regards representation of tea garden labour, a votewastakenon
four alternatives as follows:(a} By nomination
9 a
(b) Electionby labour·o£ a candidate froni'within the
2
tea estates.
·
*Page 337.
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(c) Election by labour of a candidate from within or
2
'
without the tea estates.
(d) Election by labour of a candidate from outside
Nil.
the tea estates.
'
14. Q. 12.-In favour of. multi-member constituencies it was argued that if there was one constituency for each sub-division with 2 or
more members, the electorate would be able to vote for a member who
held broader views than one who might be returred in a small singlemember constituency where local influence might prev;ail. As against this
it was urged that local patriotism was to be commended and that the electors, especially if illiterate, would be confused in recotding their votes for
2 or more members in a multi-member constituency. Moreover, in a
single-member constituency in a comparatively small area, there would
be more contact between the member and his constituents. A vote was
taken-8 members were in favour of a single-member'constituencv and 5
supported a multi-member constituency.
·
"
15. Q. 13.-Nine members of the Committee were in favour of a
second Chamber in the pl'ovincial Legislature and 5 wete against it.
Eight members were of opinion that there shoul~ be 30 members
in the second Chamber while 5 preferred a smal' er cham~er of 20 members.
One member did not vote.
\
The Committee discussed the position of the secon,d C]lamber vis-avis the Lower House of the Provincial Legislature but came to no final
decision. The general feeling was that the second Chamber should be
a body for reviewing legislation initiated by the Lower House, but should
have no power to reject the annual budget estimate. Th~ second Chamber should, however, have the power to review legislation which sought
to introduce a form of taxation which had not been previously in force in
Assam, e.g., the levying of an export duty on tea or death duties. As
regards the power of the second Chamber to delay legis~tion, the view
was expressed that in case of a conflict between the seconq Chamber and
the Lower House recourse might be had to some or all of the methods
at present governing the relations between the present Council of State and
the Legislative Assembly (vide paragraph 181, volume: !-Statutory
Commission Report).
As to the composition of ~he second Chamber, the majority were of
opinion that for the first term of the second Chamber one-third of the
members should be nominated by the Governor; and two-thirds should
be chosen by the electorate which the CoDlillittee in their first report suggested as the electorate for the Upper House of the Federal Assembly.
The general feeling of the Committee was against election to the second
Chamber from local bodies or from the Lower House of the provincial
Legislature.
'
On the question of the representation of communities ~nd special
ftterests in the second Chamber and of weightage for Muhammadans as
urged by the Muhaminadan members of the Committee, the majority
felt that they were unable to express any opinion without further time for
reflection.
'
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The Committee considered that members of the second Chamber
·should have experience, knowledge, training and judgment. They were
of opinion that the age qualification for the second Chamber should. be
highE)r than for the Lower House but were equally divided as to whether
the age limit should be 35 or 40.
16. Q.14.-The Committee were' agreed that whether there was a
• second Chamber or not, there should be about 100 members in the Lower
House of the Provincial Legislature.
17. Q. 15.-The Committee were of opinion that the quantum of
representation to be given to special interests involved consideration of the
question of the composition of the whole House.
As the various schemes put· forward were largely on a population
basis it will be convenient to give certain figures as to the population in
the enfranchised areas of tl;le province.
2,744,108
(a) Muslims
(b) Non-Muslims
5,125,024
The population of non-Muslims includes 979,000 (labourers and
others in tea gardens), 654,000 (Hindu exterior castes, as defined in Mr.
Mullan's note*), 500,000 (ex-tea garden coolies) and 588,000 (backward
·
·
'
tribes).
There was a consensus of opinion that for Muslims and for other
classes of the community except those for which there should be special
methods of representation (e.g., tea garden labour, tea industry, back• ward tribes, and depressed classes) seats should be allocated on the basis
of one seat for 80,000 inhabitants.
Scheme A.-By a Muhammadan memberMuslims
35 on population basis but 40 with
weightage.
45
Non-Muslims
1
European
7 •of whom one should be Indian.
Planting
2 of whom one should be Indian.
O:>mmerce and Industry
2
Tea garden labour
1
Shillong Constituency
Backward tribes
2
100 With 40 Musiims.
<>

Scheme B.-By a·Hindu member-·

Muslims
Planting
.. . .
Commerce and Industry :;
Tea garden labour

33
11 of whom 2 would be Indians.
2
3

* Pages 337-363.
,
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'

'
52 out of which
3 would be for
backward tribes and 5 for
Hindu ~xterior classes including ex-tea garden coolies.

Non-Muslims

I

101

i

'
I
I

The member subsequently agreed that Muha:rnmadans should get
their full proportion of seats on a population basis ;(34 · 3) but would not
agree to weightage.
·
Scheme C.-By another Hindu memberPlanting
10
1
Commerce and Industry
Tea garden labour
,..
3
Muslims
35
51
Non-Muslims
;I

.

'

I

100

Out of the 51 seats for non-Muslims seats would be proVided for
Hindu exterior castes, backward tribes and ex-tea g'arden coolies on the
proportion of three-fourths of the population if thry had separate electorates and on the basis of full population if there ~ere reserved seats in
non-Muslim constituencies. There should also be, ;in the Assam Valley,~
reserved seats for Ahoms, Chutias, and Koches.
:
Scheme D.-By an official memberSeats.
34·3 (or 35)
Muslims (on population basis)
Non-Muslims (excluding 979,000 on tea gar~ens) 51·8 (or 52)
Of the non-Muslims, Hindu exterior castes are entitled to 8 seats but
would get 4 seats on half population basis ; ex-tea g~rden coolies are similarly entitled to 6 seats on population basis, but w<;mld get 3, and back·
ward tribes though entitled to 7 · 3 seats would get 4.: Therefore 52 non•
Muslim seats minus (4 plus 3 plus 4) equals 41 seats·.
The composition of the Council would therefo~e be :Muslims
..· 35
~41
General
Backward tribes
4
Hindu exterior plus ex-garden coolies
7
3
Labour
,10 (none reserved
Tea Industry ..
for Indians) .
Commerce and I~dustry

...

..

i

101
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The advocate of this scheme would give 3 additional seats to Muhammadans, as weightage, bringing the strength of the Council to 104.
In the short time at the disposal of the Committee, the members
of the various communities round' it impossibJe to come to any common
agreement. Some members stated that they would submit separate
notes* later which could be forwarded.
18. Q.16.-The Committee had nothing to add to the views expressed
in their first report.
J. A. DAWSON,
Secretary, Assam Franchise Committee.
SHILLONG:
12th March 1932.

,.
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APPENDIX I.
Note by

Messrs. Rohinikumar Chaudhuri and brindaban Chandra Goswami
and Rai Bahadur Nagendra Nath Chaudhury.

We are of opinion that as there are 80 lakhs of people who ~ill participate in the
res~onsible . g,oy.ermnent of the province the number of representatives from territorial const~tuencies in the provincial legislature should be 100 so as to allow one
representative to every 80,000 of the people. The Muhammadans.constitute 33 · 7
per cent. of the population whereas the non-Muhammadans constitute 66 · 3 per cent.
of the population. Roughly speaking, the Muhammadans may get 34 seats and the
non-Muhammadans should get 66 seats on population basis. Of the 66 non-Muhammadan seats ll should go to tea-garden labourers, 7 to the exterior Hindu castes and
4 to tribal groups, leaving 44 for the remaining non-Muhammadans. Of the 11 seats .
for tea-garden labourers we have proposed to allot only 3 to them to be filled by
nomination. So the remaining 8 seats will remain unfilled and the total number of
seats will be reduced by 8 leaving in all 92 seats. Seven seats for exterior Hindu
castes and 4, for tribal groups will be reserved in the general ~~Muhammadan
electorate. To the 92 territorial seats mentioned we would add the following extra- ·
territorial seat1J not based on population strength but to provide for special
interests.:Planti~g .(one-eighth of elected seats)
for
ll (two reserved
Indians).
Commerce and Industry
2 (one
reserved
for
Indians).
The composition would therefore be the following:Muhammadans
34
Labour
3 (by nomination).
Exterior Hindu castes
7
Tribal groups
4
Other non-Muhammadal:ls
44
Planting ..
11
Commerce and Industry
2

••

105

'

.
Weare strongly opposed to any weightage in favour of any of the two commumties, Hindus and Muhammadans. The only argument put forward by Muhammadans
for weightage would disappear when the exterior. Hindu castes, the tribal groups
and labourers would get representation through persons belonging to those communities and the. number of high caste ~indus in the legislature representing territorial constituencies would .be reduced automatically. Further a community
numbering 34 per cent. of the population cannot reasona-bly claim any weightage.
According to our proposals set forth above they will get 34 per cent. representation
on the population basis arig will capture 37 per cent. of the territori_al seats.
SHILLONG:
The 11th March 1932.

ROHINIKUMAR CHAUDHURI.
BRINDABAN CHANDRA GOSWAMI.
~AGEN~RA NATH CHA~HURY.
N.B.-We have already stated in our minority Report submitted before th_e
main Franchise Committee in Calcutta that we are, on princlple, opposed to nomination of labour and res-ervation of seats for the so-called depressed classes and backward tribes. The above note is based on the recommendations of the majority of
the Assam Provincial Franchise Committee.
o
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APPENDIX II. :

Note on the co~position of Legislatures, submitted to the Indian Franchise
Committee, by Khan Bahadur Nuruddin Ahmed, Maulvi Munawwarali,
Khan Eahadur Abdur Rahim Chaudhuri and Rai Saheb Pyari
Mohan Das, members of the Assam Provi.ilcial Franchise Committee.
THE .AssAM LEGISLATIVE Co~JNI?IL.
Distribution of seats : :
.
We propose a House of 102 members. .All our endeavours have failed to ~nd a
basis of representation on population except in the case of caste Hindus and Muslims
which we adopt in our recommendations.
'
The populati~n of the enfranchised a:rea according to the census of 1931 : Non-Muslims
'
5,125,024
1
Muslims
2,744,108
I

'
Total

7,86(,132

·The non-Muslims,' other than caste Hindus, are 'distributed as follows : Tea gar.den labourers
'
979,000
Depressed classes
.'.
654,000
Backward tribes . .
588,000
Ex-tea garden coolies
I
500,000
I
I

Total,

271,000

From an examination of circumstances prevaiiing in .Assam and also from
<>pinions expr.essed in the evidence given before the Provincial Franchise Committee
.and in memoranda submitted to them on behalf of these classes, as it has been urged
before us, we rure .of opinion tliat they should not be mixed up with the caste Hindus
whose number is found t.o be 2,404,024 or 30 · 5 per cent., i.e., 31 per cent. of the total
population.
The Statutory Commission have advised against the representation of the
depressed classes and backward tribes on a popula~ion basis. With Mr. Roffey,
Chairman of the Provincial Franchise Committee, who represents the tea industry,
we agree that in this province representation of these classes and tribes must be on an
.arbitrary and territorial basis. Further, representatives of these classes and tribes
who appeared before the Provincial Franchise Committee demanded separate
representation with separate electorates and we were impressed that their demands
were reasonable. They were themseh:es prepared to a;ccept a lesser number of seats
than their population justified in case their claim to•separate representation were
·conceded. In arriving at our conclusions in the matter we have gi-i.-en our anxious
thoughts to all these facts.
'
In the preliminary report of the Assam Provinci~l Franchise Con:mit.tee they
recommend that the tea ga.rden labourers should be represented by nomination. It
was urged with great point that these labourers are entitled to no representation
whatsoever in any form. The Committee had at one stage thought that they deserved
no representation.. The following points, amongst others, were successfully advanced
in facv-our of this contention : I
,(1) The tea garden labourers irt this province are not organised in any sense.
·(2) They come from other provinces and leave after a sojourn and have no
stake in .Assam.
·
·(3) They are hopelessly backward not only educa~ionally but intellectually too•
·(4) They live in complete isolation and no outsiders are allowed access to them
and consequently no political organisation ,among them is possible.
((5) Unlike the general masses they are ignorant· of what is going on around
them.

•
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Althougl1 these points are all very weighty, the Provincial Committee thought
that they should be given some representation and considered nomination as the
only satisfactory solution for the present. The Government of .Assam also held the
sam~ view. 'Ve also are prepared to give them something rather than nothing and
consider two seats to be quite adequate for them.
·.
·. · We recommend that seats should· be distributed among the following classes and
mterests as below : 1. Depressed claEses. (by separate electorates)
4
2. Ex. tea garden coolies

2

3. Backwa.rd tribes (by separate electorates)

2

4. Commerce and Industry

1

5. Tea garden labour~:;rs (by nomination-one from each valley). .

2

6. Landholders (by separate electorates-one·MuslimandonenonMuslim, even if there be a second Chamber in the province;
the franchise qualifications being payment of local rates of at
least Rs. 20 per annum)
'
2
7. Pl!\.nters (Europeans-8, non·Muslims.other than Europeans-I
and Muslim-I)
10
8. Europeans

1
Total

24

In the present .Assam Legislative Council consisting of 53 members in all, the
planting constituencies have 5 members. In a House of 102 we recommend 10 of
·whom 8 must be Europeans. We also have recommended one separate seat for
Europeans, as such. It is quite likely that the Commerce and Industry seat will also
be captured by Europeans. The two representatives of the tea garden labourers, .
although by nomination, may be expected to side with the European planters. It
will thus be found that to all intents and purposes the European planters will have at
least 12 members forming one group. The two Indian planters are likely to side
with them on many occasions.
•
Looking into another side of the question, it will be found that practically the
Europeans in Assam who number only 3,000 in all will be getting more than 300 times
the representation which their number justifies and would enjoy a representation
(9 seats-8 seats as planters and l as Europeans, as such) which 720,000 of population in .Assam would be entitled to, if the proposed 102 seats were distributed merely
on population basis: On account of the importance of the Europeans and European
planting community in Assam we have been obliged to take a most lenient view of
their case.
.
After deducting these 24 seats distrfbuted as above, we have 78 seats left out
of 102"to be distributed between the caste Hindus and the Muslims who form 31 per
cent. and 35 per cent. respectively of the entire population. Hence on these proportions the caste Hindus are entitled to 37 and Muslims to 41 seats, out of the 78.
In all fairness, it must be stated that the Muslims of Assam suffered very much by
their absence from the memorable Lucknow Pact of 1916 ; while in every other
province Muslim minority got weightage securing in almost all cases more than
double the seats than their number justified, the case of Assam Muslims did not come
·up for consideration. 'Ve are grateful to the depressed class and European representatives who appeared before the Provincial Franchise Committee and accepted
the principle of. adequate weightage being given to the Muslims of Assam in the
forthcoming constitution.
o
According to bare popuhition proportion, the caste Hindus forming 31 per cent·
of the total population are entitled to 32 seats, and Muslims forming 35 per cent. are
entitled to 36 seats out of the proposed 102. According to our recommend'ltions,
the caste Hindu~ share equal weightage, i.e., 5 seats as the Muslims.
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Of the 7 seats for the Lower and 5 seats tor the Upper Chambers, recommended
by the Federal Structure COmmittee of the Round Table 'Conference, we recommend·
that Muslims should be given 3 seats in the Lower, and 2 'in the Upper Chamber.
''
NURUDDIN AHMED

'

(KHAN BAHADUR), M.L.C.,
MUNAWWARALI, M.L.C~.
ABDUR RAHIM CHAUDHURI
(KHAN BAHADUP.), M.L.C.,
RAI SAHIB PYARI MOHAN DAS, M.L.C.,

111embers of the Assam Provincial
Franchise Committee.
I have agreed to, and signed this note. But I do ~o on condition that the
depressed class Hindus get separate representation as they demand and as has been
recommended in this note; if not, the depressed class Hindus plus the class Hindus
who form 30! lakhs and are together 39 per cent. of the tOtal population, are thus
numerically entitled to get 43 seats out of the balance qf 82 seats (102-20 the
special interests and backward tribes) and the Muslims are entitled to 39. In this
case I would like to give the Muslims a weightage of 2 seats making their number 41,
the Hindus also getting 41 in deference of brotherhood of 'mankind and in righting
the wrong done to our Muslim-brothers of Assam by the Lucknow Pact of 1916whereby Muslim brothers of every other province where they were ·in a minority
got adequate weightage except our Muslim brothers in Assf!>m.
If their prayer for separate representation be not gran~d, I would recommend
6 seats for the depressed classes in mixed electorates and 35 for the class Hindus, the
total for the Hindus remaining unchanged, i.e., 41.

PYA~I MOHAN DAS (Rai Sahib), M.L.C.,
SHILLONG:

Pke 14th March 1932 .

•

Member,· Assam Provincial
Jrranchise Committee.
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Note on the composition. of the Assam Legislative Council, by the
Chairman, Assam Provincial Franchise Committee.
··
··
With regard to the composition of the future Assam Legislative
·
consider that it should be as follows :l. Caste Hindus ..
2. Depressed classes and backward tribes
·
3. Muslims
4. Planting (including 2 Indian planters)
5. Tea garden labour ·
6. Landholders
7. Commerce and Industxy
·
8. Europeans

Council I
36
8
37
13
3
2
1
1
ol01

Depressed Classes and Backward Tribes.
The depressed classes (including ez'tea garden Jabourers) and backward
tribes amount to 1,742,000. The, Indian Statutory Commission have commented
on the inadvisability of giving representation to these classes on a population basis
and propose the grant 9f representation on a fixed proportion of their population.
I consider a better method will.be to fix such representation arbitrarily on a territorial basis and am of opinion that, in allocating 8 seats to these classes and tribes,
their rights and interests will be adequately protecte~.

Muslims.
The Muslims are entitled to 35 seats on a population basis and I recommend
they should· be given a weightage of 2 seats, making their representation. 37 seats.

Planting.

'

The Indian Statutory Commission, the Assam Provincial Committee cooperating therewith; and the .Government of Assam, have all recommended what
amounts to 13 seats for the planting interests, provided 2 of such seats are reserved
·for Indian planters. Having ·regard to the tea industry's -stake in Assam, on the
prosperity.of which industry the province and its inhabitants depend, I consider
this representation is the minimum that should be allowed.

Tea Garden Labour.,
In the first report of the Assam Franchise Committee nomination was, by a
majority, recommended for the representation of tea garden labour. The Government of Assam have also recently changed their former views and have recommended
this as the only method of dealing with such representation. The Assam Branch,
Indian Tea 1\.ssociation, 'in their reply to the questionnaire approved, subject to slight
modification, the scheme of election on the group system originally put forward by
the Government of .Assam, whereby 3 members from tea gardens should represent
labour. I am prepared to support such a scheme, but am bound to admit that,
having regard to all factors now existing in .Assam, nomination at present appears
to be the only satisfactory solution of this problem. If nomination is to be adopted
I consider one member for each valley of the province is all that will be necessary.
the Council then consisting of 100, and not 101, members.

Europeans.
I was the only member of the Assam Franchise Committee to recommend the
allocation of one seat for the European community in .Assam. For the ·reasd\s
given by the Chairman, European .Association (.Assam Branch), and by me to the
Indian Franchise Committee in Calcutta I am still of the same opinion. This opinion·
is shared by the Government of .Assam.

(
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,Caste Hindus:
.

'

The composition of the Council will, with the exception of the caste Hindus,
thus amount to 65 members. For several 'reasons I do .not consider that the de'pressed classes and backward tribes, numberiD.g 1, 742,000, should be included in the·
caste Hindu population. Deducting· these :and labour in tea gardens from the
non-Muslim population, the balance amounts tO 2,404,024 or 30·5 per cent. for
caste Hindus. I consider they should be given a weightage o£'5 seats, making their
representation 36 seats.

E. STUART ROFFEY,
Chairman,
Assam Franchise Committee.

SHILLONG;

The 15th March 1932.
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.. i APPENDIX :IV.
Note ,by Mrs.
mittee.

~.A.

Rahman, Member, .Assam Provincial Franchise Com.

It is unfortunate that our Committee was unable .to come to an unanimous
understanding as regards the composition of the future Legislature. I .find that the
question of women's franchise has been treated most unsympathetically; in fact
none of the members is willing to concede any reservation of seats for women in the
Council.
•
Our Committee or the majority of them are recommending special treatment to
·various communities and interests on the ground of lack of education, weakness of
numbers, backwardness in society and economic conditions. For instance, landhold' .,-.era and tea planters despite their numbers are preferentially treated and the depres,... • sed classes and tribal people are also ensured their representation in the future con·., ',stitution because of their general backwardness. In view of the lack of sufficient
,. interest shown in the past by our legislators on questions of women's education,
,general weJtare, etc.-and also on account of the rather unenvious and hampered
position of the women of India-I see no reason why they also should not
claim special treatment. Their case for such treatment is further strengthened by
the fact that they comprise about half the total population.
I still urge in continuation of my note of dissent submitted to the main
Franchise Committee in Calcuttar--that women should have at least five seats for
the present in the proposed Legislature. I do not think it is possible at the present
time for women to contest seats on the same terms as men in the general election.
'Therefore, a certain percentage of representation should be reserved for women.
Regarding the distribution of these seats I suggest the folloWing division, hoping
-for the greatest possible unanimity with the limited number suggested.
2
2

Caste Hindus:one for each valley
Muslims one for each va.lley
Depressed or other classes .•

l

Total
Moreover, following the principle of separate electorates I recommend that be•
.sides the two major communities others ought also to be represented;
I am sublllitting this note because I consider it my duty to put forward the case
.of women as I should not like it to be shelved-for any inaction on my part.

MRs. Z. A. RAHMAN .

.
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Note by Mr. J. A. Dawson, Member, Assam Provincial Franchise Committee .
. I

I. Distribution of pop-ulation in the enfranchised: areas.-ln the province of
~sam, the Indian general constituencies are classified•as Muslim and non-Muslim.
The 1931 census figures show that in the enfran9hised areas of the province, the
population is : :
(a) Muslims
•:
2,744,108
(b) Non-Muslims . .
• •'
5,125,021

Under non-Muslims we have:979,000
Labourers and others in tea gardens
'
(There are a very few Muslims among theni bu:t their numbers axe negligible.)

..

Hindu exterior castes as defined inMr. Mullan's note* 1
Ex-tea. garden coolies in the villages
Backward tribes

:

.. '
••

...

·" ·.

I

654,000
500,000
588,000

I
I

,,

2. Exclusion of tea garden population.-In my opinion, labourers and others in
tea gardens should be excluded in making any calculation;of the number of seats in
the new legislature which should be allotted to non-Muslims. . These labourers are
at present unenfranchised mainly because they pay neither: land revenue nor chaukidari tax-the main qualifications for the franchise. Moreover, it is the recommendation of the Committee that at present they shouldfaute de 'mieux be represented in
the Council by nomination. We may, therefore, take the non-Muslim population
to be considered as 5,125,021 minus 979,000, i.e., 4,146,021:
3. Proportion of population of depressed classes and b~ckward tribes to the total
population.-The total of Hindu exterior castes, ex- tea garden coolies, and backward
tribes is 1,742,000. For these it is proposed to havereservation of seats in nonMuslim constituencies. In paragraph 80·of Volume II of the Report of the Indian
Statutory Commission it is stated that" the proportion of',the number of such reserved seats to the total number of seats in all the Indian ;general constituencies
should be three-quarters of the proportion of the depressed .class population to the
total population of the electoral area of the province". The same paragraph gives
the reasons why seats should not be allocated to them on the basis of their full population ratio.
~
I

The proportion of the depressed class population to the total population of the
1,742,000
l
electoral area of the province is ,
,
or about ·22 per cent.
,
,
2 744 108 5 125 021
4. Allocation of seats among Muslims and caste Hindus.-! agree with the majority of the members of the Committee, that, in the general const~tuencies, there should
be one seat for 80,000 persons. Thus, for the Muslim popul~tion, there would be
34·3 seats. As regards the non-Muslims, I -have already stated that labourers·in
the gatJens should be excluded. As separate representation on an elective basis is
being given to Hindu exterior castes, ex-tea garden coolies and backward tribes,
their population has also to be excluded. Thus, seats have 'to be provided for
2,404,021 non-Muslims or rather for those who might be called caste Hindus-a
term which, if unscientific, is at least intelligible. They w01dd receive 30 seats.
,
Adding these to the 34 Muslim seats, we have 64 seats.

+

5. Allocation of seats among the depressed classes and backward tribes.-According
to the formula of the Statutory Commission (paragraph 3 supra) the proportion of
~e seats. reserved for the depressed classes would be· three-quarters of ·22, i.e.,
~0 or say o\· Taking X to represent the number of seats in all the Indian
*Pages 337-363.
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general con~ti;uencies inclu~ng th6se of the depressed classes, the number of seats
~o ·be allocated to the depressed elasses may be worked out as follows:64

+ 2\; X= X.
X= 76.

Therefore, out of 76 seats in all the general electorates the allocation would
be:· ·

..

Muslims
·
Caste Hindus 1
Hindu exterior castes, ex-tea garden coolies and backward tribes.

34
30
12

6. Allocation of seats for special interests.:_The next point for consideration is
the representation of special interests. I would propose the following seats : -

Tea Industry
Tea garden labour
Commerce and Industry
Landholders

13 of which 2 should be for Indians.
3 by nomination (2 ·for the Assam Valley
and lfor the Surma Valley).
1
2 (one for each Valley).

7. Additional seats for M uhammadans ........Thus we would obtain a Council of 95.
I am of opinion that in view of the continued expansion of the Muhammadan·
population in the province, due mainly to the influx of immigrants in the Assam
·Valley from Bengal, some addition should be made tothe number of Muhammadan
seats. I would allocate 37 instead of 34 to the Muhammadans.
8. Readjustment of seats among depressed classes, backward tribe8and caste Hindus.
-As regards the caste Hindus and depressed classes, I would propose a readjustment in the number of seats. Mr. Mullan's note* shows that in recent years there
has been a marked tendency among certain of the lower Hindus castes, e.g., the
Jogis and Suts in the Assam Valley, to ~nove upwards. This has been due largely
to a spontaneous desire for uplift. Again, i? the case a~ least of the Cacharis among
the backward tribes, there has been wholesale conversion to Hinduism-mainly
the result of intensive propaganda work .. Jt may be expected-;-though it is by no
means certain-that for some years to coine most of. the electors belonging to the
depressed classes or to the backward tribes will vote for the reserved seat candidates
rather than for the candidates in the general non-Muslim constituencies. But, as
time goes on, I think that it is inevitable that at least as regards the depressed classes
there will be a growing tendency for the electorate of these classes to support the
general non-Muslim candidates. I believe that I am correct in statirig that the ides.
in the minds of most, if not all, of those who supported the Committee's proposal for
the reservation of seats in preference to separate electorates was that the depressed
classes and perhaps the backward tribes would find their ultimate salvation by combining with the caste Hindus rather than by keeping aloof from them. If this s.i·gument is correct, there will not in the future be the same need for so many reserved
seats as is contemplated at present. I would propose that meantime there should
be 11 instead of 12 reserved seats, and of these I would allocate 7 to the depressed
classes and 4 to the backward tribes. In paragraph 14 of my" Notet on how elections could be conducted with an electorate of 15 per cent. of the total population "
a tentative distribution of these seats has been . suggested. They woUld be on a
territoria!'basis, but the number of seats lias been worked out according to population. With 12 seats for a population of 1,742,000 among the depressed classes and
backward tribes the standard is almost 145,000 per seat and with 11 seats it is about .
158,000 per seat .... In order to· meet the gradual absorption of the depressed classei>
and the :backward tribes .in the higher Hindu castes, I would suggest that instead of
30 there should be 33 seats for
caste Hindus. I recognize that· the. argument for· this
.
~
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increase--and also for the increase in the number of Muhammadan seats-rests on'
nothing more than a hypothesis. I think that, so long as there is no settlement of
the communal question, there should be provision for rej:tdjusting the number of
ileats by a " constitutional resolution ", perhaps after every census.
9. Tea-garden labour seats.-For tea-garden labour ~ would have preferred
representation by election, with 4 seats for the Assam Valley and 2 for the Surma
Valley-more or less on the same lines as the representation'for the depressed classes
a,nd the backward tribes-had I been convinced that this was both practicable and
desirable. In my opinion, this method of representation i$ neither practicable nor
desirable. I consider t~t 3 seats to be filled by nominatim}. should suffice, but this
would be only a temporary expedient. It is not difficult to yisualise that formation
of trade unions in tea-gardens in the not distant future, and when these become an
accomplished fact and of a nature suitable to express, fairly and effectively, the
needs of the tea-garden labourers, it may be possible to utilise them as a medium of
representing tea-garden labour in the legislature. I think, .l).owever, that meantime
representation by nomination must remain the best solution.. It would be unwise-&nd might prove disastrous to the industry and therefore to the province as a wholeto allow an opening for a politician who has an axe to grmd.
10. Tea Industry seats.-I have recommended 13 seats for the tea industry
of which 2 would be reserved for Indians. This is, more or less, according to the
present proportion of one-eighth of the elected members of CO:uncil. In this connection I would invite attention to paragraph 88 of Volume II of the Report of the
Statutory Commission where it is stated that" In Assam, where there is no European
ileat apart from those allotted to planters there seems ground for making some
addition to the quota, in view of the extremely large and important part which the
tea industry plays in the province." As the acreage of Indian-owned gardens
is about one-eighth that of those owned by Europeans, I think that two seats for
Indians is a fair share.
·
;
·

!

.

'

II. No provision for a separate seat for Europeans.-! have' suggested no separate
seat for Europeans qua European. I believe that the allocation of II seats for
European planters is all that is required. It is true that ~he electorate for the
planting constituencies does not include those Assistant M!tnagers who are not
engineers or who are not in charge of a garden. There are also •Europeans in industrial concerns such as the oilfields, coalmines and railways
well as among the
officials. But, after all, the European population of the provmce in the 1931 Census
was only 3,362 and most of them are in tea gardens. I think that nearly an· Europeans pay income-tax and so have a vote in the general non-M'uslim constituencies.
It has been argued that the interests of the planters and of th~ general European
community may clash ; this may possibly be the case in more or less petty matters ;
but personally, I am confidentthat the planter members, if any {.-ital question should
arise in Council affecting the Europeans as a community, woUld be able W-and
indeed would wish to-give it their best attention.
'

as

. 12. Commerce and Industry seat.-Outside the tea-garde~ there are few indu.strial concerns of any considerable magnitude. For the ?ilfields, coalmines,
railways, oilmills, etc., I think that one representative is all that is required to look
after the interests of commerce and industry. As Assam develops, some addition
may be required in the future.
~
13. Seats for Landholders.-As regards representation for )andholders, there
are not in this province many Zamindars of the same status as in Bengal and some of
the larger provinces. My personal experience in Sylhet is that, of recent years
the tenants are becoming more independent, and it might not be easy for a land~older to be returned to Council from the ordinary constituency. At the same
~e landholders have a big stake in the country, and should be represented in
I..JOuncil. From time to time, legislative measures are introduced which closely
affect their interests. I think that these interests can best be safeguarded if landholders are represented in the Lower House. Accordingly, I suggest that there
should be one representative from each Valley. It shbuld not be difficult to fix
suitable qualifications for the landholders' electorate.
,;
2D2
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_.( 14. Final'scheme.-In its final·f:rm, the scheme which I suggest for the Lower
Houseis:·

..

Muslims
"'
Caste Hindus
Hindu Exterior Castes, ex-tea garden coolies a.nd backward tribes ..

".

•Tea Industry
Tea-garden Labour
Commerce and Industry
Landholders

.-.·

..

37
33
II

13
3

·

I
2

__._.A.~,

' 100·

Total

J. A. DAWSON,
Memher and Secretary,
Assam Franchise Committee.

SHILLONG:

The 10th March 1932.
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lliscellaneous correspondence with the Government of Assam on matters
arising out of replies to Questionnaire.
•

APPENDIX.
I

Position of Jogis and Suts in the Assam Valley.
'
LETTER FROM THE SECRETARY, GOVERNMENT OF AssAM, TO THE !NDIA!I"
FRANcmsE CoMMITTEE, No. 588-FR., DATED THE 13TH MARcH 1932.
'

.

The. Government of Assam have considered the p~sition of the· J,ogis and the
Suts in the Assam Valley. Mr. Mullan has also submit~d a note* of which Iencloss
a. copy.
The Government of Assam would invite a reference ':to their reply to section IV
of the questionnaire as given in Mr. Soame's lettert of ~9th February 1932. The3
have suggested that there should be special constituencies for separate communities
as well as general electorates which would absorb all electors who do not wish to
register themselves in any specia.l communal electorate or who are not sufficiently
numerous to obtain special representation. It should be left to the Jogis and th~t
Suts in the Assam Valley to enrol themselves in one of these separate electorates
if they wish to do so, If, however, their numbers shoulq. be insufficient to justify
a separate electorate, they would have to enrol themselve~ in the general electorate.

n
Further correspondence in regard to certain points arising'out of the Supplementary Questionnaire.
'
(1) TELEGRAM FROM THE JOINT SECRETARY,. INDIAN FRANCJUSE COMMITTEE, TO THE
SECRETARY TO THE GovERNMENT OF AssAM, No. S-1285, DATED THE 18TH
MARCH 1932.
'
Chairman is most grateful to local Government and Provincial Committee
for their prompt reply to supplementary questionnaire which will be of great assistance to us. He will be glad i.£ further inquiries could be ';proceeded urgently on
points .referred to. in sub-paragraph two of paragraph eight• of local Government's
letter~. It is of particular importance to have an estimate even approximate
of number of women who would be enfranchised. This is equally the case as regards
the depressed cla,sses. Chairman therefore while appreciating difficulties would be
grateful for most exact approximate figure that can be worked out in their case
based if necessary on 1921 statistics or any other figures readily available which
·
local Government think more reliable.
{2)· DEMI-OFFICIAL LETTER FROM THE SECRETARY, GOVERNMENT OF ASSAM, TO THE
SECRETARY, INDIAN FRANcmsE CoMMITTEE, No. 608-FR., DATED SHILLONG,
THE 19TH MARcH 1932.
1
I
You will realise that the further enquiries which the Chairman now desires
on the points referred to in sub-paragraph (ii) of paragraph 8 of my letter No. 2358A.P., dated the 12th March 1932 must be, as stated in that letter, detailed and prolonged. I will send out a letter to our district officers and ask them to get approximate figures as quickly as possible but it is only fair to tell you that it is very doubt• ful whether th~e will arrive in time to be of use to you ; and, :secondly, owing to
the agency whiCh we have to employ, we cannot guarantee their accuracy unless
they are submitted to careful check by officers whom it is at '·presenf impossible
to spare for the purpose.
.
•
•
,
.
,
·
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·Take, for example, the case of reducing the amount of chaukidari tax so as. to
extend the franchise. We shall· have to obtain from each panchayat the. following
figures:·
(a) Totai number of persons who pay any chaukidari tax-male and female;
(b) Number who pay rupee•one-i.e., those at present qualified ;
(c) Number paying 0-12-0 (twelve annas)-male and female ;

(d) Number

payi~g 0-8-0 (eight annas)-male and female.

Further, we should have to ask them to state, in each case, of (a), (b), (e)
and (d) the number of ",exterior " castes included ; also male and female. It is
extremely unlikely that these panchayats will give accurate returns, though we shall
send them forms;to fill up and tell them that they should make no delay to make
local enquiries but to work it out on the figures that they have-i.e., on tlieir assessment lists.
'
'
As regards the land revenue qualification, we have it better agency and we
would get similar statements filled up for each Sub-Deputy Collector's circle in the
Assam Valley which will be prepared roughly by the mauzadar who collects rents
;from his ·mauzas or collections of· villages ·after an examination of the rent rolls.
He would have to consult the mandals, or the village surveyors, who actually measure
up land for assessment. They have the registers in their possession and should be
_.able to give the information in the following form :.
(a) The present number assessed to land revenue on Rs. 15 per annummale and female-i.e., present assessment ;
(b) Number assessed to Rs. 10 per annum-male and female ;
(c) Number assessed to Rs. 8 per annum-male and female ;
(d) Number assessed to Rs. 6 per annum-male and female.

Here again we should require them to report for each class (a), (b), (c) and (d)
the number of revenue payers belonging to.
(a) exterior castes ; and
(b) tribes,
~list of castes and tribes being forwarded in each case.

. . We shall not delay matters by enquiring into municipal taxes as there is only
one urban constituency in the province at present.
'
(3) DEMI-OFFICIAL LETTER FROM THE SECRETARY, GOVERNli!!ENT OF AssAM, TO THE
SECRETARY, INDIAN J)'RANcmsE CoMMITTEE, No.
1ST APRIL 1932.
.

637 -FR., DATED

Will you please refer to the penultimate paragraph of my
608-Fr., of the 19th March ?

SmLLONG, THl!l

'

r
demi-official No.

A circular letter in the vernacular was addressed to all mandals in the 5 districts
in the Assam Valley where payment of land revenue is the main qualification for .
franchise. In the remaining district. (Goalpara) payment of chaukidari tax is
the qualification. The mandals are Government village surveyors who measure
up the land and keep the record (jamabandi) of all land revenue ·payers showing
the .amount payable by each: The letter explained clearly what was meant by
depressed (or Hindu exterior) •Classes, backward tribes and ex-tea garden coolies.
The classification laid down in Mr. Mullan's note* was followed except that the J ogis
and Suts of the Assam Valley were included as a Hindu exterior·class on the analogy
of their inclusion by Mr. Mullan in the case ofthe Surma Valley. In this connection
I would invite a reference to my demi-official No. 588-Fr.; of the 15th March ~932· 0
2. At the time w4en the Deputy Commissioner, Nowgong, got the letters -fo1;
distribution, all the 190,mandals happene!f to be at headquarters for recess work

*Pages 337-363.
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and within a few days I received a statement from each of them. These statements
have been consolidated in my office, and I giv!l the resul~ below :All classes.
I

Rs. 15 and over.

Rs.' 10 or more but
under Rs. 15.

Rs. 8 or more but
under Rs. 10·.

Rs. 6 or more but
underRe. 8.

•
'I

I

M.

F.

M.

F.

M.

---17,539

' 406

'

F.;

•

1\L

'

C,j

'

13,859

516

I

9,399

F.

13,466

3~5

658

Depressed classes, backward tribes and ex-tea gardJn coolies.
I

Rs. 15 and over.

Rs. 10 or more but
under Rs. 15.

'R.s. 8 or more but
under Rs. 10.

:,

Rs. 6 or more but
under Rs. 8.

'

'I
I

M.

F.

M.

5,791

163

5,285

F.

M.

F.

I

.'
l
I

M.

F.

I

I

247

3,761

177

' 5,580

278

'

I think that the statements are as reliable as can be reasonably expected. I
was Deputy Commissioner in Nowgong for 6 years and have a, fair idea of the distribution of the population. I have scrutinised several of the lists relating to localities where I know that there are villages inhabited by depressed classes, backward
tribes or ex-tea ga.rden coolies. The entries made under thes'e classes are such as
.I would expect. Then again, certain areas in Nowgong are pccupied largely by
Muhammadan immigrants from Bengal and in some of these ~reas there are few,
if any, of the lower caste Hindus or backward tribes. I found that this was borne
out by the lists which I examined.
;
I

There is another fact that points to the tolerable accuracy of the statements .
.The present franchise qualification is the annual payment of Rs. 15 land revenue
and according to the latest revised electoral roll for that district there are 17,558
electors-male and female-Moslems and non-Moslems-in: the rural areas.
There are in ·addition 1,053 electors in Nowgong to'Yn who are qualified by payment of m].lnicipal tax. This gives a total of 18,611. According to the consolidated statement above there are 17,945 :persons who pay
land revenue of Rs. 15 and over. To this has to be added 1,053 town electors,
making a total of 18,998 which corresponds nearly to the present electorate. The
;
electoral roll was last revised in 1929.
3. According to the 1931 census the total population of the; enfranchised area
in Nowgong (i.e., excluding the Mikir Hills and tea gardens) is 46,2,000. According
to the figures received from the mandals the payers of land reve:q.ue ofRs. 15 and
over plus the small number of town electors constitute 4·1 per cel}t. of this popula• tion. Ten p.er cent. of the total population would mean approximately 46,200
, persons. The total of those who pay land revenue of Rs. 8 and o:ver is 42,114 and
of those who pay Rs. 6 and over is 56,238. It is thus probable 'that a payment
of Rs. 7 or Rs. 7-8-0 land revenue would enfranchise 10 per cent. qf the total population. To enfranchise 15 per cent. or 69,300, as is proposed by the.AssamFTanchise
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the qualification might be a payment of Rs. 4-8-0 or Rs. 5 land

4. The total population of the depressed classes, backward tribes and ex-tea
garden coolies in theenfranchisedareao£ Nowgong district is approximately 155,000.
According to the statement there are 5,954 persons who pay land revenue of B,s. 15
and over which is just under 4 per cent. of 155,000. 15,424 persons pay a revenue
of Rs. 8 and over or nearly 10 per cent. of the total population.
5. I would invite a reference to paragraphs 2 and 3 of my" Note on the method
of calculating an electorate of 15 per cent. of the total population "' where it is
pointed out that a standard of land revenue which would enfranchise a certain
percentage_ in one district would give a larger or smaller proportion in others.
Complete statistics from other districts in the Assam Valley would have to be
obtained before-the standard of land revenue which would enfranchise about ten
per cent. of the-population in all these districts, taken as a whole, could be ascertained. I think, however, that the figures for Nowgong afford a useful indication
as to what the standard would probably be. Nowgong is . fairly typical of the
districts in the -Assam Valley where payment of land revenue is the qualification
for the franchise.
6. The Prime Minister in his letter of the 29th December 1931, to the Chairman,
Franchise Committee, observed that ~<'it is clearly necessary so to widen the electorate that the Legislatures to which responsibility is to be entrusted· should be
representative of the general mass of the population and that no important section
of the community may lack the means of expressing its needs and opin;ions." In
your telegram of the 18th March, it was stated that it was of particular importance
to have an estimate, even approximate, of the number of depressed classes who
would be enfranchised. I think that the Nowgong figures show that a very considerable number of persons,belonging to the depressed classes, backward tribes,
and ex-tea garden coolies would receive the franchise. In Assam there is not,
between these classes and other members of the general community, any wide gulf
in material assets such as might be found in other provinces in India.
7. As regards women, the statement shows that 1,317 pay land revenue of
Rs. 8 and over while 1,976 pay Rs. 6 or more. Perhaps if the qualification was
fixed atRs. 7 or Rs. 7-8-0, about 1,600 would be enfranchised out of a'total electo·rai;e of 46,200. This would be about 3 · 5 per cent. of the electorate__:a c'onsiderable
advance on the present proportion in Nowgong district of about 1 per cent.
_ 8. Up to date I have not received many statements from other districts. It
would be interesting to know what payment of chaukidari tax in the districts where
this is a franchise qualification would enfranchise 10 per cent. of the total popula- ·
tion and what proportion of the depressed classes would be enfranchised on this
basis. I hope that before the 6th of April material will be available to enable
me to indicate what payment of chaukidari tax would be suitable. I may also be
in a position to compile figures for some other districts or subdivisions in the Assam
Valley where payment of land revenue is the franchise qualification, but the information is bound to be incomplete compared with the statistics for Nowgong.
(4) DEMI-OFFIC:ur, LETTER FROM THE SECRETARY, GOVERNMENT OF AssAM, TO THE
SECRETARY, INDIAN FR.ANamsE CoMMITTEE, No. 639-FR., DATED S~LONG,
THE 8TH APRIL 1932.
In continuation of my No. 637-Fr. of the 1st April, I enclose a statement*
showing the payment of land revenue or of chaukidari tax which would probably
enfranchise ten per cent. of the total population in the enfranchised areas' of the
plains districts in the province. One column shows what proportion of the depressed and backward classeS would probably be enfranchised under these qualifio
cations. Another colilm:::t indicates what percentage women voters would form
of the ten per cent. electorate.
*Page 410.
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2. The t1ble below gives the number of mandals or panchayat& in'the different
districts and also the number of statements tabulated. I have exclude'd statements
which were obviously incorrect or which were unintelligible : Total number.

Tabulated.

190

190

166
143

166
' 139
;' 208
', 264

Mandal&.
Nowgong
DaiTang
Lakhimpur
Sibsagar
Kamrup

220
333
1,052

Goalpara
Cachar
Sylhet

•

'
':967
' 82

136
99
1,062

·f :566

1,297

:732

';84

'
'

'

3. Except in the case of Nowgong and Daming, where statements were received
"rom all the manddB, I have calculated the total number of those paying land
revenue or chaukidari tax of the various amounts given in my No. 608-Fr. of the
19th March 1932* on the assumption that the proportions given by thosemandd&
or panchayatB who have submitted statements would be maintained in the remain·
ing chaukidari circles or mandalB' lots.
;
I admit that this is only an estimate but it is the best that I can do in the circumstances. As regards area and population, mandds' lots and chaukidari circles
are fairly equal in the province.
'
4. Roughly speaking, it is probable that in the five districts of the Assam
Valley where payment of land revenue is the main qualification for the franchise
a payment of about Rs. 7-8-0 would produce an electorate of ten per cent. of the
population. Similarly, in the Surma Valley, payment of about 8 or 9 annas chaukidari tax would give a similar electorate. In Goalpara district in the Assam Valley
a lesser rate of payment of chaukidari tax might have to be fixed. It is c~ear that
a very considerable number of electors would belong to the depressed and backward classes. The number of female electors would also be increased.
'
* Pages 405-406.
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Payment of land revenue or of chaukidari ta:f: which wO'Uld give an electorate of 10 per cent. of the total rural population; percentage of perBons
belonging to tke depreBBeil and backward claeBeB who would be enfranckiBed; and percentage of women electorB.
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A~-With

qualification of payment of
Land RevenuET..
Nowgong
..
Sibsagar
..
..
Lakhimpur ..
,
..
Darrang
..
..
..
·Kamrup
..

....

B.-With qualification of payment
.Chaukidari TaxGoalpara
Cachar
..
..Sylhet·,

..

..
..

..
..
..

562
933.
725
585
977
.•

452
643
464
451
932

155.
208
233
214·
230

..

..
..

883
538
2,724

858
387
2,516

~

45,200
64,300
46,400
45,100
93;200

.

of
'

.

249
110
422

85,800
38,700
251,6~

Rs. a.
7 8
8 0
5 8
7 8
5 8

11
6
13
10
9·5

3·5
3·8
2·3
3·1
2·4

17,558
'34,698
17,386
14,254
31,215

100
95
97
100
80

8
13
11

1·2
;6
·8

38,422
.17,236
99;679

60
85
55

Ann;s.
7

.8
9

.

N OTEs.~1. Column 6.-The explanation of the comparatively low figure in the case of Lakhimpur is that this district is at present under resettlement. It may safely be assumed that the resettlement will result in raising the figure appreciably. The present figure is based on the rates of the
existing settlement. The low figure for Kamrup is due partly to the fact that about one-sixth of the land in this district is nisf-kkiraj on half revenue
rates and partly to the fact that there is much land for cold weather, cultivation on temporary leases the revenue on which has not been taken into
consideration. More nisf-khirajdar8 would however obtain the franchise under the qualification of payment of local rates as they pay full local rates.
Resettlements in Nowgong, Sibsagar, Darrang and Kamrup are of recent date.
·
2. Column 8.-In districts where the franchise qualification is paymen_t of chaukidari tax of a certain amount, the chaukidar. tax is assessed on
t.he headaf household and almost invariably males &re'&ssessed. Poor females or widows are generally exempted from :payment 9f chs,ukid&ri tft,X.
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. NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PROVINCE.
I

Memorandum by the Chief Commissioner, North-West Frontier
Province.
~
·
'

Preliminary.-It must be understood that: our electoral rolls and
the figures resulting therefrom cannot be treated as accurate. Co~plete
final figures of voters will not be available till the middle of March,' ···The
present rolls have been compil~d from the voters}1rolls for district bo!!rds
and municipalities, and fresh rolls have only been, made in the case of
cantonments. The district board franchise rolls ',cover for all areas outside the municipal and cantopment liniits. The ru;ral ·<,Jonstituency
franchise described at rule-7 of the North-West Frontier Province Electoral Rules, Schedule. II, r~produces the district \board franchiSe. 7 _(i)
is a new quali:ficatjon . Slinilar~y § (a) ~6' (g)'•o£ the Schedule ar~ the
municipal quali:ficatioris. 6 (h) 'is new. The res~lt of 7 (i) and 6 (h)
is that urban and rural qualifications are made valid in rural and' urban
constituencies rlspectively. As, far as can be ascert;ined fro~ figures
avaihtble~at the time ~f writing 'some 17,qoo additipnal voters'~ave been
admitted to the ~~11: , Of these a.considerable J]-UIDb~r appear to owe their'
admission to, the a~ove ~xteruiion. Ot:qers no'. doubt were WI:ongly omit! •
ted from the original rolls. • Revision has had to'be -done with undesirable
haste.
~
~
•'
- "
~
1

< ".

~-

""

..

I

\
I
I
I

I

I. Extension of the Franchise.-(a) Final figures are not availablebut on preliniinary rolls 4·2 per cent. of the total population, 7·7 per
cent. of the male population, 15 · 5 per cent. of the m!lle population over
20 years of age (approximately) are enfranchised in general constituencies.
The corresponding Punjab figures in the two former. cases.are 3·4 per
cent. and 6 per cent., respectively, according to the ~memorandum prepared for the Sinion Commission. The male popUlation over: 20 represents rather more than 25 per cent. of the total population -of the five
districts. Adult male suffrage at 21 would therefore enfranchise about
25 per cent. of the population.
1

The following table of figures supplied from the Hazara district is
interesting as showing the effect of the present franchise qualifications
in e1ections for local bodies. It will be observed that iri these particular
municipalities the enfr~tnchised are well over 20 per c~nt. of the total
population.
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Table showing the number of voters by communities at the District Board
ekction qualifying under each of the specifications(~) to (h) in rule 6
'
of the District Board rules*
Specifications.

•(t~)

Village.headmen, etc.

revenue and assignments

'(c))

..

;

(tl) Thr~-year lease

..
..
..

(h)~ Board cesses and taxes

.

•I

4

5,044

105

'32

5,181

13

s..

..

13

H8
~
32

3

133

7

1,234

6.

56

6

6S

4,054

.3

14

4,071

540

56

•946

758

121

12,860

14,814

5,895

646,224

{

112

...
..

..
..

!

1,207

..

,-

(e) Occupancy tenants
(/) Income-tax
} '
.··
(g) Milita
~}Y, ,.

Hindus.

·'

{b)l

~Land

Muslims.

Total

1,195.

Total.

a·

1,214

~.

•·

~

350'
11,981

Populati~n (b~th sexes) in Distric~
·~ Board

Sikhs.

/

•

625;515

area.

'

•

. "'
•
.· Number of voters by communities. at the municipal election· qualifyinq '
.

"

..

~

•
:w,nder each of specijications (e) to (j)·of the MunicipaZElection Rule 6-V.t ~'
· Haripur Municipality. ·
' '·'"
'

-•

.
·•

Hindus.

Musl.ims.

Specifications.

"'

Christians

'
Sikhs.

and
others.

Total.

•

..
2

8

634

629

134

..
..
..

53

21

9

..

4

5

(h) Land revenue

..
...
..
..

(i) Matriculation

..

5

(j) Military

..

4

..

728

{e) Ownership

-(/) Rent Rs. 4

.

(g) Income Rs. 40

Total

Population (both sex:es)

* Pa

30

.f

t

4,253

es 423-426.

.

189

..

..

851

162

2,693

696

t

233
I

10'

1,397
83
14

..

..
~·' ~

14

..

4

....

1,74!l

,

.

Pages 42~23.

11

•

..

7,653'
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Abbottabad Municipality.
:.
-

.

'

Hindus.

Muslims.

Specifications.

:Christians
I
and
I
\ others.

Sililis.

Total.

I

'

i

(f-) Ownership

(/) Rent Rs. 4

..

..

I

57

224

..

407

(k) Land revenue

..

8

..
..

18

..

902

(j) .Military

..

'
I

.

'
402

'

(g) Income Rs. 40

(t) Matriculation

38

139

225

20

207

.

..

..

33

'

123

''

,

742

"

..

'

'

..

..

5

'

4

19

315

1

- 8

..
' ..
'

l

41

I

20

'

l

Total

422

198

\
\

l•

I.

Population (both sexes).

-·
'

t

5,314

1,656

546

1,528

6

I

..
'I

'

122

•

7,638
i

.

The urban franchise indeed gives the vote to about 12 per cent.
(final figure not available) of the total urban populatio~ throughout the
Province. Attention should therefore be directed to widening the
franchise in rural areas. To attain this object the obvious methods are
to lower the land revenue qualification in Schedule I, Section 7 (b) (c) (d)
and (e) of the North-West Frontier Province Elector~l Rules and enfranchise ex-members of the Auxiliary and Territorial Fprces and of the
Transborder Militias, Frontier Constabulary and Police. Pensioned
civil officials if not otherwise qualified should be enfra~chised.
(b) The persons thus admitted will be at least as c~pable of intelligent use of the vote as many who at present enjoy it. ·
(c) Constituencies are small. Many only contain 3 i or 4 thousand
voters, and the largest only about 12,000-an urban area and therefore
not under the above proposals likely to increase. If the rural-constituencies were doubled they would none of them be uninanageable !'as
polling units. The subject of the preparation and maintenance of tolls
is however one that merits atten~ion.
'.
The present system by which officials whose real duties are quite
f>t:OOr are expected to devote time to a series of elections to Imperial,
Provincial, Municipal and District bodies, is noxious to the proper con~
duct of administration. It is suggested that-
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1. The preparation of all rolls should be done at regular intervals
of say, five years, regardless of e~ections.

2. Persons desirous of enrolment should be made to apply for en• ·
rolment by claim : no preliminary roll should be prepared.
3. A special body should be appointed to hear and decide claims
and compile and publish rolls which would be unalterable till the expiry
of the statutory period and used at all elections within that time. ·
4. -.The franchise for the Provincial Legislature and lo~al. bodies
should be.the same, subject only to varyip.g residential or''communal
qualifi~~'tions.
· •
.,
-~
t - • "' ~
While admitting that the abOve vi~w may be coloured by experience
of the difficulties of conducting electi9ns in the Province for the first .
time, and at unusually short notice, it is'suggested that here are many
advantages in the method proposed. '*
(d) Does not arise.
(e) I consider it impracticable at present togo further than I have
suggested. If we go furthe12 we migh~. as well proceed to adult male
suffrage at once.
.
.
.
.
.
(f) and (g). I deprecate the suggestion that there should be two classes
of electors. It would tend to confusion where simplification is an imperative ·,need.
v
· •
.
~

~

..

,:. (h) The fo~mer part o_f this suggestion would be feasible if the

principle of secondary election were conceded. But the North-West ,
Frontier Province Council of 40 is large compared with other Provincial
Legislatures ; and constituencies will always be small. I do not think •,
that secondary elections are, 0~ will ever be, necessary. If they were;
however, I consider voting~by artificial ~ritlimetical grqups would not be
compatible wi~h the existing organisation of society, except possibly in.
the larger towns and cantonments. Villagers are nearly always divided ,
according to the ancestral origin of the owning community and the Eeople
would be confused by, and impatient of, any other division .• The)dp.gle
non-transferable vote for a plural secondary constituency would appear
to suit best the village organisation. Each division of a village woUld
then generally have an opportunity of putting in their own representative.
The machinery proposed in (c) above could dea1 with the necessary grouping and enrolment and I would not entrust it to the revenue staff which
at present ·deals with these matters.
,
I consider however that as. far as the Provincial Council goes such
arrangements ·are unnecessary. ·
I enclose, rather as an essay than as ~~recommendation, a rough
sketch* ·of how a system of secondary election woul~ work out. The
mathematical scale on which it is drawn up was adjusted to suit an electoral college for the Assembly but being mathe~atical it can be ®sTly_ •
adjusted to suit apy unit.
*Page 427.
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(j) I do not consider any such qualification would be necessary.
I

2. Franchise qualijication.. -(a) There i~ marked disparity.

Twelve
per cent. of the urban population have vote!' as against some three and a
half per cent. o£ the rural (by "urban:" is intended inhabitants of
municipalities and cantonments. In " rural " is comprised in present
practice three towns and villages of over iO,OOO and several others of
considerable size). The extension of the ~ural_franchise .already suggeste4 could be adjusted to remedy the d~parity.
'\ .
1

(b) No set of qualifications could be reli.ed on to produce· this result.

The desideratum is mathematical"and could most easily be obtained by
adult suffrage. Otherwise it W<?uld be impracticable except by secondary electorates in case-( iii): and in cases (i) orjii) it appears to be pointless.
.,
:.
·
'

(c) By th!s definition everyone would ;be an owner of property

except those who are dependents of others. The present franchise
in this province provides ampl!l recognition ~f qualifications other than
those of property only.
·
1
I
. (d) Matriculates already have votes. ~onsidering' the •:very low
s~ndard of education which matriculation ;represents it appears unnecessary to go further. I would however be prepared to g~ve votes
to persons who have passed the middle school 'examination. · This would
incidentally enfranchise many members of t4e scholastic profession.
,._ 3. Women's su.ffrage.-(a) Female suffrage is probably at pre;ent
,;o unthinkable in public opinion as to be outside the scope of practical
politics. Women do not generally hold .propert'y or pay taxes, and would
therefore have to be enfranchised if at all thro,ugh their civil condition,
, i.e., as wives, widows or daughters, unless some fprm of universal franchise
:
·
:limited by age were introduced. ·
For the present the difficulty of providing ;female staff for purdah
.•
polling appears insuperable. The compilation; of rolls including enqui. ries as to names would~ anyhow in the first instance, involve considerable
difficulties. The whole subject is one best left' to local public opinion
which even if largely male is not everywhere unsympathetic as is proved
by the removal of the sex disqualification by ';many Provin.cial LegisLatures.
,
(b) If the group is the village or mohalla 'as suggested in I 1 (i)
separate groups for men and women would be unnecessary. If the
groups were purely munerical, separate groups for men and women would
be desirable. ·
·
(c) See the final sentence of answer (a) aboye.
• 4. Representation of depressed classes.~In urban areas no class can
be regarded as depressed, either economically or; otherwise. There are
of course a large number of poor but they are not 'excluded from schools,
nor from any occupation, professional or other.:

'
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Of 5,468 persons classified in Provincial Census, table II, as Hindu
Depressed Classes no less than 3,514 are returned from Nowshera tahsil
and it is understood that these are principally immigrants of the servant
class employed in the cantonment. They are therefore as a class ·not
numerous enough to justify a separate electorate. In fact the problem
scarcely exists in this Province.
In rural areas the village Kamin or menial can only be regarded' as ·
depressed in the sense that in addition to his normal trade of potter,
weaver, etc., he often performs certain services in exchange for his
right to occupy a place in the village site (which is the property of the
'
village agricultural community).
As however this menial population comprises tenants often with
occupancy rights, paid labourers who earn wages, and independent
persons who live by their transport animals or work at harvest only for
the village community, many of them especially ·in Pe\hawar district
aretprobably already voters as payers of Rs. 4 per annum in district,
board cesses. This amount is leviable on those earning Rs. 300 per
annum.
5. Representation of labour.-(a) There is no organisation of labour
in the Province.
I
,!

"'f

(b) The labouring classes are scattered throughout the Province
and special representation for them is not very practicable. ·The proper
method seems to be extension of the franchise eventually. They will
then be able to exert more influence probably than by having two or three
special seats. There are no capitalists . employing labour on ~ , large
scale.
5-A. Representation of Special Interests.-Landholders are the only •
special interest at present represented. There is no university and no
chamber of commerce. There should be no difficulty in forming a univer- ·
sity constituency of graduates of recognised universities, but if commerce
finds it unnecessary to associate for general purposes it may be taken as
too inchoate to require a special constituency.
•
:f!:indu interests are almost entirely commercial.
If separate electorates were abolished it might become desirable to,
prGvide special representation for commerce.

II.-The Federal Legislature.
6. Allocation of seats to British Indian Provinces."""-'The tentative
allocation of seats provides for two in the Upper Chamber and three in
the Lower Chamber. In the event of separate communal electorates
it would be difficult to provide for minority communities, though it
might be feasible to attach the members of the minority communities
·to a Punj·ab constituency. ·
.
·
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(a) If the Province is to have two members in' the Upper Chamber
and three in the Low~r, without creating a very s~all electorate for the
Upper Chamber direct election would produce so ~little differentiation
in candidates and voters as between the Chambers as to be almost incomprehensible. A very small electorate would He difficult to devise
without a great deal of undesirable controversy. ~ndirect election by
the Provincial Legislature at least provides an int!'Jlligible distinction
and an indisputable electorate. It appears to be the:best way·out of the
difficulty. I would also favour qualifications for :membership .of the
Upper Chamber, e.g., age, the holding of certain offioos and the exercise
of a profession.
~.
•
(b) If indirect elections are adopted for the Provincial Legislature,
I see no reason to differentiate in the basic franchise. :Otherwise either a
restricted franchise or indirect voting for the Federal;Legislature would
appear to be essential if candidates are to be known: to the electors in
;
these enormous constituencies.
(c) Direct election on a wide franchise of 200 pe:~;s<:ms to represent
300 million others appears to reduce representatiorl to an absurdity.
As a. means of deciding fortuitously what persons from certain Province
shall go to Delhi and sit in a certain Chamber it is me~ely inconvenient.
The persons sent cann.ot be brought to book by any body of public
opinion. Their electors will not know whether they ;have really supported the interests of the Province or merely fished fqr P.rivate advantage or for amusement in the whirlpool of central politics.
I would not support direct election in urban areas and indirect in
rural. Assuming three constituencies for North-West Frontier Province
the natural division is
;
North-Hazara.
, I
Central-Peshawar.
I
South-the remainder.
'
I would however greatly prefer to see a Federal Lower House elected
also by Provincial Legislatures. Devolution to the Provinces will· be
very extensive ; central matters will touch but faintly t~e ordinary life
of the average man: Those who represent the Province in a Federation
should represent the Province as a whol.e and not particular consti\.
tuencies.
The Legislative Council is a better guardian of Provincial interests
than a congeries of voters and the Council could inffuence.; the Provincial
representatives throughout their term of office. It seems essential that
those who go to the Central Government should be responsive to pressure
from home and not be permitted to lose sight of the purpose for which
they were sent owing to the greater fascinations of high politics.
As between the Upper House and the Lower-! wo'uld, as stated
a.bo•e, prescribe qualifications for members of the former; but none for
·
those who are sent to the Lower House.
Representation of women, labour and depressed claases~-No further
remarks.
·
'

a
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I (a) • Electoral RUles.
(i) NOTIFICATION.

Peshawar, the 25th March 1931.
~

'

No. 649-L. F.-With reference to theNorth-WestFrontierProvince
notification No. 105-L. F., dated the.19th January 1931, and in exercise
of the powers- conferred by Sections 240 and 240-A of the Punjab Municipal Act, 1911, the Chief Commissioner, North-West Frontier Province,
is pleased to make the following rules in supersession of the rules and
notifications specified below:..,

l

~~

,f)

(I) Punjab Government notification
No. 249, dated the 20th April
1886.
\
'in so far as they relate to the
(2) Punjab GoverU'ment notification
Municipal Committees of
No. 453, dated the 11th August
Peshawar,
Abbottabad,
1887.
'
Haripur,· Kohat, Bannu
(3) Punjab Government notification
and Dera Ismail Khan.
No. 633, dated the 25th Septem:.ber 1889.
·

(4) North;}Vest Frontier Province notification No. 327-L. F.JXXI-I.-24, dated the 8th March 1928.
.

(5) North~We~t,Frontier Province notific!ttion No. 500-L. F.JXXIA.-90, dated the 20th April 1929.
(6) Rules 2, 3 and 4 of the rules published with North-West Frontier

Province notification No. 479-L. F./Con./147, dated the 15th
Aprill929.
RULES.
PART

*

*

*

*

I.

*

*

*

*

*

Qualifications of voters-

6. No person shall be entitled to be registered
municipality unless he-

as a voter in any

(a) is a male British subject; and
'

\

(b) has on the first day of the month in which the roll is published
under the provisions of sub:rule (1) of rule 8.attained_the ag~ of _
21 years ; and
, .
.
_ .
_
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(c) has not been adjudged by a competent court to be of unsound
mind ; ·and
'
(d)· has ordinarily resided or carried o~ business within the:limits

(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)

of the municipality concerned fo~ the 12 months preceding
the first day of the month in which the roll is published, under
the provisions of sub-rule (1) of rule 8 ; and
'
possesses imm~vable property within the municipal limits, of
a value of ·not less than six hundred rupees ; or
pays not less than four ~upees per mensem' as rent for a house
or part of a house situated in the muiUcipality ; or
'
'
is in receipt of an income of not less th~n 40 rupees per mensem ;
or
pays or at the time of preparation of ih'e roll is liable to pay as
proprietor or receives as an assignee :,of Government not less
than 10 rupees per annum on acco1mt of land revenue in
respect of land situated within the t~hsil in which the muni\
cipality is situated ; or
I

{i) has passed the Matriculation, School Le~ving Certificate or any

·other equivalent or higher examination of any recognised
university, or any oriental title examination of such university; or
·
(j) is a pensioned commissioned or non -commissioned officer or
soldier of His Majesty's Regular Forces.

ExplaMtion.-(1) When two or more persons: are co-sharers in immovable property ol· in payment of house-rent or in receipt of monthly
income or assigned land revenue, every such person shall be qualified as an
elector who would be so qualified if his share in such~ property, house-rent;
or monthly income or assignment were held separately.
I
(2) For the purposes of this rule and rule 8, a: person may be presumed to reside in a constituency if he owns a residential house or a
share in a residential house in the constituency, pwyided that the house
has, during the 12 months preced:i'ng the date on which the roll is published
under the provisions of sub-rule (1) of rule 8, not been let on rent either
in whole or in part.
·.
Qwilijications and disqualifications for membership- ·
7.f(1) No person shall be eligible for election as a member of a municipal committee unless he'

•

•

(a) is registered as a voter on the roll of a constituency in the
municipality concerned published under '.the provisions of
sub-rule (1) of rule 13 and in force under: the provisions of
sub-rule (2) of rule 13 ; and
(b) can read and write English, Urdu, Hindi (in Devanagri script)
or Punjabi (in Persian or Gurmukhi script)"; and

INDIAN FRANCHISE COMMITTEE,

(c) is the 'owner of immovable property of ·a value of not less than
12 hulldred rupees, half or more of which is situated within '
the municipal limits ; or
·
(d) is in receipt of an income of not less than. 80 rupees per mensem ;

or
(e) is in receipt of not less than 50 rupees per mensem as pension
from Government ; or
(j) pays as proprietor or rec~ives as ;n assignee of Government
not less than 20 rupees per annum on account'o£ land revenue

in respect of land situated within the tahsil in which the
municipality is situated ; or
(g) has passed the Matriculation, School Leaving C~rtificate or any
other equivalent or · higher examination of any recognized
university, or any' oriental title exainination of such university; or.
·
(h) is a pensioned commissioned or non-commissioned officer

or

soldier of His Majesty's Regular Forces.

.

Explanation.-In the case of a father and son living together the
possession of immovable property or a monthly income or pension or the
payment of land revenue or receipt of land revenue as an assignee of
Government to the value or amount specified in clause (c), (d), (e) or
(f) shall be held to qualify the father only, provided.that if the father so
• desires such possession, payment or receipt shall be held to qualify the
son in lieu of the father.
(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in. sub-rule (1); no person
shall be eligible for election as a member of a municipal committee who-

•.
'
'
(a) is under contract as regards work to.be done for, or goods
supplied to the municipal

committe~;

to be

or

(b) has, within five years from the date fixed for the nomination of
candidates under the provisions of rule 15, been proscribed

from Government e:rp,ployment ; or
(c) receives any remuneration out of the municipal fund for services rendered to the municipal committee ; o~
(d) has, at any time within five years from the date fixed for the
nomination of candidates under the provisions of ru!e. 15,
been serving a sentence of imprisonment fora period e:x.ce~ing one year ; or
.
. .
(e) is an undischarg~d insolvent or being a discharged insolvent
has not obtained from the court a certificate that his ins.91vency was caused by misfortUUEl without any misconduct Oll
his pa,r~ ; C!.r . ,
.
.
,
{/) is a whole-time salaried Government offici~l;
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'
Provided that the Chief Commissioner
may in cases not covered by
Section 13 of the Indian Election Ofiences and Inquiries Act, 1920,
exempt any person or class of persons from any of the disqualifications
contained in clause (a), (b), (c), (d) or (e) of this sub-rule.
Explanation.-For the purposes of this sub-rule a Public Prosecutor·
is not a whole-time salaried Government official.
(ii) NOTIFICATION.
'

Nathiagab:, the 8th ~uly 1931.
No. 539-J.... F. N.-With reference to;the North-West Frontier Province notification No. 103-L. F., dated the 19th January 1931, and in
exercise of the powers conferred by Sections 55 and 55-A of the Punjab
District Boards Act, 1883, as extended to';the North-West Frontier Province, the Chief Commissioner, North-West Frontier Province, is pleased
to make the following rules applicable to all District Boards in the NorthWest Frontier Province in supersession o£, the rules and notifications
·
\
specified below :I

.

(1) Rule IV of the rules published with Punjab Government
notification No. 133, dated the 25~h August 1887.
(2) Rule VII of the rules published with Punjab Government
notification No. 157, dated the lO~h September 1887.
(3) Rule 5 of t1e rules published with ~unjab Government notifica::
tion No. 13, dated the 27th January 1888.

' ab Government notifica(4) Rule 5 of the rules published with ~unj
tion No. 176, dated the 20th July 1888.
I

(5) Rules 2, 3 and,6 o£ the rules publ~shed with Punjab Government notification No. 98, dated th\) 11th April1894.

(6) North-West Frontier Province notification No. 1014-L. F./
XXI-1-24, dated the 18th October,l926.
'

(7) Part II of the rules published with. North-West Frontier Province notification No. 391-I.J. F.JXXI-A-65, dated the 19th
·March 1928.
·

RULES.
P.~RT

*

*

*

*

*

I.

*

*

*

*

Qualifications of voters6. Every ma1le British subject, who had on tlie first day of the month
in which the roll is published under the provisions of sub-rule (1) of rule 8
attained the age of 21 years and has not been adjudged by a competent
'

'
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court to be of unsound mind shall be entitled to be entered as a voter on
any roll if he has any of the fo!lowing qualifications, namely, if he(a) is a zaildar, inamdar, village headman or chief headman in the

constituency appointed under thf1 provisions of the rules made
Un.der the Punjab Land Revenue Act, 1887 ; or
·
(b) is the owner of land situated within the district board area and
assessed to land revenue of not less than 10 rupees per annum ;
or
(c) is an assignee of land revenue amounting to not less than 20

rupees p.er annum in respect of land situated within the district
·
board area ; or
(d) is a tenant or les~ee under the terms of a written lease for a

period of not less than three years, of land situated within
the district board area and assessed to land revenue of not less
than 10 rupees per annum, provided that, when the land
revenue payable is assessed from harvest to harvest, the animal
land reve~ue payable in respect of such land shall be deemed
to be the annual average amount payable in the three years
previous to the first day of October next preceding the date
of publication of the preliminary rolls under the provisions of
rule 8 of these rules ; or
(e) is a tel}ant with a right of occupancy as defined in chapter II
of the Punjab Tenancy Act, 1887, in respect of land situated
within the district board area· and assessed to land revenue
of not less than 10 rupees per annum ; or
(j) resides in the district board area and was during the financial
year previous to the date of publication of the roll assessed to
income-tax ; or

(g) is a retired o:r pensioned officer, non-comniissioned officer or
soldier residwt in the district board area who has served for
not less than five years in His Majesty's Regular Forces and
has not been discharged therefrom with ignominy ; or
(h) has paid in the year ending on th~ 31st day of March last preceding the date on which the rolls of constituencies are published under the provisions of sub-rule (1) of rule 8, not less
than the sum of four rqpees on account of any cess, rate or
tax payable to the board.

Explanation.-(1) When two or more persons are co-sharers in land
assessed to land revenue· or in anv tenancy or lease of land assessed ft
land revenue or in receipt of assigned land revenue every such person
shall.be qualified as an elector who would be so qualified if his share in
such laud property, tenancy, lease or. assignment were held separately.
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(2) For the purposes of this rule and rule a person may be presumed to reside in a constituency or area if he owns a residential house or a
share in a residential house in the constituency or area, provided that the
house has during the 12 months preceding the date on which the roll is
published under the provisions of rule 8, not b~en let on rent either in •
whole or in part.
.
Qualifications and disq~tal~fications for membm·sh'ip7. {1) Every person who is registered as a vote~ on the roll of a consti·
tuency in the district board area concerned p~blished under the provisions of sub-rule (1) of rule 13 and in force under the provisions of sub-rule
(2} of rule 13 shall be eligible for election as a member of that board i£ he(a) is a zaildar, inamdar, village headman:or chief headman in the
wnstituency appointed under the provisions of the rules
·made under the Punjab Land Revenue Act, 1887; or
(b) is the owner of land situated within th~ district board ;rea and
assessed to land revenue o£ not less than 20 rupees per annum ;
I
or
'I
(c) is ·an assignee of land revenue amount~ing to not less than 40
rupees per annum in respect of Ian~ situated within the
· district board area ; or
(d) is a tenant or lessee under the terms 6£ a written lease for a
period of not less than three years, o£ land situated within the
district board area and assessed to land revenue of not less
than 20 rupees pe~ ann~m, provided that, when the land
revenue payable is assessed from harvest to harvest, the
annual land revenue payable in respect of such land shall be
deemed to be the annual average amouP,t payable in the three
years previous to the first day of October next preceding the
date of publication of the preliminary rolls under the pro:
visions of rule 8 of these rules ; or
(e) is a tenant with a right of occupancy a8 defined in chapter II
of the Punjab Tenancy Act, 1887, in r~spect ofland situated
within the district board area and asses,sed to land revenue of
not less than 20 rupees per annum ; or :
(/) resides in the district board area and was during the financial
year previous to the date of publication Of the rolls assessed to
income-tax ; or
'
(.q) is a retired or pensioned officer, non-commissioned officer or

•

soldier resident in the district board area who has served for
not less than five years in His Majefity's Regular Forces and
has not been discharged therefrom with :ignominy ; or
(h) has paid in the year ending on the 31st day of March last
preceding the date on which the rolls of constituencies are
published under the provisions of sub-rtile (1) of rule 8, not
I

•

'
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less than the sum of eight rupees on aceount of any cess, rate
or tax payable to the board.
(2) Notwithstanding anything· contained in sub-rule (1), no person
shall be eligible for election as a member of a board if he(a) is under contract as regards work to be done for, or goods to
be supplied to the board ; or
·
(b) receives any remuneration out of the district fund for services
rendered to the board·; or
(c) has been proscribed from Government employment; or
(d) has at any time within five years from the date fixed for the

nomination of candidates under the provisions of rule 15
been serving a ~<entence ofimprisonmen t for a period exceeding
one year; or
(,e) is an undisehargcd insolvent or being a diseharged insolvent has
not obtained from the court a eertifieate that his insolvency
was caused by misfortune without any misconduet on his part ;
or
(j) has been removed from membership of a board under Section
- 14 or Section 14-A of the Act or if his election for such membership bas been declared void for corrupt practices under the
provisions of these rules ; or
(g) has been removed from the membership of any municipal
town or notified area committee or cantonment board, or
whose election for such membership bas been declared void
for corrupt practices ; or
(h) is a whole-time salaried Government official:
Provided that the Chief Commissioner may in cases, not covered by
Section 13 o£ the Indian Elections Offences and Inquiries Act, 1920,
exempt any person or class c£ persons from any of the disqualifications
contained in clause (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (j) or (g) of this sub-rule .
. Explanation.-For the purposes of this sub-rule, a Public Prosecutor
is not a whole-time salaried Government official.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

0

'
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I (b) Appe.ndix.
SKETCH OF ELECTION FOR ASSEMBLY BY INDIRECT VOTING.

1. I postulate-(a) Enfranchisement of 10 per cent. of the population, equally
in rural and urban areas, and that the distribution will be fairly even in all districts.
The voters will be the same as those who vote (indirjlctly or directly) for the Provincial Legislature.
:
'
(b) Use of latest census figures of population till next census or for 10 years
whichever is less.
.
•
(c) Villages of over 3,000 to be treated as tQwns and divided into ward units.
(d) Secondary electors can be allotted either by population or ·by primaries.
I assume by population as this gives secondary',voting strength according to population.
',
2. The method of secondary election descriped by the Proportional Represen·
tation Society in their letter of 14;th January 1932 as in use in Japan is by single
non-transferable vote, i.e., every primary electOr has one vote only which he can
give to any one candidate secondary.
:
3. The position of a secondary elector wol\.ld be neither lucrative nor very
important and there seems to be no very good ~e.ason why an electoral board of
thiee--sa.y one official and two non-officiaJs (resident in another Tahsil if necessary)
should not conduct the primary elections by show~ of hands as is done in the Punjab
for panchayats.
\
Secret ballot would prolong operations considerably, and in view of the prevalent illiteracy the advantage thereof would be incommensurate with the time:and
trouble to all concerned. In urban ai'eas (i.e., all toWn.s and villages with more than
5,000 inhabitants) secret ballot would be necessary!
4. Rural.-Assume now that two secondary ele~tors are to be chosen for every
village in columns 4 and 5 of Census Table III* (under 500), 3 electors for columns,6
and 7 (500-1,000 of population), 8 electors for columns 8 and 9, 14 electors for
columns 10 and 11, i.e., one secondary for every 250 population taking the average
of high and low limits.
;
In the case of the lowest class I assume 2 in each ~lass as the population of eaoh
habitation secondary electors, as few villages have les~ than 250 inhabitants.

\I

'
I

--

Secondaries.

P,ppulation.

\'

'

'
366,821
'

Assumed
voting strength
(primary ) at
10 cent. of
population.

Column 4 1,600 x 2=

..

3,200

Column6

637X3=

..

1,911

4~2,816

45,281

ColumnS

379X6=

..

2,274

524,546

52,454

..

2,842

597,263

59,726

Total secondaries in rural areas ..

10,227

1,941;446

194,144

Column 10 203x14=

•

36,682

l

.
. wh o would e1ect .IS the
Thenumb er of pr1manes

total~ o f co1.umns 5• 7• 9 • 11

1,941,446
(assuming lO per cent. enfranchised), i.e.,
10 .
one secondary for 20 primaries.
*Page 430.

10

194,144 or roughly
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5. Urban.-Applying the same figures to habitations o£5,000 and over
I
•
Elect one
secondary per
Primary
250 inhabitants Secondaries
electors
of average
to be · Population. at 10 per
population
elected.
cent.
of class.
populatio':l.

Towns.

Columns 12 and 13 ..

..

27x30

810

180,778

18,077

Columns 14 and 15 ..

..

4x60

240

50,770

5,077

Columns 16 and 17 ..

..

5xl40

700

147,310

14,731

Columns 18 and 19 ..

..

1x350

350

87,440

88,744

Total

..

2,100

366,298

36,629

..

6. If more than 10 per cent. of the population is enfranchised it would be possible
to lower the population ratio for secondaries, if desired, so as to keep the approximate
ratio of 20 primaries to one secondary. But the main object in view is to ensure a
college of secondary electors of reasonable size~ In the example given above we.
should have roughly 12,000 secondaries, or about 4,000 electors for each of three
constituencies of the Assembly.
7. As regards details of election of secondaries see paragraph 3. If a village
or ward failed to elect t. full quota, i.e., if all' the votes giv:en to candidates are less in
number than the number of secondaries to be elected the easiest way would be simply
to acquiesce in the village or ward being to that extent disfranchised. This might
however lend itself to manipulation and it might be better to provide for a new poll.
If after the second poll a similar result ensued the village or ward would be disfranchised to the extent to which it failed to elect secondaries.
The candidates up to the total of secondaries to be elected in each case who
received the larger number of votes outright would be elected-the votes are not
transferable.
N. B.-Any unit with a population not exactly divisible by 250 would be
entitled to elect the additional seconqary. It is therefore more accurate to assume
the average of each class as the population of each town and village therein than
simply to divide the totals of each population column by 250. The figure of secondaries for the single town over 50,000 is however achieved by dividing actual popu- •
lation by 250.

..

•
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T.ABLE ill.*,
Cities, Towns <fnd Villages clas~ified by population . .
1. No statistics are available of the numb~r of villages situated in the trans-

frontier area. This table deals therefore with the five administered districts of the
North-W~st Frontier Province only.
'
2. In this tabie, as in tables I, IV and V, ;cantonments have been treated as
separate towns. In the case of municipalities with Civil Lines adjoining them, the
whole area has been treated as a single town. :
3. The revenue Mauza has been taken as a village, except in the case of towns .
.According to revenue records, the total number of villages in the five administered
districts of the North-West Frontier Province is 3;006, of which 154 are uninhabited.
The total number of inhabited villages and towns according to this table comes to
2,856. The difference of four villages is due to the fact that in some cases revenue
estates contain both urban and rural populations, and in other cases more than one
'
revenue estate.is included in a single town.
4. Travellers enumerated in encampments, boats and trains, etc., have been
shewn separately in this table. No such travellers were enumerated within the
':
limits of any town.
*Census Table III (page 43~).
I

.\
I
I

•

•

TABLE ID.

•

Cities, TOW1t8 and Villagea_C[(uaijied by population,
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II

Memorandum by the Northb West Frontier Province Provincial Franchise
Committee.
LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN, PRoVINCIAL

FRANcmsE

CoMMI'ITEE,

NonTH-WEsT FRoNTIER PRoVINcE, To THE :sECRETARY, INDIAN
FnANcmsE CoMMITTEE, No. 6844-P., DATED TilE 18TH MARcH 1932.
I

1. The following members attended meetings o~ the Committee :Mr. J. S. Thomson, I.C.S. (Oooirman).
.
. Major Sir Muhammad Akbar Khan of Hoh, K.B.E., M.C.S.
Sir Sahibzada Abdul Qaiyum Khan, K.C.I!E.
Major Sir Hissamuddin Khan, C.I.E.
Khan Bahadur Abdur Rahim Khan, Kundi
'
Rai Sahib Mehr Chand Khanna.
Mr. Muhammad Yunis Khan.
S. Raja Singh.
Mr. Aurangzeb Khan.
Mr. Muhammad Jan Khan.
Mr. Ghulam Rabbani Khan.
Khan Muhammad Akram Khan.
Mr. Malik-ur-Rahman Khan.
I

Mr. Muhammad Aslam Khan.

'I
'
The Nawab of Dera was unable to attend owmg to his duties as a
member of the Legislative Assembly at Delhi.
·
I'

2. Preliminary.-We have had the advantage o~ se~ing and studying the memorandum drawn up by the Chief Commissioner and also
memoranda received fromI

I

(I) Nawab Hafiz Saifullah Khan, President, Muslim Representa:
tive Committee, Dera Ismail Khan.
(2) Tehl Ram Ganga Ram, Zamindar and Honorary Secretary,
Frontier Provincial National Liberal Association.
(3) Beli Ram Malhotra, Vice-President. Frontier Nationalist
· Hindu Federation.
'

.

(4) Haji Safdar Ali, President, Provincial Shia Conference, North·
West Frontier Province.
•

(5) Qazi Muhammad Shafiq, Pleader, Charsadda.
(6) President, Sikh Sudhar Committee, Peshaw~r.
(7) Secretary, Khalsa Dewan, Peshawar.
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.
3. We decided that it would be advantageous to embody our views
m a memorandum for presentation to the Indian Franchise Committee.
We have however not attempted to give exhaustive replies to all questions
and this indeed is not possible, seeing that so:far no election has been
held in the Province and we have only a meagre supply of statistics on
which to work.
4. The views put forward herein represent the opinions of the .Committee as a whole. Where there was decided division of opinion the fact
is noted. Marginal references refer to the questionnaire.

I.-The Provincial Legislature.
l. Extension of the jrarwhise.-(a) The Committee agrees with the
Chief Commissioner that the present franchise should be so altered as to
abolish the disparity between the number of urban and rural voters and
that the first and most obvious method of doing so is to lower the land
revenue qualifications irr•Schedule II, 7 (b), (c), (d) .and (e) of the present
Electoral Rules.

In the matter of enfranchisement of ex-members of the forces of the
Crown the North-West Frontier Province might safely adopt whatever
enfranchisement is adopted in the Punjab, where conditions are similar
and experience has been gained·of the result.of this franchise. Frontier
Militias and Frontier Constabulary should be treated on the same lines
as the regular forces. We woul.d, however, emphasise that a residential
qualification must, as regards this franchise at least, be insisted upon.
We also agree· to the enfranchisement of pensioned civil officials, if that
qualification is admitted in the Punjab.
As regards other J?roposa:s under this head we think it should be
possible to enfranchise tenants in addition to occupancy tenants and
holders of leases. Tenants-at-will might be enfranchised on the same
conditions as occupancy tenants, provided they can prove three years'
residence in the constituency. Some members would omit the three
years' residence qualification-other members would be tJontent to
follow the Punjab in the matter. Most of us would not favour furtlier
extension of the urban franchise unless it is deemed feasible in t}le neighbouring province to enfranchise over all a yet larger proportion of the
population than is represented by the present figure.of our urban franchise-12·54*.
.
•
(b) We think that the extensions where proposed will not introduce
a large number of people who are incapable of understanding the nature
of a vote.
(c) We are not prepared to criticise in detail the Chief Commissioner's view that there are difficulties about the present system of
prepar~g and maintaining electoral r?~ls. ; but as regards hi~ sug~es~iOM
we think that the preparation and val_1dity of rolls s~ould be commdeQt
'

· •. *This figure is derived from the final electoral rolls a~d the 1931 _Census a';ld
sheet of statistics of voters and population sent as postsc~1pt po the Ch1ef Comnussioner's memorandum.
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with the election and term of the Council. We do not think it possible
to do without a preliminary roll, and we do not li~e the idea of a speciai
~
organisation for the compilation of rolls.
The suggestion that the Provincial Council and local bodies'. franchise
should be the same appears to be within the compe~nce of the Provincial
1
Government.
I

, (e) In the absence of experience of elections ~e would prefer that
the North-West Frontier Province standard of franchise should be that
decided for the Punjab, subject to the proviso that the present percentage
of enfranchisement should not be reduced, and that the rules should be
framed to aim at equality between the urban and the rural vote.

'

As regards the rest of this part of the questionnaire the Committee
is strongly opposed to the group system or indirect yoting in any shape
or form.

'

2. Franchise qualifications.-(a) The point raise~ here has been dis,
·
cussed already.
.
I
(b) We do not agree with the suggestion to manipulate the tranchise
!IO as to give voting strength proportionate to its population in the case·
pf each community.
'

(c) We think that a property test is desirable, 'taking property in
'
the sense given to it in the text of the question.
(d) The middle school examination should be the':educational qualification. Some members would· prefer to follow tl).e Punjab in this
matter also, if that province adopts the primary examibation as the standard.
·
~
'
·
I
I

•

3. Women's suffrage.- In this Province the sex ,disqualification
continues and will continue until the Provincial Council removes it.
There has of course so far been no opportunity to rem<?ve it. "\Ve agree
with the Chief Commissioner that women suffrage is foreign to male
public opinion among the mass of Muslims in this Province and we do not
think that it would be possible to introduce it at present unless administrative arrangements can be made for enrolment and polling consistent
with purdah, where it is observed. The majority of·members are in
favour of women suffrage in the abstract, but agree that practical
obstacles are such as to render anything like its immediate introduction
extremely difficult.
The Hindu and Sikh members state that they would gladly see
women suffrage introduced at once as far as their own community is
c~ncerned.
'
As regards parts 4 and 5 of the questionnaire the ccimmittee agrees
generally with the views expressed by the Chief Oommissipner.
2E'

.•

r,

,

\I

-,

~"'

~;.1-~
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5-A. Representation of special interests.-The•Committee is content
to see the special representation' of landholders continue and would add
university representation. About the latter, opil_lion is divided. One
party would frame a cons~ituency to include graduates of seven years'
standing of any recognised university resident in the Province · a second
wotild'ptefer to see the seat go to graduates froni the th&e lcicaJ c~illeges at
present recognised by the Punjab University, pending the estabiishfuent
of a Provincial University : a third party goes so far as to say that if the
-qniversity seat cannot be given to the graduates from the local colleges
they would prefer to have, no university seat at all. It should be explained ~hat the thre~ ~oc;tl colleges in this Provihce•are affiliated to the
~irnjab University a~. Lahore a;nd t~at students proceed fro:r:n them to
their degrees at the Punjab University. Before concluding this _part of
our reply we wish to record the opinion that the Provincial Legislature should consist of 60 ·members instead of 40.

fr.--i!lhe Federal LegiSlature.
The second division of the questionnaire deals with the federal
legislature. The Coini::illttee Wish to emphasise what has already.,)een
represented in th~ Federal Structure Committee that the tentative· ·anoca- ·
tioilcif seats to this Province is inadequate; They tJonsider the Prt5fince
·entitled to at least tWice the number of seats in each house. The Com:
ID.ittee would not favour election to the Upper Chamber or to the Lower.
by indirect election. As regards direct franchise having no experience
·to go on, they would again be content to adopt whatever qualifications
:are adopted in"''tbe Punjab.
·

•

It is considered undesirable to attach members ofthe minority communities to Punjab constituencies.
'
Th~ Hindus and Sikhs are anxious for adequate representation· for
' themselves in the Federal Legislature.
ii:
~ (Signed-on behalf of the North- West Frontier Province Provincial
Franchise Committee.)
'

''

.

J. S. THOMSON,
Chairman.

I

FROM THE· CHAIRMAN, PROVINCIA~ FRANCHiSE CoMMITTEE, NoRTH-WEST' FRONTIER PR<~vrncE, To THE SEcRETARY,
INDIAN FRANCHISE CoMMITTEE, CAMP INDIA, No. 6845-P., DATED
PESHAWAR, THE 18TH MA~CH ,1932.
'
" - ,_
• I have the' honour to refer .to. lette~ No: 260-S., dated .the 23rd
February 1932, froin the Hon'ble the Chief Commissioner to your address
and to say that this letter has been laid ]>efore the Provincial Franchise"
Committee. Subject to what has a4'eady been said in1the memoranduno
forwarded with my letter No. 6844-P., dated . the 18th March 1932, the
Committee have no comments except to say that th~y consider that the
Provincial·Legi;latur.e should be increased ~o60_me~b~e1s. ·

Ii (1)' ·LETTER

. •

•

4"

. •.

\.;. ..

~
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.
Supplementary Questionnaire addressed bY the Indian Franchise Com'

mittee to the Revenue Commissioner, North-West Frontier Province,
and Chairman, North-West Frontier Provincial:Franchise Committee.
LETTER No. E.-594-N.-W.F.P •. DATED THE llTir APRIL 1932, FROM
THE INDiAN FRANcinsE Co~MITTEE, TO THE RE~ENUE CoMMISSIONER,
NoRTH-WEsT FRONTIER PRoviNcE,
PRoVINciAL FRANCHISE CoMMITTEE.

AND 0HAIRMAN,

N.-W.

F.

l
We have already asked for your assistance o* a number of points
arising out of the discU.Ssion between the Indian ;Franchise Committee
and the Provincial Franchise Committee. According to my list, the
points in question are as follows ::
(a) Analysis of population, under the Land Alienation Act, by
districts, showing its division between ~grictiltural and nonagricultural and the total number of occ~pancy tenants.
(b) A statement of the number of polling of¥cers available under
various heads.
I
' the percentage of
,·(c) The ratio between town and country, and
"
the total population which would be :enfranchised, if the
basis of franchise were to be reduced to Rs. 5 land revenue.
'
We should be grateful also for information on the following points :..(ci) Iiow many voters are registered under the folloWing qualifi' • ..,.,
cations :(i) Persons earning not less than Rs. 40 pet mensem;
' or school leav(ii) Educational qualification of Matriculation
ing certificate.
:
\•·
(These qualifications do not exist in the Pmhab on which ,yourt
electoral rules are generally based and it ~ould be of interest
to us to know to what extent they have ~rought in voters in
the North-West Frontier Province.) · ~
,(b) To what extent would the industrial class~, in so far as they·
exist in the Province, be enfranchised hnder the scheme
suggested by the local Government/Provincial Committee 1 .
If they would be enfranchised only to a v~ry small extent or
not at all, would it be practicable to l:iringthem in by a lower1
ing of the wage-limit?
. t
•
I
(c) The problem of the enfranchisement of women is one which
·has been brought to the particular notice of the Indian Franchise Committee in the Prime Minister's letter. . The two
important points are ;
Firstly; the securing of a substantial per~entage of women
1
voters;
'

•.

J

•

Secondly, the securing of a percentage of; women represen-

tatives in the legislatures.

·'

··

1

1
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I

The following, among other suggestions, have been made in regard
to the first. of these points :', ,
(i} Enfranchisement of the wives of male voters who possess
double the minimum property qualification ;
.
, (ii} Enfranchisement of wives and widows of men with ordinary

property qualification ;
(iii} Enfranchisement of wiv~s (~d widows} of existing voters

for the Provincial Council ;

.. c'

,

"' ·

. (iv) Enfranchisement of women· on the ba8is of mere literacy
(i.e., ability to read and write}.
This to be certified by a ~esp;nsible individu~l, e.,q., a. schoolmaster.
·
,
(v)' Enfranchisem~~t of a~ult wo~en subject to application to
b,e regis~er!)d ,as voters· and the payment of a reg~tration
fee.
·
·
.
On the' second'question,·the steps to be taken to ensure the presence
of a certain number of women in the 'LegiSlatures, I attach .
a copy of_ a memorandum* containing various proposals for
e:ffecting this. We should be grateful if they could be considered by-the Provincial Committeejlocal Government .
I(d) }Ve should be gratefuUor an·estimate of the·cost of the present ·
election and .the cost, so far as it is possible to estimate it,
of an election on the basiS recommended by the Provincial
Committee and the local Government.
(e) Would it be possible, later 6n; to have figures of voters
:population district by district, say, in the following form :-

and

2

1

'.

3

No. of voters Population in
in each muni- each municipality, in
cipaiity
the district
or
cantonor cantonment ·
ment.
area.

Name
of
district.

----

'

4

5

No. of ,voters
in .the nonmunicipal .
area of
the
district.

Population
in the nonmunicipal
area.

~

l·

We understand that both the Chief Commissioner and the Provincial
Franchise Committee. would be willing to let us have a JfOte of their views
on the question of the franchise in the light of experience of the forthcoming election. This we ~ho~ld greatly appreciate.:,_:_its importance from
the point of view of our Report i~, of course; obvious. We should
in particular welcome an expression ofthe considered vi~ws of the local '
Government/Provincial Committee on the .maximum electorate which
they regard as desirable and administratively practi~able in the light· of
their experienc'l of the election, on the qualifications on which that
electorate
·
. .
,. should
.
. be based.
.
.
~

.~'

* Vide page ll4, Vol. IV

..

'·

'

m

I
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I

·Memorandum by the Revenue Commissioner, North-West Frontier Province, and Chairman, N.-W. F. Provincial Franc~se Committee, to the
Joint Secretary, Indian Franchise Committee, N9. 10760-P., dated the
27th April1932.
:
I
Please refer to your No. E.-594fN.W.F~P., dated 11th April and the
questionnaire included therein.
\
2(a). I attach Appendix~ A* showing the deiails of population as
between tribes notified as agriculturists under the Land Alienation Act,
and others.
:
As regards the second part of your question, the following figures may
be of interest. From the 1931 census report figures, not yet published but
supplied to me by the Census Superintendent, it appears that the cultivating population is divided as follows:(a) Non-cultivating proprietors taking rent in
36,966
money or kind.
(b) Cultivating owners
:•
221,032
(c) Tenant cultivators
I ·-· 178,690
.
. I
These figures refer to males actually employed.
Use of regularly paid labour for cultivation i~ rare. Special labour
is engaged at harvest times and paid from produce~ . The number of persons who are whole-time paid labourers in rec~ipt .of regular wages
is extremely small. The figures of the latest census. are not yet published.
The actual figures under head farm servants and field labourers in Table
XVII of 1921 Census is 3,985.
\
From Statement II of Part I of the last Land Revenue Administration Report it appears that of 2,724 thousand cultiyated acres in the five
districts 1,189 thousand were cultivated by owner~ and the remainder,
1,565 thousand,. by tenants. Of these 286 thousand were the subject of
occupancy rights and 1,259 thousand were cultivated by tenants-at-wilt
Neither the Census Report nor the Land Revenue Administration Report
gives us separate figures for occupancy tenants. : It will be observed
that approximately 1j6th of the land cultivated by tenants is cultivated
by occupancy tenants and we should arr~ve at a~ approximate figure
of occupancy tenants (male workers) by dividing · tP,e number of tenant
cultivators given above (178,690) by 6. This would 'give us round about
20,000 male working occupancy tenants. I think this is the best figure
178690
you can take. It thus foIlows that -T-, say 20,000, have rights
of occupancy. · It in.cludes of course the adult , sons of occupancy·
tenants. I think however that it is the most accurate figure that we
can giv{l you.
,
'

i
i

o

I

•

(b) You ask for a statement of the number of p~lling and presiding
officers. Please see the listt attached to this letter. : I have excluded all
.

*Page 440.

I

t Vide Appendix Gat page 447.
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•

Deputy Commissioners a;nd Assistant Commissioners, as I do not think it
would be practicable to have these officers at p_olling booths duri.J;J.g elec~ion times. If there is danger, of any kind of disturbance such as occurred in Charsadda and in Mardan at the recent elections, it is highly probable that no magistrates would be available in the affected areas for use
as polling officers.
I have also excluded Treasury officers and Tehsil officers in charge of
sub-treasuries, as we cannot close our treasuries even for elections.
I have also presumed that npbody is on leave or sick.
I do not consider that the officers designated-as polling officers could
be employed as presiding officers. At present the use of non-officials of
any kind gives rise to complaints. I am quite sure that feeling would be
very strong against, for instance, the use of honorary magistrates. The
metpbers of Municipal Committees and district boards would certainly
' ·
,
inspire no confidence at all.
I would add .that there are 139 Municipal Commissioners; 184 District
Board members and 39 Honorary Magistrates and Sub-Judges. Honorary. Suh-~egist!ars numher 3. Whether they can be used or not would
depend much on personalities.
i have asked for n'limbers of pensioned officers, but the figures
will have to be obtained from treasuries and I have not· yet received
all replies.
·
(c) Appendix B* shows the figures for voters and population (rural
and urban) and the percentage which the one bears to the other on our
e?'isting rolls.. It a~s<?. shows the effect of making land revenue q-p.alifira;~
t10n (ownership) Rs. 5 mstead ·of Rs. 10 as at present. It has been ass~
ed that all the additional voters effected by this would come from rural
areas. This assumption may be .taken as approximately correct. The
~PJllber of persons paying Rs .. 5-:;=-Rs. 10Hahd revenue who reside in
towns must be extremely small.,\
~~
3. As regards your !urther qu~stions, you ask how many voters are
regis1lered under the following qualifications:(a) fersons ear~ not less than Rs. 40 per mensem.
(b) Educational q~11lifications of Matriculation or school leaving
certificate.
'

n

.

As regards (a) I am afraid we cannot without lengthy enquiry give.
figures for the whole Province because in many of the local bod~es n~
det~ils were given of the qualificat~ons which earn the vote. I think
h.~nyeyer that we can give you figures for certain individual areas which
g~ve you a fairly accurate idea of the results o.f the qualification and
fl:~§OOf the matriculate qualifi.cation.
·
1
.
You will find~the figures for the rural and urban areas of Hazara
11-4'~~4Y given i~ th~ Ch~ef C!?,P.l,¥.\l~sioner'smemorandu~. l now append o
t"'o siiPHa:r ta,'b,le~ (Appe:p.~!ces ClJind :P)t !11lalysing the municipal rolls Qf
Dera ~s~ai~ ~:g~~ ~!!~ ¥~~~!'Y!l!!.: T~~ :p,u;mber of persons who got on to
t Page 443.
*Page 442.
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the rolls on revision as a consequence of the application of these two qua~i
fi.cations to rural areas was probably very small. I can obtain the figures
for Dera Ismail Khan and Hazara if you want the~ but I do not think
that they would tell you much.
(b) The proposals both of the local Government ~nd of the Provincial Committee were to let the urban franch~se stand as it is and to expand
only in rural areas. Without knowing exactly what is meant by industrial
classes, it is difficult to answer the question as to whether they would be
enfranchised or not. The phrase appears to me to b~long to a state of
society which does not exist here. A certain numbe:.: of people do no
doubt earn a daily wage in towns, but we have already given our opinion
that it is undesirable to add to the number of urban voters. We should
certainly add to them if we were to lower the wage limi~.
As regards rural areas, please see the Chief Co~Illr!issioner's memerandum under 1 · 4 representation of depressed classes. : As stated there,
and as the accompanying analysis (Appendix E*) of the Peshawar district
board voters (who are also legislative council voters) shows, there are a
very large number of persons enfranchised by the ·Rs. 4 b'oard tax qualification. No doubt a number of these are shopkeepers, bl}t as a very large
number of these must be Hindus and Hindu voters only number 1,313
under all qualifications, there are clearly well over 2,000 Muslims enira~
chised under the Rs. 4 ~oard t?-X and the very great majority of these
will be of the menial class. Compare also the Hazara;District Board
figures already supplied (in Chief Commissioner's memorandum). Consi~
dering the very low proportion of population which the menial classes
represent in rural areas, it appears that they are not inadequately represented. For this please see Table XVII of 1931 census. :
4. As regards the question of female franchise, I under'~tand that you
would like the Provincial Committee further consulted, and this shall be
done in due course. I suggest if it would suit yo~ that we should consider
and send our views at the same time as we deal with the la~t part of yo~
letter analysing the lessons to be learnt from the recent election. This
can be done after May lOth when we expect to have ready the report
of the officer who conducted the elections.
:
As regards the cost of the elections, figures are not yet available;
· but probably they will find a place in the report on the ele9tions which
we are to issue about the middle of May.
·
I attach as Appendix Ft a table showing the figures o.f voters and
population by districts and municipalities .
I

•
t Page 445.
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APPENDIX A.

Population of the districts of Hazara, Peshawar, Kohat, Bannu and Dera
Ismail Khan.
·District.
Hazara
Peshawar

541,950
693,960

f ..

185,655
202,365
158,797

Total

1,782,727

634,402

Y""

,.

.Others.
127,919
274,366
49,781
67,410
114,926

1

Kohat
Bannu
Dera Ismail Khan

·Agricultural
tribes.

The figures exclude Europeans and Anglo-Indians altogether. The details
l!,elow show detail~ of agricultural· tribes by districts. Figures are derived from
Table XVII of 1931 census and of course include population resident in towns.
HAZARA _DISTRICT.

(

Agricultural tribe.
Awan
Bamba
Bib
Dhund
Dilazak*
Ghakkar
Gujar ·
Karal

...

Kureshi ..
Malliar ... ·
Mishwani
Mohiyals
Mughal
Pathan ..
Rajput ..
Sarrara ..
Satti
Swatlii including Konshis
Syad
Tarin*
Turk
Tanauli ..
Brahmans of the Abbottabad Tahsil

Re~arks.
Pouiation.
star106,931 '!'he tribes
marked in this statement are included in
38,983 the Pathan tribe.
6,045
98,599
27,117
6,415
5,204
5,361
11,843
54,544
5,882
9,984
44,511
. 27,629.·
4,486
83,417
4,999

=541,950
Total population of Agricultural Tribes
Others (i.e., all castes excluding Europeans,.
Anglo-Indians and Agricultural Tribes
==127,919
noted above·) i <: .1
••

0
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.

Pathan
*Dilazak

PESHA~AR DISTRIC':!-'·
Agricultural Tri~e.
Population.
473,738

.,••

"

Remarks.

* Included

in the
Pathan tribe.

1~4.237

Awan including Gohas
Gujar
Baghdan
Khand ..
Khattar
Bahatti •.

22,099

.

~6,531

...

··'

Bagri

Pathwari
Mogal ..
KakaKhel
Sayid
Qureshis including Saddiqi,Sheikhs • ,
Tanaulis •.

•

3,461
25:373
6;035
2,~6,

Total population of Agricultural Tribes
Others (i.e., all castes' excluding Europeans,
Anglo-Indians and the Agricultural
tribes noted above)

=274,3~6

KOHAT DISTRICT.
Agricultural Tribe.
Pathans
Awans
Sayads
Sheikhs including
Koreshis
Malliars

• •

•

Population.
148,098
19,891
10,816
1,162
5,080
608

.. ,

......
I

.

,.

(·~·

.. ',
i

I

••I
I

;. ~ · I
I

'

Total population of Agricultural tribes
• . :.
Others (i.e., all castes excluding Europeans, Anglo-Indians and
the Agricultural tribes noted above)
'
'
BANNU DISTRICT.
Agricultural Tribe.
Arain
Awan
Biloch
Musalman Jats
Kureshi
Pathan
Sayad

•

Total population of Agricultural tribes
,:
Others (i.e., all castes excluding Europeans, Anglo-Indians·and
the Agricultural tribes noted above) , •
••
' ••

=185,655
=49,781
Population.

1,468
13,972

797
6,625
7,958
159,737
11,808
=202,365
=67,410
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DERA ISMAIL KHAN DISTRICT.
Agricultural tribe.

Ara.in
Awan
,.
Biloch
Kureshi
Jats
Raj puts
Sayad
Pathan Gandapur
Pathan Kundi
Other Pathana

Population•
4,482
5,964
35,619
d,723
34,890
768
6,346

··..,.

''}

..

l , ...

Total population of Agricultural tribes
Others (i.e., castes excluding Europeans,
the Agricultural tribes noted above)

.

69,005
=158,797

~glo-Indiana,

and
=114,926

.

APPENDIX B.
Existing voters and their percentage to
population.
. Urban

48,035
. Urban
-,,,. l
'
.'

Voters

Btwal·

Percentages, etc., of voters to populatitm,
etc., if the land revenue qualifies.~
tion were reduced to Rs. 5.

..

·:':
·' ,.

·Voters

48,035

Population

382,776

• Population

382,776

Percentage

12'54

Percentage

12·54

Voters

Voters

71,287 Rural

Population

•.

2,04~,300

Pop~ation

. . 2,042,300,

3·49

Percentage

5·77

Percentage

119,322

Total N. W. Voters

F.'"P:

"'
Population , . . •
..
tl·
P!!rcentage

117,951

2,~25,,076

-

4·92

Total N,
F.· P.,.

w:

Voters
PopUlation' .. 2,426,076

, f~(.. .':':'Percentage

, 8·88

Additional voters in each District :.:2... · '

•

~

I\~

Peshawar

19,498

.:p:~~ara

10,968

~ohat

5,791

..

Bannu
D. I. Khan

46,664

6,~37

6,670

0

0
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APPENDIX C.

•

,

,

Statement showing diflerem classes of qualified voters of Dera lB~il Khan

--

..,.

Mohamma:dans.

Hindus.

'·

..

~,160

973

17

{f) Rent Rs. 4

..

..

148

263

8

..

675

(h) La.nd RevenueRs. 10:.

75

47

135

121

14

1

..
..

(j) Military

..

1,471

Population (both sexes)

..
..

..

..

''

..
2

..

2,1ISO
2

35

'

122
6

'

..

.

~1

2,181

..
'

/

Total

~otal.

''

..

(t) Matriculation

+

Sikhs. ; Christians.
'

(e) Ownership

(g) Income Rs. 40

Mu~ticipality.

'

...,

--

443

264
15

~

~,207

2,876

62

I

16,421

21,709

'

I

638

I

'

8

5,153

188

38,956

'

APPENDIX D.
Statement showing dijfere:nt cla8sea of qwlified votera ofPes~war City.,
(e) Holding property at Rs. 600 or over

' 8,909

(f) Rent Rs. 4 ..

.• 3,409

(g) Income Rs. 40

:·2,192

(h) Land Revenue Rs. 10
(i) Matriculation

..

100
' ..

•::•:

• ·..:

;p

'

\ 166J
I

(j) Ex-Government servants Civil and Military Pensioners ·
Population Peshawar City (both sexes):-'

Muslims
Hindus
Sikh

•

'

44

69,893
1l,594
5,150

1ls20
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APPENDIX E.
Analysis of district board voter8,of Peshawar District.

{a) Lambardars. etc.
(b) Land revenue
(c) Muafi
(d) 3 years lease
(e) Occupancy tenants
(/) Income tax ••
{g) Military
(h) Rs. 4 board tax

1.784
19,655
2,348
1,115
30

73
2,700
3,579
31,284

Muslims

Hindus
Sikhs

..'

29,401
1,313
570

~

0
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APPENDIX F.
81atement showing the figures of voters and population Di8trict by District, N.- W .F.P~
,

Voter~ •

.

f

District.

Details.

Mohammadan.

Non-

.•

~fvham-

2

';5

4

,3
'•

Pelhawa.r

..

Peshawar
cipality

Muni-

Peshawar
tonment

Can-

..

2,965

'
q32

14,872

87,440

..

1,419

1,591

4n

3,,421

34,426.

Mardan Municipality.
Nowshera Cantonment ..

2,802

556

386 ;··3,744

23,848

Risalpur Cantonment .•
Mardan Cantonment ..

..

'

120

2,431

77

843

751 ·. 40,284
'
2,822 \64,208

801,180

'

..

53,352

8,034

Xohat Munioipality

3,089

715

279

Xohat Cantonment

27

59

20

106

9,250

..
..

'
•
'

4,979

374

45

5,298

201,923

7,995

1,148

344

9,487

236,273

Bannu Municipality.

606

2,358

903

3,867

24,980

Bannu Cantonment

43

18

4

~5

5,~9

..

8,268

927

36

9,231

239,762

..

8,917

3,303

943

13,163

270,301 '

D. I. Khan Municipality.
D. I. Khan Cantonment

1,981

2,867

96

4,944

38,956

38

143

16

196

1,375

4,730

1,908

33

6,671

233,733

6,749

4,918

144

11,811

274,064

..

Total

•

8,016.

'.

~·23',

1,646

Non-Municipal
Area ..

D. I. Khan

449

.

•18
'•

37,887

Total

..

378

23

Non-Municipal
Area. ..

'

16,137

...\

42

Total

..

53

'
,

8~

1,241

802
'·

~

.;

73

Non-Municipal
Area.

Ba.Jmu

350

·~

24

Cherat Cantonment

..

6

7

.'

10,775

..

Xohat

Total.

Sikh.

madan.
1

Population.

'

..

..

Non-Municipal
Area ..
Total

..
..

12

.

;4,083
I

.'

.

974,321
25,100
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•.

-

.,

,.

'
Di.ltriot.

Moham- Nonmadan. Mt1hain·
madan.

Details.
~

1

HYar&

7

432

99

1;447

7,638

..

732

s54

162.

1;748

7,653

Abbottabad Can~_..
tonment
•·

143

333

48

524

8,527

..

•

'

N oh.Munioipal

Area ..

'

Total.

916

Abbottabad Munioipality

lity' . .

"<·

tion.

Sikh.

4

Haripur Mru:iioipa-

.•

PoJ?iii&-

'

3

2

..

Voters •

Total

6

..

15,525

1,109

.266

16,900

646,299

..

17,316 ~

2,72s

575

20,619

670,117

N:.w.

Grand Total
F. Province.

...

5

94,329

'~

2'o,i3i
.,;,U-·,

4,828

-

.

'

i19,288

.

-·-·~

2,425,076

·,

.,'

J '\ ~
.:--~

'l
l .

0

·-t·
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APPENDIX G.
PretJiding Officers .
•f

t

($) Extra Assistant Commissioners ·

ExClude

••

39
5 Treasury Officers.
·'3 Secretariat officeri! namely(i) Indian Personal Assistant
.to the Chief Commissioner.
(ii) Mir Munshi to the Chief

Commissioner.

8

(iii) Personal Assistant to the
Revenue Commissioner.
Officers employed in Ageiui1es.

15

23

Available

8

(ii) Sub-Judges
(iii) Income Tax Officers·

4
35

(tv) Professors •.

(v) Deputy Collectors .(Irrigation)

2

(vi) Excise Superintendent

1

(vii) Inspector of Vernacular Edu-

1

cation;

·

(Viii) Assistant Registrar, Co-opera-

l

tive.
(ix) Agricultural Officers (Gazetted)

2

(x) Veterinal'Y. Officers (Gazetted)..
(xi) District Inspectors of Schools

2
5

84

.

.

Polling Officers.

(i)Ha) Tahsildars

Exclude Tahsildars employed in Agencies
9
I
Available ...
(b) Naib-Tahsildars.-41.
Exclud~ Naib-Tahsildars employed in Agencies

20

10}

Naib-Tahsildars in Sub-Treasuries..
Available

..

16
16

( ii) Excise Inspectors

•

Excise Sub-Inspectors

.. ·

Exclude Excise Sub-Inspector, Landi Kotal. ;
Excise Staff av8.ilable

16
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(iii)

Inspectors of Co-operative Societies
Available ..

(iv) Income Tax:rnspectors

11

.

6
;,

(v) Head Masters of High SchoolsGovernment

< •

Ill
17

Private
Middle Schools..:::...
Government .. ,
' Private (including Municipal and District
'Board).
(vi)

J~

Nil

7&

48

Zilladars, Irrigation Department

13

13

146

Total• available

Municipal Oommi8sioner8·,
.Abbottabad

"'

14

'

14

Haripur
Peshawar

...
..

.,:.·.

Kohat

..

Bannu
Dera Ismail Khan

....

l"

:

29

is
17
20

•·'

'

17

Mardan
'Total;

129

District Board Members"36

Hazara
Peshawar

..

•..

,

Kohat

:

6().

28

Bannu

32

Dera Ismail Khan

28
Total

Honorary Magi8trates and

H~;,ary •s:W-Judg~

HO'TI,Cf'ary Sub-Regi8trars

••

184
59

3

(One of these at Dera Ismail Khan is to be retrenched from the 1ert; July 1932•
which would leave the number at 2.)

0

R~plies

. ofthe

••

Chief Commissioner, Coorg,
and the
. '

Coorg Provincial Franchise Committee
to the
Indian Franchise Committee's Questionnaire.
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MEMORANDUM BY THE CIDEF COMMISSIONER OF COORG AND THE 461
COORG PROVINCIAL FRANCIDSE COMMITTEE .

COORG.

•

I

Memorandum by the Chief Commissioner of Coorg.
LETTER FROM THE SECRETARY TO THE CHIEF CoMMISSIONER oF CooRG,
TO THE SECRETARY, INDIAN FRANCHISE CoMMITTEE, No. 922/20-32,
DATED BANGALORE, THE 8TH APRIL 1932.
I am directed to forward, for the information of the Chairman o£ the
Franchise Committee, a copy of the Report of the Coorg Provincial
Franchise Committee.
2. I am to add that the Chief Commissioner agrees with the views
expressed by the Coorg Provincial Franchise Committee.
II

Memorandum by the Coorg Provincial Franchise Committee.
The Committee was constituted as follows :1. Mr. L. J. Maciver, I.C.S., (Commissioner), Chairman,
2. Rao Bahadur K. Chengappa, B.A., (District Magistrate),
3. Rao Sahib B. Sripathi Rau, M.L.C.,
4. Lieutenant-Colonel H. ·F. Murland, M.L.C.,
5. Mr. P. R. Thimmappa Punja, M.L.C., ..
6. Mr. A. B. Chengappa, M.L.C.,
7. Mr. M. Rasul Khan Sahib.
The Committee met at the Council Chamber, Mercara, at 10 A.M.,
on Tuesday, the 15th March 1932, and formulated the following replies
to the Questionnaire issued by the Indian Franchise Committee.
1.

Extension of the Franchise.

Question 1. (a) The population of Coorg is 160,000 and odd of
which about 40,000 represent a floating population of immigrant labourers. Of the remaining 120,000 and odd of the population, the total
number o£ electors at present is 11,143, that is, nearly 10 per cent.

The Committee deem it unnecessary to propose any arbitrary percentage to represent the proportion of the population now to be enfranchised, but wish to make certain proposals to increase the pr~ent
electorate. These proposals are set out in their proper place below.
(b) The Committee considers that such an electorate will be capable of casting an intelligent vote.

(c) In the opinion o£ the Committee, the extended electorate
proposed will be administratively manageable.
(d) No answer is req-qired.
•
(e) The proposals which the Committee has made in reply to question 2 below may be expected to increase the electorate to 15 to 1.6 per
cent.
2G2
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•

(f) The Committee is opposed to the introduction of the group system
suggested.
•
(g) to (i) No answer)fl required. ·. , .

2. :Franchise qualifications.
(a) There is no marked disparity at present in the operation of
franchise qualifhlations in urban as compared with rural areas.
(b) The Committee is in favour of joirit electorates with reservation
of seats and would like to see the p~·esent separate electorates abolished.
(c) The Committee is of opinion that the possession of property of
some kind is. a suitable test of fitness for the franchise. As a means
o£ enlarging the existing electo:;-ate, they would recommend the reduction of the existing basis of qualifications by 50 pei' cent., in respect o£
both land tenure and the taxes paid under the Coorg District Frind and
Municipal Regulations.
(d) The Committee favours the introduction of a qualification based
on education, independently of property, and suggests for men as a
standard. the possession of a completed Secondary School Leaving
Certificate and for women a lower educational qualification, say the
Lower Secondary standard.

(e) The Committee is in favour of retaining the existing military
service qualification and extending it so as to include service in the
Auxiliary and Territorial Forces.

3. Women Suffrage.
(a) The Committee is not in favour of increa~ing the women's electorate in the ways suggested beyond.the educational test recommended
above as an additional means of extending the present electorate.

(b) No answer is required .
.(c) The Committee is against the proposal.

4. Representation of the depressed classes.
The Committee considers that the term" Backward classes " is more
appropriate and that they be extended to include classes other than
untouchables also, and be represented by reservation of seats in joint
electorates as soon as this becomes possible. In the meantime, they should,
if at all possible, be represented by a member nominated from among
themselves.
·
·

5. Representation of Labour.
Labour at present is not organised in Coorg. The greater part of
the labour force stays in Coorg only for a certain number of ~onths ~
the year, and, in these circumstances, there may be great difficulty m
getting an electoral roll prepared. Besides, it is hoped that the Committee's recommendation under the previous heading:' Depressed Classes"
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as well as for the extension ol the franchise will secure adequate representation for this class. In the circumstances, the majority of the Committee do not consider it necessary to provide for separate representation
for labour, as such, in Coorg.

6. Representation of special interests.
Europeans.-The Committee by a majority is of opinion that there
should be special representation for Europeans. They consider that
the existing methods of election are quite efficient.
Planting interests.-In the opinion of the Committee separate representation for planting interests in Coorg is not 'necessary.

II.-The Federal Legislature.
(a) The majority of the Committee is in favour of direct election ,
for both Chambers, the Upper and the Lower.
(b) Franchise qualifications ought to be different for the Federal
and Provincial Legislatures. Payment of land revenue of Rs. 25 per
annum may be fixed as the franchise qualification for the Lower Chamher and Rs. 200 for the Upper Chamber.
'

Representation of Women, Labour and Depressed Classes.
The Committee has no remarks to make.
L. J. MAciVER,
Chairman.

MERCARA:

The 15th March 1932.
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MEMORANDUM BY THE HON'BLE THE AGENT TO THE GOVERNOR-

4.57

GENERAL IN RAJPUTANA.

AJMER-MERWARA.

Memorandum by the Hon'ble the Agent to the Governor-General in
Rajputana

(Ajmer-Merwara).

The questionnaire deals with the problem o£ extending the fran~hise
primarily in its relation to Governor's provinces and th~ reason ~lVen
£or the desirability o£ a considerable extension is that, as these provmces
will in future be units enjoying the greatest possible measure o£ autonomy, it is essential that thelegislature should be representative ~f the
general mass o£ the population. Obviously the questionnaire 1tselff
therefore, is largely inapplicable to Ajmer-Merwara which is a small
unit with no provincial legislature and the reasons which have been
advanced to justify a large extension of the franchise have little weight
so far as Ajmer-Merwara is concerned. It is not, I consider, necessary
even i£ it were possible to arrange for sectional interests such as labourf
the depressed classes and so forth in Ajmer-Merwara to receive special
representation. Elections hitherto have not been fought on any particular platform nor have the candidates standing for election had any
definite declared policy. Votes have been-cast for individuals and not
for policies. In extending the franchise the object in view should be to
secure, if possible, the return of a candidate with varied knowledge and
intelligent concern for all sections o£ the community and to endeavour
so far as practicable to remove the disparity which at present exists
between the urban and rural voting strength.
2. Extension of the franchise.-The Franchise Sub-Committee of the
Round Table Conference suggest an immediate increase o£ not less than ·
10 per cent. of the population.

•

In Ajmer-Merwara at the last election the number of electors on the
electoral rolls was 4,339 and the population at the last census was 560,292.
Thus the electorate as at present constituted represents less than 1 per cent.
of the population. The enfranchisement o£ a minimum o£ lOpercent. of
the population would mean an electoral roll of 56,000 or thirteen times the·
strength of the present electorate. Such an immediate increase would
be a dangerous experiment and administratively unmanageable. The
work o£ preparing the electoral rolls i::1 rural areas would probably be
thrown on the revenue staff, who already have more work than they can
adequately cope with. The rolls would certainly not be properly prepared. In municipal areas the rolls would probably be prepared in a
still more unsatisfactory manner. At present in the Ajmer and Beawar
Municipalities in which the number o£ electors is about 6,000 and 3,000f
respectively, the municipal authorities have shown themselves to be
entirely incapable o£ preparing their electoral rolls properly:

The recording of so large a number o£ votes would present still
greater difficulties. Experience has shown that with an electorate,
which is largely illiterate, one Polling Officer can at most deal with 500
•votes in a day. With such an electorate it is essential--if malpractices
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. .on ~n exte,nsive scale are to be prevented-to have thoroughly, reliable
Polling Officers. The number of responsible officials available for this
work is limited. It might be possible-with difficulty-to find about
40, who could deal with not more than 20,000 electors. Moreover, locally
there has been so far no demand whatever for an extension of the franchise.
In rural areas little, if any, interest is taken in politics and the majority
of these enfranchised would have no idea of its meaningor implication
and ~ould certainly be incapable of casting an intelligent vote. So far
as A]mer-Merwara is concerned, I am not, therefo:e, prepared to recommend an immediate extension of the franchise to the extent suggested.
I recognise, however, that some extension is desir~ble as a measure of
polit~cal education, though, if the experience of local self government
lll AJI~e~-Merwara is to be taken as a guide, it cannot be said that so far
there IS any evidence that the possession of the franchise has improved
the political education of the ordinary citizen. Such an extension can
-best be secured by a modification of the existing electoral qualifications
:as described below.
- '
·
'
_ 3. I am not in favour of a system of group voting. The task of
,grouping all adults in rural and urban areas in groups for the purpose
.of selecting a representative would be beyond the capacity of the existing
district establishment. Nor is it clear to me on what principle the groups
could be formed. The system, even if workable, would be peculiarly
.open to manipulation, bribery and unscrupulous demagogy. I am
.convinced that so far as Ajmer-Merwara is concerned, better results
·would be secured by giving as a first step the franchise to village headmen
who are the recognised representatives of the village community rather
-than to groups which would vote as directed by tlie most influential
person in the village or at the dictates of the village money-lender.
Further advances can be made later when experience has shown how the
power which has been given has been used and how far the franchise
is used intelligently by those to whom it has been given. It has to be
remembered that Ajmer-Merwara is geographically part and parcel of
the most conservative tract in India and sudden drastic innovations
are neither necessary nor desirable.
4. Franchis~ qualijications.-The existing rule as regards the qualifications of electors for the election of an Ajmer-Merwara representative
for the I . egislative Assembly is :" A person shall be qualified as an elector for the constituency who
resides in the constituency and who

(a) has owned ·in the constituency for the t~elve months preceding the -date of the publication of the electoral roll
immovable property, not being land assessed to land revenue o
or granted free of land revenue, but including any building erected on such land of the value of not less than five
thousand rupees or of an annual rental of not less than
three hundred rupees, or has been tenant of such immovable •
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property for a like period ; provided that a person shall be
deemed to have owned such property for·any period during
which it was owned by any person through whom he
derives title by inheritance ; or
(b) is the owner of land in the constituen~y assessed to land
revenue of not less than one hundred and fifty rupees per
annum; or
(c) is the assignee of land revenue amounting to not less than one
hundred,and.fifty rupees per annum; or
(d) pays rent of not less than two h.undred rupees per annum as an
ex-proprietary tenant of agricultural land; or
(e) pays rent of not less than three hundred rupees per annum
as a tenant, otherwise than in ex-proprietary right of
agricultural land of which he has been such tenant during
the three years preceding the date of publication of the
electoral roll ; or

\(f) was assessed to income-tax during the financial year preceding the date of publication ·of the electoral roll. The
total number of electors enrolled on the last list was 4,339
distributed according to the qualifications enumerated
above as follows :- ·
(i)

3,400

(ii)

1

(iii)

51

(iv)

0

(v)

135.

(vi)

752

.

Of the total number of electors, 2,597 were enrolled in the
Ajmer Municipality, 941 in the Beawar Municipality, .355
in the Kekri and Deoli Municinalities and the Nasirabad
cantonment, and only 466 in the rural areas. I enclose
a statement* showing the distribution according to castes
from which it will be seen that Mahaja.ns at present form
more than 1/3rd of the total electorate.

It is clear that the existing qualifi~ations give an altogether disproportionate number of votes to the urban population. For at the last census
the urban population of the district was returned as 180,199, i.e., about
•t/3rd of the total population, whereas 3,893 electors out of 4,339 represent-ed urban interest.
*Page 464.
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Working on the basis of the qualifications de::cribed above, I make
.the following suggestions for widening the electorate :(a) In the Ajmer Municipality owners of house property valued at not
less than 1,500 or occupiers of premises of which the rent is not less than
Rs. 150 a year are, ceteris paribus, eligible to be enrolled as electors for .
Municipal elections. The number actually enrolled with these qualifications is:House)>roprietors
Rent payers

- 4,718
••• 1,229

5,947

.

I think these figures (Rs. 1,500 and Rs. 150) might be adopted instead of
the present figures (Rs. 5,000 and Rs. 300) under qualification (a). With
the present figures this qualification enfranchises 3,4:00 electors. If the
figures were reduced as suggested the number of electors under thisihead
might perhaps be increased to about 10,000.
(b) This qualification of ownership of land assessed to land revenue of
not less than Rs. 150 per annum-has resulted in the inclusion of only one
elector in the roll. Obviously the figure is far too high. It might be
reduced to Rs. 20. This would enfranchise approximately 3,000 persons.
(c) Similarly, the figure under this head should be reduced from Rs.
150 toRs. 20. This would bring about 100 assignees of land revenue on
to the electoral roll.

(d) This qualification might be omitted. No one is at present enrolled as an ex-proprietary tenant and the distinction between ex-proprietary tenants and other tenants should be omitted in qualification (e).
(e) If the figures were•reduced from Rs. 300 to R.s. 50 about 1,000
more tenants of agricultural land might be enrolled as electors.
(j) At present there are 752 income-tax assessees on the electoral
roll. The lowering of the exemption limit will probably raise the number
of assessees by about 2,000.

As a further measure to increase the voting strength of the rural
area I suggest that all Government pensioners, head Bhumias, and village headmen should as such be electors. There are a number of military
pensioners-especially in Merwara-who might otherwise not be eligible
for inclusion in the electoral roll. The total number may be about 1,500.
The Bhumias hold a position of some infl.uen~e ~n the villages of the
Ajmer sub-division. There are 87 Head Bhumias. Village headman
are the recognised representatives of their villages. The number varies in0
accordance with the size of the village. Some villages have only one :
others have several. Taking two as the average number per village there
would be about 1,500 for the 750 villages of the district.. The appointment of headman in khalsa villages is usually- according to village
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custom-hereditary but where the appointment doeS' not, or for any reason
cannot, pass from father to son, a vacancy is filled by appointing the candidate who is elected by a majority of the khewatdars who will have to pay
their land revenue through him, if he is not otherwise disqualified. There
is not the same system for appointing headman in villages in Istimrari
and Jagir estates but such villages usually have their headmen and
it should not be difficult to arrange that each such village should have one
or more who could be enrolled as electors as the accredited representatives
of their villages or ' thoks '. Presumably many of the village headmen
will be entitifd to be electors in their individual capacity as owners of land
assessed to land revenue, if qualification (b) is widened as suggested above,
but if they are made electors in their representative capacity the whole
of the rural population wi l thus to some extent have a voice in elections
through their recognisEd representatives. It might also be possible to
allow each co-operative society to nominate an elector to represent it.
There are about 600 such societies in the district.
If the qualifications I have suggested are adopted, I estimate that an
electorate of"about 20,000 would be secured. It is not possible at present
to give anything but very a.pproximatefigures. The number of electors,
however, under the various crotegories may roughly be estimated as follows:'

Qualification (a)

10,000

,.

(b)

3,000

(c)

"

100

(d)l.
(e)f

1,150

(f)

2,250

Government pensioners

1,500

Bhumias ..

87

Village Headmen

1,500

Representatives of Co-operative societies
Total

600

..

20,187

5. I am not in,favour at present of prescribing any special qualification for women. I consider that they should be admitted to the suffrage
on the same terms as men. The proposal that the wives and widows of
men entitled to vote under the property qualification seems to me to have
little to recommend it. In nine cases out of ten the practical result would
be to duplicate the husband's vote thus giving to the property qualification an excessive representation while at the same time it would enhance
the urban voting power as compared with the rural and the Hindu as compared with the Muslim .

•

6. Literary qualification.-I am opposed to the introduction of a
qualification based on education independently of property, for I can
discover no satisfactory criterion for weighing votes on the score of superior intelligence. No certificate of scholastic attainments that I am aware
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of would constitute any safe guarantee that its possessor would use his.
voting power intelligently for the benefit of the community at large, nord~ I consider ~h~t t~e ~ossessor of such a certificate uses his voting powerWith more poht1cal ms1ght than many a thoughtful uneducated artisan.
'Moreover, without any formal advantage in voting power, the educated
classes are alwayslikely to exercise great indirect electoral power and theirinterests are not likely to suffer from inadequate representation or incompetent advocacy.
7. I consider the .suggestion that each community should be given a.
voting strength proportionate to its numbers as an unpracticable proposition, if the franchise qualifications are to be the same for all· communities. For obviously if qualifications are to be retained,' the com. munity which has the greater number of members possessing those qualifi-·
cations must ~av~ the greater proportional voting strength and the only
method of adJustmg the strength of the electorate to the numbers of a
particular community is by varying the voting qualifications.·
8. Military service qualification.-I consider that the existing military
service qualification should be retained and should b~ extend-ed to include
service in the Auxiliary and Territorial Forces. At present these qualifications apply to Provincial Legislative Councils only, but as Ajmer-Merwara
has no provincial legislature I consider that they should be included so far
as Ajmer-Merwara is concerned in the qualifications· for the Federal
Houses Electorate.
9. 11-The Federal Legislature.-In asmuch as Ajmer-Merwara haw
no provincial legislature and so far as I know it is not proposed that it
should have one, the greater part of this section of tlie questionnaire·
does not concern this administration.
Seeing that 4J5th approximately of the popul~tion of Ajmer-Merwara
are Hindus, the question arises whether any special arrangement is required to obviate the inevitable result that the Province will always be
represented-in the Federal Chamber by two Hindu members. It has
· been suggested that in order to secure representation for Muslims the
repres~ntative in the Upper Chamber should be a Muslim when the
representative in the Lower House is a Hindu and vice versa.
Such an arrangement wouldinot in my_view be satisfactory for it·
would 'give excessive representation to the Muslim minority.
Moreover, the selection of both members by direct election would
run counter to the principle which will be applied in other Provinces for
it seems probable that the British Indian members of the Senate will be
elected by the Provincial legislatures, to secure the natural character of
a federal polity that the federating units as such should be represented in
the structure of the common Government. On this analogy the representative of Ajmer-Merwara in the Upper Chamber should represent the
governing body of Ajmer-Merwa~a. I~ the. absence of a provinci~l
legislature the only method by whwh th1s desideratum can be secured 1s'
by an arrangement by which this member is nominated bJ: the authority
responsible for the Government. Such a system of secutmg representa-tion would doubtless not accord with procedure in other Provinces. B11t
'

I
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different conditions require different treatment and if Ajmer-Merwara
is to be a separate unit in the federal polity I regard it as of paramount
importance that its Government should have some method of representing
its views in the Federal House. The only other suitable alternative would
be for the member of the Upper Chamber to be selected by indirect election through the Municipal and District Boards. I make these remarks
on the assumption that Ajmer-Merwara will be a quasi-federal unit and
will be represented as proposed by the Federal Structure Sub-Committee
in the Federal House, but I am far from the opinion that the
Government. of an isolated unit like Ajmer-Merwara can suitably be entrusted to a federal body sitting in Simla and Delhi the ,
members of which will be entirely ignorant of local conditions and will be·
occupied with affairs of far wider interest. Moreover it is impossible
that the States will agree to the proposed representation of Ajmer-Merwara·
in both Houses unless they are accorded similar representation in propor·
tion to their size and populatiol).

•

•

Castes of electo-rs in Ajmer-Mer:wara Constituency of the Legisl!ttive Assembly, 1930.

-Numbers and Names?£ ~ubDivisions.

I

Brahinans. Raj puts.

),

·-

Mahajans. Kayasthas.

Malis.

Qujars
andJats.

'

Mohamedans.

_j,

0

I. Ajmer Municipality

..'

II. Beawar Municipality

..

rn:

..

Kekri Municipality

IV. Deoli Municipality

...

V. Nasirabad Cantonment

..

VI. Ajmer ruraJ are.a ..
:VII ..Beawar rural area
'
I. Todgarh Tahsil

\

'2.si.
\
78

-

•

:z:

$· Kekri Istimrari area

..

~

,

.

Total.

-

..

729

I 50

55

7

584

I29

647

5

-2,597

555

I9

23

7

99

7

148

,.. 941

3

9

·5

70

I

I2

20

273

3

123

3

10

2

23

"\;

47.

-~~p

19

13

..
I

00

'

Others.

I5

4

..

<2"'

Me. Ajmer Istimrari area

4

••'

00

..
..

Christians
(includes
Europeans
and AngloIndians.)

__Ju
'

. IOO

~

,_

..

.

20

1

26

20

3

75

50

..
..

2

'

..
..
..
..
..
..

\
\

.

..

..
- ..

..
..

..

..
"

.-

3

19

..
..
37
35

..

_..,.,-· -."
90

5

00

5

-~ .,._~-~

(

f ..

..

00

50

-

00

..
00

I
2

..
..

ll

' 21

-

96
194

.

Total

..

391

137

1,603

176

87

<

*

Includes Parsis, Sikhs, etc.

941

804

186

861*

4,339

